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PREFATORY NOTE
IT had been iny hope that the following work might have been done in
collaboration with my dear friend Dr. Theodore Robinson; but
exacting duties in other ·directions prevented this. I am, however,
indebted to him for having contributed twenty-two of the psalms to the
Commentary, and four chapters in the Introduction, for which I express
my sincere thanks.*
In dealing with the individual psalms in the Commentary the following
procedure has been adopted: first· an introductory section giving a
short account of the nature and contents of the psalm. Then comes
the translation ; in this the endeavour is made to keep as closely as
possible to the Hebrew, and to reproduce the metrical structure of the
original. It is fully realized that the English rendering does not, at
times, run smoothly ; this is to be regretted, but in some cases it is
extremely difficult to give a pleasing translation without paraphrasing.
The text-critical notes which follow are, of course, meant for the
Hebrew student. Indebtedness to various scholars is indicated when
called for. Textual emendation is confessedly a difficult, and often
controversial, task ; but in a great number of cases it is unavoidable.
The endeavour is here made to suggest emendations only where absolutely demanded. The exegetical notes which are tl,ien given are as
brief as possible ; but it is hoped that all essential matters have received
attention. Divergent views are only incidentally mentioned, for to
discuss these in every case would take up far too much space. The
verse-numbering in these notes is that of the English Bible, but where
that of the Hebrew Bible differs it is indicated. Finally, there is a
short section on the religious teaching of ;the psalm in question. Here
tbe object is merely to lay stress on the special religious theme, or
themes, of the psalm., not to elaborate them, which would be inappropriate in a Commentary. In some cases this section is omitted in order
to avoid unnecessary repetition.
TheCommentaryiswrittenprimarilyfornon-Hebraists; butthestudent
of Hebrew may, it is hoped, find some help in the text-critical notes.
I must express my sincere thanks to Prof. S. H. Hooke for a number
of valuable suggestions.
W. 0. E. 0ESTERLEY.
• Pss. 55---{io, 68, 73-84, 86, 88, 90; and Chaps. I, II, IV, V. vii
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CHAPTER I
THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF THE PSALTER

IN the opening essay of The Psalmists (1933), the late Hugo Gressmann
noted and deplored the fact that no one has yet attempted to write a
history of Hebrew psalmody. He had apparently overlooked the work
of Cheyne, written during the best period of that great; but eccentric,
scholar. The Origin of the Psalier (189 I) is an attempt to discover from
the psalms themselves, how the book reached its present form, and the
periods to which individual psalms and groups of psalms may be
ascribed. Cheyne started from th""= latest date and worked backwards,
and was strongly under the influence of a Maccabrean theory, but his
work was, in many ways, of permanent value, and he did, at least,
recognize that the Psalter had a long history.
It may be doubted whether we can profitably discuss the earlier stages
of development in this field. Poetry and religion have always gone
hand in hand. The spiritual exaltation with which man approaches
the object of his worship, even O{l the lowest levels, tends to find
expression in ordered and symmetrical language. The deeper strata
of personality, from which alone true poetry can spring, are those to
which the divine makes .its appeal, and in which the divine most readily
and surely finds its response. The earliest forms of ritual which we
know give rise to poetry, or to something closely akin to poetry (the
sacred dance, for example),1 and some of the earliest poetry known to
us, e.g., the great Mesopotamian epics, had a definite place in the
cultus.
We may, then, take it for granted that from the beginning Israelite
ritual involved the use of sacred poems. It is even possible that really
primitive snatches and fragments have survived and have been incorporated in the psalms as we now have them, though it is no longer
possible even to attempt their identification. But we do, from time
to time, meet with phrases and metaphors which carry us back to a
much older stage in the religious thought of Israel than that to which
the Psalter has been adapted.
It seems probable, then, that the Psalter was compiled for use in the
cultus, and was intended to supply what was necessary for every form
of worship (see further .pp. 5 ff.). But men's ideas change as time
passes. Their theological conceptions develop, and the forms of the
1

Cp., e.g., Oeatedey, The Saaed Dame (1923),
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cultus are modified. The final compilation of the Psalter undoubtedly
comes from an age when the religion of Israel was fundamentally, and
even aggressively, monotheistic. But there survive phrases which imply
a polytheistic outlook ; while Yahweh is the supreme God, and the only
God to receive the highest honours, others are admitted as valid deities,
though of lower rank and inferior quality. The position recalls the
" kathenotheism " which appears in so many of the hymns of the
Rigveda. In a few instances we have a rejection of sacrifice which
would have been inconceivable except at a late stage of religious development, and even the belief in a true immortality may be found in one
or two psalm-passages.
Many of the psalms themselves, then, have had a long history, in the
course of which they have been modified to meet the changing needs of
the cultus and of the national outlook on religion. No one supposes that
such forms of ritual as the enthronement festival or the mimic wedding
and death of the God at each New Year still survived when our Psalter
was compiled, yet it seems undeniable that some of our psalms, in their
original form, were related to these ceremonial occasions. We may even
go so far as to suggest that some of the psalms once formed portions of
great dramatic epics, such as those which are familiar to us from the
cultus of Babylon and Ugarit. But it is only a knowledge of other
religions which makes such a conjecture possible ; the psalms themselves
have been so altered as to fit them for a purer and simpler ritual.
A history of Hebrew psalmody along these lines, however, can never
take us very far. We are on much surer ground when we observe that
there must have been collections of psalms existing independently before
the formation of our present book, and that these have been extensively
used by the compilers. For the identification of these smaller and older
books we have to rely on criteria of two kinds: (a) the evidence to be
gathered from the text, (b) the titles prefixed to a large number of the
poems in the book.
(a) The Psalter is now divided into five books, probably in imitation
of the " five-fifths " of the Law: I, 1-41 ; II, 42-72; III, 73-89;
IV, 90-106; V, 107-150. But it is, clear that this division is late;
there seems to be no ground, for instance, for drawing a line between
Pss. 106 and 107. But we do find in Pss. 42-89 (Bks. II and III) one
striking peculiarity. Except for the last six, they show a definite
attempt to avoid the divine name Y ahmeh, the word Elohim being
substituted, even where the God of Israel is in view. Thus we have in
Ps. 43 4 "0 God, my God 11, in 511'" 0 God, God of my salvation",
in 63 1 " 0 God, thou art my God ", where a proper name would have
been more suitable than the general term, at least in the vocative.
Further, we have parallels in different parts of the Psalter. Thus
Pss. 1 4 and 53 are almost identical, but 142 has Yahweh where 53 1
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bas God (Elohim). So also in 14'(=53 5), 148 (cf. 53 147 {=53 7);
the name Yahweh does not occur in Ps. 53 at all. On the other hand,
Ps. 108, which is a combination of Pss. 57 7- 11 and 6oG- 11, does not use
the name Yahweh, a fact which must be taken into account in another
connexion. It seems clear that Pss. 42-83 once formed an independent
collection which has been transferred bodily to our present Psalter.
Further, we have in certain cases psalms which are grouped together
by their subject-matter. Here we may mention the " Enthronement "
psalms (on which see pp. 6 f.), the" Hallelujah" psalms (Pss. 111-114,
u6-n8, 135, 136, 146-150), which are among the latest in the Psalter,
and the " Songs of Ascents" (Pss. 120-134) sung by pilgrims as they
ascended Mount Zion for the great annual festivals. It is at least
probable that these originally formed small collections, from which they
have been transferred to the larger book; it will be noted that psalms
of each type tend to stand together even in our present book.
(b) The titles of the psalms are discussed elsewhere; it is sufficient
here to observe their bearing on the question of earlier collections. It
has been supposed (e.g., by Briggs) that a number of the words in the
titles indicated earlier collections, e.g., " Miktam ", " Of the Choirmaster", "Maski!", "Mizmor ", but in these cases it would appear
that the evidence hardly justifies the conclusion, since these psalms are
scattered throughout the book. But we do find that psalms whose
titles include certain personal names tend to come together, and these
may well have been taken from earlier collections. Thus nearly -all the
psalms in Bk. I (the exceptions are Pss. 1, 2, 33; 10 is a part of the
same psalm as 9) include the term " David's " in the heading. It is
difficult not to believe that these once formed a separate collection.
Again, at the close of Ps. 72 we have .the remark: " The prayers of
David, the son of Jesse, are ended ". The title ascribes Ps. 72 itself to
Solomon, and Pss. 51--65, 68-Jo bear the name of David at the head./
Here, again, the facts suggest that we have a second Davidic collection,
which included the word " prayer " in its general title. The other
Davidic psalms are sporadic (86, 101, 103, 108-uo, 122, 124, 131, 133,
138-145); some of these are included in the" Songs of Ascents" and
othefJI in the "Hallelujah" psalms. .There is no reason why a psalm
should not have appeared in more than one collection; in fact, the evidence
shows that this almost certainly happened, but; except possibly in the
case of the last group of eight psalms, it sc:ems more probable that the
name of David was added at a later time. . Both parts of Ps. 108, of
course, are taken from poems which already had the name of David at
their head.
Two othe.r names must be considered. The first of these is " Of
the sons of Qorah ", the referei;ice being, apparently, to th~ guild of
temple-singers mentioned in I Chron. 9 19• 31,128• Th~ are eloven
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of these, falling into two groups: Pss. 42-49 and 84, 85, 87, 88--it is
easy to suppose that Ps. 86 was inserted between Pss. 85 and 87 by the
final compiler. Here, again, we feel justified in assuming an earlier
collection, which may once have contained many more psalms than
those which have come down to us.
The same remark may apply to the other collection, that of" Asaph" ;
whether the name be understood as referring to the individual mentioned
in 1 Chron. 16 5 and elsewhere, or whether it stands for" the sons of
Asaph ", a guild of singers alluded to in 2 Chron. 29 13, etc., is not a
matter of importance. Eleven of these stand together (Pss. 73-83), and
a twelfth appears in Ps. 50. Again, we may well understand that
a single transposition may have been made by the final compiler of
the Psalter, and we may conclude that these twelve also were taken
from a separate collection.
While, then, the evidence is somewhat scanty, it is sufficient to
justify us in the belief that our present Psalter was compiled from earlier
collections. The earliest may well have been the first Davidic group,
now practically forming Bk. I. The second large collection, which we
may call " Elohistic ", had as its main sources three such collections, one
bearing the name of the " Sons of Qorah ", one that of" Asaph ", and one
the title " The Prayers of David ". The third main group was brought
together after the completion of the second, as the evidence of Ps.
108 shows, and included the "Songs of Ascents", the "Hallelujah"
psalms, and, possibly, a section from a third Davidic collection. We
have every reason to be thankful for the care and spiritual insight of the
men who preserved for us these specimens of the sacred poetry of
Israel.

CHAPTER II
THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE PSALMS

THE higher criticism of the Psalter has undergone a complete revolution
in the last quarter of a century. The older effort was concentrated on·
authorship, and sought to know the circumstances which gave rise to
each particular psalm. This tendency is reflected in the titles of many
of our psalms, whose bearing is discussed elsewhere. Over a century
ago it became clear that this method of approach could yield no reliable
conclusions, and it was gradually abandoned, though even to-day a
number of commentatdl"s still identify some of the psalms as the work
of David. But the identity of the author was felt to be subordinate to
the age which produced the poem, and from the time of Ewald onwards
it has been customary to assign individual psalms to various periods in
the history of Israel.
The newer criticism, while not oblivious of the possibility of suggesting a rough date for many of the psalms, has concentrated on their
function-that is, on the part they were designed to play in the life of
Israel. Naturally, they were designed for worship, and that meant
for worship in the temple. The use of religious poetry for private
meditation and prayer is a comparatively modem phenomenon, and
we may take it for granted that, with few exceptions, the psalms were
designed for use in one form or other of the cultus. It should, however,
be pointed out that the use of psalms by an individual is not excluded ;
on the contrary, a good deal of the ritual was private, though performed
in the temple. A vow was made by an individual, and he spoke in his
own name, and in that of no other, when he went through the various
forms of service which were connected with the fulfilment of his promise.
There seems to have been no general or communal act of worship in the
presentation of tithes ; each man brought his own basket of produce,
as was convenient for himself, and offered it as a personal gift. A great
deal of judicial work was done in the temple, which was the supreme
court of appeal in all cases. We may be certain that litigants, in stating
their case and in receiving judgement, had prescribed forms of words to
repeat, and each case implied a ritual and ceremonial procedure. Some
of the psalms look like oaths of purgation, and our evidence shows us
that an oath of this kind was often employed to settle a dispute. It is
true that national psalms, designed for use by a representative of the
whole people in time of crisis, might use the first person singular. The
5
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concept of corporate personality made this possible, indeed, almost
inevitable. But we can generally see fairly well whether the worshipper
is speaking for himself alone, or whether his " I " is the whole group
which he, for the time, represents.
The leading exponent of the newer• method in psalm-criticism is
Gunkel, though others, notably Gressmann, Mowinckel, and Hans
Schmidt, have made important contributions. It will be well to sketch
here in outline the position as the first-named scholar states it. He
finds the following" types" or" classes" (Gattungen):
I.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Hymns, or songs of praise; a special class is fonned by the
" Enthronement " psalms.
·
Laments of_ the community.
Royal psalms.
Laments of the individual.
Thanksgiving of the individual..

To these larger groups several smaller classes have to be added:
Blessings and curses.
Pilgrim psalms.
Thanksgiving of the Israelite nation.
Legends.
10. Psalms dealing with the Law.
II. Prophetic psalms.
12. Wisdom psalms.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A number of psalms are " mixed "' in type, and may be assigned to
more than one class~ Sometimes a single psalm contains a veritable
" liturgy " in which several classes alternate with one another.
Every "class" has its own special forms, with a characteristic
introduction and conclusion. Thus the Hymns always begin with an
introduction in which the singer says that he is about to praise Yahweh,
or calls on others to do so. Then follows the reason ; sometimes it is
because of the mighty deeds that have been wrought in the past, through
creation or history, and sometimes it is because of some more recent
event. Amongmanyothers,Pss. n3,n7, and 135 are cited as examples.
Ps. 103 is another which many serve as typical .of this class ; here the
psalmist ,addresses his own " soul ", and ~ for a blessing on Yahweh.
The reasons are given first in a series of sentences introduced by a
participle with the article, equivalent to a relative clause. Further
statements as to Yahweh's great and loving acts follow, and the psalm
closes with a repetition of the ca11 · to praise, though this time the
address is much wider, and includes angels as well as men.
" Enthronement " psalms, which, as we have seen, Gunkel regards
as a special class of Hymns, are _characterized by the opening formula
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"Yahweh is King I" (or" Yahweh is become King!"). To this group
belong such psalms as 93, 97, and 99. They suggest a ceremonial
procession, following on the great acts of enthronement, anointing, and
coronation, and may include elements derived from the ritual pattern
already mentioned. Gunkel himself regarded these psalms as being
eschatological, a view which is discussed elsewhere (see pp. 51 f.).
" Laments of the Community " were especially adapted for use in the
ritual of fast-days. Typical of this class are Pss. 44, 74, and So. They
begin with a plea for a hearing, or with bewildered wonder as to why
calamity has fallen on the people. Sometimes, as in Ps. 44, this is
omitted, and the psalmist passes directly to a recollection of the great
deeds done by Yahweh in the past, a normal element in such a psalm.
There is, naturally, some description of the calamity which has led to
the great day of humiliation and prayer. Its terms are usually vague,
since it has to be employed on a variety of occasions, a fact which creates
serious problems for commentators who still wish to assign a specific
event to every psalm. Sometimes, it is true, the references are sufficiently detailed to make reasonable conjecture possible, but even then
there is usually room for more than one explanation. As a rule, such
psalms end, or at least include, an expression of confidence in the saving
power of Yahweh and of the conviction that the prayer will be
answered as the worshipper desires.
" Royal " psalms are not to be confused with the " Enthronement "
psalms. The latter are hymns which celebrate the reign of Yahweh;
the former are prayers for the prosperity of an earthly monarch. The
class includes such pieces as Pss. 18, 45, 72, and no. It must be remembered that, to the mind of the Ancient East, the king was more than an
individual : he was an epitome of-the nation, and the prosperity of the
whole community was in some way bound up with his success. So, in
spite of the natural Israelite insistence on the humanity of the king, and
on his essential equality with his subjects in the sight of God, the great
events of his life were a matter of concern for the whole people, and
might demand a special ritual The occasions for which these psalms
were employed may have varied ; some appear to have been used at his
coronation, others may have formed part of special service performed
on his birthday, one (Ps. 45) was designed for the royal marriage, while
protection and success in battle are natural objects of prayer. Their
tone is generally that of petition for the king's safety or for divine
guidance in the duties of his government.
The " Laments of the Individual " form a fairly large class, and were
probably adapted to il number of different occasions, Some of them
imply that the worshipper is standing by the altar, and is about to offer
a sacrifice which, he hopes, will induce Yahweh to deliver him from his
troubles. Psalms of this class not infrequently include a small liturgy,

a
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in the course of which a divine oracle is given, promising to the worshipper the satisfaction of his need, and enabling him to close with thanksgiving for the coming benefit. The words of the oracle sometimes have
to be assumed, but the happy ending shows that they were used in the
actual ritual. Illustrations may be seen in Pss. 7 and 56 ; Ps. 20 may
be the latter part of such a psalm, giving only the divine oracle and the
final expression of confidence. To this class belong also some of the
so-called II penitential psalms ".
The occasions for these psalms were varied. A large proportion,
however, clearly imply that the singer is the object of attack from
personal enemies, and, as Hans Schmidt has shown, some may
have been prescribed for use in judicial process, in protest against false
accusation and in assertion of innocence. Ps. 26 is a good illustration
of this class, while in Ps. 142 the singer is actually in prison (cf. v. 7).
Gunkel includes about a dozen of the pieces in the Psalter under the
head of II Thanksgiving of the Individual ". Here, more clearly than
anywhere else, a place can be found in the ritual, for such psalms are
particularly adapted to the ritual for the thank-offering or for the fulfilment of a vow. Yet they tend to overlap other classes, and Gunkel
himself includes Ps. 18, which has already been classed as a "Royal"
psalm. Others mentioned by him are Pss. 30, 32, 41, and 138. They
naturally recount the special occasion which has called for thanksgiving,
and are sometimes so to be read as to allow an interval for the actual
presentation of a sacrifice on the altar.
We need not follow Gunkel further into his account of the smaller
groups. Enough has been said to indicate the main lines on which the
newer criticism is proceeding. It is still in its infancy, and the fact
that it finds comparatively little mention in the following pages is not
due to neglect of its importance, but rather to the feeling that it must be
still further developed and more securely based before it can be accepted
as finally valid. Its great weakness, as Gunkel himself states it, lies in
the somewhat rigid formula which it presupposes. Psalms are not
always as easy to classify as the theory appears to imply; Gunkel
includes Ps. 23 among the "Psalms of .Confidence ", though he admits
that it is not characteristic of its class. The " Psalms of Confidence "
are a minor subdivision of the " Laments of the Individual ", and any
classification which brings Ps. 23, however remotely, under that head,
needs some revision. But it must be freely admitted that the door has
been opened on to a new line of study, and we may well hope that the
years will bring us fresh light, not only on the Psalter itself, but also
on the whole religious life of those for whose needs it was compiled,

CHAPTER III
THE TITLES OF THE PSALMS

ALTHOUGH the titles occurring at the head of most of the psalms formed
no part of the text in its original form, some consideration of them is
demanded, since there is reason to believe that in a number of cases, so
far as the musical accompaniment was concerned, they reflect traditional
usage. In this connexion we may refer to what is said under Ps. 150,
where it will be seen that musical instruments mentioned in various
psalms were of great antiquity, since the identical names occur on
monuments dating back to the third millennium. Another reason for
discussing these titles is that many of them indicate the collection to
which the psalm in question belonged before being incorporated in the
Psalter in its present form, a subject which is not without interest (see
further p. 3).
It is only to be expected that differences of opinion should exist as
to the meaning of some of the titles ; to some of these we shall refer ;
but an exhaustive discussion of all the different views does not seem to
be called for. It must be recognized that in some cases the meaning of
a title is uncertain.
For facility of reference we shall take the psalms in the order in which
they now stand. First, however, it is necessary to say a brief word
about the title of the Psalter as a whole. In the Hebrew Bible the title
is Tehillim, in a contracted form Tillim, and Sepher (" Book ") Tillim
(Aramaic Tillin 1 ). The word comes from the root HLL," to praise";
it therefore means " Praises " or " Hymns ". This title is not an
appropriate one, for a large number of the psalms are not hymns of
praise. Judging from the note added at the conclusion of Ps. 72,
" The Prayers of David, the son of Jesse, are ended ", it would seem that
at one time this part of the Psalter had the general title Tephilloth,
" Prayers " ; but if so, it was equally inappropriate, for not many of
these psalms are in the nature of prayers, and one only, the seventeenth,
is called " A Prayer ". In the Septuagint the title differs slighty
in the MSS, usually Btp;>..os 'YMµwv or 'Ya)\µ,ol (" Book of Psalms",
or "Psalms") occur, but in Cod. A. it is 'PM'1"'7ptov, which means a
"stringed instrument" (cp. "psaltery" in Ps. 33 2, 1449 and elsewhere), and then a " song " sung to the accompaniment of a stringed
instrument, or instruments. The title 'Pa)\µ,ol is the plural of a word
1

E. G. Hirsch, in the Jewish Encyl., x, :241 b.
9
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corresponding to the Hebrew mizmor, on which see below. The Syriac
and Latin Versions follow the Septuagint.
We shall now take the psalms in order and discuss the titles as they
occur.
Ps. I : this, together with thirty-three other psalms, has no title ;
they are known as " Orphan " psalms ; the term is Talmudic (Abodah
Zaraz4b).
Ps. z: " Orphan."
Ps. 3: A Psabn. David's. When he fled from the face of

Absawm, his son.
First, as to the term Mizmor, " psalm ", which occurs in the titles of
fifty-seven psalms. It comes from the root ZMR, meaning to" pluck",
i.e., taking hold of the strings of an instrument with the fingers, and thus
implies that the psalms in question were sung to the accompaniment of a
stringed instrument, or instruments. David't raises the question as to
how we are to understand the prefix lanred (L-) which occurs so frequently, in different connexions, in the titles. It is the Hebrew preit has also
position meaning " to ", " belonging to ", " of ", " for
other shades of meaning according to the context. The traditional
explanation is that this L' denotes authorship, hence the expression
lamed auctoris. This cannot, however, always be its meaning because
it occurs, e.g., in connexion with" the sons of Qorah ". Briggs denies
that it refers to authorship ; he says : " The earliest collection of
psalms for use in the synagogue was made under the name of David, the
traditional father of religious poetry and of the temple worship. The
later editors left this name in the titles, with the preposition L• attached,
to indicate that these psalms belonged to that collection." There may
be something in this. In any case, it is difficult to understand why the
name of David became attached to some quite late psalms. It occurs in
the titles of seventy-three psalms ; and in the Septuagint in fourteen
others. In our rendering we have put "David's" in the titles in
question, for we realize the difficulty of coming to a definite conclusion
on the matter ; and this can be taken either in the sense of Davidic
authorship, or in that of belonging to the Davidic collection. The
remainder of the title under consideration, referring to an episode in the
life of David (see z Sam. 15), is due to an editor who believed to discern
in the psalm a reference to this, see especially v. 6, or who felt that it
might appropriately have been composed, or used, by David on this
occasion.
Ps. 4 : For the Precentor : With stringed instruments. A Psalm.
Davi.d's.
The term" For the Precentor "(Lamnazeafi), which occurs here for
the first time (it appears fifty-five times in the titles), is again one which
is differently interpreted. It comes from the root meaning lit. " to
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shine ", and from the fonn of the verb which implies intensity ; .as the
word is a participle, it must refer to an individual, thus, one who shines,
i.e., who is pre-eminent, and therefore occupying a leading position.
This is supported by the use of the verb in I Chron. 15 21, where it
means " leading " the stringed instruments in the liturgical service of
song. In most of the titles in which the term occurs musical directions of
some kind are added, so that the rendering "Precentor" seems justified.
At the same time, it must be recognized that the term was not so upderstood by the ancient translators. Briggs thinks that there was " a
Psalter collected under the name of the Director, or choir-master ",
and that the psalms with this title " were taken from a Psalter bearing the
Director's name", There i&, however, nothing to show that such
a Psalter ever existed. Another view is put forward by Haupt, and
tentatively followed by Gunkel; by a change in the vowel-points he
reads the word as Laminzaf:,, which would mean " in regard to the
musical rendering ''. There is a great deal in this view ; the difficulty
in regard to it, however, is that the use of the term is, relatively, so
restricted; it does not occur in the great majority of the titles. This
difficulty applies also, of course, to the rendering" For the Precentor ",
excepting that, as we have seen, there is more support for this. Once
more, Mowinckel, taking the word •in its literal sense, explains it as a
liturgical abbreviation of the expression" to cause the face of Yahweh
to shine", an antique anthropomorphic expression meaning to induce
him to be favourably disposed (cp. Exod. 3211); so that, according to
this interpretation, the psalm was to be a means of propitiating God by
sacred song and instrumental music. Its comparative rarity tells more
against this view than against the others mentioned ; if some psalms
were a means of propitiation, why not all ? But apart from this, the
verb is never used in this sense either in Biblical or later Hebrew.
We have drawn attention to these views both because of their interest,
and because they are accepted, respectively, by different scholars; but
we have retained the rendering" For the Precentor" (i.e., instructions
for the Precentor) as open to the least objection, and as having definite
Biblical support in its favour. In the title under consideration there is,
further, the instruction "with stringed instruments" (bin•gtn6th),
meaning that the singing of the psalm is to be accompanied by these
(for details see under Ps. 150); the direction occurs in six other titles.
Ps. 5 : For the Precentor. To the NeiJ,il6th. A Psalm. Dama's.
What is meant by "To the Nelp:loth" is a problem difficult of
. solution, if indeed it can be solved. It has been interpreted as meaning
"to (the accompaniment) of Flutes"; this interpretation is justified in
so far that we know from Isa. 3021 _that the flute was used in liturgical
worship (see also 1 Kgs. 1•0); a usage occurring among other Semites
too (see under Ps. 150). On the other hand, although the word in the
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title looks as though it were derived from the root meaning " to pipe ",
the noun ne(iilah does not occur elsewhere in the Bible ; the ordinary
word for " flute " is balil (lit. " reed-pipe ") ; so that if flutes were
meant in the title, the word ought to be Ba(ialilim. The interpretation
mentioned above can, therefore, hardly be correct. In the Septuagint
the term is rendered inrlp -rfjs KA71povop,ovcn,s, and Jerome renders
this pro hereditatibus; they, therefore, read N•baloth; the meaning
would then be: "To (the tune of) the Inheritances", i.e., the psalm
was to be sung to the melody of the well-known song, based (if the
supposition is not too fanciful) on Isa. 49 8, which ends with: "to
make (them) inherit the desolate heritages" (l'han(iil n•IJaloth somemoth).
There are other cases, to which reference will be made, of psalms being
sung to the tunes of well-known songs.
Ps. 6: For the Precentor: With stringed instruments. On the
eighth. A Psalm. David's.
The only term which demands consideration here is : " On the
eighth" ('al-hassinith, or "According to the eighth"). The rendering
" On the octave " ignores the fact that the Hebrews had no eight-toned
scale. All authorities are agreed that the ancient music of the Hebrews
was similar in style to that of the primitive type of Arab music, which
may still be heard in parts of Arabia ; in this, quarter-tones as well as
semitones are recognized ; it follows that they have no octave consisting
of eight tones and thirteen semitones ; and this must be presumed of
ancient Hebrew music. There can, then, be no doubt that this term
cannot mean "On the octave", i.e., that the musical instruments
(cp. I Chron. 15 21) were to be played, or that the male voices were to
sing, an octave lower, as has been maintained. Hence some commentators explain the term as the eighth (psalm) of a collection, meaning,
presumably, that the psalm was to be sung to the tune of that of the
eighth in the collection. This is ingenious, but not very convincing ;
for one might reasonably expect references to the number of various
other psalms in other collections in such a large body of psalms as those
contained in the Psalter. The term occurs in the title of Ps. 12 ; but
nowhere else is there any reference to a number in the titles. What is
meant by the term remains an enigma; the Septuagint merely
reproduces the Hebrew. See further on the title of Ps. 46.
Ps. 7: Siggaion. David's, which he sang to Yahweh because of the
words of Kush the Benjamite.
The term Siggaion is traditionally interpreted as a noun derived from
the root meaning " to go astray ", or " to meander " ( SGH) ; the psalm
being thus described as of a wild character, dithyrambic. The contents of the psalm do not, however, bear this out. It can hardly be
doubted that the word is a corruption, perhaps of Higgaion (see below) ;
the Septuagint evidently read Mi:mior. In the title of the psalm in
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Hab. 3, where the plural of the word occurs (Sigionoth), the Septuagint
again read Mizmor (cp. Psalms of Solomon 15 1 ). The episode in the
life of David referred to in the title is difficult to identify ; if, with the
Versions, we read" Kushite ", the reference may be to z Sam. 1881-aa;
but the Kushite there is not a Benjamite ; possibly he was mistakenly
identified with the " Benjamite" of z Sam. 16 11•

Ps. 8: For the Precentor. On the Gittith. A Psalm. David's.
" On the Gittith " is sometimes held to refer to some musical instrument which took its name from Gath, the Philistine city. In the
Targum this is the explanation, and is suggested by the fact that the
form" Gittith" is equivalent to" Gath-like". There is, however, no
reason to suppose that the Israelites ever borrowed an instrument from
the Philistines. A far more likely explanation is that suggested by the
Septuagint rendering, " For the wine-presses " ; for the Hebrew word
for " wine-press " is gath, and if, following the Septuagint, we read the
plural Gittoth for Gitt'ith, the term would mean that the psalm is
described as one that was sung to the melody of a vintage-song, sung
when the grapes were trodden out. The joyous character of the psalm
bears this out, and it is worth noting that the same term occurs in the
titles of Pss. 81, 84,_ the former of which was one of the proper psalms
for the Feast of Tabernacles, the autumn feast, the time of the vintage.
In the Midrash on the Psalms, moreover, in dealing with this title
reference is made to Joel 313 (Hebr. 4 13), where it is said: "Put ye in
the sickle, for the vintage is ripe ; come, tread ye, for the wine-press
(gath) is full, the fats overflow". Gunkel explains the term as in
reference to a " Gathite " mode ; but there is no evidence to show that
the Israelites adopted a Philistine mode of singing (if there was one ?)
in their temple-worship.

Ps. 9: For the Precentor.

'Almuth labben.

A Psalm. David's.

The words 'Almuth labben, "According to (the melody of) ' Die for
the son' (or 'The Death of the son')," may mean that this was the
title of a song to the melody of which the psalm was to be sung. It is
po~ible, however, that we have here a word which has suffered corruption, and that we should read 'Al-'alamoth, on which see the title to Ps.
46. The Versions give no help. At the end of v. 16 of the psalm the
term Higgaion occurs; it comes from the root (HGH) meaning " to
muse", or "meditate"; but, judging from its use in Ps. 923, it must
refer to music in connexion with a stringed instrument. Here, therefore, it probably means that the musical accompaniment is to be played
by stringed instruments, lyres or harps.
Pss. 10-15: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 16: Miktam. David's.
The term Miktam occurs also in the titles of Pss. 56-60. Its meaning i9i uncertain. In Rabbinical writings it is connected with the word
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Kethem, "gold", and is explained as" a golden piece", beautiful and
valuable. Another word with which it might be connected is Katham,
~omething " hidden 11 ; in this case the term would mean that the psalm
was of hidden import, not understood by all. It may well be, however,
that Mowinckel has hit upon the true meaning ; he connects the term
with the Assyrian Katamu " to cover 11 , i.e., to cover sin ; so that Miktam
would be employed in reference to a psalm which dealt with the subject
of covering, or atoning for, sin, or uncleanness, or else sickness, the
result of sin ; it might even have been held that the saying or singing of
the psalm was of atoning efficacy.
Ps. 17: A Prayer. David's.
The contents of this psalm show the appropriateness of its being
called a Tephillah, "prayer". Only one other psalm (86) is so called;
and the word occurs in the titles of go, 102, 142; see also the note
appended at the end of 72, "The prayers of David, the son of Jesse, are
ended".
·
Ps. 18: For the Precentor: David's, the servant of Yahweh; who
,pake unto Yahweh the words of this song in the day that Yahweh delivered
him from the grasp of all his enemies and from the hand.of Saul; and he
said.
The reference here is to 2 Sam. 7 18- 16
The content of this psalm shows that, at any rate in its present form,
Davidic authorship is out of the question ; for details see the
Commentary.
The only term to be considered here is Sirah " song " ; it occurs
nowhere else in the titles ; but its commoner form Sir is often used.
We shall deal with it under Ps. 30. The rest of the title, with slight
variations, is as in 2 Sam. 22 1, where Ps. 18 appears again.
Pss. 1g-21: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 22 : For the Precentor : According to " The Hind of the Dawn 11 •
A Psalm. David's.
Here we have, in all probability, the name of a well-known song to
the tune of which this psalm was to be sung.
Pss. 23-29: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 30: A Psalm. A Song for the Dedication of the House. David's.
The term Sir, " song ", occurs here for the first time in the titles.
It is the most ancient word en;iployed in reference to a poem, whether
sacred or secular. As a rule, in the titles, it stands alone, like Mizmor
(in twelve titles); here, as in Pss. 45, 120-134, it is connected with some
word, defining its nature more definitely. The mention of the " Dedication qf the House 11 , i.e., the temple, cannot, of course, refer to any
episode in the life of David. The obvious inference, at first sight, is
that the words refer to the re-dedication of the temple by Judas
Maccabreus after its desecration by Antiochus Epiphanes (see x Mace.
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4 51- 09) ; that the psalm may have been used on this occasion is likely
enough, and thii;; was probably the reason why the words were added
in the title ; but that the psalm itself is Maccabrean is, of course, out
of the question.
Ps. 31. Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 32. David's. Masktl.
As the root from which the term " Mask.ii " comes has a variety of
meanings, according to the context, it is natural that it should be
differently explained, especially as the contents of the psalms which
have the term in their titles (thirteen) are of various character. Following the Septuagint rendering, the term is perhaps best understood as
"instruction", the psalms in question being of an instructive kind.
This, to be sure, would apply to many another psalm which is not called
a " Maski:l " ; the term would, therefore, seem to have been employed
somewhat arbitrarily.
Ps. 33: "Orphan".
Ps. 34 : Dam.d's ; when he changed his behaviour before Abim.elech, and
he drove him away, and he went.
This reference to the episode in the life of David is from I Sam.
21 10-15, though the Philistine king there mentioned is Achish. There
is nothing in the psalm which points to this occasion. Like the
references to David in some of the other titles, it is due to the imagination of some editor.
Ps. 35: Term already dealt with.
Ps. 36: For the Precentor: David's, the servant of Yahweh.
For this designation of David see I Sam. 23 10, 11• The title was
probably suggested by v. 10.
Ps. 37 : Term already dealt with.
Ps. 38: Mizm6r. David's. To bring to remembrance (l•hazkir).
The term l•hazmr is probably a corruption of l•'azkarah (Lev. 24 7) ;
this was the " memorial offering ", used in connexion with the Min}j.ah,
"meal offering" (see Lev. 2 1- 3). Its mention in the title will, therefore, mean that this psalm was sung while the " memorial offering "
was being burned. The term occurs again in the title of Ps. 70.
Ps. 39: For the Precentor: Jeduthun's. A Psalm. David's.
" Jeduthun ", or " Jedithun ", according to the Versions, was the
name of a founder of a guild of temple-singers, but the name is also
applied to the guild itself (1 Chron. 16'11, and I Chron. 25 1, 3, and
elsewhere). The name in the title probably refers to the mode of
singing adopted by this guild, and that the psalm was to be sung after
this mode.
Pss. 40, 41 : Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 42 : For the Precentor : Maski[. Belonging to the sons of Qorah.
The " Sons of Qorah " were a guild of temple-singers, Levites
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Chron. 9 19, 811 126). The psalms which have " Of ., , or " Belonging
to, the Sons of Qorah ", twelve in number, were presumably taken from
a collection in possession of this guild.
Pss. 43 1 44: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 45: For the Precentor: To'' Lilies''. Belonging to the Sons of
Qorah. Maski/. A Song of Looes.
" Soifannim ", usually translated " Lilies ", means, properlyspeaking,
" Anemones ., . The reference is again to the name of some favourite
song, to the tune of which this psalm was to be sung. " A Song of
Loves., is a very appropriate name for the psalm, as its contents show.
In the Song of Songs anemones are often referred to in connexion with a
lover. See further the titles to Pss. 60, So.
Ps. 46: For the Precentor: Belonging to the Sons of Qorah. According to 'Alamoth. A Song.
"•Alamoth" means "young women"; in I Chron. 15 17- 21 we
read that among the singers and players appointed by the Levites were
some who played" with harps (nebel) set to 'Alarnoth ", and others who
played "with lyres (kinn6r) set to the semzntth, to lead". Some
commentators explain these, respectively, as in reference to women's
voices, and to men's voices, an octave lower ; or else, since women took
no part in the service of song, to men's falsetto voices. Against this
it must be urged that, as we have already seen, the Hebrews had no
eight-toned scale ; and if falsetto voices were meant, the comparison
would not be to women's voices, but to boys' voices. Moreover, the
expressions in question are used in connexion with harps and lyres,
therefore with instrumental, not vocal, music. As the kinnor was the
smaller of these two stringed instruments, the term " seminith "
might conceivably refer to its eight strings ; Josephus says that the
larger nebel had twelve strings (Antiq. vii. 306); but this does not explain the term " 'Alamoth ", which, we must confess, we do not
understand.
·
Pss. 47-49: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 50: A Psalm. Asaph's.
In 1 Chron. 6 24 <39>, Asaph is mentioned as one of the leaders of the
Levitical choir (cp. 1 Chron. 15 17, 2 Chron. 29 30, where he is spoken of
as a " seer "). As " the Sons of Asaph " formed one of the guilds of
temple-singers, the question is whether "Asaph's" here, and in the
titles of Pss. 73-83, is an abbreviation for" the Sons of Asaph ", who
possessed a collection of psalms, or whether he was personally the author
of this psalm ; as Asaph was a " seer ", it is quite possible that the latter
was the case.
Ps. 51: For the Precentor: A Psalm. David's; when the prophet
Nathan came unto him after he had gone in unto Bath-sheba.
For the reference here to the episode in the life of David, see
(1
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2 Sam. 11, IZ; the penitential content of the psalm suggested the title
to some editor, for Davidic authorship is out of the question (see the
intr. section to this psalm in the Commentary).
Ps. 5z: Terms already dealt with.

Ps. 53 : For the Precentor : 'Al-Malµilath.

Maski[.

David's.

The meaning of" 'Al-MaJ:ialath" is very uncertain; the word may
come from a root meaning " sickness " ; hence some commentators
think that the psalm was meant to be sung during sickness ; or that it
was the title of a song, to the tune of which the psalm was to be sung ;
or, reading" 'Al-MaJ:ialatith ", that it was to be sung to the mode of
MaJ:ialath, the wife of Esau (Gen. z8 9) ; or else, reading " 'Al-MeQolatith ", in reference to the city of Abel-Meholah (Judg. 7 22 , 1 Sam.
18 111). With the exception of the first, none of these strike us as likely
to be the true meaning (see the title to Ps. 88). Perhaps the Septuagint
is to be followed, where it is written Maeleth, and taken to be a proper
name, conceivably a corruption of Mal;tli or MaJ:iali, one of the Levites
" who did the work for the service of the house of Yahweh " ( I Cbron.
2323, H).
Pss. 541 SS: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 56: For the Precentor: To " The Dove of the far-off terebinths."
David's. Miktam. When the Philistines took him in Gath.
Here we have again the title of a well-known song : " The Dove
of the far-off terebinths ", to the tune of which the psalm was to be
sung. The reference to David in Gath is inexact, for neither in
1 Sam. :21 10, 11, nor in :271- 4 , is he taken by the Philistines; he went to
Gath of his own free will.
Ps. 57: For the Precentor: To" Destroy it not". David's Miktam.
When he fled from the face of Saul into the cave.
"'Al-tashheth ", meaning "Destroy it not", was evidently taken
from the opening of a popular vintage-song, to the tune of which the
psalm was to be sung (so, too, in the titles of Pss. 58, 59, 75). The song
is quoted in Isa. 65 8 : " • • • AB the new wine is found in the cluster,
and one saith, 'Destroy it not, for a blessing is in it' •.• " For the
reference to David see either I Sam. zz 1, the cave of Adullam, or
:241 ._, the cave of Engedi.
Ps. 58: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 59 : The terms are as in the title of Ps. 57 ; they are followed by :
When Saul sent, and they watched the house to kill him.
The reference is to I Sam. 19 11 •
Ps. 6o : For the Precentor : To " The Lily of Witness ". Miktam.
David't. To teach. When he strooe with 'Aram-naharm"m and with
'.Aram-Zobah ,· and Joab returned and slew Edam in the Valley of Salt,
troelve thousand men.
Susan 'Edath. "The Lily [better Anemone] of Witness" is
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probably the name of the song referred to in the titles of Pss. 45, 61), So.
"To teach" (cp. 2 Sam. 1 18) suggests that the psalm was taught to
young warriors, as it is of a distinctly war-like character. For the rest
of the title see 2 Sam. 83 1r., 1a-14•
Pss. 61, 62: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 63: A Psalm. David's. Whenher.oasin{lur.oildernessofJudah.
For the reference to the episode in the life of David, see I Sam. 24',
since Engedi was in the south of Judah; the phrase" the wilderness of
Judah" occurs elsewhere only in Judg. 1 16•
Pss. 64-70.: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 71: "Orphan".
Ps. 72: Solomon's.
The contents of this psalm fully account for its ascription to
Solomon ; but that he was the writer is out of the question ; see the
exegetical notes to the psalm in the Commentary.
Pss. 73-87: Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 88 : A Song. A Psalm. Belonging to the Sons of Qorah. For
the Precentor: 'Al-Mafialath, Le'ann&th. Maskil of Heman tlu
Ezrahite.
It is evident that at least two titles have become mixed up together
here. Probably the original title began with "For the Precentor ".
For "'Al-Malµlath" see the title of Ps. 53. Very uncertain as the
meaning of this is, the contents of this psalm support the meaning
" For sickness ", i.e., a psalm to be sung by one suffering sickness. The
word " Le'annoth " means " to afflict ", and is probably to be
connected with the preceding. Heman (he is not called " the Ezrahite "
elsewhere) was the name of one of David's singers (1 Chron. 15 17, 19,
25 6), and also that of one of Solomon's wise men (1 Kgs. 4 81, Hehr.
511); he is mentioned together with Ethan the Ezrahite, who was likewise a wise man and a singer ; but there may well have been two Hemans
and two Ethans.
Ps. 89 : Maski[ of Ethan the Ezrathite.
See the foregoing.
Ps. 90: A Prayer of Moses, tm man of God.
Of this title it can only be said that it illustrates the unreliability
of the titles when they deal with authorship. It is different when
musical directions are in question.
Ps. 91: "Orphan".
Ps. 92: A Psalm. A Song/or tlu Sabbath Day.
The title does not necessarily mean that the psalm was originally
composed for singing on the Sabbath, but rather that it was chosen for
this day. It has been used as one of the special psalms for the Sabbath
by the Jewish Church up to the present day.
Pss. 93--97: "Orphan".
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Ps. 98 : Tenn already dealt with.
Ps. 99 : " Orphan ".
Ps. 100: Mizm6r. For thanksgi:ving.
This title indicates that the psalm was sung during the offering of the
" Todah " (" Thanksgiving "). which belonged to the type of sacrifices
known as the" Peace offerings" (Selamim), see Lev. 7 11-is, Am. 4 11•
Ps. 101 : Tenns already dealt with.
Ps. 102 : A Prayer for ,an ojfiicted one when he becometh faint, and
poureth 014t his complaint before Yahweh.
This title explains itself, and the contents of the psalm show its
appropriateness.
Ps. 103 : Tenn already dealt with.
Pss. 104, 105 : " Orphan".
Ps. 106: The " Hallelujah "which stands as a title to this psalm has
been repeated from the conclusion of the previous psalm; it is omitted
by a number of MSS. The psalm is an " Orphan " one.
Ps. 107: "Orphan".
Pss. rn8-110 : Terms already dealt with.
Pss. 111-113: In these psalms" Hallelujah" stands as a title.
Pss. n4-119: "Orphan".
Pss. 120-134: "Songs of Ascents"; Pss. 122, 124, 131, 133 add
"David's", omitted, however, by some MSS; Ps. 127 adds
" Solomon's ". For a discussion on what is meant by this term, see the
introductory section to Ps. 1:20 in the Comtnentary.
Ps. 135: "Hallelujah" again stands as the title.
Pss. 136, 137: " Orphan".
Pss. 138-141 : Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 142: Maski[. David's, when he was in the cave. A Prayer.
See the title to Ps. 57. The title was probably suggested by what is
said in v. 7, " Bring my soul out of prison ".
Pss. 143, 144 : Terms already dealt with.
Ps. 145 : Praise. David's.
This is the only occurrence in the titles of the term " Tehillah ", meaning " Praise ". The contents of the psalm show it to _be very
fitting. The additioq. of " David's " illustrates the haphazard way in
which the name has been made use of in the titles.
Pss. 146-150: All these psalms have the heading "Hallelujah";
in most cases it is in the nature of a title, but in Ps. 147 it belongs to the
text itself.

CHAPTER IV
THE FORMS OF HEBREW POETRY 1

Foa many centuries it was believed that there was no distinction to
be made in form between Hebrew prose and Hebrew poetry. The
language itself, owing to the great strength of its accentuation, is so
wonderfully musical that even its prose has a poetic quality and
ring. In the early Christian centuries, it is true, some scholars
(e.g., Philo and Josephus among Jews, and Origen and Jerome among
Christians) claimed that metres similar to those of Greek poetry were
used in Hebrew, but their statements are usually attributed to a desire
to glorify the Scriptures from every point of view. Origen, indeed,
apparently had some idea of the true nature of Hebrew poetic form,
but he does not seem to have applied his theories regularly, and was not
followed. It was only in the eighteenth century that the world of
Hebrew scholarship first had any light on the subject.
The pioneer in this work was Robert Lowth, whose lectures on
Hebrew poetry were published in 1753 under the title De Sacra Poesi
Hebraorum Preelectiones Academica. He observed that every line of
Hebrew poetry is divided into at least two parts, of which the second
frequently repeats the thought of the first. This he called parallelism
of verse-members ; for the mind of the writer, instead of proceeding in
a continuous line, as a prose-author would do, goes back, and moves
along a line parallel to its former course. Lowth distinguished between
three types of parallelism :
(a) Synonymous, in which the same thought is repeated with some
exactness, e.g., Ps. 831':
As when fire kindleth in tlrs forest,
as wlrsn flame blazeth on tlrs hills.

(b) Antithetic, involving a contrast, and sometimes expressing the
same idea first positively and then negatively, e.g., Ps. 908 :
or Prov. 278 :

At morn it doth blossom and burgeon,
at eve it doth droop and wither,

Faithful OTe tlrs woimds of a friend,
but dee,itful tlrs kissu of an enemy.

(c) Synthetic, where the sense runs on continuously, e.g., Ps.

28 :

And I haw anointed my king
on Zion, my holy hill.
1 The rendering of some of the quotations given in this chapter differs from that
appearing in the Commentary, but the sense is mostly the ume.-T. H. R.
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It is we may at once remark, generally recognized that this last type is
not ~e parallelism in thought, though each member of the line has
the same number of significant words in Hebrew. A much better
name for this type of line is that used by Gray, formal parallelism.
It is very seldom that two members of a line correspond exactly,
and there are numerous modifications which deserve even more attention
than they have yet received. Lowth fully recognized the facts, and did
something to classify variations. His fundamental principles have
never been challenged (though they have sometimes been neglected),
and still remain the basis of all sound study of Hebrew poetic form.
For a century and a half little advance was made on Lowth.
C. A. Briggs, in his commentary on the Psalms (1907), cites three more
types of parallelism, identified by earlier scholars :
(d) Emblematic, e.g., Ps. 103·13 :
Like as a father pitieth his children,
so YaJnoehpitieth them that fear him.

(e) Stair-like, where a part of a member is repeated, and made the
starting-point for fresh progress, e.g., Ps. 29 5 :
The voice of Yahweh breaketh the cedars,
Yahweh breaketh the cedars of Lebanon.

(/) Introoerted, which involves a series of lines in which the parallelism is chiastic, the first and last being parallel, and the intervening
lines corresponding with one another. Briggs cites, among other
passages, Ps. 69-11 :
Depart, :ye workers of trouble, from me;
For he hath heard the voice of my weeping,
Yahweh hath heard m:y supplication,
Yahweh accepteth my prayer.
They will tum bac~, they will be put to shame in a moment.

But the first real advance was made by Gray, in his Forms of Hebrew
Poetry (1915). · He distinguished two broad classes of parallelism:
(a) complete, in which every word in one member was balanced by a
word in the corresponding member; (h) incomplete. The latter class,
again, might have two forms. There might be in the second member
an additional word " compensating " for the omission of a word in
the first member, or the second member might be left without any
compensation. We might have schemes Jik.e

a. h. c.
a'. b'. c'.

a.
a'.

b. c.
b'.
d.

(complete parallelism,
cf. Ps. 83u, cited above).
E.g., Ps. 756:

For not from east nor from west
Nor from wildnneu
cometh uplifting.
C
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A very common type of incomplete parallelism with compensation is
the form
a. b. c.
b'. c'. d.
E.g., Ps. 59u:
But I will sing of thy might,
exult loudly in thy love at morn.

Often in parallelism of this kind two terms in one member correspond
to one term in the other: again more than one form may appear.
We may have the scheme
a. b. c.
a'. b' +d.
E.g., Ps. 57 4 :
Their teeth are lance and arrows,
their tongue a sharp sword.

Another common form is
a. b. c.
b'. c'

+ d.

E.g., Ps. 90 8 :

Thou hast set our iniquities before thee,
our secret sins in the light of thy face.

Sometimes only one term in the first member is represented in the
second, and there are two new terms giving a form

a. b. c.
c'. d. e.

E.g., Ps. 81 10 :

I am Yahweh thy God,
that brought thee up from the land of Egypt,

But the different types of incomplete parallelism with compensation
are too numerous for detailed description, a1:1d not a little of the formal
beauty of Hebrew poetry depends on the variety shown in its use.
We should, however, note that there are many cases in which each
member has only two terms, and that here, too, similar principles
apply. Thus we may have complete parallelism, with a scheme
a.

b.

a'. b'.

E.g., Ps. 29 4 :

The voice of the Lord in strength,
the voice of the Lord in splendour.

Much commoner is

a. b.
a'.

c.

E.g., Ps.

23 4 :

Thy rod and thy staff,
they
comfort me.

But in the Psalter lines of two-term members are much more often
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continuous in sense, giving what Lowth called synthetic parallelism.

To this point we shall return later.
Incomplete parallelism without compensation normally results in
two verse-members of uneven length. In these cases the second, which
is usually the shorter, is often a kind of echo of the first. We may
thus have a scheme
a. b. c.
a'. b'.
E.g., Ps. 579 :
.( will praise thee amo11g the peoples, 0 Lord,
hymn thee among the nations.

Or (a common type)
a. b.
bi.

c.
c'.

E.g., Ps. 5710

For great unto the heavens is thy lO'Ve,
and unto the .skies thy truth.

As an illustration of the form

a. b. c.
a'.
c'. we may take Ps. 84":
Yea, the sparrow hath found a house,
and the swallow
he, nest.

Naturally the possibilities of variation are less numerous than they
are in the longer lines, but, nevertheless, they have a fairly wide range.
So far we have been considering the parallelism of the members
within a line. But we also frequently have parallelism which involves
two or more whole consecutive lines. This we may distinguish as
external parallelism. It is not common with the longer lines, and
where it occurs in these it generally appears as a repetition of the general
se,nse without exact correspondence of terms. But an example may
be seen in Ps. 591- 2 :
Deliver me from my foes, 0 my God ;
Deliver me from workers of iniquity ;

from them that exalt them.selves agaimt
me protect nu ;
and from men of blood save me.

Here we have an almost exact correspondence between the two complete
lines, and we note that there is also internal parallelism, incomplete
with compensation in the first line, but complete in the second. Sometimes two lines are linked by parallelism between the second member
of the first and the first member of the second, e.g., in Ps. 78 8 we have :
And not become at their fatMt,
A generation that set net its heart,

a generation perverse and defiant,
whose spirit was not faithful with God.

This gives us a" stair-like" parallelism. But most commonly external
parallelism is loose in the longer lines, and is merely a repetition of
the same general idea. In the shorter lines, however, it is much more
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frequent and exact, and in lines with two-term members it is usual,
though not invariable. We may have the form which appears in
Ps. 799:
Help us, 0 God of our salvation,
And deliver tu and atone for our .rim,

for thy glorious name's sake.
for thy name's sake.

Here the internal parallelism (if we may so describe it at all) is " synthetic ", while the external parallelism is clearly marked, though not
exactly complete. In lines with two-term members, as has already
been pointed out, this type of parallelism becomes normal. Thus we
have almost exact correspondence between two successive lines in
Ps. 741&:
Thou didst rend open
Thou didst dry up

fountain and wadi,
rivers of yore.

Such an arrangement has the appearance of four-member lines, but the
parallelism in other parts of the poem shows that this interpretation of
the phenomena is hardly justified, e.g., the line following those just
quoted runs :
Thine is tlu day,

yea, thine tlu night;

where the internal complete parallelism is obvious. A good instance
of incomplete external parallelism, giving the " stair-like " arrangement,
is to be seen in Ps. 29 1- 2 :
Give to Yahweh,
Give to Yahweh
Give to Yahweh

ye SOIU of god,,
glory and strength,
the glory of his name.

We might represent this by the formula:
a. b. c. d.
a. b.
a. b.

e. f.
e.

g.

It must be admitted that what has been said is but a superficial
sketch of the subject. But the more we study the different forms and
types that parallelism may take in Hebrew poetry, the more we are
impressed by its variety and flexibility. The illustrations given above
have all been taken from the Psalter ; had we included references to
other poetical works-Job, Lamentations, and the prophets in particular-we should have found our range increased awiour conclusions
reinforced. There is something to be said for the view that parallelism
in thought is the basis of all forms of poetry, developing only later into
that parallelism in sound which is now recognized as its most prominent
characteristic. But a discussion of this aspect would take us too far
afield, and we must be content to draw certain conclusions which,
though sometimes neglected, seem to the present writer to be inevitable
corollaries of the principle of parallelism.
The first of these is that the rhythm of Hebrew poetry is essentially
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a rhythm of sense, and not of sound. It is the logical terms which
balance one another, not the number, length, or stress of the syllables.
Numerous attempts have been made to establish systems of Hebrew
rhythm on a phonetic basis, and in dealing with a language like Hebrew
this is only natural. But it must never be forgotten that the phonetic
element is always secondary and the logical element primary. An
exposition of the nature of Hebrew poetic form which concentrates on
the former is foredoomed to failure, and it must be admitted that a
great deal of time and strength has been spent by scholars in a futile
quest. The analysis of the metrical unit carried out by men like Sievers
(to take a conspicuous example) is of value in determining the musical
character and qualities of the Hebrew language in general, but has
little specific bearing on its prosody. We use terms like "accent",
"beat", "stress", because we have no other convenient phraseology,
but we must not forget the basic principle that the sound is but the
expression of the thought, and that in Hebrew poetry it is the latter,
and not the former, which creates and dominates the form. The
strength of the accent in Hebrew naturally tends to link meaning and
sound, summing up the whole content of an idea, as it does, in a heavily
accented syllable at or near the end of the sound-group. The enumeration of significant terms will almost certainly coincide with that of the
most strongly accented syllables, but it was the former, and not the
latter, which determined the poetic structure.
From what has been said, it follows that the metrical unit and the
logical unit must always coincide. The logical unit itself may be
somewhat complex, and may embrace more than one " word ". Two
nouns standing in the construct relation may be regarded as a single
entity by the poet, especially if the two form a familiar phrase. The
word " all ", for example, is rarely independent unless its meaning be
reinforced with a conjunction ; in Ps. 561 " every day " is a single
concept and forms a single unit. The relative pronoun standing alone
is seldom if ever treated as a metrical unit, though with a preposition
it may attain independent status, and the same remark may be made
of the shorter prepositions, though the longer forms, which still show
clearly their nominal character, are more likely to stand alone, and a
preposition with a pronominal suffix is nearly always a significant unit.
If a negative counts in the verse-enumeration, it is because the poet
laid an overwhelming stress upon it, e.g., in Isa. 1 8 :
The ox imo1'1eth his or»ner,
Imul doth NOT know;

and the tus his matter's crib;
people doth NOT consider.

my

On the other hand, a single" word" may sometimes (though not
often) have the metrical value of two units, if it be sufficiently charged
with meaning. On the rare occasions when this phenomenon occurs,
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the word is generally in the plural and has a suffix, a prefix, or both.
Thus in Ps. 591 we have the term " from those that exalt themselves
against me", which is a single word in Hebrew, but is clearly capable
of bearing the weight of more than one sense-unit. It is, however, to
be noted that such two-unit words never form whole verse-members by
themselves ; they are found only as supplying two terms in three-term
verse-members.
When we pass from the single thought-unit to the larger verse-unit
into which the thought-units are combined, we must observe the same
principle that it is the logical element which dominates the whole. The
verse-member and the full line alike have a logical basis, and each is a
group of significant terms, with breaks in the rhythm corresponding
to the breaks in the thought. As we have seen, every line consists of at
least two members, with a greater or lesser pause between them ; the
name casura is commonly used to indicate this pause. Now, we
cannot have, in Hebrew verse, a greater pause, or a stronger casura,
within a verse-member than that which separates the verse-members of
a line from one another. It may sometimes seem to us, on a superficial
reading, that this rule is violated, but a closer examination of the
facts and a fuller understanding of the poet's mental processes will
show us that the first impression has been misleading. Such a line
as Ps. 1036,
Yahweh worketh righteousness and judgement .for all the oppressed,

may look at first sight as if " righteousness " and " judgement " were
more closely connected than " worketh " and " righteousness " on the
one hand, and" judgement'' and" for all the oppressed" on the other.
But as soon as we realize that the poet naturally thought in parallels,
we see that the words " and judgement for all that are oppressed " take
up and carry on the thought of " righteousness ". In other words, the
true arrangement is :
Yahweh worketh righteousness,
and judgement for all the oppressed,

and we have a case of incomplete parallelism with compensation, with
the formula :
a. b. c.
c' . . d. e.
The Hebrew habit of making a pause before launching out on some
emphatic expression will account for, and is illustrated by, a number of
cases in which we should be inclined to put a casura in a place where it
would not naturally fit the verse-scheme (see below on the z: 3 form).
In fact, there are very few combinations of words which prohibit a
division between them ; perhaps the only type of connexion in which
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we can be certain that no pause can be made is when two nouns stand
in the construct relation, or (really a special case of this combination)
when a preposition immediately precedes a noun.
It follows that in Hebrew poetry there can be no such thing as
enjambement. While the thought and the syntax may run on from one
line to the next, or from one verse-member to the next (as in" synthetic
parallelism"), each unit has a certain self-consistency and independeMe
of its neighbours. We may take such a series of lines as that which
occurs in the Psalm just quoted, Ps. 103 2 1r.
Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul,
and forget not all his benefits ;
Who forgiveth all thine iniquities,
who healeth all thy diseases ;
Who redeemeth thy life from the Pit,
who crOWMth thee with looe and tenderness • •••

Here the thought is in a sense continuous, and, syntactically, all the
relative clauses in the second and third lines (in Hebrew they are all
participles with the definite article) are dependent on the pronoun at
the end of v. 2. But not only each separate line, but each separate
verse-member, is self-contained, with a clear break in thought separating
it both from what precedes and from what follows. Such an arrangement as Tennyson's:
" Let knowledge grow from" more to more,
But more of reverence in us dwell,
That mind and soul, according well,
May make one music as before,
But vaster. We are fools and slight
And mock thee when we do not fear . . . "

is utterly inconceivable in classical Hebrew poetry.
A further result of the principle of parallelism is that there can be
no such thing as an isolated verse-member. 1 The very idea of parallelism
connotes at least two members ; a single " parallel " line is as impossible
in Hebrew metrics as it would be in mathematics. Some commentators (Briggs is an outstanding example) are in the habit of treating
a three-term member as an independent unit. But even where a group
of lines contains an odd number of verse-members, it will usually be
found that in one or more places three members are best taken together.
There can be no objection to a three-member unit on the score of
parallelism, and this arrangement does at times occur regularly, e.g.,
in Ps. 771&-10.
1 It is only right to say at this point that Dr. Oesterley believes that a two-term
member can exist as an independent line. It is true that Dussaud (Les DecoU'Vertes de
Ras Shamra "et r Ancien Testament, pp. 66f. [I937]), and Schaeffer (The Cuneiform
Texts of Ras Shamra-Ugarit, p. 58 [I939J), maintain that two-beat members occur in
the Ras Shamra poems, though not often. After most careful consideration,
ho'!ever, I feel that the facts are capable of other explanations, and are not really at .
variance with the principle of parallelism.-T. H. R.
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We may now proceed to consider the different types of line which
are found in Hebrew poetry-in other words, the recognizable metres.
It is usual to "scan" Hebrew poetry by enumerating the significant
terms of each verse-member. The smallest combination of terms is,
of course, a pair, and the simplest metre is the 2: 2, i.e., one in which
each verse-member contains two terms. The lines cited above from
Ps. 74 15 belong to this class. But it is very rare as the only metre used
in a Hebrew poem ; it is comparatively seldom even the dominant
rhythm. Examples, however, may be found in Pss. 29, 74. It is not
uncommon in the prophetic books ; a fine example occurs in the
stirring account of the sack of Nineveh, Nah. 31-s. In this passage the
parallelism is mainly internal, but as a rule, especially in the Psalter,
the parallelism is external, and some scholars would even scan the
metre as 4: 4. ·The occasional appearance of a genuine 2: z, however,
makes the assumption of a longer verse-member improbable.
Much more common than the 2 : 2 is a form in which one member,
usually the first, is expanded by the addition of an extra term, giving
either 3: 2 or (more rarely) z: 3. This metre was noticed by Budde
in Lamentations, and has therefore received the name of Qinah, or
Dirge metre. The parallelism is often internal, being incomplete
without compensation ; it is, however, sometimes external, and there
are scholars who feel a difference between the two types. The divergence, however, does not seem to be great enough to justify us in
regarding the two as being essentially different metres. The 2 : 3 is
in a different position, and it is often held that its appearance is due
either to textual corruption or to misunderstanding of the spirit
manifested in the verse. The Hebrew mind was prone to emphasize
a word, or even a syllable, by dwelling on that which preceded it, and
even making a slight pause. This tendency is manifest even in the
basic phonetic principles of the language, where a long vowel in an
open syllable naturally precedes the heavily stressed tone-syllable.
The mind is kept, as it were, in suspense, and the effect of what follows
is thereby greatly heightened. So in Ps. 42 4 it may well be that the
poet meant us to read :
" Should I recall this, then I would pour outmy (very) self upon me I"

There are, however, lines which can be nothing but
Ps. 765b we have :

2:

3. Thus in

Nor find any men of valour their hands,

where the words " any men of valour ", being connected by the construct
relation, cannot admit of any division between them. Again, Ps. 79 13
runs:
We will praise thee for e,,,er

to all generatiom will we tell thy praise,
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and the term " to all generations " is almost certainly a balance to
"for ever" in the first verse-member. 1
There is some close and intimate connexion between the 2 : 2 and
the 3 : 2 (2: 3). It is seldom that we find any poem in which either
occurs alone. Usually the majority of the lines are 3: z, with a small
number of 2: 2 and an occasional 2: 3. Thus Ps. 23 is 3: z except in
v. 4, which consists of three z : z lines, and here it is noticeable that the
quicker rhythm may indicate a heightening of the emotional tension.
In Ps. 55 we have approximately thirty 3: z lines, and not more than
six in 2 ; z. Ps. 84 contains nineteen lines, of which fifteen are 3 : 2,
three 2: 2, and one (the last) 2: 3. Even in Lamentations a fair
proportion of z : z lines appears, ~d we may safely say that the variation
was felt to be no irregularity by the Hebrew poet.
Another mode of expansion was by a process of triplication. This
might take three forms. The simplest method was to add a term to
each member, producing 3: 3. This is by far the commonest metre
in the Psalms, and the whole of the poem of Job is written in it. Its
parallelism is usually internal, and, as we have already seen, it is capable
of a very wide range of variety.
The second method is the addition of a whole two-term versemember, yielding a 2: 2: z. This is far from common in the Psalms,
though it is not infrequent in the prophets, and occasionally appears
even in Job. Occasionally all three members seem to stand apart, and
the two ctesuras are of equal value. In this case we may have a threefold
internal parallelism as, for instance, in Ps. 598 :
They come back at even,

they growl iu dogr,

and go about the city.

More often, however, one of the ca1suras is weaker than the other, though
both are always there ; the line may look rather like 4 : 2 or 2 : 4. Thus
in Ps. 73 18 we have a line in which the third member is parallel to the
first two taken together :
Surely in slippery places thou settat tkm,
in beguiling thou bringeJt them doum.

On the other hand, in Ps. 75 7 we have:
For God u judge,

one he bringeth lofl>,

and one he liftetli up.

where the three members are quite distinct, but the second is more
closely allied through parallelism to the third than to the first.
The z : z : z is rarely if ever found alone. There are a few passages
in the .prophets in which it is the only form, but these are always very
short, and are almost certainly no more than fragments. Three
consecutive 2 : 2 : 2 lines occur in Ps. 68 7- 8, but here again we are dealing
1

For full diacusaion of this point aee Gray, Forms of HebrntJ Poetry, pp. 176 ff.
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with a mosaic of short extracts. The metre is normally an occasional
variation in the midst of 3 : 3 lines. Of the twenty complete lines
composing what is left of Ps. 59, three are 2 : 2 : 2, and two of the three
are identical. Of the ten lines in Ps. 75 2- 10, nine are 3: 3 and one is
2: 2: 2. Ps. 88 (twenty lines) contains one 2: 2: 2. Though a
"regular" variant to the 3: 3 (the prophetic evidence is much stronger
than that of the Psalter), it is much less frequent than the 2: 2 interchanging with the 3 : 2.
Finally we may have a triplication even of the 3: 3, a third and
similar member being added. In lines of this type the three parts may
be equally connected, all being parallel to one another. Thus Ps. 60 8
runs:
Moab is my wash-pot ;

uoer Edom will I cast my shoe ;

over Philistia I raise a shout.

In Ps. 79 , however, we have a line in which the third member is really
parallel to the first two taken together :
2

They have given the carcases of thy servants
as food to the 1Jirds of the heavens,
the flesh of thy saints to the beasts of the field.

The 3: 3: 3 occurs as an occasional variant to the 3: 3, being a little
more frequent than the 2 : 2 : 2. There are, however, from time to
time, longer consecutive sections, and even whole poems, written in
this metre. It runs all through Ps. 77 1&- 19, which, on grounds independent of inetre, seems to be taken from· another source than that of
the earlier verses of the psalm. Ps. 93 is a particularly fine example,
owing to the striking effect of the " stair-like " internal parallelism,
which brings each line to a climax.
We have thus two main types of metre : a 3 : 2 varied by 2 : 3 and
2: 2, and a 3: 3 varied by 2: 2: 2 and 3: 3: 3. A third is found,
though it is rare. This is a line in which there are seven terms, usually
arranged as 4: 3, though occasionally as 3 : 4. It nearly always happens
that the four-term member is capable of still further subdivision into
2 : 2. The best illustration in the Hebrew Bible is the great chaosvision in Jer. 4 2 a-26 , but it is found in a few psalms, e.g., in Ps. 58, and
frequently occurs in isolated lines in Proverbs. A glance at the parallelism shows that it really is a three-member line. Thus in Jer. 4 23
we have:
I beheld the earth,

and lo ! chaos ;

and the heavens, and light had they none.

Here, while the first two members are quite distinct, the third is
parallel to the two taken together. The first two members are even
closer in Ps. 586 :
0 God, crush

their teeth in their mouth,

the fangs of the young lion uproot;

but in Ps. 58 3 :
Estranged are the wicked, from the womb do they err, from birth they speak falsehood,
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we have three members which are co-ordinately parallel, though the
third member is longer than either of the others.
One other feature of Hebrew poetry requires mention. It happens
from time to time that a word at the beginning of a line stands by
itself, remaining outside the metrical scheme and forming an anacrusis.
Again we meet with the Hebrew tendency to use a pause for emphasis.
Only a few words are found in this position, and they are mostly interjections, vocatives, and pronouns, though sometimes a word of saying
takes this place. An illustration is to be found in Ps. SS', where the
insertion of " And I said " between two lines tends to bring out into
strong relief the force of the words which follow-so in Ps. 73 11 , 83 6•
An emphatic pronoun appears in Ps. 77 14 and 88 13, and a vocative in
Ps. 881, 90 1 • The " Wherefore? " of Ps. 88 14 and the " How long I "
of Ps. 79 6 are interjections rather than interrogatives, and " Tberefot:e "
in Ps. 78 21 serves to bring out strongly the consequences of Israel's
unbelief as described in the preceding verses.
There is one question relating to metre on which the opinion of
Old Testament scholars is still sharply divided. There are, oa the
one hand, those who hold that the same metre always persisted
throughout a poem, and that any irregularity must be due to textual
corruption. On the other hand, many believe that a poet might introduce more than one metre, or might even mix them indiscriminately.
A discussion of this point would take far too much space ; suffice it to
say that the present writer is inclined to the former of the two views
mentioned, and holds that the metre of each poem was normally
" regular ". Earlier students of metre were apt to be very rigid ; but
a•1arge number of " irregularities " disappear when it is realized that
certain variations-2 : 2 with 3 : 2 and 2 : 2 : 2 with 3 : 3-are " regular", just as the dactyl and the spondee both occur in the classical
hexameter. Other variations-3 : 3 with 3 : 2 and vice versa-seem to
be due to later modification of the text. Where we have parallel
passages in the Old Testament, we can sometimes see that one form is
" regular ", while the other is not, and the evidence of the Septuagint
(more in some books than in others) points in the same direction. We
know that our texts have suffered in course of transmission, and it is
hoped that the small number of conjectural emendations made metri
gratia in the following pages will not appear to be excessive.
There still remains an aspect of Hebrew poetic form on which we
must briefly touch. We have glanced at the smallest unit, the signifi.cant term, at the combination of terms into verse-members, and
the linking of verse-members to form single lines. Can we discover a
still larger unit, corresponding to the stanza in modern poetry ? The
analogy of many other kinds of liturgical poetry suggests that we can,
and since the beginning of the last century it has been customary to
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speak of the " strophes " of a Hebrew poem. The term is less suitable
than " stanza ", for the sections of poetry indicated by it are more
closely allied to the " verses " of a modem hymn than to the divisions
of a Greek chorus, but the word has become so familiar that it may be
retained.
Strophic theory owes its origin to an article by Kosters which
appeared in the Theorogische Studien und Kritiken for 1831. It was
extremely simple, and was based on the number of verses which went
to make up the strophe. From this point of view, there are two broad
classes of poems: (a) those which have similar strophes, i.e., those in
which all the strophes contain the same number of lines, though
sometimes an " interpolated " verse occurs between two strophes ;
(b) those which have dissimilar strophes. The latter, again, may be
still further classified into (i) poems with parallel strophes, in which
groups of the same length are repeated or alternate regularly, (ii) antistrophic poems, where a series of dissimilar strophes is repeated ;
(c) climactic poems, in which each strophe is regularly longer than its
predecessor; (d) dithyrambic poems, in :which the arrangement is
completely free. Three criteria may be used in determining the limits
of the strophes within a poem: (a) a" refrain", which may occur at
the beginning, at the end, or in the middle of a strophe; (b) a break in
the sense; (c) the presence of Selah at the end of a strophe.
A few illustrations may be cited from those given by Kosters.
Ps. 2 has four similar strophes of three verses each. Ps. 110 contains
two three-verse strophes with an interpolated verse between them.
Ps. 46 has three three-verse strophes, each closed with Selah, and there
is a refrain at the end of the second and third strophes. Ps. 45 is
antistrophic, being of the following form : I : 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 : 3 : 3 : 1 : 1.
Ps. z7 has four strophes arranged in parallels : 3 : 3 : 4 : 4.
Kosters' views have been widely accepted, with some slight modification. Instead of the Masoretic verse, the actual poetic line has
been regarded as the unit to be counted in estimating the length of a
strophe, an improvement first suggested by Merx in 1857. There
has been a tendency to insist that all the strophes of any particular
poem must be of the same length, and, indeed, it would seem that this
is almost necessary if the strophe is to have any real meaning as an
element in poetic form. Certainly Kosters' last type consists simply
of poems in which there is no systematic grouping of verses or lines,
though, naturally, the whole may be divided into paragraphs, and we
might as well reduce Paradise Lost to stanza form. The rigid application of strophic theory, as it may be seen, for instance, in the work of
Briggs, inevitably results in some very drastic surgery. No doubt our
texts have suffered corruption as they have been handed down, but we
are suspicious of a principle which requires the rejection of so large
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a number of lines as this does. The divisions, too, are at times somewhat arbitrary, and it may be doubted whether we can say that all
Hebrew poems were originally intended to be strophic in form. Where
we have a refrain, as in Pss. 42-43, we may be reasonably certain that
the sections were originally intended to balance one another. Alphabetic poems like Ps. 119 are clearly capable of such an arrangement,
though in one instance, Lam. 3, the sense-divisions do not always
correspond to the alphabetic. structure. There are psalms--e.g.,
Ps. 77-in which it seems possible that Selah marked the end of each
division, and that these divisions were once of uniform length. On
the other hand, none of these criteria can be said to indicate proper
strophic division in every psalm in which it appears, and we shall do
well to find a strophic structure only in a limited number, where it is
fairly obvious. The theory is of v;ilue in some instances, but it may
easily be pressed too far.

CHAPTER V
TEXT AND VERSIONS

FROM one point of view

the text of the Psalter presents us with problems
which hardly arise in dealing with other books of the Old Testament.
It is generally admitted that many of the psalms have a fairly long
history behind them. Some of them may have been, and probably
were, comparatively ancient, but each period in the histox:y of Israel's
religion has modified and adapted them to suit its own needs or its
own special point of view. The recovery of the original form is
practically impossible, for every attempt is necessarily exposed to a
high degree of subjectivity. There are instances, it is true, in which
the alterations are sufficiently obvious to enable us to say with some
certainty what the earlier text was, but this seldom carries us far. In
Pss. 42-83, for example, we have a whole collection of psalms in which
the word Ewhim (= God; a general term) has been substituted for the
personal name of the God of Israel, Yahweh. Even here, it seems,
copyists have occasionally gone back to the original reading, though
they have left the modified text in the great majority of cases. Are we,
then, to restore" Yahweh" wherever it seems desirable in this group?
That is the method adopted by many commentators, and there is much
to be said for it. In the following pages, however, the text has, generally, been retained in this matter, as it has come down to us, on the
ground that this is but one of numerous changes that have taken place
during the history of individual psalms, and, since there is practical
unanimity among our witnesses (the change was made before the book
was translated into Greek, and, indeed, before the Psalter reached its
present form), it has been felt that the right course to pursue has been
to try to. maintain the text as it stood when the final compilation of the
book was effected. An exception has been made in those cases where
we have two versions of the same psalm in our present book, e.g., in
treating of Pss. 14 and 53. Here we have evidence which we can regard
as sufficiently reliable to enable us to say with some assurance what the
common text was in certain passages. For the rest it has been necessary
to depend on the normal methods of textual criticism.
As in other books of the Old Testament, the Masoretic text, which
is the official .Hebrew text handed down through ancient Palestinian
tradition, presents us with very few variations. Differences as between
Hebrew ~SS. seldom go beyond minor details in pointing, and are
34
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erally due to the grammatical theories of the scribes, the inclusion or
g:ssion of the letters Waw and Yodh where they have been inserted to
? dicate long vowels, and the " accents ". The widest differences are
:robably those to be noted in a MS. now in the library of Trinity
College, Cambridge, known as G1, but even here the variations in the
consonantal text are almost confined to letters easily confused in the
square script, such as Beth and Kaph or He and Jfeth. Where it is
probable that the text is corrupt, we have to rely on other evidence and
other methods for correcting it.
We are thus compelled to turn to the ancient Versions. Among
these the old Greek Version, known as the Septuagint, stands preeminent. It was made in Egypt, and, as quotations in the New
Testament and contemporary literature show, was well established
by the beginning of the Christian era (it may be remarked that Philo's
citations sometimes exhibit verbal differences from the received Greek
text, but nowhere suggest an independent translation ; the modifications
belong rather to the sphere of Septuagint criticism). Here we have a
text which, in places, differs considerably from that of the Palestinian
tradition, though we are sometimes inclined to suspect that the translators were ignorant of the meaning of a Hebrew word and simply
guessed it. Next to the Masoretic text itself, however, the Septuagint
remains the most valuable witness we have, and it has frequently been
used in the following pages for the restoration of doubtful passages.
In this connexion it may be as well to point out that in a very large
number of cases where there is disagreement between the two, the
Masoretic text has been preferred. There are three other well-known
Greek versions : those of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion. Of
these, in so far as they have survived, that of Aquila is the most useful,
since it is a slavishly literal rendering of the Hebrew text which the
translator had before him. That text differed but little from the
traditional Hebrew form, though occasionally it offers us an interesting
variation.
Next in age and importance to the Septuagint comes the Syriac
Version, commonly called the Peshitta. Its origin is obscure; we are
not even certain whether it is Jewish or Christian. While certain
crucial passages are interpreted in a Christian sense (e.g., Isa. 7 14), we
have to allow for the possibility of deliberate Christian modification.
In the particular instance cited, the rendering might have been defended
on the ground that it corresponded to that of the Septuagint, which
was certainly pre-Christian. The Syriac Version of the Psalter was
made from the Palestinian Hebrew text, and stands much nearer to it
than does the Septuagint. There are, however, clear indications which
show that the translators were aware of the Greek Version and were, to
so me extent, influenced by it. A striking instance is the rendering of
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the familiar Selah, for which the Syriac has a transliteration of the
Greek Diapsalma. It is comparatively seldom that this Version offers
an independent reading which may be accepted as original.
The only other Version which needs to be considered is the Vulgate.
The first translation into Latin was made from the Septuagint, and is
valuable as evidence for the text of that Version, but it is not a direct
witness to the Hebrew text. The wide differences between the current
Old Testament and the Hebrew text led Jerome to undertake a completely new revision of the whole. This is the version which has
become the official Bible of the Roman Catholic Church. The fourthcentury text attested by this Vulgate differed only slightly from the
Hebrew as it has come down to us ; occasional variations may be
detected by comparing the Prayer-Book Version of the Psalms with that
of the Authorized Version, e.g., the two readings in Ps. 19 4 : "Their
sound is gone out" (P.B.V.) and "Their line is gone out" (A.V.)
imply a difference of one consonant in the Hebrew text. It is,
however, comparatively seldom that a reading peculiar to the Vulgate
commends itself as being original against the weight of all other
authorities.
When, however, all available help has been received from the
Versions, there remain countless passages in which the reader of the
Hebrew text feels that it cannot be as the psalmist wrote it. Sometimes
there is direct violation of a basic rule of grammar ; sometimes the
words make no sense whatever (in some of these cases, it may be
remarked, the English Versions tacitly alter the text). Here we may
admit that if our knowledge of Hebrew were more extensive than it is,
it might be possible to discover a meaning for the text as it stands, and
a good deal has been done in recent years by the use of comparative
philology to elucidate passages hitherto regarded as unintelligible. But
this expedient also carries us only a short distance, and in a very large
number of places we are forced to guess at what the original text was.
A few of these guesses commend themselves at once, and will receive
general acceptance, but in the great majority of the passages where the
text has been emended in the following pages it is frankly admitted
that we cannot be at all certain that the text translated is what the
psalmist wrote. We can only say that, in the judgement of the best
Hebrew scholarship available, the words adopted are grammatical and
intelligible, and may well have been those which the writer actually
used. Conjectural emendation is inevitable ; to use a phrase employed
by one of our great scholars, it is at least as defensible as " conjectural
translation ". We can only hope that we have been rightly guided
in our choice of the text, and that the readings adopted in this
commentary will at least help to bring home the message of the
psalmists.

CHAPTER VI
THE PSALMS AND THE LITERATURES OF THE ANCIENT EAST

THE religious literature of the Ancient East, of which a large amount
of material has come down to us, consists of mythological epics, festal
odes, songs of praise, hymns of thanksgiving, penitential psalms,
prayers, and didactic poems. That similar compositions appear in
the Psalms, showing numerous points of contact in thought, as well as
verbal parallels, with the writings of other ancient peoples, amply
justifies the contention that the Hebrew psalms must be regarded aa
part of a world-literature. That in numerous instances the Hebrew
psalmists were indebted to extraneous influences in composing their
psalms is, therefore, highly probable ; but in such cases adaptation rather
than imitation was their guiding principle. For numerous as borrowed
thoughts and parallels are, what appears as the most striking phenomenon in comparing the different bodies of literature is the manifest
superiority of the Hebrew psalms as religious compositions. So much
so that, while fully recognizing Hebrew psalmody as part of a worldliterature, it must nevertheless be regarded as sui generis. This is not
to deny the great beauty and the many indications of deep religious
feeling expressed in Babylonian and Egyptian hymns ; but what must
be insisted on is that the Hebrew psalms, regarded from the purely
religious point of view, stand on a different, and incomparably higher,
level. At the same time, it is in no sense derogatory to these to say
that the type of devotional literature of which the Biblical psalms are
the supreme example, was not the exclusive possession of any one
nation of antiquity ; but that the innate urge of expressing the relationship felt by Jnen between them and supernatural powers, impelled
~ y devout spirits of various nationality to put their feelings into the
concrete form of religious poems.
We shall now give some illustrations from the religious literatures
?f Babylonia and Egypt in order to show in how many respects there
18 a similarity of genus between these and Hebrew psalmody.
For the illustrations to be offered we are indebted to the following
authors:Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch (1908).
Die Literatur der Agypter (1923).
"
Die Religion der Agypter (1934).
Gressmann, Altorientalische Texte Zum Alten Testament (19a6).
Gunkel,
Ausger.oiihlte Psalmen (1904).

Bertholet,

Erman,
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Jastrow,
Jeremias,
Meissner,
Winckler,
Zimmem,

Die Religian Babylonienn.nd Assyriens (1905, 1912).
Handbuch des altorientalischen Geisteskultur (1929).
Das Alte Testament im Lichte des a/ten Orients
(1930).
Babylonien und Assyrien (1920, 1925).
Keilinschriftliches Textbuch zum Alten Testament
(1909).
Babylonische Hymnen und Gebete (" Der alte
Orient," 1905-19n ).

In order to avoid giving a large number of footnotes, we shall not
indicate the references to the various quotations taken from these
works.
It may be pointed out, first, that in outward form, i.e., the ctesura
making a pause between the two halves of a line, the Hebrew psalms
are similar to Babylonian and Egyptian poetical form, 1 and this is also
true as regards metrical beats. Thus, to quote a few lines from a
Babylonian psalm :
Every day pay homage
With sacrifice, prayer,
Unto thy god
That is the thing
Supplication, entreaty,
Bring before him at morn;
And with great abundance

unto thy god,
and incense, due.
be thine heart's inclination,
which is due to the deity.
with thy face to the ground,
then mighty will be thy strength,
will be thy pleading with the god.

The last line means that the petitioner's prayer will be abundantly
answered. Not that this metrical form occurs always; there are
plenty of poems in which it is entirely absent ; but the fact that it is,
nevertheless, often found is interesting in view of Hebrew usage. In
Egyptian poems the same holds good ; e.g., in a harvest-song we have
what certainly reads like the divided line :
Thresh for yourselves,
Thresh for yourselves,
The straw is for fodder,
Be not weary,

thresh for yourselves, ye oxen I
thresh for yourselves I
·
the corn for your masters ;
(the air) is cool.

So far as metrical beats are concerned, there seems to be some uncertainty ; but Erman believes that their presence must be postulated in
many cases. He also mentions the frequent occurrence of the repetition
of the same thought in each half of a line; e.g.:
Then spake these friends of the king,

and they answered before their god ;

the same thing occurs in Babylonian hymns ; thus, in a hymn in
honour of the goddess of healing, Ninkarrag, it is said:
Ninkarrag, the daughter of Anu,
Out of her house of joy,

will I praise I
out of her chamber, bath she gone
forth.

1 The Ras Shamra poetry also shows normally the parallelism so characteristic
of Hebrew poetry.
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In the Hebrew psalms this often occurs. So much, then, for the
utward form of ancient poems.
0
To come now to some of the Babylonian and Egyptian hymns and
psalms in which we find points of thought-contact with the Hebrew
psatms. As an illustration of the mythological ode, we may give a
quotation from the Babylonian Creation-myth (Fourth Tablet), which
lies at the back of such passages as Ps. 741 s-15, 899-- 14 , 1046-9-namely,
the conflict between Marduk and Tiamat ; the Hebrew psalmist has
taken the role of the hero-god Marduk, and applied it to Yahweh :
Then did stand forth,
They arose for the battle
The lord spread forth
The blast behind him
Then Tiarnat opened her mouth
He caused the blast to gush into her,
The raging gusts
Her heart was o'erwhelmed,
He thrust in his lance,
Cut into her inside,
When he had overcome her,
Her carcase he threw down,

Tiarnat and Marduk, the wise one of the
gods,
drawing near for the fray.
his net, he caught her therein,
he let loose before her ;
that she might engulph him,
so that she could not close her lips ;
then filled her belly,
her mouth she opened wide,
split open her belly,
tore her heart in twain.
he destroyed her life ;
upon it he stood.

Then, after the description of how he vanquished all those who
had sided with Tiamat, it continues :
Thereupon the lord rested,

To divide the bulk,

He rent her like a shell,'
One half of her he placed,
He drew a bolt,
Not to let her waters issue forth
He traversed the heavens,
He placed over against them • Apsu, •

surveying her corpse,
to perform a device.
into two parts ;
and covered heaven's roof therewith,
and stationed watchers,
did he give them charge.
he surveyed the spaces,
Nudimmud's • dwelling-place.

In spite of this somewhat involved description, the central point
will be recognized-viz., the primeval combat between Marduk and
Tiamat, representing the victory of the god over the po~ers of evil.
This is what is borrowed, and adapted to Yahweh in a number of Old
Testament passages, among them several psalms.
Our next illustration is an Egyptian hymn of praise in honour of
the Sun-god, Amon-Re, the highest among all the gods; it belongs to
the middle of the fifteenth century B.c. As will be seen, there are
~ous instances in it of thoughts and expressions which find a parallel
in verses of some of the Hebrew psalms. There is no question here
of borrowing ; but such parallels illustrate the existence of similarity
of mental outlook on the part of religious poets, expressed in their
poems, This hymn of praise has, like some of the Hebrew psalms, a
somewhat lengthy title; it runs: "Praise of Amon-Re, the Bull of
1

According to some authorities " gazelle ".
• The Deep.
• Ea, one of the great gods, and father of Marduk,

• I.e., the heavens.
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Heliopolis, chief of all the gods, of the good god, the loved one, who
giveth life to all that Iiveth, and to every healthy herd", The hymn
then follows :
Praise to thee, Amon-Re, thou lord of Karnak, thou chief one of Thebes I
Thou Bull of its mother, who art supreme on hia field 11
Thou that proceedest o'er wide spaces, thou chief one of Upper Egypt, lord of
Matoiland, and lord of Punt.
Thou, greatest in heaven (cp. Ps. 891 ), most ancient on earth; thou, lord of all
that is, that abidest in all things.•
·
The only one of his kind among the gods (cp. Ps. 86 8, 96', 135 1), the stately Bull •
of the thrice-three gods,• the lord of all gods.
Lord of truth (cp. Ps. 31 1 ), father of the ~ds, who made men, and created the
beasts (cp. Ps. 33•, 65 ...18, 148s-1 •).
Lord of all that is, who bringeth forth fruit-trees, who formeth the herbs, who
nourisheth the cattle (cp. Ps. 104").
The beautiful figure, formed by Ptah • ; the comely youth, honoured by the gods.
Who made those above and those beneath • ; who giveth light to the two lands,•
Who rideth, exulting, across the skies (cp. Ps. 191 ), the king of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Re, the justified one; •
The chief of the two lands, the mighty one, the lord of power; the most exalted who
formed the whole land.
More excellent in nature than any god, whose beauty the gods proclaim ; he is
glorified in hia temple, and crowned in the flame-sanctuary (cp. Ps. n•, 1341 ) ; '
Whose sweet odour the gods love, when he cometh from Punt 18 ; rich in perfume
when he cometh down from Matoiland, with hia lovely countenance from the
land of the god. 11
The rp>ds crouch close at his feet when in his majesty they acknowledge him as
their lord, the terrible and fearsome one, of glorious nature, mighty in appearance,
nourished by offerings, and giver of food.
Praise to thee, who didst create the gods, who didst raise the heavens on high, and
didst stretch forth the earth.

For another illustration of a hymn of praise to the Sun-god, see
under Ps. 104.
In the Psalter there are about twenty psalms of thanksgiving ; in
the following one of similar character, sung to Amon, it will be seen
that thoughts and expressions occur which have their parallel in some
of the Hebrew psalms of thanksgiving :
In Praise of Amon.

I sing hymns of praise to his name (cp. Ps. 30•, 34 1, n6 1),

I praise him, as high as the heaven, as wide as the earth (cp. Ps. 57 1•

11),

I will tell of his power to him that goeth up and him that goeth down. 11
1 " The sun is the husband of the goddess of heaven, and as the sun of each day
he is also her son. Just as the bull is supreme in the field in which he grazes, so is the
sun supreme in the heavens (his field), since he is the greatest of the constellations "

(Erman).

• I.e., the sun penetrates everywhere.
• Bynon~ for " leader " (Erman).

.

• The divine triad, father, mother, and child, often appearing in early Egyptian
religion.
• The artist among the gods who constructed the figure of Amon.
• I.e., the stars (gods) above, and men beneath.
' I.e., Upper and Lower Egypt.
1 Re once reigned as king on earth, his excellence is justified by his having become
a god.
' The reference is to the two sanctuaries in the ancient capitals of Upper and
Lower Egypt (Erman).
10 The coast-land of the present Abyssinia and Somaliland, whence incense Wll8
brought.
11 I.e., where the sun rises, the east.
11
The reference is to those who passed his temple in sailing up and down the Nile,
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Take heed before him I Tell of it to son and daughter, to great and small;
Tell of it from generation to generation, even to the generations not yet bom
(cp. Ps. 22... 11);
Tell of it to the fish in the waJ;er, and to the birds of the air ;
Tell of it to him that knoweth, and to bim that knoweth not.
Take heed before him I
Thou, Amon, art lord of the silent one, that comest at the voice of the poor (cp.
Ps. 34•, 4017);
When I cried unto thee in my trouble, thou didst come to deliver me (cp. Ps. 661' 11),
to give breath to the feeble, to save me, a prisoner (cp. Ps. 142 7) ;
Thou art he, Amon-Re of Thebes, who deliverest him that is in the underworld
(cp. Pa. 301 , n6 1 • '• 1 ) ;
When one crieth unto thee thou dost come from afar (cp. Ps. n91").

In this hymn the thanksgiving is implicit, the god's mercies
being acknowledged.
Our next illustration is a Babylonian penitential psalm :
0 warrior Marduk, whose wrath is a storm-fiood (cp. Ps. 21 1),
Whose forgiveness is that of a merciful father (cp. Ps. 103 1 "),
My cry unheeded, hath cast me down,
My entreaty unanswered, hath oppressed me sore ;
My strength is tom from mine heart,
I am bowed down like an aged man.
0 mighty lord, Marduk, the merciful,
Who among all men that are living
Is there that discemeth my state ?
Who is not wanting, who hsth not sinned? (cp. Ps. 69 5).
Who apprehendeth the way of a god? {cp. Ps. 139•).
Let me give praise that I err not in godlessness,
Let me be present in the place of life (i.e., the sanctuary, cp. Ps. 27').1

Finally, a few isolated passages which offer some interesting parallels;
they are taken from both Babylonian and Egyptian hymns, but it will
not be necessary to indicate these, as our object is simply to illustrate
some points of general similarity in the religious literatures of the
Ancient East.
In Ps. 2 11 we have given reasons in the Commentary for emending
the text so as to read: Serve Yahweh in fear, an.d with trembling kiss
his feet; as a synonym for submission, whether to a conqueror or to a
god, to " kiss the feet " is a frequent phrase in ancient inscriptions and
hymns; thus, it is said in a Babylonian hymn to Marduk that Ea
" bath cormnanded the kissing of thy feet, and hath ordained submission
unto thee ".
Again, in Ps. 18 8 1-&0 it is told how by the help of Yahweh enemies
are overcome :
I /na'med mine enemies and overtook them,
Thou didst-gird ,ne witli 1trmgthfor the battle,

and turned not till they were consumed •••
thou didst bow down beneath ,ne those
that rose up against ,ne.

~ith the same trust in divine help the Egyptian king, Ramses II,
m a hymn to the god Amon, says, on finding himself in straits during
a battle against the Hittites :
1

Further interesting illustrations of such penitential hymns are given alao by
nttzel, Tammuz Liturgie und Verwandtts (1935).

..,.,
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. But I cry, and perceive that better for me is Amon than millions of footsoldiers, and hundreds of thousands of charioteers . . . the striving of many
men is nought; Amon is better than they.

In Ps. 66 11 the metaphor of a " net " is used to denote the entanglement in which Yahweh involved his people in order to test them; the
same metaphor is used of Yahweh punishing the people (Ezek. 12 13).
Similarly, it is told of the Babylonian god Bel that he casts his
'net : " 0 father Bel, thou dost cast the net, and that net becometh a
hostile net."
We may consider next some interesting parallels regarding the
person of the king. Ps. 72 is a psalm sung on the occasion of the
enthronement of a king ; it is too long to quote, but it may be pointed
out that his advent is hailed with delight, for he will have a care for
the poor and needy (vv. 4, 12, 13), and will save them from oppression
and violence (v. 14), all kings shall fall down before him, and all
nations shall serve him (v. u), and his name shall endure for ever
(v. 17); all is ascribed to the wondrous things that Yahweh accomplishes
(v. 18). It will be seen that similar words are said in a hymn in honour
of Ramses IV, on his enthronement :
A glorious day ! Heaven and earth rejoice, for thou art the great ruler of Egypt.
They that fled have returned to their cities, and they who had hidden have come
back again.
They that hungered are satisfied and joyful, they that were thirsty drink their :fill.
They that were naked are clothed in fine linen, and they that were filthy have white
garments.
They that were in prison are set at liberty, and they that were bound are full of
joy . . .
The maidens rejoice and sing exultingly; they are adorned, and say . . . 0 thou
ruler, thou endurest for ever . . .
All the nations say to him : Glorious is the king on Arnon's throne, who hath
sent him forth, the protector of the king, who leadeth all peoples to him.

Finally, two or three miscellaneous parallels. With the conception
of the thunder being the voice of Yahweh (Ps. 29) we may compare
the following from a hymn to the Babylonian god Adad-Ramman
(the storm-god) :
At thy thunder doth shake
At thy roaring doth treml>le

the great mountain, father En1il,1
the great mother Ninlil. 2

Again, there is a close parallel between Ps. 42 ~ : My tears have been
my meat day and night, and the plaint in a Babylonian hymn: " Food
I ate not, weeping was my bread ; water I drank not, tears were my
drink"; and in another penitential psalm of similar character:
"Weeping and tears cease not, with my sighs am I daily sated".
Finally, in Ps. 3413 it is said:
Keep thy tongue from evil,
1

and thy lips from Jjleaking guile ;

The god of the earth ; it means that the earth shakes.
• The spouse of Enlil, also representing the earth.
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with which we have a parallel in a Babylonian text :
Slander not, speak sweetly,

Say nought that is evil, utter that which ill good.

These illustrations could be greatly multiplied, but it is hoped that
it has been sufficiently shown how much common ground there is
between Hebrew psalmody and the devotional literature of other
peoples ; thus justifying the contention that the Hebrew psalms, great
as is their superiority over all others, must nevertheless be recognized
as belonging to a world-literature.

CHAPTER VII
THE KINGSHIP OF YAHWEH

SoME consideration of this subject is demanded, because in a certain
number of psalms there are indications of their having been sung in
celebration of the "Enthronement of Yahweh". That this was a
ceremony of great significance there can be no shadow of doubt. At
the same time, it must be insisted on that to speak of the "Festival of
the Enthronement of Yahweh " as though it constituted in itself a
festival, is a mistake ; for there was certainly no festival of this name
known to the Israelites. A significant fact in this connexion should
be noted: in the early accounts of the celebration of the New Year
Festival in the Synagogue mention is made. of a number of thoughts
and expressions which occur in the " Enthronement " psalms, viz. the
Kingship of Yahweh, his Kingdom over all the world, Yahweh as
Judge, the holiness of his name, the "shout", and the shophar-blast;
but there is not a hint of the Enthronement ceremony .1 If there had
ever been a Festival of the Enthronement, a reference to it of
some kind would surely have been forthcoming. The Enthronement
of Yahweh was the initial ceremony, though one of central importance, performed at one of the great feasts. Which of these
feasts it was at which this ceremony took place, what the origin
of that feast was, its significance and purpose, are matters which will
be discussed as we proceed.
Opinions differ markedly as to the number of psalms in which this
ceremony is referred to ; some scholars believe they can see references
to it in a large number of psalms 1 ; we submit, however, that when
once it is recognized that the Enthronement of Yahweh did not constitute a festival in itself, but was only the initial ceremony of one of
the feasts, the number of psalms which refer to the ceremony is reduced
to those which make actual mention of it ; these are the psalms in which
the phrase "Yahweh is become King" occurs.
We shall begin our discussion by quoting all the passages in the
psalms which refer to the Kingship of Yahweh. They are of three
classes: (1) those in which Yahweh is spoken ofas" King"; (2) those
1

Elbogen, Der jaduche Gottesdienst ••• , pp. 140--149 (1913).
• We have made a study of Mowinckel, Psa!mem~ien, II. Das Tlwonbesteigungsfest jahwiis ••• (1922), and of Hans Schmidt, Die Thronfahrt jalrves (1927),
and must confess that their arguments entirely fail to convince us ; the large number
of psalms they !JUote, especially the former, as referring to the" Festival of Yahweh'a
Enthronement • refer to the feast of which this was only one element.
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in which the " throne " of Yahweh is referred to ; and (3) those in
which the phrase " Yahweh is become King " occurs.
(1) THE TITLE
s•

1011.

2 4,-11.
2 gt•.

,._s•.

7411.

841 •
95 1 •

98'.
149 1•

OF " KING "

APPLIED TO YAHWEH :

Hearken unto the voi&e of my cry, my King and my God.
Yahweh is King for ever and ever.
. . . Who is the King of glory 1 Yahweh, strong and mighty •••
Yahweh sitteth as King for ever.
. .. mount Zion, the city of the great King.
God is my King from of old; some commentators, probably rightly, would
read Thou, Yahweh, art my King from of old.
• • • Yahweh Zebaoth, my King and my God.
For Yahweh is a great God, and a great King above all gods.
Make a joyful noise bejMe the King; "Yahweh" ia probably a later addition
as it overloads the half-line.
Let the children of Zion be joyful in their King.

In 9 7, cp. z9 10, the title is, no doubt, implied. In zo9 the title is
not applied to Yahweh, but is in reference to the earthly king. It
occurs also in 4711, but this comes also under our third class of passages.
It may be added that the title of "King" is applied to Yahweh in
Isa. 44•, Mic. z 13, Zeph. 315•
(z)

REf'mmNCES TO THE THRONE OF

YAHWEH:

Thou satest on thy throne judging righteously.
He hath set up his throne for judgement.
Yahweh,
heaven is his throne.
• • • he sitteth upon his holy throne.
Righteousneu and justice are the stay of thy throne.
Established is his throne from of old.
Righteousness and justice are the foundatum of his throne.
Yahweh in the heavens hath established his throne.

m

Outside the Psalter the mention of Yahweh's throne occurs in
Kgs. :u 111, z Chron. 1818, Isa. 61, 661 , Jer. 1411, 1711, Lam. 519,
Ezek. iss, .zo1, 437,
1

(3)

PASSAGES IN WHICH THE PHRASE ..

YAHWEH

IS BECOME KING"

OCCURS:
47 7•
931 ,

961°.
971•
991.

•.

in both verses we should probably read" Yahweh" for" God": Yahweh
is become King of all the earth ; Y ahroeh is become King over the nations.
Yahweh i, become Kinff apparelletl in majesty,

Declare among the nanons, Yahweh i, become King.
Y ahroeh is become King, let the earth rejoice.
Yahtoeh is become King, let the people, tremble.

The phrase occurs also in Isa. z413 ; in Mic. 4 7 the text is uncertain.
When we come to inquire, What is the significance of speaking of
Yahweh as " King ", and of the phrase " Yahweh is become King " ?
we enter upon a very controversial subject. According to some
authorities, among whom Gunkel 1 is an outstanding figure, the
expression " Yahweh is become King " is an adaptation of the saluta1

Einleitrmg in die Psalmen, pp. 95 ff. (1933),
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tion addressed to the newly made temporal king, to a spiritual use.
In 2 Sam. 15 10, for example, it is said: "But Absalom sent spies
throughout all the tribes of Israel, saying, As soon as ye hear the sound
of the ram's-horn (s6phar) then shall ye say, Absalom is become king
in Hebron". It must, however, be observed that as a technical
expression, addressed to a newly made king, ". . . is become king ",
does not occur elsewhere ; if it were the usual mode of recognition, we
should expect to find it more frequently expressed.
On the other hand, as Gunkel clearly shows, the ceremonial observed
at the enthronement of the king has a number of parallels in the psalms
referred to ; two especially outstanding ceremonies are described : the
anointing by a priest with the placing of the crown on the king's head,
followed by a solemn procession up the hill of Zion, and the formal
sitting on the throne (1 Kgs. 1 34, 3 s1r., 2 Kgs. u 12 ..., 1 Chron. 29 23).
In celebration of such a highly important event it would have been
the obvious duty of the court poets to compose poems proper to the
occasion, just as we have in Ps. 45 a poem written in honour of a royal
marriage. But none such have come down to us. Gunkel, however,
maintains that they must have existed, and that the so-called Enthronement psalms (i.e., those mentioned above) were the sacred counterpart
of such secular songs. But, as he points out-and this is the point
of main importance-in adapting these secular songs, the psalmists
brought into their sacred compositions eschatological elements (see
below). Here some questions necessarily suggest themselves :
Why was the title " King " applied to Yahweh ? How are we to
understand the phrase, "Yahweh is become King"? What was the
point and object of his Enthronement at the feast at which it was
celebrated ? Why did the psalmists embody eschatological material
in the psalms in question ?
In seeking to give answers to these questions we shall have to travel
over a somewhat wide field, and the answers cannot always be kept
distinct from one another, for the subjects to be dealt with do not admit
of being separated off into different compartments.
It is common knowledge, and needs no emphasis, that the Israelites,
in every stage of their history, were subject to extraneous influences,
religious, cultural, and others ; these influences were the more likely
to have been effective in that they were exercised by peoples of greater
antiquity and higher culture than the Israelites. In answer to our first
question, Why was the title "King" applied to Yahweh? it must be
replied that there was, so far as Israel was concerned, no justifiable
reason for this ; to apply a human title to their God, who was so immeasurably above men in every conceivable way, was alien to their
religious sense. But owing to the force of extraneous influence,
exercised by their powerful neighbours, they fell into the use ; though
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it occurs but rarely until later times, when it had acquired a special,
an eschatological, meaning. The idea of a god as king is found among
the Babylonians and the Egyptians. In the Babylonian Creation Epic
k,nown as Enuma elis, from the opening words, "When above", it is
told of how the gods, in their gratitude to Marduk for having overcome
the monster Tiamat, "rejoiced, and rendered him homage (saying),
Marduk is become king ". 1 In another text it is said that the Kingdom,
i.e., the idea of royalty, came down from heaven.• Again, in Egyptian
religion the god Horus was the king who first ruled over all men.
The sign of the falcon stands both for " god " and " king ".8 Other
illustrations could be given. · We submit, therefore, that whatever
significance may have become attached to the title in later Jewish
thought, in origin it was due to extraneous influence.
The answer to our next question, How are we to understand the
phrase "Yahweh is become King"? is far more complicated. We
must preface our remarks by asserting that the title of " King " applied
to Yahweh has not necessarily any connexion with the technical phrase
"Yahweh is become King", and all that it implies; in certain cases
there certainly is a connexion between the two, but generally speaking
this is not so.
It is quite certain, from the content of the psalms in which this
phrase occurs, that they were sung liturgically at one of the great
festivals. This is to be gathered from the fact that in these psalms
ceremonies are referred to which necessarily imply liturgical usage.
First, there is this phrase " Yahweh is become King " ; a proclamation
such as this must, from its very nature, have been uttered in reference
to something that had just taken place ; in other words, it refers to the
ceremony of Yahweh having ascended his throne. However we may
envisage the actual performance _of this ceremony (see below), the
words of Ps. 47 5, 8 point to a ceremonial rite: God ascendeth with a
shout, Yahweh with the blast of the ram's-horn ; that the ascent upon his
throne is here referred to is seen by the words : Yahweh is become King
ooer the nations, he sitteth upon his holy throne. The mention of the
" shout " and " the blast of the ram's-horn " point to an accompanying
rite; similarly in Ps. 98 6 : With trumpets and the blast of the ram's-horn
make a joyful noise before the King. That a ceremonial procession took
place goes without saying, for this was the usual accompaniment to
religious celebrations ; some commentators take the words God
ascendeth with a shout to be in reference to a procession ascending
Mount Zion ; it may be so, but the context seems to point to the
ascent upon the throne. Another very important part of the ceremony
1

Ebeling, in Gressmann's, Altorientaliseh4 Texte zum alten Testament, p. 109

( 1926).

• Ibid., p. 147.

.

1

Erman, Die Religion der }Jgypter, p. 51 (1934).
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was the commemoration of Yahweh as Creator ; this was extremely
appropriate ; and in connexion with this it was natural enough that
other elements in the Creation-story, as traditionally handed down,
should be sung. Thus, the primeval combat of Yahweh with the
waters of the great deep, conceived of as the embodiment of the evil
powers, and his victory over them, receive notice ; and the mythical
picture is adapted and made to apply to God's victory over the nations.
That this is eschatologically interpreted does not admit of doubt, hence
the emphasis laid on Yahweh as Judge.
We must seek next to answer the question : What was the point
and object of the ceremony of Yahweh's Enthronement? And here
we come to the central part of our whole discussion; for, as we h..ve
insisted, this ceremony was the initial rite at the celebration of one of
the great feasts. We have first to inquire what feast this was. It
would necessarily have been a feast at which the Enthronement ceremony was appropriate ; a feast which brought before the worshippers
the thought of Yahweh's power and supremacy. There is plenty of
evidence, though spacP. forbids our going into details, to show that this
feast was the New Year Festival, celebrated by the Israelites concurrently with the feast of Tabernacles. 1 That these two coincided is
sufficiently well known, 1 and need not detain us ; our main concern is
to examine their nature and significance, and the connexion that the
Enthronement ceremony had with them. To do this it is necessary
to go back fo origins.
In both ancient Egypt and Babylonia there was, in the celebration
of the New Year Festival, a" ritual pattern", as Hooke appropriately
designates it, representing " the things which were done to and by the
king in order to secure the prosperity of the community in every sense
for the coming year ". 3 The central feature was thus the importance
of the king who, both in Egypt and Babylon, was regarded as di\l'ine,
and represented the god in the great seasonal rituals. This does
not, however, mean to say that the god himself was not worshipped ;
we have, for example, a very striking psalm sung at the Near Year
Festival in honour of the god Horus, who has overcome his enemies,
and ascended upon his throne ; this is worth quoting :
Come, shout, ye gods of the land,
Come, rejoice, ye men and people,
Come, sing praise with gladness of heart,
Horns bath ascended his throne • • .
He will refresh what lay waste,
He will gladden the downcast hearts,
He will save all men.
Regard ye Horns, he weareth his crown • • •
He strideth far and wide o'er the land.
1

For details see Volz, Das Neujahrsfestjahwes, pp. 12. ff. (1912.).
: Oesterley, in, Myth and Ritual (ed. S. H. Hooke), pp. 12.a f. (1933).
Myth and Ritual, p. 8.
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The ' Nine gods ' kiss the ground before him • • •
Regard ye Honis, ye gods and men,
Anii rejoice because of his crown • • •
He hath crushed the heads of his foes • • •
Regard ye Horus, ye gods and men,
How he entereth the conflict and conquereth,
Like a blaze in the time of the storm,
When it rageth in the midst of the thorn-bush,
Consuming, and nothing is left.1

Here a word must be said about the question of the ascription of
divinity to the earthly king. That, as just remarked, the king was
looked upon as divine in both Egypt and Babylon is indisputable. Thus,
the Pharaoh of Egypt was identified with Ra 2 ; in some of the titles
applied to him he is called the god Horus ; in one song he is called
"our Horus " 3 ; a reflection of this may be seen in the Tell-Amarna
letters, where the Palestinian rulers address their Egyptian suzerain as
"My Sun" (Samas). In much later times the Assyrian kings Ashurnasirpal and Shalmaneser II call themselves" the Sun of the peoples",
whereby they wish to indicate their illimitable power." That the idea of
the king-god was not unknown in Israel even as late as the time of Ezekiel
is evident from what the prophet says : " Son of man, say unto the
prince of Tyre, Thus saith the Lord Yahweh: Because thine heart is
lifted up, and thou hast said, I am a god, I sit in the seat of God, in
the midst of the seas ; yet thou art man, and not God, though thou
didst set thine heart as the heart of God." We even find in two of the
psalms an identification of the king with God: Ps. 45 8 , no 2• We
have drawn attention to this to show how the Israelites were influenced
here by extraneous ideas. This is seen, further, when we compare the
ritual of the New Year Festival, as celebrated in Egypt 5 and Babylon 6 ,
with what is said in some of ·the psalms in references to the same
Festival, and which coincides, as we have said, with the Feast of
Tabernacles (Sukkoth). First we may point out that, with regard
to Egypt and Babylon, while many gods are believed in, one
stands out as creator and as the giver of the fruits of the earth ;
and the earthly king is identified with him. Among the Egyptians
!his highest god was Osiris, among the Babylonians he was
Marduk. At the annual New Year Festival held in honour of
~ese deities, in each case he was proclaimed king, the earthly
king representing him ; · and this was realistically set forth by the rite
of his ascent upon his throne ; this was the opening ceremony at the
celebration of the New Year Festival, and it was accompanied by the
1

Translated from the German rendering of Ennan, Die &ligion dw .Ai,,pter,
p. 372 (1934).
: Moret, Du caracth-e religieux de la Royautl Pharaonique, p. 310 (1902).
, Erman, oP- cit., p. 51.
1 Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und A,syrien,, i, 221 (1905).
As described in the Ramesseum Papyrus (Myth and Ritual, p. 27).
1
As celebrated at the Akim Festival (Myth and Ritual, p. 4,6).
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recitation of the Creation drama. Just as in the beginning the god had
created all things, so at the beginning of the New Year it was believed
that he would repeat the act of creation so far as the fruits of the soil
were concerned. The rite, with its various accompanying details which
we need not dilate upon here, not only symbolized, but was believed
actually to bring about, the revivification of Nature. Its supreme
importance in the eyes of the people will, therefore, be realized.
Now, we have more than once insisted, and the fact will not be
disputed, that the Israelites were to a considerable extent dominated
by extraneous influences, and this in the religious as well as in other
spheres. Here we have a striking illustration of this. What Osiris
was to the Egyptians and what Marduk was to the Babylonians, Yahweh
was to the Israelites. Each nation had its King-God. The New Year
Festival of the Israelites was celebrated on the first day of the Feast of
Tabernacles, when the Kingship of Yahweh was proclaimed, and when
he was hollOured as Lord of Creation by recalling his work of Creation
at the beginning. Faith in his power gave the conviction that the
produce of the soil during the coming year would be abundant. It is
here that we see the significance of the references to the Kingship of
Yahweh in the psalms sung at this festival; we need not quote from
them, the relevant passages have been given above (p. 45).
We have already mentioned that at the New Year Festival in Egypt
and Babylon an essential element was the recitation of the Creation
Epic in order to honour the god as creator. That this was done during
the Israelite celebration cannot be doubted when we recall some of the
passages occurring in the psalms sung on this occasion ; one or two
quotations may be given. A reference to Yahweh's creative power, and
faith in the conti:nuance of the exercise of that power in the coming
year, is clear in Ps. 659-13 :
Thou fli#tut tlae earth, and waterest it,
The brook of God is full of water,
Tlu,u fl/tJUl'Ut her fimows, levelling the rid/Jes,

thou greatly enrichut it.
thou prooidest their eonr., thus thou
preparest it :
dost soften it with rain and bkuest it1
growth.

See also Ps. 10413 t1-, and various other passages.
Further, in the Creation Epic a prominent element is the combat and
victory of Marduk over Tiamat, the personification of the watery deep.
This, too, we find in the psalms sung at this festival; but Yahweh is
now represented as the Victor; thus, in Ps. 741 2-14 it is said:
But thou, 0 God,
Working triumph
Thou didst defeat
The heads of the monsters
Thou didst shatter
GatJUt him as meat,

art my King for ever,
in the midst of the earth.
the sea by thy ,night,
didst cnuh on the water, ;
the heads of Leviathan,
as fodder tojac/uds.

The theme appears in many other passages.
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Then, finally, there was the formal procession which was an important part of the ceremony ; and this, too, receives frequent mention
in the psalms ; one passage may be quoted, Ps. 68H- 26 :
Behold ye the processions of Yahweh,
Thy processwns, my God,
my King, in the sanctuary ;
The singers go before,
the minstrels follow after,
In the midst are the maidens beating the timbrels.

One more question suggested itself which we must seek briefly to
answer : why did the psalmists embody eschatological material in the
psalms sung at this festival ? That such material does appear in the
psalms in question needs no insisting on ; but we shall give some
illustrations. In Ps. 47 2 - 8 (Hebr. 3 - 9 ) it is said:
For Yahweh, the Most High, is terrible,
A great King
over all the earth,
He subdueth peoples under us,
and nations under our feet • , •
For Yahweh is become King over all the earth, sing to God a choice-song,
Yahweh is become King over the nations,
he sitteth upon his holy throne.

Such words cannot conceivably refer to the present ; after the prophetic
style, the future is envisaged as present, as an act of faith ; but the
actual present is not referred to. What is in the psalmist's mind is
the return of the primeval time of bliss at the end of the present worldorder (see further on this Ps. 85, intr. section). Again, in Ps. 96, where
"Yahweh is become King" occurs (v. 10), we read:
• • • Yahweh, for he cometh,
for he cometh to judge the earth ;
Hejudgeth the world in righteousness, and the people in his faithfulness (v. 13).

The Judgement is another of the outstanding events in the
Eschatological Drama. In Ps. 97, which begins with "Yahweh is
become King ", apocalyptic traits occur in vv. 2-5. In Ps. 989 the
Judgement is again referred to. In Ps. 99, too, a condition is envisaged
which is applicable only to the time when, at the end of the present
world-order, Yahweh reigns in righteousness (vv. 3, 4):
Let them praise his Mme, great and terrible, holy is he, and a mighty King :
• Thou hast established equity in Jacob,
justice and righreoumess hast
ordained.

thou

It is unnecessary to give further illustrations of the fact that in the
psalms sung at the New Year Festival, i.e., the Feast of Tabernacles,
eschatological thought played a prominent P!1rt (see also 466, 472-9,
484-8, 764--111, 1497-9).
Now, there must have been some special reason why the psalmists
should have made such a point of bringing eschatological themes into
the psalms written to be sung at the New Year Festival, celebrated at
the Feast of Tabernacles, and especially at its opening ceremony of the
Enthronement of Yahweh. As is to be expected, opinions differ here.
Mowinckel explains it by saying that all that was originally expected to
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happen during the coming year as the direct result of what was envisaged
during the ritual of the annual celebration of Yahweh's Enthronement
was assigned to an indefinite future time, as something that would
ultimately come to pass when Yahweh finally ascended his throne for
ever, when his enemies would be overcome and the Judgement take
place, and when he would fulfil all the hopes and expectations of his
people, and abide among them as the Light, and the eternal source of
life. And he goes so far as to say that the entire Eschatological Drama
originated in the ritual of what he calls the Festival of Yahweh's ascent
upon his throne. 1 Needless to say that, with the evidence of the
" ritual pattern " of Egypt and Babylonia before us, and for various
other reasons which could be adduced, we disagree in toto with this
view. Scarcely less astonishing is Hans Schmidt's contention that
an eschatological interpretation of these psalms is out of the
question. 2 On this view we refrain from commenting. The majority
of scholars agree with Gunkel in recognizing the presence of eschatological thought in the psalms, whatroer other elements they may contain.
But in other directions we find ourselves unable to agree with
Gunkel. We have already drawn attention to his view that the
" Yahweh is become King " psalms were adaptations of secular songs
composed in honour of the earthly king ; in doing so, the psalmists, he
goes on to say, 11 naturally thought of Israel as the dominion of Yahweh,
and believed in a present kingdom of God.•.. But the contradiction
between believing and seeing in the evil times of alien rule, led to the
belief in a future kingdom of Yahweh." 1 This belief, he holds, the
psalmists took over from the prophets, and together with it their
eschatological teaching.
In view of what has been said about the " ritual pattern " so frequently reflected in the psalms, it will be gathered that we can agree
with this theory only in so far that the psalms in question must be
understood in an eschatological sense. It may well be that the psalmists
were influenced by prophetical teaching here; but not necessarily, and
certainly not wholly. When one remembers the world-wide belief in
the return of the " Golden Age ", whether we think of it as em~odied
in the " ritual pattern " or whether we speak of it in the Hebrew form
of the " Day of Yahweh ", it is not a great stretch of the imagination to
suppose that the psalmists were aware of the hope apart from anything
contained in the prophetical writings. The general familiarity with
it among the people, however misunderstood, is amply shown by
what we read in, e.g., Am. 51 &-20•
We have now attempted to answer the questions we set ourselves,
though we fully realize that many points of detail have had to be left
aside. There is so much to be said, and space is limited.
1

Ptalmenstudin,, ii, aa6.
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A few words are, however, called for regarding the date of the type
of psalms with which we have been dealing. It should first be remarked
that there is reason to believe that they all belong to approximately the
same period ; .but whatever that period may have been, the bulk of the
material they contain goes back in origin to very early times. The
celebration of the New Year Festival, for which the psalms in question
were composed, was observed, in some form, long before the time of
the monarchy ; indeed, there is every reason to believe that soon after
the settlement in Palestine, when the Israelites came under the influence
of Canaanite worship, the celebration of this festival came into vogue
among them. It follows, therefore, that so far as the references to the
celebration of the Enthronement of Yahweh, and the other ceremonies
connected with it, are concerned, the writers of the psalms in question
utilized ancient material. Then, again, the large amount of eschatological detail contained in these psalms goes back in origin to earlier
times. These considerations point to the fact that the New Year
Festival psalms are adaptations of earlier forms ; for that psalms had
always been sung oti this occasion th~re is no reason to d~ubt. From
what has been said it might be gathered that we are contending for a
very early date for these psalms; this, however, is not our purpose, so
far as their present form is concerned ; we have been referring only to
the utilization of early material on the part of the writers of these psalms.
Upon the whole, however, we should be inclined to suspect that these
psalms have a pre-exilic basis, being adapted later to the simpler and
purer cultus, which, as we may suppose, prevailed in the age when
Israel's religion was dominated by "P ". This may, moreover, be
the reason for some of the metrical irregularities which appear in these
psalms.
Some other facts have next to be considered.
The fact that prophetical utterances regarding the occurrences which
are to take place at the end of the present world-order were laid under
contribution by the writers of these psalms. in their present form,
undoubtedly mdicates the approximate time of their composition ; but
it "must be remembered that, as just hinted, the material utilized by the
prophets was of hoary antiquity. These psalms in their present form
belonged, then, at any rate, to the post-prophetical period. Further,
the marked indebtedness of the psalmists in question to the thought
and diction of Deutero-Isaiah points to a post-exilic date for their
composition as we now have them. But the post-exilic period extended to over five centuries prior to the beginning of the Christian
era: The question, therefore, is whether there are any indications
which may help towards a more definite time within this long period
to which these psalms may be assigned. It must be confessed that
such indications are few and uncertain. The psalms themselves
B
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assume an elaborate resuscitation of the temple-worship such as is hardly
likely to have taken place during the times of either Nehemiah or Ezra;
this would imply a date for them about the middle of the fourth
century B.c. On the other hand, there is absolutely nothing
that points to a Maccabrean date of any of them. The apocalyptic
literature with its fully developed eschatology began to take shape towards
the end of the third century B.C. ; so that ol).r psalms are likely to be
earlier than this ; for although full of eschatological material, this is
not so developed as in the eschatological literature proper. Again, the
marked universalism of these psalms, though undoubtedly largely due
to Deutero-Isaiah, is likely to have received a further impetus as a
result of the spread of Greek influence. Upon the whole, therefore,
it was during the early part of the Greek period, about 300 B.C., that
these psalms, as we now have them, are most likely to have been written.
Something must be said, in conclusion, regarding the religious
teaching in general contained in these psalms. There is, first, the
religious significance of the myths from which the conception of the
Kingship of Yahweh was derived. Myths, the pictorial embodiment
of ideas and beliefs, were, in the early history of mankind, one of the
normal methods accorded to man of divine self-revelation, so far as
this could be apprehended by man in an undeveloped stage of culture.
They must, therefore, be regarded as emb<;>dying the germs of living
truths which, with the gradual development of the religious sense,
app~o:ximated more and more to reality. The idea of the Kingship of
Yahweh, derived from the Egyptian and Babylonian myths of the kinggod, was the attribution to Yahweh of what to human ideas was the
highest expression of power and authority ; the king was supreme ;
therefore to attribute Kingship to Yahweh was to honour him to the
utmost. But kingship assumes rule ; at first the rule was over Israel,
then it became world-wide dominion; and thus by degrees the steps
led upward, reaching ultimately the Christian conception of the
Kingdom of God. In these " Enthronement" psalms we see the
process of development. Again, the frequent references .in them,
direct and implied, to the enmity between Yahweh and the waters of
the sea, is the adaptation of the myth of Marduk's victory over Tiamat,
the Great Deep, the personification of all harmfulness, to Yahweh.
But his enemies are now the nations of the world who do not acknowledge him. What was originally merely harmfulness develops, with
the growth of the religious sense, into wickedness. Yahweh overcomes
his enemies, and they bow down before him in humble recognition of
his supremacy.
Then, as to belief in Yahweh and the conceptions regarding him.
There is no doubt that the most prominent feature here is his illimitable
power, and that therefore praise and worship are due to him; the
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reiterated call to praise him is unquestionably the most outstanding
element in these psalms. On the other hand, an absolute monotheism
•s not taught ; the references to other gods, though of deep inferiority
;
Yahweh, show that their existence was believed in; and therefore
0
monotheism in the strict sense cannot be said to be taught in these
psalms. In another direction, however, the conception of Yahweh is
very exalted-namely, the emphasis laid on his ethical righteousness;
this is constantly proclaimed among the peoples of the world, and it
receives its highest expression in the pronouncement that he comes to
judge the world in righteousness. From this it follows naturally that
Yahweh's holiness should be insisted on, and if this is not often expressed, it is because such an attribute is taken for granted.
An universalistic outlook is prominent; where eschatologic~l beliefs
play so great a part this is to be expected. The absence of all mention
of sacrifices will also be noted ; the exhortation to " bring gifts "
(96 8 ) does not refer to sacrifices.
We hope that the various questions connected with the complicated
subject of the Kingship of Yahweh have now been sufficiently dealt
with.
THE KINGSHIP OF YAHWEH

CHAPTER VIII
SAINTS AND SINNERS IN THE PSALMS

THE large number of psalms in which antagonism between the righteous and their enemies is described, often in much detail, is common
knowledge, for it is one of the most distinguishing marks occurring
in the Psalter. In some cases it may well be that quarrels of the ordinary
kind, common to mankind, form the subject-matter of the psalms in
question. It is not this that we have in mind. We are thinking of
cases in which, though antipathy between individuals may lurk, the
kind of enmity expressed suggests something more deep-seated and
extended than merely personal quarrels. We do not for a moment
deny that in some of the psalms in question other elements than that
with which we are particularly concerned may have entered in. Thus,
Mowinckel's very ingenious arguments in support of his theory that
the enemies of the saints were magicians are full of interest ; and the
illusti:ative Babylonian material adduced in support is distinctly impressive. That there is an element of truth in his contention we would
not deny ; but we cannot get away from the conviction that Mowinckel
over-estimates the presence of magical elements. The subject is dealt
with in his Psalmenstudien I (1921). Of much interest also is Nicolsky's
Spuren magischer Formeln in den Psalmen (1927).
The frequent mention of antagonism between the righteous and
their enemies gives the impression that the strife between the two was
of a permanent, or at least recurrent, character, and recorded a condition
of rift within the community which was fundamental in its nature.
To discover the cause, or causes, of this state of affairs is a complicated
matter, and involves some investigation into the history of the nation
during more than one period. Our first task must be to examine the
terms applied, respectively, to those between whom this state of conflict
endured ; but it will be understood that the terms are not necessarily
always employed, the allusion being sufficiently clear without them.
i. Ifasid, 1 plur. IJasidim: "godly one", "godly ones" (E.VV.
1 From the root meaning " to be kind ", which is, however, used only in a reflexive
sense, "to show oneself kind", The noun, hesed, with which it is connected, has
various meanings,. according to the context," kindness ", u mercy "," love ",''piety .,_
The adjectival form, i.e., that under consideration, Qasid, is passive in idea, as though in
reference to the recipient of mercies ; but its usage shows that it is active in sense, in
reference to one who is zealous in his practice of devotion to God, pious, or saintly,
and who thereby shows his love for God; hence our rendering of" godly one", for
lJorid, in preference to " eaint ", which has come to have a somewhat different
connotation,
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"saints"). It is important to note that the mention of antagonism
betWeen the God-fearing and the wicked is not confined to the Psalms ;
it is referred to, e.g., in Mai. 313-16 ; and that it existed in pre-exilic
times can be seen by such passages as Jer. 121-a, Zeph. 2 1- 3 • It must
also be noted that these terms lfasid, lfasidim are likewise not confined to
the Psalms, though they occur there far more frequently than in other
books. Thus, in Mic. 7 2 , e.g., it is said : " The godly man (lfasid)
is perished out of the land, and there is none upright among men " ;
see also 2 Chron. 641 , Prov. 2 8 ; and the expressions "men of 'l}esed"
(Isa. 57 1), "man of ~esed" (Prov. 11 17), connote much the same idea.
Again, it must be ol,>served that in the Psalms themselves JJasid is not
always used in a restricted sense; in 145 17 it is applied to Yahweh
(the same is found in Jer. 312), and in 89 19 to the prophet Nathan.
Further, there are some passages in which these terms are used in a
general sense, not necessarily in reference to a particular body of
men; thus, in 328 it is said: " Let everyone that is godly (I;lasid)
pray unto thee " ; that applies to anyone in the community ; similarly
in 79 2, "thy godly ones "and" thy servants "are parallel; it can hardly
be contended that the " servants " of God applies only to a restricted
body; again, in 85 8 "his godly ones" is parallel to "his people";
clearly the term is used in a general sense here; so, too, in 1481&
" all his godly ones " is parallel to " his people " ; instructive, too,
is 1399 , where "his priests " and " his godly ones" are parallel;
it is not to be supposed that the latter were confined to the priesthood ;
nor could this be the case if the term were used in a restricted sense
in this passage. Finally, there is the unusual expression, in 431,
a " nation not-godly ". In all these passages, then-and there may be
some others-I;lasid, or I;Iasidim, are used in a general sense.
But there are, on the other hand, a larger number of passages in
which these terms are used in a restricted sense as applying to a particular
body of men, or, as we should say, a party or sect; for in these passages,
which deal with the antagonism between the " godly ones " and their
enemies, it is not simply a question of quarrels, and the like, that arise
between individuals in the ordinary vicissitudes of life ; the expressions
used, and the procedure described, point to party strife. This will be
best illustrated by examining the characteristics of the " godly ones ",
and then by noting the type of men who are their enemies, and the
methods used by the latter in their attacks upon their victims.
The religious character of the I;Iasid, whether applied by the psalmist
to himself, or as representing the body of the " godly ones ", may be
briefly set forth as follows : although, as we have seen, there are certain
Passages in which" thy godly ones", or" his (Yahweh's) godly ones",
are evidently used in a general sense, there are others, and more in
number, in which this use of the possessive pronoun indicates those who
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are marked off from the generality of their fellows ; and this suggests
a body, or party, characterized by special devotion to God. This is
further illustrated by descriptive epithets applied to the Ijasid; he
is spoken of as "righteous" (e.g., 79 , 11 3, 5); similarly as "upright of
heart" (e.g., 16410, cp. 14 5); he is" perfect", a term meaning innocence from all evil (e.g., 18 23 , 37 18, 64'); and various other epithets
of a like import are applied to him. So that the Ijasid is one whose
outstanding characteristic is loyalty to Yahweh.
Then, as to Ijasid and Ijasidim being used in the restricted sense of
adherents to a party. It is true that "thy godly ones" is sometimes
used, as we have seen, in a general sense ; but in certain passages in
which this expression occurs the context points to its use in a more
restricted sense. Thus, in 529 the psalmist says: "I will declare
[emended text] thy name, for it is good, in the presence of thy godly
ones " ; the words " in the presence of thy godly ones " suggest a
gathering of a particular kind. Again, in 50 5 it is said: " Gather my
godly ones together unto me, those that have made a covenant with me
by sacrifice". Suggestive also is the mention of "the assembly of
the godly ones " in 1491, which quite evidently refers to an exclusive
gathering. And there are a number of other passages from which
the impression is gained that the Ijasidim were a compact body standing
aloof not only from those who were avowedly the enemies of religion,
but also distinctive as compared with their own people generally.
To sum up, then: the terms Ijasid and Ijasidim are not confined to
the Psalms, though used there more frequently than elsewhere. In
the Psalms the term Ijasidim is sometimes used in a general sense applying to all those who acknowledge God and worship him ; but more
frequently it is used in a restricted sense denoting a special body of the
godly in the community. In this latter use the outstanding characteristic of the Ijasidim is their very devoted and strict loyalty to Yahweh,
and ardent observance of his commandments ; so that they are religious in a more definite and fuller sense than others.
ii. 'Ebyon ,'Aniy, 'Anaw: these three terms, meaning respectively
"poor", "downtrodden", "humble" (the last two sometimes confused together), are referred to because they are applied to the Ijasidim
in a number of passages. A few of these may be given by way of illustration. In 86 12 the psalmist, speaking of himself, but as representing
others too, says : " I am poor and downtrodden, preserve my soul,
for I am a godly one [IJasid] ", cp. 40 17, 705, 109 22 ; in 109 16 it is said that
the wicked man " persecuted the downtrodden and the poor man " ;
similarly in 37 14 : "The wicked have drawn out the sword and have
bent their bow, to cast down the poor and the downtrodden ". They
are, however, spoken of as being specially under Yahweh's care, and
are thus to be identified with the godly; in 35 10 it is said that Yahweh
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" delivereth the downtrodden from him that is too strong for him,
and the poor from him that spoileth him"; see, too, 140 13 ; and
again in 9 18 : " For the poor shall not always be forgotten, nor the hope
of the humble perish for ever ". The usage in general of these terms
shows them to refer to the humbler classes (e.g., Isa. 314, 1°, 10 2 , Am. 2 7),
and this applies, as a rule, to their use in the Psalms, though in some cases
it may well be that no social distinction is intended.
iii. Rasa', plur. R•sa'im: "wicked man", "wicked ones". We
have taken those terms as those used in reference to the enemies of the
Qasidim because they are the ones which occur most frequently,
but others occur 1 ; 'Oyeb, " enemy ", or " foe ", is also often used,
and there are various other terms applied to them. In order to get
some idea of the characteristics of these enemies, and of their methods
of attack upon the Jfasidim, it will be necessary to give some quotations.
It must be noted first, that, as in the case of Jfasidim, the "wicked"
are referred to both in a general sense and in a more restricted sense ;
in this latter they seem to. be thought of as forming a special body
in the community. For the former we have, e.g., 7 8, 9 , where the
wicked are spoken of quite generally, being mentioned in the same
context as "the peoples·"; similarly in 9 17 : "Let the wicked turn
away to Sheol, all the nations that forget God " (see also II 5, 6 , 58in-,
where the wicked are spoken of generally as " the sons of men ") ;
in 73 1- 12, again; the wicked in general are spoken of; it is unnecessary
to give further references. On the other hand, various passages deal
with the wicked in a way which points to their being a particular body
of men. A clear instance is 1 1 : " Happy is the man that walketh not
in the counsel [i.e. advice] of the wicked . . . nor sitteth in the seat
[or circle] of scorners"; a somewhat similar thought occurs in 64 2 ,
where the " secret counsel " of evil-doers is mentioned ; that must
refer to some special gathering, not to the wicked in general. In
the same way, when in 86 14 the phrase " the assembly of violent men "
occurs, this can hardly be understood in a general sense. There
are many other passages to the same effect. So that, as in the case of
the lfasidim, so too in that of the R•sa'im, the term is used sometimes
in a general, at other times in a restricted, sense. We realize that to
any careful reader of the Psalms this is self~evident; but there is a
special reason for drawing attention to the fact, as will be seen. Our
next ·point must be to describe the character of the " wicked " as
portrayed in the Psalms, and to observe their methods of attack against
the " godly ". These methods are of two kinds, and that fact is, perhaps
not without significance. There is, first, frequent :qiention of verbal
vituperation; the forms of abuse and accusation are bitter, deceitful,
and untruthful : " they have whet their tongue like a sword, they have
1

Strictly speaking, the opposite to Rasa' is $addiq," righteous".
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sharpened like arrows bitter speech " (64 3) ; in metaphorical speech
they are said to hide a snare, to spread a net, to set gins ( 140 5, 64 3);
they speak lies and are deceitful (5 8 , 120 2), adder's poison is under their
lips (140 3). But their mode of attack is not confined to slander and
lying ; they are accused further of using physical violence. Thus,
in 86 14 they are referred to as "violent men" (cp. 140 1, 4); their type
is spoken of as being " like a lion that is greedy of his prey, as it were a
young lion lurking in secret places" (17 12); they are described as
bloodthirsty and murderous (5 6, 55 23 }; "in the covert places doth he
murder the innocent " ( 10 8 ; cp. 14 '). Fully in accordance with this
it is to be noted that they are the enemies of God as well as of men ;
thus, in 10 3, 4 it is said: " He revileth Yahweh", "all his thoughts
are, There is no God " ; in 141, 53 1 : " The fool hath said in his heart,
There is no God•• ; in 37 20 they are spoken of as "the enemies of Yahweh"; so, too, in 681, where it is also said that they "hate" God.
Their irreligious character is thus clear. One more thing to be noted
about them is that they belong to the higher grades of society ; their
being spoken of as" the haughty ones" (8614), and" the proud ones"
(140 5, cp. 94 2) points to this; in 101 5 the man that has" an high look
and an arrogant mind " must evidently belong to the upper classes ;
this is implied, too, in 82 2, where those are blamed who "respect the
persons of the wicked " ; and that they are spoken of as having riches
and being in prosperity (73 3, 12) similarly shows that they belong to
wealthy circles.
The opponents of the lJasidim are thus slanderous in their accusations, violent in their attacks, irreligious, and they belong to the powerful
and wealthy circles among the people.
Our next task must be to consider the question of the causes which
led to the enmity between the Hasidim and the R'sa'im; for this purpose
it will be necessary to glance at the history during three periods.
i.

THE PRE-EXILIC PERIOD.

We have seen that in the Psalms both these terms are used
now in a general, now in a restricted, sense, and that the antagonism
between the two was due both to religious and social causes. Now
the prophetical books make it abundantly clear that already in the
eighth century, and indeed earlier, the prophets championed a pure
Yahweh-worship as against the syncretistic tendencies of the mass of
the people arising from the influences of Canaanite religion. That the
prophets had their special following, though composed of a small
minority, needs no insisting on (see, e.g., 1 Kgs. 18 13, 1918, Isa. 1 e,
Am. 312 , 53, 16 ). Thus the causes of differences of religious outlook
go back to times long before the Exile, Further, a very cursory reading
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of the prophetical books shows that a wide separation existed between
the powerful rich and the helpless poor ; the latter were frequently
the victims ·of cruel maltreatment (see, e.g., Isa. 314, 15, 328, 7, Jer. 2 34,
Am. 26. 7, 41, 5 1 1, 12, 86); but they are spoken of as those for whom
God cares, i.e., those who were faithful to him (e.g., Isa. 11 4 , 29 19,
Jer. 20 13). So that social as well as religious differences existed in
pre-exilic times. It follows, therefore, that the use, in the Psalms,
of the terms lfasidim and R•sa'im in a general sense can be readily
understood, for religious and - social differences among the people
had existed long before causes arose which led to the formation of parties,
in reference to which the terms are used in the restricted sense.
But attention must now be drawn to another cause of division among
the people, a religious-political one, which played an important part
in the ultimate formation of parties. This may, or may not, have been
in the minds of soµie of the psalmists ; direct evidence does certainly
not appear; but it is highly probable that they refer to it implicitly.
The matter is a somewhat complicated one, but the bare outline of the
argument will suffice for our present purpose. 1 It is clear that the
official priesthood centred in the house of Zadok (2 Sam. 817, 15 24 , 1911,
20 25, 1 Kgs. 1 3 4, 39); but long before that time the priestly functions were
exercised by the house of lthamar, who was descended from Aaron (Exod.
623,28 1, Num. 32- 4 , 1 Chron. 6 3 [5 1'} 24 1~) 2 ; the Zadokites, therefore,
displaced the Ithamar priesthood from the position of precedence; and
they introduced certain changes, while their rivals clung to ancient
usage. The earliest echoes of these changes, it is true, are not heard
of tili much later times (e.g., contrast Lev. 21 14 with Ezek. 44 22 ) 3 ;
but such echoes are sufficient to prove earlier existing differences.
At any rate, the main point is that the upholders of ancient tradition
were overborne by the innovators ; this, in the nature of things, brought
about, if not the formation of parties, at any rate opposed points of
view. In this connexion Jer. 618 - 20 is very instructive; it bears
witness to the existence of these tendencies: "Thus saith Yahweh,
stand ye in the ways and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the
good way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for your souls;
but they said, We will not walk therein. And I set watchmen over
you, (saying), Hearken to the sound -of the trumpet ; but they said,
We.will not hearken. Therefore hear, ye peoples, ye shepherds of the
flocks.' Hear, 0 earth: Behold, I will bring evil upon this people,
even the fruit of their thoughts, because they have not hearkened unto
1

For details see Aptowitzer, Parteipolitik der Hasmonllerzeit . . . , pp. xxii ff.

( 1927).
1
See
1

further, Desnoyers, Histoire de Peuple Hi/:rreu, III, 212 ff. (1930).
Aptowitzer, Spuren des Matriarchats imjiidischen Schrifttinn, Exkurs v, "Endogamie " (in Hebrew Union College Annual V).
• Following the Septuagint,
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my words; and as for my law, they have rejected it. To what purpose
cometh there to me frankincense from Sheba, and the sweet calamus
from a far country ? Your burnt offerings are not acceptable, nor
your sacrifices pleasing unto me." Here we must quote Skinner's
excellent comment on the prophet's words: " Two methods he had
tried in vain. He had appealed to the conservative principle which is
essential to sound religious development. He had called the people
to pause and consider the diverse tendencies of their age, and to follow
that which was in harmony with the historic faith of Israel. The
' old paths ' are the genuine ethical principles of the Mosaic revelation
embodied in the traditional Tora or teaching of Yahweh (v. 19). These
are contrasted with the new-fangled costly refinements in cultus'frankincense from Sheba,' and 'sweet calamus from a far country'through which their new spiritual guides held out the delusive promise
of peace of mind . . . the second method was ' the sound of the
trumpet '-the warnings of providence interpreted by prophecy.
To both appeals the people had turned a deaf ear, and their refusal
is accepted as final: judgement can no longer be averted (vv. 18 f.)." 1
Of the attitude of the people in general we have no indications, but that
in course of time they took sides is shown by the subsequent history.
ii. THE Ex1L1c AND PosT-EXILIC PERIODS.
Our sources give unmistakable evidence of the fact that during the
Exile the priestly circles cultivated an intensive study of the Scriptures,
and especially those parts in which the Law was set forth. The presence
of prophetical influence is equally in evidence ; Ezekiel at the beginning
and Deutero-Isaiah towards the end of the Exile, are sufficient guarantee
of this. The religion of Yahweh was, therefore, preserved and taught
during the Exile by both priest and prophet. But there are indubitable
signs of the existence of a very different tendency among some of the
exiles ; one cannot read such passages as Ezek. 141-s, Isa. 40 1 s- 25,
42 17 , 449 - 20 without recognizing that the ancestral religion had lost its
hold upon ma;ny who were dazzled by the gorgeous displays and impressive ritual of Babylonian worship. This cannot have failed to
bring about a great cleavage among the Jewish exiles, the echoes of
which, as well as ·its continuance, may be heard in such passages as
Zeph. 2 1- 3, Mai. 31 3- 18 • A cleavage brought about by such a cause
as this was justified and righteous; but, unfortunately, the subsequent
history shows that the germs of a cleavage of a different character were
also at work.
The records which deal with the earlier period after the return
from the Exile are somewhat confused and contradictory, It is evident
1

Prophecy and Religion, Studies in the Life of Jeremiah, pp. u6 f. (x92~).
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that passages which reflect the conditions of later times have been
inserted in the text of the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, thereby somewhat obscuring things. Nevertheless, two important facts emerge
clearly enough : the first is that the High-priesthood was still Zadokite
(Zech. 31- 10 611, "Joshua, the son of Jehozadok the high-priest," see
also I Esdras 548 ) ; and the second is that a section of the people was
entirely out of sympathy with the high-priestly party (Ezra 10 1 Neh.
1011·); and they were strengthened in their opposition by both
13 u.
Nehemiah and Ezra on account of the marriages contracted by members
of that party with non-Israelite women {Ezra 91- 4); the sons of Joshua
the son of Jehozadak, are specifically mentioned (Ezra 1018). It is said
in Ezra 9 2 that" the hand of the princes and rulers hath been prominent
in this trespass"; that is to say, that what we may describe as the
" upper classes " and their following were entirely in favour of this.
Thus, we have a continuation of much the same conditions as had
obtained in earlier times: the Zadokites, supported by the wealthier
classes, on the one hand ; and those who clung to the older traditions,
on the other. As to these latter, it is of importance to note that "the
sons of Ithamar " are mentioned among those " who went up " with
Ezra "from Babylon" (Ezra. 81 ). Of the antagonism between the
two sections within the community during the century or so after the
Exile there is sufficient evidence (Isa. 57 20 , 589, 591-1 5 , Mal. 2 1 "'"18,
37-46 [32, in Hehr.]).
iii. THE GREEK PERIOD.
During this period the rift between the upholders of traditional
orthodoxy and their opponents became intensified. The reasons for
this may be briefly indicated. One of the results of Alexander's
conquests was a large intermingling of peoples. Important in the
present connexion is the fact that the fall of the Persian Empire resulted
in the emigration of many Jews from Persia to the west, where they
settled down in Greek centres of civilization. We have evidence
showing that, before long, communities of Jews were to be found in
almost every part of the civilized world. 1 That Greek cities arose in
Palestine, which contained a considerable Jewish element, during the
tliird century B.c. is well known. 2 The result being that there was a
direct contact of the Jews with Greek-speaking peoples, Greek thought,
culture, customs, and, above all, with Greek religious ideas ; this
. could not fail to affect the Jews in a variety of ways. In these circumstances we must recall what has been said above about the opposition
1 Schilrer, Geuhichte des jadischen Volkes .•. , III, 12 ff., where many references
to authorities will be found.
• Alexander himself settled Macedonians in Samaria ; see further, Tarn, Hellenistic
Civilization, pp. 73-116, 129 ff. (1930).
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between those who walked in the old paths and those who were affected
by extraneous religious beliefs. Politically, too, the advent of Hellenism, with its founding of new cities and the transformation of older
ones, must have resulted in a changed outlook among the Jews.
" Wherever Hellenism penetrated, and especially on the Philistine coast
and the eastern boundaries of Palestine beyond Jordan, the country
districts were grouped around single large cities as their political centres.
Each of such communities formed a comparatively independent whole,
managing its own internal affairs ; its dependence upon the rulers,
whether of Egypt, or, later, of Syria, consisted only in the recognition
of their military supremacy, the payment of taxes, and certain other
performances. At the head of such a hellenistically organized community was a democratic senate of several hundred members. 1 It
cannot be doubted that the organization on Greek models of the
local government of Jewish cities must have brought a new mental
outlook to the Jews. ' 2 It needs no insisting upon that these conditions
offered ample scope for political quarrels, with all the bitterness of
spirit engendered thereby.
We have, thus, in Israel from pre-exilic times until well into the
Greek period causes of religious and political feuds ; and we contend
that these are reflected in those psalms in which the antagonism between
the /fasidim and the R•sa'im finds expression. The intermingling
of religious and political strife is too obvious to need emphasizing.
That numbers among the poorer classes to wh<>m the religion of their
forefathers was their most precious possession, should often have been
victims of the more powerful, cannot cause surprise.
But to follow out to its bitter end the story of the antagonism of
those designated under the comprehensive terms lfasidim and R•sa'im
it will be necessary to say something about a later part of the Greek
period.
The breach between sections of the people to which attention has
been drawn is now seen to be more pronounced than ever ; for the
all-pervading spirit of Hellenism had exercised its fascination on large
numbers of the Jews, whose adherence to the faith of their fathers had,
in consequence, become weaker and weaker. Opposed to them were
those who clung with ever-greater tenacity to traditional belief and
practice. These two sections corresponded, in general, to those of
earlier days : the High-priesthood with its following, supported by the
more influential and wealthy classes, as against the larger numbers of
ordinary folk, led by the guardians of the faith as handed down. It is
important, however, to note that the hellenizing elements among the
people existed before the attempt of Antiochus Epiphanes was made
1

Cp. Schurer, op. cit., II, 95.
• Oesterley and Robinson, A History of Israel, II, 180 (1934).
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to stamp out Judaism altogether, an attempt which brought about
the Maccabrean revolt. A very significant passage in the first book
of Maccahees brings this out with ominous clarity: " In those days",
it is said, " came there forth out of Israel transgressors of the law,
and persuaded many, saying, Let us go and make a covenant with the
Gentiles that are round about us ; for since we were parted from them
many evils have befallen us. And the saying was good in their eyes.
And certain of the people were forward herein, and went to the king ;
and he gave them authority to act in accordance with the customs of the
Gentiles. And they built a gymnasium in Jerusalem according to the
usage of the Gentiles. And they made themselves uncircumcised,
and forsook the holy covenant, and joined themselves to the Gentiles,
and sold themselves to do evil" (1 11- 15). Nothing could be clearer than
this ; we would only stress one point ; the words, " for since we parted
from them", i.e., the Gentiles, show that the" making of a covenant"
with them was nothing new ; in other words, we have here a continuation of what had taken place in earlier days.
The only other point to which it is necessary to draw attention in
the present connexion is the further mention of the lfasidim. It is after
the first catastrophe had befallen those who remained true to their faith
that we hear of the lfasidim: "Then were gathered unto them a
company of Asidreans [this is the Greek form of the term], mighty
men of Israel, every one that offered himself willingly for the law.
And _all they that fled from the evils were added to them, and became
a stay unto them " ( 1 Mace. 2 42 , 43 ). Here it is to be noted thatthe way
in which mention of the lfasidim is made, without a word of explanation
as to who they were, shows plainly enough that the name was familiar ;
in other words, they had formed a party within the Jewish community
long before Maccabrean times; for the formation of a party, separate
and distinct from those of their surroundings, takes time. The passage
shows us, further, that though the lfasidim were men of special piety
who offered themselves willingly for the law, yet outside of their
ranks there were plenty of faithful Jews who were bitterly opposed to
those of their race who had " joined themselves to the Gentiles, and sold
themselves to do evil". The lfasidi'm are mentioned again in I Mace.
71 :1- 17 , where it is recorded that sixty of them were slaughtered, and
Ps. 792c, 3 is quoted as prophetic of this (a point apparently overlooked
by those who regard this psalm as Maccabrean !) ; the way in which it
is quoted is significant ; the quotation is almost verbal, but not quite,
suggesting that the psalm was, more or less, known by heart, and not
copied out by the writer ; a general familiarity would point to longcontinued use. Their religious ardour and patriotism are again referred
to in 2 Mace. 14&-8 •
For our present purpose it is unnecessary to follow out the history
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further ; it need only be added that ultimately the Zadokites and the
l;lasidim became, respectively, the parties of the Sadducees and the
Pharisees.
It is, now, in the light of what has been said that all that we read
about the IJasidim in the Psalms must be studied.

CHAPTER IX
THE QUESTION OF MACCABJEAN PSALMS

THE majority of commentators hold that a certain number of psalms
belong to the Maccaba:an period ; as to how many are to be assigned
to this late date, opinions differ; the minimum number is four-viz.,
44, 74, 79, 83. We desire to offer some considerations which, we
do not say definitely disprove a Maccaba:an date for any psalms, but
which suggest that such a date is improbable.
Without going into too much detail, we may begin by mentioning
some reasons why many scholars assign a Maccaba:an date to these
four psalms ; with others it does not seem necessary to deal. With
regard to Ps. 44, it is held that what is said in vv. 17, 18 (18, 19) could
be true only of Maccaba:an times : . . . yet have we not forgotten thee,
neither have we dealt falsely in thy covenant : our heart is not turned
backward, nor our step declined from thy way. This is said in reference
to the nation, see vv. 5 (6), 9 (10); but in view of I Mace. 111- 15, how
could these words refer to Maccaba:an times? It illustrates the
danger of picking out verses for a particular purpose without taking
the context into consideration. Again, v. 22 (23) is confidently explained as referring to the religious persecution which caused the
Maccabrean uprising: For thy sake we are slain all th{J day, we are
accounted as sheep for the slaughter. Anyone reading 1 Mace. 1 2- 3,
which gives the account of what this persecution really meant, cannot
but feel that if this is what the psalmist was referring to, he must have
been strangely lacking in the sense of proportion. That a persecution
is· being referred to in the psalm in question is certain, 'but not one
on the scale of the Jewish-Syrian one, in which Jews had taken the
initiative (see I Mace. 1 11- 3 ~). There are some other passages in
this psalm which make a Maccabrean date practically imvossible (see
the Intr. to this psalm, p. 244£.).
Coming next to Ps. 74; a superficial comparison between vv. 3--9 of
this psalm and 1 Mace. 1 88, 2 Mace. 1 8, suggests the possibility of the same
event being referred to in each ; but as soon as details are considered,
it is seen that this is unlikely to be the case. In v. 3 the destruction
of the temple is described ; it is in perpetual ruins ; and v. 7 says :
They have set thy sanctuary on fire. This does not agree with what is
said about the attack on the temple in Maccaba:an times ; so far from
its being in perpetual ruins, the only parts that were actually destroyed
67
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were the "priests' chambers" (r Mace. 4 88); in the account of its
re-dedication, nothing is said about its having been rebuilt. Again,
so far from its having been set on fire, only the gates were burned
(r Mace. 4 88, 2 Mace. 1 8 1 8 33). But the most convincing argument
against the contention that both accounts refer to the same event is
that in the psalm the crowning horror of the whole tragedy, the building
of " an abomination of desolation upon the altar ", is never even hinted
at. That omission would be quite incomprehensible if the Maccabrean
tragedy were being referred to. Once more, it is held by some
commentators that mo'adey-el, "appointed times (or assemblies) of God"
(v. 8), means "synagogues", and that, therefore, Maccabrean times
must be referred to-we confess that we cannot follow the argumentthe expression cannot, however, refer to synagogues; mo'ed is an
abstract noun; the earliest name for" the synagogue" is ha-Keneseth.
Moreover, all the evidence -shows that synagogues did not exist in
Palestine as early as Maccabrean times ; the archreological evidence on
this point is quite convincing. 1
·
Another argument supposed to be in favour of a Maccabrean date
for Ps. 74 is that in v. 9 it is said : There is no more any prophet ; this
would certainly apply to Maccabrean times (see I Mace. 4 46 , 9 27 , 14.31),
but it would apply equally to most of the post-exilic period. Ps. 79
contains some passages (vv. 1-4) which appear at first sight to be
distinctly reminiscent of Maccabrean times (see I Mace. 1 211- 39, 46, 2 7,
and 2 Mace. 82-'); but two facts must be pointed to which are fatal
to a Maccabrean date. If this psalm had been written at that time,
is it conceivable that it should be absolutely silent on the prime and
central cause of the Maccabrean rising-the attempt to crush out the
religion of the Jews? There is no need to stress the obvious fact that
to the psalmists religion was all-absorbing. The silence of the deeply
religjous writer of our -psalm (see vv. 8, 9, 13) regarding this attempt
makes it quite certain that he cannot have written it in reference to
the Maccabrean struggle. The other fact has already been referred
to-viz., that this psalm. was quoted as a prophecy by the writer of
1 Maccahees (7 17).
Lastly, we come to Ps. 83. We confess that we find it difficult to
take seriously the contention that this psalm is· Maccabrean. The
idea arose owing to the parallelism between oo. 3, 4 (4, 5) of our psalm
and I Mace. 5a; in the former it is said: They take crafty counsel
against thy people, and consult together against thy treasure (or" treasured
ones"). They have said, Come and let us cut them off from being a
nation ; 1 that the name of Israel be no more in remembrance. The
1

Sec Sukenik, Ancient Synogogu£s in Palestine and Greece, especially chap.

(1934).

• This is a quotation from Jer. 48 1•
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latter runs : " And they took counsel to destroy the race of Jacob
that was in the midst of them, and they began to slay and destroy
among the j,ec;:>le ". We have here another illustration of the precariousness of cutting off verses from their context, and of explaining
them without taking the context into consideration. In the psalm
the context contains the names of Israel's enemies, among them
Assyria (vv. 6--8 (7-9)), and God is called upon to destroy them
(vv. 13-17 (14-18)); but there is not a hint of these enemies having all
been defeated. On the other hand, r Mace. 5:.--se is a long and detailed
account of the victories of Judas Maccabreus: "And the man Judas
and his brethren were glorified exceedingly in the sight of all Israel,
and of all the Gentiles, wheresoever their name was heard of; and
men gathered together unto them, acclaiming them" (vv. 63, 64).
How, in view of this fundamental difference in the conditions described
in these two writings, respectively, can it be contendtd that they refer
to the same series of events ?
We hope, therefore, that we may claim to have shown that there
are reasons for doubting a Maccabrean date for these four psalms.
We must, however, add some further general considerations, which
will tend to show the improbability of any of the psalms in the Psalter
having been written as late as the Maccabrean period.
Mention has already been made of the fact that hellenizing tendencies, which find expression in various psalms, do not necessarily
point to a Maccabrean date, since hellenistic influences had been
exercised among the Jews long before that time. Similarly with
regard to the ]Jasidim, the mention of whom in some psalms and in
r Maccabees is thought to mark a point of contact between the two ;
we have already shown that the way in which they are spoken of in
the latter implies that they had been long in existence ; so that the
psalms in question cannot on this ground be claimed as of Maccabean
date.
The persecution under Antiochus Epiphanes began in 167 B.c.,
and the desecration of the temple took place in December of that
year. The re-dedication of the temple was celebrated in December
164 B.c. 1 The fighting that went on during the intervening time
was by no means unfavourable for the Jews. But it was during these
years that " Maccabrean " psalms must have been written, most
probably during the year 166 B.c., for the Jewish successes which
almost uniformly marked the subsequent years would not have offered
any raison d'itre for the composition of the psalms in question. On
the supposition of their having been written some time during the
earlier part of this period, they could not have been used in the wor1 For these dates see the very careful work of Kolbe, Beitriige
iildischen Geschichte, pp. 95 ff. (19:a6).
.
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ship of the temple (see, e.g., 1 Mac. 3 35, 36, 45); this could have taken
place only after the re-dedication of the temple. Now, the question
which we have to ask ourselves is this : Is it likely that psalms of the
sorrowful and despairing nature of the " Maccabrean " ones would
have been used in the worship of the temple at any time during the
succeeding half-century, a period of frequent Jewish triumphs? We
fail to see when these psalms could have been used. If, on the other
hand, the psalms in question had for long been incorporated in the
national hymn-book, continued use would have brought them within
the same category as many another psalm of similar type, plaintive,
penitential, and the like, for which no Maccabrean date is claimed.
Another question, arising out of the foregoing, suggests itself. Seeing
that, but for the first few months or so, the Maccabrean period was
one of the most glorious in Jewish history, how comes it that, on the
assumption of " Maccabrean " psalms, these should all be of a mournful
character, and none of a jubilant tone? That, however, by the way.
An argument, of a different character, against the existence of any
Maccabrean psalms must now be put forth. It will not be denied
that the earliest possible date for any" Maccabrean" psalm is 167 B.c.
The question then arises: Would any new psalms have been admitted
into the temple hymn-book as late as this ? Though no certain answer
can be given to this question, two matters deserve to be mentioned
which bear upon it. In the Prologue to Ecclesiasticus in Greek, the
writer (in 132 B.c.) says that his grandfather (Ben-Sira, living about
200 B.c. or a little later) had "much given himself to the reading of
the law, and the prophets, and the other books of our fathers"; and
later on he again refers to " the law and the prophets, and the rest
of the books " studied by his grandfather. While there is no qJ.Jestion
here of a Canon of Scripture in the later sense, the phrases used cer•
tainly point to the existence of three definitely recognized bodies of
religious literature of an authoritative character aboqt 200 B.C. This
is confirmed, so far as the Psalms are concerned, by what Ben-Sira
himself says about David : " In all his doings he gave thanks unto
God Most High with words of glory ; with his whole heart he loved
his Maker, and sang praise every day continually. Stringed instruments and song before the altar he ordained, to make sweet melody
with their music. He gave comeliness to the feasts, and set in order
the seasons to perfection, while. they praised his holy name ; before
morning it resounded from the sanctuary " (Ecclus. 47s-10). What
is here said gives, we submit, the impression that the book of Psalms
was by that time completed. The Law (i.e., the five books of Moses),
for reasons into which it is not necessary to enter here, and the Psalms,
because of their sacred use in worship, occupied positions of special
sanctity.
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The second matter, though belonging to somewhat later times,
has a bearing on the present discussion because of the conception
held as to what constituted " canonicity ". J csephus writes ( Contra
Ap. 38-41): "We have not myriads of books disagreeing with, and
antagonistic to, one another, but two and twenty only,1 which contain
the record of all time (past), and are rightly believed in. 2 And of
these five belong to Moses . . . . From the death of Moses till the
reign of Artaxerxes, king of Persia, who reigned after Xerxes, the
prophets who came after Moses wrote down the things that were done
during their time in thirteen books. The remaining four contain
hymns to God, and precepts for men's conduct of life. But from
Artaxerxes to our times all events have, it is true, been written down ;
but these later books are not thought· to be worthy of the same credit,
because the exact succession of prophets was wanting." The main
point here is that no authoritative book of Scripture was written after
the time of Artaxerxes I (464-424 B.c.), the "prophetical period".
This was a theory, quite artificial, but it was also the early Rabbinical
view, or approximately so; for they, too, held that the true books of
Scripture were written within the " prophetical period " ; for them
this period was from Moses to Ezra. 3 With the reasons for framing
this, manifestly erroneous, theory we are not here concerned. We
mention it because stress is laid in I Maccabees on the absence of a
prophet; in 4 4 &-"6 it is said that "they pulled down the altar, and
laid up the stones in the mountain of the house in a convenient place,
until there should come a prophet to give an answer concerning
them". In 9 27 we read: "And there was great tribulation in Israel,
such as was not since the time that no prophet appeared unto them ".
And, again, in 14 41 : ". • • the Jews and the priests were well pleased
that Simon should be their leader and high priest for ever (i.e., in his
house) until there should arise a faithful prophet". If, according to
the writer of I Maccabees, this was a period during which there was
no prophet, and therefore no prophetical writings, is there not some
justification for thinking that the same would apply to psalmists and
psalms?
Another argument against the existence of " Maccabrean " psalms
has been dealt with by Buttenwieser '-namely, "the passing of
Hebrew as a spoken language in post-exilic times, and its gradual
replacement by Aramaic ". He maintains that the literary perfection
of those psalms held by many scholars to belong to Maccabrean times
is such that they must have been written while Hebrew literature was
1
Josephus reckons Ruth and Lamentations as belonging, respectively, to Judge&
and Jtremiah.
• The addition of " as divine " is probably a later addition.
• For details, see Holscher, Kanonisch und Apokryph, pp. 36 (1905).
• The Psalms, pp. 10 ff. (1938).
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still at its height; that, presumably, was at any rate prior to the second
century B.C. The argument, it is true, is not conclusive ; Buttenwieser's criticism of Ben-Sira's Hebrew is a little over-stated, and it
is certain that the Hebrew manuscripts of Ecclesiasticus have suffered
much corruption. If we had the Hebrew originals of 2 (4) Esd,as
(the main part), and of the books of Tobit, Judith, 1 Maccabees, and,
above all, of the Psalms of Solomon, 1 we should be in a better position
to judge of the literary Hebrew of post-Biblical writings. Nevertheless,
what Buttenwieser says offers a further argument against the " Maccabrean " psalms contention.
One, final, point. There is a consensus of opinion among commentators that a number of collections of psalms are incorporated in
the Psalter. In many instances the collection to which a psalm
belonged is indicated in the title. Twelve belonged to the Asaph
collection, according to the titles both in Hebrew and the Septuagint ;
three ofthese (74, 79, 83) are held, as already indicated, to be" Maccabrean ". Is it likely that the Asaph collection was not completed
until about the middle of the second century B.c. ? The titles of the
psalms are confessedly later additions, but it may well be doubted
whether any of them are as late as this.
While it is not claimed that any of the reasons here put forth
against a Maccabrean date for any of the psalms is in itself conclusive,
we submit that the cumulative effect of the arguments is against such
a date.
The contention as to the existence of Maccabrean psalms is due, of
course, to the mention of the destruction or desecration of the temple,
and of religious persecution, contained in those psalms. It is asked,
To what can these refer (the destruction of the temple in 586 B.C.
being out of the question) if not to what happened at the beginning
of the Maccabrean struggle ? Ignoring, for the moment, the objections
raised against Maccabrean psalms, it must be granted that the question
is not without force. But our scant knowledge of Jewish history
during the fourth and third centuries B.c. should forbid dogmatism
here. Even if history does not record any events to which the psalms
in question might refer, it does not necessarily follow that the writers
were unacquainted with events which may have happened, and the
record of which has not come down to us. Of one such event, indeed,
we have knowledge ; and it has often been pointed out that the reference in the psalms of which we are thinking is to this event. In
351 B.C. a revolt on the part of Phrenicia broke out against Artaxerxes III
Ochus, the Persian king; it was of a serious character, for it was not
quelled for three years. The references to it in ancient literature give
1 The great majority of those in a position to judge hold these books to have been
Hebrew, not Aramaic, in their origin.
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but scanty details, but they show that the whole of Syria was involved,
Egypt, too, joining in. 1 Owing to this general uprising against Persia,
the Jews threw in their lot with the revolters. But when the Persians
h~d once more gained the ascendant, the Jews suffered severely. The
city of Jericho was destroyed, and many Jews were carried away
captive to Babylonia, and to Hyrcania on the shores of the Caspian
Sea. It is difficult to believe that Jerusalem, so near to Jericho, was
left unmolested. Hecatreus of Abdera (306-283 B.C.) says that " the
Persians formerly carried away many ten thousands of our people to
Babylon ". 2 This captivity, as Robertson Smith says, "implies a
revolt, and the long account given by Diodorus 3 (xvi. 40 ff.) of Ochus'
doings in Phrenicia and Egypt shows how that ruthless king treated
rebels. In Egypt the temples were pillaged and the sacred books
carried away (ibid. c. 51). Why should we suppose that the temple
at Jerusalem and the synagogues fared better ? Such sacrilege was
the rule in Persian warfare ". 4 Thus the possibility, at any rate,
must be recognized that in the psalms in question it is not the desecration of the temple in 167 B.C. that was in the mind of the writers.
While, therefore, we would not deny that insertions may have
been made in some of the psalms as late as Maccabrean times, and
perhaps even later, we cannot but feel that, for the reasons given,
" Maccabrean Psalmu ", as such, have not been incorporated in the
Psalter.
1 Eusebius, Chronicon, ed. Schoene, II, 11:i, II3 (1866). Schurer (Geschichte du
judischen Volkes ••. , III, 7 (1909) quotes also from Syncellus, ed., Dindorf, Vol. I,
p. 486, and from Orosius, III, 7.
• Quoted by Josephus, Contra Ap. I, 194.
• Second half of the first century, B.C.
• The Old Testament in the Jewish Church, p. 438 (1895), The archreological
evidence regarding the late date of synagogues in Palestine has only recently become
available.

CHAPTER X
THE THEOLOGY AND THE RELIGIOUS TEACHING OF THE PSALMS

IN dealing with the individual psalms, we have, in most cases, added a
section on its religious teaching ; but it will be well to summarize all
that is said, and thus to get a general view of the religion and theology
of the Psalter as a whole. It will be understood that we can give here
no more than a summary ; for to deal adequately with such a widely
ranging subject would require a volume for itself.
As has been pointed out (pp. 1 f.), the periods during which the
psalms were written cover many centuries ; therefore the religious
conceptions and beliefs set forth in them necessarily differ greatly in
spirit and content. Extraneous religious thought is often reflected, and
among the Hebrew thinkers themselves differing points of view find
expression. But this only enhances the interest of the whole great
subject, since it illustrates the profound truth that divine revelation is
progressive, in accordance with man's capacity for apprehending the
mind and will of the Almighty.
i.

THE DocTRINE OF Goo

Here we have first to consider the question of monotheistic belief. It
must be recognized that a pure monotheism, such as is expressed, for
example, in Isa. 45 21, 22 , 46 9, occurs but rarely in the psalms. In
Ps. u5a--- 7, where idols are described as nothingness, a true monotheism
is implied, though not definitely expressed, and the same is true of
Ps. 135 1 5- 17 ; but these tw:o passages stand alone. Loyalty to the God
of Israel is abundantly illustrated in almost every psalm that appears,
but again and again we come across passages in which the recognition
of the existence of other gods is outspokenly stated ; obviously they are
not to be compared with Yahweh the God of Israel; but naturally every
national god was conceived by his worshippers to be superior to other
gods ; that is just where the difference between monolatry and monotheism lies. That the psalmists believed in the reality of other gods
comes out only too clearly in many passages; thus, to give but a few
illustrations ; in Ps. 77 13 it is said : " Who is a great god like our
God ? " That assumes the existence of other gods ; more pointed are
the words in Ps. 81 9 : "There shall no strange god be in thee, and
thou shalt not worship a foreign god". Similarly: " There is none
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like thee among the gods, Yahweh" (86 ) ; "For Yahweh is a great
God; and a great King above all gods" (95 3) ; "For I know that
Yahweh is .great, and that our Lord is above all gods" (135°); and
there are many other passages to the same effect. But though a pure
monotheism is but rarely enunciated in the psalms, that does not in
any way impugn the belief in the uniqueness of Yahweh ; and, taking
the Psalter as a whole, we can see how the change was gradually taking
place in the way in which other gods were regarded ; sometimes they
are viewed as inferior deities, sometimes apparently as evil spirits,
elsewhere as abominations, and finally as nonentities, figments of the
imagination. In fact, within the relatively small space of the Psalter
we find mirrored the stages of belief presented during the history of the
religion of Israel as a whole. What has been well said by W. T.
Davison of the Old Testament in general is true also of the book of the
Psalms taken by itself: "The lesson of the Old Testament", he says,
" is the establishment of the worship of one God, unique, incomparable,
the one God that matters. The main light shines clear, whatever vague
forms flit and glimmer in the twilight around it. The history of revelation in the Old Testament is a history of the way in which this light was
seen to shine more purely and more powerfully till all the shadows of
lesser deities fled away," 1 That is the final development which, as
we have seen, does also appear in the psalms, though rarely. And
therefore it can be no matter of surprise to find that sometimes in the
psalms undeveloped conceptions of Yahweh are to be met with. To
some of these we must now draw attention. In many instances there
can be no doubt that, when human emotions are attributed to God, they
are to be understood figuratively ; if, even so, they sound irreverent to
modern ears, it must be remembered that they are Oriental modes of
expression, and the Oriental clothes his thoughts in realistic guise.
When, for example, it is said in Ps. 2 4 : " He that abideth in the
heavens laugheth, Yahweh doth have them [i.e., the kings of the earth]
in derision ", this may be nothing more than an attempt to portray the
contemptible insignificance of men in the sight of God who set themselves in opposition to him ; they are, in the forcible French phrase,
pour rire. Similarly, when in Ps. 35 23 the psalmist says: "Stir up
thyself, arouse thee for my cause, my God, for my plea ", the words
sound very irreverent to our ears; but it is merely an exaggerative
Oriental mode of expressive ardent prayer. And many other illustrations of a similar character could be given. . On the other hand,
anthropomorphisms occur which, however figuratively they may have
been interpreted in later days, were in their origin conceived literally.
For example, in several passages "refuge" is sought "under the
wings" of Yahweh (Ps. 17 8 , 36 7 , 571, 63 7,91 4); the idea may have
1

Encycl. of Religion and Ethics, VI, 253 b (1913).
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been originally borrowed from the " Horns-hawk ", the symbol of
Horus, which by identification with the sun's disk gave rise to the winged
disk, the symbol of the deified Pharaoh. When, therefore, the Hebrews
first borrowed this idea, and adapted it to Yahweh, it may reasonably be
supposed that they understood it literally. Again, in many passages
Yahweh is represented as a man of war; thus, in Ps. 248 it is said:
"Yahweh strong and mighty, Yahweh mighty in battle"; and Ps.
35 1- 3 : " Strive, Yahweh, against them that strive with me, fight
against them that fight against me ; take hold of shield and buckler,
and rise up for my help; and unsheath spear and battle-axe, to meet my
pursuers "; particularly striking is Ps. 449 : " But thou hast cast us off,
and brought us to shame, and thou wentest not forth with our hosts " ;
so, too, Ps. 60 10• The frequency of this representation of Yahweh
elsewhere in the Old Testament makes it difficult to believe that passages
like these are not meant literally. That Yahweh was not thought of as
visibly present would not affect belief in his invisible presence. An
instructive passage in this connexion occurs in 2 Kgs. 6811• ; even though
this be but a legendary narrative, it reflects ancient belief: Elisha's
servant, on seeing the Syrian host, says to the prophet, " Alas, my
master, how shall we do?" Elisha then prays that his servant's eyes
may be opened, then he sees the mountain " full of horses and chariots
of fire round about Elisha ". In much later times, during the Maccabrean wars, we have another story of the intervention of superhuman
warriors in the battle : " But when the battle waxed strong, there
appeared out of heaven unto their adversaries five men on horses with
bridles of gold, in splendid array; and, leading on the Jews, they took
Maccabreus between them, and covering him with their own armour,
.guarded him from wounds, while on the adversaries they shot forth
arrows and thunderbolts . . . " (2 Mace. 10 29, 30). Here again we
have a legend ; but it cannot be denied that such old-world stories have
a history behind them. They reflect the ancient belief of the actual
intervention of supernatural beings ; and though in these two stories
Yahweh himself does not appear, it is not difficult to see, from the
psalms passages quoted, that in earlier days it was believed that he himself intervened. This anthropomorphic conception, then, in the
psalms, it may be justifiably contended, was meant literally, Yahweh
being believed to be invisibly present. At the same time it is fully
recognized that it is by no means always possible to feel sure whether a
literal or a figurative sense is to be postulated in the passages in question.
The trust in Yahweh thus affirmed is brought out in more spiritual
directions in a very beautiful way ; indeed, this is the most prominent
element in the doctrine of God as set forth in the Psalter. A few illustrations of this must be given. What may perhaps be called the
classical passage setting forth this very lovely relationship of man to God
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is Ps. :23 ; the familiar words lose none of their beauty by repetition :
"Yahweh is my shepherd, I shall not want", more literally, "I lack
nothing ". The experience of life has taught the psalmist that trust in
God is all in all. In one form or another this central element of
religion appears throughout the Psalter. The psalmists describe the
many ways in which troubles assailed them: sickness, misfortune, envy,
and ill-treatment on the part of many among their own people; the
victims of slander by unscrupulous adversaries ; the violence of pagan
Gentiles ; and sometimes even the fear that they were forsaken by God
-but in every trial, in every emergency, in every danger, material or
spiritual, there is the conviction that God can and will help : " Why art
thou bowed down, my soul, and groanest within me ? Wait for God, for
I will yet thank him, the help of my countenance, and my God "
(Ps. 4:2 6). The whole of Ps. 121, again, offers a beautiful illustration
of the conviction that God is very near at hand in any and every
emergency. It is unnecessary to illustrate this further, but this witness
of God as man's helper, so prominent all through the psalms, is of the
greatest importance in considering the religious teaching set forth in
them. Then, not unconnected with this, we have the teaching concerning the worship of God. This expression of man's relationship to
God is such an obvious element in religion that it would seem hardly
necessary to dwell upon it ; nevertheless, it belongs so intimately to the
content of the psalms that it cannot be-altogether passed over in silence.
Praise, prayer, and thanksgiving-in other words, man's communion
with God-is more vividly and insistently set forth in the psalms than
anywhere else in the Bible. That, of course, is to be expected in a
book of hymns ; but let us briefly consider the conception of worship as
presented in the psalms. The duty of praise, incumbent upon every
true believer, though usually taken for granted, is sometimes expressed
by the psalmists when they invite men to come and worship ; thus, in
the familiar words of the V enite (Ps. 95 6 )-the Hebrew differs slightly
from the Prayer-Book Version-we have: "Let us enter in [i.e., into
thp temple], let us worship and bow down, let us kneel before our
Maker". Again, in 969 it is said, "Worship Yahweh in holy array,
entreat his favour, all the earth " ; and, once more, in 999 : " Exalt
Yahweh, our God, and worship at his holy hill, for holy is Yahweh our
God ". Then we get some touching passages in which the true lover
of God expresses his yearning to come into the sanctuary to worship :
" As the hart panteth for water brooks, so panteth my soul for thee, 0
God. My soul thirsteth for God, the living God; when shall I come
and behold the face of God?" (4:2 1 , 2). Another psalmist, far away
from his native land, recalls the time when he worshipped in the
sanctuary, and longs to be present there again : " Yahweh, my God, I
seek thee ; my soul thirsteth for thee in a dry land where no water is ;
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even as when in the sanctuary I beheld thee, to see thy might and thy
majesty; for better than life is thy love; my lips shall praise thee"
(63 1'-3 ). Such, and other similar passages, tell of a yearning for worship which is very inspiring. Very often we get expressions of the joy
felt in worship, and these, toQ, are very beautiful : " Rejoice, 0 ye
righteous, in Yahweh; for the upright praise is fitting. Give thanks to
Yahweh with harp, sing praise with a ten-stringed lute. Sing to him
a new song, play skilfully, with a shout of joy ;, (33 1- 3). That " shout
of joy " is a kind of liturgical technical term, characteristic of Oriental
unrestraint. Something similar occurs in Ps. 81 1• 2 : "Shout aloud
unto God our strength, and make a joyful noise before the God of
Jacob. Lift up a song of praise [i.e., lift up the voice in praise], sound
the timbrel, the pleasant harp with the lyre." And, once more, the
spirit of joy in wors~p is expressed in the words : " I was glad when
they said unto me,' We are going to the house of Yahweh' "(Ps. 12z1);
it is the description of pilgrims going up to Jerusalem to keep the feast.
One other thing in this connexion must be noted-namely, the stress
laid on sincerity of worship ; the whole of Ps. I 5 is concerned with this,
teaching that only those who are genuine and faithful servants of
Yahweh are fit to worship in his sanctuary: "Yahweh, who may
sojourn in thy tabernacle ? Who may abide upon thy holy hill ? He
that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness"; and tpen. the
psalmist enumerates the various types of men from whom the sincere
worshipper must differ. A similar thought occurs in Ps. 118 20 :
"This is the gate of Yahweh, the righteous shall enter therein", i.e.,
this is the gate leading into Yahweh's sanctuary, the righteous, and no
others, have the right to enter. Finally, very significant is what is said
in Ps. 141 2-4, where sincerity in worship is insisted on: " Let my
prayer be set forth as incense before thee, the lifting-up of my hands as
an evening oblation; set, Yahweh, a watch o'er my mouth, a guard on
the door of my lips. . . ."
These few illustrations, then, will suffice to give us some idea of the
conception of worship set forth in the psalms.
And now we must refer to another subject, another form of worship,
which is also directly connected with the conception of God, and which,
therefore, comes under the heading of the Doctrine of God : the
subject, namely, of sacrificial worship. Purely spiritual worship, such
as we have just been considering, which is not concerned with the
materialistic ideas involved in the offering of sacrifices, obviously conceives of the Personality of God in a very different way from that which
thinks of him as being pleased with the gifts of animals, or of the fruits
of the earth. Now, as we shall see, there are but very few passages in
the psalms in which the whole idea of sacrifices is directly repudiated ;
on the other hand, it is evident from many other passages that sacrificial
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worship was regarded as normal ; a fact which is amply witnessed to
elsewhere. Nevertheless, we are bound to ask ourselves, in view of the
high ideal of worship which we have seen to have been prevalent
among the psalmists, whether many of them did not in their heart of
hearts look upon the offering of sacrifices as involving a somewhat unsatisfying conception of God. To repudiate altogether the traditional
and time-honoured mode of worship would have required exceptional
boldness, and might have been misapprehended as lacking in loyalty to
Yahweh, seeing that sacrifices were ordained in the Law. Besides,
there were the masses to be thought of, who could not conceive of
worship without the offering of sacrifices. If, therefore, reticence was
felt to be needful, it was prompted by laudable motives. But that would
not have suppressed the inner convictions of many of the psalmists
whose conception of God was of a more spiritual nature. We are
therefore led to believe that the thought of spiritual worship was more
widely held by many of the psalmists than appears upon the surface.
That this was not, however, the case with all the psalmists, we must now
proceed to show by a few quotations. In Ps. 203 the devout wish is
expressed that Yahweh may "remember all thy meal-offerings, and
accept thy burnt sacrifice " ; four technical sacrificial terms are used
here. Again in Ps. 50 5 the psalmist cries, putting the words into the
mouth of God : " Gather to me my godly ones that have made covenant
with me with sacrifice " ; and in Ps. 546 it is said: " With a free-will
offering will I sacrifice to thee, I will praise thy name, for it is good " ;
and to give but one more illustration out of many, in Ps. 66 13- 15 the
psalmist glories in the thought of how he is going to fulfil all his vows
made in gratitude for having been delivered from trouble : " I will
enter into thy house with whole burnt-offerings, I will pay my vows
unto thee, which my lips did utter, and my mouth did speak, when I
was in trouble; whole burnt-offerings of fatlings will I offer unto thee,
with the incense of rams [i.e., the smoke rising from the burning of the
sacrifice], I will offer bullocks together with goats ". That will suffice
to show the normal mode of worship often spoken of in the psalms. In
contrast to this we have instances, and they are but few, in which the
idea of sacrifice is directly repudiated ; they are well known, but their
importance demands our notice of them. First we have in Ps. 408 the
psalmist's words addressed to the Almighty: " Sacrifice and meal-offering
thou desirest not, whole burnt-offering and sin~offering thou dost not
ask"; clearly it is here implied that God has no pleasure in receiving sacrifices ; the fulfilment of the Law and witnessing to the righteousness of
God are, as the context says, of vastly greater importance. But more
striking is what is said in Ps. 5os- 14, words imputed to God: "Not
because of thy sacrifices do I reprove thee, thy burnt-offerings are
always before me. I desire no bullock out -of thine house, nor he-goats
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out of thy fold. . . . If I were hungry I would not tell thee, for mine is
the world and its fulness ; do I eat the flesh of bulls, or drink the blood
of goats ? Sacrifice thanksgiving unto God, and pay to the Most High
thy vows." Again, in Ps. 51 16, 17 it is said: "For thou delightest not
in sacrifice, though I brought a whole burnt-offering thou wouldst have
no pleasure therein. My sacrifice is a broken spirit; a heart broken
and crushed, 0 God, thou wilt not despise." And, once more, the
spiritual conception of worship is expressed in Ps. 69 30, 31 : "I will
praise the name of God with a song, and I will magnify him with thanksgiving ; and it will please Yahweh better than an ox, a bullock with
horns and hoofs ". These few passages, then, express the beauty of
spiritual worship apart from sacrifices, and therefore a more exalted
conception of God ; they are the only ones which directly discountenance
sacrificial worship.
Our next subject for brief consideration in dealing with the doctrine
of God in the Psalms is the very beautiful way in which the psalmists
describe the Almighty as the God of Love. The Hebrew word hesed
has various meanings, according to the context of the passages in which
it occurs, but in its most exalted sense it expresses " love ", together
with all that this connotes; It is one of the great words ·of the Hebrew
language, and no one word in English will carry its full meaning. It
may be an attitude of equals towards one another, it may be felt by the
inferior for the superior, it may be shown by the superior to the inferior.
Nor is it merely a mode of action or an emotion. Itisanessential quality
of soul, a spiritual endowment which goes deep down into the very
nature of him who has it. It implies a full recognition of the value of
personality, and adds to that recognition a consecration of one to another.
No other word means so much to the Hebrew ear, and its cultivation
in the human heart is the highest demand of the prophetic morality.
In all its completeness it can be seen only in Yahweh. Nothing shows
more convincingly the psalmists' apprehension of God than the way in
which they attribute to him the quality of hesed. The fulness of its
content is nowhere more beautifully set forth. than in Ps. ·86 111 : " But
thou, Yahweh, art a God full of compassion, and gracious, slow to anger,
and plenteous in mercy and truth " ; compassion, graciousness, longsuffering, mercy, truth, are all embraced in "love"; very similar
to this passage are Pss. 103 8 , 145 8, 9• The illimitability of divine love
is expressed in the words : " For as high as the heavens above the earth,
so high is his love over them that fear him" (Ps. 10311), No wonder
that it was said: " For better than life is thy love " (Ps. 63 3). Another
psalmist in the depth of his gratitude to God reiterates the refrain in
every verse of the well-known Ps. 136: "For his love (lfesed) endureth
for ever ". This could be" illustrated to any extent ; suffice to say that
the word hesed occurs in twenty-three passages in the Psalms, in addition
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to the many more in which the various attributes of love occur; all in
reference to God. Then we have the very frequent mention of Yahweh
as the God of law, of righteousness and justice ; · this, however, does not
need further illustration.
But something must be said of the teaching that Yahweh as the
Creator is the God of Nature. There is the frequent assertion that
Yahweh brings about all that happens in Nature, according to his will.
What we understand as the laws of Nature and their working is ascribed
to individual and separate acts of God. Thus, in 65 9, 10 we read:
" Thou hast visited the earth, and watered it, greatly dost thou enrich
it ; the brook of God is full of water, thou preparest the corn thereof
(i.e., of the earth); yea, thus thou preparest it: watering the furrows
thereof, levelling the ridges thereof; thou mak.est it soft with shower,
thou blessest the growth thereof". Much to the point, too, is 135&. 7 :
"All that he willed hath Yahweh done in heaven and earth, in the seas
and all deeps ; he bringeth up mists from the ends of the earth ; he
maketh lightnings for the rain, he bringeth forth wind from his
treasures" (cp. Jer. 10 13, 51 18). So in many other passages. Then
we have the teaching that Yahweh is the God of History ; and here
prophetical influence is very marked ; in proof of this the following
passage from Isa. 14 2 +- 27 is well worth quoting : " Yahweh of hosts
hath sworn, saying, Surely as I have thought, so shall it come to pass ;
and as I have purposed, so shall it stand : that I will break the Assyrian
in my land, and upon my mountains tread him under foot . . . . This
is the purpose that is purposed upon the whole earth ; and this is the
hand that is stretched out upon all the nations. For Yahweh of hosts
hath purposed, and who shall disannul it ? And his hand is stretched
out, and who shall tum it back?" (see also Isa. 71 &- 20). In the same
way the psalmists teach that historical events are ordained and directed
by God. One or two illustrations, of many, may be given. In 441- 3
we read : " 0 God, with our ears have we heard, our fathers have told
unto us, the work that thou didst in their days, in the days of old by thy
hand. Nations thou didst drive out, and planted them (i.e., our fathers)
in, didst affiict peoples, and settle them down ; for not by their sword
did they possess the land, and not was their arm victorious for them ;
but thy right hand, and thy strong arm, and the light of thy countenance,
for thou didst favour them." Again, in n1 6 itis said: "The power of
his works he made known to his people in giving them the heritage of the
nations ". Many other passages to the same effect could be quoted ;
but this is not necessary.
What has been said will, it may be hoped, have given all the
important matters concerning the psalmists' doctrine of God.
Finally, there is the teaching on Uni°fJersalism. Here, once more, it
is seen how some of the psalmists were influenced by prophetical teach-
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ing. That the subject is not mentioned more often is due to the nature
of the contents of most of the psalms ; but here and there the thought of
the universal recognition of God by all nations receives expression ;
thus Ps. 66 opens with the words : " Shout for joy unto God, all the
earth, sing praise to the glory of his name . . . Let all the earth worship
thee, sing praise to thee, sing praise to thy name " ; and again in verse 8 :
" Bless, 0 ye peoples, our God, make the sound of his praise to be
heard ", cp. Isa. 44 22, 23, 545 ; a similar thought occurs in 67 2- 6,
86 9, 10, 96 10, 148 11• Of special interest is 47 8 , 9, where the Gentiles
are thought of as joining together in worship with Israel: "Yahweh
is become king over the nations, he sitteth upon his holy throne; the
princes of the peoples are gathered together with the people of the
God of Abraham ; for to God belong the rulers of the earth ; he is
greatly exalted". It is hardly necessary to add that this conception of
the universality of God's rule, and the union of all nations with his
people in worshipping him, has a direct bearing on the doctrine of God.
ii. BELIEF IN SUPERNATURAL BEINGS
We do not include here the belief in the existence of the gods of the
nations, as this was necessarily considered when we dealt with monotheistic belief. But in a number of the psalms reference is made to
supernatural beings of a very different order. Of these something must
be said. First, there is the belief in heavenly beings, who are always
represented as the ministers of Yahweh, and therefore as wholly inferior
to him. The belief in the heavenly hierarchy appears again and again ;
thus, in Ps. 896- 7 praise is offered to Yahweh by the hosts above; the
passage is a very striking one : " The heavens give praise for thy
wondrous acts, Yahweh, yea, for thy faithfulness, the assembly of holy
ones; for who in the skies can compare with Yahweh, [who] is like
Yahweh among the sons of gods ? God, who is fearful in the assembly
of the holy ones. . . . " There can be no doubt that the angels are
here referred to, although in the Old Testament they are usually
designated mal'akim, "messengers", i.e., of God, cp. Ps. 91 11, "For
he shall give his angels charge over thee ". The term " sons of gods "
(cp. Ps. 29 1) was originally used in a polytheistic sense, but here it is
intended to indicate that the angels were divine beings; elsewhere they
are called "sons of God" (Gen. 6 2 , 4 , in reference to the fallen angels;
Job 1 6, 2 1). They are also spoken of as" in the skies", and in v. 8,
where it says: "Yahweh of hosts, who is like unto thee", the word
" hosts " refers to the hosts of heaven ; but under this term, as Ps.
148 1- 3 shows, the heavenly luminaries are meant : " Praise Yahweh
from the heavens, praise him in the heights ; praise him, all ye his
angels (mal'akim), praise him, all ye his host; praise him sun and
moon, praise him all ye stars of light "; in Ps. 103 20, 21, too, " his
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angels" (mal'akim) is parallel to "his host" (cp. Ps. 191, 506, 976).
Their creation is spoken of in Ps. 33 6 : " By his word were the heavens
made, and by the breath of his mouth all their host" (cp. Gen. 21,
Jsa. 40 26, 45 12 ). The primary duty of the angels, as all these passages
tell, is to worship the Almighty in the spheres above ; but in a few other
passages it is seen that they ~ad duties to perform also on earth. Here
we may note, first, an old-world echo according to which, as God's
ministers, the angels accompany him when he leaves the heavenly
spheres to come down on to the earth. Clouds, wind, and fire were all
in ancient belief conceived of as animated beings ; in later Hebrew
thought these were represented as subordinate ministers 0f God, of the
angelic nature, whom he used for his special purposes ; thus, in Ps.
3 4 it is. said: " Who maketh clouds his chariot, who goeth forth
1 04 ,
on the wings ofthe wind, who maketh winds his messengers (mal'akim),
fire and flame his ministers ". In this connexion we may refer to Ps.
68 17 : "The chariots of God are twenty thousand even thousan,ds upon
thousands ", which means that in his going forth the train of the
Almighty which followed him was composed of a mighty host of
angels in chariots, an innumerable company. A curious idea, which
has an old-world ring about it, is that which imputes to angels the
eating of material food ; in Ps. 78 24, 25 it is said : " He rained down
manna upon them to eat, and gave them of the corn of heaven ; man
did eat the bread of the mighty, he sent food to the full ". That by
"the mighty" ('abbitfm) angels are meant is seen from Ps. 103 20,
where they are callee "mighty", though a different word is used in
Hebrew : " Bless Yahweh, ye angels of his, ye, mighty in strength
(gibbore koah), that fulfil his command". In Ps. rn5 40 the manna is
called " bread from heaven ". This idea of the angels eating food
goes back to ancient times. As a rule angelic functions are spoken of as
being exercised in the heavenly spheres; but in. a few cases they are
thought of as active on earth ; thus, in Ps. 34 7 we read : " The angel
(mal'ak) of Yahweh encampeth round about them that fear him, and
delivereth them " ; and in Ps. 57 3 the same thought occurs, though the
angel is not directly mentioned : " He shall send from heaven and save
me''; but most pointed is Ps. 91 11 : "For his angels he will give
charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways; they shall bear thee up,
on their hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a stone ". Here the
function of angels is that of guardianship, but elsewhere they are spoken
of as God's instruments of punishment; thus, in Ps. 35 5• 6 it is said
in reference to the psalmist's enemies : " Let them be as chaff before
the wind, with the angel of Yahweh pursuing them ; let their way be
dark and slippery, with the angel of Yahweh driving them on". And in
Ps. 78"9, where the Egyptians are spoken of, it is said: " He cast
upon them the fierceness of his anger, wrath and indignation and
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trouble, a band of harmful angels ". Here we have the personification
of wrath, indignation, and trouble, conceived of as destructive angels ;
the counterpart of this personification occurs in Ps. 43 3 , where light
and truth are angelic persons leading the psalmist, according to his
prayer, to God's holy hill, i.e., to the temple to worship : " 0 send out
thy light and thy truth, let them lead me ; let them bring me to thy
holy hill, and unto thy dwelling-places" (cp. also 25 21, 57 3, 85 1 3).
A different class of supernatural beings, though of the angelic order,
which are mentioned three times in the psalms, are the Cherubim. Of
these it is not necessary to say much here ; that the conception of them
was of Babylonian origin there is no doubt. The first mention of them
is in Ps. 1810 , which contains mythical elements; it is there said of
Yahweh that "he rode upon a cherub, and did fly", i.e., the cherub
flew ; it reflects a very undeveloped conception of Yahweh. In
Ps. 80 1 it is said : " Thou that sittest upon the cherubim, shine forth " ;
the thought is evidently that of Yahweh sitting upon his heavenly
throne, from which he rules the world ; the Cherubim are the guardians
of the throne (cp. Ezek. 28 13, u, 16). The same picture is presented
in Ps. 99 1 : " Yahweh is become king, let the peoples· tremble, he
sitteth upon the cherubim, let the earth shake ". This echoes the
early Israelite belief that the Cherubim were, in effect, the divine chariot,
the bearers of Yahweh's throne in its progress through the world (cp.
1 Sam. 4 4, 2 Sam. 62 ). The belief in them must have been very real,
for they figure largely in post-Biblical Jewish literature.
The last of the supernatural beings of which something must be
said are the Demons. Here again we have a belief which goes back in
its origin to very early times, and plays a great part in later days. In the
Psalms the mention of them is very rare, but though only incidentally
referred to it is certain that belief in their activity was deep-seated. In
Ps. 10611&-88, in reference to the Israelites after their settlement in
Canaan, it is said, " And they served their idols [i.e., of the nations],
and they became a snare unto them ; and they sacrificed their sons and
and their daughters to demons (sedim), and they poured out innocent
blood, and the land was polluted with blood". It is in Ps. 91, however,
that we get the most striking allusions to demons, though the term for
"demons" (sedim) is not actually used; but for the details we must
refer to the notes on this psalm. It is worth noting that in the Talmud
(Sebuoth 15b) this psalm is called" a song for evil encounters ", i.e., of
demons, and its use in the event of demoniacal onslaughts is recommended. In Ps. 58'. 5 the mention of" serpent "and" adder "refers,
in all probability, to demons, for serpents were regarded as the
incarnations of demons.
This concludes, then, what is said in the Psalms about supernatural
beings.
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iii. THE DOCTRINE OF SIN
Based on: the teaching of the prophets, the doctrine of sin in the
Psalms centres on the truth that what constitutes sin is the doing of
something which is contrary to the divine commands ; an act is sinful
because it is against the will of God. If this definition of sin, as implied
in the prophetical dictum, " your iniquities have separated between you
and your God " (Isa. 59 2), is not quoted in so many words, it is because
it has become axiomatic. This may sound self-evident, but it must be
remembered that in pre-prophetic times " sin is almost invariably
presented to us as nothing more than disobedience to the statutes
regulating religious, social, and civil life in Israel, and the violation of
the good customs in vogue among this people." 1 But probably the
· earliest idea of sin was connected with ritual offences, for such things as
lying (Gen. 20 2), deception (Gen. 27 9 ), drunkenness (Gen. 9 21 ),
adultery (Gen. 16 3), suicide (1 Sam. 31 4), are mentioned without any
hint of their being sinful acts. It is thus impossible to exaggerate the
• enormous advance in ethical teaching due to the prophets. It is to
them that the psalmists were primarily indebted for their doctrine of
sin. Further, while it is fully recognized by the psalmists that the
consequences of sin entail sickness and misfortune, it is not merely
on that account that sin is to be avoided, but because sin involves a
break in the relationship between a man and his God. And again, it is
not because divine help is withdrawn from him who sins that a good man
refrains from sin, rather it is because a sinner cannot have communion
with God. When sin has been committed, or when, as a result, sickness
or adversity overtakes the sinner, in one way or another the yearning is
expressed of entering again into communion with God-in other
words, of re-establishing the relationship with him. When, therefore,
a psalmist has suffered for sin and confesses it, his comfort centres in his
renewed communion with God in prayer : " My sin I made known to
thee, and mine iniquity I hid not . . . therefore unto thee shall every
godly man pray " (32 5, 6); similarly in 5 r, after confession of sin, the
psalmist says, in v. 11 : " Cast me not from thy presence, and take not
thy spirit from me ". This need not be further illustrated, for it occurs
over and over again in many of the psalms. The deep sense of sin, so
often expressed by the psalmist, appears in a twofold way : the horror
expressed at sin in others, and the whole-hearted recognition of sin in
the psalmists themselves, their confession, and the consequent certitude
of forgiveness. How genuine and deep-seated was this sense of sin is
shown by the conviction that even when sin is not discerned it may yet
lurk within, though unrecognized : " Who can discern his errors ?
Clear thou me from hidden faults" (19 12 ); and this is further
1
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emphasized by tbe realization of the truth that God is all-knqwing, that
nothing is hidden from him : 11 Thou, 0 God, knowest my foolishness,
and mine offences are not hid from thee" (69 6).
While the existence of sin is taken for granted, no theory as to its
origin is put forth by the psalmists ; it is part ofman's nature from birth,
but no attempt is made to account for this; thus, in 51 6 the psalmist
says : 11 Behold~ in iniquity was I brought forth, and in sin did my
mother conceive me " ; this is not intended to offer an excuse for having
been guilty of sin, it is simply a statement of fact. In 50 3, again, it is
said: "The wicked are rebellious, from the womb they go astray, from
the belly they speak lies " ; an exaggerated statement, but expressing
the same fact. There is no thought here of a doctrine of original sin
through the fall of Adam; that is never taught in the Old Testament
and has never been held in Judaism. There can be little doubt that,
according to the belief of the psalmists, sinning was purely a matter of
human action; to commit sin _or to avoid sin lay with man's free-will,
hence, though in exaggerated language, another psalmist could say :
"Yea, thou wert my strength from the womb, my trust [when I was]
upon my mother's breasts ; on thee did I cast myself from the womb,
thou art my God from my mother's belly '' ; in other words, the psalmist
protested that he had put his trust in God from birth ; that he should
have exercised his free-will thus as a new-born babe is poetical hyperbole, but the words illustrate the belief of all the psalmists that sinful
acts and good acts are alike a matter of human free-will. The traditional doctine is expressed in the words of Ben-Sira : " If thou desirest,
thou canst keep the commandment, and it is wisdom to do his [God's]
good pleasure ; and if thou trust him, of a truth thou shalt live. Poured
out before thee are fire and water, stretch forth thine hand unto that
which thou desirest. Life and death are placed before man, that which
he desireth shall be given him " (Ecclus. 15 16- 17 ).
iv.

THE DOCTRINE OF RETRIBUTION

This subject is closely connected with the foregoing. It is unnecessary to illustrate in detail the well-known fact that in ancient
Israel in pre-prophetic times the idea of tribal solidarity accounted for
the belief that the sin of one member of a family or community
necessarily involved all the members (see, e.g., Josh. 71, 24, 25, 2 Sam.
21). With the prophets this teaching underwent a transformation;
while concerned with the nation as a whole, they also taught, at first but
occasionally, the responsibility of the individual (e.g., Am. 71 7 , Hos.
r-3, Isa. 2.2 22, 23). It is with Jeremiah and Ezekiel that the fuller
development appears, e.g., Jer. 31 111, and especially Ezek. 181tt.:
" What mean ye, that ye use this proverb among the sons of Israel,
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saying: ' The fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth
are set on edge ' ? As I live, saith Yahweh, none shall use this proverb
in Israel any more. Behold, all souls are mine ; as the soul of the
father, so also the soul of the son is mine ; the soul that sinneth, it shall
die . . . . " It is the following of the prophets that the psalmists base
their teaching on individual responsibility. But according to the
traditional teaching, so fully illustrated in the book of Job, all suffering
and adversity were sent by God upon the sinner, whereas prosperity
was the lot of the righteous. Thus theoretically the sinner was always
the victim of sickness or misfortune, while the righteous always enjoyed
health and prosperity. But the experience of life showed that this was
far from being the case ; again and again the sinner was prosperous,
and the righteous in distress. The question, therefore, forced itself
upon thinkers in Israel : Is God just in letting the wicked prosper and
the righteous suffer adversity? We are concerned here only with the
way in which the psalmists faced this problem and sought to solve it.
Most of them simply accepted the traditional belief in spite of its perplexity. Thus, in Ps. 1 this is fully set forth; of the righteous it is said
" He is like a tree planted by the water . . . whatsoever he doeth it
prospereth" (v. 3); but the wicked are " like the chaff which the wind
driveth away . . . the way of the wicked shall perish" (vv. 4-6). The
same teaching occurs over and over again. But in a few cases attempts
are made to grapple with the problem ; with these we must deal a little
more fully. First, however, it is worth noting that an attitude is sometimes adopted which, it may be safely assumed, was common : we mean
the attitude of resigned acceptance of facts which can be neither understood nor altered. In Ps. 39, for example, the words with which the
psalmist begins suggests that the sight of the wicked in prosperity had
prompted doubts as to the justice of God in permitting this; the
expression of such doubts encouraged the wicked in their disbelief; of
this he now repents, saying : " I said, I will take heed to my words,
that I sin not with my tongue ; I will put to my mouth a bridle because
of the wicked before me 11 • If he cannot understand the ways of God,
he will, at any rate, not impugn their justice. Then he gives expression
to the thought of the transient character of the life of all men, good or
bad ; implicitly, therefore, he concludes that what is, must be ; it is
not for him 1p question the ways of God, nor to worry about what he
cannot understand ; far more important is it for him to trust in God :
" And now, what is my hope, 0 Lord ? my waiting is for thee 11 • It is an
attitude of reverent resignation, but forgoes any attempt to solve the
problem. With some other psalmists it is different ; here and there
real -attempts at a solution are made. Ps. 37 seems to have been written
primarily with the object of showing that the prosperity of the wicked
was merely apparent, or at best but short-lived. The whole psalm
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should be read in order to see what sincere efforts the psalmist made to
convince others that there was no need to be perplexed about the wellbeing of ungodly men, which was but a passing phase ; it will be
sufficient to quote the first two verses, which in substance is repeated
again and again : " Be not enraged because of evil-doers, and be not
envious of the workers of unrighteousness ; for like grass do they speedily
wither, and fade away Hke the green herb ". Of the righteous, cin the
other hand, it is said : " He knoweth the ways of the perfect, and their
inheritance abideth for ever" (v. 18). An optimistic outlook, though
again no real solution of the problem ; but the difficulty of reconciling
the justice of God with the prosperity of the wicked and the adversity
of the righteous was so far mitigated in that the duration of the former
was held to be fleeting, while that of the latter was lasting. True, it
was but Jaute de mieux, for the experience of life must have taught that,
while in some instances the contention held good, it was far from being
the~le.
In Ps. 49 two solutions are attempted ; the first follows in the lines
of Ps. 37; but in the second the psalmist touches upon a real solutionnamely, that the ungodly at death, according to their deserts, go to Sheol ;
but the righteous, represented by the psalmist, are received by God.
Here the implication is that, in the world to come, the incongruities of
this life will be put right ; life on the earth is but an unfinished episode ;
the righteousness and justice of God will be vindicated in the hereafter :
" Like a flock of Sheol are they destroyed, death is their shepherd, hath
dominion over them . . . but God will redeem my soul from the power
of Sheol, for he will receive me" (vv. 14, 15). Finally, we come to
Ps. 73. As we deal with this again on p. 91, it will suffice to
quote here what the psalmist says of the latter end of the ungodly
and of the righteous, respectively ; of the former he says : " Surely in
slippery places thou settest them, in beguiling thou bringest them
down ; how are they a waste in a moment, through terrors are finished
and ended!" (vv. 18, 19). But of the righteous: "With thy counsel
thou leadest me in the way, and afterwards wilt gloriously take me;
whom have I in the heavens ? In the earth I have no delight save in
thee ; my flesh and my heart cease to be, but my portion is God for
ever" (vv. 23-26). Here again, then, it is taught that to judge only of
what takes place in this life is to misconceive of the ways of him who is
eternal, and to mistake man's final destiny. Final retribution for the
wicked, the endless abiding in Gocl's presence for the righteous ; that is
the psalmist's solution of the problem.
v. BELIEF IN THE AFTER-LIFE
This leads us to consider more fully what is taught by the psalmists
regarding the life to come. As in other directions, it is the traditional
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belief that appears most prominently here, namely, the Sheol belief;
in three passages (88 10, 106 28, 37) the primitive popular ideas of the
departed seem to be referred to, but this is very exceptional, and need
not detain us. There are good grounds for the contention that the
Sheol belief became the official doctrine concerning the hereafter owing
to the influence of the eighth-century prophets 1 ; so that here again the
psalmists were ultimately indebted to prophetical influence for their
teaching. In accordance with what had become traditional belief, it is
held that Sheol is situated under the earth; in 22 29 the departed are
spoken of as " they that go down to the dust " ; it is a place of darkness : " he causeth me to dwell in dark places " ( 143 3) ; silence reigns
there : " the dead praise not Yahweh, nor all that go down into silence "
(n5 17); all things are forgotten there, it is called "the land of forgetfulness" in 88U; but it is conceived of as a great city, its "gates"
are spoken of in 913, 107 18 ; it is synonymous with death (r8'- 6, 49u),
with the " Pit" (281, 30 3 and elsewhere), with " corruption" (309),
and with 'Abadd6n, "destruction" (88 11). For the godly the most
terrible thing is that in Sheol there is no communion with God: " For
in death there is no remembrance of thee, in Sheol who will give thanks
unto thee ? " (6 6), " Shall the dust praise thee ? shall it declare thy
truth?" (309 , cp. 88 6 , 143 7 ).
We have next to consider those few passages in which a development
of belief is to be discerned ; not all commentators are agreed on the
interpretation of these passages, but we submit that there are good
grounds for the view here held. First, we have two passages in which
the psalmists, while not yet realizing the truth of life hereafter, express
thoughts which come very near to this. Ps. 16&- 11 reads as follows:
" Therefore my heart rejoiceth, and my soul is glad, my flesh also shall
dwell in safety ; for thou wilt not leave my soul to Sheol, neither wilt
thou suffer thy godly one to see the Pit. Thou showest me the path of
life, fulness of joy is in thy presence, at thy right hand there are raptures
for ever." Here we may be permitted to give the following quotation: 2
"As the earlier part of the psalm shows, this passage must be taken as
referring to belief in the After-life. Nevertheless, though this life is
not to be thought of as eternal in the literal sense, since it terminates
with the close of human existence, the conception of life as the psalmist
experiences it, living in loyalty to God and feeling his nearness, thus
making life very exalted and glorious, may in a true sense be said to
anticipate life eternal. For the ideal of life held by the psalmist, that its
value depends solely upon its being lived in communion with God,
could not fail, sooner or later, to necessitate further thought. The
1
For details, see Oesterley and Robinson, Hebrew Religion, its origin and development, pp. 318-327 (1935).
• Oesterley, A Fresh Approach to the Psalms, p. 265 (1937).
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sense cf close union with God, which the psalmist so beautifully sets
forth, with him who is omnipotent, to whom time is nothing, leads inevitably to the question : How can such a union cease ? And there
we are on the very threshold of the belief in its continuance hereafter."
Our psalmist was coming very near to the beautiful truth expressed in
Wisd. 15 3 : "For to know thee is perfect righteousness, yea, to know
thy dominion (-ro Kpd-ros) is the root of immortality''.
Our next passage is 17 15 : "As for me, in righteousness I behold
thy face, I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with thine appearance ".
It is difficult to understand these words in the sense of awakening from
natural sleep ; the psalmist shows that he is in constant communion
with God, and experiences the unceasing nearness of God ; he never
contemplates separation from God; why, then, should he be satisfied
with the divine appearance only on awaking from natural sleep ? It
should also be noted that the word for "appearance " or " form", in
reference to Yahweh, is extremely rare, occurring elsewhere only in
Num. 12 8, Deut. 4 12 , in each case under very special circumstances.
Death is spoken of as "sleep", e.g., in Ps. 76 5 , Jer. 51 39, 57 and
possibly P.s. 90 5 ; in Isa. 26 19 it is said: "Awake and sing, ye that
dwell in the dust ". It can scarcely be doubted, therefore, that the
psalmist is here thinking of awaking from the sleep of death, and thus
expresses belief in the life hereafter. In Ps. 39 6, 7 the psalmist says:
" Surely as a vapour doth every man stand, surely as a shadow man doth
walk . . . And now, what is my hope, 0 Lord? My waiting is for
thee.'' The emphasis laid here on the transience of human life, with
which is contrasted " my hope ", " my waiting is for thee ", justifies
the contention that the psalmist is thinking here of life with God, i.e.,
life unending. Opinions differ on the meaning of the passage, but we
range ourselves with Duhm, 1 who says in reference to it: " It appears
to me that no other explanation is possible than that of assuming that
the poet in silent thought hoped for the continuance of life after death,
though without being able to base this hope on any demonstrable proof,
or on any teaching that had been put forth. . . . Therefore, since he is
unable, or unwilling, to rely upon any general doctrine of immortality,
which might solve the riddle of the forlornness of human existence,
whereby to still his perplexity, he pleads sadly, and with hesitation,
' What is my hope ? Everything depends on thee.' It is a silent
prayer, the prayer of one sighing in this fleeting life for that which is
abiding."
This belief receives more definite· expression in Ps. 49, quoted in
part above ; here the psalmist contrasts the lot of the wicked hereafter
with that which, in his ardent trust in God, he is convinced is reserved
for him ; there can, therefore, be no doubt as to his meaning ; in
1
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reference to the former he says : " Like a flock of Sheol are they
destroyed, death is their shepherd, hath dominion over them ; in the
field of Abaddon is their resting-place, in the belly of Sheol is their
dwelling". As for himself, on the other hand, he can say : " But God
will redeem my soul from the power of Sheol, for he will receive me ".
Coming now to Ps. 139, the psalmist begins by setting forth the
omniscience of God; then he goes on to speak of God's omnipresence;
this unique conception of God, so far as the psalmists are concerned,
justifies the contention that this psalmist did contemplate some form of
real life hereafter. What is of special significance is the belief that God
is present in, Sheol : " If I descended to Sheol, lo, thou art there "
(v. 8). As already pointed out, the normal Sheol doctrine taught that
God was wholly unconcerned with that place whither the departed
descended, as with the departed themselves ; but if God was thought
of as being present there-present, that is, among the departed-that
roust imply a changed outlook regarding the hereafter. Even if the
psalmist did not envisage life after death in its fulness, what he says
shows at any rate the dawning of this in his mind; and it is prompted by
his developed conception of the Personality of God.
Finally, there is the following passage in 73 2 s- 2a: "Nevertheless, I
am ever with thee, thou boldest my right hand. With thy counsel thou
leadest me in the way, and afterwards wilt gloriously take me. Whom
have I in the heavens ? In the earth I have no delight save in thee ; my
flesh and my heart cease to be; but my portion is God for ever." Here
again the primary condition of belief in a future life is expressed : communion with God ; but in this psalm what that communion finally
results in is more fully realized. Union with the eternal, unchanging
God cannot be interrupted by death. As in life on this earth God is with
his servant, so in the world to come: God will be with him. In the
presence of God there is life.
Among some modem commentators there appears to be a disinclination to recognize any signs of belief in a life hereafter in the Psalms.
It may, however, be pertinent to ask whether sufficient consideration is
given to the possibility of the influence of Zoroastrian belief on some of
the deeper thinkers among the Jews, such as these psalmists were. The
dates of those psalms in which, as we submit, belief in a life hereafter is
contemplated, are post-exilic ; so that there was ample time for such
influence to have been exerted. The intercourse with Persia was
undoubtedly considerable. In other directions Zoroastrian influence
on Jewish thought is demonstrable; so that the possibility, to say the
least, of such influence in the domain of the subject under consideration
should be recognized.
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vi.

ESCHATOLOGY

In Ps.
there occurs the technical term §•bath, which, as pointed
out in the commentary, was adopted from prophetical usage, and means
the " restoration " in reference to the " bringing back " of the primeval
time of happiness, i.e., the return of the" Golden Age". In Jer. 33 11
the prophet says, in the name of Yahweh: " I will cause the restoration
(s•buth) of the earth to return as at the first (or, 'as in the beginning')
saith Yahweh". This is the thought which lies at the base of the
eschatological hope so often referred to by the psalmists. The way in
which this is spoken of shows that the various ideas connected with it
were familiar, and therefore needed no explanation. That for the whole
picture of the Eschatological Drama as presented in the Psalter the
psalmists were indebted to the prophets is as clear as anything could be ;
the thoughts expressed and the very words used are in almost every
detail taken from the prophetical writings. To illustrate this would
involve a lengthy dissertation. We must therefore restrict ourselves to
just a few of the many references to the prophetical books which could
be given.
The belief in the looked-for" restoration" is thus expressed, e.g., in
Ps. 536 : " 0 for the salvation of Israel from Zion, when God bringeth
back the restoration of his people" (cp. Jer. 3018 , Am. 911); and in
126 1 the psalmist feels that it will be so glorious that he says: " When
Yahweh bringeth back the restoration of Zion we shall be as those who
dream"; and he pleads, "Bring back, Yahweh, our restoration as
streams in the Negeb " (for the force of these words see the Commentary). The time of restoration is believed to be near: " Of a
truth, nigh to them that fear him is his salvation, that his glory may abide
in our land" (85 9, cp. Isa. 10 2 5, Hab. 2 3). Not only so, but, again in
the prophetic mode, so certain is the belief in its near approach that it is
sometimes envisaged as present: "Love and Truth are met together,
Righteousness and Peace kiss each other ; Truth sprouteth forth from the
earth, and Righteousness looketh down from heaven" (85 10, 11 , cp.
Isa. 33 10). The supreme glory and central significance of this renovation of the earth is that it will be inaugurated by the coming of Yahweh
himself: " Thou wilt arise and have mercy on Zion, for the time is
come to be gracious unto her" (102 13 , cp. Isa. 35 4); and he will come
in glory: "For Yahweh doth build up Zion, and shall appear in his
glory in the midst of her" (102 16, cp. Isa. 60 1- 3); and in wondrous
terror will he appear : " Clouds and darkness are round about him,
righteousness and justice are the foundation of his throne ; fire goeth
before him, and burneth his adversaries round about. His lightnings
lighten the world, the earth seeth it, and trembleth, the mountains melt
like wax before the Lord of all the earth" {97 2- 5 , cp. Nab. 1 5). The
85 1
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convulsions of Nature which take place at Yahweh's appearance find
frequent mention, e.g., 93 3, ' : "The floods rose up, Yahweh, the
floods raised up their roar, the floods raised up their crashing. More
glorious than the roar of many waters, more glorious than the raging of
the sea, is Yahweh, glorious on high (cp. Isa. 2419, 20, Hab. 310).
It is the time of the great assize, for Yahweh comes forth as Judge:
" For he cometh to judge the earth; he judgeth the world in righteousness, and the peoples in his faithfulness" (96 13 , see also 9 7, 8 , 98 9, cp.
Joel 3 12). The nations rise up in opposition to Yahweh, but they are
overwhelmed by him: "Nations rage, kingdoms are moved; he
uttereth his voice, the earth is dissolved "(46 6, cp. Jer. 25 30, Joel 2 11);
" For, lo, kings assembled, united together; they beheld; then were
they terrified, dismayed, put in fear . . . " (48(-6 , cp. Isa. 13 8 , 24 21).
As a result they acknowledge Yahweh as their God: "Yahweh is
become king over the nations ; he sitteth upon his holy throne ; the
princes of the people are gathered together with the people of the God of
Abraham ; for to God belong the rulers of the earth ; he is greatly
exalted" (47 8, 9 , cp. Isa. 66 18). This world-dominion of Yahweh
finds frequent mention: "For Yahweh, the Most High, is terrible; a
great king over all the earth" (47 2 and elsewhere, cp. Mai. 1 14); it
brings Israel gladness and joy: " Light ariseth upon the righteous, and
joy to the upright of heart. Rejoice in Yahweh, 0 ye righteous, and
give thanks to his holy name " (97 11, 12 ) ; " Then shall be filled our
mouth with laughter, and our tongue with shouting. Then will they
say: 'Yahweh hath done great things for them. Yahweh hath done
great things for us, we are joyful'" (126 1- 3 , cp. Isa. 25 1 , 8 ). Ultimately Israel will rule over all nations : " He subdueth peoples under
us, and nations under our feet ; he enlargeth for us our inheritance, the
pride of Jacob whom he loveth" (47 3, 4 , cp. Isa. 49 2 , 3).
That some mythological traits appear in the eschatological picture
presented by the psalmists illustrates again the presence of prophetical
influence. Mention has been made of the terrors accompanying the
adyent of Yahweh-fire before him, the melting of the mountains, the
roaring of the seas ; these are of mythological origin. One or two other
points may be referred to. Thus, in 82 1 there is the mention of the
" divine council ", cp. Isa. 24 21 • In 68 16 there is an adaptation of the
mythological " mountain of God"; so, too, in 366 , cp. Isa. 1413• 14 •
This, then, is a brief account of the psalmists' utilization of eschatological material. It could, of course, be much developed by further
quotations both from the Psalms and from the prophetical books ; but
the main points have been mentioned. It is noticeable that there is no
reference to the Messiah ; but this, too, is in accordance with the
predominant teaching of the prophets. On the question of Messianic
prophecy in the Psalms see next chapter.

CHAPTER XI
THE PSALMS AND THE NEW TESTAMENT

THE use made of the Psalms in the New Testament, whether directly
quoted or only alluded to, is a subject full of interest from several points
of view. First and foremost there is Christ's use of them, which raises
some important questions. Then there are the various instances in
which the Evangelists quote the psalms as in reference to Christ ;
some of these suggest difficulties. This applies, too, to the use of the.
psalms in Acts, where a considerable number of quotations appear.
Among the Pauline epistles more use is made of psalms in Romans
than in any of the others. In the epistle to the Hebrews, as would be
expected, quotations are numerous ; sometimes their appropriateness
may be questioned. In Revelation there are allusions rather than
quotations.
To deal exhaustively with the subject would involve too extended
a dissertation ; we must, therefore, restrict ourselves to some of the
more important illustrations.
In considering our Lord's use of the psalms we begin by noting
the instances in which he quotes them in reference to himself. In
Matth. -21 161 in answer to the protest of the chief priests and scribes
against the children crying out " Hosanna to the son of David ", Christ
rejojns : " Yea, did ye never read, Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise" (Ps. 82). It must be noted that the
quotation is from the Septuagint, which makes it appropriate to the
occasion ; had the Hebrew been quoted, where " strength " occurs instead of "praise", the quotation would have lost its force. The
question naturally suggests itself as to why, in addressing the Jewish
religious leaders, Christ should be represented as quoting the Septuagint
form of the text rather than that familiar to his hearers. To this we
shall have to return later. The quotation occurs only in the first
Gospel, though the episode is recorded in Mk. n 1 &-18 and Lk. 19 46, 46 •
According to the Matthrean form of the passage, then, Christ applies
the title " son of David " to himself; so that the fact that the quotation
has been messianically interpreted is comprehensible ; though in the
psalm itself there is nothing that supports this interpretation.
We turn next to Matth. 21 41 (= Mk. 12 10, Lk. 20 17), where at the
end of the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen Christ adds: The
stone which the builders rejected, this is became the head of the corner ,·
94
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this is from the Lord, and it is marvellous in our eyes (Ps. u8
in
Luke the second verse is omitted). The quotation is again from the
Septuagint. The " stone " is interpreted by Christ in reference to
himself, and according to Acts 4 11 ( cp. Rom. 9 33, Ephes. 2 20, 1 Pet. 2 611-),
the early Church-and tbe same is true of the Jewish Churchinterpreted the passage in a Messianic sense ; but in the psalm there
is no reference to the Messiah.
Again, in Matth. 22 41- 45 (= Mk. 12 36, 37, Lk. 20 42- 44) Christ quotes
Ps. uo 1 : The Lord said unto my lord, Sit thou on my right hand, till I
put thine enemies underneath thy feet (Mark and Luke" till I make thine
enemies the footstool of thy feet"). Without going into several
points which arise here (see the Commentary), it will suffice to say that
Christ is represented as interpreting the whole psalm as Messianic, and
as applying it to himself; he had asked the question : " How say the
scribes that Christ is the son of David ? " Then the psalm is quoted
and followed by the further question : " David himself called him Lord
and whence is he his son?" Naturally enough, no one was able to
give an answer ; but what was implied by our Lord was that the
Messiah-applied to himself-was not only the son of David, and therefore a human ruler, but also the Son of God, and therefore a divine
ruler. ·
In Matth. 27'6 the utterance of our Lord from the Cross is recorded :
Eli, Eli, lama saba'JJ,thani. In Mk. 15 31 it is: Eloi, Eloi . . . In the
parallel passage in Lk. 23u1r., these words do not occur, but only:
" Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit." The quotation,
from Ps. 221, is in each case partly Hebrew, and partly Aramaic. There
are other verses in this psalm which, though not quoted by our Lord, were
made to refer to him by the evangelists. With their intimate knowledge
of the psalms, the earliest disciples could not fail to observe the extraordinary similarity between some words of this psalm and what was
happening during this dark hour; thus, in v. 18: They apportion
my garments among them, and upon my vesture do they cast lots (cp.
Mk. 15H, Jn. 19 23• H); similarly between v. 15: My strength [probably
we should read " throat "] is dried up like a potsherd, and my tongue
cleaveth to my jaws, and what is said in Jn. 19 23, 29 ; and, again, between
the words of v. 17: They gaze and look at me, and Lk. 23 86, "And
the people stood beholding."
In a few other instances quotations from the psalms by the evangelists
are•given as applying to our Lord. Thus, in the account of the Temptation, Matth. 4 6, Lk. 4 10, the words of Ps. 91 11, 12 , He shall give his,
angels charge concerning thee; and on their hands they shall bear thee up,
lest thou dash thy jQ<Jt against a stone (from the Septuagint), are put into
the mouth of Satari. And, to give one other illustration, Ps. 78 2 is
quoted in reference to Christ's teaching by parable (Matth. 13 35 ;
22, 23 ,
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I will open my mouth in parables, I will utter things hidden from the f oundatwn of the world ; the form of the text varies somewhat).

In the Synoptic Gospels, then, there are perhaps not so many
quotations from the psalms as might have been expected. A few
examples may be given, next, of the use of the psalms in the Fourth
Gospel. In Jn. 10 84 the words of Ps. 826 , I said, Ye are gods, are quoted
as though from the Law, to prove the divinity of Christ. It is a strange
piece of exegesis. Again, in Jn. 15 26, They hated me without a cause
(Ps. 35 19 = 69 6 ) is quoted as in reference to Christ. It is possible that
the passage in Jn. I0 111· about the Shepherd of the sheep was thought
by the evangelist to be reminiscent of Ps. 957 : For he is our God, and we
are the people of his pasture, and the sheep of his hand. It must be confessed that the use of the psalms in the Fourth Gospel is not very
pointed.
In Acts 120 two psalms are quoted, but loosely : Let his habitation be mode desolate, and let no man dwell therein (Ps. 69 26}; His
office let another take (Ps. 1098); these are taken as a prophecy of Judas.
Again, in Acts 2 15- 28 the Septuagint of Ps. 16&-11 is quoted, but the crucial
words are oo. 9, 10 : Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoiceth;
my flesh also shall dwell in safety. For thou wilt not leave my soul to
Sheol,· neither wilt thou suffer thine holy one to see corruption. The

passage is taken as in reference to Christ's resurrection. This is an
illustration of the way in which isolated passages are interpreted in an
arbitrary manner without taking the context into consideration, and
thereby entirely missing the meaning of the passage. Other instances
occur of a similar character.
We will consider next a few cases of St. Paul'~ use of the psalms.
It is in Romans that this is most conspicuous. Much of this epistle is
of an argumentative nature, adopted with a view to combat Jewish
controversialists. For this purpose the Apostle often utilizes quotations from the psalms (mostly from the Septuagint}, following a method
which was Jewish in character. Thus, in chap. 3, in support of his
contention that the Jews are sinners like the rest of men, and that they
can claim no exemption from the consequences of sin, he quotes from
half a dozen psalms, all of which, as he maintains, point to the general
sinfulnessofmankind(51', 141- 8 = 531-s, 59 , 140 3, I0 7,36 1 ; itwillnot
be necessary to quote these). The ceniral point of the whole argument
is to show that no man is righteous in the sight of God, and that no
amount of works of the Law can make him so. Hence man's redemption
must be acquired in some other way. The string of quotations which
St. Paul gives here is quite in the style of the Jewish teachers; as
Edersheim 1 says : " A favourite method was that which derived its
name from the stringing together of beads (Haraz), when a preacher,
1
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having quoted a passage or section from the Pentateuch, strung it on
to another and like-sounding, or really similar, from the Prophets
and the Hagiographa ". One other illustration; in Rom. 15 9, 11,
St. Paul quotes Pss. 18 49, 1171, and in applying them to Christ, interprets them Messianica1ly. From the Christian point of view this is
very forced exegesis; but from the Jewish standpoint there was more
justification in regarding them, especially 18 49, as Messianic prophecies ;
thus, in the Midrash on the Psalms it is said, in reference to this passage,
including v. 50, which belongs to it, that at " the gathering of the
Israelites " David will give thanks unto the Lord among the nations ;
this is in reference to one of the great episodes of the Messianic Drama,
according to Jewish tradition, viz., the ingathering of Israel, to which
reference is made in Isa. 27 18 (cp. Isa. 49 22 , 60 4, 9 , 66 20), where it is said
(according to the Midrash) that the Gentiles will themselves escort the
exiles to their home. Passages from the psalms, like the one under consideration, exercised a great influence on Jewish Messianic ideas; the
exaltatfon of Israel among the nations, with their idolatrous beliefs, would
have had the effect of enhancing the glory of Israel with their Messianic,
king. That this passage was interpreted in Jewish Messianic sense is seen,
further, by the Midrashic comment on the words, And sing praises
unto thy name ; these ·praises, h is said, are those which will be offered
at the advent of the Messiah. The traditional Jewish Messianic
interpretation of the psalms, much of which is undoubtedly preChristian, has an interest and significance for us, since there is every
reason to believe that the early Christians, i.e., Jewish-Christians,
were influenced by that interpretation, and applied it to our Lord.
From this point of view the use made of the psalms in the epistle
to the Hebrews is particularly instructive. We will restrict ourselves
to the first chapter, though other illustrations could be given ; in this
chapter there is a string of quotations somewhat siinilar to what we
find in Rom. 3, though in this latter epistle the quotations are all from
the psalms. Ps. 2 7.is first quoted: Thou art my Son, this day have I
begotten thee (see also Hehr. 55) ; this is interpreted as in reference to
Christ's resurrection and Kingship. Then, in vv. 8, 9, Ps. 45 6• 7,
Thy throne, 0 God, is fur ever and ever . . . , are applied to Christ as
pointing to his divinity; similarly in vv. 10-12, where Ps. 102 2s- 17
are quoted and interpreted as proving his divinity and eternity; this
is immediately followed by Ps. no 1 , Sit thou on my right hand •.. ,
in reference to Christ's session on the divine throne. These quotations
are thus used for dogmatic purposes. The same is true of the quotation
from Ps. no 4 : Thou art a priest far ever after the order ofMelchizedek,
in 56 (cp. 7 17), in evidence of Christ's Priesthood; also of the words
of Ps. 406--8 , Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not •.. in 105-- 7, as
showing the uselessness of sacrifices, since Christ was the one true
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Sacrifice. Lastly, there is in 136 the quotation from Ps. 1186 : The
Lord i's my helper, I will not fear; what shall man do unto me? in reference to the love of Christ. Thus, in this epistle all the quotations
from the psalms are used for dogmatic purposes in regard to the Person
of Christ.
In the book of Revelation direct quotations from the psalms rarely
occur ; but there are frequent incidental allusions to them ; thus,
e.g., in 2 26, 27 , 12 61 1915, Ps. 2 8, 9 is quoted: Heshallrulethemwitharod
of iron . . ., in reference to Christ's world-rule.
It must be recognized that, speaking generally, and apart from the
Synoptic Gospels, the use of the Psalms in the New Testament follows
Jewish methods. According to this, when a passage is used for illustrative or dogmatic purposes, it is chosen for its verbal form irrespective
of its real meaning.

CHAPTER XII
THE PSALMS IN THE JEWISH CHURCH

WE are concerned here only with the use of the Psalms in the Jewish
community from the time at which they became part of the worship
of the Synagogue ; their earlier use is dealt with in the Commentary.
This may be dated, so far as Palestine is concerned, as having
begun soon after the end of the Maccabrean Wars, towards the end
of the second century B.c. ; there is no evidence for the existence of
synagogues in Palestine prior to this date. 1 This, of course, is not to
say that gatherings for worship other than in the temple were not held ;
that was obviously the case, see, e.g., 1 Mace. 3 46 ; but we are referring
to the Synagogue as an institution with an official liturgy. How far
the Psalms were used in the worship of the Synagogue while the temple
was still standing is a matter of uncertainty ; but there are a few indications forthcoming which throw some light on the subject. Thus,
after the daily morning sacrifice in the temple, the Levites sang
Ps. 105 1- 15, and after the daily evening sacrifice Ps. 96; these-and
probably in course of time others were added-were taken over and used
in the daily services of the Synagogue. 2 Again, in the Mishnah,
Tamid vii. 4, it is said that the special psalm for each day of the week
was sung by the Levites in the temple ; this custom was taken over
by the Synagogue ; these are, for the seven days respectively : 24,
48, 82, 94, 81, 93, 92. With the exception of the third and fifth, what
is here said is corroborated by the Septuagint titles to these psalms.
Then, again, Pss. 145-150, which as early as the middle of the second
century A.D. were an integral part of the daily synagogal service, were
similarly sung daily in the temple.8 And once more, the Halle[ psalms
(u3-u8, the word means" Praise"), were taken over from the temple
Liturgy and sung in the synagogues after morning prayer on eighteen
days of the year, including those of the New Moon.4 These do not
exhaust the indications that could be given to show how in many
respects the Synagogue took over from the temple-worship the use of
1 Synagogues in the lands of the Dispersion undoubtedly existed long before this
date; on the subject in general see Oesterley, A Fresh Approach to the Psalms, pp. 153-

165 (1937).
• Seder Olam xiv, mentioned by "Elbogen, Der :fudische Gottesdienst in seiner
geschichtlichen Enttoickelung, p. 82 (1913).
1 Sopherim XVII, 11; this is one of the so-called " smaller treatises " of the
Talmud ; see further below.
' Elbogen, op. cit., p. 249.
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the psalms. It is true that nowhere is it directly said that these various
psalms were used in the Synagogue while the temple was still standing ;
but there is good reason for believing that this was the case ; it is
recorded, for example, that Joshua hen Chananiah (he died in A.D. 130},
a member of the Levitical choir in the temple, used to go with the
choristers in a body to the synagogue from the orchestra by the altar,
and so take part in both services.1
In the many passages in the Gospels and Acts in which synagogues
are referred to, mention is made only of teaching and of reading the
Scriptures in them, but that is simply because then: was no occasion
to speak of the singing of psalms there ; that was taken for granted ;
where there was worship psalms obviously had their place. Once,
however, there is a definite reference to the singing of psalms; in
1 Cor. 1426 it is said: " When ye come together, each hath a psalm;
hath a teaching . . ." (cp. Eph. 5 19, Col. 316) ; it is a Christian assembly
that is here in question, but as the first Christian congregations followed
the procedure of the Synagogue in their form of service, this may
justifiably be regarded as indirect evidence of what occurred in the
Synagogue, in this respect, while the temple was still standing.
Turning now to times after the destruction of the temple, a great
deal of information regarding the use of psalms in the ancient Synagogue
is contained in the tractate Sopherim x-xxi. 2 According to Zunz, 3
this important tractate belongs to the period of the Geonim, 4 A.D. 589
onwards ; it gives details of the traditional use of the Psalms in the
Synagogue, and therefore what it says applies to the previous centuries.
Some of the details given are worth recording, for they tell us what
psalms were used on special occasions, why they were chosen, and other
points of interest ; we shall, of course, not restrict ourselves here to this
tractate.
First, mention may be made of the use of the Halle[ (Pss. u3II 8) ; in the Jewish liturgy it is treated as a single composition ; it
was known also as the " Hallel of Egypt ", from the opening w9rds of
Ps. 114, " When Israel went forth from Egypt ", in order to distinguish
it from the" Great Hallel ", Ps. 136. The ancient way of reciting this
was for the leader to begin with "Hallelujah", which was repeated
by the congregation; then after each half-verse the congregation
fell in with" Hallelujah", which was thus said 123 times. 5 In course
of time this method of recitation was altered in different countries. 6
1 Bab. Talmud, 'Arakhin, 11 b.
The text, with notes, has been published by Joel Muller, Masseket Soferim der
Talmudische Traktat der Schreiber . .. (1878):
'
a Die gottesdienstlichen Vortrage der Juden, p. 101 (1892).
• The plural of Gaon, " excellency " ; this was the title given to the heads of the
two leading Academies of Babylonia, namely Sura and Pumbeditha · the period is
reckoned as lasting to the early part of the eleventh century.
'
• Cp. Sopherim xvi. 11, 12.
• Elbogen, op. cit., p. 496.
2
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We are told that the " Hallel ", as well as other psalms, was known by
heart by the congregation.1 It has always occupied a place of peculiar
importance in the Jewish Church, and the custom of singing it at the
great festivals was, as we have said, taken over from the temple-worship
to that of the synagogue. But in addition to the "Hallel ", proper
psalms were appointed to be sung at these festivals, and these psalms
were chosen because in each case they contained something appropriate
to the occasion ; thus for PesalJ. (" Passover ") 2 the special psalm was
135, and this was chosen on. account of vv 8, 9, " He smote the firstborn of Egypt . . . " The festival of Shabuoth ("Weeks"= Pentecost) 8 was regarded as the Feast of the Revelation of the glory of God,
Ezek. i. being one of the special lessons ; hence the proper psalm was
29, where "the voice of Yahweh" is explained as the manifestation
of" the God of glory ". For the festival of Sukkoth (" Tabernacles ")'
the special psalm was 76, chosen on account of v. 2 (3) : " In Salem
also in his tabernacle" (Sukkah), for this festival was celebrated~ according to Lev. 23 42 , 413 , in commemoration of the way in which the Israelites
dwelt in" booths" (Sukkoth) during their journey through the wilderness. The eighth day of this feast was of special importance, the
proper psalm for which was 12 ; mention is also made of 1 1 1 as an
alternative ; as the whole period of this festival was regarded as " the
season of our rejoicing", the former was probably chosen on account
of vv. 5 and 7, where Yahweh's guardianship is spoken of; in the
case of the latter, the whole psalm is thoroughly appropriate to a
time of rejoicing. In the celebrations of each of these great festivals
some other psalms were also sung or said ; but the more important
details have been indicated. Then, as to the lesser feasts, the special
psalms for the New Moon 6 were 98 and 104; the former on account
of the reference to the shophar ("ram's-horn") in v. 5, which, according to Num. 1010, was to be sounded "in the beginnings of your
months"; the whole of Ps. 104 is appropriate to this occasion, but
v. 19 is particularly pointed: "He made the moon for appointed
seasons". At the feast of Dedication (Qannukkah), called also the
"feast of the Maccabees" (see I Mace. 4 68, 2 Mace. 1 18), Ps. 30 was
appointed ; 8 it is probably owing to this that the title " A Song at
the Dedication of the House " was added ; 7 the appropriateness of the
psalm for this occasion is obvious. ·At the feast of Pwim ("Lots",
cp. Esther 9H) the special psalm was 7, chosen because it speaks of
vengeance on the adversary 8 (vv. 6, II-16, andseeEsther91811·); in the
Midrash Tehi/J.i'm, "Cush the Benjaminite ", mentioned in the title of
this psalm, is said to refer to Saul.
1 Millier, op. cit., p. a63.
: Sopheri_m ~ - 3·
Sopherim xvu. n.
' Elt,oaen, op. cit., p. IJO,

•
•
•
•

Sopherim xviii. :2.
Sopherim m. :2.
Sopherim xviii. a, see also
Sopherim xviii. :2.

:a. 8.
H
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Coming now to the Sabbath, as we should expect, psalms occupied
an important part in the services. From early times the Sabbath
has been specially connected with the work of creation, and with the
deliverance from Egypt, when Israel became a nation. In all the.special
Sabbath psalms, therefore, verses occur in which, either directly or
indirectly, reference is made to one or other of these. It cannot be
said for certain which these psalms were in the earliest days of the
Synagogue ; but there can be little doubt that traditional usage has,
in the main, been followed. Unfortunately, the tractate Sopherim
gives no details on this subject. In the earliest rituals, however, the
special Sabbath psalms for the Morning Service are: 19, 92, 93, 100,
135, 136, not necessarily in this order; for the Evening Service, 67
and 144. In addition there was, and is, the service for the Sanctification
(Qiddush) of the Sabbath, with Pss. 29, 92, 95-99; and the service for
the Conclusion (Habdalah, lit. "Separation") of the Sabbath, when
Pss. 67 and 144 are again used.
Turning now to the fast-days ; there is first the Day of Atonement
(Yom Kippur, see Lev. 22 2 3- 32 , 23 31, 32); one of the appointed psalms
was 130 (" Out of the depths have I cried unto thee, Yahweh "), 1
and here again the appropriateness is evident; the other was 103,
containing several verses which would greatly appeal on this day, the
last of the annual "ten days of penitence ", 2 namely, vv. 3, 8-13.
As in the case of the festivals, early usage has undergone much modification in the choice of psalms, as in other respects, during subsequent
centuries. There are certain other lesser fast-days which have been
observed by the Jewish Church for many centuries, and for which
special psalms were used. It is not possible to say for certain what
these psalms were, especially because of the fact that custom varied
here in different countries ; but in indicating the use of the modern
synagogue it is highly probable, we may feel sure, that traditional
use has been followed. First, there is the Fast of Gedaliah (Tisri 3),
observed in memory of Gedaliah, the son of Ahikam, who was murdered
by Ishmael (Jer. 41 2) ; at the Morning Service on this day the special
psalms are 20, 25, 83, at the Evening Service 20, 25, 102; in each of
these verses occur which may be regarded as appropriate to the occasion.
The Fast of Tebeth, 8 the tenth day of this month commemorates the
beginning of the siege of Jerusalem, the special psalm being 74, which
opens with the words : " 0 God, why hast thou cast us off for ever ? "
The Fast of Tammuz, on the seventeenth day of the month, is observed in memory of the first breach made in the wall during the siege,
1 Sopherim xix. 2.
• The Jewish Year opens with a penitential period consisting of "ten days of
penitence" ('asiirtih yi/me tesh(lbah), a kind of Advent season.
• From the Babylonian Tebetu, the tenth month, described as the month of violent
rains.
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the special psalm is 79, beginning : '' 0 God, the heathen are come into
thine inheritance ; thy holy temple have they defiled ; they have laid
Jerusalem in heaps". And lastly the, Fast of Ab, on the ninth day
of the month; according to Rabbinical tradition, both the first and
the second temples were destroyed on this day, hence its observance;
the special psalm is 137: "By the waters of Babylon, there we wept,
when we remembered Zion ".
In addition to what has been said, it has always been the custom for
verses from different psalms to be used in various parts of the services
as versicles.
It will thus be seen that in the Jewish Church the liturgical use of the
Psalms has been, as we should expect, of quite outstanding importance.
A matter of considerable interest must, however, be added. It has
-always been recognized that not all the psalms, owing either to their form,
or content, or spirit, were adapted to public worship, and that, indeed,
many of them were never intended for this purpose. As a result, the
psalms used in the Synagogue-worship-and it may be confidently
asserted that the same applied to the Temple-worship-were, and still
are, restricted in number. In the modern Synagogue only about onehalf of the psalms are used; such psalms as 35, 37, 45, 58, 78, 109,
for instance, not being regarded as acceptable for public worship.
There is every reason to believe that the early Church exercised similar
discrimination (see below).
We have so far dealt with the public use of the Psalms in the Jewish
Church; it will not be without interest if we consider, quite briefly,
the place of a number of psalms in private, or quasi-private, use. How
far back, in the cases to be mentioned, the use of a psalm, or psalms,
goes, cannot be stated; but it is certain that Jewish usages in these
matters have a long history behind them ; so that although we shall
give the custom of the Jewish Church at the present day, we may feel
confident that it reflects that of ancient times. There is a certain
amount of difference of usage between the two divisions of orthodox
Jews, the Sephardim and the Ashkenazim,1 but this is not of great
importance. At the ceremony of a circumcision the Sephardic Jews
use Ps. 128: "Happy is everyone that feareth Yahweh, that walketh
in his ways"; while the Ashkenazic Jews say Ps. 12, chosen, no doubt,
because of the words of vv. 6, 7. The Marriage Service opens
with the versicles: "Blessed is he that cometh in the name of Yahweh,
we bless you from the house of Yahweh" (118 26); "0 come, let us
worship and bow down, let us kneel before Yahweh our maker" (95 6);
and: " Serve Yahweh with fear, and rejoice with trembling" (2 11).
1 The term Sephm-dim comes from Sepharad (Obad. 20), identified with Spain,
and referred originally to the Spanish and Portuguese Jews ; that of Ashken~im, from
Ashkenaz the son of Gomer (Gen. 10 3), was first used in reference to the Jews of
Germany. Both terms date from medireval times.
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These are followed by Ps. 100, and at the conclusion of the ceremony
150 is said.
It is a touching custom according to which the husband
recites frequently Ps. 128 when the time is drawing near for his wife to
be delivered of a child; the appropriateness of this is pointed (see
m,. 3, 4). Then, again, the special psalm for the Burial Service is 16:
'' Preserve me, 0 God, for in thee do I put my trust ''. In the Sephardic
ritual, when the coffin is lowered into the grave, Ps. 91 is said : " He
that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most High shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty ". In the house of mourning Ps. 49 is said ;
and the Sephardic Jews have the curious custom of reciting those
sections of the acrostic Ps. I 19 of which the letters make up the name
of the departed.
The echo of an extremely ancient custom is observed by holding a
service at the consecration of a house. At this service Pss. 15, 30, 101,
121 are said, and if there are children in the family, Pss. u7, 128, are
added, the reason being obvious (see 127&- 5 , 1283-6). In addition to
these, the four sections of Ps. 119 are said, the initial letters of which
make up the Hebrew word for "Blessing", viz., vv. 9-16, 153-160,
81-88, 33-40, in this order. The Sephardic Jews, on the other hand,
use only Pss. 30, 134.
A few points of minor interest may be added. In the Talmud
(Berakhoth 4 b) it is written: "He who says Ps. 145 three times daily
may rest assured that he will inherit the life eternal " ; th.e reason
given. being that this psalm is regarded in the light of a prayer for all
flesh; and the material blessings granted by the Almighty (m,. 8, 9, 15,
16) are an earnest of the far greater spiritual blessings to be enjoyed
hereafter. Again, Ps. 30 is said by many devout worshippers while
" laying the Tephillin" before divine service; this is the technical
term used for binding on the head- and hand-Tephillah or "phylactery"
(cp. Matth. 23 5); the psalm is presumably chosen on account of the
words of v. II (12): "Thou hast loosed my sackclotn, and girded
me with gladness ". The phylacteries were worn in accordance with
what was understood to be commanded in Deut. 6 8 : 11 And thou shalt
bind them [i.e., the words of God] for a sign upon thine hand, and they
shall be for frontlets between thine eyes" (cp. Deut. u 18, Exod.
139, 16).
Psalms have been used for the most diverse purposes, but the
most curious has been their magical use. Nowhere is this shown forth
in more detailed fashion than in the Sepher Shimmush Tehillim, 1 11 The
Book of the use of the Psalms 1' ; to deal with this in any detail would
be out of place here ; but a few illustrations may be offered to show
the belief in the efficacy of reciting psalms, held in past days.
Under Ps. 3 it is said: "Whosoever is subject to severe headache and

Ps.

1

Edit. Heldenheim (1852); see also Blau, Das Altjildische Zaub~esen (1898).
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backache, let him pray this psalm . . . over a small quantity of olive
oil ; anoint the head and back while in the act of prayer ; this will
afford immediate relief ". As a cure for sick boys Ps. 9 is recommended ;
it has to· be written on pure parchment, with a new writing instrument,
and hung round the neck of the sufferer. A sovereign remedy against
an evil spirit is Ps. 10 ; " let him fill ", it is said, " a new earthen pot
with water from the spring, and, in the name of the patient pour into
it pure olive oil, and pronounce over it this psalm nine times . . . "
The belief that demons have a horror of water is extremely ancient,
the reason being that it is the cleansing element (cp. Matth. 1:z43).
To give but one other illustration; concerning Ps. 109 it is said: " If
you have a mighty enemy, who plagues and oppresses you, fill a new
jug with new sparkling wine, add some mustard to it, then repeat
this psalm three days consecutively ; at the same time keep in mind
the holy name of El; afterwards, pour the moisture before the door
of your enemy's dwelling. But be careful that you do not sprinkle
a single drop upon yourself when in the act of pouring it out; " this
will effectually cause the enemy to cease worrying.
Further illustrations would be wearisome ; but every single one
of the psalms is recommended to be recited as a cure for evils of one
kind or another. Pathetic as this all is, it does witness to an extraordinary belief in the efficacy of the mere recitation of psalms ; so that
even in the secular affairs of life they played an important part.

CHAPTER XIII
THE PSALMS IN THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

As the first Christians (Jewish-Christians) worshipped in the temple
or in the synagogue, it must be assumed that they followed the traditional usage of the Jewish Church in the singing or reciting of psalms.
But this can have lasted only as long as the Christian community was
confined to Jerusalem. Not later than the year 50, when the apostolic
missionary activities brought them into the Gentile world, the psalms
would necessarily have been said in Greek ; and this took place first
of all in Antioch: " The disciples were called Christians first in
Antioch " (Acts II 26, cp. v. 20). Greek was then the universal
language. 1 In the Septuagint the daily psalm is indicated in the
respective titles. As the Septuagint was the Bible of the early Church,
and was repudiated by the Jewish Church, it is permissible to assume
that the daily psalm thus indicated (they do not all correspond with
the Hebrew titles) was in accordance with the usage of the Church,
at any rate at first. But otherwise we have no information about
the use of psalms in Christian worship in the earliest age. Apart
from this daily psalm, however, it is probable that no definite system
of dividing the psalms into daily, weekly, or monthly, portions was in
existence ; for all the evidence, as soon as it becomes available, shows
that there was much variety in this in different localities ; this is hardly
likely to have been the case if any fixed method had been adopted
by the Church of the first century. When Tertullian says (Apologia
xxxi. 3) that the psalms were taken over from the Synagogue by the
Christians in their worship, and used in all parts of the world, he is
speaking of the psalms in general, not to any systematic method of
recitation.
There are certain indications which support Tertullian's statement
in an interesting way. In the account of the Sunday Vigil Service,
which occurs in the Peregrinatio Etherice (it is quoted below), the
component parts of the service are: alternate praise (a psalm) and
prayer ; then the central prayer portion, the " commemoration of all " ;
after that the reading of Scripture, concluding with praise (a psalm)
and prayer; then the final blessing. This corresponds in the main
outline with the earliest form of service in the Synagogue service.
1
Tertullian (end of second century) refers to the fact that the Jews of Egypt used
the Septuagint in their synagogues there (Apologia xviii).
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When it is realized that the Peregrinatio is describing the form of
service as held in Jerusalem in the fourth century, it is difficult to
believe that we have here a mere coincidence. It seems far more
likely that }¥e may discern a confirmation of what Tertullian says.
In another respect it is probable that the use of the psalms in the
early Church was taken over from the Synagogue. A very ancient
element in the Synagogue-worship, adapted almost certainly from the
Temple-worship, was the use of versicles from the psalms. Similarly
in different parts of the early Church Liturgies appropri\lte verses from
psalms were said. For instance, Cyril, in his Catecheses (xix-xxiii),
delivered in 348, gives some account of the Syrian Liturgy, and tells
us, among much else, that during the communion of the worshippers
the verse was sung : " 0 taste and see . . ." (Ps. 34 8). In the
Gallican Liturgy, three verses from this psalm were sung at this part
of the service (vv. 8, 1, 22), after each of which followed a threefold
"Hallelujah". This was called by Germanus the Trecanum, and
expressed, according to him, the doctrine of the Holy Trinity.1 Or
again, in the various ancient Liturgies, after the Bishop has proclaimed
the "Holy things for holy persons", a response is made which contains quotations from Ps. u8 2 S- 27 • The use of these and other phrases
from the Halle/ psalms, which have also suggested much other liturgical
language, support Bickell's theory that the Anaphora was originally
modelled on the Hallel. 2
Interesting again is the definite statement of Socrates (Hist. Eccles.
vi. 8) that Ignatius (end of first century) introduced antiphonal singing
of the psalms in accordance with a tradition of the Church of Antioch ;
but nothing is said about the number of psalms to be recited daily.
How abundant their use was, however, may be gathered from the
words of Chrysostorn (circa 345-407): "If we keep vigil in the Church,
David comes first, last, and midst. If, early in the morning, we seek
for the melody of hymns, first, last, and midst is David again. If we
are occupied with the funeral solemnities of the departed, if virgins sit
at home and spin, David is first, last, and midst. . . . In the monasteries, amongst those holy choirs of angelic armies, David is first, last,
and midst. In the convents of virgins, where are bands of them that
imitate Mary; in the deserts, where are men crucified to this world
and having their conversations with God, first, midst, and last is he." 3
The expression used regarding the saying, or singing of psalms (" first,
last, and midst "), is perhaps to be understood in the light of what
was ordered by the seventeenth canon of the Council of Laodicrea
1

Duchesne, Origines du Culte Chretien, p. 2r5 (1908).
• Messe und Pascha, Engl. trans!. by Skene, The Lord's Supper and the Passover
Ritual, pp. 86 ff. (1891).
• Quoted by Neale and Littledale, Commentary on the Psalms, p. 1 (1860).
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(fourth century) to the effect that the psalms were to be sung interspersed with Scripture lessons instead of being sung consecutively.
With this we may compare the somewhat different usage recorded in
the Peregrinatio EtheritB (fourth century); it is taken from the Sunday
Offices, Vigil: " And when the people have entered in, someone among
the priests says a psalm, and all respond ; after this prayer is made.
Then someone among the deacons says a psalm, and similarly prayer
is made. Then a third psalm is said by one of the clerics, and a third
prayer is made, and there is a commemoration of all. . . • Then, the
Gospel having been read, the bishop goes out, and is led with hymns
to the Cross, and all the people with him. There again one psalm is
said, and prayer is made. Thereupon he blesses the faithful, and
the Dismissal takes place (et fit missa)." 1 The psalms he~ alternate
with prayer, not with lessons; but it bears out the principle that
during divine service psalms should not be said consecutively. At
other times, however, the recitation of a number of psalms, no doubt
said consecutively, was considered an act of meritorious piety, for
Cassian (died 435) tells us-and this illustrates the variation in local
usage-that in the choice of the number of psalms to be said daily
in monasteries there was a difference of twenty and thirty ; while in
monasteries in Egypt as many as fifty, or even sixty, were read in a
day (Institut. Coenobit., ii. 2, v). In the early Western Chur:ch (sixth
century) the system of Gregory-and the same is true of the Benedictine rule (sixth century)-was carried out, the whole of the Psalter
being gone through in the course of seven days. This is found, too,
in somewhat later times ; among medireval Service Books was the
Psalterium, containing the Psalms divided into different portions,
according to variations in different localities ; but in all cases the
Psalter was read through in the course of a week ; they were said at
the Hours services. 2 It may be added that candidates for ordination
were required to know the whole Psalter by heart ; Gennadius, Patriarch
of Constantinople (494), refused to ordain anyone who could not recite
the Psalter by heart. Canons to the same effect were passed at the
Eighth Council of Toledo (653), and at the Council of Orviedo (1050).
Nothing could show more eloquently the immense importance attached
to a knowledge of the psalms by the Church. And this may be illustrated by one further detail : the medireval Church, in its use of the
seven penitential psalms, referred each to what were held to be the
seven deadly sins ; the saying of each of these psalms was believed
to act as a deterrent against committing these sins ; thus Ps. 6, contra
iram; Ps. 32, contra superbiam; Ps. 38, contra gulam; Ps. 51, contra
lweuriam; Ps. 102, contra avaritiam; Ps. 130, contra invidiam; Ps. 143,
1
1

Quoted from Duchesne, op. cit., pp. 473 f. (1889).
Maskell, Monumenta Ritualia . . . , l, xii. (1882).
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contra acediam. These psalms were not regarded as penitential by the
Eastern Church.
The most complete and regular recitation of psalms began when
the " Canonical Hours " of Prayer were introduced, in their final
form, in the Christian Church. It is not known when this first took
place ; but the system originated in the Eastern Church, from which
it was taken over by the Western Church probably some time during
the sixth century. At each of the eight services psalms were read:
at Nocturns, probably a night service, but corresponding to the Matins
of later days, twelve psalms were read in course; at Lauds, Prime,
Tierce, Sext, Nones, fixed psalms were said: at Vespers, the evening
service, four or five psalms were read in course, while at Compline,
the bed-time service, several fixed psalms were read. The" Canonical
Hours " were for the monasteries and the clergy ; but devotional
books for the laity were not wanting ; they went under the name of
Hor£, the most popular being the "Hours of the Blessed Virgin".
The devotional books varied much in content, but psalms always
occupied a prominent place. These Hor£ became in later days the
basis of the devotional book for the laity known in the fourteenth
century as the Prymer. So far as psalms were concerned, this book
contained the seven penitential psalms, the" fifteen" psalms (120--134),
and what are called "the psalms of Commendations" (n9, the
divisions being regarded as separate psalms).1 When this Prymer is
compared with that of the Prymer of Henry VIII (1545), it may be
said that " for one hundred and fifty years preceding the Reformation,
and probably for a much longer period, the Prymer was the book
authorized by the English Church for the private devotion of the
people ". 2 We have drawn attention to this in order to emphasize
the fact that the Psalms had an important place in the devotional life
not only of the clergy, but also of the laity.
These details, being but a few of a great number that could be
offered, will suffice to give some idea of the abundant use of the Psalms
in the Christian Church. It is unnecessary to discuss their use in
the• Reformed Churches, as this is sufficiently well known. But a
final word may be said about the Psalter in the Book of Common Prayer,
since among English-speaking people this Version is probably the
most familiar.
In his important account of the Old Latin Version, 1 Burkitt says
that " Latin versions of the Scriptures can be traced back into the
second century"; but he continues: "No tradition of the origin or
literary history of the Latin versions seems to have been known even
Maskell, op. tit. ; III, 90 ff.
• Procter, A History of the Book of Conmum Prayer, p. 15 (1889).
• Encycl. Bibi., IV, 499z ff. (1903).
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to Augustine or Jerome ; it remains an open question whether the
first translation was made in Roman Africa, in Italy, or in Gaul.
What is certain is that by the middle of the fourth century, Latin
Biblical MSS. exhibited a most confusing variety of text. . .. In
classifying our Old Latin authorities each group of books must be
treated separately." In the Psalms, he says, "we find a maze of
aberrant texts". The Old Latin version, a daughter-version of the
Septuagint, was revised by Jerome (383); but of the Psalter he made,
at different times, three versions, known as the Roman, the Gallican,
and the Hebrew; the second of these ultimately superseded the others,
and became the Psalter of the Western Church. It was translated by
Jerome from Origen's Hexapla, when he was living at Bethlehem
(389), and was brought to Gaul by Gregory of Tours; later it was
brought over to England, where it superseded the older Latin Psalt~r,
and was used ultimately throughout the Church in England. The
Prayer-Book Psalter is a translation of this Galfo;an Psalter, but not
wholly, for a number of translations were made of it into AngloSaxon and medireval English at different times,·until at last an authorized edition of the Bible was issued (Cranmer's Bible or the " Great
Bible," 1540); the Psalms were, however, with some slight revision,
taken from the Gallican Psalter. This will explain why the PrayerBook version of the Psalms, beautiful as it is in the main, differs in
many passages from the Hebrew text.

CHAPTER XIV
THE HISTORY OF THE EXEGESIS OF THE PSALMS

So far as the New Testament is concerned, this subject is dealt with
in Chap. XI. We begin, therefore, with the method of exegesis of
the teachers of the second century A.D. It will be readily understood that nothing in the shape of a commentary is to be looked for
during this early period. The method of exegesis adopted by the
early Church Fathers must be gathered from their incidental use and
explanation of passages from the Psalms which occur in their writings.
They used, of course, the Septuagint Version-the Bible of the early
Church. It is somewhat surprising to find how very little use is
made of the Psalms by these writers as compared with their use of
the other books of the Old Testament. The reason for this may have
been that inasmuch as the Psalter, from the earliest times, was the
hymn-book of the Church, used during divine service, it was, as it
were, outside the category of Biblical books in the ordinary sense.
The lack of the use of the Psalms in the writings of the early Church
Fathers may also be due, in part, to the fact that Scripture was primarily
an apologetic weapon, and though there was a good deal in the Psalms
which, later, was used in a Messianic sense, this did not at first appear.
However this may be, among the second-century Church writers,
with the exception of the First Epistle of Clement, and the Epistle of
Barnabas, there are hardly any quotations from the Psalms in their
writings ; none in the so-called Second Epistle of Clement or in the
Didache, only two in the Epistles of Ignatius, and two in the Epistle of
Polycarp ; there are incidental references to passages in the Shepherd of
Hermas, but very rarely actual quotations. For illustrations of exegesis
we must, therefore, have recourse to the First Epistle of Clement and
the Epistle of Barnabas. In the great majority of cases in the former
quotations from the Psalms are given in illustration of precepts of a
practical nature, whether exhortations to right living or warnings
against wrong-doing ; so that a passage is taken in its literal sense,
and explained accordingly. On the other hand, in about a dozen
instances passages are explained as in reference to our Lord ; for
example, Ps. 3 5 , I laid me down and slept; I awaked, for Yahweh
sustaineth me, is interpreted as referring to our Lord's resurrection
(xxvi. 2). Again Ps. 3411;.17, Come, ye children, hearken unto me . . . ,
is explained as the utterance of our Lord himself, which he spoke
I II
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"through his Holy Spirit" (xxii. 1). Similarly, it is stated that our
Lord said in reference to himself: But I am a worm and no man . . .
(P.s. 226-8), and it is added : " Ye see, beloved, what is the example
that bath been given to us ; for if the Lord was humble-minded,
what shall we do who, through him, have come under the yoke of his
grace" (xvi. 15-17). In the Epistle of Barnabat much the same line
is followed ; but here and there passages are explained in support of
doctrinal teaching. Thus, And he shall be like a tree planted by the
streams of water . . . (Ps. 11H) is interpreted as referring to baptism
(xi. 6-8). A quaint piece of exegesis occurs in x. 1, 9, 10, which is
worth quoting because it illustrates the arbitrary method of exegesis
whereby a text could be made to mean anything required, a method
which was widely adopted as time went on. It is in explanation of
Ps. 1 1 : first a summary is given of the food laws in Lev. xi; then
it continues: "Now, in that Moses said, 'Ye shall not eat swine, nor
an eagle, nor a hawk, nor a crow, nor any fish which bath. no scales
on itself ', he included three doctrines in his understanding " ; then,
in reference to this it is said a little further on : " Moses received
three doctrines concerning food, and thus spake of them in the Spirit ;
but they [i.,., the Israelites], according to the lust of the flesh, received
them as concerning [material] food. But David received knowledge
concerning the same three doctrines, and said : ' Blessed is the man
that bath not walked in the counsel of the ungodly ', as the fishes go
in darkness in the deep waters ; and, ' and bath not stood in the way
of sinners ', like those who appear to fear the Lord, but sin like the
swine ; and ' and bath not sat in the seat of the scorners ', like the
birds who sit and wait for their prey ". That gives some idea of the
fantastic kind of exegesis which becomes increasingly prevalent ; at
the same time, the principle of explaining scripture by the Scriptures
is a sound one when rationally employed ; and in later times was
often adopted with good effect. In general, however, in regard to
the earliest post-Biblical writings, it may be said that two central
purposes are to be observed in the use of the Psalms, and their exegesis :
(a) to discern, wherever possible, a prophecy of our Lord, or an
allusion to him; and (b) to use them as an authoritative guide for
conduct of life.
Here a brief reference must be made to the exegetical methods of
Philo on account of the great influence which they had on the Church
Fathers ; 1 he lived during the first half of the first century A.D. Philo
sought to harmonize Greek wisdom with Hebrew religion ; though
scorned by the orthodox among his own people, his work came to be
highly regarded by Christian exegetes. He dealt mainly with the
1
See Siegfried, Philo von Alexandria als Ausleger des Alten Testaments . . . ,
pp. 303 ff. (1875).
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Pentateuch, but his rules of exegesis applied, of course, to all the
Scriptures. According to his teaching, the literal sense of a passage
must, in the first instance, be determined ; but it is of far greater
importance that it should be interpreted allegorically, for therein lies
its true meaning ; he compares the literal and the allegorical with the
body and soul of man.1 Philo's influence appears especially in the
writings of the Alexandrian Christian teachers. Pantznus (circa
A.D. 200 ), the founder of the celebrated School of Alexandria, was,
according to Eusebius (Eccles. Hist. v. 10), the first to write a commentary on the Psalms. The same authority tells us that there followed
next a commentary by Origen (vi. 24), who became the father of the
allegorical method in the Church. Of all the Church Fathers, however, none exercised such a lasting influence on the writers who followed
him as Augustine ; he adopted the seven exegetical rules of Tyconius. 2
Allegorical interpretation naturally played a very important part, but
Augustine frequently explains a passage in a figurative sense. An
illustration of his exegetical method may be offered : in explaining
Ps. 51 18- 20 (50 18 - 18 , in the Septuagint), he remarks that when the
psalmist said " that God did not require one kind of sacrifice, he
showed that he required another kind. For he does not require the
sacrifice of a slain beast, but the sacrifice of a sorrowing heart. The
sacrifice, therefore, that God does not demand, i.e., the slain beast,
is merely the symbol of the sacrifice which he does demand, i.e., the
sorrowing heart. God does not .require sacrifices, then, to gratify
his own pleasure, as some are foolish enough to imagine ; and had
he not wished that the sacrifice of a sorrowing heart should be symbolized by the sacrifices of slain beasts, the latter had never been
ordered by the Law. Moreover, the passing and temporary nature of
these old covenant sacrifices is a proof of their symbolical nature,
and is a warning to us not to imagine that the sacrifices themselves,
rather than the things symbolized by them, were acceptable to God "
(De Civ. Dei, x, 5). Other-passages would, of course, demand different
methods of interpretation, literal, historical, allegorical, in accordance
with the rules adopted from Tyconius, but space forbids our giving
illustrations of these. Augustine's methods were, in the main,
followed by all the Church teachers during the Middle Ages. It
will not be necessary to go into details regarding the work of these ;
as has been pointed out by various modern writers on the subject,
the fourfold meaning of Scripture discerned by med.izval scholars in
general is succinctly expressed by the following saying : Litera gesta
docet, qui,d credas allegoria, moralis quid agas, quo tendas anagogia,
which may be freely paraphrased : " The literal sense teaches facts,
1
1

See further, Siegfried, op. cit:, pp. 168 ff., 196.f.
Dealt with by Burkitt, The Book of the Rules of Tyconiw, pp. xv ff. (1894),
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allegory dictates belief, the moral sense guides as to right living,
spiritual elevation is the final goal ".
In the field of Jewish exegesis mention must be made of the labours
of the " Masoretic " {Masora = " tradition ") scholars who prepared
the way for a closer and more literal exposition of the Biblical text.
Though great care had always been taken in preserving a correct Hebrew
text of the Old Testament Scriptures by the Scribes, exegetical studies
received a powerful impetus in the seventh century, when vowelsigns were introduced. Henceforward Masoretic studies steadily
developed, and the body of Masoretic tradition-all concerned with
the exact determination and preservation of the BibJical text-steadily
grew for centuries. It must, however, be noted that as early as about
A.D. 800 great opposition arose against all Rabbinical interpretation
and tradition on the part of the heretical Karaite 1 sect. The Karaites
undertook a most minute and critical study of the Biblical text ; and
in order to oppose and refute the Karaite teaching, the Rabbis had to
undertake a similar task. This dual critical study developed into a
very keen contest between Rabbinic and Karaite champions ; and there
is no doubt that the bulk of the work of a final and authoritative text
must be assigned to the heretical Karaites. That this ultimately
contributed powerfully to the whole study of exegesis among both
Jewish and Christian scholars needs no emphasis. We need but add
that the " Masoretic " text is that of the Hebrew Bible at the present
day ; and it is also that from which the Old Testament in English is
translated.
A brief reference may be made next to some outstanding medireval
Jewish exegetes, since their work was not without influence on Christian
scholars. First, there was Saadia ben Joseph (died A.D. 942), who,
while not altogether ignoring tradition, laid special stress on reason
as the basis of interpretation and exegesis ; hence he insisted, among
other things, that Scriptural passages must be explained in the light of
their context. Self-evident as this appears to us, it must be realized
that this method was a great advance on what had preceded ; and
even at the present day it is not always followed, as when isolated
texts are sometimes torn from their context and given a meaning
which would be seen to be false if the context were taken into consideration. Saadia translated, with commentary, the whole of the
Old Testament into Arabic; Margulies, in his dissertation published
in 1884, has translated the Psalms portion into German.
Somewhat later there was the celebrated exegete Solomon bar
Isaac, better known as Rashi (an abbreviation of Rabbi Shelomo
Jzchaki, the Hebrew form of his name}; he died in A.D. 1105. He,
1

The Hebrew form of the name is Beni Miqra, " Sons of Reading ", i.e., of the
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too, respected the traditional exegesis, making much use of the Targums ; but, like Saadia, he sought for the plain, straightforward
meaning of a text, and did not ignore its context. His special contribution, however, was the stress he laid on the need of bringing
linguistic knowledge into account in seeking to explain Scripture,.
He wrote a commentary on the Psalms, which Breithaupt published
in 1713.
Here mention must be made of the Midrash on the Psalms ; it is
approximately of the same time as Rashi, i.e. belonging to about the
eleventh century, and known as Midrash Tehillim ; it is also called Shocker
Tob (" He that diligently seeketh good", Prov. n 27 ), from the opening
words of the book. Although comparatively late in date, it contains
a great deal of extremely valuable ancient material, its special interest
being that it has preserved much of the traditional Palestinian exegesis
of the Psalms. The homiletic method of exegesis characteristic of it
may not appeal to us, yet it is not without interest ; the following
illustration gives a parable by way of explaining Ps. 2 12, Kiss the son
lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way: "Whereunto is this to
be compared ? It is like· a king who was wrath against the inhabitants
of a city; these, therefore, went unto the king's son and made their
peace with him, in order that he might go to the king and make peace
on their behalf. So he went and pacified the king. When the inhabitants of that city knew that the king had been propitiated, they desired
to sing a song (of thanksgiving) to him ; but he answered and said :
'Do ye wish to sing a song (of thanksgiving) to me? Nay, but go
and sing it unto my son, for had it not been for him, I should have
destroyed the inhabitants of the city '."
This illustrates the essential tendency of homiletical exegesis, which
is characteristic of this Midrash. Another comment occurring in this
Midrash may be quoted as giving a good insight into a somewhat
different line of interpretation; the passage Ps. 8 4- 6 is thus explained : " What is man that thou. art mindful of him ? This refers to
Abraham, as it is written in Gen. 19 29, 'When God destroyed the cities
of the Plain, God remembered Abraham '. And the son of man that
thou visitest him? This refers to Isaac, as it is written in Gen. 211,
'And Yahweh visited Sarah, as he had said'. For thou hast made him
but litt/,e lower than Elohim. This refers to Jacob, as it is written in
Gen. 30 39, 'And the flocks conceived before the rods '; Jacob was
able to cause the flocks to bring forth ringstraked, speckled, and
spotted, thus possessing almost divine power, but he was a little lower
than Elohim because he could not give them souls. And crownest
him witk glory and honour. This refers to Moses, as it is written in
Exod. 34.29 , 'Moses wist not that the skin of his face shone by reason
of his speaking with him '. Thou madest him to have dominion over
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the UJOTks of thy hands. This refers to Joshua, as it is written in
Josh. 1012, 13, 'Then spake Joshua . . . Sun, stand thou still upon
Gibeon, and thou, Moon, in the valley of Aijalon . . .' Thou hast
put all things undeT his feet. This refers to David, as it is written in
2 Sam. 22 43 , 'Then did I beat them small as the dust of the earth,
I did stamp them as the mire of the streets '. All sheep and oxen.
This refers to Solomon, as it is written in 4 88 (Hehr. 513), 'He spake
also of beasts '. Yea, the beasts of the field. This refers to Samson,
as it is written in Judg. 15', 'And Samson went out and caught three
hundred foxes . . .' The fowl of the air. This refers to Elijah, as
it is written in I Kgs. 17 6, 'And the ravens brought him bread and
flesh in the morning . . .' And the fish of the sea. This refers to
Jonah, as it is written in Jon. 21, 'Then Jonah prayed unto Yahweh
his God out of the fish's belly '. Whatsoever passeth through the paths
of the seas. This refers to the Israelites, as it is written in Exod. 15 19,
' The children of Israel walked on dry land in the midst of the sea '.''
We have quoted this in full as illustrating the kind of exegetical
ingenuity whereby Scriptural texts may be made to mean anything
that is desired. It is a method not restricted to Jewish exegesis.
But that by the way.
Not long after the time of Rashi arose the eminent scholar Abraham
Ibn Ezra (he died in II67). His exegetical methods followed those of
his great predecessor, his special contribution being that by his intimate
knowledge of the Hebrew language he was able to throw much fresh
light on Biblical texts. " In his commentaries ", says Israel Abrahams,
" he rejected the current digressive and allegorical methods, and
steered a middle course between free research on the one hand, and
blind adherence to tradition on the other. • . . He never for a moment
doubted, however, that the Bible was in every part inspired, and in
every part the word of God." 1 He, too, wrote a commentary on the
Psalms, though restricted to the first ten (published by Fagius in 1542).
A contemporary of Ibn Ezra was David Kimchi, who likewise sought
primarily for the natural meaning of Scripture, laying great stress .on
the help afforded by grammatical knowledge. His commentary on
the first book of the Psalms was published by Schiller-Szinessy in
1883; this is in Hebrew. 2
These Jewish exegetical scholars are mentioned because of the
use made of their works by mec.fueval Christian scholars, and even
more by those of later times.
We come next to the Reformation period. It is unnecessary to
enumerate the various commentaries on the Psalms which appeared
1

A Short History of Jewish Literature, p. 69 (19o6).
For much infonnation on tho Jewish exegetes, see Bacher, Die Judische
Bibelexegtse •••, pp. 68 ff. (189a).
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4uring this period. The outstanding names are Luther and Calvin,
both of whom wrote commentaries on the Psalms which influenced,
more or less, all the teachers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The main characteristics which mark the exegetical· methods
of scholars during these centuries are : a reaction against the allegorical
interpretation of Scripture ; concentration on the literal meaning of
the text, aided especially by its grammatical sense ; and the principle
that Scripture must be explained by Scripture. Luther, for example,
strongly contended that the teaching as to the fourfold meaning of
Scripture (see above) was a delusion; only the literal, grammatical
sense was decisive ; he conceded an allegorical interpretation only
where the inspired writers themselves employed it. Protestant
scholars had the great advantage over those of the Roman Church in
that they took the Hebrew text as the basis of their study, whereas
the latter relied on the often faulty translation of the Vulgate. It was
no doubt inevitable that the successors of the Reformers should :'.lave
interpreted Scripture in a dogmatic sense in accordance with their
point of view ; this was, of course, again and again fatal to scientific
exegesis.
A new point of view-,;md this applies to the Psalms especiallywas presented by Lowth in hit\ Pr~!.ectiones de Sa.era Poesi Hebr~orum
(1753), where he deals with the metrical forms of Hebrew poetry. In
later days he was followed by other scholars, who further developed
his principles ; of outstanding importance here were the works of
Ley, especially Leitfaden der Metrik der Hebraischen Poesie (1887);
but the whole of this subject is dealt with in Chap. IV. Here exegesis
is affected by metrical considerations ; this is often illustrated in the
following Commentary.
Of the highest importance for the study of the Old Testament and
its exegesis was the work of Kennicott in the eighteenth century ; in
his Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum cum variis lectionibus (1776-178o)
he collated, with the assistance of other scholars, over six hundred
Hebrew manuscripts, together with sixteen Samaritan codices ; for
the textual critic, and for a resultant scientific exegesis, this work was
of inestimable value, though not, of course, in itself exegetical.
Finally, we come to the labours of the scholars of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, which has done so much for the fuller understanding of the Psalms. Of these, however, we need say but a few
words here, for our indebtedness to them will be found ·to be acknowledged again and again in the Commentary (see also the Bibliography).
Arcrueological research during the last generation has been of immense
value to Biblical students ; new light has been thrown on the early
religious beliefs and ritual or' the Hebrews; philological studies have
been greatly forwarded; historical, geographical,and ethnical knowledge
I
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have been increased. Much of this bears on the study of the Psalms,
and modem commentators, as a whole, have, made good use· of the
new material offered. In addition, greater attention has been paid
to the criticism of the text, especially in the light of the ancient Versions ; and the metrical form in which the Psalms were written has
received the recognition it deserves. Differences of opinion on many
matters necessarily ~xist ; but this is to be welcomed, for final decisions
and ultimate truth can be reached only by the frank exchange of varying
points of view.

PSALM

1

Tms psalm is in the nature of a Preface to the Psalter. The main
theme, often dealt with by other psalmists, centres in the doctrine of
retribution ; and it will be recognized that this theme in a " Preface "
of this kind is wholly appropriate. The psalmist sees that, broadly
speaking, his people are divided into good and bad, godly men and
evil-doers. As observers of the Law the former are prospered by God,
while the evil perish. The psalmist knew well enough that the facts
of life did not always bear this out ; but he maintains that, generally
speaking, the man who was faithful to the Law was rewarded ; but
that the wicked suffered for their wickedness. The psalmist presents
this great division among his people without taking account of the
various views urged by other psalmists (see, further, Ps. 73); nor does
he speak of the oppression of the godly by the wicked, which is an
outstanding theme in so many psalms. He says nothing on the subject
of worship, or sacrifices, and of other matters of religious importance.
The omission of such subjects in what is in the nature of a Preface is
a matter of common sense ; we mention the point only because it is
sometimes stated that the writer of this psalm is lacking in the
presentation of important truths. It is true that his religious outlook
does not seem to partake of the deep spirituality of so many of the
psalmists ; but this is simply due to the fact that he was writing an
introductory preface.
In all that he says the psalmist has only his own people in mind ;
the " wicked " are those of his own race, not Gentiles.
As to date, the psalm may be assigned to the Greek period ;
roughly, about the middle of the third century B.C.; this is suggested
by the fact that the psalmist belonged to the circle of the Sages, and
by the emphasis laid on the Law ; a somewhat earlier date is, of
course, quite possible ; but its character of " Preface " makes the later
date more probable because the whole Psalter was presumably in
existence (see further, pp. 70 f.) before this psalm was written.
The metre is somewhat variable, but the changes are effective in
bringing out thoughts for special emphasis.
r.

2.

0 the blessedness of the man
that doth not walk
in the counsel of the wicked,
And in the way of sinners doth not stand, and in the seat of scorners doth not sit.
But in the Law of Yahweh is his delight, and in his Law doth he meditate day and
night.
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3.

He is like a tree
planted by O the water,
the fruit of which
it bringeth forth in its season,
and its leaf fadeth not.
0
And whatsoever he doeth it prospereth. 0
4. Not so are the wicked, 0 not so 0 ,
but like the chaff which the wind
driveth away are they.
O
5.
Therefore they shall not hold their own, 0 the wicked,-in the judgement,
Nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous.
6.
For Yahweh knoweth
the way of the righteous ;
But the way of the wicked shall perish.

Taa-critical Notes
3. Om. ~J7!1, "the streams of", which disturbs the rhythm, and does not occur
in Jer. 17• on ~hich this verse is based. On the last line see exeg. note. 4. Repeat,
with G, iJ"H1,, demanded by the rhythm. 5. Lit. "they shall not arise ", see
exeg. note.
1. The psalmist describes the avoidance of fellowship with evildoers in three directions if a man would be blessed ; the word is a
noun, blessedness, which connotes here spiritual happiness (cp. Ps. 348) ;
but it is also used of material benefits (e.g., Ps. 127 5). The way in
which this is expressed is in the style of the Wisdom-writers (cp.,
e.g., Prov. 3 1 S. 14), and marks the psalmist as belonging to the circle
of Wise-men (l;fakamim). The three terms used of evil-doers, following
their usage in the Wisdom literature, are in a rising scale : the wicked
is a general term; s£nners are lit. those who "miss" the right way,
purposeful in wrong-doing ; while scorners are the worst type, for they
mock not only men, but God. With such the godly man will not
walk, stand, nor sit. This negative action on the part of the godly
man is followed by what is his positive conduct : delight in fulfilling
the Law of Yahweh, and meditating therein day and night. This stress
on the observance of the Law is another characteristic of the Wisdom
writers (see, e.g., Prov. 31- 3 and elsewhere). 3. The comparison of
the godly man with a tree planted lry the water . . . , is clearly taken
from Jer. 17Fr-8 ; but the prophet may well have been indebted to
the Egyptian Wisdom book, "The Teaching of Amen-em-ope,"
where it is written :

" But the truly silent one [in contrast to the passionate man], when he standeth
aside,
He is like a tree that groweth in a plot;
It groweth green, and the fruit thereof increaseth;
It standeth in the presence of its lord ;
Its fruits are sweet, its shade is pleasant,
And it findeth its end in the garden."

In details the two are naturally divergent, but it is the central idea
of the comparison which is significant. In our psalm we have omitted
" the streams of " before the water, as this does not figure in the
prophetical passage referred to, and interferes with the two-beat rhythm
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It is probable, as several commentators remark, that the words

And whatsoever he doeth it prospereth were not part of the original form

of the psalm ; they are prosaic, and uncalled-for after the poetical way
in which the prosperity of the godly man has been described. 4, 5.
In contrast to the happy lot of him who observes the Law of Yahweh,
the wicked (spoken of in the plural), with the ruinous fate that awaits
them, are held up as a warning. The emphatic repetition, Not so are
the wicked, not so, is taken from the Septuagint ; but the extra beat is
required to correspond with the beats in the second half-line, so that
the Septuagint evidently represents the original form of the Hebrew
text. Very graphic is the picture of the wicked being like the chaff
which the wind driveth away: when the threshers had gathered the
corn on to the threshing-floor, usually situated on an elevated exposed
spot, they tossed it up into the air with four- to five-pronged forks ;
thus the wind blew the chaff away, and the corn remained to be
gathered and sifted from the straw in a sieve (cp. Am. 99). This was
always done late in the afternoons when the western sea-breeze blew
with sufficient force to disperse the chaff, but was nnt so boisterous
as to damage the corn. The picture portraying this familiar scene
was particularly impressive because it displayed so pointedly the
ineffectiveness and uselessness of the wicked. The words which
follow, 5, illustrate this; but it is difficult to give a good translation of
the Hebrew when seeking to reproduce the order of the words as they
stand : therefore they (i.e., the wicked, which comes in the second
member of the verse) shall not hold their own-the wicked-in the
judgement ; this is confessedly a paraphrase in order to bring out the
force of the Hebrew, "they shall not arise"; for the picture is that
of a court of justice, where, in turn, accuser and accused stand up to
plead. In this case God is the Accuser ; but the thought is not that
of the final Judgement; the psalmist is dealing with present conditions,
not with the world of the future, which belongs to Eschatology. Just
as the wicked are silenced in the presence of the Almighty, so too
shall the sinners not be able to assert themselves in the assembly of the
righteous. 6. Finally, the psalmist sums up all that has gone before:
For Yahweh knoweth the way of the righteous, i.e., Yahweh takes note
of the manner of life of the righteous, and rewards them accordingly ;
But the way of the wicked shall perish, i.e., the usage or mode of action
of the wicked leads to nothing. "Way" (derek) in Hebrew has a
variety of meanings according to the context.

Religious Teaching
The central theme is tlie doctrine of retribution ; but, as this has
already been dealt with in some detail {pp. 86 ff.), we shall refer to it
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only indirectly now. Apart from this, however, there are one or two
other matters of deep religious interest, suggested by the psalm, to
which attention may be drawn. We have, first, the teaching, implicit,
not directly stated (v. 6), that the reward of the righteous and the
punishment of the wicked are brought about by divine action. To be
sure, each, reward and punishment, is the result of a man's way of
life ; but these, it is taught, do not follow as the necessary sequence
of cause and effect; they are brought about by the act of God.
Closely connected with this there is, in the next place, the teaching on
human free-will which underlies all that the psalmist says; this
sounds like a contradiction of what has just been said ; it is not so in
reality. We must distinguish between the divine will and divine
grace. The psalmist fully recognizes the former ; he also stresses the
action of human free-will ; but there is no hint of divine grace. The
tendency to lay stress on the former rather than on the latter is, in
general, characteristic of Judaism; not that the action of divine grace
is lost sight of; that is not the case; but it is no injustice to say that
it does not receive the same emphasis as that laid on human free-will.
It is not to be denied that the true balance between divine grace and
human free-will does sometimes find expression in Jewish authoritative
writings ; but it is exceptional.
One other matter : intercourse between the godly and sinners is
directly discountenanced. Two thoughts strike one here: if the
wicked never come into contact with the godly, what chance have they
of learning better things and improving? We must suppose that the
psalmist was actuated by the principle that they that touch pitch will
be defiled I Perhaps that is sometimes the only way (cp. 1 Cor. 511);
yet we cannot help thinking of our Lord's way (Mk. 2 15- 17).
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Tm main difficulty in the interpretation of this psalm is to decide
who the speakers are ; on this there are differences of opinion. The
difficulty is increased by the abrupt opening of the psalm, which reads
as though some words preceding had been uttered by a speaker, and
are now lost. We hope to show that the whole psalm was recited by
the king ; if, as some hold, it is the court-poet who speaks in the name
of the king, his words come, at any rate, as from the king. The
nations are represented as speaking in v. 3, Yahweh in oo. 6, part of 7 1
8, 9, but these are words put into the mouths of others by the king.
It was on the occasion of his enthronement that the king in question
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recited the psalm.

Contrary to the opinion of some commentators,
the psalm, as we shall show, is thoroughly logical and consistent
throughout. It is a magnificent confession of faith in God at a time
when the newly anointed king, entering upon his position of great
honour and responsibility, finds that his country is menaced by a
confederation of external foes.
Nothing could be more natural than that the psalm should have
been interpreted in a Messianic sense : " his anointed ", " my king ",
" my son ", the possessive pronoun being in each case in reference to
God, as well as the king having been begotten by Yahweh, would
seem to demand a Messianic interpretation. In spite of this, however,
we shall give reasons to show that the psalm is not Messianic. The
expressions mentioned will be seen to refer to the earthly ruler, not to
the Messianic king. It is only by reading-in later ideas that a
Messianic interpretation is suggested. That v. 7 is quoted in Acts
13 88, Hebr. 1 6 , 511 as in reference to Christ cannot be urged in support,
for Old Testament passages are often utilized by New Testament
writers for illustrative purposes without taking their context into consideration ; it is worth noting that our Lord never quotes this verse,
yet there were occasions on which it would have been so appropriately
quoted had he believed it to have had a Messianic sense; see, e.g.,
Lk. 22 70, Jn. 511, 1 a.
As to the date of the psalm, apart from the fact that it is obviously
pre-exilic, there is nothing in it which enables us to point to anything
more definite. The conditions portrayed in the first two verses clearly
reflect some actual historical event ; but we are unable to find in the
Old Testament any data whereby this can be identified. When,
however, one considers that, dating from the beginning of the monarchy
.to its disappearance, a period of, roughly, four centuries is covered in
the comparatively short Biblical record, many events must have
happened of which we have no details. The two or three Aramaisms
which occur in the psalm are no indication of date ; they could have
been inserted at any time. As to the contention of some commentators
that the psalm is Maccabrean, we can only suggest that some little
attention should be paid to Jewish history during the last two preChristian centuries.
The metre, with the exception of vv. 5, 7, 8, 12, is 3: 3; these are,
respectively, 2: 2: 2, 3: 3 : 3, 2: 2: 3, 3 : 3 : 3.
x. Why do the nations rage,
and the peoples imagine a vain thing?
The kings of the earth O conspire
0
together ,
and the princes take joint counsel
Against Yahweh and sgainst his anointed :
3. "Let us tear their bands asunder,
andletuscastawayfromustheircords."
4. He that abideth in the heavens 0
laugheth,
Yahweh O doth have them in derision;
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·6.
7.
8.
9.
Jo.
u.
Ja.

then shall he speak
unto them in his wrath,
and in his fierce anger terrify them :
"Yea, I have set up my king
on Zion my holy hill I"
I will speak concerning Yahweh'a decree:
He said unto me: "My son art thou; this day have I begotten thee;
Ask, and I will give
nations for thine inheritance,
And for thy possession the ends of the earth ;
Thou ahalt break them with a. rod of and dash them in pieces like a potter'a
vessel I "
iron,
And now, 0 ye kings, be wise;
be instructed ,0 ye judges of the earth;
Serve Yahweh in fear,
• and with trembling kiss his feet•,
Lest he be angry, and ye perish in the
for his wrath may soon be kindled.
way,
0 the blessedness of all that seek refuge in him I

Te:&t-aitieal Not,u
a. Read !\'.!!')?~~ (cp. Pa. 83 1) for :C~~J?\ ".set themselves". 4. Read,
with many MSS., ·n,n, for '~"1~, "my Lord". 8. ,Om. ,~,~. "from_ me",
for the rhythm'a aake. n. Read, 'with Bertholet, n1'}'7:J
lli?'i"~1 for
-,~-:,p~~ i11¥i,i ll?'~1 " and rejoice with trembling kiaa aon ••.

''7~"q

1, 2. The psalm opens in a somewhat abrupt manner, and records,
as will be seen from the context (v. 6), the words of a newly enthroned
king. The reason for this unusual beginning is thbt the words express
what was foremost in the mind of this king, napiely, the menace of a confederation of rebellious subject-states who were taking the opportunity
of the advent of a new ruler to assert their independence. The
frequency of this procedure in the history of the ancient eastern
kingdoms is sufficiently well known not to need further illustration.
The mention of nations and peoples, kings and princes, sounds very
imposing to modem Western ears ; but we are dealing with ancient
Oriental modes of speech; we :lind, e.g., in the T~ll el-Amarna tablets
that even the ruler of a mere city is called a king. In the ancient
F:Mt "king" {Hehr. melek) had not the same connotation that it has
now. The reference in our psalm is to such states as Edom, Moab,
Ammon, and the like. The interrogative form with which the psalm
opens is, on the one ·hand, an expression of surprised contempt, but,
on the other, an implicit expression of faith, as the context again
shows. The purpose of these nations was so utterly foolish in view
of the fact that the king against whom their action was directed was
Yahweh's representative, that it could be referred to only by a contemptuous query : Why do the nations rage, and the peoples imagine a
vain thing? The Hebrew word rendered "rage," which occurs here
only (the noun in Ps; 64 2), must, in view of the context, be understood
in the sense of angry feelings, not in that of tumultuous demonstration ;
for the imagining of" a vain thing", together with what is said in the
nex~ verse, points to secret machinations, which had come to the
king's ears. This the king then describes more fully. The slight
emendation of the Hebrew text (following Ps. 83 8), wheteby we read
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conspi,-e together for stand ,up together, is justified both because of the
parallel take counsel together, and also because it gives the requisite
sense ; for standing up together and thereby revealing their purpose,
is just what they would not do ; the conspiracy is as yet only in
preparation. It is because they are conspiring against Yahweh and
against his anointed, that their purpose is so utterly foolish. In those
days, when each people had their own national deity, to attack the
nation was to defy the god. In this case, these peoples had been
subdued by Yahweh, who had thereby shown his power; what folly,
therefore, to contemplate fighting against him and his anointed king.
The implicit faith in God which the king here exhibits will be noted. 3.
Fie then puts into the mouth of the kings and princes the words which
he assumes them to be uttering : Let us tear their bands asunder, and
let us cast away from us their cords ; i.e., they intend to throw off their
state of vassalage under Judah.
It will be noted, in passing, how impossible, in view of what has
been said, a Messianic interpretation of the psalm is. The nations
spoken of have hitherto been subject to Yahweh and to his anointed
king, thereby acknowledging him as their ruler ; but never in Messianic
teaching does such a trait occur; the nations of the world are the
enemies of the Messiah, and never anything else until the Messianic
kingdom is set up. But that by the way. 4. The threat of the
nations calls forth, first, the mockery of Yahweh: He that abideth in
the heavens laugheth ; to our ears. it,sounds irreverent, but anthropomorphic expressions of this kind are inevitable where there is still an undeveloped conception of God. But this is followed by his wrath. 5, 6.
The cause of Yahweh's wrath is that in spite of the fact that it is he
who established the king on the throne, yet it is against Yahweh' s representative that the nations conspire: Yea, I (emphatically expressed in
the Hebrew) have set up my king on Zion my holy hill. These words
the king puts into the mouth of Yahweh; 7. then, addressing the
assembled courtiers again, he says: I will speak concerning Y ahweh's
decree ; he claims to have received a divine oracle. However we may
conceive of the way in which such divine utterances were communicated, there is no sort of doubt that it was believed that to kings
they were vouchsafed (cp. I Sam. n 8 , to Saul; z Sam. 23 2 • 3 , to
David; I Kgs. 3 6, 9Zff·, to Solomon, and elsewhere). 8, 9. The words
of the decree then follow, the king asserting that they had been spoken
to him: He said unto me. That the words which follow were
Messianically interpreted by the early Church is an illustration of the
way in which later thought read a meaning into passages which
originally they did not hav~ (cp., e.g., Isa. 7u in Matth. 1 18- 23, Gal.
417, Hehr. 1 8 tt., and elsewhere). My son art thou; in the ancient
East the belief in the divine origin of the king was widespread.
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Numerous illustrations could be given, did space permit; but it is
more to the purpose to show that a similar belief was held by the
people of Israel. Nothing could be more pointed than the words put
into the mouth of Yahweh by the prophet Nathan; they are spoken
to David in reference to Solomon : '! I will establish the throne of his
kingdom for ever; I will be his father, and he shall be my son."
Similarly, in reference to David it is said in Ps. 89 26• 27 : "He shall
call ~e, ' My father art thou . . .', yea, I have made him my firstbom,
most high among kings of the earth.'' In its origin the divine sonship
of the king was conceived of in a literal sense ; but this was utterly
alien to Hebrew thought, where the idea is purely that of adoption ;
on the enthronement of the king Yahweh adopted him as his son.
This is .fully brought out by the words which follow in the psalm :
this day have I begotten thee ; " this day " is the day of the king's
enthronement. He is to have nations for his inheritance, and the ends
of the earth for his possession ; this is in the Oriental poetical style,
similarly as in Ps. 72 8 • The destruction of the peoples, 9, is again not
intended literally, as the words which follow show. Here the king
speaks again in his own name, 10-12: And now, 0 ye kings, be wise;
be instructed, 0 ye judges of the earth ; these words express, of course,
the royal wish, for obviously they could not have been addressed
directly to the kings and judges who were busy conspiring together.
By the words Serve Yahweh in fear, are meant, " Be subject to me,"
i:e., Yahweh's representative. The text of the second half of this
verse is confessedly difficult ; as it stands, the Hebrew text reads :
"And rejoice with trembling. Kiss the son, lest he be angry .. .'';
read in connexion with their context, and without preconceived notions,
it must be granted that the words raise doubts as to their genuineness.
To begin with ; the metre requires three beats in each half of the
verse, thus :
"Serve Yahweh in fear,

and rejoice with trembling, kiss-son";

"kiss-son" is joined together as one word in the Hebrew. Then it
must be noted that " rejoice with trembling " is an impossible combination according to Hebrew usage ; one has but· to look up the
passages in which these two words, respectively, occur to see the truth
of this. Again, as the text stands, there is no parallelism, which is so
characteristic of the rest of the psalm. And finally, the use of the
Aramaic word for "son" (bar), after the Hebrew, hen, has been used
previously (v. 7), is unprecedented. It is evident that the Versions
did not all have before them the text as it now stands ; the Septuagint
and the Vulgate have, instead of" kiss the son," the rendering, "take
hold of correction"; similarly the Targum. Jerome had the present
text before him, but translated it adorate pure, taking bar in an
adverbial sense from the root barar "to purify". It will thus be seen
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that there is every justification for emending the text ; we are indebted
to Bertholet 1 for the rendering : " and with trembling kiss his feet ",
which involves but little alteration of the text. The phrase " to kiss
the feet" means to acknowledge subjugation, cp. Isa. 49119, Ps. 729 ,
Mic. 717, and occurs in Egyptian and Babylonian documents. In
the final verse of our psalm, Lest he be angry • • . , refers therefore as
we should expect, to Yahweh. The final words, 0 the blessedness of
all that seek refuge in him, held by some commentators to be a later
addition, make an extremely appropriate conclusion to the psalm, since
they are uttered in reference both to the king and to the nations who
have been adjured to "be wise".

Religious Teaching
The conception of God portrayed in this psalm does not reach the
same high level as that of so many other psalms. There are some oldworld ideas expressed which betray a somewhat undeveloped apprehension of the Divine Personality. Anthropomorphisms do not, it is
true, necessarily denote primitive conceptions, as they may be, and
often are, in the Old Testament, figurative expressions ; but in this
psalm the references to the Almighty are somewhat crude. At the
same time, it must be recognized that belief in God, and trust in his
power, appear prominently. Moreover, the thought of God adopting
the king as his son, so different in conception from the similar belief
among other nations of antiquity, witnesses at any rate to a far higher
religious stage among the Hebrews.

PSALM 3
THIS beautiful little psalm tells of one who is in grave danger from
the malice of enemies ; the cause of their animosity is not indicated ;
but from their mocking words: " No help for thee in thy God I " we
may gather- that religious differences were largely in question. This
is substantiated by the psalmist's superb faith in God, through whose
protection he feels perfectly safe from his enemies, who are also the
enemies of God.
In the title the psalm is attributed to David, and is brought into
connexion with the narrative contained in :2 Sam. 15; but this cannot
be taken seriously ; when one reads this narrative the conviction is
forced upon one that varioua traits would necessarily have been reflected
1
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in the psalm had there been any connexion between the two. There
is not sufficient reason to deny a pre-exilic date to the psalm, but
anything more precise cannot be postulated, as indications in the psalm
itself are wanting.
The metre is mainly 3: 3, but in vv. 3, 7, 8, we have, respectively,
2: 2: 3, 2: 2: 3 : 3, and 2: 2.
1. A Psalm. David's; when he fled from the face of Absa/om his son. (But see 2 Sam.
1831 - 33 .)
I (2). Yahweh, how many are mine
adversaries,
many are they that rise up against me ;
2 (3). Many are they which say to my
" No help O for thee 0 0 in thy God 0 I "
soul:
Selah.
But thou, Yahweh,
art a shield about me,
My glory, and the lifter-up of my head.
4 (5). With my voice unto Yahweh do I and he answereth me from his holy hill.
cry,
Selah.
I awoke, for Yahweh sustaineth me. ·
5 (6). I laid me down and slept,
6 (7). I have no fear of ten thousands of that set themselves against me round
people
about.
7 (8).
Arise, Yahweh,
save me, my God;
For thou dost smite all mine enemies
on the cheek-bone,
thou dost break the teeth of the wicked.
To Yahweh belongeth help,
8 (9).
upon thy people be thy blessing. Selah.

Text-critical Notes

a. Read, with S, ';f~ for ~~ " for him ".

c,r,1,H;ii " in God ".

Read, with S,

'\'J',i;t,Hi

for

r, 2. The psalmist gives no indication as to the cause of the
perilous position in which he finds himself ; but as to a friend he
pours out his heart to Yahweh, telling him of the many adversaries
who rise up against him, and of their wicked words: No help for thee
in thy God, which they say to his soul, a Hebrew way of expressing the
individual self. 3, 4. But he sees how foolish is the threat of his
enemies, for he knows him in whom he trusts : But thou, Yahweh, art
a shield about me, so that the missiles cast at him, whether literal, or
slanderous words, fall harmless to the ground ; for he knows that
Yahweh is his glory, or " honour," and the lifter-up of his head. 4.
This implicit faith is unshakeable, for his happy experience is that
whenever he lifts up his voice and cries unto Yahweh, he answereth me
from his holy hill. By the "holy hill" is meant Zion (cp. Ps. 2 6).
5, 6. His sublime faith in the ever-watchful care of Yahweh over him
night and day he expresses further in words, the simple beauty of
which is very inspiring : I laid me doom and slept, implying a conviction
of the loving presence during the hours of darkness ; I awoke, for
Yonweh sustaineth me; his first thought on awakening is of Yahweh.
That inspires him with fearless courage, come what may : I hmJe no
fear of ten thousands of people that set themselves against me round about.
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7, 8. The note of triumphant faith peals out in the final words: Arise,
Yahweh, save me, my God, is an exclamation denoting the psalmist's
affirmation of trust, rather than in the nature of an appeal ; this is
evident from the statement of Yahweh's action in the words which
follow ; the smiting on the cheek-bone is not elsewhere imputed to
Yahweh (cp. 1 Kgs. 22 24, Job 1610), but for the thought of Yahweh
/Jreaking the teeth of the wicked, cp. Ps. 586 ; distasteful as such
anthropomorphic expressions sound to our ears, it must be remembered
that when uttered by spiritually-minded men like our psalmist, they
are used figuratively. In the closing words the psalmist identifies
himself with his people, attributing help to Yahweh, and calling for his
blessing upon his people. It is unnecessary to regard these words, as
some commentators do, as a later liturgical addition.
Religious Teaching
This has been brought out in the exegetical notes. It needs but
to be added that for the expression of sublime trust in God this psalm
is not surpassed in the Psalter.

PSALM 4
THE variety of ways in which this psalm is explained by commentators
witnesses to the difficulty of interpreting it. This difficulty arises
largely owing to the fact that references to persons and events occur
without any clear indication as to who the persons are, and what events
are in question. The interpretation which we have to offer differs in
some particulars from those of other commentators ; it may, or may
not, be the right one ; but we venture to hope that it will be found to
explain the various obscurities. For its justification we must refer to
the exegetical notes. But our interpretation is, briefly, as follows:
Owing to the failure of the harvest, the people, or a large section of
them, are disheartened and discontented ; they not only blame Yahweh
for this, but even tum, in consequence, to the worship of another god.
The psalmist, firm in his trust in God, in spite of all, is mocked for
his belief and faithfulness. He reproves the people for their unstable
belief, testifying from his own experience that God always helps in
time of need. His prayer on behalf of the wavering people, implied
in the opening words of the psalm, is seen to be answered by what he
says in the concluding verse.
There is no sufficient reason for doubting that the psalm belo~gs
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to pre-exilic times ; but it is not possible to assign a more exact date,
as indications are wanting.
The second half of v. 1 has three beats to each half-line; in the
rest of the psalm we have indicated the metre as 2 : 2 : 2 : 2, which
may, however, also be denoted as 4: 4.
For the Precentor : With stringed instruments. A Psalm. DatJid'1.
When I cry, answer me,
0 God of my righteousness ;
When I was in trouble thou didst set be gracious unto me, and hear my
me at large ;
prayer.
0 ye sons of men, how long
shall my glory be for dishonour ?
Ye love vanity,
Ye seek falsehood. Selah.
But know that Yahweh
did wondrously show his mercy to me
Yahweh O doth hear me 0
when I call unto him.
Be perturbed, but sin not ;
4 (5).
Commune with your heart
on your couch, and be silent. Selah.
Bring righteous offerings,
5 (6).
and trust in Yahweh.
Many say:
Who showeth us good ?
' Departed from us
is the light of his countenance I " 0
· Yahweh O hath given
7 (8).
joy in my heart,
0
greater than ° when their corn
and their wine were abundant.
Altogether in peace
8 (9).
will I lie down and sleep ;
For thou, Yahweh, 0
makest me to dwell in safety.
I.

J

(:z).

O

;

Text-critical Notet

..i79;:,·,~

3. Read ,7-i~O n'),,-1''.
~1'1~ for the present Hehr. text: " But.know
that _Yahweh bath set apart a godly one to him". Read, with G, '~i~o/~ for
l'QW~ " he heareth ". 6. Read, with Gunkel:
.
: ,,~~ "1iH
0~
7. Add i11il" from the previous verse. Lit. "more than at the time". 8. Orn.
"alone", for the rhythm's sake.

~J":i'~:-.?

"'11:.-~

1. At a time of distress the psalmist appeals to Yahweh, addressing
him as God of my righteousness, by which is meant that whatever
righteousness there· is in the heart .of the psalmist is from God. His
present appeal is prompted by the experience of divine mercy in the
past : When I was in trouble thou didst set me at large ; the force of
these words is difficult to bring out adequately in translation ; the
root-idea of " in trouble " is that of restriction, or of being hemmed
in, so that there is much significance in this being followed by " thou
didst set me at large ". The psalmist, then, recalls this act of divine
mercy in the past, and in the strength of it now pleads, be gracious
unto me, and hear my prayer. What is the purport of his prayer ?
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That is just where, at first sight, this psalm is so puzzling. 2. Instead
of saying what he is praying for, thereby continuing to address his
words to God, which is what would naturally be expected, the psalmist
suddenly puts a question to the more influential class of men, as the
expression beni 'is implies, saying : 0 ye sons of men, how long shall my
glory be for dishonour? The point here is that these men had scoffed
at his trust in Yahweh in which he had gloried; hence they had
turned his glory to shame, from their point of view. They, on the
other hand, had forsaken the worship of Yahweh, and had been guilty
of idolatry: Ye love vanity, lit. "emptiness," ye seek falsehood (kazab),
a word used in reference to false worship in Am. z4, Hos. 713, u 12 (12 1 ),
cp. Isa. 44 20, Ps. 40'. 3. In contrast to this, the psalmist bids them
take knowledge that Yahweh had shown his mercy to him in wondrous
wise, in reference to what he had said in v. 1, and that Yahweh doth
hear me when I call unto him, implying that he will do the same for them.
He grants that they have reason to be worried-he explains· why
later : 4. Be perturbed, but that is no excuse for their sin of turning
from Yahweh; let them think out the matter for themselves, Commune
with your heart on your couch, and be silent, i.e., from calling upon some
other god; let them be faithful in their duty to Yahweh: 5. Bring
righteous offerings, and trust in Yahweh. 6. Then he quotes their
words, describing their lack of faith in Yahweh: Who showeth us good?
Departed from us is the light of his countenance ; they think that they
have been forsaken by Yahweh. 7. Then, at long last, the psalmist
reveals what is the raison d' itre of the whole psalm ; through his faith
Yahweh hath given joy in my heart, which is greater than all the
satisfaction they had enjoyed at former harvests, when their corn and
their wine were abundant ; here we have the explanation of all that has
gone before : there has been a bad harvest, in consequence of which the
people had lost their faith in Yahweh, and had looked to some other
god, no doubt Baal, for help ; we are reminded of the words of the
prophet : " But she did not know that it was I that gave her the corn,
and the wine, and the oil, and gave her much silver and gold which
she made (into an image of) Baal" (Hos. 2 8). The psalmist, by his
magnificent faith in God, even when times were distressful, sets an example to his people ; and his final words of peaceful repose suggest that
his example was not in vain. It is, we hope, not fanciful to see in
these closing words the answer to the prayer uttered at the opening
of the psalm: When I cry, answer me, 0 God of my righteousness.
Religious Teaching
Apart from the earnest faith in God in time of distress which is
characteristic of all the psalmists, there is one element in this psalm
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which rarely, if ever, finds expression elsewhere in •the Psalter.
Written at a time when there was famine, or at any rate shortage of
food, in the land owing to a bad harvest, the psalmist glories in the
spiritual satisfaction of joy within him through his love and faithfulness
to God ; compared with this, material wants do not trouble him. He
recognizes, of course, that men need food and drink ; but he knows
that the Giver of all good gifts will supply all that is needful : " Thou,
Yahweh, makest me to dwell in safety.'' With him it is first things
first; it is the victory of the spiritual over the material. We are
reminded of the gracious words: "Your heavenly Father knoweth
that ye have need of all these things ; but seek ye first his kingdom,
and his righteousness ; and all these things sbaU be added unto you "
(Matth. 632, 33).

PSALMS
WE have here the prayer of a faithful servant of Yahweh, uttered
during the offering of the morning sacrifice ; the ceremonial for this
is described in Exod. 29 39, ,o, Lev. 6u-is (in the Hebrew 65- 11), Num.
28"'- 7• The psalmist is menaced by many enemies, but he nowhere
gives any indication of the cause of their enmity ; they are evidently
men of his own race, for, had they been Gentiles, the fact would have
been brought out. On the whole subject of the frequent mention of
the enemies of the psalmists, see above, Chap. VIII.
One cannot but recognize that the psalmist's prayer suffers interruptions because his mind is so full of the thoughts of his enemies ;
this occasions a certain incongruity ; but the simple-hearted way in
which the alternations are uttered is an interesting illustration of the
unrestrained outpouring of one who has experienced the love of God
in full measure, and feels that he can unburden his heart as to a
friend. The psalm is difficult to date, but the type of the enemies
suggests that it is post-exilic.

The metre is 3:
r.
I
2

2

throughout.

For the Precentor : To the Nel,iloth. A Psalm. David's.
consider my musing ;

(2,). Give heed to my words, Yahweh,
(3). Hearken unto the sound of my

cry,
For to thee do I pray O at morn,
At morn I make ready for thee,
4 (5). For thou delightest O not in wickedness,.

S (6). The arrogant stand not up

my King, and my God;
3 (4). mayest
thou hear my voice ;
and watch O for thee. 0
an evil man sojoumeth not with thee ;
before thine eyes ;
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Thou hatest all workers of
iniquity,
The man of blood and deceit
7 (8). As for me, because of the greatness of thy love,
I worship in thy holy temple
8 (9). Yahweh, lead me in thy righteous-
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6 (7). • all • them that speak lies ;
0
thou dost abhor, 0 Yahweh.
I enter thy house,
in the fear of thee.

because of mine adversaries,
ness;
Make straight before me thy way.
9 (10). For there is no understanding O in
their mouth 0 ,
their inward part is destruction,
An open sepulchre is their throat, they make smooth their tongue.
may they fall through their own
10 (n). Hold thou them guilty, 0 God,
plannings,
Because of the multitude of their
for they have rebelled against thee.
transgressions repel them,
n (12). But let them that trust in thee
rejoice,
let them ever shout for joy,
0
And let them continually exult
all that love thy name.
in thee,
12 (13). For thou dost bless the righteous
Yahweh, with peace,
man,
And dost cover him as with a
dost crown him with favour. 0
shield,

Text-critical Notes
and place the stop after
for the rhythm's sake. 3. Add
for the rhythm's sake. 4. Om., with many MSS., 'I;,~, " God ". 6. Orn.
,~~ for the rhythm's sake; insert -1,f with. G. Read :l~J:,1;1 for ::::l"l?,';I",.
"he abhorreth ". 9. Read, with the Versions, ic,p~ for l\n'Q~, "in his
mouth". n, u. The text is here clearly out of order, and there is no metrical
arrangement as it stands ; read, with several commentators : L

:z. Orn.

'If''.?~

-in:n,

n,n,

: -;ip~ -~vt-1-,;
t:ii~lti · n1n~
: ll!J7J?:V l!I l'i:si

,,~r;t

;i::;i ~:S?:\'"-1

i''i~ iJ-:t;i.r-i · nr;,~~
n~;?~ ,,7i 'iJtiQ1
On the difficult and uncertain meaning of the expression "To the
Nehiloth " in the title, see pp. 11 ff.
1-3. The prayer which the psalmist addresses to Yahweh is
described in a threefold manner: Give heed to my words, in reference
to the content of the prayer: · consider my musing, referring to the
thoughts which have prompted the words, cp. Ps. 39 3 , at first mentally
expressed ; the prayer is then uttered aloud : Hearken unto the sound
of my cry. For the address to Yahweh as my King and my God, cp.
Ps. 444, 68 24, 74 12 , 843 • The prayer is offered at morn, cp. Ps. 88 13,
and that it was uttered during the offering of the daily morning
sacrifice is made clear by the expression I make ready ; this is a
technical sacrificial term, meaning lit. " to set in order ", in reference
to the wood for the fire to burn the sacrifice (cp. Gen. 229, I Kgs. 18 38,
the term is also used in Lev. 1 8, 12 , 6 12 [6 5 in Hebrew]); its use here
suggests that the psalmist was a priest, for the term is used in connexion with priestly functions. The sacrifice, during which the
prayer was said, would natv.rally be thought to make the prayer more
efficacious, for sacrifice was in the nature of inviting the divine
presence; hence the psalmist's words that he watches for Yahweh (cp.
K
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Isa. 21 8, Mic. 7 7). 4-6. The prayer is interrupted here, for the
psalmist's mind is so full of the thoughts of his enemies-because of
whose menacing attitude he utters his prayer-that he breaks off in
order to open his heart to God about them. That these enemies are
men of his own race is shown by the way in which the psalmist
repudiates the idea of their coming to worship, a thing which would
not be contemplated in the case of Gentiles : the arrogant stand not up
before thine eyes, i.e., do not present themselves in the presence of God
{cp. Josh. 241, 1 Sam. 10 19, Zech. 66). The type of these enemies is
of the worst kind ; they are arrogant, workers of iniquity, they speak lies,
are men of blood, and full of deceit, all terms occurring in other psalms
in describing other psalmists' enemies of a similar type. Such Yahweh
doth abhor. 7. In contrast to these the psalmist says of himself that
owing to the greatness of God's love (?used) for him, he is enabled to
enter his house, and, in holy fear of him, to worship in his holy temple.
8-10. The psalmist then takes up his prayer again: Yahweh, lead me
in thy righteousness, lest his adversaries should tempt him into wrong
ways ; and he adds : Make straight before me thy way, in order that he
may see clearly how he ought to walk. But the thought of his
adversaries again predominates, and the bitter things said about them
can be justified only because they are reckoned as God's enemies:
they have rebelled against thee. n, 12. More edifying is the final part
of the prayer ; the text in. these V<?rses has suffered in transcription,
for the order of the clauses is not quite logical, and the metre, which
is regular in the rest of the psalm, disappears here. For the rendering
given above we are largely indebted to several commentators ; it will
be seen that it reads smoothly, and the metre conforms to that of the
rest of the psalm. The passage is the most beautiful part of the
psalm. The psalmist prays both for himself and for those like-minded
with him, that they who trust in God may rejoice ; artd closes with an
affirmation of faith : God does bless the righteous man with peace, and
cover him as with a shield, the word used is that of the large shield
which covers the whole body, and crown him with favour (cp. Ps. 103').

Religious Teaching
This has been sufficiently dealt with in the exegetical notes.

PSALM 6
THE psalm presents us with a picture, one of the most vivid of its
kind in the Psalter, of a sufferer prostrate on his bed of sickness. So
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severe is the nature of his malady that a fatal outcome is contemplated.
That the psalmist conceives his suffering to be inflicted because of sin
is evident from his mention of the divine wrath. Towards the end of
the psalm reference is made to the sufferer's adversaries; but, as in so
many other psalms of a like nature, it is not said who they are or why
they are envenomed against him. The sudden change from plaintive
grief to the triumphant denunciation of his enemies, together with the
declaration that God has heard his prayer, suggests that the last three
verses may have been added a little later, but by the same writer.
As to the date, the pronounced sense of sin points to the postexilic period ; but a more exact indication of date is not possible.
The metre is 3: 3, with the exception of oo. 2, 4, 8; in the first
half of each of these it is 2 : 2, the second half having again three beats.
For the Precentor: With stringed instruments. On the eighth. A Psalm. David's.
and in thine indignation chasten me
anger,
not.
2 (3).
Have mercy on me, Yahweh,
for I am withered away,
Heal me, 0 for my bones O are dried up. 0
3 (4). My soul is greatly .terrified,
but thou, Yahweh, how long?
4 (5).
Tum thee, Yahweh,
deliver my soul,
Save me for thy lovingkindness' sake.
5 (6). For in death there is no remem- in Sheol who will give thanks unto
brance of thee,
thee ?
6 (7). I am weary with my sighing; 0
I flood my couch every night,
with my tears I deluge
my resting-place.
7 (8). Mine eye wasteth away for grief,
groweth weak O because of all O O my
distress•.
8 (9).
Depart from me,
all ye worken of iniquity,
For Yahweh hath heard the sound of my weeping;
9 (10). Yahweh bath heard my supplication,
Yahweh hath accepted my prayer.
O
10 (n). Let all mine enemies
be greatly
let them tum away and be put to shame
terrified,
suddenly.
1.

1 (2). Yahweh, rebuke me not in thine

Text-critical N otu
:z. Om., with G, n,n, for the rhythm'• 118ke. Read, with Perles (Analmni ii.
51 £), :i,~:; for ii.1,i:r?,, " arc terrified ". 6. Some part of the text seems to have

fallen out here. 7. Read, w~th S, '"?~!:;: for '"?~'t, "in all". Resd, f~r the better
parallelism, '~J for '17'~• "mine adversariea ". 10. Orn. :i~~ for the
rhythm's sake: the word oc:cun in the next half-line.

1

For the meaning of the expressions used in the title, see above,
pp.

II, 12,

The psalmist's pleading that God's anger may not crush him is
an implicit confession of sin, cp. Ps. 381 • 2. He cries for mercy, for
the sickness from which he is suffering has left his body in an
emaciated state ; in somewhat exaggerated language he cries, J am
withered away, and speaks of his bones as being dried up; for this
latter expression cp. Ezek. 37 11 ; it is an emendation of the Hebrew
" terrified ", which can hardly be used in reference to bones, and the
1.
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word occurs immediately after, 3. My soul is greatly terrified. The
pitiful mental condition of the sufferer is poignantly expressed in the
unfinished exclamation, how long? It can refer either to Yahweh's
anger-how long will it last ?-or to the sufferer's sickness; probably
both are included. That his sickness is a punishment for sin is not
definitely stated, but it is implied in the petition, 4. Turn thee-i.e.,
from thy wrath-Yahweh, and in the appeal : Save me for thy lovingkindness' sake. 5. His sickness has brought him near to death, and
here we get one of the most pointed illustrations in the Psalter of an
undeveloped belief in the Hereafter : For in death there is no remembrance of thee, in Sheol who will give thanks unto thee? Cp. Ps. 309 ,
88 10- 12, n5 17 (see further pp. 88ff.). 6. In what follows: Jam weary
with my sighing, something seems to have fallen out of the text, cp. Ps.
69 3 • The tendency to exaggeration, already noted, comes out again
in what the psalmist says about the abundant outpouring of his tears,
and 7. of the consequent effect on his eyes; but such modes of
expression come naturally to the Oriental. 8-10. The very sudden
change of subject iri the concluding verses reads strangely, for they
deal with the workers of iniquity, who are bidden to depart from the
presence of the sufferer, the reason given being that Yahweh hath
heard the sound of my weeping . • • It may, of course, be inferred that
the thought of these sinners, all mine enemies, was at the back of the
psalmist's mind in his utterances in the earlier part of the psalm.
This is possible, but his entire silence on the subject hitherto does not
support this; it seems more likely that these concluding verses (8-10)
were added by the psalmist to his psalm at a subsequent period, when,
having recovered from his sickness, through the mercy of Yahweh, he
could stand forth as his forgiven servant, and denounce all those who
were unfaithful to the God of their fathers.
Religious Teaching
Of high importance in this psalm is the teaching on the doctrine
of sin. The sense of sin, though not explicitly enunciated, is very
evidently implied; there is, first, the recognition of sinfulness, for sin
calls forth the divine anger ; then there is the truly penitential spirit
which throws itself upon the mercy of God, and weeps in sorrow for
sin ; and, finally, the assurance of forgiveness, expressed by trust in
God's lovingkindness. It is the first of the seven penitential psalms
of the Church.
Of a negative character is the teaching concerning the After-life.
The Sheol doctrine is the normal belief in the psalms, with but few
exceptions. On the whole subject, see pp. 88 ff.
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PSALM 7
THIS psalm must be described as one of the less inspiring in the
Psalter. It gives a vivid picture of the hatred engendered by religious
strife, a hatred which is mutual. The self-righteousness of the
psalmist is very different from the humble-mindedness so characteristic
of most of the psalm-writers. The sudden introduction of the
eschatological scene in vv. 6--10 comes in strangely, and may possibly
not be part of the original psalm. Much use is made of earlier
psalms, which may in part account for the irregularity of the metre.
The text has suffered in some verses, though it would appear that
here and there unnecessary emendations are made by some commentators.
The date is probably that of the Greek period.
1.

Biggaion. Damd's, which he sang to Yahweh because of the words of Kush the
Benjamite.
(:2).

Yahweh, my God,
in thee do I tnist ;
save me O from my persecutor O , and deliver me,
:2 (3). Lest he tear my soul like a lion,
rending, and none delivereth.
3 (4).
Yahweh, my God,
if I have done this,
if there be iniquity in my hands,
4 (5). If I had requited evil to him that -but I delivered him that was without
was at peace with me,
cause mine adversaryS (6). Then let the enemy persecute my O and let him tread down my life to the
soul,
ground,
and lay my glory in the dust. Selah.
6 (7). Arise, Yahweh, in thy wrath,
lift up thyself against the rage of mine
adversaries,
awake, my God, for judgement O ;
7 (8). And let the assembly of O the and over it O be thou seated O in the
gods O encompass thee,
height.
8 (9). Yahweh judgeth the peoples;
jud~ me, Yahweh, according to my
righteousness,
and according to mine integrity O reward me O •
9 (10). May the O wickedness O of the
0
wicked O come to an end 0 ,
and may righteousness be established,°
For he that trieth the hearts and
is a righteous God.
reins
10 !u). "My shield is with God,
who saveth the upright of heart.
yea, a God that hath indignation every
II (u.). Godjudgeth the righteous,
day;
.
u (13). If he tum not, he will whet his he bath bent his bow, and made it
ready;
sword,
13 (14). For him hath he prepared the
instruments of death,
he maketh his arrows fiery shafts.
14 (15).
Behold I
He trsvaileth with iniquity,
he conceiveth mischief,
lie bringeth forth falsehood.
15 (16). He dug a pit, and burrowed it out,
and is fallen into the hole he made.
16 (17). His mischief shall return upon and upon his crown shall his violence
his own head
descend.
17 (18). I will give thanks to Yahweh and I will sing praise to the name of
according to his righteousness,
Yahweh Most High.
I
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Text-critical Notes
Read •~i'itl, in view of the. context, for '!,;)1",-',~~. •• from all my
persecutors".
The Hebrew adds ~W~1, "and let him overtake", in reference
to " my soul " ; we have tentatively omitted it because it overloads the half-line.
6. Orn.~,~~. " thou haat commanded ", for the rhythm's sake. 7. Read (cp.
context) c•r:)',~_(Ps. 82 1 ) for
"peoples". Read, with several commentators,
n::;,.;:i for -~~tz,, "return". 8. Read, with Kittel, •~1:;,?;)' for ''t'• "upon me".
9. Read '17'1 for 1''1, .. wick~". Read -,~'. for -ii;,~\. Read, with Jerome (et
conjinnetur jumtia), Min';t lJi::ir:,1 (Gunkel), for i'''=t~ l~i:::,r;iit, " and mayest thou
eatablish the righteous man",
l,

5.

c•~~7,

For the title see pp. 12 ff.
1, 2. The psalmist prays for deliverance from his persecutor ; the
context shows that we must read the singular here ; his savage fierceness is compared with that of a lion ; my soul is, as often elsewhere,
used of the individual self. 3-5. A protestation of innocence follows:
if I have done this, i.e., the evil which is then described, the psalmist
is ready to suffer at the hands of his persecutor. 6. He therefore
calls upon God to arise in his wrath for the judgement of his adversaries ;
here the plural is used, showing that his particular adversary is one of
many. In praying that Yahweh will arise for judgement, the thought
of the psalmist is directed to the final Judgement, which is developed
in 6-10, where the Almighty is pictured as seated on his throne above,
and surrounded by the host of heaven ; before that tribunal Yahweh
judgeth the peoples ; then may wickedness come to end, and righteousness
be established. That the psalmist should here speak of the peoples, on
the one hand, and of himself individually, on the other, certainly
reads strangely ; it is difficult to believe that the text is in order ;
indeed, it may well be, as a number of commentators contend, that
vv. 6-10 belonged originally to another psalm. II ff. follow logically
after v. 5; God judgeth the righteous, the psalmist is referring to
himself and to those like-minded with him ; opposed to him is his
enemy, and here again a particular individual is referred to ; against
him God hath indignation every day; in what follows, 12, 13, we have
an illustration of the way in which a psalmist, in the bitterness of
wrath against his enemy, becomes guilty of imputing to Yahweh action
which is wholly human, and therefore altogether unseemly. No
doubt the words are figuratively intended ; but they are, none the
less, distasteful. It is in reference to the wicked man that it is said:
If he turn not, he-i.e., Yahweh-will whet his sword, as though Yahweh
were a human warrior; he hath bent his bow and made it ready, just in
the way that men prepare to meet their enemies. Sword and bow
are the instruments of death, especially as in this case the arrows are
fiery shafts, elsewhere equivalent to lightning (Ps. 18 14), which strike
a man dead on the spot. This fate of the wicked man the psalmist
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feels justified in envisaging because of the innate wickedness of the
former. He then goes on, 14, to describe the origin and full development of the ungodly man's wickedness; it must be confessed that the
comparison here with a woman in childbirth is extremely distasteful ;
allowance must, however, be made for the Oriental's wa~t of delicacy,
according to Western standards. Figurative language of a harmless
character is used by the psalmist when he says of the wicked man, I 5,
that He dug a pit, and burrowed it out, just as a hunter does in order to
entrap his prey ; this is in reference to libellous accusations, the
untruth of which recoils upon the head of the false accuser: His
mischief shall return upon his own head, and upon his crown shall his
violence descend. Retribution having thus fallen upon the psalmist's
enemy, thanksgiving and praise are offered to Yahweh : I will give
thanks to Yahweh . . . and will sing praise to the name of Yahweh
Most High. From these concluding words we may gather that the
psalmist's rectitude in the sight of God was vindicated.
The subject-matter of .the psalm does not offer material for a
section on religious teaching.

PSALM 8
THIS psalm, one of the most inspiring in the whole of the Psalter,
was written by one who was both a poet, a devout servant of God,
and a believer in man, whether as a child or as the lord over created
things.
All too short as this beautiful little psalm is, it contains teaching
and subject-matter for thought which are truly great. Brief reference
is made to these below, but in a commentary it is hardly possible to
do justice to the fulness of its content, as this would require more
space than can here be devoted to it. Of the pre-exilic date of this
psalm we are convinced, in spite of the arguments of some commentators.
The metre is very interesting ; it is indicated in the translation ;
the short lines have two beats, the rest either 3 or 3 : 3.
I.

I

(2).

2

(3).

For the Precentor : On the Gittith. A Psalm. David's.
Yahweh, our Lord,
how excellent is thy name
in all the earth I
0
Thou hast set O thy glory above the heavens,
From the mouth of children °
dost thou establish strength,
.
because of thine adversaries,
To still the c:.nemy and the rebellious.
When I behold thy heavens,
the work of thy fingers,
The moon and the stars which thou hast prepared,O

0
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4 (5). What is man that thou shouldest
think of him,
5 (6). Thou madest him a little lower

8
or the son of man, that thou shouldest
give heed to him ?
and dost crown him with glory and
honour;

than gods,
6 (7). Thou makest him to have dominion
over the works of thine hands,
all things thou hast put under his feet,
7 (8). Sheep and oxen, all of them,
and also the beasts of the field,
Birds of the heavens,
8 (9).
and the fish of the sea,
All that passeth through the paths of O the waters 0 •
Yahweh, our Lord,
·
9 (10).
how excellent is thy name
in all the earth.

Text-criti&al Notu
M~, "set". :i. Om. C'ii1\1, "and .•ucklinga"
(=C'_,7,,), which overloads the half-line. Read, with Duhm, CQii't;,~:i for
Cj~,.J:'11;)~, "and the avenger ", cp. Ps. 17 7 • 8. Read, with Jerome, C~!;I for
1.'L: ~ead

t:l"r,~, " seas

nt;,i:,~ for

11
..

I, 2. In simple, but beautiful, words the psalmist raises his voice
in praise to Yahweh, our Lord ('Adon), whose name is excellent in all
the earth ; very pointed is " our Lord " ; the psalmist stands there in
solitude, but unites with himself his people. The name is identified
with Yahweh, as in Ps. 148 18 ; his work of creation is seen in all the
earth, and men see the excellence of the work of the Creator though
they cannot apprehend the Creator himself. Not merely the earth, but
the heavens are of Yahweh's creation, and above them his glory abides
(cp. Ps. n3'). Even children witness to the glory of Yahweh, thereby
silencing his enemies and those who are rebellious against him ; in that
sense the children exhibit divinely-gi~en strength ; the Hebrew text is,
however, somewhat uncertain. 3-8. It is at eventide that the psalmist
gazes up at the illimitable expanse of the heavens with the mysterious
glory of the moon, and studded with stars ; and an overpowering sense
of the greatness and might of God takes hold of him. With holy selfcontempt at the thought of the insignificance of humanity in the sight
of God, he cries : What is man that thou shouldest think of him • . . ?
And yet-and here the psalmist is implicitly uttering praise and
thanksgiving to God-it had seemed good to the Almighty to create
man in wondrous fashion : Thou madest him a Httle lower than gods
(cp. Gen. 1 27 ), thereby crowning him with glory and honour; it must
be noted that the mention of gods here in no way impugns monotheistic
belief; according to ancient Hebrew belief, the assembly of the gods,
or the heavenly host, were wholly subordinate to, and of entirely
different nature from, Yahweh (cp. Ps. 7 7, 82 1); they were conceived
of as angelic beings-i.e., as the messengers of God who carried out

his will.
The honour and glory with which Yahweh has deigned to crown
man are then described by the psalmist : Thou makest him to have
dominion ooer the works of thine hands . . . , evidently an echo of
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Gen. 1 26 , 2 19, 20 slightly developed. The repetition of the opening
words of praise makes a fitting and noble -:onclusion to the psalm.
Religious Teaching

The expression of the majesty and glory of God, compressed as it
is in Hebrew into little more than half a dozen words, is wonderfully
impressive. Prompted by the recognition of God's creative power in
contemplating the glorious moon-lit sky, it teaches that one of the
most compelling aids to belief is to observe the world of Nature.
Very appropriately in this connexion does Kittel quote the words of
Kant : " Two things fill the mind with ever~renewed wonder and
reverence the more often and persistently thought is occupied with
them: the star-lit heavens above me, and the moral law within me."
Unique in the Psalter is the teaching that within the hearts of
little children lies enshrined divine strength which has the power to
subdue everything ; the deep significance of this is only realized when
our Lord's words are recalled: "Whosoever shall not receive the
kingdom of God as a little child, he shall in no wise enter therein "
(Mk. 101°, Lk. 1817).
Full of instructive beauty is the twofold thought of man's
insignificance in the sight of God, and yet of man's dignity as God's
highest creation. Of this we refrain from saying more ; it would
require an essay for itself.
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modem commentators are agreed that in their original form
these two psalms constituted a unity. The reasons for this contention
are that in some Hebrew MSS., in the Septuagint and the Vulgate,
and in the other Latin Version of Jerome, they appear as a single
psalm. Pointing in the same direction is the fact that, taken together,
the two psalms form an acrostic ; that in a few cases, especially in Ps.
10, the alphabetical letters are wanting is fully explained by the disorder of the text itself in some of the verses. 'Then it is also to be
noted that the " Selah 11 , which never appears at the end of a psalm,
occurs in 9 20 , showing that this cannot originally have been the end
of the psalm. But the most convincing reason for regarding these
psalms as forming a unity is gained by reading them through without
a break ; there are throughout the same lines of thought, sometimes
identity of expression in the two parts, and the same alternations of
su~ject-matter. Even on 'the assumption that there are here two
distinct psalms, both would have to be assigned to the same writer.
MOST
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The lack of logical sequence may be due to want of care in
transcription ; this may also account for the way in which at one time
foreign enemies are spoken of, at another time enemies among the
people of the land.
The text, especially in the latter part (Ps. 10), is frequently
corrupt ; in many cases where we have ventured to emend the text
the emendation is fairly obvious ; in other cases, while fully realizing
that the text is not in order, we have rendered the Hebrew as it stands
because, however emended, there is much uncertainty as to the
emendation being correct, the attempts made by commentators being
many and various.
It is difficult to believe that, in its present form, the psalm was
used in the temple worship ; it has certainly never appeared in the
Liturgy of the Synagogue. The date is late post-exilic, as indicated
both by the acrostic form and by the contents. The metre, owing to
the reasons given, is very uncertain.
For the Precentor: 'Almuth labben.

l,

(:z). N

A Ptalm. David'1.

0

I will give thanks to thee,° Yahweh,
with all my heart,
N
I will tell of all thy wondrous works.
:z (3). N I will rejoice and exult in thee,
N I will sing praise to thy name, 0
l

Most High.

3 (4). :l
4

(5).

5 (6). )

6 (7).

7 (8).
8 (9). l
9 (10). l
10 (n). l

ll (12).

13 (14).

n

When mine enemies turn
backward,
they stumble and perish before thee.
For thou hast O upheld O my right and my plea,
Thou sateat on the throne
judging righteously.
Thou hast rebuked the nations,
thou haat destroyed the wicked,
their name thou haat blotted out
for ever and ever.
The enemies are come to an end,
0
their remembrance is perished ;
Destructions for ever,
0
Their cities O hast thou rooted out I •
But Yahweh sitteth for ever,
establishing his throne for judgement;
And he judgeth the world in he doth minister judgement to the
righteousness,
peoples with equity,
Yea, Yahweh O is become 0
a .defence for the oppressed,
a defence in times of O trouble O •
And they trust in thee,
they that know thy name,
for thou dost not forsake
them that seek thee, Yahweh.
Sing praise to Yahweh,
who sitteth in Zion,
Declare among the peoples his works.
For he avengeth blood,
he remembereth them,
He doth not forget the cry of the afflicted.
Yahweh O had mercy upon me 0 ,
0
he saw O mine affliction,
0
lifting me O O above 0
the gates of death,
that I may show forth
all thy praises
in the gates of the daughter of Zion ;
I will rejoice in thy salvation.
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The nations are sunk
in the pit they made ;
in the net which they hid
is their foot taken.
Yahweh bath made known
thst he executeth judgement ;
in the work of his hands
is the wicked O ensnared 0 • Higgaion. Selah.
May the wicked O tum away 0
17 (18).
to Sheol,
all the nations thst forget God.
For not for ever
18 (19). :i
shall the needy be forgotten,
nor the hope of the afflicted
perish continuslly.
Arise Yahweh,
19 (20).
let not man prevail,
let the nations be judged before thee.
Give, Yahweh,
20 (21).
0
fear O unto them,
let the nations know
that they are but men. Selah.
Wherefore, Yahweh,
Ps. 10. I, ~
dost thou stand afar ?
0
Thou hidest th.rself O in the times of • trouble 0 •
0
In his pride the wicked
2,
doth hotly pursue the afflicted,
0
he taketh him • in the devices
which O he bath conceived O •
For the wicked boasteth
of his heart's desire,
and the covetous O • • •
The
wicked O contemneth 0 ,
in the pride of his countenance,
Yahweh,
seeketh (him) not;
" There is no God "
are all his ima~gs ;
0
he prospereth in his ways at all times.
5.
Thine ordinances are • far
from his sight•,
all his enemies,-he puffeth at them.
He saith in his heart: "1,-from generation
to generation (I shall
6.
shall not be moved,
be) 0 without harm.•"
7. E)
His mouth is full
of deceits and oppression,
under his tongue
mischief and iniquity ;
8.
He sitteth in ambush in
villages,
in hiding-places, 0 to slay O the innocent,
His eyes are directed against O the poor 0 •
:v
He lurketh in a hiding-place,
9.
like a lion ° in a thicket O,
0
to catch the afflicted 0 ,
•· to draw him O into his net.
10,
He croucheth, he boweth down,
and he falleth by his strong ones O •
II.
He saith in his heart ;
" God bath forgotten,
He bath hidden his face,
he will never see it."
12. p
Arise, Yahweh,"
lift up thine hand,
forget not the afflicted ;
13.
Wherefore should the wicked
contemn God ;
he bath said in his heart :
" He will not search it out ! "
Thou hast seen • tro0ble and thou beholdest (it) " that thou
mightest
grief,
requite it with thine hmd. 0
To thee doth the orphan °
leave it,
thou art O his helper O •
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seek out O his wickedness 0 (till) it be
not found. 0

Yahweh is King
for ever and ever,
the nations are perished from his land.
The desire of the afflicted
thou hearest, Yahweh,
thine heart giveth heed,
thine ear hearkeneth,
To vindicate the orphan and the oppressed ;
that man of the earth
should terrify no more. 0

,,. n

0

18.

O

Text-critical Notes
Read, with G, 'fiiH for n,:il'I, "I will give thanks". 4. Lit. "done"
0r " ~filled ". 6. Read the fourth member after the first, as the sense demands ..
Read
for C'"'l~, "cities". Om. n~O, "they". 9. Read 'i'.T~l for 'i'.1'1,
" shall be ". Read M'1~iJ for n;.~~. " in trouble ". 13. ,Read, with Baethgen,
for ';1~~0, "have !llercy upon ..me ". Read na-,1 for Ml:'.l7, "look upon".
Read, with one MS., '1-:l~Jr;;l for -'1-:l;iw~, "from them that hate me". Read, with
Gunkel (Marti), Ci,9 fo; 't;i~ii~, ;, lifting me up". 16. Read l:Dj'2'iJ for l:Dj?.i:l,
"ensnaring". 17. R_ead l\:Jtp~ .fo~ l\:::Jl\W;, "they shall tum away". 20. Read,
with many MSS., 1-41,0 for n7~0. Ps. 10. 1. Read, with T, c~;vr;11:1 for C'?'.l?l!l,
'.' thou makest to hide". Read Ml~CT as in 9• for.!11,:l:l," in ~uble ". 2. Read
,..,,~~ for l'11~~. "in th~ pride of". Read iw~r;,~ for l\W!?1;1~. " they are
taken". Read :llt'r;J for l\:l!Pl;I, " they had conceived ". 3. Om. Tf1i" blesseth ";
the text is quite out ·of order. 4- Add V~ from preceding verse. 5. Read, with
several commentators, t'l'?!.t~ for l\','IJ;, " they? ". 5. Lit. " above from before
him". 6. Read, with G, ::Pi !-\?~. Orn. n!;,t;1, "he hath sworn". 8. Read,
Read, with the Versions,
with the Versions, :i'i;:il;i for J'-,r:,_~; "he doth slay".
n;;i'?r.:i for i'l~71J. 9. Read n::;n;,~ for i'l!IC~. Orn. :i'-,ri~. Orn. '~;7 J:Jtcr:t~ as
red~dant. R~d i,t,!ir;i7 for T;:,-iv~:;:. .. ;hen he draw~ him". JO.· Orn.
C'l-:l'.117CI? the text defi~s emendati~n. 12. Orn. 1,~, "0 God". 14. Orn.
nr;,~.;'~. " for thou". Lit. " to give with thine hand ". Orn. n:;,~IJ, " the
poor", which overloads the half-line. Read iiTll for "1J'i::P, "helping". 15. Orn.
lll'l. "and evil", which overloads the half-line.' Read ttii,1 for wi,'"F:1, "thou
wilt seek out". Read, with S, t.::~~f:1 for H~~f.), "thou wilt (not) find". 16. Read
"l;;i? for C~?. "their heart ", 18. Orn. ,;:i,, "yet ".
1.

,,,~q

,o,-,,i

For the title see p. 13.
1-3. Thanksgiving, praise, and re101cmg fill the heart of the
psalmist because of the downfall of his enemies. In -describing the
final destruction of the wicked, 4-8, an eschatological picture is
presented ; the final judgement is symbolically conceived of as present
(cp. Ps. 78 «-). The constant reference to the nations points to the
overthrow of foreign enemies. 9, 10. The acknowledgement of
Yahweh's help in this critical time of trouble, is followed by (n, 12),
the exhortation to praise Yahweh, who sitteth in Zion, an implicit
reference to the temple where Yahweh abides. The subject then
changes, and (13, 14), the psalmist speaks of his personal experience.
He tells of how Yahweh had had mercy upon him, and had saved him
from the gates of death, a phrase which occurs also in Ps; 10718 ; death
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here is a synonym for Sheol (cp. Isa. 28
which, according to one
conception, was pictured as a great city, hence the gates (cp. Isa. 38 10).
In his deliverance from death the psalmist sees the divine purpose of
making him a witness, that I may shQW forth all thy praises in the gates
of the daughter of Zion. The curious expression " the gates of the
daughter of Zion" is unique in the Psalter (but cp. isa. 1 8, Mic.
10 11'>); Zion is synonymous with Jerusalem, each of which
1 1s, Zech. 2
is sometimes symbolically represented as the mother of the people
(see, e.g., Isa. 37 22 , Ps. 87), so that by "the daughter" of Zion here
is meant the nation united with its "mother." 15-18. The psalmist
then reverts to the subject of the nations, but this is interspersed with
the theme of the ungodly sinners among the people, for such expressions
as the pit they made, cp. Ps. 7 16, the net which they hid, cp. Ps. 31 4 ,
may the wicked turn away to Sheol, cp. Ps. 31 17, that forget God, cp. Ps.
50 22 , all occur in psalms the subject of which is the persecution of the
godly-often the individual psalmist-by the wicked renegades within the
nation itself; so that here, when the needy and the afflicted are spoken
of, it is not the nations who maltreat them, but the wicked among the
Jews. In 19, 20, however, the main subject of the enemy nations is once
more taken up, and Yahweh is called upon to judge them, and to inspire
them with fear, in order that they may realize their insignificance in
his sight as mere men.
In Ps. 10 the subject of the nations is left aside, and the psalmist
concentrates on that of the wicked among his own people who persecute
the innocent in the land. The psalmist is himself suffering at their
hands, and is in grievous trouble; he feels forsaken by Yahweh, and
in words which betray a spirit of despair, he cries, 1, Wherefore,
Yahweh, dost thou stand afar? Thou hidest thyself in the times of
trouble ; perhaps the note of interrogation should come at the end of
the verse. A long description of the wicked then follows, 2-11;
though spoken of in the singular the word is collective ; the picture
here presented of the wicked and their course of action may be thus
summarized : they glory in their power of being able to plunder the
poor ; they are not only blasphemous, but they go so far as to deny
altogether the existence of God ; as so often happens in the case of
the wicked, they prosper, and scoff at tho$e who dare protest against
their mode of living ; relying on the power of wealth, they are
persuaded of the permanence of their prosperity. They use every
underhand and unscrupulous means of oppressing and getting the
better of the less fortunate of their own race, scoffing at the idea that
God has any care for them, God hath forgotten, he hath hidden his face,
he will never see it..c.....i.e., the cruelty of their actions. Inv. 10, he
Jalleth refers to the ai/ficted in v. 9. The picture is a very
dreadful one, and were it not for some ominous passages in the
18),
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prophetical writings, it might be thought that the psalmist ·was
somewhat over-stating things ; but if, for example, one reads such
passages as Isa. i'-6, 21-22, Mic. 310, u, Jer. 51-9, 2s-2s, among many
others, it becomes evident that there is no over-statement here. It is
owing to this unrestrained evil-doing of the wicked that the psalmist
gives way to the almost irreverent outburst, 12, 13, Arise, Yahweh,
lift up thine hand, forget not the afflicted . . . Yet his faith remains
firm; 14, he does not doubt God's knowledge of the present trouble
and grief, and knows that God will requite it ; to thee doth the orphan
leave it, thou art his helper; this v. (14) is difficult; the text can hardly
be in order, but the general sense seems clear. Then, once more ( 15),
the psalmist prays that the wickedness of the ungodly may be brought
to an end. In v. 16 there is a sudden mention of the nations again;
this is quite out of harmony with what has preceded and with what
follows: Yahweh is King for ever and ever, therefore the nations are
perished out of his land ; it seems as though this verse had become
misplaced. On the term Higgaion see p. 13. 17, 18. The psalm
concludes with an expression- of certitude that Yahweh will give heed
to the cause of the afjlicted, the orphan and the oppressed.
The points in the religious teaching will come before us in dealing
with that of other psalms, the central theme of which is the same as
in this psalm.

PSALM

II

COURAGE, supported by faith, is the burden of this psalm. Here is
one in grave peril from violent enemies who seek his life. As in so
many other psalms of a like nature, nothing is said as to who his enemies
were and what was the reason of their enmity ; but this is natural
enough, for both were matters of common knowledge. His friends
counsel flight, urging the murderous intent of his enemies ; but for
two reasons he scorns their advice ; one is his unshakeable trust in
Yahweh, the other is the need of his presence in order to champion and
support the orthodox among his people. We recognize that this
interpretation of one part of the psalm is not usually held ; facts in
the history of Israel compel us, however, to adopt it (see the exegetical
notes). The psalmist's attitude is strengthened by his firm belief in
the presence of Yahweh in the temple, and who is yet enthroned in
heaven.
There is no reason to doubt that the psalm is pre-exilic.
For the most part the psalm consists of short lines 2 : 2.
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1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

For the Precenlor : Damd's.
In Yahweh do I trust ;
How say ye to my soul :
0
"
Flee O O to the mountain ! 0
For, behold, the wicked
do bend their bow,
they make ready their arrow upon the
string
to shoot O at the upright of heart."
If the foundations be destroyed,
what shall the righteous do O ?
Yahweh is in his holy temple,
Yahweh, his throne is in the heavens;
His eyes behold,
his eyelids scrutinize,
the children of men.
Yahweh trieth
both righteous and wicked,
him that loveth violence
doth his soul abhor ;
He raineth upon the wicked
0
coals of O fire
a burning wind
is the portion of their cup.
For Yahweh is righteous,
he loveth righteous acts,
0
the upright O shall behold O his face O •
Text-critical Notes

,,~:i.

Read, with many MSS. and the Versions, '1~:J_for
Read m.J:I, cp.
Gen. 14 10, for 0:;,'"llJ, "your mountain», an4 om. ;ii,:!,t, "bird " (rnarg. gloss).
2. Orn. 1:i9'.tl·ic~, ·.. in darkness". 3. Read ?i~~ for 1,,17,, "hath done". 6.
Read '01':tO for C:l'l'J!,11, '.' mares "; and orn. r,,"1~~\ " and brimstone ". 7. Read
C''"ltr', fo~ ;ir., "1111 upright one". Read ,,~\:) for. iC';Jf, "their face".
1.

1-3. Protesting against the advice of his friends that he should
take to flight, the psalmist affirms that In Y ahwek do I trust ; he then
quotes their words giving the reason for their advice ; first they say :
Flee to the mountain ; there he will find plenty of hiding-places where he
will be safe from his enemies. The Hebrew text adds the word " bird ",
but with the one exception of Prov. z6 3 , the verb for "flee" (nud} is
never used of birds, and in the Prooerbs passage it is used artificially to
make a word-play with nupk, to " fly ". A bird would fly into a tree,
not to a distant mountain. The comparison is inept ; moreover, the
serious position in which the psalmist found himself would make what
is, after all, a playful comparison, inappropriate. The addition of
" bird ", which stands isolated from the sentence, must be regarded
as a marginal gloss, inserted later by a copyist in the text. The
psalmist's friends then go on to explain why he should flee: the wicked
do bend their OOfJJ • • • ; it is not indicated who these wicked are, nor
why they are seeking the life of the psalmist (but see below) ; they are
compared with hunters who shoot at the upright of heart (plural) ;
the Hebrew text adds "in,darkness ", but how can they see to shoot in
the dark ? Either the text is corrupt, or it is a glossator's thoughtless
addition ; the text reads more smoothly by omitting it. To this the
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psalmist replies, giving the reason why he will not think of fleeing, and
enabling us to understand the whole ·position : If the foundations be
destroyed, what shall the righteous do ? We have here a cryptic reference
to the religious-political strife which in different forms broke out
during most periods of the history of Israel ; for the causes of this and
other details we must refer to the chapter on " Saints and Sinners in the
Psalms " (pp. 56 ff.). Here it will suffice to say that this strife centred in
the opposition between the upholders of ancient tradition and the
innovators who introduced changes in traditional usages (cp. Jer.
1616 , 17). In the psalm the former are appropriately designated the
foundations ; if these are destroyed, what shall the righteous do ? The
" righteous " are, of course, those who cling to ancient custom as handed
down; "the wicked" (R•ia'im) are the innovators. This strife is
referred to again and again in the psalms ; that it was at times attended
by violence is evident from what the psalmists say ; at the same time, a
little over-statement must sometimes be allowed for on the part of those
who were not infrequently the victims of unscrupulous antagonists.
4-6. The psalmist then replies further to the fears of his friends.
He reminds them, first, that Yahweh is in his holy temple, i.e., he is
in their midst ; the scene is thus laid in Jerusalem ; but more. than
that, for though the divine presence is often in the sanctuary, h£s throne
is in the heavens, high above the earth, whence he looks down and sees
all that happens, and all that is done by men, on earth : His eyes behold,
his eyelids scrutinize, the children of men ; he tests both righteous and
wicked, and as the All-righteous, he doth abhor him that loveth violence.
The punishment for such is then described in words no less terrible
for being metaphorical: He raineth upon the wicked coals of fire; a
burning wind is the portion of their cup ; here we have echoes of the
theophany, cp. Ps. 18 12, 13• For this meaning of "cup " in the sense
of" destiny", cp. Ps. 16 5 • (7). In contrast to the terrible lot of the wicked
that of the righteous is briefly indicated ; the prophetical teaching on the
ethical righteousness of Yahweh as one who loveth righteous acts, is here
echoed, cp. Ps. 33 5 ; the reward of the upright is that they shall. behold
his face, cp. Ps. 1715 ; the meaning here is perhaps that they shall apprehend his presence in the sanctuary; see Ps. 33 - 7 , 6J2·; but the expression
is sometimes used in a more literal sense (cp. Exod. 2411).
Religious Teaching
The primary subject in the religious teaching of this psalm-namely,
trust in Yahweh, be the adverse conditions what they niay-is a fundamental religious element which is taught in a great many psalms. As
this will come before us again and again, we shall say no more about it
here. Another matter, very briefly hinted at in the psalm, is the difficult
question as to how far innovations or modifications, whether in
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doctrinal expression or in the cultus, are advisable and justified. The
psalmist, influenced as it would seem by Jeremiah, implicitly insists on
following in the " old paths ", as the prophet expresses it. We can do
no more here, it will readily be realized, than merely mention this very
controversial and vast subject. But it is of much interest to find that
the religious principles involved-principles which have so often exercised the minds of men in the history of religion-should be hinted at in
this psalm, though it be in but very few words.

PSALM

12

THE psalmist depicts a conditi~ of deplorable degeneracy among a
section of his people. The main indictment which he brings. against
them is that of lying and false speaking, which may well reflect conditions
similar to those referred to in Ps. 11. The reference to the ill-treatment of the poor in the community who clung to traditional usages
points to this. The words put into the mouth of the tyrants, " Who is
our master?", together with the insistence on the pure words of
Yahweh, mark them as religious renegades, probably the innovators
referred to in Ps. 11. The main purpose, however, of the psalmist is to
declare that Yahweh is about to put an end to all this.
Like Ps. 1 1 this, too, is pre-exilic.
The metre again consists of the short half-lines, as in Ps. II, with
two beats.
For the Precentor : On the eighth.

I.

I

(:z).

2

(3).

4 (5).

s (6).

6 (7).

A Psalm.

David's.

HelJ?, Yahweh,
for love O hath ceased,
for faithfulness O is no more 0
among the sons of men ;
They utter O falsehood 0
each to his neighbour,
flattering lip,
a double heart. 0
May Yahweh cut off
all flattering lips,
the tongue that speaketh great things ;
they that say :
0
"
With O our tongue will we prevail,
our lips are O our own °,
who is our master ? "
" Because of the 0 oppression ° of the afflicted,
·
Because of the si,hing of the poor,
now will I arise ' , saith Yahweh,
0
0
"
I will give (him) the help
he panteth for."
The words of Yahweh
are pure words~
tried silver, 0
purified seven times.
L
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7 (8).

0

8 (9 ).

Thou, Yahweh, wilt keep us, 0
thou wilt preserve us from a generation
0
worthless and unrighteous 0 ;
The wicked walk around
when worthlesmess iB exalted
among the sons of men.

Text-critical Notes
Read '191:' for i•i;:ir,, "godly one"; the verb ,?:il is not used in
reference to men, cp. Pss. 57•, 138 8 • Lit." bath come to an end", read ~!:rc:;,t;1, cp.
Isa. 16', since the verb 00!:l is otherwise unknown. 2. Lit. "vanity ", cp. Pss. 41 1 ,
1441 ' 11• Orn. the repetition of ~:J?-1\ which overloads the line. 4. Read :;;i for 7,
"to". Lit. "with us". 5. Lit." destruction". Lit. " I will set {him) in safety".
6. Om. Vlm 1,•'?i,i, "in a furnace on the earth", which overloads th1: line;
probably a marg. gloss. 7. Read, with some MSS. and the Versions, ~J":1.~!V.r:'I for
C:;- -•• wilt keep them ". Read, with many commentators,
1,2'il for
~T,
"which ii for ever••.
1.

1,~~1

t::7;317

For the title see p. 12.
1, 2. Yahweh's help is called for because love andfaithftdness have
disappeared from among the sons of men; this, as vv. 5, 6, show, is an
over-statement prompted by the psalmist's righteous indignation at the
action of a section among his people. The indictment is that they
utter falsehood (lit. "vanity" or "nothingness ", cp. Ps. 41 8, 144S. 11),
speak with flattering lip, and are guilty of harbouring a double heart.
These expressions bear out exactly what the sequel (vv. 3, 4) shows to
have been the cause of the psalmist's cry for help; they refer to the
attitude of a party in the land, led by the ruling class, and therefore the
more wealthy among the people, who did not hold firmly to traditional
belief and practice ; what they urged in support of their views the
psalmist describes as falselwod; the flattering, lit. " smooth ", lip refers
to the way in which they sought to persuade others, their neighbours,
that their teaching was right ; and the double heart points to their
holding partly to the traditions handed down, but mainly to their
advocacy of newfangled ideas and practices. The conditions are, in
fact, the same as those reflected in Ps. 11 (for details see pp. 56 ff.).
3, 4. As one of the orthodox who clung to the " old paths " {Jer. 618),
the psalmist desiderates that Yakweh would cut off all flattering lips,
and the tongue that speaketh great things, i.e., the extolling of their point
of view, and their lofty superiority in insisting that what they taught was
right and edifying : with our tongue will we prevail ; they scoffed at the
orthodox who maintained that they must be guided by traditional
ordinances and precepts as handed down by their forefathers : our lips
are our own, who is our master? 5. The words which the psalmist then
puts into the mouth of Yahweh point to the fact that the wealthier
classes referred to maltreated their poorer and helpless brethren because
they clung to the time-honoured and familiar beliefs and practices.
6. By the words of Yahweh are meant the traditional Law and teaching of
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the Mosaic revelation ; these must stand, for they are pure words, tried
silver, purified seven times. 7. Yahweh, from whom such words come,
will preseroe his faithful ones from a generation worthless and unrighteous.
The final words, it must be granted, make a disappointing conclusion ;
the text may well be corrupt ; but the emendations suggested are somewhat drastic; it is possible that they are a copyist's remark placed
originally in the margin.
For the religious teaching see the final section to Ps. 11.

PSALM 13
TH1s psalm is a beautiful instance of the intimate relationship felt by a
sufferer between himself and his God ; the outpouring of the innermost
feelings of the heart tells of one for whom God is a loving Friend.
Jiowever protracted his suffering may be, it does not affect his deep
conviction that ultimately God will help him. The enemy spoken
of would seem to be a personal one ; there is nothing in the psalm which
suggests the type of enemy referred to in the two preceding psalms ;
nor does the psalmist call upon God to take vengeance on his enemy,
or enemies (v. 4). There is no mention of sickness; the psalmist's
suffering seems to be purely mental.
It is impossible to assign a date to the psalm, either pre- or postexilic.
The metre, but for the first line of v. 5, is 2 : 2.
I,
I

(a}.

:z (3).

3 (4).

4 (5).

5 (6).

For the P,.ecentor : A Psalm. Dtroid's.
How long, Yahweh,
wilt thou ever forget me ?
How long wilt thou hide
thy face from me?
How long shall I harbour
• sorrows O in my soul,
grief in my hesrt,
day O and night O ?
How long shall mine enemy
be exslted over me ?
Look upon me, answer me,
Yahweh, my God;
Lighten mine eyes
lest I sleep in desth ;
Lest mine enemy say :
" I hsve prevailed against him " ;
Lest mine adversaries rejoice
because I am moved.
& fo,· me, in thy love do I trust,
may my heart rejoice in thy succour ;
I will sing to Yahweh,
for he dealeth bountifully with me.
'Text-critical Notes

:i..ai.. Read

n,vi.

ni:lJi

(cp. Prov. 15 11) for

n,~i,

"counsels".

Add, with G,
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1, 2. Wearied with ceaseless menaces from his enemy, the psalmist
pathetically cries: How long, Yahweh? The fourfold repetition:
How fung? tells of the despair of a worried heart. To the psalmist it
seems as though Yahweh had forgotten him, had hidden his face from
him, so that day and night he pines over the sorrows and grief that overwhelm him. How long is this enemy going to lord it over him ? he asks
31 4. Then, in his disconsolate state, he lifts up his prayer : Look upon me,
answer me, Yahweh, my God; in his dejection he even fears the approach
of death, and therefore pleads : Lighten mine eyes lest I sleep in death,
cp. 1 Sam. 1427 (the expression " lighten mine eyes " is used in a
different sense in Ps. 19 8); for the thought of death as a sleep cp. Joh 313•
And he thinks how grievous it would be if those who were against him
should mock at his trust in Yahweh, and boast of having prevailed
against him, and should rejoice at his downfall. 5. But, in spite of all, the
psalmist's faith in Yahweh holds firm; he trusts in his love, and believes
that his heart will rejoice because of the succour that shall be accorded
him ; and he looks forward in confidence to the time when he will sing
to Yahweh, for he knows by past experience that he deals bountifully
with him; a similar expression occurs in Pss. 116 7, 11911 •

Religious Teaching
Very short as this psalm is, it brings out forcibly the great truth that
trouble, though long-drawn-out, does not mean that God has no care for
those who trust in him. The reason why relief does not come is doubtless often hidden; in many cases it will be the sufferer's own fault,
which in his blindness he does not realize ; in other cases it may be for
his own ultimate good, as many a sufferer has found. But the psalm
teaches the beautiful lesson that the true believer in God will not be
shaken in his faith, however severe the stroke: "For I am persuaded,
that neither death nor life . . • shall be able to separate us from the
love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord" (Rom. viii. 38, 39).
PSALM 14-see Psalm 53

PSALM 15
THIS psalm presents us with the scene of one coming up to the temple
to worship ; at the entrance to the sanctuary the priest, appealing to
Yahweh, asks who is worthy to enter into his place of worship. The
worshipper gives the reply, in which he describes what must be the
moral condition of him who is worthy to enter, implying that he (ulfils
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the divine requirement. Thereupon the priest assures him that " he
that doeth these things shall never be moved."
It may well be that we have here the echo of earlier custom, according
to which worshippers were questioned as to their ritual fitness to enter
the sanctuary, a custom known in all probability in Israel, even though
we have no direct mention of it, for it was certainly in vogue among other
peoples. But in this psalm we have the reminiscence of the custom,
not the account of a ritual which took place in the psalmist's day ; had
that been the case, some mention of the worshipper's entry into the
sanctuary could hardly have been omitted, as that would have formed part
of the ceremony ; whereas our psalm ends with a pious ejaculation, in
which there. is not even any intimation that the worshipper may now
proceed into the " tabernacle ".
The psalm refers. to man's duty to God and his neighbour, and is
thus in the nature of a commentary on Deut. 65, Lev. 1918, and this
stress on the moral law is very striking ; but to argue from this that the
psalmist depreciates the ceremonial law is quite beside the mark, for
the entry into the temple was for the purp,ose of taking part in sacrificial
worship ; that was tlie raison d'etre of the sanctuary.
The post-exilic date of the psalm is shown by the psalmist's knowledge of the Deuteronomic Code and the Code· of Holi.ness, from the
latter he quotes Lev. 25 87 in v. 5.
The metre alternates be:tween 3: 3 and short half-lines of two
beats, :z : 2.
A Pralm.

I.

Dacid's.

I (2). Yahweh, who shall sojourn in thy

who shall dwell on thy holy hill ?
He that walketh uprightly,
and worketh righteousness ;
and speaketh truth, 0
and slandereth not with his tongue,
that doeth no harm to his neighbour, and taketh not up a reproach apimt
his near one ;
4 (5). Desp~d in his eyes is the reprobate, but he honoureth them that fear
Yahweh,
that sweareth O to his neighbour O ,
and changeth not ;
5 (6). His money he putteth not out on and a bribe against the innocent he
receiveth not.
usury,
He that doeth these things
shall never be moved.
tabernacle?

2

(3).

Text-critical Notes
2,

Orn. b;i';,'.ll. 4. Read, with G, M~-:!7.

I. The psalm opens , abruptly with a twofold question put to
Yahweh- Who shall sojourn in thy tabernacle ? Who shall dwell on
thy holy hill? This is a form of address to God which occurs
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elsewhere only in Ps. 101, 131, 221, 74 1• The use of "tabernacle"
for the temple is an archaism as in Ps. 61 4, and accords with
the ancient custom which the psalm echoes (see above). The
" dwelling " on the holy hill, i.e., of Zion, may well reflect, as Kittel
points out, the custom of pilgrims who came for the feasts and
pitched their tents in the vicinity of the temple. In what follows the
psalmist puts into the mouth of the supposed worshipper a description
of the moral state of one who may be deemed worthy to enter the
sanctuary. 2. First, there is his duty to God: he that walketh uprightly refers to a manner of life lived in accordance with the will of God
(cp. Isa. 33 15 , Prov. 286, 18); and worketh righteousness refers to the
fulfilling of the divine laws (cp. Isa. 56 1) ; the whole duty of man to God
is thus included in these two short sayings. The duty to his neighbour
is described in more detail because the psalmist takes up the role of
a moral teacher rather than that of a spiritual guide. Speaking the
truth and (3) refraining from slander are parallel with troeth no harm to
his neighbour, and taketh not up a reproach against his near one ; sins
very prevalent, as so many psalms illustrate. 4. The next thing required
is that he should despise the reprobate ; this, in. view of the honouring of
them that fear Yahweh, must mean the renegade who denies Yahweh ;
with these renegades, again, many psalmists deal ; they were a danger to
the community. Then, the faithful worshipper must be one who keeps
an oath made to his neighbour, and does not change his mind; the
keeping of an oath thoughtlessly taken might often involve disagreeable
consequences, but it must be kept under all circumstances, especially
as the oath was often taken in Yahweh's name. 5. He must, moreover,
be strictly honest in money matters, and may not put his money out on
usury ; this sin was evidently a very common one, judging from such
passages as Exod. 22 25 , Lev. 25 87 , Deut. 23 20, Ezek. 18 8 , 22 12, and the
same applies to the receiving of bribes, cp. Exod. 23 8, Deut. 27 25, Isa.
1 23, Ezek. 22 12 , and often elsewhere. The words are then put into the
mouth of the priest: He that doeth these things shall never be fflO'Ved,
i.e., he will continue in prosperity, cp. Pss. 106, 16 8, n28, and elsewhere.
The absence of any reference to more heinous forms of sin is because
those guilty of such would not have the effrontery to seek to enter the
sanctuary.

Religious Teaching.

The psalm teaches the indissoluble connexion which should exist
between ethics and religion. The moral law is to be observed not
only for its intrinsic excellence, but primarily because it is based on
divine precepts. The motive force of doing what is right must be a
true perception of the relation between man and God, together with a
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realization of the truth that human perfection can be attained only by
acting in accordance with the will of God (cp. Matth.

s").

PSALM 16
THIS psalm is a beautiful example of a psalmist's communing with
God. It is an outpouring of gratitude, and portrays vividly the sense
of contentment with his lot felt by the psalmist ; he cannot sufficiently
express his soul-felt recognition of the fact that his happy state is solely
due to the lovingkindness of God. · He contrasts this with the pitiable
plight of those who worship any deity other than Yahweh. The
prQneness to idolatry among the people is ominously illustrated, e.g.,
in Isa. 57a.-e, especially oo. 5, 6, which the psalmist seems to have in
mind. But this thought is fleeting ; and he speedily reverts to his main
theme of joyful recognition of the favour shown to him by Yahweh ;
his sense of gratitude is increased by the certitude that this loving
mercy will continue, and that he will be kept from all harm.
That the psalm is of post-exilic date is suggested by the evident
reminiscence of Isa. 57 6• •.
The metre is mainly 2 : 2 half-lines, interspersed here and there with
three beats to the half-line.
I.

a.
J,
4-

5,

6.
7,

8.
9,
Io,

II.

Miktam. David's.
Preserve me, 0 God,
for I trust in thee.
0
I said O to Yahweh O :
"Thou art• my welfare 0 ,
0
it all resteth on thee." 0
As for the holy ones in the land,
they O all are ml delight. 0
Their sorrows are increased •
0
that choose O another (godf;
I will not pour out their drink-offerings
of blood,
nor take their names upon my lips.
"Yahweh • thou allotteat 0
my porti~ and my cup,
0
thou holdeat O my destiny."
The lots are fallen unto me in pleasant
places,
yea, 0 mine heritage O ia beautiful to me.
I bleas Yahweh
who hath given me counsel,
yea, at nights O he inatructeth me O in my O inmost being 0 •
I set Yahweh
before me always ;
if O he O is at my right-hand I shall not be moved.
Therefore my heart is glad,
and • my very self O rejoiceth,
yea, my flesh doth dwell in safety.
" For thou wilt not abandon
my soul to Sheol ; ·
thou wilt not suffer thy godly one
.
to see the Pit;
Thou wilt show me the path of life,
in thy presence is fulnen of joy,
·
raptures at thy right-hand are for evermore."
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Text-critical Notes
a. Read, with some MSS. and the Versions, "1:'17~~ for f;l7l;l~, "thou hast
said". Orn. 'i'i~ "my Lord", for the rhythm's sake. Lit. "my good", cp.
Ps. 1o6•. Lit. "all of it is on thee", read, with Kittel, r-r~:i, for l3:;i, "not".
3. Orn. '"1"'=!11:l\ " and the excellent ones of ", and om. t:q1, ;, among them ";
the text seems to have been worked over. 4. Read, with ST, :i:ii7". for :,.37~.
Read, with Kittel, :,.il'J,~ for :,.iy~, "they exchange". 5. Read, with G!'llkel,
.-;,~~ for .n:i,t;i, " the lot ". Read, with some MSS., cp. Gunkel, :17;.lr-l, lit.
"holding" (cp'. Prov. 31 11), for '!l"Q~r-l, "thou maintainest ". 6. Read, with GS,
'071'.1~ for .n7q~, "an heritage". 7. Read, with some MSS., "~").tp'. for
,~:,.;i;,~, "t'hey instruct me". 8. Add ~~n for the rhythm's sake. 9. Read, with
Gunkel, '1~'.j), lit. "my liver", for '1~:lf, "my glory".
1. The prayer with which the psalm opens, Preserve me, 0 God,
is, as the following verse shows, for the continuance of the happy
conditions under which the psalmist is living. It is the prayer of
faith: for I trust in thee. 2. The psalmist realizes that it is to Yahweh
alone that he owes his present prosperous state, Thou art my welfare,
and that its continuance depends solely on Yahweh, it all resteth on thee.
3, 4. In accordance with his close walk with God is his companionship
with those only who are like-minded with himself, his delight is in the
holy ones in the land; the term used here for "holy ones" (tfdos'im)
occurs in 34 9 and Deut. 33 3• With these are contrasted those that
choose another god; the text here is somewhat uncertain, and the
suggested emendations vary considerably ; but the sense of our rendering, based on the context, is clear enough·; for the expression " another
god" ("god" being understood) see Isa. 42 8, while in Exod. 3414 the
full term " another god " occurs. The psalmist says of these idolaters
that their sorrows are increased, a statement based doubtless on observation (cp., on the other hand, Ps. 147 3), and he repudiates the very idea of
partaking in their idolatrous worship : I will not pour out their drinkofferings of blood; the reference is to what is said in Isa. 57 6, 11 , where
the prophet inveighs against them " that slay the children in the
valleys, under the clefts of the rocks " ; to idols have they " poured a
drink-offering ". His detestation of those who are guilty of such
abominations is such that the psalmist will not even take their names
upon his lips. The mention of these worshippers of a false god in such
a very different context is distressing evidence of the influence which
contact with alien peoples had upon many of the Jews during the
Persian period (cp. Isa. 58 8, '). But the psalmist does not permit these
distasteful things to dwell in his mind. He turns to the main
theme of his psalm, and again delights in acknowledging Yahweh as the
source of all his happiness; 5, 6 : Yahweh, thou allottest my portion and
my cup, thou holdest my destiny, i.e., it is in the hands of Yahweh ;
the use of these three words emphasizes the psalmist's full apprehension
of the fact that all the material benefits which he enjoys are vouchsafed
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by the bounty of Yahweh ; and he further enlarges on this by referring
to the land which he possesses : the lots,-a different word from that
used for " destiny " which also means " lot ", and is often used in
reference to land, e.g., Ps. rn5 11-the lots are fallen unto me in pleasant
places, yea, mine heritage is beautiful to me. 7. But greater than material
benefits is the spiritual blessing of divine guidance ; and the psalmist
tells of his communing with Yahweh in the silent night-time, when
God reveals his will to him : who hath given me counsel, yea, he instructeth
me in my inmost being ; this last expression is lit. " my kidneys ", used
in Hebrew in reference to what was conceived of as the most sensitive
and vital pa1t of man, cp. Pss. 73 21, 13913• 8. Acting in accordance with
this guidance, the psalmist says : J set Yahweh before me always ; he
knows that he will not be moved; 9, and therefore his heart is glad, and
my very self rejoiceth ; the word we have rendered " very self " is lit.
" liver ", conceived of as the centre of human feelings, cp. Lam. 2 11 ;
the Hebrew has " my glory ", but a parallel to " my heart ", is more
appropriate ; the .consonants. are the same in the Hebrew words, so that
the confusion arose easily; the following mention of my flesh also points to
the correctness of the emendation. I o, I 1. Finally, the psalmist expresses
his conviction that God will not abandon his soul to Sheol, nor suffer his
godly one to see the Pit ; meaning that God will preserve him in life, and
will guide him in his path through life ; walking with God is fulness of
joy, at his side there are ever raptures, the rendering " pleasures " is
not strong enough. There is no reference here to life hereafter ;
the psalmist is speaking of his present life; evermore, as often elsewhere,
means "constantly", or "always", cp. Ps. 15 5 •
Religious Teaching
First must be noted, as already pointed out, the teaching that man's
destiny is in the hands of God. This does not, of course, deny human
free-will; it is when this is exercised in accordance with God's will
that man's lot is shaped by God. The psalm teaches, further, that the
enjoyment of prosperity in life is greatest when it is recognized that
this is granted by God. And, lastly, there is the expression of deep
trust in God, characteristic of all the psalmists, which knows that
where he is guide all is well.

PSALM 17
THE psalmist, conscious , of his innocence and uprightness of life,
appeals to God for protection and deliverance from the enemies by
whom he is beset. As in so many other psalms in which the writers
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appear as the victims of bitter enmity, no indication is given as to the
cause of this. That the enemies here spoken of are not aliens, but of
the same race as the psalmist himself, may be regarded as certain ;
had they been Gentiles, the fact would have been made clear, see, e.g.,
Pss. 431, 83S.' and elsewhere. It will be noticed that while" enemies"
are spoken of, the singular is used in"· 13; the same occurs in some
other psalms of this character, and points to some particular adversary
among many. The subject of these enemies of the psalmists is dealt
with on pp. 56 ff.
The text in some verses is very corrupt, and some of our renderings
are necessarily uncertain. There are cases in which the Hebrew as it
stands is meaningless.
The date is post-exilic ; more than that cannot be said. The
metre is mainly 2 : 2 : 2 : 2, but 3 : 3 also occurs, and sometimes a single
three-beat line.
J.

a.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

u.
1a.
13.

A Prayer. David's.
Hear, • 0 God of my righteousness,•
hearken unto my cry,
give ear to my pni}'l;r
from lips not deceitful.
Let my cause come forth from thy
preaence,
let• mine eyes• behold equity.
Thou haat proved mine heart,
thou haat VJSited me at night,
thou haat tried me, and findest not
• wickedness in me•.
My mouth shall not transgress
after the deeds of men ;
• the command of • thy lips
do I observe.
• From • the ways of the violent
• thou boldest • my goings,
in thy paths my footsteps are not moved.
I cry unto thee,
for thou hearest me, 0 God ;
incline thine ear to me,
hearken to my speech.
Show wondrously thy lovingkindnesses,
thou that savest them that trust,
with thy right-hand, from them that rise up.
Keep me as the apple of the eye,
in the shadow of thy wings hide me,
From the face of the wicked that despoil me,
my deadly enemies,
they compass me about.
0
With fat their heart O they close,
with their mouth they speak with
arrogance;
Now "they advance," they surround me,
• their heart • they set,
• to cast down • to the ground.
• Their intent against me• is like a lion
that is eager to rend,
and like a young lion lurking in secret.
Arise, Yahweh,
come before him, cast him down,
save my soul from the wicked one ;
with thy sword 14. 0 slay them•,
with thine own hand, Yahweh;
• destroy them • from the world,
• snatch them from life•.
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With thy treasure fill their belly,
let them be sated ~therewith•,
and let them leave their residue to their babes.
AB for me, in righteousness
will I behold thy face,
I shall be satisfied when I awake with thine appearance.

Text-critical Notes
Read 'i?ll•',~ (cp. Ps. 4 1) for jtJ; ni;,;, "Yahweh, righteousneaa ".
:z. Read, with G, 'J'i for 'l't'.!?, "thine eyea ". 3. Read •:;i n,t for '(11.!lt,
" I have devised:•. 4. Read, -,~-:,; for ,;q:;i, " in, or by, the command o( ,. .
Add !;.I. Read Tftli';1f:'1 fo_r TfCI;l, "to hold". 10. Read, with Kittel, iCi17 =t',tl
(cp. Pa. 73', n9 76) for ic~'?r;i, "their fat". u. Read
for :O•"')~~.
"our footsteps.".
Read _c':;,~7 for ,l:itl';!'i, "their eyea "• Read, with
Buttenwieser, W~~7 for n,~;,1?, "to b~d ". i:i. ~~d, with Gunkel,
1,
lit. "they devise against me" (cp. :z Sam. :21 1), for
"hia likeness"; 14.
Read, with Gressmann, quoted by Gunkel, ClJ'!;)r:! ,Cr.ll(lll ,t:l•~r.tP CJ~r:,.
Read, with Hans Schmidt, i=Ti for
"sons".
·
·
·
1.

~,r;i::-

,~,!?~

•7-:i!ll

c•~~.

The designation " A Prayer " is in this case very appropriate. On
the name of David in so many titles, see p. 10.
I. The danger, as the sequel shows, confronting the psalmist
prompts his urgent appeal to God: Hear, hearken, give ear (cp. Ps.
4', 511• 3). For the address to the Almighty as God of my righteousness
meaning that his righteousness is of God, cp. Ps. 4 2 ; this is the rendering of the Septuagint, and commends itself in view of the protestation of innocence which follows. The psalmist urges the sincerity of
his prayer by saying that it is /ram lips not deceitful, lit. " in not lips of
deceit," a pregnant phrase in Hebrew difficult to render adequately
without paraphrasing. In 2, the expressions are forensic; God is
thought of as on the judgement-seat, and the psalmist's cause has come
before him ; therefore he prays that his vindication may come forth
from the divine presence, and that he may see the justice of God: let
mine eyes behold equity. 3-5. The way in which these verses are
divided in the Hebrew text is cleady wrong ; the text has suffered
considerable corruption ; emendations cannot but be tentative. Of
the general 'meaning, however, there is no doubt: it is a protestation of
innocence on the part of the psalmist in a somewhat boastful strain ;
but it must be remembered in extenuation that there is at the back of
his mind the constant thought of the wickedness of his enemies. He
confidently addresses the Almighty ia words expressive of a sense of
innocence ; God has proved his heart, witnessing to the psalmist's
intimate communion with God, especially when in the silence of night
there is nothing to distract his thoughts: thou hast visited me at night
(cp. Ps. 16 7). T1'e · divine scrutiny has been, the psalmist feels,
searching ; he uses three expressions in regard to it : thou hast prooed,
visited, tried ; nevertheless, he can say that God finds not wickedness in
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him. As in the past, so shall it be in the future : my mouth sha/,l not
transgress after, i.e., in imitation of, the deeds of men, in reference to
the slanderous attacks of his enemies ; far from that, he observes the
command of thy lips (for the anthropomorphism cp. Ps. 8934). But it
is noteworthy that the sense of his own righteousness does not prevent
the psalmist from recognizing to whom this is due ; it is God who
holds him from the ways of the violent ; and following in thy paths my
footsteps are ,wt moved, a figurative way of saying that he who lives in
accordance with divine guidance is safe from harm. 6--9. The
psalmist then raises again the voice of prayer with which he began, and
now says definitely what has called forth his petition, namely the menace
of those that rise up-i.e., his enemies. In 7, the Hebrew is difficult
to translate, more especially when seeking to reproduce the rhythm ;
but the general sense is clear; the psalmist prays : Show f/Jtmdrously
thy lovingkindnesses (cp. Ps. 31 11}; in what follows the text has suffered
some corruption, and there se.ems also to have been some displacement
of the words ; our rendering reads awkwardly owing to the desire to
keep as closely as possible to the Hebrew ; the meaning is clearer if the
words are arranged thus : thou that S(lf)est with thy right-hand them that
trust (in thee) from them that rise up. 8. Very graphically does the
psalmist then express his longing for divine protection : Keep me
as the apple of the eye; for the expression cp. Deut. 3210, Prov. 7 1 ;
the word rendered " apple " is in Hebrew ish, " man " with the termination -on, signifying a· diminutive, thus " little man " ; this must
originally have had reference to the widespread belief that the soul
resided in the pupil of the eye ; the reflection of anyone looking into
the eye of another suggested the presence there of a" little man," i.e.,
the soul. This is the origin of the expression, though to the psalmist
it may merely have meant something very precious. Another oldworld conception is reflected in the words : in the shadow of thy wings
hide me; this is probably of Egyptian origin ; representations of the
" winged solar disk " are frequent ; for the winged sun-god Horus see
Erman, Die Religion des il.gypter, pp. 28 f. (1934). 9-12. How urgent
the need is for him to be protected from the face of the wicked that
despoil me, the psalmist then sets forth by the description of his deadly
enemies (lit. "mine enemies against the soul", i.e., life), who•compass
him about. He says of them : with fat their heart they close ; the
expression is a strange one, meaning that they shut their heart to all
feelings of compassion (cp. Job 15 27); wi'th their mouth they speak
with arrogance, so that both inwardly and outwardly they are cruel.
The next v. 11 is again difficult; the text cannot be in order, as it
stands it reads : " our steps now have they surrounded me " ; our
ell)endation involves but a slight alteration ; the psalmist is .describing
the approach of hi~ enemies, and says : Now they advance, they su"ound
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me. The rest of the verse is very variously emended and explained by
commentators ; the Hebrew verb for " they set " is never used in
connexion with " eyes ", but frequently with " heart " in the sense
of setting the mind to do something (e.g., Ps. 48, Prov. 2217 and elsewhere); we have, therefore, emended the text so as to read "their
heart " for "their eyes " ; somewhat drastic, we admit, but at any rate it
gives sense; the enemies are bent on casting him to the ground, i.e., on
destroying him. This is supported by what follows, 12, their intent
agmnst me is like a lion, lit. "they devise against me," a slight emendation for the meaningless " his likeness.'' The comparison with a lion
occurs several times elsewhere (Pss. 7 2 , 10, 9 1712 , 221 a). 13, 14. The
psalmist then calls upon Yahweh to arise, and cast down his enemy,
the wicked one ; the use of the singular is probably in reference to the
leader among his adversaries. In what follows we have an illustration
of the bitterness of a revengeful spirit which to our ears is distasteful.
The text is again corrupt in parts, and the precise meaning of the last
part of the verse is very difficult to determine ; we suggest tentatively
that thy treasure is used here, as the verb in Job 21 19 , in the sense of
" retribution " or the like ; the psalmist expresses the wish that his
enemies and their children may be overtaken by divine vengeance.
In contrast to this the psalmist (15) says that he will behold God's face in
righteousness, adding : I shall be satisfied when I awake with thine
appearance. Taken in contrast with what is said in v. 14, there is some
justification for the view that the psalmist envisages, though it be but
vaguely, awaking from the sleep of death; this would be prompted by
his sense of close communion with God as exhibited in the opening
verses of the psalm ; his unexpressed thought may well have been :
How can communion with the ever-living God be broken by death?
This view is not held by all commentators.

Religious Teaching
Of this, apart from the opening and concluding verses, there is not
much to be said. The psalm teaches, it is true, implicit faith in God
and in his justice. But apart from this, the exaggerated sense of
righteousness, and the terrible feeling of revenge expressed, are distasteful elements. & warnings such things may have their uses.
The teaching, however; in the last verse is very different. If, as may
well be the case, there occur here the beginnings of the apprehension
of a fuller life hereafter, then we have in this psalm one of the few
instances of this in the Psalter, a fact not to be lightly passed over.
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THIS psalm occurs also in 2 Sam. 22. Probably both go back independently to an earlier form, the differences being due to the vicissitudes of transmission. That each has some textual corruptions, as in
the case of most of the psalms, is only to be expected ; the one can,
however, be corrected by the other in a number of passages. The
psalm has been worked over and added to both for doctrinal and
liturgical purposes ; but in its original form it is certainly one of the
most ancient in the Psalter. The occasion is clearly indicated at its
conclusion ; it was composed to commemorate the victory of a king
over his enemies. While Davidic authorship cannot be claimed
for it as it stands, there is no reason to doubt that in some early form of
it, David may, at any rate, have inspired it. Some commentators are
inclined to cut it up rather unnecessarily, as it appears to us; that
there are unevennesses and some lack of logical sequence is not to be
denied, and some additions have clearly been made ; but, taking it as a
whole, the psalm forms a unity.
After some opening words of praise and thanksgiving for having
been rescued from the hands of enemies, the write.r launches forth into a
description of the theophany. There follows a further recognition of
deliverance from foes, a deliverance which the psalmist-either the
king or a court-poet in his name-feels is according to his deserts,
since his faithfulness to Yahweh has always stood firm. Then there is a
renewed expression of praise and gratitude to Yahweh who has helped
him to overcome his enemies, namely " foreign nations " ; and their
utter defeat is described.
The date of the psalm, as we nuw have it, is probably late preexilic, excepting for a few later additions. In this form there is. good
reason to believe that Josiah is the king in question.
The metre is almost uniformly 3: 3.
i.

a.
I
2

3
4
5
6

7

Far the Precentor: David's, the servant of Yahweh; who spoke unto Yahweh the
words of this s,mg in the day that Yahweh delivered him from the grasp of all his
enemies andfrom the hand of Saul ;
and he said :
(3).
I love thee, Yahweh, my strength;
(4). 0 My roclr, my stronghold, and
my deliverer,
my God, my refuge, in him do I trust;
My shield, and the horn of my safety O ;
(5). Worthy to be praised is he ; I and from mine enemies I have been
delivered.
called upon Yahweh,
(6). 0 The waves of O death encom- and the floods of destruction terrified
passed me,
me ·
(7). ThecordsofSheolsurroundedme, and the snares of death came upon me.
(8). In my trouble I called on Yahweh,
and unto my God I cried;
He heard my voice from his
sanctuary,
and my cry came O into his ears.
(9), The earth shook and trembled,
the foundations of the mountains
quaked,
They reeled to and fro·because he was wrath;
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8 ( 1o). Smoke went up from his nostrils,
and fire from his mouth devoured,
coals kindled because of him.
9 (n). He bowed the heavens and
descended,
and darkness was under his feet ;
10 (12). And he rode upon a cherub, and he swept onwards on the wings of the
ftew,
wind;
n (13). He made darkness his hidingplace,
his tabernacle round about him,
0
a gathering of O the clouds of the skies.
ta (14). 0 Brightness from his presence
passed forth O,
hailstones and coals of fire ;
13 (15). Yahweh thundered O from• the
heavens,
rea, the Most High uttered his voice O ;
14 (16). He sent forth • arrows O and
he shot forth lightning• and disscattered them,
comfited them ;
0
15 (17). The stream-beds of the • sea
and the foundations of the earth were
were disclosed,
revealed,
Because of thine an~er, Yahweh,
at the blast of the breath of thy nostrils,
16 (18). He sent from on high, and took
me,
he drew me out of mighty waters,
17 (19). He delivered me O from my fierce and from them that hated me, for they
foes O
were too strong for me.
18 (20). They ~vercame me in the day of
my distress,
but Yahweh became my support;
19 (21). He brought me forth into a wide
place,
he delivered me, for he delighted in me.
ao (22). Yahweh rewarded me according he recompensed me according to the
to my righteousness,
cleanness of mine hands ;
and sinned not against my God ;
:u (23). F.or I k~t the ways of Yahweh,
a:z (34). For all his judgementa were before
me,
and I put not his statutes from me ;
23 (as). Yea, I was perfect with him,
and kept me· from mine iniquity ;
24 (:z6). And Yahweh rewarded me accord- ·according to the cleanness of mine
ing to my righteousness,
hands • before him •.
as (27). With the merciful thou art
merciful,
with the perfect O thou art perfect ;
:z6 (a8). With the pure thou art pure,
and with the perverse thou art tortuous.
27 (29). 0 An afflicted people thou aavest,
but haughty eyes thou humblest.
28 (30). For thou art my lamp, Yahweh,
my God that lighteneth my darkness.
29 (31). For with thee • I will shatter a and with my God I will leap o'er a
wall,•
fence.
30 (32). 0 God,-perfect is his way;
the word of Yahweh is pure,
a shield • to all that trust in him.
31 (33). For who is O God• save Yahweh, and who is a Rock but our God ?
32 (34). The God that girdeth me with
strength,
and maketh my way perfect;
33 (35). He maketh my feet like binds'
feet,
and ·setteth me up on ° the heights O ;
0
34 (36). He teacbeth my handa to war,
and placeth O • a bow O O in mine
35 (37). Thou gavest me the shield of • my
safety•,
36 (38). Thou enlargest my footsteps
under me,
37 (39). I pursued mine enemies, and overtook them,
38 (40). I shattered them so that they
could not rise,
39 (41). Thou didst gird me with strength
for the battle,
40 (42). Yea, mine enemies turned the
back to me,
41 (43). They cried out, but there was no
helper,
42 (44). I crushed them like the dust of
0
the earth •,
43 (45). Thou didst save me from the
strivings of O the people 0 ,

~-.

and
0
llO

O
thy
encoum~cmt •
etrengtheneth me• ever•.

that my ankle-bones do not give way.

and turned not till they were consumed ;
they fell undemeath my feet.
thou didst bow down beneath me those
that rose up against me.
and as for them that hated me, • thou
didst destroy them•.
• unto • Yahweh, but he answered them
not;
like the mire of the streets • did I
stamp on them 0 •
thou didst set me at the head of the
nations,
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45 (47).

46 (48).
47 (49).

48 (so).
49 (51).

50 (52).

8

a people that I knew not served me,
When they heard me they obeyed
the sons of strangers cringed before •
me.
me,
they
came trembling out of their strongThe sons of strangers fainted
holds.
away,
and exalted be the God that helpeth
Yahweh liveth, and blessed be my
me;
Rock,
The God that granteth me
0
vengeance,
and subdueth O the peoples under me,
Who delivereth me from mine and l~fteth me from them that rise up
angry enemies,
agamst me,
and saveth me from violent men.
Therefore will I laud thee among
the nations,
Yahweh, to thy name will I sing praise,
Who maketh great the deliverance
and showeth lovingkindness to his
of his king,
anointed,
to David and to his seed for evennore.

Text-critical Note1

n,n,

to avoid the repetition; also for the rhythm's sake. Orn. ~~~~~
for the rhythm's sake. 4. Read, as in 2 Sam., '-:!~?pt;) for '?.:;ir:;t, which occi:.rs
in the next verse. 6. Orn., as in 2 Sam.,
11. Read, as in 2 Sam., M"1?piJ
for r1:;ltprJ, " lh\rkness of''.; om. C~I;). 12: Re~d, with. Gressmann, quoted· by
Gunkel: "1'.;l'.V ,-:r;~i;,
for ~-,=?V ,,;ip
;:r~~t;l, " at the brightness
before him clouds passed oyer ". 13. Read C for ::i, " in ", as in 2 Sam. Orn.,
with G, as in 2 Sam., Wtl-'7i:J'~1 11~, " hailstones and coals of fire ". 14.
Read, with G, as in 2 Sam., c,~r:, for ,,~r:t, " his arrows ". Read i'l'.ll ;-,'i:;i~\
cp. 2 Sam., and G for ::J."1 C'j?l:;l!I, "and lightnings great''. 15. Read, as· in
2 Sam., C~ for C~~. "waters"•. 17. Read, with the Versions, C'·'iYi) ';l~i-1?.
for l:!y ':;l;i-1~, " from my fierce foe ". 24. Read i":JJ?7 for '1';1'11 ij~\
"before his eyes", for the rhythm's sake. 25. Orn. -,~ "m~n ", for the rhyili~;s
sake. 27. Read, as in 2 Sam., r1l':l for i1i;lt-1-•:;>," for thou". 28. Orn., as in 2 Sam.,
-,,~i;I, '' thou dost light". 29. Read "1j~ \'1 ~ for
Y1~, "I will run
upon a -troop". 30. Orn..
"(is) he",. for the rhyth~'s ;ake. 31. Read,
as in 2 Sam., 1,~ for i:l',,!;l. 33. Read ,;ii:q1 for •;:1ii::~, "my heights".
34. Read n~,81 for nr:11::pi,,_" and it bendeth ". Orn. nrp~n~. "brass", for the
rhythm's sake. Read \O~,y:;i. .35• Read, with G, 'l??p~ for ;y'l?~', "thy
safety". Read, as in 2 Sam., 'if•';1:l~, lit. "thy answering", for ~r;,p~, "thy
humbleness".
Orn., as in 2 Sa,m., '~1lt;'i"'.'\ ~~•t.;i~1, "and thy right-hand
supporteth me". Read, with Gunkel, •:;,1.'.;l~/:1 for ':;,:ai7f:l, "thou dost increase
me ". Add, with G, n~.i'?. 40. Read," ~ith GV, t:li::,'l.;laf.1:1 fo~ ":!?to!, " I
destroy them". 41. Read, as in 2 Sam., ?t-1 for ?'.!!, "upon". 42. Read, as
in 2 Sam., Vl~ for i::,~7-,~~-1,:p, "upon the face of the wind". Read, as in
2 Sam., C~~7~ for Ci?.'7~, "I emptied them out".
43. Read ·c,1,t~ for
C}', "a people". 44. Read,' with GS, l!WIJ~~ for l!WIJ'.;l:, "they deceived".
47. Read, as in 2 Sam., ,,7ic:i for "1i1!1, '' and puttetb to flight" ( ?),
2.

Orn.

,,~?7-

m::i

t~il,

,-:r~t

in~

For the title see p. 14.
1-3. In his gratitude for deliverance from grave dangers, detailed
later, the psalmist begins with a heartfelt acknowledgement to Yahweh
for his love and protection. Some commentators regard the opening
words, I love thee, Yahweh, my strength, as a later addition ; it is true
· that the word for" love" here used is late Hebrew, and is never used in
reference to God; but in Ps. u61, where this line is quoted, the
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corresponding word is often used of man's love to God, and may well
have stood here originally. Gunkel and others suggest that it is a
corruption, and should be read, "I exalt thee", as in Pss. 301 , 1451,
and there is something to be said for this ; in any case, these opening
words are wholly appropriate, and the more striking for being an
independent half-line, and thus in the nature of a key-note to the
psalm, for the might and power of Yahweh resound again and again.
The reiterated figures of speech expressing Yahweh's strength as
deliverer and protector reveal the intensity of the psalmist's feelings.
The expression the horn of my safety does not occur elsewhere ; it
means that the psalmist's safety is set on high, and therefore out of
harm's way. So, in exultation, he cries: Worthy to be praised is he;
I called upon Yahweh, and from mine enemies I have been delivered.
4, 5. In highly coloured, figurative language the psalmist then describes
how near he had come to death ; he uses four phrases all expressing
ancient thought of how death was envisaged : the 'W(lf)es of death
(cp. Ps. 42 7 ) and the floods of destruction, reflect the old-world idea of
the all-devouring waters of the great deep; destruction here is lit.
" Belia} ", used in this sense in Ps. 41 8, Nah. 1 11, 2 1 ; the cords of
Sheol, and the snares of death present a different picture in which death,
synonymous with Sheol, is personified, and thought of as setting a trap
and ensnaring men. 6. In this perilous danger of death the psalmist
had called upon Yahweh, who from his sanctuary heard his cry ; the word
for " sanctuary " used here is hekal, and refers mostly to the earthly
temple; but in Ps. n4, Isa. 61,29 9 , 63 10, Mic. 1 2, Hab. 220 it is used of
the heavenly temple ; this may well be its meaning here, in which case
the description of the theophany follows appropriately (see v. 9). This
description (7-15) is held by some commentators to be a later insertion;
an unnecessary assumption, for the psalmist's purpose is to set forth
the stupendous power of Yahweh, and he utilizes ancient material with
great effect. The details are gathered together from various sources,
and one must recognize the skill with which they have been woven
together into a consistent whole. The advent of Yahweh causes the
very earth to shake and tremble for fear ; for he comes in wrath against
those enemies (v. 3) on account of whom the psalmist had appealed to
him. His wrath burns, realistically described : Smoke went up from
his nostrils, and fire from his mouth devoured, so that everything he
approached caught fire : coals kindled because of him. It is in response
to his servant's call to him in his sanctuary (v. 6) that (9) He bO'Wed the
heavens and descended to the earth ; in contrast to the blazing light of
fire before him, all is dark beneath, darkness was under his feet; 10, and
he swoops down, riding upon a cherub ; the word is used collectively,
they were the guardians of the divine throne (cp. Ezek. 1 26 ); here,
they are thought of as synonymous with the wings of the wind (cp.
M
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Ps. 104 3, 4 ). n. But the majestic and terrible figure of Yahweh remains
shrouded within a gathering of the clouds of the skies (cp. Ps. 97 2), for it
would be fatal for mortals to behold him (cp. Exod. 33 20), therefore
he made darkness his hiding-place, his tabernacle round about him. 12.
But the brightness within the clouds, emanating from his presence, is so
dazzling that·it raises a whirlwind of hailstones and coals of fire. 13.
Then came the terrific sound of the rumbling and crashing of the divine
voice.: Yahweh thundered from the heavens, yea, the Most High uttered
his voice (cp. Ps. 29 3- 9); and his enemies (14) scattered by his arrows,
i.e., the lightning (cp. Ps. 7717• 18), are discomfited (cp. Ps. 1446 ). 15.
Then, once again, there is a cataclysm of Nature, terrified at Yahweh's
anger : the stream-beds of the sea were disclosed, and the foundations of the
earth were revealed. 16-19. Thus did Yahweh come from on high to
the help of his servant, and drew him out of mighty _waters, figurative
for his enemies, and delivered him from those fierce foes, who without
the help of Yahweh were too strong for him. They had, indeed,
actually overcome him, but Yahweh brought him into a place of safety,
a wide place, and deli'vered him, for he delighted in him. Thus, the
psalmist, in order to express the intensity of his feelings, gathers
together these ancient and awe-inspiring pictures, and applies them to
his own experiences of peril, and his deliverance from them. 20-24.
He then makes the assertion that Yahweh rewarded him thus according
to his righteousness ; he sets forth the integrity of his character in
somewhat overstated terms, ending with the claim that he was perfect
with Yahweh, i.e., complete in all that Yahweh required of him; and
he repeats that it was for this reason that Yahweh rewarded him. The
Deuteronomic expressions occurring in these verses show that they have
been worked over by a later editor. In 25, 26 the attitude of Yahweh
towards men, according to their variable qualities, which the psalmist
describes, witnesses to ·an undeveloped conception of God, and marks
these verses as ancient. With 27 a new subject is momentarily taken
up ; the thought of his people comes into the mind of the psalmist ;
they had been afflicted, but Yahweh had saved them, and had humbled
the haughty eyes of their enemy. And now (28, 29) he speaks again of
his own experience of Yahweh's loving care for him: For tJwu art
my lamp, Yahweh, my God that Jighteneth my darkness, a similar figure
of deliverance from perplexing danger Qccui:s in Job 29 3 , cp. Ps. 13217 ;
on this verse is based the evening collect in the Prayer Book, " Lighten
our darkness . . ." The quaint thought of Yahweh helping to
shatter a wall and to leap o'er a fence, or rampart, is possibly a reminiscence of David's escape from Keilah (1 Sam. 23 u, 13). In what follows
(29-36) there is much that betrays a naive and old-world conception of
Yahweh, interspersed with more exalted thoughts, which again points
to the fact that this ancient poem has been worked over in later days.
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The main theme is that Yahweh has helped his anointed, as the sequel
shows him to have been; the psalmist, therefore, proceeds (37-48) to
give a description of how he overcame his enemies, and gained a complete victory. There is nothing in these verses which calls for special
comment ; they seem to recall episodes in the life of David whose
constant wars were an outstanding element during his reign. 49-50.
These last two verses show that it is a king who is the speaker, or a
court-poet in his name, in the whole of the psalm ; he concludes by
declaring that, 'in gratitude for all that Yahweh has done for him in
overcoming his enemies, he will laud him among the nations, for it is
Yahweh who maketh great the deliverance of his king, and showeth lovingkindness to his anointed, to David and to ht"s seed for evermore.
Religious Teaching

This psalm illustrates a great religious truth in a way which is
unparalleled in the Psalter. We mean the truth that God spoke in old
time " by divers portions and in divers manners," as it is expressed in
Hehr. 1 1 ; in other words, that the self-revelation of God to man is
granted only in accordance with man's capacity of apprehension; and
that, therefore, revelation is a gradually progressive process. The
psalm presents us, on the one hand, with a conception of God which is
very undeveloped, though it does exhibit a striving towards envisaging
the Deity in the greatness of his power. On the other hand, there
gleams through the darker shades of the picture a conception of God
as taught by the inspired prophets, his justice, his purity, his mercy,
and his unity. That these wholly incompatible ideas of God should
appear, as it were, side by side, shows how the psalmist, all unconsciously, was placing on record, and illustrating, the great truth that
divine revelation is progressive; and that God, in his mercy, does not
ask of man more than man, with his limited mental and spiritual
capac1t1es, can give. From this· point of view the psalm is one of the
most helpful in the Psalter.

PSALM 19
THE very different subject-matter CQmprised in verses 1-6 and 7-10,
respectively, justifies the contention that we have here two originally
independent psalms. · As will be seen from the quotations given in the
exegetical notes, the former of these is an adaptation of Babylonian
mythological elements. Skilfully and finely as the poet has constructed his little poem, it must nevertheless be recognized that it
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comes strangely from the pen of a Hebrew writer. Doubtless at the
back of his mind the thought of Yahweh as the Creator was present;
but he never mentions the name of the God of Israel ; his use of El
iri the opening words of the poem could refer to any god. In view of
this, the action of some later psalmist in attaching to it something which
was more in the spirit of Hebrew psalmody is fully comprehensible.
His seven-fold repetition of the name of Yahweh (including its mention
in the final verse) is significant. This second psalm, vv. 7-10, takes
the form of a hymn in praise of the Law of Yahweh. In its wholehearted recognition of, and gratitude for, the.,divine gift, it is far more
edifying than the poem, pagan in form if not in spirit, that precedes it.
The dates of these two compositions are, of course, different ; the
former is certainly pre-exilic ; the few Aramaisms which it contains
do not necessarily point to a late date. The second psalm is seen by
its content to have been written after the time of Ezra, during the
fourth, or even the third, century B.c.
The metre differs in each case ; in the former it is mostly 2 : 2,
with 3 : 3 in vv. 4 and 6. In the latter it is uniformly 3 : 2, but in the
concluding verse, which, as often in the psalms, differs from the rest,
it is 3 : 3 : 3.
Fur the Precentur: A Psalm.

I.

I

(:z).

z (3).

3 (4).
4

(5).

S (6).

6

(7).

Dauid's.

The heavens declare
the glory of God,
and the work of his hands
doth the firmament proclaim.
Day unto day
poureth forth speech,
and night unto night
showeth forth wisdom ;
Neither speech nor words,
not heard is their voice ;
O
In 0 all the earth O goeth forth O
and to the end of 0 the world their
their voice O,
utterances.
For the sun is set
0
a tabernacle in the sea O ;
and he, like a bridegroom,
cometh forth from his chamber;
he rejoiceth like a champion
to run his course ;
From the end of the heavens is his
going forth,
and his circuit O unto 0 their end,
and nought is hid from his heat.

•

•

•

7 (8). The law of Yahweh is perfect,
The testimony of Yahweh is
trustworthy,
8 (9). The precepts of Yahweh are upright,
The commandment of Yahweh is
pure,
0
9 (10). The word of O Yahweh is pure,
The judgements of Yahweh are
Truth,
10 (11). They are preferable to gold,
Yea, sweeter than honey,

•

•

refreshing the soul ;
making wise the simple ;
rejoicing the heart ;
enlightening the eyes ;
standing fast for ever ;
they are altogether righteous,
yea, to much fine gold,
and the dripping from the honey-comb.
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11 (r:z). Thy servant also is instructed by
them,
r:z (r3). Errors,-who discemeth them?
13

in observing them is great reward ;
from un-intended sins keep me
innooent;

(r4). Also from purposeful sins keep thy
servant,
let them not master me,
Then shall I be perfect and
innocent
of great transgression.
14 (r5). Let the words of my mouth be and the meditation of my heart, before
acceptable,
thee,
Yahweh, my Rock and my Redeemer.

Text-critical Notes
4. Read M';,t~ for M¥~, "hath gone forth". Read c',ij? for C~i:i "their
measuring-line .._ Read n~i;'71 for n~ml\ " and in the end of ..: Read
Cl~'.;! for CliJ~. "in them". 6. Read 1i for ',~, "on". 9. Read 1,1~~.
cp. Ps. n9 18, for 11~7;, "the fear of".
·
1. The psalm opens abruptly with a statement of fact ; a certain
number of psalms begin in this way, but it is exceptional; usually
a psalm opens with words addressed to the Almighty, or in reference
to him. The mention of God in this verse is not in reference to the
God of Israel, though doubtless so interpreted in later days ; but
in its origin it was, as oo. 5, 6 show, in reference to the Sun-god.
The verbs declare and proclaim are, in Hebrew, invariably used in the
literal sense of utterance ; that this is not the sense, however, in which
they are here used is obvious. The psalmistis expressing some such
thoughts as occur, for example, in the following Babylonian hymn to
the Sun-god, Shamash :

" 0 Shamash, on the horizon of the heavens
The bolt of the glorious heavens
The gates of the heavens
0 Shamash, thine head hast thou raised
0 Shamash, the glory of the heavens,
Light hast thou granted
Life's course on the earth
All creatures that live
0 Shamash, like a father and a mother

hast thou' risen ablaze,
hast thou unlocked,
hast thou opened I
o'er the land ;
thou coverest the lands ;
to the face of the land I
dost thou guide,
thou dost quicken ;
thou showest care." 1

2. In a similar metaphor the psalmist continues : Day unto day
poit7eth forth speech, i.e., each day, as the sun rises, has its message
to give of the god's glory; and night unto night showeth forth wisdom, i.e.,

the god's wise forethought in providing rest for the creation is shown
forth night by night. 3. No sound is heard; yet their palpable
eloquence is apprehended throughout the world. So far the psalmist
has merely implied, though plainly enough, that the thought of the Sungod was in his mind ; now he directly asserts this : 4. For the sun is set
a tabernacle in the sea ; the emendation " in the sea ", for the meaningless " in them ", is too obvious to need discussion. The idea that a
tabernacle, or tent, is set up in the sea for the sun, is ancient and naive
(though paralleled by the modern expression of the sun sinking in the
1

Gressmann, Altorientalische Texte :mm alten Testament, p. 243 (1926).
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west !) ; representations of Shamash in his " tabernacle " occur on
ancient seals (see, for illustrations of this, Gressmann, op. ci.t. i,
nos. 101, 102). 5. The daily rising of the sun is then compared with a
bridegroom coming forth from his chamber; who rejoiceth like a champion
to run his course ; and here again Babylonian conceptions regarding the
Sun-god are echoed ; in a prayer to him, one of many that have come
down to us, mention is made of his bride, Ai, and he is spoken of as a
hero, or champion : " 0 warrior, champion, Shamash, and thou,
Ai, the bride, look ever favourably upon my pious deeds . . . " 1
So, too, in the concluding lines, the words : From the end of the heavens
is his going forth, and his circuit unto their end, and nought is hid from his
heat, we have a thought reminiscent of another Babylonian prayer to
the Sun-god, in which it is said :
" The mighty mountains hath thine awesome glance covered,
Thy light hath filled the expanse of the lands ;
Thou regardest the hills, beholdest the earth . • •
.O'er the wide earth is thy daily course,
O'er sea and ocean, o'er hills, o'er earth and heaven . . . .'.' •

That the Hebrew poet utilized Babylonian material in composing his
poem is thus abundantly clear. For a poem of this character to have
been included among the Hebrew psalms may, indeed, cause surprise,
even though adapted, and made to apply to Yahweh ; and we can fully
understand why a later psalmist felt impelled to counteract its distasteful
pagan atmosphere, as it was to him, by adding a psalm more in accordance with the Hebrew conception of praise. This brings us to vv.
7-14. The first point to note here is the significant seven-fold utterance
of the name of Yahweh ; in protest, as it were, to its omission in the
other poem. 7-10. The absence of parallelism in most of the psalm
will he noticed ; this is exceptional, but does not interfere with its
beauty. It is a finely constructed series of utterances in praise of the
Law, all the terms used being different aspects of the Law. The manifest
delight which the psalmist has in the Law shows that there was nothing
burdensome in observing it ; in later days, owing to Pharisaism, it was
different, and became a " yoke " (cp. Gal. r 5) ; but in the time of the
psalmist the observance of the Law was a source of happiness. The
meaning of these verses is clear and straightforward, comments are
therefore not called for. u-14. The psalmist then applies what he
has said about the Law to himself personally. He has learned by experience that in observing the Law great reward accrues : a clear conscience and the certitude of living according to the divine will. Then,
with the sensitiveness of a truly religious man, he recognizes that no one
is wholly free from sin; there are un-intendt!d sins, and he prays that he
1

Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, i. p. 400 (1905).
• Gressmann, op. cit., pp. 244 f.
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may be kept innocent from these. He knows, too, the weaknes;; of
human nature, and prays that he may not give way to temptation :
from purposeful sins keep thy servant, let them not master me ; then, with
divine help, he will at least be innocent of great transgression. And he
concludes with the prayer that in word and thought he may be right in
the sight of God. These final verses are of deep import for personal
religion.
Religious Teaching
This has been dealt with in the exeg. notes.

PSALM

20

THIS psalm is unique in the Psalter. It is in the nature of a prayer for
victory, uttered on the eve of battle, after sacrifices have been offered;
the scene presented is, therefore, in the temple. Confidence in the
favourable outcome of the impending conflict is expressed, for all has
been committed to the hands of Yahweh in whose might implicit trust
is placed. This ceremony was customary in Israel from early times; it is
implied in Judg. 414, 511, and directly described in I Sam. 7 9, 13 9 ,
cp. 1 Kgs. 8 44, ' 5 ; the rite was common to all peoples of antiquity.
The prayer is offered by the priest on behalf of the king. Thus encouraged and fortified, the king expresses his conviction that in answer
to the prayer the victory will be his. The psalm closes with another
short petition, uttered by the assembled worshippers, that Yahweh will
answer the prayer which has been offered. The mention of the king
is an obvious indication that the psalm is pre-exilic ; he is the ruler of
the southern kingdom (v. 2); but otherwise there is nothing in the
psalm which helps in fixing a more exact date.
The metre is mostly 3 : 3, with occasional two-beat half-lines.
I.

I

(2).

2

(3).

3 (4).
4 (5).

For the Precentor: A Psalm. David's.
May Yahweh answer thee
in the day of trouble,
may the name of the God
of Jacob O defend thee O ;
May he send thee help from his
sanctuary,
and from Zion uphold thee.
Mayherememberallthineofferings, and have respect unto
thy whole
burnt sacrifices O ; Selah.
May he grant thee thy heart's
and fulfil all thy purpose.
desire
We will shout for joy at thy victory,
and in the name of our God O will we
delight 0 •
May Yahweh fulfil all thy requests.
Now O I know of a certl\inty O
that ):ahweh giveth victory to his
anointed;
He will answer him from his holy
with the mighty acts of his right-hand
heavens,
will he help him.
O

O

O

,

5 (6).
6 (7).

O

O

172,
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These in chariots
and those in horses,
but we in the name of 0
our God, 0 are strong O ;
8 (9). They stumble and fall,
but we rise up and stand firm.
0
9 ( 10). O Yahweh, save the king,
and answer us O in the day we call.
7 (8).

Text-critical Notes
Lit. "set thee up on high". 3. Read, with Ehrlich, n~_iP")T!, lit. " sedi:
favourably", (for this use of the word .te\l Deut. 11 11) for n.;np1\ "make fat ".
Read, with some MSS. and ST, r,-:,':lil' {?-r the sing. 4. Lit. " according to
thv heart". 5. Read, with Cheyne,
for ,q:;i, "we will set up_ our banners";
th~ parallelism is demanded. 6. Read, with Budde, 'l:lJ?'J; }'i'"I;, as required
for the rhythm. 7. Orn., with some G MSS., Min'. Read, .G MSS. S,
-,,:::;i~;i (cp. Ps. 12•) for -,,:p\J, "we will cause to remember". 9. Read, with
the Versions, ~::,~~) for ~~,~~. "he will answer us".
1•

,'-l~

1-4. The prayer with which the psalm opens is spoken by the priest,
and supplements that which had already been uttered by the king:
May Yahweh anSf,/JeT thee in the day of trouble ; the sequel shows that
" thee " has reference to the king, and " the day of trouble " refers to
the impending battle. Faith in the name of the God of Jacob will
defend him, cp. Ps. 46 7, 11 , 543 and elsewhere. This help will be sent
from his sanctuary, i.e., the temple on mount Zion, conceived of as
·Yahweh's dwelling-place when among his people ; the king in• question
ruled, therefore, over the southern kingdom of Judah. It is further
pleaded that Yahweh may remember all thine offerings, and h(l'l}e respect
unto, i.e., take note of, thy whole burnt sacrifices; the types of sacrifices
here spoken of are the minl;ah and the 'olah ; the former was a general
term for any kind of offering, as here, but in post-exilic times it
was restricted to the meal-offering; the 'olah was the common designation for a burnt-offering, burned on the altar in its entirety. It will be
noted how the ancient belief in the acceptability of sacrifices by Yahweh
appears here. Finally, the priest prays that God will grant the king
his heart's desire, i.e., victory, and fulfil all his purpose, i.e., prosper all
his plans for the coming battle. 5. At this point the assembled worshippers burst out in joyful strain and express their confidence in the
victory of the king : We will shout for joy at thy victory (lit. " salvation,"
but cp. e.g., 1 Sam. 1445), and in the name of our God 'Will we delight,
a confidence which is further emphasized in the words : May Yahweh
fulfil all thy requests. 6-8. And now the king himself speaks ; all has
been done which duty to God demands: prayer, sacrifice, and the
expression of earnest trust in him, so that he can confidently affirm :
Now I knO'W of a certainty that Yahweh giveth victory to his anointed
(cp. Ps. 2 2). But the king speaks of the divine answer as coming from
his holy he(l'l}ens, not from Zion, as in v. :2 ; there is, of course, no contradiction here ; sometimes Yahweh is thought of as present in the
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sanctuary, at others as dwelling in the heavens. For the phrase the
The king then, speaking
both in his own name and in that of his warriors, contrasts the vain
trust in chariots and in horses on which the enemy relies, with those who
QTe strong by virtue of the name of our God ; in the one case, they stumble
and fall, but he and those who follow him in the strength of God,
rise up and stand firm. 9. The ceremony closes with a final petition
uttered by the whole body of worshippers : 0 Y akweh, save the king,
and answer us in the day we call. " In the day " means here : at the
present time. The verse makes a most fitting and appropriate conclusion ; it is difficult to understand why some commentators regard
it as a later addition.
mighty acts of his right-hand, cp. Ps. rn6 9 •

Religious Teaching

The old-world belief that God directs the issue of battles, together
with that of the acceptability of sacrifices, find natural expression in
such an ancient psalm as this. Nevertheless, the ardent faith expressed
must be recognized. But otherwise the religious teaching belongs to a
distant age.

PSALM

ZI

IN this psalm, one of the " royal " psalms, there occurs what, at first
sight, seems to present an incongruity. Verses 1-6 contain a thanksgiving that the prayer, offered no doubt during the sacrifice which has
preceded it (cp. Ps. zo), has been answered; butvv. 8-12 contain wishes
that the king may be victorious over his enemies, showing that the victory
has not yet been gained. How, then, can vv. 1-6 be a thanksgiving for
victory? This apparent incongruity is such only at first sight. We
have here an illustration of one of the finest elements in Israelite
religion, namely, faith in the efficacy of prayer so deep and living that
the• certitude of prayer being answered is expressed by the affirmation
that it is already answered. It is worth pointing out here that this
religious element appears in some of the prayers of the Synagogue
Liturgy. As is well known, in a certain number of instances these
prayers go back in their origin to pre-Christian times ; and even among
those of later date, there is no reason to doubt that the spirit and essence
of ancient prayers has often been preserved. An illustration of faith
in the efficacy of prayer, such as has been referred to, may be offered.
One of these prayers concludes thus : " Blessed art thou, Yahweh,
our God, our Father; our Kjng, who art good, and dealest kindly with
all i thou hast dealt kindly, dost deal kindly, and wilt deal kindly with
us; thou hast bestowed, thou dost bestow, thou wilt ever bestow upon
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us grace, Iovingkindness, and mercy." In this connexion it is impossible not to recall the words of our Lord : " Therefore I say unto
you, All things whatsoever ye pray and ask for, believe that ye have
received them, and ye shall have them " (Mk. II 24). This, then,
we submit, is the way in which this psalm is to be understood ; faith in
the efficacy of prayer envisages it as answered before its actual fulfilment.
The psalm is pre-exilic, but it is not possible to say who the king
in question was.
The metre of the first part of the psalm is almost uniformly 2 : 2.
that of the latter part 3 : 3.
For the Precentor: A Psalm.

I.

l

(2).

2

(3).

4

(5).

5 (6).

6 (7).

7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).
10 (1

r).

11 (12).

12 (13).
_13 (14).

David's.

Yahweh, in thy strength
doth the king rejoice,
and because of thy help
0
he is full of joy ;
the desire of his heart
hast thou granted him,
and the request of his lips
thou hast not denied ; Selah.
Yea, thou didst meet him beforehand
0
with choice benefits 0 ,
thou didst place on his head
a crown of gold !
Life he asked O ,
thou gavest it him,
length of days
for ever and ever I
Great is his glory
because of thy help,
honour and majesty
hast thou laid on him ;
Yea, thou dost O grant O him
blessings for ever,
Thou makest him glad with the joy of thy presence.
For the king trusteth in Yahweh,
and, with the love of the Most High, he
will not be moved.
May thine hand light upon all thine may thy right-hand O shatter O all them
enemies,
that hate thee ;
Mayest thou make them like a
in the time of thy wrath O O mayest
furnace of fire,
thou destroy them 0 ,
and may the fire consume them ;
Mayest thou destroy their O offspring O from the earth,
and their seed from the sons of men.
For they O purposed O evil against
thee,
they imagined a device,-0 in vain°;
0
For thou makest them (tum) the
thy bow-strings thou preparest
0
back 0
against the face of them.
Arise, Yahweh, in thy might,
we will sing, and praise thy power.

• Text-critical Notes
r. Orn., with the Versions, -nr,;, " how", for the rhythm's sake.

3 •. Lit.
"with blessings of goodness". 4. Orn. ',f1f)r,;, "of thee", for the rhythm's sake,
6. Lit. " appoint ". 8. Read, with Kittel,
to avoid the repetition of
~::r.:r-i. 9. Orn. n,n, "f'~~. "thy presence, Yahweh". Read t:~';,~;:, for
C::11,'~::;l\ "may he destroy them "; for '.ll?::J in this sense see 2 Sam. · 2oi•. 11•
10. ·Lit." fruit". II. Lit." spread out", cp. Judg. 4 11• Lit." they were not able".
12. Lit." shoulder". Orn. ::i" with ".

vnr.:n
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1-6. With unflinching faith the conviction is expressed that the
prayer which has been offered will be answered ; indeed, so rooted is
the certitude that Yahweh will grant what has been pleaded for, that
the petition is regarded as fulfilled. It has been pointed out above
that this is an element in some of the prayers of the Jewish
Liturgy, and there is no reason to doubt its existence in earlier days.
Both the spirit and wording of many synagogal prayers echo far earlier
usage. This explains what at first sounds strange in this psalm,
namely that the answer to prayer is recorded before the prayer has
been fulfilled. It is difficult to determine by whom the different parts
of the psalm were uttered, or rather sung ; but in view of the words in
the concluding verse, "we will sing and praise thy power," it would
seem that, with the exception of v. 7, the whole psalm was sung by the
temple choir. The note of joy is first struck because of the king's
faith in the strength of Yahweh ; for in that faith the king knows that his
prayer, the desire of his heart, is granted, and the request of his lips not
denied. This faith is the stronger in that already Yahweh had granted
choice benefits before they were asked for ; thou didst meet him beforehand, a difficult word in Hebrew to render adequately ; perhaps it is
best expressed by the word "prevent," as used in the Prayer Book
collect : " Prevent us, 0 Lord, in all our doings with thy most gracious
favour." In the present case it was the crown of gold, conceived of as
having been placed on the king's head by Yahweh at his coronation.
Further, he had prayed for a long life and this had been granted; in
the Oriental mode of speech, For ever and ever ; not, of course, to be
taken literally, cp. 1 Kgs. 1 31 , Dan. 2 4 , 3 9 , etc. And because ofYahweh's
help the king enjoyed great glory ; for honour and majesty had Yahweh
laid on him ; but most blessed of all was the happiness granted to him
by the joy of Yahweh's presence, i.e., by the sanctified happiness experienced through the conviction of God's nearness to him. There
follows now (7) what seems to be a link joining together the two parts
of the psalm. The first part; the thanksgiving, has been addressed
to 'Yahweh; the second part records the good wishes of the worshippers
present, and is addressed to the king. Between the two parts come the
words, sung by a single voice, affirming the faith of the king : The king
trusteth in Yahweh, and expressing the conviction that, shielded by the
love of the Most High, he will not be moved. And now (8-13) the whole
temple-choir sings again, recording the wish that the king may wholly
overcome all his enemies: May thine hand light upon all thine enemies;
· more is implied by the expression " light upon " than the rendering
would seem to indicate ; it means lit. " find " ; for the sense in which
it is here used, i.e., " crush" or" annihilate", cp. Isa. 1010, 14 ; the same
word is repeated in the second half of the verse, and as such repetition
is against Hebrew poetical usage, it is evidently a case of dittography ;
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the emendation adopted" shatter "(root Mf.{Z) occurs fairly frequently
in reference to the total overthrow of enemies (e.g., Num. 24 8 , Ps.
1 gas). The next verse (9) is difficult; the text has clearly undergone
some corruption, the general sense shows that the name of Yahweh has
got in by mistake, for the whole section is in reference to the king;
the words, Mayest thou make them like a furnace of fire, taken in conjunction with the parallel in the second half of the verse, are probably
intended to be a picture of destruction which is to be the lot of the
enemies ; but it must be confessed that the state of the text makes any
interpretation uncertain. With the cruel thought of the extermination
of offspring and seed, cp. Josh. 621 • This is to be the vengeance on the
enemies for their evil designs. Finally, Yahweh is called upon to consummate the victory so that the people may sing, and praise his power.
Religious Teaching

See intr. section.

PSALM 221
THIS psalm is one of those which record the antagonism between the
orthodox section of the people, who continued faithful to 'the religion
and worship of their forefathers, and those who, dominated largely
by extraneous influences, were anti-traditionalist, and lax, both in regard
to belief and practice, in their attitude towards the religion that had
been handed down (see further on this, pp. 56 ff.). As so many of the
psalms in which this struggle is reflected show, the behaviour of the antitraditionalists must at times have been as cruel as it was unscrupulous.
Our psalmist would appear to have been one of the leaders of the
orthodox party judging from the numbers and characters of those
opposed to him ; and they had evidently gained some notable, if
temporary, success; ultimately, however, he regained his position
of influence among the true worshippers of Yahweh. This seems to be
the general state of affairs as presented by the psalm.
The alternating outbursts of plaint and praise realistically reflect
the conflicting emotions of the psalmist. Unlike some other psalms
of a similar character, nothing is said about sin being the cause of the
sufferer's troubles, though there is no vaunt of righteousness. Notable,
too, is the fact that the psalmist nowhere calls for divine vengeance to
be visited on his adversaries. The psalm forms a unity ; to deny this
is to misapprehend the mental and spiritual state of the psalmist ;
logical thought-sequence is not to be looked for in one who is at first
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so overwhelmed with perplexity and worry, and ultimately spiritually
exalted by unexpected deliverance.
In some of the verses the text has suffered corruption.
To assign a date to the psalm is difficult; but the conditions
portrayed may well point to the Greek period.
'
The metre is very varied, reflecting doubtless the mental condition
of the psalmist: short two-beat lines interspersed with those of
three beats.
1.

1 (2).

2

(3).

3 (4).
4 (5).

5 (6).

6 (7).
7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).

10 (11).
11 (12).
12 (13).
13 (14).
14 (15).

For the Precentor: 'The Hind of the dawn.' A Psalm. David's.
My God, my God,
Why hast thou forsaken me ?
Why 0 art thou far 0 0 from my cry 0 ,
from the words of my O clamour O ?
0
I cry in the day-time,
but thou answerest not,
and in the night I am not silent.
But thou abidest O in the sanctuary,° 0 the praise of 0 Israel.
In thee did our fathers trust,
they trusted, and thou didst deliver
them·
Unto thee did they cry, and were in thee 'did they trust, and were not
rescued,
put to shame.
But I am a worm, and ·no man,
the reproach of men,
and despised of the people.
All that see me laugh me to scorn,
they shoot out the lip,
they shake the head :
"He 0 cast 0 himself on Yahweh, let him rescue him, for he delighteth in
let him deliver him,
him ! "
0
But thou art O my strength 0 from
my trust O while on my mother's
the womb,
breasts ;
On thee have I been cast from the womb,
from my mother's belly
thou art my God.
Be not far from me,
for trouble is nigh,
but there is no helper.
Mighty bulls surround me, .
strong ones of Bashan encompass me;
0
Heopenethuponmehismouth 0 ,
a lion ravening and roaring.
Like water am I poured out,
my bones are all out of joint;
My heart is become like wax,
melting within° mine innermost parts
Dried up like a potsherd is O my
throat 0 ,
and my tongue cleaveth to my palate,
0
and the dust of O death is 0 on my lips 0 •
For 0 many O dogs surround me,
the assembly of evil men gather round
me,
0
they bind 0 my hands and my feet ;
I proclaim all 0 my pains O ,
they gaze and look at me;
They apportion my garments
and upon my vesture do they cast lots.
among them,
But thou, Yahweh, be not far,
my Helper, haste to mine aid;
.
0
Rescue my soul from the sword,
my life O from the power of the dog;
Save me from the mouth of the and O mine afflicted one O from the
lion,
horns of the wild-oxen.
I will declare thy name unto my in the midst of the congregation will I
brethren,
praise thee ;
Ye that fear Yahweh, praise him,
all ye seed of Jacob, glorify him,
and stand in awe of him, all ye seed of Israel ;
For he bath not despised,
he bath not O spurned O,
the affliction of the afflicted one ;
And he bath not hidden his face and when he cried unto him he
from him,
hearkened.
0

;

15 (16).
16 (17).
17 (1.8).
18 (19).
19 (20).
20 (21).
21 (22).
22

(23).

23 (24).

24 (25).
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° From him O is my praise
in the ,great congregation ;
my vows will I pay
in the presence of them that fear him.
The meek shall eat and be satisfied, they that seek him shall praise Yahweh,
May your heart live for ever.
Let them recall it and tum, 0
all the ends of the earth,
and let them worship O before him 0 ,
all the kindreds of the nations.
For the Kingship is Yahweh's,
and O his rule O is over the nations.
0
Of a truth, him O shall they worship,
all that O sleep O in the earth,
before him shall they bow down,
all they that go down to the dust,
0
and the soul that liveth not
shall glorify his power O •
30 (3r).
It shall be told O about Yahweh 0
0
to a generation 3 r (32) that cometh O ;
and they shall declare his righteousness
to a people that shall be born,
that he hath done it.

Text-critical Note,
r. Read ~l:l.i/:1 for i'in:l, "distant". Read, as a better parallel, with
Gunkel, 'l'.'li)lrl'.;l for 'i'."l'.p~W'l'.;), "from my salvation". Lit. " roaring". :a. Orn.
'O'ti for the rhythm's sake. 3· Read, with G, ~~:p for wi,R, " holy ".
Read; with many MSS. and the Versions, •il?i'.11;1 for. r,il:,i'.'!.r;,, "the praises of".
8. Read, with the Yersions, ?~, lit. "rolled", for ?l imperat, 9. Read, with
Duhrn, 'l~ for 'r:·r::i, "that bringeth me forth". Read, with the Versions, 'r:T~:::17.;)
for 'l'.l'~=t7:t, "that causeth file to trust". 13. Read, as the sense demands,
l!n'!;:i '~'P n~~ for l:liJ'!;:i '7:V ~~~. "they opened their mouth upon me:•.
14. Lit. "my bowels". 15. Read, with many commentators, '¾J:l for 'l"'.':!l,
"my strength", as a better parallel to "my tongue".
Read, with Gunkel,
i~~l for '"1!;~1,1 " and to the dust of"; and "f.l?rp:;'1 for '~•J'f~/:1, "thou
layest me". 16. Add, with GT, l:l'.::f"l u demanded by the rhythm. Read, with
some ~entators, lli9_t;I for ':1!1,i', "like the lion". 17. Lit. "recount".
Read, •p,:::i~}' for ',~it:i;t:P, '' my bones". 20. Lit. •.• mine , only one".
2r: Read, cp. G, './'.'1!~:g for -~~-~~. " thou hast answered me". 24. Lit.
"made detestable". 25. Read ir-it!~ for 'fJ/:l~~. "from thee", 27. Orn.,
mn•-1,~ for the rhythm's sake. Read, with the Versions,
for '1'''!;)1;i
" before thee ". 28. Read i?tp~ for ?rj?t:1, "ruling". 29. Read ;1, '!Tl!l 'fo~
~'i?I-$, "they eat". Orn. , befo~ :,iqJ:itp'!•. Read
for _'.'.l~':f, "th~ fa~ '!nee
of". 30, 31. Read, with Gunkel, 7l'l'J;;t:,~ Ul'iT n~~1, ~~,. for t,1-, ,~~1
l'l~l.:;r~~ ~-:!?: n~r:, " and his soul he bath not preserved alive, a seed shall
■erve him. "t. · 30. Read n,n,1, for •~"Tis,, " about the Lord ". Read, wich

''~9'?

•;ap~

G, t-1:i:

..,,,?,

.

For the title see p. 14.
1, 2. The mental and spiritual state of the psalmist is poignantly
expressed by the words of despair with which he begins. He feels
himself forsaken by God, for although he has ·cried in the day-time
and at night, no answer has come. The repeated My God, my God,
is very impressive. One or two textual emendations are offered in
these verses; my cry in pl~ce of " my salvation " (the two words are
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very similar in Hebrew, see text-crit. note) gives the proper parallel to
my clamour, lit. "my roaring", a strong expression indicating the

intensity of suffering and yearning for relief. The omission of " My
God " at the beginning of v. 2 is for the sake of the rhythm. But in
spite of his despair the psalmist does not lose faith ; he knows that God
is near (3) in the sanctuary (as the Septuagint reads), where he is wont
to be, and where praise is offered to him. 4, 5. For his own comfort
the psalmist recalls how in the past the fathers trusted in God, and
were. delivered ; and in saying so he implicitly asks why this is not the
case with him. 6, 7. But his humility and sense of unworthiness
rebuke him; and he reflects upon what an object of contempt he is :
I am a worm, and no man (for the term cp. Isa. 41 14); he feels bitterly
the way in which he has been treated by his opponents, reproached,
despised, and laughed at ; and (8) what doubtless hurt him most of all,
because there seemed to be some truth in it, was that he had called
upon Yahweh, but in vain, the words are those of his enemies :
He cast himself on Yahweh, a very expressive term, lit. " he rolled "
on to Yahweh, meaning whole-hearted abandonment. The words:
for he delighteth .in him, are, of course, ironical. 9-10. Then, however, the psalmist's innate faith gains the mastery; from birth he
has been very close to Yahweh ; he claims to have acknowledged God
from the very beginning of his life: from my mother's belly thou art
my God. 11. He therefore feels his right to claim Yahweh's help
in his present straits, for apart from Yahweh, there is 1UJ helper.
12-13. And now the psalmist describes his foes, and the pitiable
state he is in owing to their cruel enmity. As we have seen, he
was a man of deep feelings, and given to use strong expressions. ae
speaks of his enemies as mighty bulls, intimating both their strength and
fierceness, strong ones of Bashan, the broad and fertile tract of country
north-east of the Jordan ; here the cattle were turned loose, and became
wild and ferocious. The leader. of these enemies is compared with a
lion ravening and roaring (cp. Pss. 109, 1712), ready to tear the poor
victim to pieces, he openeth upon me his mouth ; a slight emendation is
here called for ; the text as it stands, " they open upon me their mouth,"
makes the bulls the subject, whereas it is the " lion " that is the subject.
14, 15. With a characteristic sudden change of thought, the psalmist
then contemplates his own helpless state, both bodily and mental, and
speaks of himself as near to death. Here again, exaggerated utterances
reflect a condition of intolerable strain on the part of the sufferer. His
feeling of utter helplessness he describes in an extremely graphic picture
as beingpow-ed out like water, likening his body to water splashed on the
ground and spreading.aimlesidy, his bones being all out ofjoint. Similarly
with his state of mind, or heart, which, according to the Hebrew conception, was the seat of the emotions (cp. Ps. 25 17, 73 11); this, he says, is
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become like wax, melt£ng 'Within him (cp. Deut. 208, Josh. 2 11 , Nah. 2 10), a
picture of helpless fear. He speaks further of his bodily suffering,
perhaps in reference to burning fever : Dried up like a potsherd is my
throat; the Hebrew text has, " my strength," but the parallel my tongue
cleaveth to my palate, makes my throat more appropriate ; the two words
are again very similar in Hebrew, and easily confused (see text-crit. note).
In this state of weakness he feels the hand of death upon him : the dust
of death is on my lips ; the Hebrew text here has : " and to the dust of
death thou layest me •• ; but this cannot be correct, for God is not being
addressed, the psalmist is describing his state ; the two words, " thou
layest me" and" on my lips "are almost exactly alike in Hebrew. '!'he
mention of" dust "with" lips," where death is referred to, is peculiarly
appropriate ; " death," as often, is synonymous with Sheol, the abode of
the dead ; the Hebrew conception of this place was the same as that of
the Babylonians : it is a place of darkness where dust covers all thinga ;
dust is on bolt and bar, and dust covers the shades of men as they silently
glide through the dust-laden streets of this city of the dead; their only
food is dust, and their drink is black, murky water. It will thus be seen
that the psalmist's words, the dust of death is on my lips, are very significant. The thought of death then further occupies his mind, 16-18. In
likening his enemies to dogs, he is thinking of the scavengers that devour
corpses, see I Kgs. 21 43, 2 Kgs. 9 36 ; like these, the enemies gather
round him, and already treat him as a dead body : they bind my hands and
my feet, according to Oriental usage (see John n 44, "bound hand and
foot with grave-bands"). The Hebrew text here reads, "Like a lion
my hands and my feet," a corruption recognized by the early translators,
as the Versions show; they suggest various emendations, none of which
is satisfactory. A number of emendations are also proposed by modem
commentators ; but there can be no certainty as to the right reading.
Some authorities read " they bind ", the letters of which in Hebrew
come near to those of " like a lion " ; we have adopted this as giving the
best sense. Although he cries out on account of the pain they are
causing him, they simply gaze and look at him, regarding him as already
destined to death. According to custom, the clothes of a criminal, who
suffered quite naked, were the perquisite of the executioner : They
apportion my garments among them . . . . Thus, the psalmist envisages
the approach of death. But even in the hour of deepest peril he still
looks for help (19-21) and calls upon Yahweh: Rescue my soul from the
word, my life from the pOfJ}er of the dog ; the rendering " my life " is lit.
" mine only one ", meaning the psalmist's very self, and thus a synonym
for" soul", as in Ps. 35 17 • The terms dog and lion are again applied to
the enemies, and he prays that Yahweh may save mine afflicted one from
the horns of the 'Wild-oxen ; here again an emendation is called for ; the
Hebrew text reads " thou hast answered me from the horns of the wild-
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oxen", which is meaningless; in Hebrew the two words "thou hast
answered me " and "mine afflicted one " are almost identical (see textcrit. note), and it is easy to see how the corruption arose. "Mine
afflicted one " is in reference to the psalmist himself, being synonymous
with " my soul " and " mine only one ". The expression the horns of
the wild-oxen, again in reference to the enemies, is descriptivt: of strength
and ferocity ; the psalmist pictures himself as tntangled in the cruel
onslaught of his powerful foes. Then (22-26) without any words as to
how it was brought about, the psalmist indicates that he ;1as been
delivered, in consequence of which he sa s ; J will declare thy name unto
my brethren, in the midst of the congregation will I praise thee ; he will, in
other words, give thanks and praise to God for his deliverance. He,
further, calls upon all them that fear Yahweh, namely, the seed of Jacob,
and the seed of Israel, to join with him in glorifying and worshipping
him. Significant are the echoes here o : what is said in the earlier verses
of the psalm ; thus, when the psalmist says : For he hath not despised, he
hath not spurned, there is an implicit reference to his humble description
of himself as a" worm" (v. 6); and the affliction of the afflicted one is a
point of attachment with v. 21 ; as marking the unity of the psalm this is
worth mention. In gratitude the psalmist continues : And he hath not
hidden his face from him (i.e. the afflicted one). . . . 25. The
praise that he therefore offers in the great congregation, he recognizes
to be from him, i.e., inspired by God. The vows, made in the
time of peril, he will now fulfil, and thus witness to God's lovingkindness in the presence of them that fear him. In saying that the
meek shall eat and be satisfied, the psalmist is referring to the sacrificial
feast which takes place after the offering of the sacrifices in fulfilment of his vows, to which he invites his friends (cp. r Sam. 9 19, 22 - 24 ) ;
the meek, or " humble," is one of the technical terms applied to the
lfasidim, the " godly ones," i.e., the faithful upholders of traditional
belief and practice (see further pp. 56 ff.). He encourages his friends and
followers with the words: May your heart live for ever, thus expressing
the wish for their continued prosperity after the troublous times now
past. The universalistic note then sounded (27, 28) reflect$ prophetical
influence ; it is not enough that the faithful should praise God ; all the
ends of the earth are called upon to recognize what God had done for his
servant, and to turn, i.e., be converted ; then shall all the kindreds of the
nations worship before him,for the Kingship is Y ahweh's,and his rule is over
the nations, an element belonging to prophetical eschatology (cp. Isa. 623 ,
Obad. v. 21, Zech. 149). A remark.a!Jle thought then follows (29) which
adumbrates a developed belief in the After-life; the verse is a very
difficult one on account of tl_ie corruption of the text, but there can be no
doubt as to its general sense, namely that the departed will join in
worshipping God for the manifestation of his power in delivering his
N
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servant. As the Hebrew text stands it is impossible to make sense out of
it ; the emendations which we have adopted, and for which we are
mainly indebted to Gunkel, are very convincing ; a glance at the textcritical notes will show how closely the emended form resembles the
Hebrew text, and how the corruptions arose owing to faulty transcribing.
Finally (30) the psalmist declares that those now living will hand on to a
generation that cometh, to a peaple that shall be born, the way in which
God's righteousness was vindicated by tht; accomplishment of this
wondrous deliverance and reinstatement of his servant.
From all that is recorded in this psalm, especially in vv. 22-30, we
are justified in believing that it embodies, in outline reference, some
episode in Jewish internal history which was of far-reaching importance.
It tells of one of the decisive victories, gained after a severe struggle, of
the orthodox party in the long drawn-out conflict between them and
those whose attitude towards the traditional faith threatened to undermine the Jewish religion (on this see further pp. 56 ff.). The importance
of this victory is graphically portrayed in this psalm. It is, we submit,
no exaggeration to say that this victory constituted one of the decisive
steps which led ultimately to the permanent establishment of Jewish
orthodoxy in the supremacy of Pharisaism. Much that later Pharisaism
developed was alien to Judaism at its best, yet it must in fairness be
recognized that it preserved, in face of opposed tendencies, the fundamental tenets of the Jewish religion. The victory recorded in this
psalm may well have been epoch-making. Our knowledge of the
history of th1; Jews during the fourth and third centuries B.c. is unfortunately meagre, owing to the scantiness of historical records ; but if,
as we believe, this psalm has preserved a reminiscence of a vital victory,
it is, both historically and religiously, of deep interest and importance.

Religious Teaching
The outstanding religious element contained in this psalm is its
witness of one whose indomitable faith, in face of overwhelming forces,
according to human standards, stood firm to the very verge of martyrdom. That he was ready to die for his religious belief is quite clear.
His deliverance at the eleventh hour vindicated his trust in God. The
only other point to be noted here is the psalmist's communing with God
which upheld him in his direst need. No dilating on these sublime
facts is required ; they call for thought, not words.
The quotation of some of the verses in this psalm in the Gospels is
dealt with on p. 95.
PSALM 23
Tms exquisite little psalm, probably the most familiar of all the psalms,
tells of one whose sublime trust in God has brought him peace and
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contentment. The close relationship to God felt by the psalmist is
expressed by the two pictures representing : the protecting Shepherd
and the loving Host. The brief reference to his enemies indicates that
he had not been free from trouble by the malice of the evil-disposed
among his people ; but the mention of them is cursory. Unlike so
many other psalmists who are the victims of unscrupulous foes, and who
pour out their griS::f in bitterness of spirit, this happy and loyal servant of
God has only words of grateful recognition of the divine lovingkindness.
The whole psalm breathes a spirit of calm, and peace, and contentment,
brought about through faith in God, which makes it one of the most
inspiring in the Psalter.
There is no adequate reason for denying a pre-exilic date for the
psalm. The metre is 3 : 2, with the exception of 'V'V, 1, 2, which have 3 : 3.
A Psalm.
1.

Yahweh is my Shepherd, I lack nothing ;

Beside still waters doth he lead me,
He guideth me into paths of righteous- •
ness
4. Yea, though I go through a valley of
darkness,
0
With me is thy rod and thy staff,
5. Thou spteadest out a table before me,
Thou anointest my head with oil,
6. Yea, goodness and lovingkindness shall
follow me
0
And I will dwell in the house of
Yahweh,

Dauid's.
a. in green pastures- he inaketh me to
lie down,
3. he refresheth my soul;
for his name's sake.

I fear no evil,
0
they guide me O •
in the presence o_f mine enemies ;
my cup overfloweth ;
all the days of my life ;
for length of days.

Text-critical Notu
4- Orn. Ml;l~:P. Read, w,ch several commentators, •~~n~~
for •~~Q~;, " they comfort me ". 6. Read, with S, '1:1:;irQ~)
I return".

for

fcp. Ps.

43 1 )

'l;l~l:P1, " and

1-3. The picture of Yahweh as Shepherd is one in which the central
thought is that of his loving care for the helpless. It is used here in
reference to the individual psalmist, but elsewhere Yahweh is thought of
as the ·cc Shepherd of Israel" (Ps. 801, cp. 79 13, 95 7, 100 3); so that
while in such passages as these it is the flock that he shepherds, here he
tends a single member of the flock. This is not without significance ;
for it points to the growing sense of the importance of the individual in
contrast to the traditional 'conception of the community as the unit of
divine solicitude (cp. the teaching of Jeremiah and Ezekiel). The peace
and contentment of body and mind is exquisitely portrayed in the picture
of restful tepose in green pastures beside the refreshing coolness of still
waters (cp. Isa. 49 10). But greater than material comforts is the spiritual
happiness of being led into'paths of righteousness. That Yahweh leads
him thus for his name's sake means that it is not the psalmist's own doing
which enables him to walk righteously, but that for the honour of his
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name Yahweh leads him; this implicit teaching on divine grace should
be noted (cp. Isa. 63 u). 4. It i$ not fanciful to see in what follows the
recalling of a peril through which the psalmist had passed in days gone
by ; he speaks of it as going through a valley of darkness ; as the Hebrew
now stands the word for " darkness " is pointed zalmaweth, lit.
" shadow of death " ; but compound nouns, excepting as proper names
hardly ever occur in Hebrew ; as has long been recognized, the word
should be pointed zalmuth, from zelem "shadow" (Arabic zalima "to
be dark"), with the noun-termination -uth (see GK. 86 k). It should
also be noted that " st_adow of death " is out of harmony with the picture
presented, the reference being simply to one of those dark ravines which
abound in Palestine. With Yahweh as his guide, the psalmist says, there
is nought to fear in passing through such a dark valley, in reference no
doubt to wild beasts, or evil spirits, for Yahweh guides and protects him
with his rod and staff (for the shepherd's rod cp. Mic. 714). 5, 6. The
picture then c'.anges, and Yahweh is thought of as a loving Host, who
spreadest out a table before me in the presence of mine enemies, the idea being
that they may see the reward of one whose whole trust is in Yahweh. For
the anointing of the guest's head with oil, according to the custom of the
times, cp. Ps. 45 7, Lk. 746 • My cup overftoweth, lit." my cup is satiety,"
is a figurative expression here, meaning that he is fully supplied with
his needs. In the fulness of his trust the psalmist knows that Yahweh's
goodness and lovingkindness shall follow him all the days of his life ; and
that goodness and lovingkindness is shown forth not only in the
bestowal of temporal benefits, but by the far greater spiritual blessing of
dwelling in the house of Yahweh for length of days-parallel with all the
days of my life-for there he is in the presence of Yahweh, and partakes
daily of the joy of worship.
In connexion with a psalm like this, where the exegetical notes
ne~ssarily deal with all its religious teaching, a special section on this is
not called for.

PSALM 24
IN reading this psalm the impress~on which is at first gained is that three
fragments belonging originally to different psalms, now no longer extant,
have been put together to make a single psalm. This conclusion is
suggested by observing the differing subject-matter of each of the three
fragments. V v. 1, 2 speak of the creation of the earth ; vv 3-6 describe
what must be the character of those who would worship Yahweh ; and
vv. 7-10 contain a summons to the gates, personified, to admit the king
of glory. The psalm is, therefore, regarded by some commentators as a
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piecing together of three disjointed fragments. Judged by modem
canons of composition this conclusion has much to justify it. But can
we apply these to an ancient poem, written by one with a vivid imagination, who is not bound by literary niceties, and who writes for those to
whom his allusions are familiar? Much depends upon the occasion for
which the psalm was written; but here again opinions differ, and the
force of the arguments put forth must be recognized. We venture,
however, to suggest that the psalm was written to be sung at the great
feast, the feast of Tabernacles. Outstanding elements proper to this
festival were : the worship of Yahweh as the Lord of Creation, the proclamation of him as King, and as one mighty in battle ; and one of the
central ritual acts was the great procession which accompanied the
chariot of the Hero-King. In our psalm all these elements appear,
whether directly or indirectly expressed. Thus in vv. 1, 2, the creation
of the earth is spoken of; a very appropriate introduction to the psalm ;
th~ procession, consisting of many pilgrims from all quarters, is formed at ·
the foot of mount Zion ; then one of the priests addresses the assembled
worshippers, putting the heart-searching question : " Who may ascend
on to the mount of Yahweh ? " Another priest takes up the answer.
This preliminary completed, the great procession ascends the holy
mount. On reaching the temple gates, a halt is called, and in antiphonal song the Levitical choir and the crowd of worshippers sing their
triumphal song. There the psalm ceases, and we must picture to ourselves the entry of the joyful throng into the hallowed precincts. It is
thus quite possible for the psalm to be regarded as a unity.
As to the date of the psalm, some authorities assign it to the time of
David, others to the Maccabrean era ; the former is out of tp.e question
seeing that the gates qf the temple are described as " ancient "-there is
not the slightest justificat10n for regarding the gates as those of the cityand a post-exilic date, let alone a Maccabrean one, is excluded by the
antique ring resounding through the psalm. Everything points to a
pre-exilic date, though anything more precise cannot be postulated
owing to the lack of.the requisite data.
The metre varies; in vv. 1-6 it is in part 3 : 3, and in part short lines
with two beats; vv. 7-10 are almost uniformly 3: 3: 3, with a slight
variation at the end of v. 10. The difference ?f metre between the parts
is no argument against unity, as this occurs also in psalms in which
diverse authorship is out of the question.
David's.
1.

2.

The earth is Yahweh's, and the fulness
thereof,
.
For he founded it upon the seas,

J. Who may ascend on to the mount of
Yahweh,

A Psalm.
the world and the dwellers therein ;
and upon the streams did he firmly set
it.
and who may stand up in his holy
place 1
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5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Yo.
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He that hath innocent hands,
and a pure heart,
who hath not lifted 1ll'
0
his soul O to wrong-doing,
nor sworn deceitfully;
He shall receive a blessing
from Yahweh,
and prosperity from the God of his help.
Such is the generation of them that that seek 0 the face of the God of 0
enquire after 0 Yahweh 0 ,
Jacob. Selah,
Life up your heads, 0 ye gates,
and be ye lift up, ye ancient doors,
that the ~ of glory
come in I
Who is the King of glory
Yahweh, a strong and mighty ont:,
Yahweh, a mighty one in battle 1
Lift up your heads O ye gates,
0
and be ye lift up~. ye ancient doors,
that the King of glory may come in I
Who is he, the King of glory ?
Yahweh ofhosts,
he is the King of glory I Selah.

mar

Text-critical Nottt
4. Read, with many MSS., iW'i)J for 'IP~:1, " my soul ". 6. Add, wi~h G,
mn'.. Read, with G, 'iJ?,i ':!~. 9. Read, with many MSS. as in 11. 7, l!Ntp~i:Tl
for ~N?p~, "and lift up".

As to the title, the Septuagint adds " for the first day of the week " ;
doubtless this iJidicates what was customary at one time. In later days,
however, it was sung on the Sabbath while the procession with the roll of
the Law marched from and to the " Ark " in which the roll was kept.
1, 2. The psalmist begins by proclaiming the creative power of
Yahweh: The earth is Yahweh's, and the fulness thereof, because he
created it. This reference to the creative act of Yahweh is significant,
since the recitation of the Creation-Drama was -one of the central
elements belonging to the celebration of the feast of Tabernacles. That
the earth was founded upon the seas, and firmly set upon the streams, is a
strange conception ; it is, however, taken almost verbally from the
Babylonian Creation-myth, the idea being that the earth ~ose up out of
the primeval waters. 1 The very brief mention of the Creation in these
opening verses is to be explained by the fact that the subject found more
detailed expression later during the celebration of the festival.; we have
here only the opening cerei;nony. The assembled worshippers from far
and near who have come to celebrate the feast are on the point of ascending mount Zion on their way to the temple. A temporary halt is called,
and one of the priests accompanying the pilgrims raises his voice : Who
may ascend on to the mount of Yahweh, and who may stand up in his holy
place? i.e., the temple, showing that they are gathered at the foot of the
hill. The words are not addressed directly to the throng ; it is a question of general application, but especially appropriate now. 4, 5. The
1

See Jeremias, Handbuch tier altorientalischen Geisteskultur, pp.

12:i

f. (1929).
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reply is made by another priest, and contains a heart-searching picture
of the man whose spiritual state and manner of life are such as to make
him worthy of offering worship to God : innocent hands and a pure heart,
i.e., outwardly and inwardly of upright life; who hath not lifted up his soul
to wrong-doing, i.e., who has not arrogantly and of set purpose been
guilty of evil courses ; it is possible that there is also a reference to
idolatry here, for the word rendered "wroJ1g-doing ", lit. "vanity ", is
sometimes used in reference to idols (e.g., Ps. 31 6 , Jer. 18 15, Jon. 2 8);
and, finally, nor sworn deceitfully, i.e., has,not infringed the sacredness of
an oath. 5. Such a one is indeed worthy to enter the house of worship,
thereby receiving a blessing from Yahweh, and help in his walk in life.
Thereupon the priest who had first raised his voice addresses the
assembled worshippers : Such is the generation of them that enquire after
Yahweh, that seek the face of the God ofJacob ; the implication is that the
priest regards those addressed as coming under this description. The
ascent of mount Zion then proceeds ·; that this is not stated in so many
words is for the simple reason that it was obvious.
7-10. Arrived at the temple gates there is again a halt, and a short
triumphal hymn is sung; it is rendered antiphonally, two bodies of
singers taking part, with a solo voice intervening : first, the Levitical
choir, in the mode of Oriental poetry, addresses the temple gates,
personified : Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates, and be ye lift up, ye ancient
doors; it is, of course, a command to the gate-keepers to open the gates
as the procession is now ready to enter the sanctuary ; but, with the
Oriental love of the dramatic, the command is clothed in this forceful
style. And it continues : that the King of glory may come in. Here two
points must be briefly dealt with. On the basis of an entirely different
interpretation of the psalm from that here put forth, it is held that the
"gates" are those of the city, and that the Israelite army, returning from
a victory, stands before the city gates demanding entry. This curious
view hardly needs refuting ; apartJrom other matters, is it likely that the
army, flushed with victory, would be kept waiting outside the gates ?
And why should the gates be closed against such a throng ? There is
not a word in the psalm which suggests that the city gates are in question.
The temple gates, though not as ancient as those of the city, could, at
any rate, claim a respectable antiquity,1 unless we are to regard the psalm
as Davidic ! A claim which is not to be taken seriously in view of oo.
3-6. The other point is in connexion with the words : That the King of
glsry may come in. This has been interpreted as in reference to the Ark
of the Covenant, with Yahweh conceived of as enthroned upon it ; r Sam.
4' ff. is pointed to as an illustration of the ark of the covenant, with Yahweh
of hosts," which dweileth between the cherubim," being taken with the
1
See Hollis The Archd!ology of Herod's Temple, passim (1934), which deals with
the whole subject of the temple gates.
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Israelite host to ensure victory, on to the battle-field; the words of our
psalm, Yahweh, a strong and mighty one, Yahweh, a mighty one in battle,
are, of course quoted in support. If vv. 7-10 are regarded as a separate
fragment, without any connexion with the rest of the psalm, it must be
granted that this view has a great deal in its favour. But in that case an
objection suggests itself; if these verses are independent of the rest of
the psalm, they cannot be other than a fragment, as stated ; they
obviously imply something that has preceded. How comes it, then,
that the remainder of the psalm to which it belonged is lost? It would,
on account of its antiquity, have been a psalm of high value; and to cut
off a part of it in this way without preserving the rest would be difficult
to account for. It is true that we have cases in which fragments of
psalms have been pieced together ; but they are not of the charaeter or
age of this, supposed, psalm, judging from the "fragment". We contend that unless there are stronger reasons than any that have been put
forward, there is no justification for cutting up our psalm. On our view
that the psalm, a decidedly ancient one, was sung during the festival of
Tabernacles, the New Year feast, the psalm presents a perfectly logical
unity.
But to return ; when it is said : that the King of glory may come in,
the reference is not to the bringing of the Ark of the Covenant, for, as has
been pointed out, the psalm was sung during the celebration of the feast
of Tabernacles, and in the midst of the festal procession about to enter
the sanctuary was Yahweh's chariot in which he was conceived of as
present. 1 After the Levitical choir have sung their address to the
temple gates (v. 7), a solo voice puts the question: Who is the King of
glory? the whole assembly of worshippers reply: Yahweh, a strong and
mighty one; Yahweh, a mighty one in battle ! The reference is again to
the Babylonian Creation-myth, the role of Marduk, as in numerous
other Old Testament passages, being adapted to Yahweh, see, e.g., Pss.
74 12- 15, 89 8 - 10• The whole is repeated in vv. 9, 10, with the exception
that in v. 10 the chorus of the worshippers varies slightly: Yahweh of
hosts, he (emphatic) is the King of glory!
Religious Teaching
This has been dealt with in the exegetical notes.
1

See, further on this, Myth and Ritual, ed. S. H. Hooke, pp. 126-133 (1933).
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PSALM 25
THIS is one of the acrostic psalms consisting largely of self-contained
sayings, though thought-sequence is t-0 be observed here and there.
The need of following out the alphabetical order for the beginning of
each verse accounts for the somewhat artificial style. The psalm is,
nevertheless, full of spiritual guidance. The enemies of the psalmist, of
whom mention is twice made, point, as in the case of so many other
psalms, to the existence of religious party strife. That the psalm is an
"individual," i.e., one in which the psalmist all through speaks of himself
personally, and does not represent his people, is undoubted, in spite of
the contention of some commentators that he writes on behalf of others.
The last verse does not belong to the psalm (see exegetical note).
The date, like all the acrostic psalms, is late post-exilic ; pointing in
the same direction is the Wisdom style which occurs in several of the
verses (4, 5, 12-14, 21).
The metre is 3: 3, with the exception of vv. 1, 15.
David's.
Unto thee, Yahweh,
do I lift up my soul ;
2 :i. In thee have I trusted, let me not be
may mine enemies not 0 laugh me to
shamed,
scorn °.
·
3 }. In truth, none that wait for thee
shamed shall they be that deal faithshall be shamed,
lessly to no purpose.
4 ,. Thy ways, Yahweh, make me to
0
know,
and O thy paths teach me.
s ;i. Guide
me in thy truth, and teach me,
for thou art the God of my help,
l. 0 And on thee O do I wait every day,
7• 0 because of thy goodness, Yahweh•.
6 t. Remember thy tender-mercies O and
lovingkindnesses,
for they are from of old ;
7 n. The sins of my youth O remember•
in accordance with thy mercy remember
not,
me 0 •
8 O. Good and upright is Yahweh 0 ,
he instructeth 0 sinners O in the way;
9 '· He guideth the meek with justice,
and teacheth O the poor O in his way.
I a :,.
All the ways of Yahweh
are mercy and truth
for them that keep his covenant and his testimonies.
I I
For thy name's sake, Yahweh,
forgive me mine iniquity, for it is great.
12 O· Who, then, is the man that feareth
he will teach him in the way that he
Yahweh?
chooseth;
13 ). His soul shall abide in prosperity,
and his seed shall inherit the land.
14 c. The friendship of Yahweh is for
and his covenant is for them to whom
them that fear him,
he maketh it known.
15 !). Mine eyes are continually unto for he bringeth my feet out of the
Yahweh,
net.
16 !:). Look unto me, and be gracious unto
me,
for alone and affiicted am I.
17 11'- The troubles of my heart O are
increased 0 ,
bring me out of my distresses ;
18 p. 0 Give heed O to mine affliction and
my trouble,
and forgive all my sins.
19 i. Behold mine enemies, for they are
with bitter hatred do they hate me.
.
many,
let me not be put to shame, for I trust
20 ~- Preserve my soul; and del~ver me,
in thee.
21 n. Let integrity and uprightness cover
me,
for I wait for thee, 0 Yahweh 0 ,
[22.
Redeem Israel, 0 God, from all his troubles].

S.
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Text-critical Nota
a. Read ~ll'?~ for :S.:S7::?~, which never takes 1, after it.

4. Add, with G,
5. Read, widi some MSS., -;ir;,'\H1, for the sake of the acrostic. A half-line is
wanting in this verse, while v. 7 is overloaded. 6. Om. n,n, for the rhythm's sake
7. Om., with S, 'itp~:i. "and my transgressions ", for the rhythm's sake.. See
v. 5. 8. Om. J:~•1,:p, "therefore", for the rhythm's sake. 8. Read C't:I~ for
C't:l~IJ, "sins ". 9. Read C'~'~ instead of the repetition of C'1ii1,. 1.7.
Read, with the Versions, :i:.2'1 for =l:!'G7i'.', "are enlarged ". 18. Read :l!Di7
for nt:17, "behold", for the sake of the ·acrostic. :u. Add, with G, nin• for
the rhythm's sake.

1,

The simple and straightforward series of sayings of which this
psalm is composed do not call for much in the way of exegetical notes.
1, 2. An expression of trust in Yahweh, on the strength of which the
psalmist pleads that his enemies may not laugh him to scorn ; on the need
for the emendation here see the text-crit. note. The enemies are those
opposed to the orthodox circles to which the psalmist belongs ; 3-5,
these are they that wait for Yahweh, they will not be ashamed like those
that deal faithlessly to no purpose, i.e., their underhand dealings bring
them no advantage ; the reference is to party strife. The prayer for
guidance is offered in confidence both because the psalmist looks daily
to Yahweh, in reference to the daily worship, and because he knows
Yahweh's goodness ; the last half-line of v. 7 is added here because a
half-line has fallen out, whereas in v. 7 there is a half-line too much.
6i 7. Though he faithfully seeks to do the will of God, the psalmist is
too honest to deny his shortcomings ; but he throws himself upon the
mercy of God, praying that his sins may not be remembered, i.e., that
they may be forgiven; for (8, 9) in his goodness Yahweh instructeth even
sinners, so that they may w.alk in the right way. 10. His ways are mercy
and truth, ever granted to those who keep ht"s covenant and his testimonies.
11. With a sudden change of subject the psalmist reverts to the thought
of his sin,for it is great, and prays again for forgiveness. 12-14. Then,
in the style of the Wisdom-writer, he puts a question, and gives the
answer : Who then, is the man that feareth Yahweh? The answer is
indirect : he that feareth Yahweh is one who walks in the way that
Yahweh chooseth, and whom therefore Yahweh will teach. Such a. one
shall not only himself continue to live in prosperity, but his seed, too, shall
inherit the land ; it is taken for granted that th,e children of a good man
will follow the example of their father. The psalmist continues: The
friendship of Yahweh is for them that fear him ; the word " friendship "
is full of significance ; it means intimate intercourse~ such as exists
between friends; in this sense it is used in Ps. 55 14, where the English
Versions beautifully render it "sweet counsel". 15-20. After these
sayings of general application the psalmist speaks of his enemies of whom
brief mention had been made in v. 2. He begins with an affirmation of
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faith: Mine eyes are continually unto Yahweh, i.e., he ever looks to
y ahweh for guidance, and is therefore confident that he bringeth my feet
out of the net, i.e., the deceitful entanglements in which his enemies
involve him by their intrigues, the simile occurs several times (Pss. 9,161
31', 35 8 , 576). There is special need for this confidence now, for the
psalmist is alone and afflicted; and for the third time he speaks of his
sins, thus regarding the troubles of his heart, and his distresses, as due to
sin. So he prays for forgiveness and deliverance from his many enemies,
who hate him with bitter (lit. " violent ") hatred. His final prayer is
that integrity and uprightness may cover him, a forceful expression ; he
desires to be enveloped, as we might almost say, in the " whole armour
of God" (Eph. 618).
22. This verse does not belong to the psalm ; it is outside the
alphabetical sequence. A later copyist added it, desirous of making the
psalm apply to. Israel, thus generalizing it.
Religious Teaching

Very inspiring here is the teaching on the persistence of communion
with God, in face of continued troubles, set forth by the psalmist ; the
stress laid on such words as " trust ", " wait for ", " make known ",
" teach ", " guide ", •" instruct ", " remember " {and " remember
not "), in reference to himself in the case of the first two, in reference to
the Almighty in the case of the rest, witnesses to a personal religion
which is most impressive. If the psalm taught nothing but this, its
value would be incalculable ; it is the most outstanding element in its
religtous teaching; others, however, occur, but these have been referred
to in the exegetical notes.
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THIS psalm is one of the many which refer to religious strife among the
Jews (see pp. 60 ff.). The psalmist, in all probability a priest, protests his
innocency of life in contrast to the ways of the wicked, i.e., those who are
renegades. The assertion of his righteousness, somewhat strongly
claimed (v. 2), has led some commentators to regard this as an unlovely
trait; this we believe to be unjustified (see the exeg. note on vv. 2 1 3).
The psalm is clearly an individual one, the writer speaks of himself
personally, not as the representative of his party.
There is no direct· indication of date, but the conditions reflected
point to the Greek period.
The metre is 3: 3, excepting in the opening verse, which has 2: 2: 3.
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David's.
Vindicate me, Yahweh,
For in mine integrity have I O walked ;
O
And in thee O have I trusted, I shall not slide.
2. Try me, Yahweh, and prove me,
test my reins and my heart,
3. For thy lovingkindness is before mine
eyes,
and I have walked in thy truth.
nor go with dissemblers,
4 .. I do not sit with worthless men,
5. I hate the assembly of evil-doers,
and do not sit with the wicked.
6. I wash mine hands in innocency,
and encompass thine altar, Yahweh,
7. That I may cause the sound of thanksgiving to be heard,
and may declare all thy wonder-works;
the place of thy glory's abiding.
8. 0 I love the habitation of thine house,
9. Snatch not away my soul with sinners,
and my life with bloodthirsty men,
I·O In whose hands is evil-purpose,
and their right-hand is full of bribes.
11, But I walk in mine integrity,
redeem me, 0 Yahweh O , and be gracious
unto me;
1:.. My foot standeth in a level place,
and in the assemblies do I bless thee 0 ,
Yahweh.
I.

Text-~itical Notes
Om. '~l'!l for the rhythm's sake. Read 9~, cp. Ps. 25•, 1438, for n,n,::i,
" in Yahweh"'. 8 Orn. ilin" for the rhythm's sake. r r. Add il1il" for the
rhythm's sake. 12. Read, with G, 9~-:);i~ for iJ'"!.;t-1, "I bless".
1.

r. The circumstances under which this psalm was written, namely,
the controversy and conflict between the orthodox upholders of the
traditional faith, and the innovators who endangered its purity, are
reflected in the contrast which the psalmist sets forth between himself as
a loyal upholder of the former, and the wicked (R'sa'im) representing
the latter (see, on the whole subject, pp. 56 ff). As a champion of the
right cause, he calls upon Yahweh to vindicate him, i.e., to justify him in
the face of his enemies ; for he is conscious of having lived wholly in
accordance with the commandments of God : in mine integrity have I
walked; the word rendered " integrity " connotes the idea of completeness in Hebrew. He can with the greater confidence appeal to Yahweh,
inasmuch as he has always trusted in him: in thee have I trusted, in
consequence of which he feels safe from the danger of erring from the
right way: I shall not slide, i.e., from God's way, see Ps. 37 31 where the
same word is used. 2, 3. Then, in words of great boldness, prompted
by his sense of loyalty to Yahweh, the psalmist, as it were, challenges
Yahweh to see if he is not truly righteous ; the terms used are very
searching: Try me, prove me, test my reins (lit. " kidneys " the seat of
the emotions) and my heart. The words sound like an assertion of selfrighteousness which no man has a right to claim ; but to understand the
words in this way would be doing an injustice to the psalmist. The
words which follow must be given due weight : For thy lovingkindness is
before mine eyes, and I have walked in thy truth ; the psalmist here
indicates that his walking in the truth is owing to Yahweh's lovingkindness ; in other words, it is owing to divine love that he is enabled to
walk in truth ; so that his way of living is, as we should express it, due to
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divine grace. Then, in fairness to the psalmist, it must be remembered
that the thought of the contrast between himself and the renegade Jews,
his enemies, is ever present; it is not necessarily in any spirit of selfrighteousness that one, striving to live a godly life, contrasts with this
the arrogant, ungodly life of those opposed to him. The idea of
associating with such is abhorrent to the psalmist, so that he can feelingly
aver, 4, 5: J do not sit with worthless men, i.e., those who are vain and
unreliable, nor go with dissemblers, i.e., those who conceal their motives;
I hate the assembly of evil-doers, this points to a particular body of men
(see pp. 63 ff.}; and do not sit with the wicked, in reference to Jewish renegades. Altogether opposed to, and different from, men of this type, is
the psalmist's devotion to the worship of Yahweh {6-8} and the stress
laid on this may imply that the " worthless men " and " dissemblers "
refer to idolaters, or, at any rate, to a syncretistic form of worship due to
contact with aliens. The psalmist says: I wash my hands in innocency,
and encompass thine altar, Yahweh ; whether the washing of the hands
here is to be taken literally, in reference to Exod. 30 11- 21, is questionable,
for in that case there should be mention of the washing of the feet as
well ; and the addition of " in innocency " suggests a symbolical phrase,
as in Pss. 24 and 73 13• The encompassing of the altar refers probably to
a procession around the altar of which there is mention elsewhere, see,
e.g., the note on Ps. n8 27 • In the temple he will lead the psalm of
thanksgiving and declare Yahweh's wonder-works; this is doubtless in
reference to his deliverance from his enemies. These verses indicate
the psalmist as a priest who was constantly present in the temple ;
hence his words: J love the habitation of (i.e., abiding in) thine house,
which is the place of the divine presence (cp. Ps. 27 4). 9, 10. The
psalmist then prays that Yahweh will not snatch him away with sinners ;
this is the force .of the Hebrew word which is difficult to render in
English. It is a prayer against sudden death, and shows that religious
strife was sometimes very bitter. II, 12. But this fear of death does
not really trouble the psalmist, for he walks in uprightness of life, and his
petition, redeem me, Yahweh, and be gracious unto me, is a prayer of
certitude, since Yahweh has placed him in safety, My foot standeth in a
level place, and he will bless Yahweh in the assemblies of the faithful.
Religious Teaching
The psalm brings before us the figure of one who, in the consciousness of his rectitude, prays that on that account God will justify him.
That is one side of the picture, and taken by itself there lurks therein a
grave spiritual dang~r, ;;,hich in the Judaism of later days assumed
ominous proportions (cp. Rom. 4 1 -6, u 8, Gal. 2 16). _But there is
another side t~ the picture: spiritual pride, arising out of a sense of selfrighteousness, is not a characteristic of the psalmist, because he imputes
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to God his rectitude of life, " in thee have I trusted, I shall not slide ",
he says. This is a very different attitude from that of the Pharisee in
the parable (Lk. 18 11, 12, 14). For a man to recogni:te, in a spirit of true
humility, that he is striving to live according to the will of God, need not
generate spiritual pride, but should be a source of sanctified joy. While,
on the one hand, to confess sin is a supreme duty for man, the recognition of his virtues, when rightly envisaged, is, on the other hand, to
acknowledge the action of divine grace.

PSALM 27
THIS psalm consists of two parts (vv. 1--6, 7-14); but the content and
spirit of each, respectively, are so different that most commentators
agree that we have here two originally distinct psalms. V. 7 clearly
begins a new psalm, while v. 6 is an appropriate conclusion. The
enemies mentioned in each part offered a point of attachment between
the two ; this may account for their having been joined together.
The first of the two psalms presents us with the figure of one whose
faith and trust in Yahweh are such that he can defy any danger that
confronts him. His ardent desire is to abide in Yahweh's presence, and
to worship in his temple. In the second we have the description of one
in deep despair ; thus, in striking contrast to what has preceded. Both
psalmist& are, however, alike in this, that their trust in Yahweh is
unshakeable.
A date cannot be indicated, other than that both psalms are postexilic. Ihe metre of the first psalm is 3 : 2, but in the last verse, 6, it is
2 : 2 : 3 ; that of the second is similarly 3 : 2, but some serious corruption in the text makes the metre in some verses uncertain.
Daf1id't.

x. Yahweh is my light and my salvation,
of whom should I be afraid?
YaJ:iweh is the stay of my life,
of whom should I be in terror?
a. When evil-doers draw nigh against me to devour my flesh,
Mine adversaries and they that are mine
enemies,
they stumble and fall.
my heart doth nQt fear;
3. Though an host encamp against me,
Though war arise against me,
even so do I trust.
that have I sought :
4. One thing have I asked of Yahweh,
all the days of my life,
To dwell in the house of Yahweh
To behold the delightfulness of
and to contemplate his sanctuary;
Yahweh,
5. For he hideth me in his tabernacle,
in the day of trouble,
He covereth me in the covert of his
tent,
•·
he setteth me up upon a rock.
6. And now is-mine head lifted up
o'er my foes round about me,
And I will offer in his tabernacle
Sacrifices of joy ;
I will sing and praise Yahweh.

•

•

•

•

•
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0
7. Hearken, Yahweh, to my voice
in the day O that I call;
• Be gracious unto me and answer me,
0
8. 0 myGod 0 ,
for my heart is bitter O ;
Thy face do I seek, Yahweh,
9. hide it not O from me ;
Reject not thy servant in wrath,
mine help art thou,
Cast me not off, and forsake me not,
0 God of my salvation,
1 o. For my father and my mother have forsaken me,
but Yahweh will receive me.
u.
Show me, Yahweh, thy way,
And lead me in a level path,
because of them that lie in wait for me,
12.
Abandon me not to the will of my adversaries,
For false witnesses are risen up against
0
me,
and they breathe out 0 violence.
13. Had I not believed to see
the goodness of Yahweh
in the land of the living . . . 0
14. 0 Stand fast, and let thine heart take
courage,
and wait on Yahweh.

Text-critical Notes
7. Add Ci':;,, for the rhythm's sake. Orn. i with many MSS. and the Versions.
8. Add
for the rhythm's sake. Read, with Gunkel,,':;!? ,~ ':;l for ,,;~ ";J?
•~7, " to thee bath my heart said "; and om. ':!? ~Wi?~, " seek ye my face ".
9. Orn. 'l'J"~~. "thy face ". 12. Read, with S, ry!;l~1 «· and they breathe out ",
for l::T~'1, "and he breatheth out".
13. The end of the verse seems to have
fallen out. 1,t.. Orn. n~n•-1,~ n:1;2 which occurs at the end of the verse.

'1?~

1-3. The exultant strain with which the psalm opens, proclaiming
unshakeable trust in Yahweh, is called forth, as the sequel shows, owing
to the triumph of the psalmist over his enemies. What has been
achieved is due to Yahweh's guidance: Yahweh is my light, which has
led him (cp. Ps. 43 3), and my salvation, i.e., the state of security granted to
him by Yahweh through the victory over his enemies. Of whom, then,
need he be afraid? His life, being now qpheld by the strength of
Yahweh, the stay of his life, there is no cause for terror, intimating, however, that this had been the case previously. But he has now seen the
downfall of his bloodthirsty enemies, compared with wild beasts, who had
sought to devour his flesh. So strong is his confidence in Yahweh that he
feels he could face an army without fear: though an host encamp against
me, my heart doth not fear ; and should war break out against him, even
so his trust would uphold him. The language is purposely forceful in
order to express the psalmist's feelings of triumph and safety. 4, 5.
From what follows it is clear that the psalmist is distant from Jerusalem,
though there is nothing to show that he was in a foreign land ; his
adversaries are those of his own race, whom he regards as the enemies of
God also. As a faithful and loyal worshipper of Yahweh his one ardent
desire is to be back in his native city, so that he can again dwell in the
house of Yahweh, adding, all the days of my life, in reference to the daily
worship in the temple. It is here that he will behold the delightfulness of
Yahweh, and contemplate his }anctuary; these words are·a little difficult,
and, not unnaturally, are differently interpreted by commentators. It
may be pointed out, however, that the Hebrew word for " to behold " is
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used in the sense of" to experience" in Job 15 17, 241 , 27 12, and there is
no reason why it should not be so understood here ; in this case we
might paraphi9se the first part of the line thus : " to experience the
sense of happiness and peace at being in Yahweh's presence". The
word rendered "delightfulness", or pleasantness, occurs in Ps. 135 3 in
reference to Yahweh's name, cp. also 90 17• As to the words, to contemplate his sanctuary, they offer an excellent parallel to the first half of
the line; the word for" to contemplate" is used, as here, in Prov. 20 25
of reflecting upon something ; and what the psalmist is referring to is
that which, in the sanctuary, witnesses to Yahweh's presence, the Holy
Place, and the altar ; in contemplating these the psalmist realizes, indeed,
that in the sanctuary he will be in Yahweh's presence. It is here, in his
tabernacle, that he will be in safety should a day of trouble arise again.
Tabernacle and tent are used of the temple, as elsewhere (Pss. 31 20, 614,
76 2) ; such archaisms were dear to the poet. 6. Now that he has
triumphed over his foes who had been round about him-the expressive
phrase is : now is mine head lifted up-his earnest wish is to show forth
his gratitude in the tabernacle by offering sacrifices of joy, doubtless in
fulfilment of vows made in time of peril ; the expression " sacrifices of
joy ", lit. " of shout ", may well be equivalent to the " sacrifices of
thanksgiving" spoken of in Ps. 107 22 for, as the psalmist adds, in his joy
and gratitude he will sing and praise Yahweh. This forms a very fitting
conclusion, which justifies the contention that we have here a psalm
which is independent of what follows ; the change of metre, so often
characteristic of the last verse of a psalm, points in the same direction.
In striking contrast to the psalm just considered is the pathetic outpouring contained in that which follows. 7-10. The opening words
mark the beginning of another psalm, as comparison with that of many
other psalms shows (e.g., 551, 611, 641, etc.): Hearken, Yahweh, to my
voice in the day that I call. Inv. 8 the text is hopelessly corrupt ; but in
comparing the Hebrew of the emended text (see text-crit. note), for
which we are indebted to Gunkel, with that now extant, it will be
seen that there is much similarity between the two ; when it is remembered that originally there was no division between the words
of a line and no vowel-points, it will be realized how easily confusion
could arise through careless copying. 1 The psalmist was clearly
in great trouble; his heart is bitter, he prays that Yahweh will
not hide his face from him ; reject not thy servant, he says ; cast me
not off; forsake me not ; petitions which only too plainly reveal his
piteous state. He has been forsaken even by his father and mother,
due doubtless to the false witnesses to whom he refers later. Yet, in
spite of all, his trust does not give way ; he can still affirm that Yahweh
1 See, e.g., the plates in Kahle's Masoreten des Westens (r927), and they are reproductions of Hebrew MSS. of late date.
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will receive him. II, 12. The cause of all his trouble he then describes: adversaries who lie in wait for him (cp. Ps. 58, where the same
word occurs),Jalse witnesses, who breathe out violence. Help from these
can come only from"Yahweh; therefore the psalmist prays: Show me,
Yahweh, thy way, and lead me in a level path, i.e. a place of safety.
Inv. 13 some words have fallen out, but clearly they must have been to
the effect that he would have given up all hope of life, had he not
believed to see the goodness of Yahweh in the land of the living.
His last words are those of encouragement addressed to himself in selfcommuning.

Religious Teaching
In each of the two psalms the central point in its religious teaching
is the same, though presented from different points of view. In the
former, faith in God, which has sustained the sufferer through his
trials and brought him triumphantly through them, has thereby become deeper. In the latter the victim, in a piteous state of despair,
surrounded by dangers, and plunged in sorrow, is borne up solely by
his faith in God. Thus, whether in joy or sorrow, in prosperity or
adversity, it is the certitude of God's presence and his love which
dominates all things. " Who shall separate us from the love of Christ ?
shall tribulation, or anguish, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness,
or peril, or sword? . . . Nay, in all these things we are more than
conquerors through him that loved us" (Rom. 835 - 37).
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Turs psalm is, in the main, a prayer for help against foes who are
represented as godless (v. 5). To this is added an appeal to Yahweh to
destroy them. In the latter part of the psalm all danger appears as
past, and vv. 6, 7 form a short hymn of praise and thanksgiving for
deliverance. The conditions reflected are the same as those of several
other psalms with which we have dealt : strife between the champions
of the faith handed down and those whose religion is contaminated by
the infusion of alien influences. It is possible that in some cases the
passionate feelings of the psalmists may have led them to represent
their antagonists as worse than they really were ; but there can be no
doubt that the latter constituted a grave menace to traditional faith and
practice. That politics became mixed up with religion (see pp. 64 f.)
naturally made thin~ worse. In this, as in other psalms of a like
nature, it is an individual who is in personal danger ; this points to his
having been one of the leaders of the orthodox party.
0
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To indicate a date is impossible ; but there is nothing in the psalm
to exclude it from being pre-exilic.
The metre, but for the last verse, is 3 : 2.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Dmlid's.
Unto thee O do I cry, 0 my Rock,
be not deaf unto me,
lest thou be silent.unto me, and I be like them that go down to the Pit.
Hear the voice of my supplication
when I cry unto thee,
when I lift up mine hands, 0 Yahweh 0 ,
to thine innermost sanctuary.
Drag me not away with the wicked,
and with the workers of iniquity,
that speak peace with their neighbours,
but" evil is in their heart.
Recompense them according to their and according to the wickedness of their
doing,
acts,
according to work of their hands 0
render
their desert unto them ;
0
They heed not O the work of O Yahweh,
nor the doing of his hands;
•
may he cast them down, and not build them up.
Blessed be Yahweh, for he hath heard
the voice of my supplication;
Yahweh
is my strength and my shield,
mine heart trusteth in him.
0
I was holpen, and my flesh revived,
and from my heart I gave him thanks. 0
Yahweh is the strength O of his people 0 ,
the protection and help of his anointed 0 •
Save thy people,
and bless thine inheritance,
Nourish them and bear.them up for ever.

Text-critical Notes
Orn. n,n, for the rhythm's sake. 2. Add n,n, for the rhythm's sake.
4. Om., with soi:ne MSS., ct;,1? 7f::1, " recompense them ", repeated from the
previous line. 5. Orn. ':;!, "for '!. Read, with some MSS., .n~'.t?!t for r'(._,
·.plur. 7. Read, following GS (Durun, Gunkel) :
1.

ii~1.in~ '~~~~

'711:ltp J:\?i:]!1

'l:'17rn~

instead of the present Hebrew text : " And I was holpen, and mine- heart exulted, and
from my song I gave him thanks". The rendering of the Versions was evidently
based on a different, and purer, form of the Hebrew text. 8. Read, with many- MSS.
and the Versions, 'i!!!:i?? for· ir.i'7, "to them". Orn. t-i~n, for the rhythm'• sake.
1, 2. The extreme peril in which the psalmist finds himself is
indicated by the intensity of his appeal. In the Hebrew text " Yahweh "
is inserted after Unto thee; but this is evidently not original as it
breaks the rhythm. The Almighty is addressed as my Roe~, an ancient
designation expressive of the safety. accorded to those who call upon
him (cp. Pss. 18 2 , 194, and elsewhere). How urgent the psalmist's
need is appears from his fear that if God is deaf to his appeal his life
will be endangered ; he will be like them that go dawn to the Pit, a
synonym for Sheol (cp. Pss. 303, 88 3, 4), but the lowest part of it. The
prayer was offered up in the temple, for the psalmist lifts up his hands
in front of the innermost sanctuary, i.e., the Holy of Holies (debir);
the rendering " oracle " conveys a wrong idea as though it were a place
whence utterances proceeded. 3-5. The cause of the psalmist's peril
is the action of workers of iniquity, deceitful in word and deed; they are
the enemies of God, for they heed not the work of Yahweh; the psalmist,
therefore, prays that Yahweh may recompense them according to their
doing. They are thus the same type of'" enemy" as depicted in so many
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other psalms, namely, renegades; men who are unfaithful to the religion
of their fathers. The p$almist, having thus set forth his peril, and the
cause of it, then goes on to show that it is now past, and makes his
acknowledgements to Yahweh for having delivered him (6, 7); Blessed
be Yahweh, for he hath heard the voice of my S1lpplication ; the psalmist
addresses him as my strength and my shield, expressive of Yahweh's
power to deliver and to protect (cp. Ps. 3 3). For the rendering of the
line which follows, see the text-crit. note ; it is based on the Septuagint
and Syriac Versions, and is more pointed than the Hebrew text in its
present form, telling of how both in body and mind he had experienced
Yahweh's help and protection. 8, 9. These verses can hardly be an
original part of the psalm ; they represent the people and the king, the
anointed, as the objects of Yahweh's solicitude; whereas in the rest of
the psalm it is the individual psalmist. The probability seems to be
that these verses were taken from some ancient psalm and added here in
order to adapt it to liturgical worship.

Religious Teaching
The main theme, trust in God in the midst of danger, has already
been dealt with in several other psalms.
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Tms fine and ancient hymn of praise is unique in the Psalter. It was
doubtless inspired, in the first instance, by the awesome descriptions of
the theophany on Mount Sinai (Exod. 19 16- 19), and the divine presence
on Mount Horeb (1 Kgs. 1911, 12). The psalmist's aim is to proclaim
Yahweh's supremacy in the heavens and on earth. The heavenly
powers are described as "sons of gods", and subordinate to Yahweh;
a witness to monotheistic belief in contrast to the polytheism of the
nations which regarded the highest god as different in rank, but not
in nature, from the rest of the gods. The old-world conception of
the thunder being the voice of Yahweh appears here in pronounced
form (cp. Pss. 18 13, 466, 68 33, 77 18). The belief was not unnatural, and
was paralleled among other peoples who had their storm-gods and the
like. It is easy to understand the awe-inspiring effect of thunder and
lightning, accompanied by gale and shower, on men in those comparatively early times, unaware of their whence and why.
The psalm is certainly one of the earliest in the Psalter. It is
perhaps owing to its age that the text has suffered some corruption,
and that the metre is somewhat irregular. Most of the verses have two
beats to the half-line; but vv. 31 41 6 have 3 : 3, and v. 10 has 3 : 2 : 2.
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1.

a.

3.
4.

5.

6,
7.
8.

9.

29

A Psalm. David's.
Ascribe unto Yahweh,
0 ye sons of _gpds,
ascribe unto Yahweh
glory and might ;
Ascribe unto Yahweh
the glory of his name ;
worship Yahweh
in holy array I
The- voice
of Yahweh 18 upon the
waters O ,
of Yahweh upon many waters,
The voice of Yahweh with pawer,
the voice of Yahweh with splendour.
The voice of Yahweh
shattereth cedars,
yea, Yahweh shattereth
the cedars of Lebanon.
He maketh Lebanon to O skip O like a
calf,
and Sirion like a young O wild-ox 0 •
0
The voice of Yahweh O heweth out
flames of fire.
The voice of Yahweh
shaketh the wilderness,
Yahweh shaketh
the wilderness of Kadesh.
The voice of Yahweh
maketh hinds to calve ;0
0
the voice of Yahweh
strippeth bare the forests
And in his temple O everyone 0
saith : " Glory ".
Yahweh sitteth over the flood,
And Yahweh abideth
King for ever.
May Yahweh grant
strength to his people,
May Yahweh bless
his people with peace.
O

O

•

IO,

n.

Text-critical Note,
God of glory thundereth ", which overloads
the line, md is out of harmony with the context. 6. Read 1i7.:~1 for Ci.'i?i!'l,
"he maketh them to skip". Read Citf1 ,for C'!;i~, "wild-ox~". 7. ,,,.;,.;,
with maqqeph. one beat•• 9. Add n,n,;.,'lj) whi<;h seems to have fallen out, but
the text is uncertain,! • .ni,l'~ .~th fem. plur. does not occur elsewhere, it is a
muc. noun. Read 7lllJ for
3.

Om.

C'~7r, 'TI:::litr•,~. " the

,.,,f.

1, 2. With a boldness prompted by his intense zeal for the honour
and glory of Yahweh, the psalmist calls upon the heavenly hosts to
atcribe unto Yahweh glory and might. It is to the sons of gods that the
exhortation is made ; only once elsewhere in the Psalter do we find a
similar address, Ps. 97 7, though the existence of these heavenly beings
is spoken of in 898, 7 (and cp. the Seraphim in Isa. 62, 3). That the name
of Yahweh should, in a sense, be differentiated from Yahweh himself,
though a vital part of him, is in accordance with ancient thought.
The expression sons of gods (cp. Deut. 4 19) indicates that the supernatural beings which were originally conceived of as independent gods
were now held to be subordinate to Yahweh, thus emphasizing monotheistic belief. They are bidden to 'WOTship Y ahwek in holy array ;
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just as men put on holy array when they worshipped (see z Chron. 2011,
where the same expression is used), so the psalmist conceives of the
heavenly host as robed in special garments for worship. 3-9. The
conception ofYahweh's presence on earth, made known by the sound of
his voice, is then dealt with in a unique manner ; quaint as the thoughts
are, the poetic vigour of the passage is very striking. The fJOice of
Yahweh is upon the waters presents the awe-inspiring experience of the
psalmist, as we may surmise, when standing on the sea-shore and listening to the roar of the thunder reverberating over the watery expanse ;
the sound is deafening, with power, but majestic, with splendour.
Then, again, the psalmist may be recording what he had seen when he
says that the voice of Yahweh shattereth cedars ; the trees struck by lightning he believes to be the result of the thunder ; that he was familiar
with the Lebanon district is likely enough. A thunder-storm was doubtless sometimes accompanied by earthquake (cp. Exod. 1917, 18, where
both are mentioned), and the psalmist, with pardonable exaggeration,
compares the trembling of Lebanon and Sirion (see Deut. 39) with the
antics of cattle. The text of vv. 7, 8 has suffered some corruption;
various emendations are offered by commentators, but there is an element of uncertainty about them. In v. 7 the voice of Yahweh is an addition, but the rhythm seems to require it ; we have followed the text
as it stands in rendering heweth out flames of fire ; but the verse may
not be an original part of the psalm ; the meaning would presumably
be in reference to the lightning splitting a tree and setting it on fire.
The mention of the wilderness of Kadesh, brings us to the south of
Palestine; Kadesh, or Kadesh-barnea (Num. 34 4), lay about fifty miles
south of Beersheba. The voice of Yahweh is thought of as tolling over
the widespread wilderness just as it resounded over the many waters,
hence it shaketh. Inv. 9 the text is again uncertain; the beginning is
clear enough ; the statement that the voic.e of Yahweh maketh kinds to
calve, may well be in accordance with fact.· What follows is quite uncertain ; in place of, the voice of Yahweh strippeth bare the forests,
already, in effect, spoken of in v. 5, one would rather expect something
parallel with the preceding couplet ; there is, therefore, much to be
said in favour of Gunkel's suggested emendation : " scareth away the
wild-goats with flames of fire", i.e., the lightrling. Further, the sudden
change of subject, making mention of the temple, gives the impression
that it was originally preceded by another couplet. At any rate, when the
psalmist says : And in his temple everyone saith : " Glory ", the reference
is to the worship of men, following the example of the heavenly hosts.
Very appropriately does the psalmist conclude with the reference to the
Kingship of Yahweh; he is enthroned over the flood, the word " flood "
(mabbul) refers otherwise always to the Flood ih the days of Noah;
but here it is obviously an echo of v. 3. The final verse (n) expresses
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a noble, patriotic wish for the welfare of the nation ; but it may well be,
as many commentators hold, a later addition, for v. 10 makes a very
fine conclusion; the thought of Yahweh is the fittest in ending the
psalm.
Religious Teaching
The central thought here of Yahweh as the God of Nature, is dealt
with on p. 81.

PSALM 30
Tms beautiful psalm, somewhat in the nature of an autobiographical
sketch, is the joyful thanksgiving of one who has been delivered from
grievous sickness which had brought him near to death. It is composed
of two more or less parallel parts (vv. 1-5 and 6-12). The second of
these is in the nature of a retrospect, recalling the time of quiet happiness,
which was, however, suddenly broken. But the appeal to Yahweh
brought peace and contentment once more. Subordinate as the reference
to sin is, as the cause of his sickness, it nevertheless does find a passing
expression in each part. The first part recounts the return of the time of
happiness, though here, too, there is a reference to the past.
The psalm is so obviously the record of the experiences of an individual that it is difficult to understand the contention of some commentators that the writer represents the nation.
The date of the psalm we believe to be pre-exilic, against the view of
some commentators. The metre is mainly 2 : 2, interspersed here and
there by 3 : 3.
x.
1

:i

4
5

6

7

8

A Psalm. A Song at the Dedication of the House. David's.
(:i). I will exalt thee, Yahweh, for thou and didst not suffer my foes to rejoice
didst draw me up,
over me.
(3).
Yahweh, my God,
I cried unto thee,
and thou didst heal me.
Yahweh, thou broughtest up
my soul from Sheol,
Thou didst keep me alive O from them that go down ° to the Pit.
(5). Sing praise to Yahweh, 0 ye godly
and give thanks to his holy O name 0 •
ones,
° For there is suffering when he is wrath 0 ,
(6).
but life in his favour ;
in the evening O weeping,
but joy at morn.
As for me, I said in my prosperity :
(7).
" I shall never be moved I "
• Through thy favour I was made to stand
(8).
upon my strong mountain ° ;
thou didst hide thy face,
I became dismayed.
(9). Unto thee, Yahweh, I cried,
and unto my God 0 I made sup•
plication:
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What profit is there in my blood
if I go down to corruption ?
Should dust give thee thanks,
should it declare thy truth ?
10 (u). Hear, Yahweh, and have mercy on
me,
Yahweh, be thou my helper.
Thou hast turned my mourning
11 (12).
to dancing for me ;
thou hast loosed my sackcloth,
and hast girded me with joy,
that O my heart O may sing praise to thee,
12 (13).
and not be silent ;
Yahweh, my God,
I will give thanks to thee for ever.
9 (10).

Text-critical Note,

3. Read, with K'thib and the Versions, '':17'i•Q for ' 17~1.;l, "that I ehould not
go down," an anomalous form for 'f:111~ (see GK. 69m). 4. Lit. "memorial",
cp. Ps. 9711, and see Exod. 311• 5. Lit." For a stroke is in his wrath", reading, with
Hali!!vy and Gunkel, ll~~ for 1')".), "a moment". Orn. p1;,~ which overloads the
half-line. 8. Read, with Gunkel:

l1' ,,.7;:r·',~

'f:1"1,~i;:t "f?'i~:;;I

,;:11,~. for

(omitting il~il' which overloads the half-line). 8. Read, with G,
'?'i~; " my Lord". 12. Read, cp. G, '1::;:i:;>, lit. "my liver ", for
"glory".

i,:::1:;,,

For the title, see p. 14.
1-3. In thanksgiving for his recovery from very serious illness, the
psalmist praises God : I wi1l exalt thee, Yahweh, and he uses a significant
expression, for thou didst draw me up, in reference to his having been,
as it were, lifted up from slipping down into the depth of Sheol,
mentioned subsequently. The foes of whom the psalmist speaks must
refer to evil-disposed persons who mocked at his trust in Yahweh, and
would have been glad to see his faith unavailing ; unbelievers of this
kind existed in every period of Israel's history. Hence the psalmist's
words : thou didst not suffer my foes to rejoice over me. He then recalls
how he cried unto Yahweh, and how he was healed of his sickness ;
this must have been very severe since he came nigh to death ; but
Yahweh brought him up as he felt he was going down to Sheol, and was
thus kept from joining those who go down to the Pit, the lowest part of
· Sheol (cp. 28 1, and" the lowest pit" 886). 4. It is not enough that he
should personally praise Yahweh for his recovery ; he, therefore, calls
upon those like-minded with himself, the godly ones, to sing praise to
Yahweh, and to give thanks to his holy name, lit. " memorial," cp.
Exod. 315 : "this is my name for ever, and this is my memorial unto all
generations". · 5. The psalmist then implicitly acknowledges that his
sickness had been sent to him because he had, through sin, aroused
the wrath of Yahweh ; for the emendation of this sentence see the text. crit. note. But he feels that he has been forgiven, for by Yahweh's
favour he now enjoys life; it had been a time of sorrow, but that is
past: in the evening weeping, but joy at morn. This concludes the first
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part of the psalm. The subject-matter of the second part is similar to
what had already been said. This repetition, in substance, is fully
comprehensible if one reflects upon the deeply stirred emotions of the
psalmist. Moreover, it will be noticed that in the first part one stage of
the psalmist's experiences is not mentioned, namely, that which preceded the period of his sickness. To make this good, he now indicates
three stages. The first, 6, 7.., tells of his state of well-being before he
was struck down with sickness ; at that time he had said to himself
in a boastful spirit : I shall never be moved ; true, his innate religious
sense ascribed this to Yahweh : Through thy favour I was made
to stand upon my strong mountain (for the necessary emendation see textcrit. note), i.e., through Yahweh's favour he lived in unassailable prosperity. But, as v. 5 shows, he had ovei:looked a fatal fact, that of his
sin ; hence his significant words, 7h, thou didst hide thy face, I became
dismayed ; why should Yahweh turn from his servant except for his
having been unfaithful to the divine precepts? And so he became
dismayed, for his sickness had the effect of opening his eyes. This is the
second stage of his experiences. In his state of sickness (8) he cned
unto Yahweh, and made supplication unto God. 9, 10. His plea, it
must be confessed, is naive, and betrays a somewhat undeveloped
conception of God: What profit is there in my blood (i.e., life) if I go
down to corruption ? he asks ; as though it were to the advantage of
the Almighty to preserve his servant's life; for the dust cannot give
thanks nor declare his truth ! The psalmist urges that his death will be
the loss of a devout worshipper to Yahweh, and thus a reason why
Yahweh should have mercy on him, and be his helper. If, on the one
hand, this reveals a very inadequate apprehension of the Divine Personality, it offers, on the other hand, a touching picture of the psalmist's
childlike intimacy and communion with God. 11. In his mercy,
God grants him health and strength again. Thereupon the psalmist
tells of the third stage of his experiences : Thou has turned my mourning
to dancing for me ; the reference here is to the festivities which took
place after the sacrifice of thanksgiving had been offered ; this feast,
given by the offerer to his friends, is referred to, e.g., in I Sam. 14,
9 12, 13, 22- 2 4, see also Exod. 326, 19 • This, therefore, the psalmist recalls,
and thinks of how he rose from his bed of sickness, for God had loosed
his sackcloth, and in place thereof had girded him with joy ; and of how
his heart (see text-crit. note) sang praise to God, and was not silent.
His deep gratitude he expresses once more in his final words : Yahweh,
my God, I wi"ll give thanks to thee for ever.
Religious Teaching
Trust in God's mercy, gratitude -for answer to prayer, and consequent " rejoicing in the Lord ", are the outstanding features of the
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psalm. If the conception of God is revealed as somewhat undeveloped,
it is compensated for by the intimacy of the psalmist's walk with God.

PSALM 31
THIS psalm is one of many in which an individual servant of Yahweh,
menaced by the bitter enmity of unscrupulous foes, pours out his complaint to God ; at the same time his unceasing prayer brings him the
certitude of deliverance from his troubles. The somewhat irregular
composition of the psalm has led some commentators to postulate
composite authorship, especially as with v. 9 a new beginning seems to
be made. This supposition we believe, however, to be unnecessary.
When the dire state of peril in which the psalmist finds himself is
taken into account, the fear of his enemies, alternating with trust in
God, the fear of death, with the conviction of divine help, it is surely
natural enough that a logical thought-sequence should be wanting.
Indications in the psalm suggest a post-exilic date.
The metre is very variable, which may also reflect the psalmist's
mental state.
For the Precentor : A Psalm. David's.
I.
1 (2). In thee, Yahweh, I seek refuge,
let me never be put to shame,
In thy righteousness deliver me, 0 and save me 0 •
2 (3). Bow down thine ear unto me,
haste thee, 0 Yahweh 0 , save me;
Be to me a strong rock,
a house of defence to preserve me ;
3 (4). For my rock and defence art thou; for thy name's sake lead me and guide
me.
4 (5). Bring me out of the net they have
hid for me,
for thou, 0 Yahweh 0 , art my refuge.
5 (6). Into thy hand I commend my thou dost redeem me 0 , 0 God of
spirit,
truth.
6 (7). 0 Thou hatest O them that cleave to
false-idols,
but as for me, I trust in Yahweh.
7 {8). Let me rejoice and be glad in thy
lovingkindness,
thou who didst see mine affliction,
And knewest the troubles of my soul.
8 ( 9). Thou didst not deliver me into the thou didst set my feet in a large
hand of the enemy,
place.
9 (10). Be gracious unto me, Yahweh, for
I am in trouble,
mine eye wasteth away for grief O ;
10 (n). For my life is spent with sorrow,
and my years with sighing,
My strength faileth O through
affliction °,
my bones consume away.
Because of all mine adversaries
II (U).
I am become a reproach,
To my neighbours 0 a terror 0 ,
A fear to mine acquaintance ;
They that see me without
Flee away from me.
12 (13). I am forgotten as one dead, out of
mind,
·
I am become like a destroyed vessel.
13 (14). For I hear the defaming of many,
terror all around,
While they take counsel together
against me,
to take my life they plan.
14 (15). As for me, in thee do I trust 0 ,
I say, My God art thou:
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15 (16). In thine hand are my times, deliver from the power of mine enemies and
persecutors.
me
16 (17) .. Make thy face to shine on thy
save· me in thy lovingkindness.
servant,
Yahweh, let me not be ashamed, for I call on thee,
17 (18).
Let the wicked be ashamed,
Let them be silent in Sheol.
18 (19). Let the lying lips be dumb,
that speak with pride and contempt.
19 (20). How great is thy goodness,
which thou hast laid up for them that
0
0
Yahweh ,
fear thee,
Which thou hast wrought for them
that trust thee,
before the children of men ;
O
20 (21). Thouhidestthemin the covert of
0
thy wings O ,
from the calumnies O of men,
Thou treasurest them O in thy
shelter 0 ,
from the strife of tongues.
21 (22).
Blessed be Yahweh,
For he hath shown wondrously his lovingkindness
0
In the time of trouble O•
0
22 (23). As for me, I said in my fear,
I am cut off O from before thine eyes;
Nevertheless, thou didst hear
The voice of my supplications,
When I cried unto thee.
23 (24). 0 love Yahweh, all ye his saints,
the faithful doth Yahweh keep;
But he plenteously requiteth
him that acteth proudly.
24 (25). Be strong, and let your heart
stand firm,
all ye that wait for Yahweh.
O

Text-critical Not111

'~7.'tm.

Add with G,
2. Add with 1 MS. MiM'. 4. Add n,n, for the
rhyth!"'s sake. 5. Orn. nin\ which_gives a beat too much. 6. Read •~tc,ip for
'•"'.'l~lp." I hate". 9. Orn. '~tp:;i~ 'W!;);;J, "_my soul and my body", which overloads
the line.. 10. Read with_ GS; ':;I~~ for ,~,~~. " because of mine iniquity ". n.
Read ~•ql:I for 'Tt-17.?, "very". 14. Om. i'T'li1\ which gives a beat too much.
18. Orn. i?Q~ jl';S-',~, " against the righteous man insolently ", which
overloads the half-line. 19. Add with 3 MSS. G n,;i\ 20. Read 'i'f'~~f for
'If";~. "before thee", cp. Ps. 61•. Read, with Duhm, ' .?';:,71,;1 for •p:;,~l;;l,
"plottings". Rea~ "T•";1~9~ (or n;9::,;i, "in a shelter". 21. Read, with Kittel-,
j'l~3~ n7¥::,;i for ii3~ ;,~~. "in a defenced city". 22. Read, with many MSS.,
'f:17lt~, cp. Ps. 88 1, for
1.

'f:l'~~-

1-5. These opening verses are largely identical with Ps. 71 1 - 3•
Trust in Yahweh conditions the petitions which follow. The intermingling of prayers and utterances of faith is entirely natural for one
in trouble; a logical thought-sequence is not to be looked for in such a
case. The metaphor of the net for the entanglement brought about by
plotting opponents is familiar to the psalmists (see 9 15, 37 7, 578, 140 5).
That the foes of the victim are idolaters (6) is an additional reason why
Yahweh's help should be accorded to one whose sole trust is in him;
and past experience of deliverance from afftictiun prompts the prayer :
Let me rejoice and be glad in thy_ lovingkindness . . . (7, 8).
With v. 9 we have what looks like the beginning of a new psalm ;
on the other hand, there is no reason why vv. 1-8 should not be regarded as an introduction to the main portion of the psalm (9-13). These
verses describe in fuller detail the sorry plight in which the psahnist finds
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himself. His sufferings are of long standing, my life is spent ~·th sorrow,

and my years with sighing ; the words recall the prophet Jeremiah's
plaint : " Wherefore came I forth out of the womb to see labour and
sorrow, that my days should be consumed with shame?" (2018).
As a result of the defamation on the part of his enemies ( i3} the psalmist
has become even to his friends a reproach and a terror ; here again we
are reminded of Jeremiah's experience: " I am become a laughingstock
all the day, everyone mocketh me . . . because the word of Yahweh
is made a reproach unto me, and a derision all the day. . . . For I
have heard the defaming of many, terror on every side" (20 7- 10);
indeed, the whole of Jer. 20 7- 13, compared with our psalm, is very
instructive, though the relationship between the two is difficult to
determine. 14-16. A further asseveration of trust in God, followed by
petitions, shows affinity of style with the first part of the psalm, and
therefore suggests unity of composition. In the words, Jn thine hand
are my times, we have a somewhat unusual expression, times is used of
fate or destiny, cp. Isa. 33 6 • Some antique conception must lie behind
the expression, Make thy face to shine on, meaning, " Show that thou
hast pleasure in"; it occurs only in the later literature, Num. 6 26
(P}, and is used frequently in post-exilic psalms (671, 80 3, 7, 19, 119 135).
17, 18. As so often in the psalms, the beauty of a passage is marred by a
malediction on the enemies : Let the wicked be ashamed, let them be
silent in Sheol ; silence reigns in the abode of the departed, cp. Pss.
94 17 , 115 17 • The psalm closes with words of praise and an acknowledgement of Yahweh's goodness to those that trust in Him (19-24). In a
number of instances words and phrases in these verses are echoes from
other psalms. The triumphant exhortation with which the psalm
ends is particularly fine: Be strong, and let your heart stand firm, all
ye that wait for Yahweh.
. Religious Teaching
The religious elements in this psalm are largely similar to those in
a number of other psalms. Trust in God when in trouble is the dominating note. The intimate relationship which the psalmist feels to exist
between him and his God is very beautifully brought out : he knows
that God knows all his grief, therefore he can pour out his heart to one
who feels for him ; though all his friends forsake him, he has a Friend
who is ever mindful of him; his destiny is in God's hands, therefore
he is convinced that ultimately all will be well. As containing the words
hallowed by being uttered by the Saviour on the Cross, the psalm must
ever stand out as one of_peculiar sanctity: "Into thy hands I commend
my spirit" (Lk. 23 46 ).
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psalm is reckoned among the seven penitential psalms by the
Church, though the penitential element is less pronounced than those of
joy and gratitude at the obliteration of sin. It is the utterance of one
who, in the conviction of the forgiveness of past sin, experiences the
happiness of the peace of God. The nature of the sin of which the
psalmist has been guilty is not indicated ; but he has been brought to
acknowledge it through the stroke of sickness which, as he believes, is
the mark of divine displeasure. His recovery is to him the assurance
that his sin has been forgiven. The sense of righteousness, engendered
by the conviction of freedom from sin, induces the psalmist to act as
instructor and guide in the way of righteousness to others. The
noticeable style of the Sage in the latter part of the psalm is distinctly
reminiscent of the Wisdom Literature, a fact which points to the postexilic period ; a more exact date cannot be assigned to it. ·
The text has undergone some corruption here and there ; to this, at
any rate in part, may be due the somewhat irregular metre ; 2 : 2 and
3 : 2 predominate.
THIS

I.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

II.

David's. Masktl. ·
Blessed is he whose transgression is
forgiven,
whose sin is covered ;
Blessed is the man to whom Yahweh
doth not impute iniquity,
And in whose spirit there is no deceit.
When I kept silence my bones waxed
old,
as I moaned all the day.
For day and night lay heavy
thy hand upon me ;
O
0
0
My life-sap was dried.
like O the summer drought. Selah.
My sin I made known to thee,
and mine iniquity I hid not,
I said, I will confess,
to
concerning my transgression,
Yahweh;
O
O
And thou forgavest
mine iniquity and my sin.
Selah.
Therefore unto thee
shall every godly man pray ;
• In the time of distress •,
at the flowing of many waters,Unto him they shall not come nigh.
Thou art a hiding-place for me,
thou preservest me from trouble,
With shouts of deliverance dost thou encompass me. Selah.
in the way thou shouldst walk;
I will instruct thee and teach thee,
I will counsel thee, • will guide thee •,
on thee is mine eye;
0
Be not O like a horse, like a mule,
without understanding,
0
Which is brought unto thee •
with bridle and bit.
Many are the pangs of the wicked ;
But he that trusteth in Yahweh,
lovingkindness encompasseth him.
Rejoice in Yahweh,
and be glad, 0 ye righteous.
Shout for joy, all ye upright of heart.

Text-critical Note,

7'

4. Lit. "was changed ", Read
for :::, " in ". 5. Read '~iV for 1i:P,
"iniquity". 6. Read, with Durun, jmt~
for i'"1 t,;~7:?
a time t~
find, howbeit". 8. Add, with G, ii¥f~ for the rhythm's sake." 9. Read 'i:Tf.J
for =N;tl:I, "be ye". Lit.• "to bring unto thee"; read, with Durun, 'l'J'7~ .:,,,7j?7
(=.:,,',~iJ'7).for 'l'J~~~ :rir ',:;:i, "not to come nigh unto thee"; and om., as· 8
late gloss, ci',~~
"to curb its trappings n; C~:J is an Aramaic word which
does not occ;ur elsewhere in· the O.T.

,,,;:v,,

r,~7

f1~7, "at
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1, 2. In expressing the blessedness of him whose transgression is
forgiven, whose sin is cooered, the psalmist confesses, by implication, that
he bas been guilty of sin in the past; he does so explicitly later. The
three words transgression, sin, ini,quity, express different aspects of the
concept of wickedness : " transgression " (peia') contains the idea of
rebellion against God; "sin 11 (/Ja{a'ah) is equivalent to the Greek
&.µ,a.p-rla., " a missing of the mark ", thus, not of the nature of wilful sin,
as the preceding; and "iniquity" ('awon) means lit. a" turning off"
from the way, and, therefore, again deliberate going wrong. Similarly
with the three words used for the obliteration of sin : to " forgive .,
(nti,!:a') is lit. to "lift up 11 , or "carry away", the burden of sin; to
"cover" (kasah) expresses the idea of covering over sin, and thus
putting it out of sight, overlooking it; while not to "impute" (IJasab)
is, in effect, the equivalent of imputing righteousness, cp. Rom. 48
" . . • unto whom God reckoneth righteousness ", followed by the
quotation of these two verses. Some commentators regard the clause,
And in whose spirit there is ,ro deceit, as a gloss, for metrical reasons ;
but an isolated hemistich of this kind is of frequent occurrence in the
Psalms (e.g., 2 12). The psalmists were not bound by rigid metrical
rules; in this case the words, as an expression of sincerity, are wholly
appropriate. 3, 4. In these verses the psalmist, looking back, records
his conviction that as long as he refrained from confessing his sin,
when I kept silence, the mark of divine displeasure, i.e., his sickness, abode
with him ; his bones waxed old, lit. became " worn out 11 ; by the bones
are meant his whole bodily frame (cp. Pss. 22u, 31 1~, 102 3); his very
life-sap seemed to "change", as the Hebrew word means literally,
its very moisture became dried up ; and he thinks of the summer drought,
the parched land ; he was suffering from severe fever. The ancient
Hebrew belief that all suffering is the visible ~ign of God's wrath for
sin ·appears here again. Then, in 5, the definite confession. of sin is
made, in reference of course, to the past, together with the assurance
of forgiveness. Out of his own experience the psalmist adds (6, 7),
Therefore unto thee shall every godly man pray, for then there is the
certitude of deliverance from trouble. For the metaphor of the flowing
of many waters, i.e., dangers, cp. Pss. 18 18, 69 1 , 2, 1447• The psalmist's
words are continued in 8, 9 ; they are not words put into the mouth of
Yahweh, as might be gathered from: on thee is mine eye, cp. Ps. 33 181
Jer. 32 19 ; the whole passage is in the style of the Wisdom teacher, the
verbs occur frequently in the Wisdom Literature ; in the way thou
shouldst walk refers to the way of the Law ; mine eye refers to the eye of
the teacher; with Be not like a horse, like a mule, cp. Prov. 26 8• For
the textual difficulty in 9 see the text-critical notes. The closing note of
triumphant happiness, 10, 11, reflects the conscience-cleared joy of the
forgiven sinner.
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Religious Teaching
This is brought out in the exegetical notes ; but there is one matter
which demands some further consideration. While we must recognize
the whole-hearted gratitude and loyalty to God so beautifully expressed
by the psalmist, there is no disguising the fact that to him the act of
confession per se acquires forgiveness ; that confession is a condition of
forgiveness goes without saying ; but if that alone procures forgiveness
it means that this is attained by the act of man ; in other words, that
a good work acquires justification in the sight of God. Unless it is
recognized that forgiveness is of divine grace, quite apart from anything
that man can do, there is the danger of the belief in the efficacy of
works. Forgivenes~is something more than the result of human action.
While, then, it is fully recognized that the religious teaching of this
psalm insists on the need of penitence and confession, it must be said
that, from the Christian point of view, it is lacking in the recognition of
divine grace. This, to be sure, is to be expected ; nevertheless, in
some other psalms there is a distinct, even though only implicit,
acknowledgement of divine guidance whereby the sinner is turned to
penitence.

PSALM 33
A HYMN of praise and thanksgiving, this psalm, as its contents show,
was written in commemoration of deliverance from some threatened
national peril. The thought-sequence brings this out clearly : the call
to rejoice and give thanks because ofYahweh's righteousness and mighty
acts; this is illustrated, above all, in his creative power; furtlier, he
it is who frustrates the plans and overrules what nations intend;
he observes the doings of men and discerns their purposes ; armies and
all the paraphernalia of war are of no avail against his will ; and those
who trust in him are delivered. Hence the final note, like that at the
opening, is one of rejoicing. The separating of the psalm into independent divisions, thereby obscuring this thought-sequence, has prevented
some commentators from recognizing the raison d'etre of the composition. Opinions differ, as usual, with regard to date ; some assign
it to pre-exilic times, others to the Maccaba:an era. There is nothing
at all in the psalm which suggests the latter ; more is to be said for
the former view, though one or two considerations ·make this doubtful
too: its thought-contact with some of the later literature, its general
style; and especially the non-mention of a king of Judah in contradistinction to a Gentile king in v. 16; during the monarchical period
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reference would surely have been made to Yahweh's anointed in
contrast to a king whose armies were of no avail. The psalm probably
belongs to the Persian period.
The text has been extraordinarily well preserved, another indication
of late date. The metre is uniformly 3: 3, witli. the exception of vv.
10, 12, which are 4: 3.
Rejoice, -0 ye righteous, in Yahweh,
Give thanks to Yahweh with harp,
3. Sing to him a new song,
4. For righteous is the word of Yahweh,
5. He loveth righteousness and justice,
6. 0 By his word O were the heavens made,
I.
2.

7. He gathereth

O

as in a bottle

O

the sea-

waters,

8. All the earth feareth Yahweh,
9. For he spake, and it was done,
Yahweh counteracteth the purpose of
nations,
0
II.
His purpose O standeth fast for ever,

for the upright praise is fitting.
sing praise with a ten-stringed lute;
play skilfully, with a shout-of-joy.
and all his doing is in faithfulness ;
the earth is full of O his lovingkindness 0 •
and by the breath of his mouth all their
host;
he placeth the deeps in treasurehouses;
all the dwellers of the world stand in
awe of him;
he commanded, and it stood fast.

10.

Blessed is the nation whose God is
Yahweh,
13. From heaven Yahweh looketh down,
14. From the place of his dwelling he
looketh forth
15. He fashioneth altogether their heart,
16. No king is saved by a mighty-host,
12.

17. Vain is the horse for victory,
18. Behold, the eye of Yahweh is on them
that fear him,
19. To deliver their soul from death,
20. Our soul doth wait for Yahweh,
2 I. For in him our heart rejoiceth,
22. May thy love, Yahweh, be upon us,

he frustrateth the plans of the peoples;
the intents of his heart from generationto-generation.
the people whom he hath chosen for
his inheritance.
he seeth all the children of men ;
on all the dwellers on the earth ;
he discerneth all their works.
by great-strength no warrior is
preserved;
by its mighty strength it protecteth not.
on them that look for his love,
and to keep them alive from famirie.
our help and our shield is he,
0
in his holy name we trust.
even as 'we have waited for thee.

Text-critical Notes
The Versions have the title "David's", possibly it stood in the Hebrew text
originally as in the preceding and following psalms. 5. Read i'lt;'i'.:'I for n,n, i9,;r,
"the lov_ingkindness of Yahweh", for the rhythm's sake, 6. Read, for a sim!lar
reason, i-i:;r,::;i for n,n, "1::;l::;t, "by the word of _Yahweh". 7. Read ,~~1,
as in Job 38 37, for i~'.il, "like a heap". p. Read i,;:r~ for nin•
"the
purpose of Yahweh", for the rhythm's sake. u. Orn. the repetition of ':P,
"for 0 •

n~r.

1-3. A call to the righteous to rejoice in Yahweh, and to praise him;
gratitude goes together with joyfulness, hence the psalmist's exhortation: Rejoice, Give thanks, Sing a new song; this last (cp. Pss. 40 3 , 961,
98 1) points to a special occasion for. which the psalm was composed.
Hand and voice are to join in giving praise ; for the shout-of-joy
(teru'iih) cp. Ps. 47 6, -and for the musical instruments used in worship
see the notes on Ps. 150. The psalmist sets forth the right way of praise
thus: first, the extolling of Yahweh's n'ghteousness, faithfulness, lovingkindness, and justice, the visible proofs of which the earth is full. 4, 5.
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Then follows the confession of faith in Yahweh's a~ts of righteousness and
lovingkindness. 6--i) ; His mere utterance brings the heavenly spheres
into existence, cp. Gen. 1 6- 8 ; it required but the breath of his mouth
to create all their host, i.e., the stars, conceived of as personalities; here
we recall Job 26 13, where it speaks of his breath malting the heavens
beautiful ; the expression is really synonymous with the utterance of
the word, which involves the giving forth of breath ; it connotes also
the energy of life, see Job 27 3, 33'. Further, in reference to Gen. 1 7,
the psalmist speaks of the gathering of the waters of the sea ; this is
compared with the pouring of water into a bottle (lit. " skin "), in
order to emphasize the stupendous power of the Creator ; the Hebrew
text has, " He gathereth as an heap ", but the thought is taken from
Job 38 37, "Who can pour out the bottles of heaven?" Similarly,
he placeth the deeps in treasure-houses, is_ suggested by Job 38 211,
"Hast thou entered the treasuries of snow, or hast thou seen the
treasuries of the hail ? " The thought of Yahweh's creative power
inspires fear in all the earth, For he spake and it was done, he commanded, and it stood fast. Having thus offered praise to Yahweh, the
psalmist now turns to contemplate his action on earth (10-19) ; and here,
in the following of the prophets, he enunciates the doctrine of Yahweh
as the God of History; and this with special reference to the event
which prompted the composition of the psalm ; what this event was is
not indicated, but the principle set forth is of universal application ;
whatever nations may plan and purpose is brought to nought unless it
is in accordance with the purpose of Yahweh, which, like the eternal
heavens, standeth fast for ever. Therefore, Blessed is the nation (i.e., of
Israel) whose God is Yahweh. The remaining verses of this section
speak of Yahweh's intimate knowledge of the thoughts and doings of
all men. The event commemorated is again referred to in the words
No king is saved by a mighty-host . . . , for Yahweh delivers those
that fear him, and that look for his fuve, from death and famine, the
results of an enemy's victory. The concluding verses, 20-22, proclaim
trust in the holy name of Yahweh, which makes the heart rejoice ; and
the psalm ends with the prayer: May thy lwe, Yahweh, be upon us,
even as we have waited for thee.
The religious teaching has been brought out by what has been said,
so that a special section on this is not called for here.

PSALM 34
THIS is another of the so-called acrostic psalms, each verse beginning
with a letter of the Hebrew alphabet, in order ; the sixth letter has,
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however, fallen out, doubtless through the carelessness of a copyist;
and a final line has been added which does not belong to the original
alphabetical scheme. The psalm is divided into two clearly distinct
parts; the first (vv. 1-10) is the psalmist's thanksgiving for deliverance
from evil; in the second (vv. 11-21), written in the style of the Wisdom
Literature, he gives an instruction on honouring Yahweh. Thus, while
the first part is an expression of gratitude, the second tells of something
done to show forth that gratitude in practical form. Some commentators hold that the psalm was written in the name of the community collectively ; but that cannot be the case, for in v. 3 it is said :
"O magnify Yahweh with me"; and the whole of the second part,
written in the first person, is addressed to " my sons ", the Wisdom
Teacher's regular form of address. On the doctrine of retribution
taught in the psalm see the section on Religious Teaching, pp. 86 ff.
The date is sufficiently indicated by its Wisdom Literature form as
post-exilic. The metre is, with few exceptions, 3: 3.
DtlfJid's; when he changed his behaviour be/Ms A.bimehch; and he drove him out
and he depm,ted.
1 (2) It- I will bless Yahweh at all times,
continually shall his praise be in my
mouth.
2 (3) J.
In Yahweh shall my soul glory, the humble shall hear, and be glad.
let us exalt his name together.
3 (4) l. 0 magnify Yahweh with me,
4 (s) ,. I sought Yahweh, and he
and from all my fears he delivered me.
answered me,
S (6) r,. 0 Look O unto him and be
lightened O ,
and O your faces O shall not be ashamed.
6 (7) T. This afflicted one cried, and and saved him out of all his
Yahweh heard,
troubles.
7 (8) "· The angel of Yahweh en- around them that fear him, and
campeth
delivereth them.
8 (9) ~- 0 taate and see that Yahweh is
good,
blessed is the man that trusteth him.
9 (10) . 0 fear Yahweh, ye his saints, for there is no want to them that fear
him.
JO (II) J. 0 Wealthy men ° lack, and
but they that seek Yahweh lack not O•
suffer hunger,
JI (12) ~Come, ye children, hearken
the fear of Yahweh will I teach you.
unto me,
12 (13) o. Who is the man that desireth
that loveth days, and to see prosperity ?
life,
13 (14) J. Keep thy tongue from evil,
and thy lips from uttering deceit ;
Ii 115) c,. Depart from evil, and do good,
seek peace, and pursue it.
ls (16) ll· The eyes of Yahweh are toward
and his ears toward their cry ;
the righteous,
16 (17) !l, The face of Yahweh is against to cut off their remembrance from the
earth.
evil-doers,
17 (18) y, They cry, and Yahweh heareth, and from all their ills he delivereth
them.
18 (19) p. Near is Yahweh to the heartand he helpeth the crushed in spirit.
broken,
19 (20) ,. Many are the distresses of the
but from all of them Yahweh delivereth
him;
righteous one,
20 (21) e,. He keepeth all his bones,
not one of them is broken.
21 (22) n. Evil alayeth the wicked one,
they that hate the righteous shall be
punished.
2a (23).
Yahweh redeemeth the soul of and none that trust in him shall be held
guilty.
his servants,
p
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,,7!:l

~m, ''7~

5. Read, following the Versions, !l-,1:'~~
~~'lli:t for
!l~',r:r,
" they looked unto him and were lightened ". Read C?.'~~ for Cl'.;t';;I!/), " their
faces". 10. Read, with G, C'1;:;,.:p (cp. Gen. 13 1) for 0'7'!;!:P, "young lions",
Om. :Ji~-1,f, " all good ", for the ·rhythm's sake.
·

The utter inappropriateness of the title must be due to its having
been placed in its present position by mistake. The reference is to
1 Sam. :21 10- 16, "Abimelech" should, of course, be Achish.
I, 2. The psalmist expresses his gratitude to Yahweh for deliverance
from trouble, which is mentioned in vv. 4, 6. In the fullness of his
thankful heart he calls upon others to join with him in magnifying
Yahweh. 3. Just as he had sought Yahweh when in distress, and was
answered, so he exhorts all to Look unto him and be lightened (4--6),
the expression means that their faces will beam with joy (cp. Isa. 6o6).
7. The mention of the angel of Yahweh encamping around them that
fear him, may be in reference to 2 Kgs. 617 ; but it is more probable
that we have here an indication of the developed angelology of postexilic times due to Persian influence. 8-10. There follows a further.
invitation to trust in Yahweh who provides for all who fear him.
For the term for" saints" (qados) used here, cp. 163 , see also Deut. 33 3 •
In this context the reference to " young lions " in the Hebrew text
comes in strangely when men are being spoken of (see, however, 3517 );
the Septuagint rendering Wealthy men, so often synonymous with the
wicked, is more likely to represent the original reading.
Vv. 11-18 are wholly in the style of the Wisdom Literature: Come,
ye children, or sons, is the mode of address of the Wisdom Teacher, see
Prov. 4 1, 57,7 24 and often. The teaching of the/ear of Yahweh was the
basic subject of the instruction of the Sages, see Prov. 1 7, 9 10, 15 33,
etc.; that through this a man's days were prolonged is taught in
Prov. 10 27 ; for the keeping of the tongue from evil, cp. Prov. 13 8 ,
21 23 •
It is unnecessary to indicate this further; every verse in this
part of the psalm has its parallel, sometimes verbal, in one or other of the
Wisdom books.
Relig£ous Teachi.ng
Gratitude to, and trust in, Yahweh runs through the psalm, as in
so many of the psalms ; we need not dwell on that here. What demands
attention is the doctrine of retribution insisted on by the psalmist.
While the godly may suffer bad treatment and troubles of various
kinds, they are ultimately delivered ; but not so the wis;ked, upon
whom destruction comes. That this theory did not square with the
facts of life was realized by some of the Sages ; but our psalmist persists
in the erroneous theory. He liolds, further, the view that the ideal
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reward for a godly man is a long life, indicating an undeveloped belief
in a future life. These points are worth noting, for it is well to recognize
that, in some respects, the psalmists, with all their beauty and religious
fervour, had not attained to the fullness of truth.

PSALM 35
IN studying this psalm the impression is gained that, while it shows
unity of authorship, it was not all written at the same time, and that it
deals with two episodes in the life of the writer. This is suggested by
the fact that in the first portion of the-psalm (vv. 1-10) the psalmist is
· seen to have been the object of physical violence by his enemies which
has endangered his life; whereas in the second portion (vv. n-27)
he speaks of " false witnesses " who have testified against him, the scene
being that of a court of law. The two situations differ the more in that
in the former the attacking opponents are, and have been, nothing but
inveterate enemies ; but in the latter, those who are now opponents had
formerly been friends, The psalm gives a_ vivid picture of the conditions under which God-fearing men often lived in those days; the
prophets, too, bear ample witness to this, the rich and powerful often .
subjecting their less fortunate brethren to cruel and unjust treatment ;
and there is plenty of evidence to show that in later times, too, the
" meek " in the land suffered. Bitter enmity between the orthodox
and the hellenistically-minded Jews began to show itself•during the
third century B.c., allusions to this occur in a number of psalms ; it is
possible that we have an echo of this here ; but religious strife between
those faithful to Yahweh and renegades existed in earlier times (see
pp. 60 ff). On the other hand, there is the possibility that the original
basis of this psalm is a piece of ritual which might be used in serious
legal CilSeS. For the Israelite, God was the supreme court of appeal;
and cases which were "too hard" (see Deut. 1 17) for ordinary human
decision had to be taken to the sanctuary, where the divine verdict was
given through the priestly lot. We may be sui;e that a ritual of some
kind developed for this purpose, and, before the lot was cast, the
defendant will have had to state his case and make his plea. His
language will naturally have been of the kind presented in this psalm.
Some of the expressions used suggest that the implied physical violence
may be metaphorical, intended to emphasize the spontaneous malice
of the accusers. They seek, his ruin, though he has done no wrong to
them or to any other. They charge him with crime(" witnesses of
violence" v. u), and he stands in the mourning garb of the defendant
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to make his great appeal (v. 13). Yahweh is his only defence and his
only hope; Yahweh knows the truth, and will vindicate him (oo. 23-27).
That the psalmist speaks as an individual, and not as representing
his people, is suggested by most of what is said in the psalm ; v. 22 is
an exception, " those peaceful in the land " ; but elsewhere the
individual note is clearly sounded.
There is a good deal of textual corruption ; the psalm has clearly
been worked over; v. 18 would suggest for liturgical purposes; but
it is not used in the Jewish Liturgy. The corruptions in the text have
to some extent interfered with the metre ; in its original form it may
well have been, in the main, 3 : 2.
David's.
Strive, Yahweh, against them that fight against them that fight against
strive with me,
me.
2. Take hold of shield and buckler,
and rise up for my help ;
3. And unsheathe spear • and battle-axe,• to meet my pursuers ;
Say to my soul,
" Thy help am I ",
Let them be ashamed and dishonoured,
4·
That seek after my soul,
Let them be turned backward and
who purpose evil against me ;
confounded,
5. Let them be as chaff before the wind, 6b with the angel of Yahweh pursuing
them,
6a Let their way be dark and slippery,
5b with the angel of Yahweh driving
them on. 0
7. For without a cause have they hidden°
their net for me,
• a pit • have they dug O ;
8. 0 And their net O which O they hid, 0
0
0
may it catch them•,
into the pit may they fall 0 •
9. But may my soul exult in Yahweh,
may it rejoice in his saving power;
1,0. Let all my bones say:
"Yahweh, who is like thee,
Who delivereth the afflicted
from him that is too strong for him.
0
and the poor from his spoiler I "
II. Witnesses of violence arise,
of that which I know not they accuse
me·
12. They reward me evil
in pla~ of good,
• They bring to ruin° my life.
13. But I, when they were sick,
put on sackcloth,
I humbled • my soul,
And my prayer returned to O my mouth O,
14.
As though for my friend and brother;
I went about as one mouming for a
mother,
black and bowed down.
15. And when I stumbled they rejoiced and
gathered together,
r.:thered together against me,
0
Like strangers O whom I know not,
they cry •, and are not silent ;
16. 0 Like the godless O O they mock
O
0
continually ,
they gnash O their teeth.
17. Lord, how long wilt thou bear• the
sight 1
rescue my soul O from them that roar,"
Mine only one from the young-lions.
18. • [I will give thee thanks in the great among a mighty people will I praise
congregation,
thee]. 0
19. Let them not rejoice over me that are
0
that wink with their eyes.
deceitful enemies,
0
to • those peaceable in the land ;
20. For they speak not peace
O
21. they open wide their mouth,
Words of deceit do they conceive,
our eyes have seen it I "
They say," Aha, aha,
1.
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u. Thou sawest it, Yahweh, keep not
silence,

23 , Stir up thyself, arouse thee for my

cause,

:14. Judge me acco~ing to thy righteous2

s

·

2 6.

2 7.

2,8.

ness, Yahweh,
Let them not say in their heart,
Let them not say, " We
Let them be ashamed and dishonoured
altogether,
Let them be clothed with shame and
disgrace,
Let them shout for joy• that delight in
my triumph,
"Magnified be Yahweh, who hath
pleasure
And let my tongue declare thy
righteousness,

35
0
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be not far from me ;

my God, • for my plea ;
and let them not rejoice over me.
" Aha, our desire I "
have swallowed him up I ";
that rejoice at my hurt,
that magnify themselves against me.
and let them say continually,

in the peace of his servant " ;
thy praise all the day.

n:ia-critical Notu
3. Read -,~i:;,i for-,~!:?~ "and stop the way". 5b and 6b have been. misplaced.
as.the sense shows. 7. Orn. with S nr:rrz.t "a pit". Read r,r:,~ for C~r:T
"without a f:!8':18e " •. Orn. 'W~~( "for my soul", for the rhythm's sake. 8. Orn.
l11~"M? nt,1iw ~nt:;i::ir-:i "let destruction come upon him he knowcth not",
a marginsl_gloss based o~ Isa..47.11, Read cr;np-i.1 for i.r-n;h.1 "and his net'.';
and ilQ~W'.i! (cp. S) for n~,w~ "into destruction "; and ~,~~ for ;:q1-,e~
" let him fall into it ". These emendations, following largely Durun and Gunkel, arc
demanded by the context. 10. Orn. '~;91, "and an afflicted one". 12. Read, with
Cheyne, ~?'~'.?l'.1 for ?i:Jtp " childlessn~ ". 13. Orn. ci~:;,., "with the fast",
an explanatory gloss. Read '::Pf'J (lit. "my throat " or "my palate") for 'i7'1'Ji
"my bosom ". 15. Read C'7?~f for C'.;l,i! "smiters ", and ~1-lli? for ~ll7i?, " they
rent asunder". 16. Read C';l'-0~ for 'P.~t:'l.'.j1 "with _the profane". Read, with
G, :ll'? :Ull?~ (lit. "theY. mock, a mocking") for :inn~ '~:P,?, "mockers of a
cake". Read ~i'7Q for ;,-,r;t, "to gnash". Orn.
"against me", for the
rhythm's sake. 17. Read, with Durun, t:l'~t-3.?»Q for Ci]'~W~, " from their
destructions". 18. This verse is wholly out of ·harmony ..with the context; it
should perhaps come before v. 28.
19. Orn. CQl"'.I •~~W, "thathatemewithout
a cause", for the rhythm's sake. 20. Read ?V for ?l'\ "and to". 21. Orn. '?~
"against me ", for the rhyJ:hm's sake. 22. Orn. •~'1~ for the rhythm's sake. :13.
Orn. '?'1~1, and in 24, ,;j',1;:! for the same reason. ~7- Om. !\nl;t;,'.1, "and let
· · ·
them rejoice", for the same ..reason.

'?~

1-8: Doubtless the psalmist's words must not be taken too literally;
at the same time, there is no disguising the fact that Yahweh is here
conceived of in an unedifying way. The antique conception of him
as a warrior-God reappears ; in the first instance, Yahweh was thought
of as leading the armies of Israel just as he was leader of the heavenly
hosts (Yahweh Zebaoth); this idea is here adapted to apply to an
individual, and Yahweh is called upon to strive against the personal
enemies of the psalmist ; the term used, rib, means originally to fight
in battle (e.g., Judg. u 25), and then to contend with words, often in a
forensic sense; in this latter the noun is used in our psalm (v. 23).
Even if meant metaphorically (which is never elsewhere the case), such
words as Take hold of shield and buckler, and unsheathe spear and battle-
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axe, in reference to Yahweh, are unseemly. In fact, we must not hesitate
to recognize that in some of the psalms an undeveloped conception of
God is manifested. A toning-down of the representation of Yahweh as
a warrior may be discerned in that his angel is thought of as pursuing
and driving on those who purpose evil against the psalmist. His thought
is then turned (9, 10) to the help which he is confident will be afforded
him by Yahweh. With the quaint expression, Let all my bones say,
Yahweh, who is like thee •.. , cp. Ps. 51 8 , what is meant is the entire
being or bodily frame, as in Ps. 62• But the psalmist's mind is so filled
with thoughts about the maltreatment which he is suffering from his enemies that he soon reverts to that subject. 11-12. The incident referred
to in this second part of the psalm would seem to be a different one from
that dealt with in the first part. For here the psalmist's enemies charge
him with violence, though at one time they had been his friends, for
whom he had evinced the deepest sympathy when they were sick.
Putting on sackcloth and humbling the soul were the outward signs of
mourning(cp. Ps. 30 11); to humble the soul was the technical term for
fasting, see, e.g., Isa. 58 3, 6 , cp. Ps. 69 10 ; prayer for them constantly
returned to his mouth (lit. "palate"), i.e., he prayed for them repeatedly
as he was wont to pray for a friend and brother; and he grieved for them
in their distress like one mourning for a mother, blach and bowed down ( cp.
Ps. 386), black means lit. " squalid ", going negligently clad, another outward sign of mourning. In spite of the sympathy thus shown they
behave in the most heartless manner to him who had been their friend
(15, 16); and the psalmist again (17) calls upon Yahweh to rescue him
from them that roar at him like young lions ; the expression Mine only
one, parallel with my soul, means the very self (cp. Ps.,22 20). 19-20
describe further the cruel and deceitful actions of these enemies, followed, 22-26, by a reiterated prayer to be delivered from them. Finally,
(27, 28) in the conviction that deliver.ance is at hand, the psalmist utters
the confident cry that all tho~e who delight in his fo~hcoming triumph
may shout for joy, saying, Magnified be Yahweh, who hath pleasure in
the peace of his servant.
Religious Teaching

Though it is not to be denied that there are elements in this psalm
which fall below the religious standard of most of the psalms, one must
recognize that in one respect, at any rate, a true religious spirit is manifested. In spite of grievous wrong suffered by the psalmist, he nowhere
expresses the intention, or even the wish, of taking personal revenge
upon his enemies and traducers ; that he should desire their punishment is natural enough ; but this is left wholly in the hands of the
Almighty; we recall Rom. 12 19 : "Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord,
I will repay," cp. Deut. 32 35 • This wholehearted placing of his cause
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in the care of the all-knowing God witnesses to a true sincerity of
religious belief. In various other psalms this renouncing of personal
revenge, however justified from a worldly point of view, will be found
to be present.

PSALM 36
THE personification of Transgression, as here set forth, is unique in
the Psalms. It is represented as a demon who whispers temptation
into the heart of him who is prepared to listen, i.e., the sinner. The
reference here is not to atheism, as in Ps. 53 1 : " The fool bath said
in his heart, There is no God " {= Ps. 141}; it is even worse, for while
the existence of God is acknowledged, disregard for his own honour is
imputed to him (see, further, the exegetical notes). It is assumed,
evidently as the result of observation and experience, that many have
succumbed to this kind of temptation ; against such the words of
indignant protest are uttered.
The psalmist's own conception of, and belief in, Yahweh is proclaimed in words of much beauty.
The contention of some commentators that the psalm is of composite
authorship is quite unnecessary when the true nature of the psalm is
grasped. The psalm may be assigned to the Greek period.
The metre in the first part of the psalm (oo. 2-4) is partly 3: 2, and
partly 3: 3; the second part is all 3: 3.
r.

For the Precet1_tor: David's, the Servant of Yahweh.
1 (:z). Oracle of Transgression to the
:z (3).

3 (4).
4 (5).

5 (6).
6 (7).

8 (9).
9 (10).
10

(II).

II (1:z).
1:z (13).

wicked,
in the depth of O his heart : 0
" There is no fear of God
before his eyes,
0
° For he maketh his eyes to overso as not to discern the iniquity of his
look it, 0
tongue ". 0
The words of his mouth are he hath ceased to deal wisely, to do
wickedness and deceit,
good,
He deviseth wickedness on his bed ;
He setteth himself on a way that is
not good,
evil he abhorreth not.
Yahweh, unto the heavens is thy
love,
thy faithfulness unto the skies ;
Thy righteousness is like the
thy justice O like the great deep ; 0
mountains of God,
Man and beast thou preservest,
7 (8). Yahweh,howpreciousisthylove.
0
The children of men come unto in the shadow of thy wings they seek
refuge;
thee, 0
They are sated with the fatness of thou makest them to drink of the
torrent of thy delights.
thine house,
For with thee is the·well-spring of
life,
in thy light shall we see light.
Continue thy love to them ~ t and thy righteousness. to the upright of
know thee, • ,
heart.
Let not the foot of pride approach
nor the hand of the wicked shake me.
me,
May evil-doers O be appalled, 0 may may they be thrust down, and unable to
they fall,
rise.
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T~t-critical Notu
Read, with some MSS. and the Versions, 'i:.i,1;, for 'i';i, "my heart''. :a. Read,
with Gunkel, i'1'i
F!''i'Qi7"'1 for J.':N1~.
i''1iC!t'T-'ll,. '.' .foi:h~ fta~reth
unto him with his eyes "; and read
1i~ ~,~ for MJ!p';, i:,i~
"to seek his iniquity, to hate " (see, further, the exegetical note). 6. Read
n;"'l C'\i1.";'1~ for
Cii11;1 "the great deep ". 7. Read, with Duhm,_!1~~
for 'II C'rf'ti, "God and". i:a. Read, with Gunkel, :ic~!Jf for Ctp "there",
1.

,,7~

mn.

i:,1:117

i'71':l.

~??7.
'ff:~

1-2. The intepretation of these two verses is difficult, as is recognized
by all commentators. We take the meaning to be as follows : the psalmist represents Transgression, personified, as whispering an oracle into
the depth of the heart of the wicked man, just as Yahweh whispered
oracles into the heart of his prophets. The words of the oracle then
follow ; but the Hebrew text here is meaningless ; many emendations
have been suggested. The R.V. rendering is merely a paraphrastic
guess, and does not even represent the corrupt Hebrew text. As it is
Transgression that gives the oracle, it must be a temptation to the wicked
man to do, or think, something evil ; and it takes the form of suggesting
to him a conception of God which recalls the words of Ps. 50 21 , " Thou
thoughtest I was like thee" (cp. also Ps. 94 7), namely, the blasphemous
conception that God takes no more notice of sin than the wicked man
does: There is no fear of God before his(i.e., God's) eyes, m~ing that
God is indifferent to the reverence and fear that men should entertain
towards him; For he (i.e., God) maketh his eyes to (J'l)erlook it (i.e.,
iniquity), so that he does not discern the iniquity of his tongue(i.e., of the
wicked man who hates God) ; in other words : God closes his eyes to
iniquity, and takes no notice of the sins that wicked men who hate him
commit. The implication is that inasmuch as it is immaterial to the
Almighty whether men sin or not, they can sin as much as they like
with impunity. That, then, is the oracle which Transgression whispers
as a temptation to the wicked man. It follows (3, 4) that his words
are all evil, and any good to which he may have been inclined is left
undone ; even as he lies on his bed at nights he deviseth evil. In contrast to all this, the psalmist proclaims Yahweh as he really is, and tells
of the blessedness of those who come unto him (5-10 ). First, he speaks
of the illimitable sway of the love and faithfulness of Yahweh,
reaching unto the heavens (cp. Pss. 5710 , 103 11). In the words, His
righteousness is like the mountains of God, the psalmist is making use of
an ancient mythological conception of the divine mountain abode " in
the uttermost parts of the north " (Isa. 14 1314). The comparison of
Yahweh's righteousness with the mountains of God expresses its reliable,
enduring nature. A further mythological trait appears in the phrase :
thy justice is like the great deep ; the reference is to the waters under the
earth (cp. Gen. 16, 7 11, Am. 7"), and the comparison is intended to
express the unfathomable depth of Yahweh's justice. So that these
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two verses (5, 6) extol the divine attributes of love, faithfulness, righteousness, and justice, as filling the heavens above, the earth beneath, and
the waters under the earth ; a clear mark of prophetic influence.
Further, special stress is laid on Yahweh's love ; precious, because through
it both man and beast are preserved (8). For the thought of the refuge to
be sought under the shadow of Yahweh's wings cp. Pss. 57 1, 61 4 , 91 6 •
A difficulty is presented in the words : They are satisfed with the fatness
of thine house. This is usually interpreted as referring to the sacrificial
meals enjoyed in the temple by the worshippers of Yahweh; but inasmuch as the subject, They, includes the children of men in general, and
not only the worshippers of Yahweh, this interpretation is hardly
satisfactory; moreover, the parallel clause, thou tnakest them to drink
of the river of thy delights, cannot well refer to the drink enjoyed during
the sacrificial meals. Gunkel would read the fatness of thy goodness,
for which there is much to be said ; but, like the other expression, it is
otherwise unknown ; we have, therefore, followed the Hebrew text as
it stands, unsatisfactory though it is. With the parallel between life
and light (9), cp. Ps. 56 13, Job 33 30• A prayer for the continuance of
Yahweh's looe to them that know him (10) is appropriately added; and
the psalmist concludes with a petition that he may be defended against
the approach of wickedness which overwhelms the evil-doers.

Religious Teaching
This psalm is not without interest from the point of view of the
Jewish doctrine of sin. It teaches that men are under the influence of
evil spiritual powers just as they are under the influence of God. That
is to say, evil is external to man. On the other hand, since it is "the
wicked man" who is open to the evil influence, the implication is that
evil is already present in him, which is the reason for his succumbing to
temptation (cp. Gen. 66). The problem of sin, here only adumbrated,
exercised the minds of Jewish thinkers in an increasing degree during
the post-exilic period ; and it centred, as it was bound to do, on the
question of the origin of sin. If sin is external to man, who or what is
it that causes it ? If, on the other hand, sin is innate in man, how did it
come to be so ? The attempted answers to these questions, put forth
by Jewish thinkers, are of much interest; we can but briefly indicate
them, as the general subject of the origin of sin and its prevalence is
far too large a one to enter upon here: The theories, or dogmas, as the
case may be, the evidence for which, whether in the Bible or in postBiblical Jewish literatu_re, is abundant, are the following:
(1). The theory, based ~n ancient mythology, that fallen angels
brought sin into the world.
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(2). The dogma of the.Fall; the danger of dualistic conceptions was
simply ignored.
(3). The dogma of the creation of good and evil tendencies in man,
the two Yetzers.
(4). The_ theory that sin originated in man, and was of his making.
(5). The theory that God created evil.

So far as our psalm is concerned, none of these theories or dogmas
come into consideration ; the existence of sin is taken for granted without seeking to explain its origin. We are thus led to surmise that the
psalmist, all unconsciously, was influenced by Persian Dualism; but
that he did not realize the danger to monotheistic belief which this
involved.

PSALM 37
WE have here another acrostic psahn, which, with one exception, differs
from the others of this character in that each letter of the Hebrew
alphabet begins alternate lines, two lines going to each letter. Similar
to this are Pss. 91 10, which constitute a single psalm. Our psalm
belongs to the Wisdom type; each couplet is, as a rule, self-contained,
and the style is that with which we are familiar in the book of Proverbs.
The happy lot of the righteous is again and again contrasted with that
of the wicked, so that the central theme of the psalm is the doctrine of
retribution. That the realities of life did not support the optimistic
outlook of the Sage did not trouble him; he insists that, in spite of
appearances, the upright enjoy prosperity, the godless the reverse. This
conviction is based on an unshakeable trust in divine providence ;
according to him, if the godly suffered, and the wicked prospered,
that was merely temporary ; a little patience, and the final outcome
will be seen. The inordinate length of the psalm, and its repetitions,
are due to its artificial alphabetical construction.
As a product of the Wisdom Literature, the psalm belongs, in all
probability, to the third century B.c.
The metre is for the most part 3 : 3 ; but some variations occur.
David's.
I

:z.

tt.

Be not enraged because of evil-doers,
0
and O be not envious
of workers of unrighteousness ;
For like grass do they speedily
and fade away like the green herb.
wither,
be the land thy dwelling, fidelity thy
Trust in Yahweh, and do good,
pasture;
And delight thee in Yahweh,
that he may grant unto thee
the requests of thine heart;
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n.

8

10 '•
II.

I2 ,.

15.
16 I:).
17.
18 '·
19.

22,
23 C

26.

27 o.
28.

J.1.
29.
30 !).

31.
32 ;l.

33.

34 i,.
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Commit thy way unto Yahweh,
and trust him, and he will do it,
And he will bring forth thy
righteousness as light,
and thy rectitude as the noon-day.
Be still before Yahweh,
and wait patiently for him.
Be not angered at him whoso way
doth prosper,
at the man who performeth evil-devices.
Cease from anger,
and forsake wrath,
Be not angered (it leadeth) only to evil-doing;
For evil-doers will be cut off,
but they that wait on Yahweh
0
shall inherit the land.
Yet a little, and the wicked is no thou wilt consider his place, but he is
more,
no more.
The meek shall inherit the land,
and shall delight them in abundance of
peace.
The wicked plotteth against the
righteous,
and gnasheth against him his teeth.
The Lord doth laugh at him,
for he seeth his day is coming.
The wicked have drawn the sword,
they have bent their bow,
To cut down the afflicted,
to slay the upright of life.
Their sword shall enter their heart,
and their bows shall be broken.
Better is a little that the righteous
hath
than ° great O O wealth O of the wicked.
For the 8IlDS of the wicked shall be
broken,
but Yahweh upholdeth the righteous;
He knoweth the days of the perfect, and their inheritance abideth for ever ;
They shall not be ashamed in the and in the days of want they shall be
evil time, ·
sated ;
But the wicked shall perish,
and the enemies of Yahweh,
0
Like the burning of furnaces 0
shall they vanish like smoke. 0
The wicked borroweth, and repayeth not,
but the righteous is· gracious, and giveth,
For they whom he blesseth shall but they whom he curseth shall be cut
inherit the land,
off.
From Yahweh are the steps of man, • he establisheth him in whose way O he
delighteth ;
Though he fall he shall not be cast
headlong,
for Yshweh.upholdeth his hand.
but have not seen the righ~ous forI have been both young and old,
saken,
Nor his seed begging for food ;
He is ever gracious and lendeth,
and his seed • shall be O for a blessing.
Depart from evil, and do good,
and dwell • in the land • for ever;
For Yahweh is a lover of justice,
and will not forsake his godly ones.
O
O
• The godless • shall be destroyed
and the seed of the wicked shall be cut
for ever,
off.
The righteous shall inherit the land, and shall dwell thereon for ever.
The mouth of the righteous murmureth wisdom,
and his tongue discourseth justice ;
The law of his God is in his heart,
his footsteps • shall not totter.•
The wicked spieth upon the
righteous,
and seeketh to slay him ;
But Yahweh will not abandon him nor condemn him when he stands in
to his power,
the judgement.
Wait for Yahweh,
and keep his way,
And he will exalt thee to inherit the when the wicked are cut off thou shalt
land ;
'
see it.
I saw the wicked O exultant,•
• and raising himself up like the cedars
of Lebanon ° ;
0
I passed by, 0 and behold, he was I sought him, but he was not to be
not,
found.
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Keep inteirity,° and foster uprightn~,
But transgressors shall be destroyed
altogether,
The salvation of the righteous is
from Yahweh,
And Yahweh doth help them and
deliver them

40.

37
for the latter end
peace;

O

of the upright

O

is

the end of the wicked be cut short.
their refuge in the time of trouble ;
0
from the wicked O ; for they trust in
him.

Text-critical Notes
Add 1 with many MSS. and the Versions. 9. Orn. fl~;::t for the rhythm's
sake. 14. rim. li'::;il:'!i for the rhythm's sake. 16. Read ::i7 for Cl'~! , " many "
(in reference to " the" ~eked "). Read liTTt;i for lit:li1l';;i, " than the abundance ".
18. Orn. n,n, for the rhythm's sake. 20. Read, witl{ Baethgen, Cl'7~ ,~,~ for
Cl':::P -ij2'~, "like the preciousness of lambs". Orn. the second :,'I;,~. 23. Read,
with Duhm, i~"'!1.:i; i.::i~_i~ for i~71i !1.::J~i:ll, " be ye established and his way". 26.
Add n~r;i~ for the. rhythm's sake•. ~;. Add VJ~~ for the rhythm's sake. 28. Add,
with G, C'?~l'. Read, with G, :i,,;tp;i for!1"17.i)~~. ".they shall be preserved". 31. For
the fem. sing. with the subject in the plur. (i'l~~ 'il'"?l::,) see GK. 145k.
35.
Read, with Duhm (cp. G), ;"'9;17 for \'"7'.?, "ruthless". Read, with G, n~l';;,z,1-i
li.::i:;,.'';,;::t
for l~l,"1 M"'.lt~ i'T1l';;,~:,, :• ~d uncove~g himself like a green
native (tree)". 36. Read, with the Vt;rsions, -,?.i~1 for "1:1}7~1. " and he passed
by".
37. Read, with the Versions, Cl.r-1 and -it;,\ nouns, in place of the adjectives
ClJ;I, " perfect ", and ';_Ip;, "!1Pirght"; and read n~7:, for ;,~-,~. "and obse~ ".
Read, with Gunkel,-,~ for
"for a man". 40. Orn. Cf;>~!;l~ and C+.1'~'''!.
"he delivereth them and saveth them", which overload the line.
1.

't-i,~:;,

W'~?,

Most of the sayings of which the psalm is composed are of such a
straightforward and simple character that not much in the way of
exegesis is called for. Here and there a few comments may be offered ;
but, on the whole, the thoughts are expressed with such transparent
simplicity that their meaning is self-evident.
I-II. The psalm opens abruptly with an exhortation to the Godfearing not to be enraged, lit. " heated " with anger, nor envious, because
they see evil-doers going unpunished and living in prosperity (cp.
Prov. 24 19), for this is but transient (cp. Prov. 24 20, 22 ); very soon workers
of unrighteousness will be seen to wither like grass, and fade away like
the green herb (cp. Ps. 92 7). The godly man has but to possess his soul
in patience, and he will see the wicked cut off. The great requisite is
to Trust in Yahweh, and do good (cp. Prov. 35); he will vindicate those
who commit their way to him, lit. "roll" their way upon Yahweh
(cp. Prov. 16 3), the expression occurs also in Ps. 22 8 , and contains the
thought of whole-hearted flinging of oneself upon God, knowing that
his will prevails. So that, even though the wicked prosper and the
godly suffer, one must be still before Yahweh, i.e., submit in silence to
what he ordains, and it will soon be seen that the wicked is no more
(cp. Job 24 H, see further the section on Religious Teaching to Ps. 44),
but that the meek shall inherit the land (cp. Matth. 55). The psalmist
is here thinking of the wealthy landowners who grind down their
poverty-stricken dependents ; these latter are encouraged by the prospect
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that ultimately it is they who will possess the land. This is insisted on
several times (oo. 22, 27, 29, 34). This, then, constitutes the main
theme of the psalm, as so often in the Wisdom Literature ; in spite of
appearances, the ungodly, who in their pride and prosperity oppress
the righteous, will soon be humiliated ; but they who trust in Yahweh
will enjoy permanent peace and quietude. In one form or another
this is reiterated all through the psalm.
12-24. The wickedness of the ungodly is intensified by their bitter
enmity tuwards the righteous ; this is manifested not only by their
plotting, i.e., devising evil machinations, but also by actual attempts on
the lives of the righteous ; they draw the sward, bend, lit. " tread ",
the bow, and seek to slay the upright of life, lit. " of way " (cp. Ps. 7 10) ;
retribution, however, soon follows, and as the wicked intended, so shall
it be done unto them ( 15) ; so that their wealth, which is their all in
all, is vain, and becomes of less value even than the little possessed by
their victims : Better is a little that the righteous hath than great v.oealth
of the wicked; this thought is suggested by Prov. 15 16, 16 8 ; the rendering is that of the Versions, which is preferable to that of the Hebrew:
". . . . than the wealth of many wicked ". In contrast to this, the
righteous are upheld by Yahweh, who will see to it that they shall not
be ashamed in the evil time, and in the days of want they shall be sated.
In v. 20 there is an obvious corruption in the Hebrew text ; for the
suggested emendation, see the text-critical note. A further count against
the wicked man is that he borruweth, and repayeth not, while the
righteous man is gracious, and giveth spontaneously ; therefore he has
the authority which makes his words effective, so that they whom he
blesses inherit the land, and they whom he curses are cut off.
25-40. Here the psalmist gives what has been his experience through
a long life : I have been both young and old, but have not seen the righteous
forsaken, nor his seed begging for food; and he proceeds to repeat the
main theme of the psalm, interspersed with exhortations to the righteous
to persevere in the right way, and certifying them that Yahweh doth
help them and deliver them from the wicked; for they trust in him.
Religious Teaching

This is so abundantly and clearly set forth throughout, that further
remarks are not called for. The psalmist's teaching on retribution has
been referred to ; here it may merely be added that his point of view
on the subject, which is an erroneous one, is precisely the same as
that of Job's friends; Job himself is at pains to refute it.
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PSALM 38
THERE is probably no psalm, with the one exception of the fifty-first,
which is of such a deeply penitential character as this ; and it is naturally
numbered among the seven penitential psalms of the Church. It is
possible that part of it at any rate, may have been, as Mowinckel contends, in the nature of a counteraction to a magical spell cast upon the
psalmist by his enemies. But, in the main, it is the outpouring of one
suffering grievous sickness, and who is convinced that this is a punishment inflicted upon him because of sin. This transgression he confesses
with unflinching candour, expressing his contrition in words of poignant
feeling. His friends, seeing in him one struck down by the hand of
God, and therefore guilty of some secret sin, tum from him, and become
his enemies ; their reviling he submits to in silence. His one recourse
is to plead with Yahweh for his help.
Like Ps. 37, this psalm belongs, in all probability, to the Greek
period. It shows numerous traces of dependence on earlier writings.
The metre, with few exceptions, is 3: 3.
There is so much in this psalm which is reminiscent of Babylonian
psalms of a similar type, that it will not be out of place if we give some
extracts from one of these. It is a psalm addressed to the goddess
Ishtar by a penitent, who is suffering from sickness, and feels that this
is inflicted as a punishment for sin. It is far too long to quote in full,
but the following extracts will sufficiently illustrate its nature :-1
" I call, upon thee,
Have regard unto me, 0 my goddess,
Look upon me in mercy,
0 tell thou forth my forgiveness,
The forgiveness of my careworn body,
The forgiveness of my sickly heart,
The forgiveness of mine innermost self,
I moan like a dove,
I am bowed down,
With pain and travail
I cry to thee, yea, to thee,
Pardon my guilt, my transgression,
Forget my ill-doing,
Loosen my bands,
Guide my footsteps,
Let me tread down mine enemies,
They that are wrathful against me cast
down,
My prayer and my supplication,
May thine abundant mercy
I.

I

A Psalm. David's.
(2). Yahweh, punish me not in thy
wrath,

I, thy wretched, pitiful, and suffering
servant;
give heed to my supplication;
hearken unto my prayer.
0 may thy heart be softened,full of discomfort and restlessness,
full of tears and sigbs,
full of discomfort and restlessness . .
day and night,
and weep in bitterness ;
is my spirit tormented . . •
release me from the spell ;
my misdeeds and my sin,
receive my supplication ;
and grant me freedom ;
that I may walk among the living in
gladness . . .
as upon the ground ;
let them grovel at my feet.
let them come unto thee,
abide on me."

To Commemorate.
• and in thy fierce-anger
not.

O

chasten me

1 They are taken from the German translations of the original by Jastrow, Die
Religion Babyloniens und Ass,.'Tiens, ii. 66 ff. (1912), and Gressmann, Altorientalische
Texte zum Altm Testament, pp. 257 ff. (1926).
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and thine hand O is heavy • upon me.
2 (3). For thine arrows pierce me,
(
).
There
ia
no
soundness
in my flesh, ·
3 4
because of thine indignation,
O
O
nor wholeness in my bones,
because of my sin.
(5).
For
mine
iniquities
are gone ove,r like a 0 burden, they are too heavy for
4
my head,
me.
because of my foolishness.
5 (6). My wounds stink, they fester,
6 (7). I am bowed down and prostrated
greatly,
all the day I go about mourning;
and there ia no soundness in my flesh.
7 (8). For my loins are full of burning,
s (9). I am faint and greatly bruised,
I cry out for the groaning of my heart.
9 (10). 0 Lo~, before thee ia all my
longing,
and my sighing ia not hid from thee.
My heart throbbeth,
JO (n).
my strength bath failed me,
the light of mine eyes 0 ia not with me.
0
11 (12). My lovers draw off from before
me, 0
and my neighbours stand afar off,
12 (13). And they lay snares, 0 they utter
and meditate evil-devices all the day.
destructive-things,
13 (14). And as for me, I am like a deaf and like a dumb man that openeth not
0
man ° that heareth not,
hia mouth:
and in whose mouth there are no
14 (15). Yea, I am like a man that heareth
reproofs; ·
not,
thou wilt make answer,• my God ;
15 (16). But in thee do I hope, Yahweh,
16 (17). 0 I said: " Lest they rejoice and O boast over O me when my foot
against me,
slippeth;
17 (18). For I am on the verge of giving
for my pain is continually with me ;
way,
• Mine iniquity I confess,
18 (19).
I am harassed because of my sin.
19 (20). And mine enemies assail me and they that hate me falsely are
0
without cause, 0
many ;
20 (21).
They render me evil
instead of good,
They are mine enemies because
I follow after good.
21 (22). Forsake me not, Yahweh,
my God, be not far from me,
22 (23).
Haste thee to help me,
0 Lord, my salvation."

Text-critical Note1
Read, with many MSS. and the Versions, '\lt;,~rJ,ll·',~1 for. '\lr;,~r:i~~2. Read, with Duhm, "Tll:;>l:11 for ,itl~J:11.
3. Read, with Duhm, c1?~ for
a better parallel to " soundness ". 4. Orn. i;;i:p, " heavy ", for the rhythm's sake.
10. Orn., with G, Cry·t::~, "even they".
n. Read :irt,!;i1 "-:Y1fl.;, for "T~~t;I '~1.1
:iib:v,~ 'f~?, "and my friends stand aloof from my stroke (plague)", which overloads the line ; the same verb occurs in the next half-line. 12. Orn. as overloading
the line 'l'.'lt'l -~~h'11 't!,lP~ 'IVD~~. "they that seek after my soul and they that
seek my hurt ". {3: Re~d ll~!p~ -~':, for 'l1~tpl:;I ~?, " I hear not". 1.5. Orn.
'~'T~ for the rhythm's sake. 16. Orn. ':;l, " for ". Read ~',•;~! for ~','11i'.1.
18. Orn. '~. "for". 19. Read t::~lj for C:'~tl, " are living"•
1.

c~,~.

For the title, seep. 15.
I. Self-condemnation is implicit in the opening words of the psalm.
The psalmist, quoting Ps.' 61, feels that he has aroused the wrath of
Yahweh, and deserves punishment, because of his sins; so that the
prayer that this may be averted is in itself a confession. This, there-
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upon, receives explicit expression, and in 3-10 the penitent, in acknowledging his sins, describes the scourge of which they are the cause.
For the metaphorical sense of the arrows of the Almighty cp. Job 6 4 ;
and for that of Yahweh's hand resting heavily on the sinner cp. Pss.
32', 39 10 ; they are the marks of his indignation, to which is attributed
the malady from which the penitent is suffering : there is no soundness
in his flesh (possibly a reminiscence of Isa. 1 6), and no wholeness in his
bones. Flesh and bones constitute the material part of the human
body (cp. Lk. 2439 ), the spirit the intangible part; it will be noticed
that blood, the seat of life, is not mentioned. A fuller confession then
follows: mine iniquities are gone ooer my head, i.e., they have overwhelmed
him like a flood of waters(cp.Pss. 69 2• 15, 124 4), and with a sudden change
of metaphor he continues : like a burden, they are too heavy for me ;
the very incongruity in this change of metaphor is full of significance,
for it tells of the entirely natural variableness of thought in the troubled
mind of a sufferer ; first the rushing flood of sins, then the burden of
them ; what a realistic picture these two wholly incompatible ideas
present of the mental condition of one who, because of his sins, is sunk
in the sea of despair, and bowed down with their weight I Then the
penitent goes on to describe in fuller detail the nature of his malady ;
from what is said the impression is gained that it was some form of
leprosy from which he was suffering ; his f.OOU1lds stink and jester (again
cp. Isa. 1 6), because of his foolishness, synonymous with sin (cp. Ps.
69 5) ; but he is not on a bed of sickness, for he goeth about all the day
mourning (cp. Ps. 42 9), lit. "black". The description of the sickness
is followed (9 1 10) by some very touching words which reveal the depth
of the realization of the psalmist's relationship with God ; such an
opening of the heart, as is. here set forth, is an inspiration of enduring
value: 0 Lord, before thee is all my ~ng, and my sighing is not hid from
thee ; only where there is the deepest confidence and trust in the divine
Friend can one say: My heart throbbeth, my strength hath failed me,
the light of mine eye is not with me, in the full conviction that divine
sympathy will be forthcoming ; it is at the same time an implicit
appeal for mercy. I 1-16. This need for help from on high is the more
urgently felt because the sufferer's UJfJers and neighbours will have nothing
to do with him ; they draw off from before me, and stand afar off;
believing him to be stricken of God they turn from him as one to be
avoided (cp. Ps. 88 18, and especially Isa. 53s. 4). But more, these
friends, as they had once been, now maltreat him ; they have become
his enemies, they lay mares (cp. Ps. 141 9), they utter destructive-things,
a very strong expression, meaning that what they say is intended to result
in his destruction (cp. Ps. 52 2), and they meditate evil-devices all the day,
i.e., their machinations are done in secret so that they may assail him
unawares (cp. Ps. 35 20). In face of all this the victim simply takes no
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notice, he is like a deaf man that hearetk not, and like a dumb man that
openetk not his mouth (cp. Isa. 53 7 ), and makes no replies, lit." reproofs",
i.e., he does not attempt to refute their lying words, for there is one in
whom he trusts, But in thee do I hope, Yahweh. Finally (17-22) the
penitent in his dire distress, again makes his confession : Mine iniquity
J confess, I am harassed because of my sin; let his enemies do their worst,
he has done what he ought to do, and is following after what is good ;
therefore he can pray in certitude that his prayer will be heard: Forsake me not, Yahweh, my God, be not far from me (cp. Pss. 22 11, 19 , 35 22),
Haste thee to kelp me, 0 Lord, my salvation {cp. Pss. 40 13, 27 1 ).
As in some other instances, the religious teaching of this psalm is
necessarily dealt with in the exegetical notes.

PSALM 39
IN order to appreciate the essential significance of this psalm attention
must be directed first to v. 10, which gives the key to the whole of it:
" Take away from me thy stroke, through the smiting of thine hand I
am perishing". Sickness has overtaken the sufferer, and it is of so
severe a character that he fears a fatal outcome. As in the case of the
preceding psalm, here too, the stricken one realizes that his suffering
is a divine visitation, a punishment for sin ; hence the primary duty of
making confession: "From all my trangressions deliver me". That
puts him in the fitting condition to appeal to Go1:l : " Hear my prayer,
give ear to my cry ". The psalm is, therefore, in the fullest sense, of a
penitential character, though at first sight it does not appear to be so,
and is, therefore, not reckoned among the penitential psalms. Now,
what is particularly noteworthy in this psalm is that the nature of the
sin of which the penitent has been guilty is indicated in the clearest
manner. In all the other penitential psalms, where there is also a full
recognition and confession of sin, the actual nature of what has been
done amiss is not indicated. In this case it is different. The stroke of
sickness which had fallen upon him was not, at first, recognized by the
sufferer as a just retribution for sin, and he had been guilty of adopting
an attitude towards God of a character somewhat similar to that urged
upon Job by his wife: "Dost thou still hold fast thine integrity?
Renounce God, and die!" (Job 2 9). In the bitterness of spirit engendered by long-drawn suffering, impatience and irritability had
possessed him, and he had sinned with his tongue by speaking against
God, hence the opening words of the psalm which are at once a confession
of past sin, and a resolution of amendment : " I said, I will take heed
Q
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unto my words, that I sin not with my tongue ", followed by a detailed
confession of the nature of his sin (see, further, the exegetical notes).
The date of the psalm, like that of the preceding one, is the third
century.
The metre is somewhat variable, which is, however, fully to
be accounted for by the troubled state of mind of the writer.
I,

For the Precentor. Jeduthun's. A Psalm. David's.
O
my
words, 0
that I sin not with my tongue ;
0
I will put O to my mouth a bridle O because of O the wicked before me ;
I was dumb in silence,
I held my peace from what was good.
0
But my feelings O were stirred,
my heart was hot within me,
while I mused the fire kindled,
.
I spake with my tongue :
" Let me know, Yahweh, mine end, and the number of my days, what it is,
that I may see how transient I am ;
Behold, handbreadths
hast thou made my days,
and my life is as nought before thee ;
Surely as O a vapour O doth every 6 (7). surely O as a shadow O man doth
man stand.
Selah.
walk,
0
Riches O he gathereth, but knoweth not who will gather them."
0
O
And now, what is my hope , 0
Lord ?
my waiting is for thee ;
From all my transgressions deliver the reproach of the foolish make me
me,
not.
I am dumb, and open not my
mouth,
for thou didst do it ;
0
Take away from me thy stroke,
through the smiting O of thine hand I
am perishing ;
With rebukes for iniquity
thou chastenest man ;
Thou destroyest like a moth O his surely a vain thing, is every man,
beauty,°
Selah.
Hear my prayer, 0
Give ear to my cry,
Be not deaf to my weeping ;
For a stranger am I with thee,
A sojourner like all my fathei:s.
0
Look away O from me that I may
be cheered,
before I go hence and am no more.

1 (2). I said, I will take heed unto
2

(3).

4 (5).

S (6).

7 (8).
8 (9).

9 (10).
10 (n).
II (12).

12 (13).

Text-critieal Nous
as demanded by the con~. for ':>1'=!, " my ways ". Read, with
G, i1~•fv:.i for· n1z;it?,~l;:I, "I will take heed", or ''keep", repeated from the
previous line. Read "'l!\:J~~ for i:i;"~, "while". 2. Read, with Gunkel, ''1~:;,:i,
1:.

Read

'"'.!~':!'.,

lit. " but my liver " (the seat of the feelings, according to ancient Hebrew thought),
"my heart", for ':J!'.'=?\ "but my pain". 5. Read,
with S,.1?;;:ii;t;:i for•-',:;,, "every vapour", and 6. C7l:? for•~, "in a shadow".
Read 1'17:::~ for l~'i;m 1,:;J,ry-iTI:.', "surely they are disquieted in vain". 7. Read,
with GS, 'i':,)i?f:'I for 'D'~i?"7'T9, " what wait I for? "
10. Read, with G,
t17.~:J~r.>. lit. "through the strength of.", for n")_~f:'I~," through the conflict of".
II. Read, with some MSS. ~':[7.;lj for i"T:it:r:i_, "his delight".
12. Om., with G,
Mii1', "Yahweh", 13. Read ii¥tp for ll;,·;:r, lit. "besmear (thine eyes) " cp.
as a better parallel to

'=!17,

Isa. 6 10•

For the title, seep. 15.
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1 -6. With his conscience overburdened with the sense of sin the
penitent plunges at once into a full acknowledgement of the nature of
the sin of which he has been guilty : J said, I will take heed unto my
words, that I sin not with my tongue. The general content of the psalm
shows that this sinning with the tongue had been the uttering of words
displeasing to the Almighty. The Hebrew text has "ways" instead
of words, but the context, with the mention of tongue and mouth, shows
that " words " must have been the original reading ; the similarity
between the two (see text-critical note) easily accounts for the copyist's
error. The nature of these words is described later ; but this is preceded
by a passage which is a little difficult; it may, however, be explained
thus: the opening word of the psalm, " I said ", applies to the whole of.
v. 1, viz., I said, I will take heed unto my words . . . , (I said) I will put
to my mouth a bridle . . . ; so that both.clauses refer to the past ; they
describe the right state of mind to which the psalmist had been brought,
while implicitly recalling the prior evil state of his mind. What he
had first said would appear to have been doubting of divine justice, in
perritting the wicked to prosper ; therefore, having come to a
better frame of mind, he had said, I will put a bridle to my mouth because
of the wicked before me, even though this resulted in holding his peace
from what wM good. The passage, it must be confessed, is somewhat
involved ; but this is easily accounted for when one considers the
psalmist's varying emotions.
Then the penitent reverts to his confession with which he began the
psalm; he now, therefore, describes what he had been guilty of in fuller
detail : But my feelings (lit. " my liver ") were stirred; the context
demands this emendation; the Hebrew text has " my pain '.' (the two
words are again some-what similar, see text-critical note); my heart
was hot within me, in the sense of being angry ; both expressions are
extremely rare ; while I mused the fire kindled, lit. " in my meditation ",
in late Hebrew the verb means also " to argue ", and the noun here
may well have the sense of mental argument. Weary, impatient, and
irritable ,through much suffering, the sick man asks himself what is the
meaning of it all ; why is he suffering ? What has he done to deserve
it ? Why does God not help him ? Does God care ? Is life worth
living ? The inner struggle becomes intolerable, and rage bursts,
forth, the fire kindled; then, in desperation he speaks with his tongue,
and in the words then uttered lay the essence of his sin (vv. 4, 5). At
first sight there does not seem to be anything particularly reprehensible
in those words ; but the evil of them lies in what they imply. Let me

know, Yahweh, mine end, and the number of my days, what it is . . . :

that is an entirely unseemly' request, and reveals an altogether wrong
spirit; the ways of divine providence are not for man to know. Then,
the desire to go hence, which is implied, is an evil one because it
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points to a refusal to trust in God; moreover, it manifests an indifference
to relationship with God, for in death there is no remembrance of
him (Ps. 65). Further, to say t-hat my life (i.e., duration of life) is as
nought before thee is to ignore a great truth (see Ps. 90 4). And, finally,
to depreciate man by speaking of him as a vapour, and a shadow, is an
insult to God who made man" in his own image" (Gen. 1 27 ). Thus,
the whole passage betrays a spirit which in its attitude towards God is
deplorable. But that is all in the past. The psalmist then turns to
the present: 7, And now, what is my hope, 0 Lord? my waiting is for
thee; 8, and he prays to be delivered from all his transgressions which
he has just recalled. The foolish would naturally reproach him for his
conversion to God. 9-11. In humble submission, and in striking
contrast to his former wrong-headed utterances, he is now dumb before
God, and openeth not his mouth ; for he has come to understand that his
suffering was God's doing, and that his chastening was the just punishment for his iniquities. He speaks of man as a vain thing (it is the same
word as that for " vapour ") in a very different spirit now ; not as
contemptible, but as powerless under the hand of God. 12, 13. His
one recourse is to prayer, and in fitting humility he speaks of himself as
a stranger in the sight of God, and in his deep sense of unworthiness
prays that God may look away from him, i.e., in his sinfulness, and thus
be cheered before he goes hence and is no more.
In this psalm, again, the religious teaching has been dealt with in
the preceding notes.
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T.HAT we have here two independent psalms which have been combined
would be obvious, even if we did not know that one of them occurs
elsewhere as Ps. 70. The difference in the type of psalm· as well as in
subject-matter between the two parts (1-i1 and 13-17) shows that they
do not belong together (on v. 12 see exegetical note). The former is an
expression of gratitude for recovery from sickness (see v. 2), while the
other is a prayer to be delivered from enemies. In each it is an individual who writes in his own name ; that he represents the community
as some commentators hold, is an untenable view in face of what is
said in vv. 9-11 in the first psalm and in v. 17 in the other. Both
psalms are post-exilic, the former because of the repudiation of sacrifices
(on this see the exegetical notes on v. 6), and because of what is said
about the Law ; the latter because the enemies are contrasted with
"those that seek thee" (v. 16), i.e., the enemies are hellenistic Jews.
The metre is mostly j : 2, but there are some variations from this,
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which may, however, be due to textual corruption occurring here and
there.
For the Precentor ; David's. A Psalm.
(z). I waited patiently for Yahweh,
and he inclined unto me,
0
[With my voice unto him I called], 0 and he heard my cry.
(3).
He
brought
me
up
from
the
pit
of
2
0
Sheol, 0
from the miry clay;
He set my feet upon a rock,
making firm my footsteps ;
3 (4).
And he put in my mouth
a new song,
a hymn-of-praise to our God ;
Many saw it and feared,
and trusted in Yahweh.
Yahweh his trust,
4 (5). Blessed is the man who maketh
And tumeth not unto vain things, falling away to falsehood.
O
0
5 (6). Many hast thou wrought for us,
Yahweh,• of thy wondrous-works,
And thy purposes to us-ward,there is none to compare with thee;
Should I declare and speak (of
them),
they would be too many to number.
6• (7•). Sacrifice and meal-offering thou
jjo (7•). Whole burnt-offering and O sindesirest not,
offering; 0 thou askest not;
6~ (7b). 0 Mine ears hast thou perfected for
O
me •
7 (8). then said I, lo, I come-In the' roll of the book it is
written°8 (9). to do thy will O I delight,
Thy Law is within my heart.
9 ( I o).
I proclaim thy righteousness
in the great assembly;
Behold, my lips
I do not restrain,
Yahweh, thou knowest;
10 (u).
Thy righteousness I hide not
within my heart,
Thy faithfulness and succour I declare ;
I do not conceal thy lovingkindness
and mercy
before the great assembly.
II (12). Thou, Yahweh, wilt not withhold
thy tender-mercies from me;
Thy love and thy truth
Wilt ever preserve me.
1•

1

/_ Text-critical Note,
A tent.ttive addition: 'l:li?~~ 1'71:'! •7ii?, cp. Ps. 77 1, ,to SUP.ply_ what seems
to have fallen out of the text. :z. Read, with Gressmann, 1:iii-.tp for 111-1~, "tu!'lult ".
5. Read, with most commentators, ~Jl;\~ for nJ;l~, "thou ". Om. 'iJ',~ u
overloading the half-line. 6". Read nr-lT;llr:T for nt;i~IJ, "sin". 6b. Read ~'-W
•';, J;l;r,11 (cp. G wT(a 8~ Ko.fflp-rlaw µo,), cp. Ps. 138 8, for ,';, t;'\'7i1 :i:l;~l~,
"ears hast thou dug for me". 7. Orn. ''~• "of me". 8. Om. •;:t·;~ u
overloading the line.
1.

1, 2. Expressive of the dominating emotion of the psalmist's heart,
that of gratitude, the psalm begins with the recognition of Yahweh's
response to him who waited patiently for him: He inclined unto me, and
he heard my cry. The words in brackets are no part of the text; they
are merely an attempt to supply what may have stood in the text
originally ; that some words have fallen out seems likely as they are
wanted for the balance of the line. The psalmist then proceeds to
state what it was that called forth his gratitude. This is expressed in
metaphorical language; through God's mercy he has recovered from a
severe sickness which had brought him near to death. He brought me
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up from the pi"t of Sheol; the emendation Sheol is demanded because the

Hebrew reads, "the pit of noise", or "tumult" (see text-critical
note), which does not give adequate sense. For the pit as synonymous
with Sheol, see Pss. 30 8, gg 3 - 5 Isa. 14 15 ; the thought of the pit as being
of miry clay occurs also in Ps. 69 1 4- 15 • That the psalmist is referring
to recovery from sickness is evident, as may be seen from the parallel
passage Ps. 30 2 , 3 , where the sufferer is "healed" by Yahweh, and
" brQught up from Sheol ", see also Ps. II 61- 3 • His recovery is described
metaphorically as having his feet set upon a rock (cp. Ps. 27 5), and as
having his footsteps made firm (cp. Ps. 37 23), whereby he triumphantly
proclaims the completeness of his recovery. 3. Very significant is the
way in which the psalmist ascribes to divine inspiration the psalm
which he composes: And he put in my mouth a new song, a hymn-ofpraise to our God; it is a new song (cp. Pss. 33 3 , 96 1), for in his grateful
happiness it is insufficient for him to sing one of the older psalms of
thanksgi-ving; he must utter, through divine prompting, the feelings
of his own heart. He sings it in the sanctuary among his fellowworshippers, and many of those who were watching him feared, £.e.,
were filled with reverential awe, and trusted in Yahweh ; faith is
strengthened in others by this manifest proof of God's power and lovingkindness. 4. This leads the psalmist to insist on how Blessed -is the
man who maketh Yahweh his trust, in contrast to idol-worshippers; the
expressions here used are a little difficult ; the expression "to tum unto "
is used in a technical sense of turning unto idols in Lev. 19 4 , Deut. 31 1 s. 20
the word rendered "vain things " (r"hiibim) does not mean " proud "
or " arrogant " here ; it is the plural of Rahab, the name of the primeval
monster known under the more familiar name of Tiamat, the great
opponent of Yahweh (see Job 26 12 , Ps. 89 10, Isa. 5111.) 1 That the word
was understood in the sense of " idols " or vain things by the Septuagint
is significant, and justifies our rendering : And turneth not unto vain
things, falling away to falsehood (Kat otlK e11lfJ>.Eift€V els µaTai677J-ras
Kat µav[as if,eixu!is ). The root from which the word failing away
comes (;,~b, satah) means, in its cognate form in the Targum
(i-c~b, sata'), "to apostatize". Our psalmist is, thus, insisting on the
blessedness of the man who trusts in Yahweh and not in idols. And
he goes on (5) to declare that there is none to compare wi"th him, who has
wrought wondrous works for his people ; they are innumerable; In oo.
6-8 the Hebrew text seems to have got into some disorder; we have
sought to give a logical sequence to the lines ; but the text is corrupt in
parts. Generally speaking, in the Psalms the sacrificial system is taken
for granted, which makes the passage before us all the more remarkable
(see also 50 8 - 14, 51 16, 17, 69 30, 31). Four terms are used of sacrifices
which are unacceptable .to Yahweh: the first, sacrifice (zeba!f) is a
1

See Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos, pp. 30--40 (1895).
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general term, meaning lit." slaughter" (for sacrifice); the meal-offering
(minlµih) was, in post-exilic times, a cereal offering, though in earlier
days it was also a general term for any kind of gift-offering to Yahweh;
it was offered every evening; the whole burnt-offering ('olah), called also
kalil (" holocaust "), is the most usual term applied to the offering of
the· entire victim ; it was offered every morning ; and the nn-offen"ng
(}µlfii'th), which in post-exilic times was an expiatory sacrifice. That
the thank-offering (todah) is not mentioned is because it was included
under the zebalf-sacrifices. The psalmist thus insists that, as expressions of gratitude to Yahweh, all such offerings are unacceptable to
him. This repudiation of the sacrificial system was doubtless due,
in the first instance, to the influence of prophetical teaching. But an
advance on thi~ must be noted in what is said here and in the other
psalms referred to. It is customary to take a few passages from some
of the prophetical books, and to draw from them the deduction that the
prophets advocated the entire abrogation of sacrifices ; while many
other passages in which the offering of sacrifices is taken for granted
are ignored. The fact is, however, that while the prophets strongly
condemned sacrifices when offered in the wrong spirit, they did not
condemn them if offered in sincerity of motive. Jeremiah was the one
exception, and with him, in the psalms mentioned, sacrifices per se are
repudiated, and a purely spiritual worship is advocated. This was an
advance in religious belief and practice which was especially characteristic of certain circles during late post-exilic times.1
Having thus expressed his disbelief in the need of sacrifices, the
psalmist declares what he holds to be truly acceptable to God. Just
as he had ascribed as due· to divine inspiration the utterance of his
" new song ", so does he now ascribe to the same source his apprehension of what the practice of truereligion consists: 6\ Mine ears
hast thou perfected for me ; the Hebrew text has, " r:ars hast thou dug
for me ; " and it is, of course, possible to extract some sense from
this ; but it is an extraordinary mode of expression, and the text is
regarded as corrupt by the great majority of modem COJilmentators.
Our rendering is based on G (see text-critical note), which gives
excellent sense : Yahweh h~$ so perfected the ears of his servant,
i.e., the faculty of apprehending his will (cp. Isa. 504. 5), that the
servant discerns at once what is truly acceptable to him, i.e., that which
is written (7) in the roll of the book, in other words, his Law, expressive
of his will : 8, to do thy w,:ll I delight, thy Law is within my heart.
9-11. Then, like every true and zealous servant of God, he is impelled
to bear witness before others : I proclaim thy righteousness in the great
assembly, i.e., of worshippers; and, in his conviction of acting in
1

2

On the whole subject see Oesterley, Sacrifices in Ancient Israel, chaps. xiv, xv

( 1 937).
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accordance with the divine will, he can say : Behold, my lips I do not
restrain, Yahweh, thou knowest ; thy righteousness I hide not within my
heart . . . ; and he again glories in his championship of Yahweh : I
do not conceal thy lovingki.ndness and mercy before the great assembly.
The beautiful psalm ends appropriately with a declaration of faith in
Yahweh : Thou, Yahweh, wilt not withhold thy tender-mercies from me ;
thy love and thy truth will ever preserve me.
The- deep religious feeling expressed throughout the psalm has
been emphasized in the notes above ; a special section on the religious
teaching is, therefore, not required.
0

20.
Verses 13-17 (14-18) = Ps. 70.
[r2 (13). For troubles encompass me
beyond number,
Mine iniquities have overtaken me,
O
I am unable to bear O them,
They are more than the hairs of
my head,
and my heart hath failed me.]
13 (14). Be pleased, Yahweh, to deliver
0
me,
haste thee to help me.
14 (15). Let them be put to shame and
confounded together,
that seek after my soul, 0
Let them tum themselves backwards and be brought to dishonour,
that desire my hurt;
0
IS (r6). Let them turn away O in
consequence of their shamefulness,
that say 0 Aha, Aha;
16 (17). Let them rejoice and be glad in
thee,
all that seek thee,
Let them say, 0 Yahweh be
magnified,'
that love thy salvation.
0
17 (18). But I am poor and needy,
0 God, haste thee to me, 0
0
My helper O and my deliverer
art thou,
my God, tarry not.

0

Text-critical Note1
See exegetical note. Read, with Duhm, nHW? for .n'it-1·t,, "to see
(them)". 13. Orn. nin~ " Yahweh", the repetition overloads the half-line. 14.
Om.,. as in P~-. 70•, ;:r(i~!:l?7, "to snatch it away". 15. Read, as in Ps. 70•,
:i::i:itD~ for :ir.:.w:, "let them be desolated", or" appalled". Orn., as in Ps. 701,
" to me ". 16.
,,~r;, " continually ", for the rhythm's sake.
Read, as in
Ps. 70•, ,'!;,-n~:in t:'i'.°i1,~ for ,1;, :Jl#Q:
"my Lord bath regard unto me".
Read "i1~, partic. cp. Ps. 70', for '1'.'lH', "my help", to correspond with
" my deliverer ". 12.

0m:

•i1~,

17.

'7,

12. This verse is so entirely out of harmony with the whole spirit
of the preceding psalm that it cannot have been part of it ; and there
is nothing corresponding to it in Ps. 70. It must, therefore, have been
inserted by the redactor in order to form a link between the two psalms.
But the link was inappropriately chosen ; for the content of the verse
presupposes circumstances differing from those of the psalm which
follows. In the former, which is but a fragment, the penitent pours
out his confession, recognizing that his troubles are the consequence
of !1is iniquities ; while the psalm is a prayer to Yahweh for deliverance
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from enemies ; and there is no hint that the petitioner is conscious of
sinfulness ; all that he says about himself is that he is poor and needy.
The thoughts and expressions of the interjected verse are taken largely
from other psalms (88 3 , 38', 69', 73 28).
13. The prayer for deliverance from enemies takes an unusual
form : Be pleased, Yahweh . . • ; in such a connexion the expression
does not occur elsewhere. The sense of close relationship to Yahweh
emboldens the psalmist, in his perilous position, to urge Yahweh to be
speedy with his help, haste thee to help me ; so, too, in the concluding
verse ; it is a mode of address which would be unseemly on the part
of man to God, were it not for the childlike, trustful sense of closeness
to him which fills the psalmist's heart (cp. Pss. 2219, 38sa, 71 12 , 141 1 ).
14, 15. The petition against the enemies expresses itself in a threefold
form : Let them be put to shame and confounded together • . . (cp. Ps.
35 4 , 28); how this is to be brought about is not indicated, as it is in
Ps. 351 - 3 • The second peti:tion is difficult to render adequately without a paraphrase ; the verb, let them turn themselves backwards, is often
used in the sense of apostatizing from Yahweh, see especially Ps. 7858, 67 ;
so that what is implied is that the enemies may become renegades to their
faith, and thus be brought to dishonour. Parallel with this is. the third
petition, where again the verb Let them turn away, in one of its various
meanings, has the sense of turning from Yahweh (e.g., Ps. 78n, 1 Sam.
1511 , 1 Kgs. 96, etc.). The rendering given above is that of Ps. 7014,
which is a better parallel than that of the Hebrew word here, " let
them be desolated ", or " appalled ". The interjection Aha, Aha expresses the delight of the enemies at the downfall of a godly man ; it
is not for such to rejoice ; this is reserved ( 16) for all that seek Yahweh,
and magnify him. 17. The psalm closes with a final appeal to Yahweh
from his poor and needy servant (cp. Pss. 861, 10~).

PSALM 41
THE opening verses of this psalm speak of the blessedness of the man
who helps those who are in want. An abrupt change of subject then
occurs; namely, a confession of sin, followed in the rest of the psalm
by an account of the evil wo~s and acts of the enemies of the psalmist,
of which he has been made the victim. Another abrupt change of
subject occurs at the .end of the psalm where the psalmist makes an
assertion of his integrity. There seems, thus, to be some incongruity
in the way in which the subject-matter is presented. Nevertheless,
having regard to the various emotions called forth owing to the circum-
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stances in which the psalmist finds himself, this apparent incongruity
is wholly natural. The absence of a strictly logical sequence of thought,
noticeable in some other psalms of a similar nature, is a mark of realism,
and shows how very human the psalmists were. Here we have one who,
by acts of kindness to his less fortunate neighbours, had fulfilled the
commandment in spirit and in act : " Thou shalt love thy neighbour as
thyself" (Lev. 19 18}; hence the very natural and justified feeling of a
sense of righteousness, and the conviction that God's blessing is upon
him. But then there is the fact that he is suffering sickness, and that
many enemies are seeking his harm ; this calls forth the feeling that he
must in some ways have been lacking in his duty to God, in consequence
of which troubles have come upon him as a punishment for sin; and
therefore he confesses that he has sinned against God. But then,
again, in considering the altogether uncalled-for and vindictive behaviour of his enemies, he becomes convinced that they cannot be
the instruments of punishment for sin, and that he is justified in calling
upon God for help in rendering to his enemies due requital. He can,
thus, revert to the thought with which he began his psalm, and boldly
maintain that " in mine integrity thou upholdest me ".
The text has undergone some corruption, and in one or two cases
emendation is difficult and uncertain.
The general content of the psalm suggests a late post-exilic date.
The metre is, generally speaking, 4 : 4, but the textual corruptions
make this uncertain in several cases.
I

For the Precentor : A Psalm. David's.
in the day of trouble Yahweh delivereth
him;

(2). Blessed is he that considereth the
poor 0 and needy, 0 •
0
2 (3).
He preserveth him, and keepeth
him alive, 0 that he may prosper O
in the land,
3 (4). Yahweh upholdeth him on his bed
of languishing,
4 (5). As for me, I said, Yahweh, be
gracious unto me,
5 (6). Mine enemies speak evil conceming me O:
6 (7). And when one cometh to see me he
speaketh falsehood, 0
7 (8). All that hate me whisper together
against me,
8 (9). A base thing 0 do
they pour out 0
0
against me 0 :
9 (10). Even my familiar friend whom I
trusted,
10(11). But thou, Yahweh, be gracious
unto me, and raise me up,
II (u). Hereby shall I know that thou
favourest me,
12 (13), As for me, in mine integrity thou
upholdest me,
13 (14). Blessed be Yahweh, the God of
Israel,
Amen, and

0

and giveth him not over O to the desire
of his enemies.

0
·all his pain thou tumest to strength. 0
heal my soul, for I have sinned against
thee;
" When shall he die, and his name
perish?"
he gathereth mischief 0 and uttereth it
abroad.

against me do they devise evil for me ;
0
Now O that he lieth down let him rise
up no more."
who ate of my bread, hath magnified
himself against m~. 0 _
"

that I may render to them

0

requital

0

,

that mine enemy exult not over me.
and settest me up before thy face for
ever.
from henceforth now and for ever.
Amen.
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Text-critical Notes

Add, with G, 1~•:;i~\ as demanded by the metre. 2. Om. n'h,, which
overloads the half-line. ·Re~d, with some MSS., -~~i for i~l'l', " he shall be
happy". Read, with G, !\ii;!I='I~ 1'-i',1 for ~n;ir;,J:l ',~1,' '' and giv~· him not over".
3. Read, with Gunkel,
1;1:;,~r;., bi-1:;,r.,-1;~ for.
~:;,~r;., i::2;,rp~·',;,
"all his bed thou tur,nest in his sickness"; the verb, 'IT!:>i1, cannot be used in
this sense. 5. Read
for ''• " to me ". 6. Orn. i:.i.7, " his heart ", and i',
1-1~\ " to himself, he goeth forth ". But the whole verse is so overloaded that
anendations, of which many are proposed by commentators, are very uncertain.
8. Read !\i'~; for i'!\:S~, :• he poureth out "; and read, with G, ''.l;I for 'i:.i.,
"qainst him". Read i~~ for i~!-1~. "and which". 9. Om. ::lj7.~, "heel".
10. Add ::lGl-' from the preceding verse (cp. Ps. 19 11).
1.

'~07

i'7~~

:7-:r

1-3. In these opening verses the psalmist, in reference to himself,
describes what is the lot of him that cansidereth the poor and needy ; he is
rewarded by Yahweh, who, in the day of trouble delivereth him (cp.
Ps. 37 19), and keepeth him alive (cp. Ps. 30 8), so that he may prosper in
the land (cp. Ps. n2 2), and who protects him from the desire of his
enemies (cp. Ps. 27 12), and upholds him in sickness (cp. Ps. 30 2). He
then turns {4-n) to the experience through which he has passed, the
vindictiveness of his enemies, and the sickness he had suffered ; from
both of which Yahweh had delivered him. 4. As for me, I said; thus,
he refers to the past ; at that time, when he was ill (v. 8), and when his
enemies were maturing all kinds of evil against him, he felt that these
were scourges whereby God was punishing him for sin ; so he confessed : J have sinned against thee, yet praying that Yahweh will be
gracious unto him, and heal him. And then he opens his heart to God,
and describes the nature of the machinations which his enemies weave
in order to encompass his destruction. This is contained in vv. 5-8.
Why it is that these enemies have risen up against him, the psalmist does
not say; it is, however, to be noted that there is no indication of their
being actuated by religious motives, as, e.g., in Ps. 31, or by political
rancour, as, e.g., in Ps. 140. It is personal animosity that prompts their
action, and, as the expressions occurring in these verses show, it is by
means of a magical spell that his enemies seek to compass his destruction.1 Thus, to speak evil, to speak falsehood, to gather mischief, to
whisper, a base thing, lit. " a word of Belia.I ", are. all terms used in
connexion with sorcery ; though it is granted that they also occur in a
more general sense ; but the use of them all here together points rather
to the former. That among his enemies there should be numbered (9)
his familiar friend (lit. " the friend of my peace ") whom he had trusted,
and who ate of his bread, ~as particularly distressing (this verse is
1
See Mowinckel, Psalmenstud/en I, Awtin und die individuellen Klage-psalmen,
PP- 17 ff., 105 (1921); and for the subject in general, Blau, Das altjudische Zauberwesen
( 1898), Nicolsky, Spuren mogischer Fonneln in den Psalmen (1927).
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quoted in John
In his bitter indignation, aroused by the cruel
treatment to which he has been subjected, the psalmist utters the very
human, but unseemly, request (10, 11) that Yahweh will help him to
take vengeance. That ends the account of the past sufferings of the
psalmist. He then takes up his opening thought, convinced that ( 12)
in his integrity God will uphold him, and set him before his face for ever.
The last verse ( 13) is not part of the psalm, it is the benediction which the
final redactor of the Psalter placed at the conclusion of each of the five
books into which it was divided, in imitation of the five books of Moses.
For the religious teaching of the book, see the introductory section.
13 18).

PSALMS 42, 43
IN many MSS. these two psalms are treated as one ; that they formed a
unity originally does not admit of doubt ; the identical refrain occurs in
each (42 5, 11, 43 5), similar thoughts appear, and the phrase in 42 9 is
repeated in 43 11• With most commentators, therefore, we deal with
both parts as forming a single psalm.
The psalm is one of the most touching in the Psalter ; both thought
·and word, as well as the conditions under which it was composed, stamp
it as, in some respects, unique. It was written by one living far from
home in a foreign land ; why he had left his home is not told, probably
it was against his will, for the strangers among whom his lot is cast treat
him with contempt and roughness. He yearns for home. His homesickness is made the more bitter through a very grievous illnesS- from
which he is suffering. Mind and body are thus plunged in agony.
Nevertheless, in sanctified self-communing he gains comfort and spiritual
strength by recalling the happy days of the past when he went with the
throng of worshippers into the house of God. But, above all, he waits
in hope and trust, for in his living faith he is confident that, by the
mercy of God, the time will yet come _when he will once more enter
into the presence of God, and give him thanks for deliverance.
As in the case of so many psalms, to assign a date is difficult;
opinions, as so often, vary. One or two considerations may be offered
which may help in suggesting a date. That the writer's home was in
northern Palestine seems clear from his mention of " the Hermons "
(v. 6); and the fact that Jerusalem is never mentioned points in the
same direction; that the writer speaks of God's" dwelling-places", in
the plural, would mark the psalm as pre-exilic. The " house of God "
(v. 4) does not necessarily refer to the temple, cp. Bethel; and the
expression, "the tent of the glorious one" (v. 4), which has naturally
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occasioned much difficulty, is very ancient. On the other hand, " thy
holy hill" (43 3 ) cannot refer to anything but mount Zion; we have
"the hill of Samaria" in 1Kgs. 16 24, but there was assuredly nothing
holy about it. In view of these various points, we suggest, but quite
tentatively, that this psalm was originally written by one of those
carried away captive after the fall of Samaria, 721 B.C., but that, in later
days, it was used, and slightly worked over.
The metre is, with quite a few exceptions, 3 : 2.

2

3

4

5

7
8

9
IO

II

Of the Som of Qorah.

For the Precentor : Maskil.

J.
1

(2). As the hart panteth
So panteth my soul
(3). My soul thirsteth for God,
When shall I come O and behold 0
(4). My tears have been for me my food
0
While they say O to me all the
day :
(5). These things I recall, and pour out
How I went O into the tent O O of
the Glorious One O ,
With the sound of joy and praise,
(6). Why art thou bowed down, my
soul,
Wait for God, for I will yet thank
him,
My soul is bowed down within me,
From the land of Jordan and the
Hermons,
(8). Deep calleth unto deep
All their waves and their billows
(9). In the da;r-time O I watch for
Yahweh ,
Within me (my) 0 meditation ° is a
prayer
(10). I say unto God, my Rock;
Wherefore go I mourning,
0
(II).
Like O ii shattering
Mine enemies revile
While they say unto me all the day :
(12). Why art thou bowed down, my
soul,
Wait for God, for I will yet thank

him,

for O water-brooks,
for thee, 0 God.
the living God ;
the face of God ?
day and night,
0

" Where is thy God ? "
my soul upon me:
into the house of God,
0
the clamour of the pilgrims •.
and groanest within me ?
0
the help of my countenance, 6 (7) and
my God 0 •
therefore I think of thee
from the hill of Mizar.
at the sound of O their rushing
have passed over me.
0

O

and for his mercy at night

O

;

O
;

O

to the living God ;
"Why hast thou fo_rgotten me?
while the enemy oppresseth ? "
in my bones,
me,
" Where is thy God ? "
and O groanest within me ?
the O help O of my countenance, and my
God.

XLIII.
Judge me, 0 God,
and champion my cause,
against an ungodly nation,
From men of deceit
and injustice deliver me.
2. For thou art the God of my strength,
why hast thou cast me off?
Wherefore go I mourning
while the enemy oppresseth ?
3. 0 send out thy light and thy truth,
let them lead me,
Let them bring me to thy holy hill,
and into thy dwelling-places,
to the God of• my joy,•
4- That
I may go unto the altar of God,
0
O
That I may rejoice and praise thee
with harp,
0 God, my, God.
S· Why art thou bowed down, my soul,
and 0 groanest within me?
Wait for God, for I will yet thank him,
the O help O of my countenance, and my
God.
I.
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Te,ct-critical Note1
r. Read 1,~ (lit. " unto '') for ',:v, " upon " or " by ••. :a. Read, with some
MSS. and S, Mt:;li,l:f! • for i11:':111:':1\ " and be seen ", or " apP.ear ". 3. Read, as
in v. ro, c1r,~~ for -i?:.~~. "while one saith ". 4. Read :JI!!-¥ f(!r :J~~; and
-i•-:y~ cp. G (see Ps. g,ca,) for C':f.':!l:;l, " I led them "; and c•,~in 1,1.:lt'I for
:i,~n 1i?:.i;, " a multitude keeping holy-day ". 5. Read •~1,Nl ~;i~ M:P!!!U', for
i•~!;_li nilll\W~, " the helps of his countenance. 0 my God ". 7. Read 1:''?ill~
for '\i'-;;- - , "thy rushing". 8. Read, with ~ e l , n,n•:i M~~tl for M~~
nin• "Yahweh commandeth "· and n',~~:;J ,":TQl'J1 for n',~~:ll\ ,~Ql'J' "his
me~ and in the night "; and (~p. G) n•rj•rp for ·n7·,r,;, " s~~g "; and
1,th
(see v. 2) for •~lj 1,~7, "to the God of my life". 10. Read :i> for ~. "in". 1i.
Om. :nr.i (see v. 6); · and read ,i~!\W~ for !1'!7-. xliii. 4: Reai '•':1r;T"-iri:' for
mr;;i;,. Read
for
"my joy". 5. Read as in xiii. 5, I I .

,;;1,~ :

•r,

n7•~~1

'?'i

1. With a picture as graphic as it is realistic, the psalmist, without
preamble, pours out the yearning of his heart for communion with
God : As the hart panteth far water-brooks, so panteth my soul for thee, 0
God. The simile is immensely expressive when one pictures a hart
parched with thirst, gasping for the one thing that can give relief, the
water-brooks, wherein flowed the running or" living" water, as it was
called (e.g., Lev. 145, 8). 2. And the soul of the psalmist thirsteth for
the living God. The way in which his " thirst " must be assuaged he
puts in the form of a question : When shall I come and behold the face of
God? which at the same time expresses a longing. The point of these
words is·, not that his " thirst " will be allayed by his appearing before
God, but by his beholding God ; it is the psalmist, athirst, who seeks
God. The Hebrew as now pointed can, it is true, be translated :
" When shall I come and appear (lit. " be seen ") before God ? " but
in the Hebrew it is bad grammar, and cannot possibly be original. The
present pointing, involving a passive instead of an active sense (" when
shall I be seen " instead of " when shall I see "), was put in for the
purpose of counteracting an erroneous conception of the Almighty ;
the same alteration has been made in Deut. 1616 and Isa. 1 12• In
earlier times it was believed that God could be seen, Gen. 32 80, cp.
Judg. 6 22 , 23 , 13 22 , Isa. 65, and especially Exod. 33 20, where the words
are put into the mouth of God : " Thou canst not see my face ; for
man shall not see me and live ", implying the possibility in the mind of
Moses of seeing the face of God. This belief was expressed by the
psalmist, but, with the development of more spiritual ideas concerning
God, the need of altering the sense of the words under consideration was
recognized. 3. The thought of being far from God, in a foreign land,
fills the psalmist with bitter sorrow, so that his tears are to him as food,
a hyperbolic way of expressing the depth of grief; and this grief is
aggravated by the mockery of those about him : Where is thy God?
they ask him. 4, 5. Under these circumstances there is, at any rate,
one thing that can give him comfort : he recalls the past in self-com-
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muning, or, as he expresses it: J pour out my soul upon me, meaning
that he presents to himself the flood of happy memories of long ago.
He was wont to go into the tent of the Glorious One, that is, the house of
God, with joy in the company of pilgrims. The expression tent for the
house of God is archaic ; it is used, in the first instance, of the tabernacle
in the wilderness (Exod. 269 11., 39 82 •·), but also of other places of worship
(Ps. 7860, 1 Chron. 16 1, 2 Chron. 1 4), so that, unlike Ps. 76 3 , the temple
in Jerusalem is by no means necessarily meant. The expression " the
Glorious One " (' Addir), represents an emendation suggested by the
Septuagint, as the Hebrew text can hardly be correct ; it is true that,
as applied to God, its occurrence is rare ; nevertheless, it does occur
(Isa. 10 84, 331, cp. Ps. 8 1). These thoughts so cheer the psafrnist in
his sorrow that, in the words of the thrice repeated refrain, he reproaches himself for being so downcast ; he will yet be able to thank
God for deliverance ; and he thinks again of his homeland, the land of
Jordan ; the river rises to the north of the various Hermon peaks (hence
" the Hermons ") and flows slightly eastwards round the foot of these ;
hence the expression the land of Jordan, though it also applies to the
whole of Palestine. The locality of the hill of Mizar is not known.
From these thoughts the psalmist turns abruptly to his perilous
position. 7. He has been brought very near to death, and this he
expresses in realistic, but poetical, language ; he has been engulfed
in the waters of the underworld ; the use of Tehom for " Deep " proves
that this was in the mind of the psalmist, similarly as in the psalm in
Jon. 2, where Jonah speaks of the waters which compassed him, and of
"Tehom round about " (vv. 5, 6). 8-11. Nevertheless, his faith in
Yahweh is not shaken; his thought of God becomes a prayer, witht"n
me my meditation is a prayer to the living God; even though he utters
his plaint because God seems to have forgotten him, and the mental
anguish caused by the reviling of his enemies is like a shattenng in his
bones--even so, in self-adjurati_on he repeats his refrain ; his soul need
not be bowed down, for he will yet thank God for deliverance. 43 1 .
Another abrupt change of thought then finds utterance ; in his conviction that God is on his side, the psalmist experiences a sense of
uprightness, so that he can boldly appeal to God to uphold him against
his enemies : Judge me, 0 God, and champion my cause against an
ungodly nation ; this last is not to be understood in a literal sense ; it
is one of several somewhat exaggerated modes of expression which
occur ·several times in the same psalm. The final verses (2-5) of the
psalm illustrate the alternating emotions which in tum dominate the
psalmist's being: firm faith, thou art the God of my strength; the
puzzled thought that God ·seems to have forsaken him, why hast thou
cast me off? ; then the prayer for divine guidance, 0 send out thy light
and thy truth, let them lead me ; followed by: the joyful looking forward to
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praise God with harp ; and, finally, the reiteration of the refrain proclaiming the certitude that the time will soon come when he will thank
God for deliverance.
It is impossible not to recognize the extreme naturalness of these
conflicting emotions of one in the position in which the psalmist found
himself ; the outpouring of his inner self on the part of this saintly
singer which is here presented is as instructive as it is touching.

Religious Teaching
There are two directions in which the religious element of this psalm
is particularly impressive. The earnest longing to be in communion
with God, so uniquely but realistically expressed, is, in various degrees,
characteristic of most of the psalmists, and will come before us again
and again. Of this, therefore, we shall say no more here. But the
other subject, though occurring sometimes elsewhere in the Psalms, is'
nowhere presented with quite the same open-hearted candour and
straightforwardness as here. We mean the act of religious selfcommuning. In its most pointed form this comes out in the thricerepeated refrain, but it occurs also in one or two other verses (4, 8).
The psalmist addresses his soul as though it were distinct from himself,
and yet, almost in the same breath, identifies himself with it. He takes
his soul to task for its despondency, _but immediately protests his own
faith in God. It is this self-communing, when honestly and devoutly
practised, which is one of the most necessary and hdpful elements in
personal religion ; and it could not be more simply, yet instructively,
illustrated than in the psalm before us. Religious difficulties and problems of faith have confronted men in all ages ; in many ways help may
be afforded, and light shed in dark places; but ultimately, under God,
the believer must unflinchingly commune with his individual self ;
he must be the final arbiter ; that is the condition of the divinely given
free-will. The responsibility is great, but it may not be shirked; and
the psalmist teaches so beautifully how courageous self-communing
issues ; there may be some waiting, but assuredly in the end divine
grace will help.

PSALM 44
THIS psalm presents us with the picture of the mental struggle of one
who through the calamity which has overcome him and his people
seems to have somewhat lost his spiritual balance ; for what is said in
the latter part of it sounds like a rebuke to the Almighty. The redeeming quality of the psalm lies in the psalmist's ardent belief that God can
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help in time of trouble ; but this belief is marred by an irreverent
approach to the Almighty which is without parallel in the Psalter.
That the psalm is no.t used in the worship of the Synagogue is comprehensible. Various indications point to the psalm having been written
in late post-exilic times. It is held by some commentators that it
belongs to Maccabrean times, and v. 22, e.g., is quoted as pointing to a
religious persecution ; but to isolate a verse in this way without taking
the context into consideration may lead to erroneous conclusions. One
has but to read, e.g., vv. II-14, and compare what is said in them with
the account of the Maccabrean struggle given in I Maccabees to see how
impossible it is to regard this psalm as belonging to the Maccabrean
period. At what time during this period could it be said that the Jews
were scattered amidst the nations, or that they were a byword among the
nations? But for the short-lived success of the Syrians, within quite a
restricted area, at the beginning of the struggle, the Maccabrean wars
were, with one or two set-backs, a series of Jewish triumphs. Even at
the initial catastrophe, so far from there being any question of succumbing to the nations, Mattathias says : " And take ye unto you all the
doers of the Law, and avenge the wrong of your people. Render a
recompense to the Gentiles, and take heed to the commandments of the
Law" (I Mace. 2 87, 88 ). Whatever episode it was to which our psalm
refers, it could not have been to that of the Maccabrean struggle. 1 It
must be remembered that, owing to lack of details, our knowledge of
Jewish history during the early part of the Greek period is limited.
The metre, with the exception of v. 21, is uniformly 3 : 3.
For the Precentor : OJ the Som of Qorah.

I.

1 (2). 0 God, with our ears have we
heard,
The work that thou didst in their
days,
Nations O thou didst drive out, 0
and plantedst them in,
3 (4). For not by their sword did they
possess the land,
But thy right-hand O and thy
strong arm, 0
4 (5). ThouartmyK.ing and 0 myGod, 0
S (6). Through thee do we push back
our adversaries,
6 (7). For not in my bow do I trust,
7 (8). But thou makest us victorious over
our foes,
8 (9). We praise 0 God 0 every day,
9 (10). But thou hast cast us off, and
brought us to shame,
Io (1 r). Thou madest us tum back from
the foe,
·
II (12). Thou gavest us fO'.r food like sheep,
1

Maski!.

our fathers have told unto us,
in the days of old z (3) 0 by thy hand. 0
didst afflict peoples, 0 and settle them
down°;
and not was their arm victorious for
them·
and the' light of thy countenance, for
thou didst favour them.
0
thou commandest 0 the victories of
Jacob;
and in thy name do we tread down those
that rise up against us.
my sword doth not gain me the victory ;
and bringest to shame them that hate us.
to thy name will we give thanks evermore. Selah.
and thou wentest not forth with our
hosts;
and they that hate us took spoil for
themselves ;
0
amidst the nations O hast thou
scattered us ;

On the whole question of Maccabrean psalms, see pp. 67 ff.
R
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(13). Thou hast0 sold thy people • for
nought,
and madest no profit by their prices.
O
0
a scorn and derision to those around
13 (14). We are become a reproach to
our neighbours,
us;
a wagging of the head among the
14 (15). Thou hast made us a byword
among the nations,
peoples.
IS (16). Every day is my dishonour before
me,
and shame O hath covered O my face,
16 (17). Because of the voice of the scorner because of the presence of the enemy
and reviler,
and avenger.
17 (18). All this is come upon us, yet have neither have we dealt falsely in thy
we not forgotten thee,
covenant;
18 (19). Our heart is not turned backward,
nor O our step O declined from thy way ;
19 (:20). Yet O hast thou thrust us O into
the place of O dragons,•
and hast covered us with darkness.
20 (:21). Had we forgotten the name of our and stretched out our hands to a
strange-god,
God,
:21 (:22).
Would not God have searched out this?
For he knoweth
the secrets of the heart.
22 (23). Yea, for thy sake are we slain all we are accounted as sheep for
the day,
slaughter.
23 (24). Awake, 0 Yahweh,° wherefore
sleepest thou ? 0
arise, cast us not off for ever I
24 (25), Wherefore hidest thou thy face,
and forgettest our affliction and
oppression ?
25 (26), For our soul is bowed down to the
dust,
our belly cleaveth to the ground.
26 (:27). Arise as a help for us,
and redeem us for thy love's sake.

JZ

Text-critical Note,
Read, for the rhythm's sake, ";J1",::i. for ';J1~ n.1;1~, "thou, thy hand".
Read .1;1~"1l (cp. Deut. 33 21) for l;lW!in;" thou didat cause to inherit". Read,
with se~eral commentators, c7.,;it.ph!, lit. "and thou didst. transplant them"
(cp. Ez 7k. 19 13). 3. Read, for the rhythm's sake, }T:Jf l'i-ir~,.as in Ps. 89 10 ,
for ';J'!,1.i,r~, "and thine ann ". 4. Read, with GS, 'i'.1?~:1 for t:rr:i',~, "God".
Read, ~th GS, n~SI.? for ~:I.~, "he commanded". 8. Read c•7:i½1:;1 f~r c•ry',Ni,
"in God". II. Read C~~l 1'+-2 for. O~il:Z~, "and among the nations ", for the
rhythm's sake. 12. For the ph_rase 7in-~1,~, see GK 152a, Rem. i. 13. Read
~J"~iJ, as in Ps. 79•, for ~J!;)'~'/:), "thou makest us ", the same word occurs in
the next verse. 15. R~ad n,-:;,r;,~ ~or •~:;,~:;,, "hath covered me ". 18. Read,
with some MSS., ~J"1.~•-=l for ~J""1.!p~, "our steps", as the verb is in the sing.
19. Read, with Budde, ~.::,r;,r;r:r;:, for ~,:i:;-t'll'=!, " thou hast crushed us ". Read,
with some MSS., C'~''.l!I for C'~l!i, "jackfla ". 23. Read, with many MSS., Min•,
and om.
0 Lord "•
2.

••'T~, "

1-3. These introductory verses set forth the reason why divine help
is to be looked for in view of the perilous circumstances in which the
people find themselves, and which are described in what follows. The
psalmist, identifying himself with his people, records how they had
heard what their fathers had told them of the work which in the days of
old had been wrought by the hand of God. The reference is, of course,
to the conquest of Canaan, when God drove out nations, a¥1d pianted them,
£.e., the fathers, in the land. The history as recorded in the book of
Joshua is envisaged rather than that of'Judges. But, as the psalmist goes
on to say, the possession of the land was not gained by their S'lOord, nor
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was it their arm which won them the victory; it was by God's right-hand
and by his strong arm, and by the light of his countenance, because his
Jawur was with them. For the expression the light of thy countenance,
meaning the sign of divine favour, cp. Ps. 46 • Two matters in these
verses demand brief notice. When it is said : With OUT ears have we
heard, and OUT fathers have told us, we have a clear reference to the oral
tradition, the handing down of which is enjoined in Deut. 620- 28, and
which is kept up to the present day by Jews at the annual Seder Festival,
i.e., the Home-Festival part of the Passover feast. The recounting of
past history by word of mouth, rather than by the reading of the written
word, was necessitated in days when copies of the Scriptures would not
be in the hands of many. One result of this, however, was that a number
of historical details would be passed over ; so that, and this is the second
matter to be noted in these verses, nothing is said of the long-drawn-out
struggles whereby the promised land was at long last gained. That the
possession of the land was imputed to the divine act alone witnesses to a
very living faith, which is seen also in the Deuteronomy passage referred
to ; but the history shows that human action, too, was demanded.
4-8. Just as in the days of old trust was placed in divine help, so now
faith in God is expressed : Thou art my King and my God, that commandest the victories of Jacob (for "Jacob" used in reference to the whole
people, cp., e.g., Exod. 19 8 , Am. 318, though the phrase is usually "the
house of Jacob"). The personal note struck by the psalmist, For twt
in my bow do I trust • . . , when he is otherwise speaking in the name of
his people, is striking ; it witnesses to his sense of unity with his people ;
this is a trait frequently occurring in the psalms. A realistic picture is
envisaged where it is said : Through thee do we push back our adversaries ;
it is doubtless taken from Deut. 3317 : " And his horns are the horns
of the wild-ox, with them shall he push peoples, all of them . . . "
(cp. I Kgs. 22 11); and just as the wild-ox tramples upon those whom
he has " pushed back ", so do the people tread down them that rise up
against them. This is done in thy name, i.e., by invoking the divine
name, see Ps. 20 1• In this faith praise and thanks are daily offered to
thy name (cp. Ps. 341- 4).
So far, the psalmist has been recalling past history upon which is
based the conviction that divine help is ever-present. From this he
turns (9-16) to contemplate the melancholy condition in which the
people find themselves at the present time. A battle has been fought,
and lost ; and this is ascribed to the absence of the divine presence :
thou wentest not forth with our hosts (see, on the contrary, Ps. 60 12 );
indeed, the defeat of ~s people the psalmist believes to be directly due
to God : thou madest us turn- back from the foe ; this na'ive conception
of God as the God of battles was, of course, world-wide, though held in
regard to various gods; and it appears often in the Old Testament ·
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But further, in his desperate frame of
mind the psalmist goes on to express thoughts in reference to the
Almighty which are of an unseemly character : Thou gavest us for food
like sheep, as though the people were, in the sight of God, of no more
value than sheep (cp. v. 22); God has sold them for nought, and has
made no profit by their prices ; the verse contains a parallelism, and the
thought is that of a slave-dealer who has made a bad bargain ; but the
implication is that although God has favoured the enemies of his people,
he has not thereby gained any who will acknowledge him. Such
irreverent sarcasm is without parallel in the psalms, and must be
ascribed to the writer's despairing pessimism, engendered by the present
apparently hopeless conditions. The people had been reduced to a
position of deep humiliation, to describe which expressions are literally
piled up : a reproach to their neighbours, friendly countries are meant;
a scorn and derisian ( cp. Ps. 79 4) ; a 'byword (lit. " a proverb ", cp. Ps.
69 11, Job 176 ); a wagging of the head (cp. Jer. 18 16). Then once more
(15, 16) the psalmist identifies himself with his people: dishonour and
shame are his lot, because of the reproaches and revilings hurled against
him, for the enemy and avenger is before him (cp. in general Ps. 89 38- 51 ).
The unseemly tone of the psalmist's complaint is increased by the
assertion of injured innocence (17-19); unlike the far more fitting
attitude of many other psalmists when in trouble, whose sense of unworthiness bows their head in humility, we have here the claim of
righteousness, and the implication that God has not been dealing fairly
with his people : they have not forgotten God, it is claimed, nor dealt
falsely in thy covenant, our heart is not turned backward, i.e., from God,
nor our step declined from thy way ; yet in spite of all this vaunted
righteousness he has thrust his people into the place of dragons, i.e., as
though God were treating his people as he treated Tiamat and her
brood, identified with the sea, and conceived of as the embodiment of
wickedness (cp. Isa. 51 9• 10), and covered them with darkness, lit. "the
shadow of death" (see note on 23 4), cp. Job. 38 16, 1:7, where the sea is
parallel with the shadow of death. 20-22. The further plea of selfjustification is put forward by the claim that the people had not forgotten God by appealing to any strange god; on the contrary, for thy
sake we are slain all the day. 23-25. The height of irreverence is
reached when the psalmist dares to say: Arise, Yahweh, why sleepest
thou? We are reminded ofElijah's words in reference to Baal, when he
mockingly cried to the Baal-worshippers: "Cry aloud; for he is a
god, either he is musing, or he is gone aside, or he is on a journey, or
peradventure he sleepeth and must be awaked ! " (1 Kgs. 18 27). Only
at the very end of this part of the psalm is there a sign of a more fitting
frame of mind, when the psalmist appeals to God for his love's sake.
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Religious Teaching
From what has been said it is clear that the religious teaching of
this psalm is largely of a negative character. It witnesses doubtless
to a very real belief in the divine guidance of history, and to a reliance
on God's help, which is in the best spirit. But there are other elements
which betray a very undeveloped conception of the divine Personality.
The thought of Yahweh himself taking part in battle by going forth
with Israel's hosts is an antique way of conceiving of the manner in
which divine guidance was accorded on such occasions (see Judg. 414,
2 Sam. 52').
It may be urged that in our psalm this is merely a poetical
mode of expression, not meant literally, as would have been the case in
earlier days, and that the psalmist is echoing ancient traditional belief
without actually sharing it himself. That is probably the case. Other
paaaages naturally sound unfitting to our ears ; the idea of God bartering
with the people's enemies, and the gibe that nothing is gained by the
bargain, the urging of God to wake up from sleep, and the implied
reproach conveyed in the words : " Wherefore hidest thou thy face,
and forgettest our affliction and oppression ? " Such thoughts doubtless
strike us as unseemly ; but there are two considerations here which
must not be lost sight of. In the first place, the psalmist's heart is
overwhelmed with grief at the desperate plight in which his people
found themselves ; that this should have occasioned some temporary
loss of the sense of proportion is so intensely human as to be pardonable.
But still more to be urged is the fact that just this very condition of his
suffering people was so incomprehensible to him ; the first part of the
psalm has shown what God's power was, and his solicitude for his
people which had always been in evidence ; how, therefore, was the
present state of affairs to be accounted for ? The people had done their
duty to their God, they had not forgotten him, they had not turned
backward from him, nor had they declined from his way. What,
therefore, does it all mean ? The psalmist is utterly puzzled. His
mental condition reveals the same bewildered perplexity as that felt by Joh
in his words : " Show me wherefore thou contend est with me ; is it good
unto thee that thou shouldest oppress, that thou shouldest despise the
work of thine hands, and shine upon the counsel of the wicked?"
(Job rn 2, 3) ; and again : " I will speak in the anguish of my spirit, I
will complain in the bitterness of my soul. Am I a sea or a seamonster, that thou settest a watch over me? " (Job. 7 12). Job was a
righteous man, faithful to his God, and yet he was afflicted with sore
sickness and poverty! He cannot understand it ; it is wholly incomprehensible to him. And •so with our psalmist. The theology in
which he had been brought up had taught him that God upholds the
righteous, and punishes the wicked ; and here were facts of experience
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in glaring contrast with this I Who. dare fail to sympathize with him in
his perplexity? In spite of all, his faith did not give way, and his final
words are a prayer to him in whom he believed : " Arise as a help to us,
and redeem us for thy love's sake."
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THAT this psalm, if it may be so called, found a place in the Psalter
is to be explained on grounds somewhat similar to those which ultimately permitted the admission of the Song of Songs into the Canon ;
though, unlike that, it is purely secular in origin, but was, in later
days, interpreted in a Messianic sense by the Jewish Church. The
king, who plays the leading part, was conceived of as representing the
Messiah, and the queen, as the princess was about to become, as the
Jewish people of the Messianic era. That this interpretation was
taken over, and adapted, by the early Christian community is shown
by Hehr. 1 8, 9 to have been the case.
The poem offers an illuminating picture of a royal wedding in
ancient Palestine. A religious note is sounded, it is true, when the
singer assures the royal bridegroom of God's continued blessing on
him, and designates him as God's chosen one. This would be confidently assumed, since the king was, in a real sense, looked upon as
God's representative among the people ; so much so that the king is
actually addressed by the divine title. This it doubtless was which
in later days, when the early conception of kingship was a thing of
the past, prompted the Messianic interpretation.
Opinions differ as to who the royal personage may have been in
whose honour this poem was composed; as, however, the only known ·
case of an Israelite king marrying a " daughter of Tyre " is that of
Ahab marrying Jezebel (1 Kgs. 16S 1), there is a strong argument in
favour of the contention that this is the king in question. If this is
the case, then we have here one of the earlier of the psalms ; Ahab
reigned 874-852 B.C.; the fact that it contains several late words
merely points to its having been worked over in subsequent periods.
To its early date, and to the vicissitudes of transmission must be
ascribed the corrupt state of th.e text. In several cases emendation
presents very considerable difficulty ; in comparing the various
attempts at reconstruction we are impressed by the often convincing
suggestions offered by Gunkel, to whom we are largely indebted.
In spite of textual difficulties there seeIDS little doubt but that the
metre is four beats to a line ; in various cases the lines are self-contained, so that we have. doubts as to a 4 : 4 metre. A 2 : 2 metre is
not excluded, but some authorities would disagree here.
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For the Precentor : Set to " Liliet ".
Belonging to the Sons of Qorah. A Maski[. A Song of Lovet.
My heart is astir with goodly thought;
I will sing, even I, 0 my song O for the kingMy tongue ia the pen of a skilful scribe-:
" ° Fairer art thou O than the sons of men,
Poured-forth is grace upon thy lips;
Therefore hath God blest thee for ever.
Gird thee thy sword on ° thy side 0 , 0 mighty one ;
0
With thy pomp and splendour be-mantle thy loins 0 ,
For the cause of truth, 0 and for righteousness' sake 0 •
And niay thy right-hand O show forth O terrible things;
May thine arrows so sharp O strike-with-fear O the peoples,
0
May the heart of thine enemies falter, 0 king 0 •
Thy throne, 0 God, is for ever and ever,
A sceptre of right is the sceptre of thy rule,
Thou hast loved justice and hated wickedness,
Therefore hath God, thy God, anointed thee,
With the oil of gladness O in the presence of O thy companions.
Myrrh and aloes 0O are all thy garments ;
0
Harps of ivory, - 0 their strings O give thee joy ;
0
The daughter of kings cometh forth to greet thee 0 ,
A queen at thy right-hand in gold-gear from Ophir."
"Hearken, 0 daughter 0 , incline thine ear,
° Forget O thy people and thy father's house ;
0
Let him desire O thy beauty, for he is thy lord.
0
Let him kneel before thee, Tyre's-daughter 0 , with gifts,
Let the wealthiest of O peoples O give honour to thee,
0
Give-thee-homage with corals in settings of gold O . "
° Clad in gay-garments are the maidens behind her,
Her companions wbo lead her before the king,
Who conduct her with gladness and joy to the palace 0 •
" In place of thy fathers thou shalt have sons,
Thou shalt make them princes in all the earth.
I will keep-in-memory thy name in all generations,
Therefore the peoples will praise thee for ever O . "
Text-critical Notes

'='~~

1. Read
(lit." my work''; see exegetical note) for 'Wl?,~, "my works".
Read, with GS, J?'!;l; '!;l; (lit. " beauty, thou art beautiful ") for Q'!:l;!?~,
an anomaloua form. 3. Read, with GS, '1'~7~ for :T"'l.~, "side". Read, with
Gunkel, '*7~
,r71;:p ,r7in~ (for ?*lil see I Chron. 15 17) for: ".fl'ITT
::l'.ji, n7~ ".fi,1;:[1 ".f;li:?1. "thy pomp and thy splendour, and thy splendour,
+ Read i'1~F'.!_ n'!1 for ,n~·npv1. "and meekness,
prosper, ride on".
righteousness". Read M7iJ1 for ".T7'1n\ "and may .•. teach thee". 5. Read,
with Gunkel, :-,.r:,r.i~ c,~~ for ".f'l;1r;,r:, C'~1', ''. peoples under the~ "; and read,
following Gunkel in part: i'T?li'.:1 ".f';jl~~ :J'.;I ',c,. for :p~;:t -~~iM :J?.=t ',?'f\
" may the enemies of the king· falter (lit. " fall ") in heart ". 7. Read
for ~.
"more than". 8. Orn. ,i'i"P'~i.', "cassia", which ovedoads the line. Read '?:i>
iW (lit. "instruments of .•. ") ·for iW ,,:;i•;:-:r•jQ, "from palaces of ivory". 'l!~
ia an abbreviated form of C'~?.;), see GK 87 f. 9. Read ,f,:,M':)i?? C':;,7,;i n:;;i
for n~~~ 'iJ',:;ri-,j=)~~ c,:;i';,1.iJ ni::i~, " the daughters ~f klngs are. among thy
honourable women, she stands". 10. Orn. '~~. "and see", which overloads the
line. Read 'CT?IP omitting the \
II. ,Read i~r;,~ omitting the 1- .Orn.
~bich overloads the line. 12. Read -,~-.-,~
n~D.1:1~~1 for ,,-,iql!ltpi'.'I'\
i~ti:i~, "and worship him and the daughter of Tyre ". Read C'~1' for Cl',
"people". 13-15. In place of the corrupt text of these venea we have adopted
Gunkel's emendation : ·
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IJ.
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15. : ',~,lj~ ·,.,~) M~~:11- n?"?:;ii.r:,
17. Orn. '"'lf1, "and ever", which overloads the line.
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For the title, see p. 16.
1. The poet begins his poem with some introductory words telling
of his heart's impulse to sing in honour of the king: My heart is astir,
lit. " bubbling over ", with goodly thought, lit. " a good word ", or
" matter " ; but the Hebrew word dabar has various meanings according to the context in which it stands ; thought, rather than " word "
is suggested here because it comes from the heart, the seat of the
emotions and thoughts, according to the Hebrew conception. The
song which this court-poet sings, lit. "utters", is for the king, i.e.,
in honour of the king. My song is lit. "my work", but this word,
too, has various meanings, e.g., in Exod. 26 1 it has the sense of "a
work of art"; so that in its present context it can be rendered song.
His tongue is ready to pour forth words just as a skilful scribe (cp.
Ezra 76) writes copious words on a papyrus-roll with his pen. 2. The
king is then addressed. The poet begins by extolling his personal
beauty ; in saying that his royal master is fairer than the sons of men,
it is implied that he is of super-human, i.e., divine, beauty; that this
is not merely exaggerated adulation in the Oriental mode (cp. Acts 12 22 ),
is seen from v. 6, where the king is directly addressed as " God". Further, the poet says: Poured forth is grace upon thy lips (cp. Prov. 22 11,
though the text there is uncertain); the previous line would suggest
that what is implied is that the king's utterances are divinely inspired,
and thus a divine attribute. But the divinity ascribed to the king
(see further under v. 6) is, of course, of a wholly different nature from
that of God Himself, from whom whatever is divine in the king is
derived ; so that the virtues he possesses are all the outcome of God's
blessing on him : Therefore hath God blest thee for ever ; the last
expression is not to be taken literally, but must be understood in the
sense of" long-continuance", as, e.g., in Pss. 22 26 , 61 7, cp. Am. 1 11•
3-5. The text of these verses is very corrupt, but the general sense
is clear. The poet extols the king as victorious in battle; this is
natural enough since leadership in war was a primary duty of the
king in ancient Israel (cp. 1 Sam. 8 20); but the words are in reference
to the future, for, as a young man about to marry, the king in question
is hardly likely yet to have fought battles. Nevertheless, he is addressed
as a mighty one, i.e., in battle, and bidden to gird on his sword. But
the king is mighty in more than a merely physical sense, for the royal
robes in which he is be-mantled symbolize truth and righteousness, of
which he is the champion. Then the poet comes back to the earlier
thought, and expresses the hope, equivalent to conviction, that in
battle the sharp arrows of the royal warrior may strike his evemies with
fear, and cause them to lose heart. 6, 7. The poet now addresses the
king directly as God, and says his throne is to last for ever and ever,
to be understood again in the sense of a long time. The context {7),
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which says, therefore hath God anointed thee, shows that in v. 6 the words,
thy throne, 0 God, are addressed to the king. If not precisely paralleled
elsewhere, there are many passages which suggest the idea of deity
in the king; in Isa. 9 5, e.g., the Messianic king is called 'El g£bbor,
" God of. a hero " ; something very near regarding the king as divine
occurs in 2 Sam. 714, 1417• 20, and then there are such passages as
Pss. 2 7, 89 26 , 27 , where the king is spoken of as Yahweh's son. There
can be little doubt that just as in Egypt and Babylonia, so in ancient
Israel, the king was regarded as divine (see p. 49). But this conception did not, even in the minds of the prophets, endanger belief in
Yahweh as the only God for Israel, because in whatever sense divinity
was believed to be attached to the king; it was, and could be, only by
the will and act of Yahweh, that this was brought about. Hence,
his sceptre, the symbol of kingship, is one of right, or " equity " (cp.
Ps. 67'', where the same word is used in reference to the rule of God),
he has loved justice and hated wickedness, and his God has anointed
him {cp. Ps. 89 20, 1 Sam. 10 1) with the oil of gladness (cp. Isa. 61 3),
i.e., the oil that gives joy or exultation; the anointing of the king
takes place in the presence of his companions, cp. r Sam. 16 13 : "Then
Samuel took the horn of oil and anointed him in the midst of his
brethren." The· poet then (8, 9) concludes his words to the king,
recalling how, in preparation for the joyous ceremony, his garments
had been perfumed so abundantly that he can say, myrrh and aloes
are all thy garments. The text of the line which follows offers some
difficulty; the Hebrew reads: " From palaces of ivory (cp. 1 Kgs. 22 39,
Am. 316, "house of ivory") strings rejoice thee", which is a curious
phrase-in any case it could be a question of only one palace-and
implies that the sound of the strings reached the king from within ;
but obviously on such an occasion as this the music would take place
in the presence of the king ; for the emendation harps (lit. " instruments ") of ivory, we are indebted to Gunkel; the Hebrew words
for " palaces " and " instruments " are very similar. And, finally,
the poet points to the royal bride, the daughter of kings, in reference
to a long line of kings, who has come forth to greet him, and now stands
in the place of honour at the king's right-hand; a queen, apparelled in
gold-gear from Ophir. This leads the poet to address the royal bride.
10-13. The import of his opening words here may strike us as
hardly becoming, considering the respective positions of the singer
and the royal personage addressed ; to this there is, however, a twofold reply : the court-poet would naturally be one who was held in
high honour, and wh.o could, therefore, speak in terms which in the
mouth of anyone else would be unseemly ; that he was also privileged
as being comparatively advanced in years may be gathered from the
words: Hear, 0 daughter. But more important is the fact that he
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is expressing the thoughts of the king in saying : Forget thy people
and thy fat her' s house ; and especially when, seeing the queenly bride
somewhat abashed by the royal bridegroom's ardent glances, he adds:
Let him desire thy beauty, for he is thy lurd. Having, then, spoken, as
it were, on behalf of the king, he goes on to offer words of homage
on his own part to the queen ; let her deign to accept the royal gifts,
and the costly offerings from foreign lands. The text of the next two
verses, 14, 15, is very corrupt; for our rendering we are indebted to
Gunkel's emendation, though even this does not entirely overcome
all the difficulties; presumably the poet's words are addressed indirectly to the maids-of-honour in attendance on the queen. Finally
(16, 17), the poet turns once m·ore to the king, and, in ancient Oriental
fashion, which sounds a little indelicate to our ears, heralds the advent
of the royal progeny, whom the king will make princes in all the earth,
a poetical exaggeration quite natural to the Oriental. In his closing
words the poet glories in the thought that by means of his song the
peoples will praise the king/or ever.
The subject-matter of this psalm does not call for a section on
religious teaching.
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JusT as some psalms are seen by their form and content to be of the
Wisdom type of literature, so some others, by their thought and
phraseology, show themselves as belonging to the apocalyptic or
eschatological type. Of these latter the psalm before us is a striking
example. In so far as apocalyptic ideas and pictures appear in the
Old Testament they are confined almost wholly to the prophetical books;
and their various occurrences in the Psalms must be regarded primarily
as signs of the influence of prophetical teaching. It is noteworthy
that in our psalm familiarity with apocalyptic ideas is taken for granted.
As is well known, these were taken over and adapted by the prophets
from Babylonian mythology, and in later days modified and added
to in accordance with Iranian beliefs ; in ou_r psalm, however, no
signs of the latter appear. The adapted apocalyptic traits which occur
are the following : the destruction of the earth at the end of the present
world-order, this is preparatory to the bringing back of the primeval
" Golden Age " ; the combat between the gods and the powers of
evil, i.e., Tiamat and her helpers, identified· with the sea; and the
final victory of the gods headed by Marduk. The prophets, while
accepting these as foreshadowing what would actually take place, interpreted them as follows : the destruction of the earth was necessary
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because it was polluted by wickedness ; Tiamat and her helpers
symbolized the wicked nations ; the r~le of Marduk was transferred
to Yahweh; the return of the "Golden Age" meant the setting-up
of the rule of Yahweh on a renovated earth. It is worth observing
how in the later apocalyptic literature the fundamental ideas of this
eschatological drama receive expression, though some modifications,
due to other extraneous influences, appear. For example, in the
"Vision of the Man from the Sea", Ezra Apocalypse (2 (4), Esdras
in the Apocrypha) 13 1 - 18, the Seer relates: "And I beheld, and, lo,
this wind caused to come up from the midst of the sea as it were the
likeness of a man ; and I beheld, and, lo, that man flew with the
clouds of heaven." This is the heavenly Messiah, God's representative, whose coming up from the midst of the sea implies his
victory over the powers of evil. Against him there is gathered " a
multitude of men, out of number, from the four winds of heaven, to
make war against the man that came out of the sea " ; these are the
nations of the world, and they are destroyed by " the flaming breath "
of the man from the sea. Thereupon the heavenly Messiah ascends
upon a great mountain, i.e., the abode of the divine ruler in the kingdom. And, finally, a "peaceable multitude" comes unto the divine
ruler, indicating those subjects who are worthy of the kingdom. Thus,
though in form the apocalyptist's vision differs from the psalmist's
picture, the underlying conceptions are the same.
That in their transfigured form the psalmist believed in the literal
fulfilment of these happenings at the end of the world is not to be
doubted ; as well contend that the apocalyptists did not believe what
they prophesied. It was just because the psalmist was so convinced
that these things would come to pass that he encouraged and heartened
his people during a present emergency by reminding them of the ultimate
victory of Yahweh; hence the triumphant refrain: "Yahweh Zebaoth
is with us, our strong-tower is the God of Jacob". What particular
emergency was in question the psalm ·gives no help in determining'!'
The developed form of the eschatological picture points to a late
post-exilic date ; but the underlying traditional conceptions are, of
course, ancient.
The metre is somewhat irregular, but short two-beat half-lines
predominate.
For the Precentor: Belonging to the sons of Qorah. According to 'Alamoth. A Song.
I (2). God is our refuge and strength,
a help in troubles,
• fully proved•;
2 (3).
Therefore we fear not
if the ,earth • be dissolved 0 ,
And the mountains be cast
into the midat of • the sea • ;
3 (-4).
• The sea roareth ",
its waters are troubled,
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Mountains quake at its haughty pride ;
Yahweh Zebaoth is with us,
our strong-tower is the God of Jacob. 0

.

4 (5).
5 (6).
6 (7).

7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).

10 (11).

II (1a).

Selah.

A river I its streams
make glad God's-city,
Holiest of the dwellings of the Most High ;
God is in the midst of her, she shall not be moved,
God will help her
before the morn.
Nations rage,
kingdoms are moved ;
He uttereth his voice,
the earth is dissolved.
Yahweh Zebaoth is with us,
our strong-tower is the God of Jacob.
Come, behol<!~
the worka of rahweh,
Who hath brought desolations Oil the earth,
Cauaing wars to ceue
1!0 die end of ebe werld ;
He breaketh the bow,
and knappeth. the spear,
0
The shields O he bumeth with fire.
"Let be, and know that
I am God,
Exalted among the nations,
exalted on the earth.
Yahweh Zebaoth is with us,
our streng-tower ia the God of Jacob.

Selah.

Text-critical Notu
1. Lit. " to be much found".
a. Read :iimr,, for -,,~ry, "changed... Read
C~iJ for 0'~~. "waters". 3. Read C~;:T n~i]~ for ~~~~. "J:!ley roar" •. Add,
following most commentators, the refrain. 9. Read, with G, ni',':JV, for n'll;,~i,_
IC

carts",.

r, 2. The dominant thought of the psalm is expressed in the
opening words : God is our refuge and strength, an affirmation of faith
in him who is the one reliable stay and support in adverse times, a
help in trouble ; the Hebrew phrase which we have rendered fully
proved is difficult to reproduce in translation, but this seems to be the
sense intended; experience had shown how often God's help had
been forthcoming. The psalmist, representing his people, our refuge
and strength, thus indicates that a national emergency has arisen ;
and, like a true patriot, generates confidence in his people by directing
their thoughts to the one infallible source of strength and help. In
doing this he recalls the prophecies, uttered in the past, concerning
the world-catastrophe which is to take place at the end of the days,
and pictures the time when the God of Israel, in overwhelming might,
will manifest his power over all creation. Just as in that day Israel
will have no need to fear, so now fear is excluded, for it is their God
who is their help both then and now. The psalmist thereupon repeats
some of the ancient conceptions regarding the final world-catastrophe
(2, 3); these had been utilized by the prophets, and it is their words
which the psalmist takes as the basis for his own ; to realize this, one
has but to read such passages as Isa. 24 5, 6, 19, 20, Hag. 2 6• 21 ; cp.
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also Ps. 89 • But the cataclysm pictured can have no terror for the
people of God, for Yahweh Zebaoth is with us, our strong-tower is the
God of Jacob; in the Hebrew text this refrain does not figure here,
but that its omission is a copyist's oversight is exceedingly probable;
the strophic balance of the psalm demands it. For the title Yahweh
Zebaoth, the "Lord of Hosts", cp. Ps. 24 10, Mai. 1 14 ; the hosts
meant originally the heavenly hosts, later they were made to refer to
the armies of Israel.
4, 5. A new picture now rises up before the psalmist's mental vision;
it is also eschatological, but has its bearing on the present. The
sudden and abrupt exclamation, A river, was full of meaning to those
of the psalmist's day, and they were many, who were conversant with
the prophetical writings. There is in this connexion a striking
eschatological passage in Isa. 33 13-u; it has some cryptic allusions,
and the text appears to have been worked over ; but the central
thought is clear enough, for it tells of the kingdom of righteousness
and peace when Yahweh will be judge and law-giver and king; then
" thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation . . . a place of
broad rivers and streams." This is the picture which was in the
psalmist's mind; a strange picture indeed when one thinks of the
position of Jerusalem on a hill ; it was, however, a familiar eschatological
conception which occurs in other prophetical books, see especially
Ezek. 47; in another eschatological passage, Joel 3 (4), it is said that
" a fountain shall come forth of the house of Yahweh, and shall water
the valley of Shittim" (v. 18). How this conception persisted among
the apocalyptists is evident from the striking words in Rev. 221. 2:
" And he showed me a river of water of life, bright as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God . . . "; that is in "the holy city,
new Jerusalem " (21 2 ). This, then, is the river of which the psalmist
thinks, whose streams make glad God's-city, holiest of the dw(!llings of
the Most High. 5. That city is invulnerable, for God is in the midst
of her . . . ; 6. in vain do the nations rage, for God uttereth his voice,
the earth is dissolved (cp. Ps. 768 , Jer. 25 30• 31, Joel 2 11, 3 (4)1 6). 7. The
refrain follows. 8, 9. A further eschatological picture describes the
end of war, and with that the beginning of the reign of eternal peace
is implied, though not actually stated (cp. Isa. 2 2 • 3). Then the
Almighty speaks : Let be, and know that I am God, exalted among the
nations, exalted on earth (cp. Isa. 2 11• 17, 33 10). With the exultant
refrain the psalm closes.
Religious Teaching
Eschatological traits occur in some of the psalms already dealt with
(2, 9, 18), but we have here for the first time one which is definitely
eschatological throughout.
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To the Jewish teachers the fundamental significance of eschatological beliefs centred in the final victory of Yahweh over all the
nations of the world, and in their subjection to him and their acknowledgement of his sovereignty. Whatever meaning the catastrophic
elements may have had originally in the extraneous centres from
which they were borrowed, to the prophets, and following them, to
the psalmists, the destruction of the world was interpreted as a necessary condition of, and prelude to, Yahweh's universal rule; and this
because of the innate evil believed to exist not only in the bulk of
humanity, but also in all creation ( cp. Rom. 8 20- 22 ); the spirit of the
powers of evil permeated the material world as well as the hearts of
men. That the Dualism inherent in this conception (cp. the Iranian
belief in Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu) never affected Jewish
monotheistic belief was simply due to the fact that the Jewish teachers
ignored the obvious deduction to be drawn from the belief in the
existence of the two opposed powers of good and evil. But the
instinct which ignored this deduction was a right one ; for however
difficult it was to account for the origin of evil, its presence was indisputable ; and the belief in its final destruction by Yahweh proclaimed
the eternal truth that he in whom is centred the divine attribute of
righteousness must gain the ultimate victory. This is the essence of
the religious teaching of this psalm.

PSALM 47
THIS psalm, like that which precedes it, belongs to the " Enthronement " group, and is eschatological in content, though it deals only
with the culminating act of the eschatological drama. 1 It pictures
the time when, after the elimination of all evil elements, the Kingdom
of God will be established on earth; Yahweh, having ascended upon
his throne amid the shouts of praise of all nations, is become King
over all the world. Such a psalm would be appropriately sung at
the festival during which was celebrated Yahweh's ascent upon his
throne (see further on this, pp. 48 f). As in the preceding psalm,
the actual present is envisaged in the light of the ideal future.
Like all the psalms the subject-matter of which is eschatological, the
influence of prophetical teaching appears prominently (see further,
p. 92).
In conception, as probably in its original composition, the psalm
is pre-exilic, though it has undergone some slight modification in
1

According to Sqpherim xix.

2,

it was the special psalm for the New Year Festival.
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course of time ; in its present form, however, it may be assigned to
the Greek period.
The metre is variable, with telling effect.
J.

I

(2).

3 (4).
4 (5).
5 (6).
6 (7).
7 (8).

8 (9).
9 (10).

For the Precentor : Of the Sons of Qorah. A Psalm.
0 clap your hands, all ye people,
Shout unto God
with the voice of triumph ;
For Yahweh, the Most High, is terrible,
A great King
over all the earth ;
He subdueth peoples
under us,
and nations under our reet ;
O
0
He enlargeth for us our in- the pride of Jacob whom he loveth.
heritance,
Selah.
God ascendeth with a shout,
Yahweh with a blast of the ram's-horn.
Sing !?raises to God, sing praises,
sing praises to our King, sing praises ;
For Yahweh is become King 0
0
over O all the earth,
sing to God a choice-song;
0
Yahweh O is become King over the
0
nations,
he sitteth upon his holy throne ;
The princes of. the peoples are O with O the people of the God of
gathered together
Abraham ;
For to God belong
0
O
the rulers of the earth ;
He is greatly exalted !
Text-critical Note1

4. Read ::Jlj")~ for ,r,:;i\ "he chooseth ". 7. Re~d illi'T~ i'T7~ for i'T?~,
"king"; add with many MSS., 1,~. 8. Read il)i1; for · t:l'~?~, " God;,_
Orn. t:i•;:i1,~. 9. Add, with GS, t:lli'. Read '1.':i~, (cp. G), for 'P.:i~, "shields".

1-4. The eschatological character of the psalm is announced in the
opening sentence ; for all peoples would not be called upon to clap
their hands and shout unto God unless they had all been subdued by
Yahweh (see v. 3), and this is just one of the main themes of the
eschatological drama (cp. Ps. 66 1- 4). The future is, in the usage of
the prophets, envisaged as present. The clapping of the hands was,
in the first instance, an accompaniment to the ritual dance (cp. the
primitive cymbals mentioned in the notes to Ps. I 50) ; in later times
the phrase was used figuratively as an expression of joy, e.g., Ps. 98 8,
and Isa. 55 12, "and all the trees of the fields shall clap their hands ".
In this latter sense it is used here. But the triumphant joy, in the
circumstances pictured, is not incompatible with holy awe, for Yahweh,
the Most High, is tem"ble, i.e., awe-inspiring (cp. Ps. 66 3). For the
thought of Yahweh as a great King over all the earth, cp. Zech. 149,
Mal. 1 14 . The supremacy of Israel in the last times, indicated in the
words, He subdueth peoples under us, and nations under our feet, is a
frequent theme in prophetical eschatology (e.g., Isa. 49 23, 60 1 0-18);
similarly the prophecy of the extension, beyond the land of Canaan,
of Israel's inheritance, the pride of Jacob (e.g., Isa. 26 15, 54 3, Zech. rn 10);
but both of these ideas are later eschatological traits.
5-<J· That this psalm was sung during the festival of Tabernacles
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in celebration of Yahweh's ascent upon his throne comes out clearly
in the words, God ascendeth with a shout, and in v. 8 ; the " shout "
is a technical ritual term, used like the blast of the horn, i.e., the ram's
horn, on the occasion of the ascent upon his throne of an earthly king
(e.g., 1 Kgs. 1 39). The repetition of the call to sing praises is very
effective ; in a less pointed form such repetitions occur in Pss. 571,
75 1 , 4 , 5 • The term choice-song (maskil) occurs in the titles of fourteen
psalms. Most fittingly does the psalm conclude with the picture of
Yahweh sitting upon his holy throne, before which the princes of the
peoples, joined to the people of the God of Abraham, are gathered together;
there is but one Ruler on earth, and to him are subject all other rulers,
thus he is greatly exalted.
Religious Teaching

On the significance in general of the eschatological-apocalyptic
elements in the Psalms, see the last section of the preceding psalm,
and also pp. 92 ff.

PSALM 48
THE nature and content of this psalm have been differently interpreted by commentators ; and it must be recognized that there is a
good deal to be urged in favour of each of the two main interpretations put forward. The glorification of Jerusalem, with which the
psalm opens, and the dispersal of foes who had assembled against it,
which is then dealt with, suggest that some historical event prompted
the composition of the psalm. Jerusalem, "the city of the great
King ", has been delivered from some impending danger, and its
protection is ascribed to Yahweh, who is " great ", and who has
manifested himself as its protector ; hence, as the psalmist says,
" God doth establish it for ever ". This seems to echo the prophet
Isaiah's teaching on the inviolability of Jerusalem: "As birds flying,
so will Yahweh Zebaoth protect Jerusalem; he will protect and
deliver i~, he will pass over and preserve it " (Isa. 3 I 6). But these
words are uttered in reference to the defence against the Assyrian
attack, for in vv. 8, 9 it is said further : " Then shall the Assyrian fall
with the sword, not of man ; and the sword, not of men, shall devour
him ; and he shall flee from the sword, and his young men shall
become tributary. And his rock shall pass away by reason of terror,
and his princes shall be dismayed at the ensign, saith Yahweh, whose
fire is in Zion, and his furnace in Jerusalem." The prophet is here
referring to the siege of Jerusalem by the army of Sennacherib
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(701 B.c.), of which it is said further (Isa. 37 33- 37): " Therefore thus
saith Yahweh concerning the king of Assyria, He shall not come unto
this city. . . . By the way that he came, by the same shall he return,
and he shall not come unto this city, saith Yahweh. For I will defend
this city to save it, for mine own sake, and for my servant David's
sake. And the angel of Yahweh went forth, and smote the camp of
the Assyrians . . . . So Sennacherib king of Assyria departed. . . ."
Read in the light of this, as it appeared, miraculous deliverance of
Jerusalem, and of the prophet's conviction of its inviolability, there
is much in favour of a historical interpretation of our psalm, and
there are various incidental allusions which support this (see the
exegetical notes). On the other hand, there is a good deal in the
psalm which justifies an eschatological interpretation. Thus, the
presence of the divine ruler on his holy hill (Jerusalem), and the
onslaught of the nations and their discomfiture, are regular eschatological themes ; in the apocalyptic literature we have a parallel, for
example, in the " Vision of the Man from the Sea ", in the Ezra
Apocalypse (2 (4) Esdras 13 1- 13); see further on this the introductory
section to Ps. 46, cp. Mic. 4 11, Zech. 3 8• Again, the idea of the mount
of God lying in the farthest north is a mythological trait taken over
by the apocalyptists; it finds an echo, e.g., in Isa. 1413 , cp. Isa. 2 2,
Mic. 4 1 • And once more, the description of Zion as "the joy of all
the earth " transcends any conceivable historical conditions ; it is
another apocalyptic conception. It cannot, therefore, be denied that
the psalm contains eschatological elements. There is, thus 1 justification
for each of the interpretations mentioned.
If it be asked, then, in what sense the psalm is to be understood,
it must be said that to adopt one of the interpretations mentioned to
the exclusion of. the other is a mistake ; both interpretations must be
accepted ; an actual historical event forms the basis, and this is idealized
and presented as a picture of what will take place at the final consummation. In principle it may be compared with Ps. 46 and Isa. 14.
The last three verses of the psalm bear out the historical interpretation, for they evidently refer to a procession round the city as
an act of thanksgiving for its deliverance from the enemy. To assign
a date is difficult ; we are inclined to regard it as a pre-exilic psalm
worked over in post-exilic times.
The metre is mostly 3 : 2, but in vv. 1, 2 it is 2 : 2 : 2 ; in the last
lines of vv. 2 and 8 it is 3: 3.
A Song.

I.

I

(:z).

A Psalm.

OJ the Sons of Qorah.

Great is Yahweh,
And highly to be praised
In the city of our God,
0
on ° his holy hill,

s
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3 (4).
4

(5).

5 (6).
6 (7).
7 (8).
8 (9).

9 (10).
10 (II).

12

(i3),

13 (14).

48

A beautiful height,
the joy of alJ the earth ;
The hill of Zion, farthest-limit of
the north,
the city of the Great King.
God within her palaces
hath made
himself known as a refuge;
0
For, lo, the kings assembled,
united O together,
They beheld ; then were they
terrified,
dismayed, put in fear ;
Trembling took hold of them
there,
anguish, as of a woman in travail ;
0
AB the east wind O O wrecketh O
the ships of Tarshish.
Like as we have heard, so have we 0
in the city of our God,
seen,
God doth establisl; it for ever. Selah.
In the city of Yahweh Zebaoth 0 ,
We have thought, 0 God, of thy
love,
in the midst of thl temple :
0
As that which we have heard of so it thy praise, to O the ends of the
0
thee , 0 God,
earth;
Thy right-hand is fulJ of righteousII (12). let the hill of Zion rejoice;
ness,
Let the daughters of Judah be
because of thy judgements.
glad,
Go round about Zion, and entell the nwnber of her towers.
compass her,
0
Take well heed of O O her
rampart•,
go through her palaces,
That ye may tell to a future
14 ( 1s). that this is God,
generation
Our God for ever and ever,
he will guide us 0 •

Text-critical Note,
Add 1;,y, 4. Read ~,~, for ~,~f " they passed by." 7. Read, with some
MSS. 'IJ~i:;J for ·;;i. Lit. "breaketh in pieces." 8. The rhythm demands that
these two haif-lines ·should be transposed as above; the Hehr. text has them in the
reverse order. 10. Read 'lf~l'.:ltp:;) for ".f~!f:i:;,, 11 as thy name ". Read,~ for ?l),
"upon", 13. Lit. 11 set yo~~ h;art ". R~ad, with many MSS., cp. G, T=!~'IJ for
M~'IJ. 11 a nm1part ". 14. Om.
"concerning death"; see title of Pa. 9,
1.

n~ti·,,,

1, 2. The close association of Yahweh with the holy city naturally
enough .finds frequent expression both in the psalms and elsewhere,
see, e.g., Pss. 99- 11, 14 7, 46 4- 7, 76 1- 4, Isa. 12 4~, Jer. 17u, 13• Here
the special significance of that association lies in the fact that the
psalmist commemorates the deliverance of Jerusalem from pe~l through
what was believed to have been the intervention of Yahweh, as the
context indicates. Hence the opening words: Great is Yahweh, and
highly to be praised in the city of our God (cp. Pss. 46 4, 87 2, 3, Isa. 6o 14) ;
it is his presence there which sanctifies and beautifies the very hil! on
which the city stands ; so that besides being holy, it is a beautiful
height. The description of it as the joy of all the earth may be merely
poetical hyperbole; but it is much more likely that current eschatological thought in regard to it was employed ; for it is further spoken
of as being in the farthest-limit of the north. The reference here is to
a widely-spread apocalyptic conception (cp. Isa. 1413 , Ezek. 1"); one of
the most striking accounts of it occurs in the Book of Enoch 24, 25; the
mountain lies in the north (cp. 1811-10, 24 2), and the Seer is told by the
archangel Michael that " this high mountain which thou hast seen, whose-
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summit is like the throne of God, is his throne, where the holy Great One,
the Lord of Glory, the eternal King, will sit, when he shall come down
to visit the earth with goodness" (25 3). This is the conception which
the psalmist envisages, and applies to the hill of Zion, identified with
Jerusalem, the city of the Grea! King, for this title cp. Pss. 47 1 , 95 3 ,
and see Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos . . . , pp. 307 f. (1895). 3~. In
these verses again, eschatological ideas are brought to bear, present
history being coloured by the prophetical conceptions of the last times.
The historical event in the psalmist's mind may well have been the
siege of Jerusalem in 701 B.C. by the army of Sennacherib, of which
mention has been made above. The sudden and wholly unexpected
withdrawal of the enemy from before the walls of the city was a sure
proof to the psalmist that God was within her palaces, and had shown
his power, having made himself knawn as. a refuge, or protection. The
eschatological picture is then applied to the enemy that had surrouaded the city. It would be unreasonable to look for exact correspondence here ; traditional eschatology pictured the kings of the earth
who would assemble and join themselves together to fight the divine
ruler {cp. Isa. 13~); in the present event only the Assyrian king was
in question, and apparently he was not present in person at the siege.
But such differences in detail would not affect the central fact. The
description of the terror of the oncoming foes is partly eschatological,
and partly the product of the psalmist's vivid imagination. According
to the former, the very sight of the divine conqueror inspires the
enemies with terror and dismay (cp. 2 (4) Esdras 13 8); to this the
psalmist adds the prophetical picture of their anguish being as of a
woman in travail (cp. Isa. 13 8). Not altogether apropos is the psalmist's
own conception of the broken enemy with the ships of Tarshish wrecked
by the east wind ; but his desire is to present a picture of entire destruction. Tarshish was the Phrenician colony in Spain; ships of
special build were required for making this long journey. 8-11. In
· these verses the historical picture alone is presented, without eschatological allusions. The prophetical utterances concerning Jerusalem
were those which had been handed down and heard by the people
(e.g., Am. 1 2, Isa. 2 2-4, Mic. 4 1- 3, cp. also I Kgs. u 32, 14 21}, they
have now been seen to be true ; this was indeeq. a city which God
had established for ever. The divine act of deliverance compelled
pondering upon God's love, especially when the people gathered
together for worship ; in their name, therefore, the prophet says :
We have thought, 0 God, of thy love in the midst of thy temple ; in
accordance with what .they had heard of him, so is their offering of
praise to him; and that not ·only in Jerusalem, but also to the ends
of the earth ; this may be an eschatological echo ; but if so, it is adapted
to apply to the chosen people wherever they may be. The thought
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impels the psalmist himself to utter the words of praise : Thy righthand is full of righteousness, i.e., the right-hand, which is the instrument of action, brings about righteous deeds (cp. Pss. 77 10, 11 , 98 1);
therefore it is fitting that not only the hill of Zion should rejoice, but
also all the daughter-cities of Judah (cp: Pss. 69 35, 36, 97 8); the divine
judgements are right decisions. 12, 13. Finally, the grateful people
are called upon to form a procession, the ritual act of thanksgiving,
round about Zion, and thus convince themselves that though the enemy
had been before it, by the mercy of God no harm had been done ;
towers, rampart, palaces, all are intact. This is something to be told
to a future generation, for it is God's doing, our God for ever and ever;
all confidence must ever be placed in him, for he will guide us.

Religious Teaching
The two central themes are the place of eschatological thought
in the beliefs of Israel, which has been dealt with under Ps. 46 ; and
the prophetical doctrine of Yahweh as the God of History ; for this
latter see pp. 8 I ff.

PSALM 49
Turs is a psalm of the Wisdom type. Its central theme is the denunciation of the wealthy, regarded as ungodly. Not that the Sage describes
the possession of wealth, as such, to be sinful ; what he denounces is
its misuse and the bad effect it has on so many by engendering selfindulgence, with its accompanying vices, a false sense of security, and
pride. While the evidence suggests that the rich were but too often
of godless character, it is impossible to believe that those of the type
of Zacchzus did not exist (see Lk. 19 8). But it is only the former
that the Sage has in mind.
That the text has undergone some serious corruption is evident ;
the thought-sequence is not always logical, and that some additions
have been made to the original text does not admit of doubt.
The metre is 3: 3.
1.

For the Precentor : Of the Sons of Qorah. A Psalm.
give ear, all ye inhabitants of the world,

1 (2). Hear this, all ye peoples,
2 (3). Both of low degree and high

degree,
3 (4). My mouth shall speak wisdom,
0
4 (5). Incline your ear O to a parable,

s

(6). Wherefore should I fear in the evil
days,
6 (7). Who trust in their w.,.Ith,

rich and J>OOr together.
my heart s musing is of understanding.
I will solve my dark saying with· the
harp.
(when) the iniquity of O mine enemies 0
encompasseth me,
and boast of the abundance of their
riches?
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0

8 (9).

0

But no man ° can buy himself

49

O

off 0

nor pay a ransom to God,

[Precious is the redemption of
0
his soul 0 ,
9 (ro). And live O for ever and ever,°
ro (u). For he seeth that wise men die,
u (u).

12 (13).
13 (14).
14 (15).

IS (16).
16 (17).
I7

( 18).

18 (19).
19 (20).
20 (21).

he must cease from that for ever.] 0
and never see the Pit.
both the foolish O and intelligent 0
perish,
And leave their wealth to others.
0
O
Graves are their houses evermore,
their dwelling-places for ever and ever.
They call O their lands their own°.
But man abideth not in honour,
he is like the beasts that perish; 0
This is O the fate O (of them) that and O their latter end O tof those) who
are so confident,
boast with their lips . Selah.
0
Like a flock of Sheol are they death is their shepherd, and hath
destroyed,
dominion over them ;
In the field of Abaddon is their
resting-place,
in the belly of Sheol is their dwelling O ;
from the power of Sheol, for he will
But God will redeem my soul
receive me. Selah.
0
0
Look not upononeifhebecome
rich,
if O he increase O the glory of his house,
° For at his death
he will take
nothing away O ,
his glory will not descend after him.
Though while he liveth he blesseth
and men praise him because it goeth
his soul,
well with him 0 ,
O
0
He will go to the generation of.
his fathers,
and O he shall never see O light.
Man° abideth not O in honour,
he is like the beasts that perish.
0

Text-critical Notes

t:1:;;i'~W ~l:!l;:T

for '~1t;l n~~. "I will incline mine ear". 5. Read 'Jj):t'.
lit. " they that over-reach me " for '::;ij):'.'.;,, ''. my heels ". 7. Read, with many
MSS., '!'T~ for n~, "brother". Read i11"P~ lit. "will redeem himself," for n,9
n':1!:l' " will by any means redeem ". 8. This is a marginal note which has found its
wa;'fu.to the text. Read itV~~ for O~J;l?-, "their soul". 9. Read ,~1 t:1'7i1'';, for
,i1' for the rhythm's sake. 10. Read 11:1~1 for i~::;!), "and brutish man". II.
Read, cp. GS, 0'7:lj) for t:1~7i1. . ~ead," cp. G, o;:,'\•yr~ ','l,' o;:riotp ~~7R
(see exeg. note) for iiiOl~,
t:1,-:,11:irp~ !!M7i;, " they call with their names over
lands". 13. Lit. "way". Read Cz:t'-i_r:)~ for
"after them". Lit.
"they are pleased with their mouth". 14. The hopelessly corrupt state of this
verse necessitates a somewhat drastic emendation ; the following is suggested :

4. Read

'?.~

Ci2 '17~1
: 0

on~ r,~q

7~r~__',,~rp 1?.?:;J7

c;:.r,--r,,~.

~,ii:)~~

?i~tp';, 1~'!tf

t:1¥:11-7~ 7,-:r:;i~ n1r;,~

,
For the expression ',i~rp 1~~. see Jon. 2 •
1 6. Read ~.0-',~, lit. " look not ", i.e.t ),"ith envy, for M;'l;l·',~, "be not
afraid". Read i,~T for nf-T• 17. Read ?::,;:r iniof nj~~-i,1i; '~. 18. Read
i', :lt;'? ':!> ~n~,~'1 for '!'T~ :l'~'•J-•~ 'if7~'\ " and men praise thee because
thou causest to do weil to thyself". 19. Read H:1~ for ~:ir;i, "thou wilt go". Read Ml;
nt::n~ ... for ~M.,,~ ~', ..., "they shall .•• ". zo. Read 'i'7';?~ (v. 12} for
l';l:· ~',1, "and he understandeth not".
1

1-3. Since in this psalm the subject dealt with is one which is
universally applicable, the psalmist addresses himself to all ye peoples,
and to those of every degree. He is about to speak wisdom, for his
thoughts have been concentrated on that which is of understanding.
4. To all men it is, therefore, said: Incline your ear (cp. Ps. 78 1 ); they
are to listen to a parable, or mashal, a word which in Hebrew has a
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wide sense, such as a popular saying (e.g., 1 Sam. 10 12), or wise advice
(e.g., 1 Kgs. 20 11), or a universal truth (e.g., Prov. 169), in fact, what we
ordinarily understand as a " proverb " ; but it is also used in reference
to prophecy (e.g., Num. 243 - 9 ), and even of an allegory (e.g., Ezek.
172-- 10); all these in addition to "parable " as ordinarily understood.
The psalmist continues : J will solve my dark saying with the harp ;
the " dark saying " is lit. " a riddle ", though not necessarily in our
sense ; it is often used as a parallel to " parable ", as here (cp. Ps. 78 2).
I will solve is lit. " I will open ", which can mean either that he will
" begin " his dark saying, or that he will " explain " it, to the accompaniment of the harp. Nowhere in the Wisdom Literature, or indeed
elsewhere in the Old Testament, is there mention of wise sayings being
thus accompanied ; but it may well have been the practice on special
occasions ; the words of a song are not less effective for being accompanied by music, much the contrary ; the same is true of musical
accompaniment to narratives (cp. the Troubadours). The mention of
the harp here is thus of distinct interest. 5-14. The introductory
words to the "parable" which now follow are difficult. We have
followed the Hebrew text, but it must be confessed that the words of
v. 5 do not read altogether appropriately. At any rate, those whom
the psalmist has in mind are they who trust in thei.r wealth, and he is
concerned to impress upon them the folly of boasting in the abundance
of thei.r riches, because death will come upon them, as on all others.
The words : But no man can buy himself off, nor pay a ransom to
God, must be understood as a sarcasm ; but it was necessary to utter
the taunt, and to remind the godless wealthy that death was their lot,
because they never called that to mind in the mid2t of all their worldly
enjoyments. V. 8 is an obvious addition to the original text ; it is the
kind of thought that a pious copyist would have written in the margin
of his MS. ; a later copyist then inserted the words in the text. The
psalmist then brings before the minds of the rich that paves are their
houses for evermore, thei.r dwelling-places for ever and ever, in glaring
contrast to their brief tenure of their lands which they call thei.r own,
lit. " lands over which they call their name ", meaning lands of which
they have taken possession. Like all men who abide not in honour
(cp. Ps. 39 6), and are like the beasts that perish (cp. Eccles. 319), this is
also the fate, lit. " way ", of the self-confident wealthy who boast with
thei.r lips (a free rendering, see text-critical note). The next verse is hopelessly corrupt ; its emendation is at best tentative ; no two commentators
agree on any emended form ; we have tried to keep as closely as possible
to the Hebrew text (see text-critical note}, but we regard our emendation
merely as faute de mieux ; all that can be claimed is that in a general
sense it probably approximates to what was originally meant. The
next verse, 15, reads
words put into the mouth of the psalmist by a

like
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copyist. 16-20. These closing verses, addressed apparently to a disciple of the psalmist, are merely a repetition of the thoughts already
expressed. The text, with the exception of the last verse which
repeats "· 12, is again very corrupt, and commentators are not in
agreement as to how they should be emended. The possibility cannot
be excluded that these verses were added by a sage at a later date.

Religious Teaching
As to this, all that can be said is that it proclaims a very necessary
truth which is more pointedly set forth in the Parable of the Rich Fool
(Lk. 121&-21).
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EVEN a cursory reading of this psalm shows how profoundly the writer
was influenced by prophetical thought and diction. This will be
illustrated by references to the prophetical books in the exegetical
notes. Attention may, however, be drawn here to some outstanding
prophetical themes which the psalmist utilizes. The mention of the
divine utterance with which the psalm opens, the description of the
theophany which follows, the relative unimportance of sacrifice as
compared with spiritual worship, and the denunciation against the
wicked man in the latter part of the psalm ; all these are thoroughly in
the prophetic vein, and show that our psalmist was wholly in the
following of the prophets. This is the most important element in the
psalm, and cannot be too strongly emphasized. In the latter part of the
psalm there is an earnest protest against reliance on the outward
observance of legal precepts without regard to the spirit of their
teaching. As a pre-exilic date for the psalm is, for various reasons,
out of the question, and as the re-building of the temple has clearly
taken place, the psalm must have been written at any ~te later than
516 B.c. ; indeed there are indications which point to a considerably
later date for its composition.
The metre is, with but few exceptions, 3: 3.
A Psalm. Asaph's.
Yahweh hath spoken,
And called the earth,
From the rising of the sun,
. Unto the going down thereof.
2. From Zion, the cro"\J/Il of beauty
hath God appeared,
3. Our God cometh,
And is not silent.
around him it rageth mightily.
A fire before him devoureth,
4. He calleth to the heavens above,
and to the earth, to judge his people :
1,

0
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that have made a covenant with me with
sacrifice."

5. " Gather to me my godly ones,
O
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O

declare
his
6. Let the heavens
righteousness,
for a God that judgeth is he.
7. " Hear, 0 my people, and I will speak,
0 Israel, and I will testify against thee,
God, thy God, am I.
8. Not because of thy sacrifices do I
thy burnt-offerings are always before
reprove thee,
me.
9. I desire no bullock out of thine house,
nor he-goats out of thy fold,
10. For mine are all the beasts of the forest,
the cattle on the mountains of O God O ;
O
11. I know all the fowls of • the air ,
and whatsoever moveth in the fields is
i:nine;
12. If I were hungry I would not tell thee,
13. Do I eat the flesh of bulls,
14. Sacrifice thanksgiving unto God,
15. And call upon me in the day of trouble,

for mine is the world and its fulness;
or drink the blood of goats ?
and pay to the Most High thy vows ;
I will deliver thee, and thou shalt
glorify me."

16. But to the wicked man saith God :
" Is it thine to declare my statutes,
and to take my covenant on° thy lips 0 ,
17. Thou that hatest correction,
and hast cast my words behind thee ?
O
18. When thou seest a thief thou favourest
him.
and with adulterers is thy portion ;
19. Thy m~uth thou givest to evil,
and thy tongue frameth deceit ;
0
O
20.
Shamefully dost thou speak against
thy brother,
thy mother's son thou dost slander.
21. These things hast thou done, and I was
silent,
thou thoughtest that I was O like thee O ;
I will reprove thee, 0 and set it before O thine eyes.
22. Give heed to this, ye that forget God,
lest I rend you, and none delivereth.
O
and he that walketh uprightly, 0 I will
23. He that sacrificeth a thanksgiving he
honoureth me,
show him O mS- salvation°."

Text-critical Notes

Orn.

C'D't:l ,~.

not only because it is out of harmony with the metre,
but also because it i~·an extremely unusual expression for the Deity; it occurs elsewhere
only in Josh. 22 11 , where it is written twice over. The rendering of the RV. mar6 .
"the God of gods" is questionable. 6. Read, with the Versions,
for
, .. 1. 10. Read 1,,:,1 for "1?~, "a thousand," or "cattle". JI. Read, with the
Versions, c:r_i;tp;:t, lit. "the heavens" for t:l'i.J";I, "mountains". 16. Lit. "thy
mouth". 18. Read !\il~7-8 for iW'V V"')}:lJ, "thou consentedst with him", which
makes the half-line too iong. 20. Read, with se_veral commentators, ,i!p:?l, lit.
"shame," for :l~,ir:,, "thou sittest ". 21. Orn. rl'l'V, "to be"; and read with
S, ~:;17il::!1, expressing the pronoun,. for ;,;7~~1- 23. Read, with several
commentators,.t_'111 _C:::,'J1 for :Y-fr. Ot;,'7, "·he that prepareth a way" Read
':Ptp~ for tl'i'.'I -~ l'W~'.:!. "with the salvation of God".
•
1.

!\i'~~1

1-6. The conception of the theophany here described is derived,
in the first instance, from Exod. 22, especially vv. 16-18; there are also
various points of contact with Deut. 32, 33. From east to west (cp.
Mal. 1 11) Yahweh has called the earth, i.e., the inhabitants of the earth,
to hear the words which he is about to utter to his people. It is noticeable that only the earth is called, as in Mic. 1 2 , 6 2 ; in other passages
in which Yahweh is represented as uttering a judgement against his
people, such as Deut. 4 26 , 321, Isa. 1 2 , the heavens also are called, cp.
Isa. 48 13 ; this omission is not without reason; it is a universalistic
trait ; though Israel alone is addressed, all men are to be listeners ;
the Almighty thus proclaims that he is the God of all the human race ;
the mention of the heavens would, therefore, be inappropriate.
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The theophany is transferred from Sinai to Zion, the crown of beauty,
an expression which occurs in Lam. 2 15 in reference to Jerusalem. When
it is said: He calleth to the heavens above this does not gainsay the remark just made because it is a n~w train of thought with which the
psalmist is now occupied. The words : Gather to me my godly ones are
not addressed to the heavens and the earth, but to the godly ones themselves; here we have again the mention of the IJasidim (see further, pp.
56 ff.), that have made a covenant with me with sacrifice ; the covenant was
originally made at Horeb (Exod. 24 5), but it was confirmed by all
lovers of Yahweh whenever they came to worship him with their
offerings. The favourable acceptation 0f sacrifice here must be read
in connexion with what is said in the verses which follow. 7-15. The
people are called upon to Hear, a thoroughly prophetical mode of
address when an indictment uttered by Yahweh is recorded (e.g., Isa.
1 2 , 10, 28 14, 48 1 , Jer. 2 4 , Mic. 3 1 ); it is solemnly added: God, thy God,
am I (cp. Isa. 42 8, 43 16). It must be noted that it is the wrong motive
in offering sacrifices that the psalmist condemns here, not sacrifices as
such: Not because of thy'sacrifices do I reprove thee, and see v. 5; the
real point of condemnation is contained in the words of v. 13 : Do I eat
the flesh of bulls, or drink the blood ofgoats? By these words the psalmist
repudiates the traditional belief that the Deity consumed his share of a
sacrifice. The purpose of their being burned was that the ascending
smoke should reach the heavens, and the essence of the flesh was thus
thought to be consumed ; the blood, again, was poured out at the foot
of the altar, or sprinkled upon it, with the idea th"it the Deity, invisibly_
present in or on the altar, somehow absorbed it. One of the funda._mental purposes of sacrifices was thus to give nourishment to the Deity,
and, through the blood, to convey to him the life-principle (Lev. 17 11).
To eradicate the quaint old-world materialistic conception of God was
what the psalmist was aiming at; hence all that is said in vv. 9-13.
The time had not yet come for the abrogation of the sacrificial system ;
but this psalmist was preparing men's minds for this; hence his words :
Sacrifice thanksgiving unto God, i.e., the contemplation of purely
spiritual sacrifice ; it is sufficient to call upon God when in trouble, he
will deliver, and the thankful recipient of God's mercy will glorify him.
16-23. Having thus exhorted those who worshipped God, though in an
inadequate way, the psalmist now turns to the wicked man, and in burning words enumerates the sins of which he is guilty ; how dare such a
one pretend to be righteous: Is it !kine to declare my statutes, and to
take my covenant upon thy lips? The type of Jew whom the psalmist
here rebukes was he who by outward observance of legal precepts held
that he did all that was needful, and was therefore free to give rein to
all hls evil passions: theft, adultery, lying, and slander. It may be that,
in his righteous indignation, the psalmist has a little over-stated the
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guilt of the hypocrite ; but this type was a terrible danger to true religion, and drastic condemnation was called for. We see here the
beginnings of the tendency to regard the fulfilling of the Law in its
outward form as procuring justification in the sight of God-an
indication, among others, of the comparatively late date of this psalmthis, as is well known, was one of the results of an exaggerated authority
accorded to the Law. When the psalmist speaks of God being silent
he means that no punishment was inflicted on the sinner in question,
who, in consequence, assumed that I was like thee ; obviously, from his
point of view, there was no reason why he should be punished ; but
this just shows the low ebb to which religion had fallen among many ;
and the superb merit of this and other psalmists, following in the line of
the prophets, is that they set their face against spurious, self-deceptive
substitutes for religion; sooner or later, in one form or another, the
inevitable would come: I will reprooe thee, and set it before thine eyes.
The concluding verse expresses once more the psalmist's ideal of spiritual
worship.
Religi.ous Teaching
The central points have already been indicated ; they may, however,
be briefly recapitulated. The theophanic details of a long-past age
cannot, of course, appeal to us as it did to men of bygone times ; but it
must be recognized that, however weird and erroneous these old-world
ideas about the divine appearance on earth may be, they do witness to a
very real belief in the might and terribleness of the Almighty. Then
we have the ardent advocacy of spiritual worship as distinct from that
in which the offering of sacrifices constituted the central element. To
champion such an innovation demanded an intensity of religious conviction engendered by a development of conception regarding the Being
of God which is very impressive. In not more than two or three other
psalms is sacrificial worship contemplated as unnecessary. The
teaching that sacrifices as an external form of worship endanger
spiritual religion is paralleled by that which protests against the mere
external obedience to the letter of the Law without a corresponding
observance of its spirit. For its insistence on the true nature of
practical religion this psalm stands out as second to none.

PSALM 51
IN this, the most heart-searching of all the penitential psalms, the
penitent concentrates his mind upon his state of sinfulness to the exclusion of all thought of surrounding circumstances external to himself.
In this particular it differs from all other psalms of a similar nature. For
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the realization of the sense of sin, set forth with unflinching candour, it
has no equal in the Psalter.
In outward form the psalm is beautifully and skilfully constructed,
and reveals most exquisitely the emotions which succeed one another
in the penitent's heart: first,•the cry to God for mercy; then, confession of sin, uttered in deep contrition ; this is followed by prayer for
forgiveness, and the resolution of amendment of life ; and finally, in
certainty that God in his love answers prayer, thanksgiving and praise.The contention of some commentators that the psalmist is speaking
not as an individual, but in the name of the community, can only be
described as fantastic ; the personal note sounded all through the psalm,
culminating in such words as " in iniquity was I brought forth, and in
sin did my mother conceive me ", should make it abundantly clear that
the whole psalm is the outpouring of an individual in reference to
himself.
That the psalm was written by David, as the title states, referring to
2 Sam. 11, 12, cannot have been the case; apart from other reasons, in
view of his treatment of Uriah, how could David have uttered such
words as: "Against thee, thee only, have I sinned"? (See, however,
the section on Religious Teaching.) But it should be obvious, in view
of the developed sense of sin so pronounced throughout the psalm, that it
must belong to post-exilic times ; it was the experience of the Exile which
engendered a conception of sin never before realized.
One or two later additions have been made to the psalm ; attention
to these will be drawn in the exegetical notes.
With two exceptions (vv. 1, 11), the metre is uniformly 3: 3.
For the Precentor: A Psalm. David's; 2. When the prophet Nathan came
unto him after he had gone in to Bath-sheba.
I (3).
Have mercy on me, 0 God, according ·to thy lovingk.indness,
According to the abundance of thy tender mercies
Blot out my transgressions.
2 (4). Wash me throughly from mine
iniquity,
and cleanse me from my sin.
3 (5). For O I acknowledge O my transgressions,
and O confess O my sin continually.
4 (6). Against thee, thee only, have I
and done that which is evil in thine
sinned,
eyes,
That thou mifhtest be justified O in
thy words ,
and vindicated when thou judgest.
s (7). Behold, in iniquity was I brought
forth,
and in sin did my mother conceive me.
6 (8). Behold, thou desirest truth in the and makest me to know wisdom in the
inward parts,
innermost being.
7 (9). Purge me with hyssop that I may
be clean,
wash me that I may be whiter than snow.
8 (10). ° Fill me with • joy and gladness,
that the bones which thou haat crushed
may rejoice.
9 (1 I), Hide thy face from my sins, and blot out all mine iniquities.
10 (12). Create inme a clean heart, 0 God,
and renew a steadfast spirit within me.
and, take not thy holy spirit from me ;
II (13). Cast me not from thy presence,
12 (14). Restore unto me the joy of thy
help,
and sustain me with a willing spirit.
I,
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13 (15). Then will I teach transgressors thy
ways,
14 (16). Deliver me 0 from silence•, 0
God 0,
15 (17). 0 Lord, open thou my lips,

that sinners may tum unto thee.
that my tongue may sing aloud of thy
righteousness ;
and my mouth shall show forth thy
praise;
16 (18). For thou delightest not in sacrifice,
though I brought a whole-bumtoffering 0 thou wouldst have no
pleasure therein ° ;
O
0
My sacrifice is a broken spirit ;
A heart broken and crushed,
0 God, thou wilt not despise.
18 (20). In thy favour show good unto mayest thou build the walls of
Jerusalem;
Zion,
then shall they offer bullocks upon
19 (21). Then shalt thou be pleased with
O
the sacrifices of righteousness ,
thine altar.

Text-critical Notet
for 17'!~, "I know;" and ,,~~ for '1~:;,. "before me".
4. Read, with many MSS. and G, ;i,7::;i,1::;;i for "f-:J:tr~. "when thou ~peakest ".
8. Read, with S, ';!;;'~Wl':1, lit. "thou wilt make me satisfied", for ',)i'P~fl, "thou
makest me to hear". ~4. Read, with Gunkel, Cl:?'=t.~ (cp. Ps. 94 17, 115 17, see also
Ps. 39 1 , 62 1. and especially Hab. :z") for C•~"=!~. "fn>m bloodguiltiness ". Orn.
,,:,3?!!W•") •i::f',~, "O God oi my salvation," which overloads the half-line. 16. Read
1;:r,,1:1 _H', for n~7r:, ~?, "thou wouldest have no pleasur~."· 17. Read 'l"J:;it.
for C•;:t',~ 'tl:;ti," the sacrifices of God". 19. Orn. ',•'?:;i1 n7w, "a whole burntoffering and a whole burnt-offering ; " the two words refer to the same type of
sacrifice, though in var.;ous passages, e.g., 1 Sam. 71, ',•';1:p is used in apposition
to n!;,~17.

3. Read

~'it4

For the tjtle, see intr. section.
I, 2. For the true penitent the first impulse is to cry for mercy to
God against whom sin has been committed. The psalmist's plea has a
threefold basis; it implores an exercise of pure generosity, undeserved
but freely bestowed, God's mercy; it claims the lovingkindness which,
in a certain sense, is to be expected of God in view of his relation to
man ; it appeals tp the tender mercies which are fundamental to his
being, as much a part of his spiritual nature as the love of mother or
father for the child. The intensity of the psalmist's penitence is shown
by the reiterated expressions : blot out (cp. Isa. 43 25, 44 22 ), i.e., obliterate, as though recorded in a book; wash me throughly (cp. Jer. 414),
lit. "increase, wash me", the word is used mostly of washing garments
by treading them (e.g., Exod. 19 10 14); cleanse me, used also of purifyin_g metal by rubbing off impurities (e.g., Mai. 33). His guilt he
expresses by the three words, transgressions, iniquity, sin. Thus the
consciousnes~ of sinfulness could not be more fully presented.
3-5. The essence of the confession which follows is contained in the
words: Against thee, thee only, have I sinned; whatever wrong he may
have done to men is primarily a sin against God ; and since he is guilty
before God, the divine words of condemnation are justified, and the
sentence pronounced is vindicated (the word means lit. " to be pure " or
" clear ", i;:p. Mic. 6 11). The sincerity and whole-heartedness of the
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psalmist's confession is further emphasized by the acknowledgement
that from his very birth his being was evil ; this is not intended as an excuse, as though he could not help being sinful, but as the recognition of
his innate evil nature, cp. the words of Ps. 58 3 : "The wicked are estranged from the womb, from birth they utter falsehood"., 6-12. The
petitions which now follow are prefaced by words which show that
the psalmist not only knows what God demands of those who are faithful
to him, but also has the conviction that God will grant this : thou desirest
truth in the inward parts, " truth " must be understood in the sense of
faithfulness, as, e.g., in Isa. 38 3, and wisdom, which God makes known,
must be thought of in its highest sense, i.e., the fear of Yahweh. It
must, however, be pointed out that some commentators 'take this verse
in connexion with the preceding one, and explain it to mean that the
Almighty will reveal to the psalmist the mystery of his sinfulness from
birth. The interpretation of the verse is certainly difficult. But,
however it is to be understood, the meaning of what follows is plain
enough; it is true, the thought-sequence of 7-12 is not quite logical;
but that is easily accounted for by the alternating emotions of one in the
spiritual condition of the psalmist. In the knowledge of his uncleanness in the sight of God he prays that he will purge him with hyssop ;
"purge", lit. "un-sin ", is a technical term for ritual purification, cp.
Ezek. 45 18 ; hyssop is a wild herb the leaves of which were held to
possess cleansing powers (cp. Lev. 144 •·); and that he may be washed
and become whiter than snow (cp. Isa. 1 18); it is, of course, figurative
language that is .being used. In such a state of purity the psalmist
feels justified in praying : Fill me with joy and gladness ; the text reads
"make me to hear", but we have followed the Syriac Version (lit.
"satisfy me") on account of the parallel in Ps. 90 14• Figurative
language is again used when it is said : that the bones which thou hast
crushed may rejoice (cp. Pss. 22 14 , 102 3). Then the thought of his sins
again predominates, and he prays that God may hide his /ace from them,
and blot out all his iniquities, that his heart may be clean and his spirit
steadfast. In such a spiritual condition he will be able to abide in
God's presence. But he still feels uncertain of himself, and prays that
God will not cast him away from his presence nor take his holy spirit from
him (cp. 2 Kgs. 13 23, Ps. 102 10, and Ps. 143 10); and he recalls the time
long ago when he had not fallen away from God, and prays : Restore
unto me the joy of thy help, and, as of yore, sustain me with a willing spirit.
13. As, once more, a faithful servant of God, he will show his repentance
by amendment of life, and bear witness for God by teaching transgressors and sinners to tum unto him. 14-17. The concluding verses
deal with praise to God, and self-dedication to him. The Hebrew text
reads in 14 : Deliver me from bloodguiltiness, 0 God; this is so out of
harmony with the context that we have adopted Gunkel's suggested
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emendation, Deliver me from silence, 0 God; for the similarity of the
two words in Hebrew see the text-critical note. The psalmist feels, in
his happily restored relationship to God, that to keep silence from
praising him would be altogether wrong ; his tongue must sing aloud of
his righteousness; and so he continues: 0 Lord, open thou my lips, and
my mouth shall show forth thy praise. The psalm closes (16, 17) with
one of the most beautiful utterances regarding spiritual worship in the
Psalter. Wholly in opposition to the belief and.practice of his times,
he repudiates the idea of ·material sacrifices. The text of these verses
is a little out of order ; but the emendations are fairly obvious. What
the psalmist offers is not the whole burnt-offering which was supposed
to atone for sin, but himself with his broken spirit and contrite heart, which
God does not despise. On the subject of the-repudiation of sacrificial
worship in the Psalms, see further, Ps. 40.
That the last two verses (18, 19) formed no part of the original psalm
is obvious on the face of it; if in 18 there is any reference to a historical
event, and if the verse were part of the psalm, there would assuredly
have been some hint elsewhere in the psalm of such a terrible catastrophe
(i.e., the destruction of Jerusalem) as had happened. The verse is,
however, usually interpreted in an eschatological sense (cp. Isa. 261,
Pss. I02 1 3-- 16, 147 2, 13), in reference to the time of the restitution of all
things ; in this case the verse is even more incongruous in its present
position. But it is the final verse ( 19), with its enthusiastic belief in sacrifices, so utterly different from the spirit of the psalm itself, that definitely
marks these verses as a later addition.
.

Religious Teaching
This has be~n largely dealt with in what has already been said ; but
a few points, on account of their far-reaching importance, call for special
emphasis, even at the expense of some little repetition. The implication contained in the words, "Against thee, thee only, have I sinned,"
that offences against man are essentially sins against God, is of profound
significance. It is a truth only too often lost sight of; yet, were it
realized by men in their dealings with one another, how different would
be the attitude of even the best towards each other. It is, further, a
striking characteristic of this psalm that it contains no word of denunciation against others; its only precise parallel is Ps. 130 ; very close to
it is Ps. 32, but v. 9 of that psalm is not quite in the same spirit, The
next point is the teaching that sin is inherent in man from birth. For
the Jewish doctrine of sin the words of v. 5 are of great interest. They
have often been taken to imply the doctrine of original sin ; that is a
mistake; Judaism has never taught this; the idea that Adam's sin in
any way affected the status of the human race is quite alien to Jewish
teaching. 4nother important point is that in our psalm, which speaks
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so much of sin, nothing is said of suffering or adversity being the result
of sin (cp. John 9 2• 3). Finally, the words, few though they be, about
sacrifices, are of great religious importance, because the implication is
that nothing man can do can effect reconciliation with God when he has
been sinned against. This cuts away with one stroke the whole doctrine
of the merit of works. Into this subject we cannot go fur+her here, but
its far-reaching importance will be realized.
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THERE would seem to have been a twofold purpose which prompted the
composition of this psalm. It presents, on the one hand, a graphic
picture of the bitter resentment felt by the godly man towards one who
had no fear of God. The acrimonious words addressed by the writer
to the special object of his wrath are palliated by his conviction that his
enemy is also the enemy of God. Numerous individuals are, however,
in question, and it is probable that they represent, respectively, opposed
sections among the people. In the second place, the writer inculcates,
at any rate implicitly, the doctrine of divine retribution. This will be
further dealt with in the exegetical notes. The abrupt opening of the
psalm, as well as its spirit aild content, make it difficult to believe that
it was ever used liturgically ; in any case, it has never been so used in
the worship of the Synagogue, as far as one can judge from the evidence.
The date of the psalm is indicated by its content : it belongs to the
·
Greek period.
The metre is almost entirely 3 : 2, the text is in a few instances
uncertain.
1.
1

3
4
5
6
7

8

For the Pretentor: Maski[ of Damd; 2. When Doeg the Edomite came and reported
to Saul, and said to him, Damd is come into the house of Al}imelek.
(3). Why boastest thou thyself in evil,
0 powerful one, 0 against the godly
man°?
All the day 2 (4). thou devisest
thy tongue is like a sharpened ruor 0 •
destruction,
lying • more than righteousness 0 •
(5). Thou lovest evil more than good,
Selah.
0 deceitful tongue.
(6). Thou lovest all destructive words,
(7). Yea, God will destroy thee for ever; he will snatch thee away, and pluck thee
from thy tent ;
and root thee out of the land of the living. Selah.
(8). The righteous shall see it and fear;
but at him they will laugh ;
(9).
" Behold, the man
who maketh not
God his strength I
He trusted in the aliundance of his and strengthened himself O in his
riches
'
wealth O I "
(10). But, as for me, I am like a green
in the house of God ;
olive-tree
I trust in the love of God
for ever and ever.
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9 (n). I will thanl1 thee, Yahweh 0 , for
ever,
0
And I will proclaim O thy name, for
it is good,

for

0

thou

0

hast done it ;

in the presence of thy godly ones.

Text-critical-Notes
Read '1!;)1:1-?l::1 (for the O!l)_ission of the ' see GK 24 e-g) for?~ i;,ry, "the
love of God"•. 2. Om. r,~~7 MWll, "working deceit," which overloads the line. 3.
Read i'"1}P~ for i'lit. -,_~"=!!;), "~an speaking righteousness," for the rhythm's sake.
7. Read with ST, i:iin:;;i for in=\_r'J:jl, " in his destruction". 9. Add nin-,
" Yahweh", and i1Q~, "thou", for the rhythm's sake. Read n~.Ot:!'! for "'i21!!'1,
" and I will wait for ".
1.

Title. For the inappropriateness of the reference to Doeg the
Edomite, see r Sam. 22 9 •
1-4. The verse-division in 1, 2, is somewhat uncertain, and one or
two textual emendations are demanded ; but in neither case is there
unanimity among commentators. We have sought to give what seems
to be a logical thought-sequence.
It is exceptional to find a psalm not beginning with words addressed
to God, or in reference to him ; there are about a dozen of such in the
Psalter. In the present case, where we should expect an appeal to
God for help against the enemy (as, e.g., in Pss. 7, 12, 25, 35, etc.), the
psalm opens abruptly with a chal1enge to the latter. It is not to be
supposed that we have here the record of an actual dispute between the
psalmist and a representative of the freethinking section, for in that
case some words of the latter would have been quoted and would have
given the psalmistfurthermaterialforrebuke(see, e.g., Pss. 106 , 12', 14 1);
rather, he is presenting the general attitude of those who were likeminded with himself towards those within the Jewish community
among whom the ancestral faith was spurned. The most telling way of
expressing this was to adopt the form of utterance to an individual.
The quarrel was one of words ; other psalms record more violent action
(e.g., 54 3 , 94 21 , 140 1 , 4. 5). That the opposing faction included those
of standing in the land is shown by the antagonist being addressed as
0 powerful one (lit. " mighty man ") ; this is not sarcasm ; as a man of
abundant wealth (7) he would o..ccupy a position of importance. Why
boastest thou thyself? he is asked, meaning that. he had adopted an
attitude of superiority, against the godly man, the psalmist is referring
here to himself as representing the religiously-minded among his
people; the Hebrew text is obviously corrupt; the Revised Version
has adopted a paraphrase in order to give sense ; but, even so, the two
halves of the verse do not read as though belonging together. The
evil-disposed mind of the adversary prompts a cruel method of damaging
his innocent victims : All the day thou devisest destruction, by which is
meant slanderous accusations designed to bring disgrace upon the
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godly man. The alteration of the verse-division here is demanded,
otherwise the devising of gestruction has thy tongue for its subject ;
but the function of the tongue is utterance, not mental activity. Hence
we must read: thy tongue is like a sharpened razor, and the added words
of the Hebrew text, " working deceitfully ", should be omitted, both
because they overload the line and because they impute to the tongue
that which belongs to the mind. In Ps; 57 4 the tongue of the godless is
likened to" a sharp sword". The word for" razor" has, in Jer. 36 23 ,
the meaning of " knife ". In face of the destructive (lit. " swallowing
up ") words of this deceitful tongue, the psalmist sets forth the doctrine
of divine retribution. 5-,. This centred in the belief that upon the
ungodly divine wrath was always visited in one form or another, while
the godly always enjoyed divine favour, manifested by a prosperous life ;
though contradicted by the facts of life, this doctrine held sway, and
appears here, as in various other psalms (e.g., 37 10, 11, 49 16, 17). Therefore it is said : God will destroy thee for ever, and this is described as
taking place in three stages : he fJJill snatch thee away, the thought is
that of snatching up fire from a hearth (cp. Isa. 30H); and pluck thee
from thy tent : in Deut. 2863 the word is used of the people being " tom
away " from their land ; " tent " is sometimes used of an ordinary
place of habitation (e.g., Ps. 132 3 "the tent of thy house", Isa. 165 ,
Jer. 3018); and root thee out of the land of the living; the godless man
thought he·was safely rooted in the land (cp. Isa. 40 24, Job 53), It is
held by some commentators that this verse (5) is in the nature of a
magical curse, the utterance of which, it was believed, would ipso facto
take effect ; it may be so (cp. Ps. 1096 JI.) ; but we are inclined to believe
rather that the words are intended to be a statement-of fact, namely, that
divine retribution will descend upon the head of the wicked. Sµch
retribution, which, according to the psalmist, will be witnessed by the
righteous, naturally inspires them with awe, the righteous shall see it and
fear, though the foolish delusion of the wicked man may cause them to
laugh (cp. Ps. 58 10), for worthy of contempt, indeed, is the man who
repudiates God, and who trusts in the abundance of his riches {cp.
Ps. 49 6), and who looks upon his wealth as his strength. ~. 9. But if
retribution overtakes the wicked, no less certain is the psalmist's conviction that prosperity will be the lot of him who trusts in the love of God.
He likens himself, as representing the godly men in general, to a green
olive-tree in the house of God (cp. Ps. 92 13); this picture of flourishing
strength and beauty is metaphorical, it is difficult to believe that trees
grew within the temple enclosure (cp. Ps. 92 12 , 13); the whole consecrated area could be &poken of as the house of God. Within it, in the
presence of thy godly ones, the psalmist will thank Yahweh for ever, i.e.,
<;:ontinually (cp. Ps. 89 2, etc.), for he knows that all has been brought
about by the act of God,/or thou hast done it. Thanksgiving and praise
T
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belong together, hence the proclaiming of the name among those who
love him.
The religious teaching of the psalm has already been sufficiently indicated in the exegetical notes.

PSALM 53 ( = PSALM 14)
Foa the most part this psalm is identically the same as Ps. 14 ; the
differences are, with one exception, trifling; the exception is v. 5 (6);
in both psalms the text of this verse is hopelessly corrupt, probably due,
at any ,:ate to some extent, to the mutilated condition of the MS.;
evidently more than one copy was made of the original psalm, with the
result that the corruption was increased. In the light of the context,
however, the original text can be tentatively restored-in this we are
partly indebted to Gunkel ; while the correctness of the emendation
cannot of course be guaranteed, it may be claimed that it gives the
general sense of what was originally written. We have taken this
psalm, in preference to Ps. 14, for detailed study because, although the
• latter represents the earlier form (mainly on account of the use of
Yahweh for Elohim), the passage which contains the main differences
seems in Ps. 53 to have retained more of the original te~ than the
co;rresponding verse in Ps. 14.
The psalm was written at a period of moral decline among the
people in general, and not less so among those who should have been
their religious leaders, namely the priests (for the justification of this
statement see the exegetical notes). Of such deplorable conditions the
prophets had occasion to complain at different times; for example, in
Hos. 46- 8 it is said: "My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.
. . . They feed on the sin of my people, and set their heart on their
iniquity. And it shall be, like people, like priest; and I will punish
them for their ways, and will recompense them for their doings." In
later days another prophet says: "For the priest's lips should keep
knowledge, and they should seek the Law at his mouth ; for he is the
messenger of Yahweh of hosts. But ye are turned aside out of the way ;
ye have caused many to stumble in the Law ; ye have corrupted the
covenant of Levi, saith Yahweh of. hosts " (Mal. 2 7• 8) ; this belongs to
about the middle of the fifth century B.c. Still later, about 300 B.c., or
thereabouts, another prophet, who was also an apocalyptist, speaks of
the final world-catastrophe, saying : " The earth is polluted under the
inhabitants thereof; because they have transgressed the laws, changed
the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant " ; and he prefaces this
with: "And it shall be, as with the people, so with the priest . . . "
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(Isa. 241 , 5) ; thus all come under the same condemnation. Our
psalmist stands, therefore, in a line with the prophets ; and there is
reason to believe that he wrote his psalm at about the same period as the
prophet from whose writing our last quotation is taken. The atheistic
attitude referred to in the opening words of the psalm (cp. Ps. 104
which belongs approximately to the same period) points to a time when
intercourse among the Gentiles had weakened the faith of many, i.e.,
during the Greek period ; the worldliness of the priesthood, the ruling
caste, was characteristic of this period ; it was due, at any rate in part,
to their political dealings with foreign potentates. In somewhat later
times (i.e., during the Maccabrean period) there is ample evidence of
this. But that the psalm itself was written in Maccabrean times is
quite out of the question. At a time when a great part of the people
were fighting and dying for the faith of their fathers, how could it
possibly be said : " Every one of them is gone back, they are altogether
become abominable ; none doeth good, not even one " ?
The metre is for the most part 3 : 2.
For the Precentor : Al-malµdath.

I,
1.

(:z).

:z (3).

Maski[.

David's.

The fool saith in his heart:
" There is no God I "
They are corrupt and abominable O in
O
act ,
none doeth good.
• God O looketh down from heaven
upon the children of men,
To see if there are any that deal
wisely,
seeking God
Every one of them is gone back,
they are altogether become corrupt,
None·doeth good,
'
Not even one.
Have the workers of iniquity no
they devour my people ;
knowledge ?
They eat the bread of God,
but call not upon° his name•.
0
Is it not a terrible thing I
for God doth scatter his bones ;
The profane one is brought to shame,
For God hsth rejected him 0 •
0 ° for the salvation of O Israel from when ° God O bringeth back the restorZion,
ation of his people ;
Jacob shall rejoice,
Israel shall be glad.
O

O

;

3 (4).
4 (5).

5 (6).
6 (7).

Text-critical Notes
Read, with Ps. 14 1,
for 1:,1_'.\1, "unrighteousness". :z. Ps. 14 2 has
n,n\ Ps. 14• has nm\ but in thi~ case wrongly. Read 'ltltp for Cr;i,
"there", which has been put into the n~xt verse. 5. For this verse read, following
Gunkel:

n7,'<V

I,

,,J?itl~~ -,,r~ t:Nj1,~,~

·

rz.;,;in ~~I?

,oc- n~7'°141,7:l

: i"OMtl C'ri?t!"''::;)

(G = "l~Q for :J;ih). In order th~t the. ~~~ption of the text of this verse in
both _Psalms may be seen, we quote them as they now stand :
ni:-iw~;;:i ':J,?,h nic;t~ "'Ii~ c,i:i-1,1$,-') ,r,~ n~)J"H?
crq Ps..~3•

,l'J~-~,q,
: Clit;l"-? C'l'.1,1::1"':;l

" There they feared a terrible thing, there was no terrible thing, for God doth scatter
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the bones of him that encampeth against thee ; th~u hast put to shame, for God bath
r'5iected them ".

•i ~W':;l.Q

'~v-n~:V, : i''':r~

-,i,.~ C•r,1,1;1·•~ "TQ\:) ~"Tl'J;~ ClfV Pa.

141, .•

: ~npr;i~ n1n;

" There they feared a terrible thing, for God is in the generation of the righteous.
The counsel of the poor ye put to shame; for Yahweh is his refuge." 6.. Read, with
some MSS. and the Versions, also Ps. 14•, Mi~IV; for n'i:P~IV',, "salvations", or
" helps " ; Ps. 14 has nin'.

For the title, seep. 17.
1-3. Horror-struck at the wickedness which he sees all around him,
the psalmist begins his denunciation in a manner as terse as it is drastic :
The fool saith in his heart, There is no God. As the verbs in th~lural
show, the fool is meant collectively. It should also be pointed out that
the verbs, though in the perfect, represent actions the influence of which
extends into the present ; so that. while in Hebrew the perfect form is
used, the sense is present; hence in English they should be rendered.in
the present tense. The expression fool (nabal) connotes not merely
stupidity, but also disgraceful and immoral conduct, in him thus
designated. Those condemned by the psalmist say : There is no God;
their saying so is due to two causes: persistent evil-living results not
only in forgetting God, but, in effect, in denying his existence. In
addition to this, the contact with Gentiles involved many Jews in what
was practically atheism ; true, the Gentiles had their gods, but to the
psalmist, as to the prophet (Isa. 41 24) they were "nothing". The
wickedness of those of whom the psalmist speaks is described in a
threefold way: they are corrupt, i.e., they are morally ruined (cp. e.g.,
Prov. 632) ; abominable in act, i.e., what they do is abhorrent; none doeth
good, i.e., there is nothing that mitigates in any way their evil doing It
need hardly be said that the psalmist is not speaking of mankind in
general, but of his own people, see v. 4, "my people". Naive as the
psalmist's conception is in picturing the Almighty as looki,ng down from
heaven upon the children of men, this old-world realism enshrines a very
deep spiritual truth ; and if, in saying that none doeth good, not even one,
he somewhat overstates the unhappy conditions of the time, such
overstatement is very natural and pardonable in a devout and loyal
servant of God who stands aghast at the sight of evil-living men about
him. 4-5. So far the psalmist has been speaking of his people in
general; now he particularizes. The change of subject is abrupt, but
there is no mistaking whom he now has in mind ; he uses a phrase which
makes this quite clear : they eat the bread of God. Whether by the
expression the bread of God is meant sacrifices in general (e.g., Lev. 21 6),
or the show-bread, called" the bread of God" in Lev. 21 22, cp. Lev. 311 ,
1 Sam. 214, see also Matth. 12 3, 4, is immaterial (probably both are
included), the point is that it is the priests whom he now denounces
because they call not upon his name ; they are workers of iniquity who
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1'- 6);

have no knowledge, i.e., of God (cp. Hos.
instead of being
spiritual guides, they devour the people, in reference to the sacrificial
offerings brought by the people, which they consumed for their own
benefit (cp. Ezek. 34). The verse which follows (5) 1 as will be seen from
the text-critical note, is very corrupt ; one of the difficulties centres in
the fact that both in this psalm and in Ps. 141 " they ", " them ", as
well as "he", "him", occur, so that it is an open question whether
one particular priest or the priests as a whole are referred to, In the
preceding verse, it is true, the priests as a body are clearly meant ; both
psalms agree in this ; but it is just for this reason that a copyist may have
altered the pronoun. We have taken the reference in the verse before
us to be to one in particular, i.e., the High-priest, for he, as the head of
the priesthood, would be most to blame. We know from somewhat
later history );low sometimes the High-priest was far from being what he
OlJ:ght to have been (1 Mace. 721, 211 , 9H-- 68 , 2 Mace. 411--10, 133-8).
In the present case an awful fate overtakes him : Is it not a terrible thing !
for God doth scatter his bones ; that means that he was not accorded
decent burial, a fearful degradation (cp. Jer. 81, 2, 2 Chron. 34 5); so
it is said : The profane is brought to shame, for God hath rejected him.
From this terrible picture the psalmist turns to envisage the future (6),
and prays for the restoration of his people ; the phrase used is sub s'buth,
a technical term for the bringing back of the time of primeval happiness
(for the fuller explanation of this see Ps. 85); then Jacob shall rejoice
and Israel shall be glad.
·
On this psalm a section on the religious teaching is not called for.

PSALM 54
A SHORT and simple, but heartfelt appeal to the Almighty for help
against such as had "not set God before them", i.e., freethinkers.
The psalm is similar in content to a number of others (e.g., 55, 64, etc.).
It is the outpouring of an individual who speaks on his own behalf.
Like all those psalms which deal with the enmity of the freethinking
element in the community against the orthodoX', the psalm belongs to the
Greek period.
The metre is irregular, alternating between 3: 2 and 3: 3; in v. 3 it
is 3: 3: 3·
i. For the Precentor: With stringed instruments. Mmkil. Damd's; 2. When the
Ziphites came and said to Saul, " Is 1Wt David hiding himself with us? " ·
(3), 0 God, by thy name save ~.
and by thy power vindicate me ;
(4). 0 God, hear my prayer,
give ear to the words-of-my-mouth ;
O
O
3 (5),
For the proud are risen against me,
and violent men seek my life ;
·
they have not set God before them. Selah.
1
2
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4 (6). Behold, God helpeth me,

5 (7). May O he requite O the evil unto mine
• ·

enemies,

54
the ,Lord is • one that upholdeth
life;

O

my

in thy faithfulness destroy them.

6 (8). With a free-will-offering will I
sacrifice to thee,
7 (9). For_ it hath delivered me from all
trouble,

I will praise thy name, 0 for it is good;
and mirie eye gloateth over mine
enemies.

Tut-critical Notes
3. Read C~'n for c,-,t, "strangers ", as being a better pl!rallel to "violent
men", C'~'7'.V, see Ps. 86 11• 4. Not as R.V., "of them that uphold", see GK
ngi, and exeg. note, 5. Read :iirt~. 6. Orn. n,n, for the rhythm'_s sake.

The title, which occurs also in G, may be due to some ingenious
copyist ·who discerned a parallel between the evil machinations of the
psalmist's enemies and the episode recounted in 1 Sam. 23 19-- 23•
1-3. In accordance with most psalms of this kind prayer is offered
before the· mention of what is prayed for: 0 God, by thy name S(l'l}e me,
i.e., by means of the name, the utterance of which was all-powerful,
hence the words which follow : and by thy power vindicate me ( cp.
Pss. 51 1, 12 , 2 12). Name and power are thus parallel, just as hear my
prayer, and gi,ve ear to the words-of-my-mouth (one beat in Hebrew),
form another parallelism. Then follows the reason for which the prayer
was offered (3). The psalmist is assailed by those who are described
as proud, or" arrogant", and violent; the former epithet connotes the
idea of presumptuousness, the latter that of causing terror, because
such men are ruthless in their actions. The cause of their enmity is a
religious one, for they have not set God be/ore them, which is just what
the psalmist does first and foremost. He, therefore, affirms with quiet
confidence that (4) God helpeth me, and upholdeth my life. The Hebrew
form of the expression one that upholdeth is difficult to render adequately
in translation; to translate it literally, as the R.V. does, "of (or marg.
" with ") them that uphold ", as though the Lord wl!re one among
others, conveys quite an erroneous idea. The concept of ~pholding, or
preserving, life can be held in regard both to men and to God, without
for a moment comparing human with divine action; in the same way,
men can help, and God helpeth ; but there is no kind of comparison
between the help of each. The parallelism in Hebrew poetry is seen
here to be of great value for purposes of interpretation. When the
psalmist then goes on to express the wish (5) that God may requite the
evil unto mine enemies . . ., we are confronted with a distasteful trait,
but at least he does not retaliate personally, vengeance is left in the hands
of God (cp. Ps. 143 12 and elsewhere). A promise of thanksgiving
follows (6): With a freewill-offering will I sacrifice to thee:_ and I will
praise thy name, for it is good, reverting to the opening verse. The
freewill-offering (nedabah) was a sacrifice which was offered not of
obligation, but with the sole purpose of honouring God (cp. Exod. 35 29).
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The power of the name is again emphasized in the concluding verse
(7): for it hath delivered me from all trouble; the certitude that its utterance brings about what is desired is such that the psalmist can speak of
his trouble as already past. The final words illustrate once mm~ a
spirit of vengeful bitterness ; the Hebrew expression means more than
merely looking upon the enemy, it connotes the idea of rejoicing over
him (cp. Pss. 112 8 , n8 7).
The religious teaching of this type of psalm is dealt with in that of
others of a similar nature, e.g., 28 and others, especially Ps. 35 (final
section).
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THIS psalm presents unusual difficulties, both of text and of interpretation. It is classed by Gunkel as a" Lament of the Individual", and
Hans Schmidt still further specifies it as one of the poems used in legal
process by an accused person, who is protesting his innocence and
pleading for acquittal in the supreme court-the house of God. But,
even if this be admitted, there remain problems whose solution is far
from being certain, mainly due to the repeated change in the personal
pronouns. Sometimes the opponent is a single individual, in oo.
12-14 directly addressed, in 'V. 21 mentioned in the third person. In
vv. 10-12, again, there seems to be a general complaint, in the prophetic
spirit, of iniquity rife in the city as a whole. We cannot invoke the
doctrine of corporate personality here, because the adversary (or adversaries) is not a formal group, but a number of individuals who are at
one in their attack on the speaker,- though they seem to be otherwise
independent of each other. In the circumstances, it is not surprising
that several commentators hold the. psalm to be composite. Thus
Briggs makes two psalms, 1-8,. and 8b-23, with a later insertion in
16-19. Gunkel finds a separate piece in 19°-22, 24, while Buttenwieser
assigns vv. 1-n, 16-19, 22 to one poem, and regards 12-14, 20-21 as a
fragment, in which there is a gap after v. 14. Hans Schmidt thinks that
the original poem has been worked over in order to adapt it to a national
situation. We may, however, regard the whole as a unity, especially
if v. I8 is correctly read and interpreted below, and ascribe the swift
changes of person to the liveliness of the Hebrew mind. Even so, unless
we are to accept drastic alterations of text, there is a gap between oo.
14 and 15, the Iattei; part of one line and the beginning of another, with,
perhaps, several lines between, having been lost.
Thus regarded, the psalm appears as the plaint of one who is attacked
by enemies, public or private. His case makes him long for solitude,
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for it is his old friends and acquaintances who have made him the object
of their assault. One, in particular is singled out, perhaps, on Hans
Schmidt's theory, the chief accuser. In the spirit rionnal among
ancient Israelites (though not confined to them), the psalmist prays for
vengeance on his enemies.
There is little to indicate date ; style and language suggest the postexilic rather than the pre-exilic period. The author is familiar with
the old Israelite stories, e.g., of the Tower of Babel and of the death of
Dathan and Abiram. The text is often obscure and uncertain, but help
is sometimes given by the Septuagint and by the Peshitta.
The metre is 3: 2, with 2: 2 in vv. 9, IO"'b, and, probably, in the
last line of all. Anacrusis occurs in v. 6.
For the Pr•centor : On stringed imtrumenU. Maskil. Of Dmnd.
(a). Give ear, 0 Yahweh, to my prayer, and hide thee not from my petition.
a (3). Attend to me and answer me ;
restless am I with anxioua thought.
J (4). By the voice of the foe,•
0
And I am distraught 0
by the cry of • the wi~d.
For O they tum • evil upon me,
and in wrath they bitterly aasail me ;
and terrors O O are upon me.
4 (5). My heart doth writhe within me,
5 (6). Fear and trembling come over me,
and shuddering hath covered me.
6 (7). And I said :
that
I might fly away and make my
Oh that I had pinions as a dove,
home!
7 (8). Behold, afar would I rove,
I would lodge in a wilderness I Selah.
0
8 (9). I would haste to my refuge
from the blast of the storm O I
divide their speech I
9 (10). Confound, 0 Lord,
For I have seen violence,
and strife in the city.
10 (II). By day and by night
they encompass it upon its walls.
Evil and pain are within her,
11 (ra). ruin ° in her midst•,
Nor are her spaces free
from violence and deceit.
u (13). For it is no foe that insulteth me, or I could bear O my shame.
Not my enemy that bath done
great things against me,
or I would hide from him.
13 (14). But it is thou, a man mine equal,
mine intimate and my friend,
14 (15). With whom I was wont to have
in the house of God.
sweet converse
We would walk in the sacred
throng,
1

15 (16). May • . . . • 0 deceive,
May they go down alive to Sheol, •
16 (17). As for me-unto God will I call,
17 (18). Evening and morning and noon
0
That he may hear O my voice,
18 (19). 0 and redeem 0
(Redeem) 0 from them that are near
me, for as adversaries •
19 (20). May God hear O and afflict them 0 ,
Which keep no oath,
20 (21). He hath put forth his hand O against
his confederates O ,
21 (2a). Smoother O than butter O O is his
face 0
Softer his words than oil,
22 (a3). Cast thy burden on Yahweh,
He will not suffer for ever
a3 (a4). But thou, 0 God, wilt bring them
down
Men of blood and deceit
But I will trust

death O O swallow them up •,
for evils • are in their heart.
and may Yahweh save me.
would I meditate and moan.
0

my soul in peace.
have they become to me.
he that dwelleth O from of old
nor fear they God.

0

•

he bath defiled his covenant.
but war is O in his heart •.
yet are they drawn swords.
and he shall sustain thee. •
the righteous to be moved.
0
to the pit of doom O ;
shall not live out half.their days.
in thee, 0 0 Yahweh 0 •
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Tm-critieal Notu
a. Read, with Dulun, n~iTT~1 for "and I moan". 3. Read, with Olahauaen,
Mj?f-'lt;I for" preasure of". Read, with G, ~~~ for" they remove". + Orn., with
~ e l , "of death" and" have fallen".· 8. Read, with S, rt~+'!:? i:,:,-,~ for" from
rushing wind, from tempest". II. Read, with Durun, r:i;,,n~ for .. within her".
u. Add 'J'.1~1;,,i (the verb needa an object; cp. Ez. 16°, 361• '). 15. Read, with
{}"II, Ml~ H'I/P~ for K•thihh M~C'tef~ (= desolations). Read, with Brt111, 'iC?i;t~
for" upon them". Orn., with S, "in their terror". 17. Read, with G, '.Pt)tp~1
for" and he heard". 18. Read, with G, n-=t!;)~ for" he redeemed". Read (cp.' sj
C'~1=?, '~
C':+;J1~ for " from my war " (or " from neamess to me '') " for
with manY ". 19. Read, with G, CRi'i for" and answer them ". Read, with G,
C1,l9 :lW' for" and he that dwelleth in the eut" (or •~.f_old ''). 20. Read, with
G, ii~ for "hil han~ ". Read, with Gunkel,
(rD~ for "in his peace "
(p]ur.). u. Read, with Olshauaen, n~?i)IJ'Q for. ",!>utter-words " ( ?). Read, with
G, ,,~, for :• bif mouth". Read, with Buhl, i217~ for "his heart". a3. Read,
with Buhl,
for " to the •pring of".. Add, with G, n'ln\

'7

,,7;1

-,~7

The psahnist begins, in language appropriate to a hymn of distress,
with an appeal to. Yahweh to giw ear and attend to him. He has been
re,tless, turning this way and that with bis anxious thought. The trouble
comes from the outside, and is due to the voice of the foe and the cry of
the wicked. They control, as it were, the course that evil takes, and can
11 bend " and turn its path so that it will meet him. Hence the writhing
of his heart-a strong metaphor for palpitation-the fear, trembli"ng,
and shuddering which have come over him. In words familiarized and
enriched by their musical associations, he expresses his longing to get
away from all bis trouble ; even a wilderness would be preferable to
the breath of the storm that rages about him (oo. 6-8).
It is not surprising that in such case the poet should pray for vengeance. His mind goes back to the old story of how Yahweh had
confounded and divided the speech of men who, in their arrogance, had
sought to reach the heavens. Wherever he looks, he finds iniquity,
violence and strife, which go round the city walls like watchmen ; his
trouble is only one example of a general situation (9-11).
Suddenly the psalmist's thought fastens on one aspect of his case.
As we gather from 18 (if the reading adopted from the Syriac version be
approximately correct), his adversaries are his former intimates. But
it seems that there had been one whose hostility and faithlessness had
been especially prominent, and it is to him that the psalmist turns.
His ~ouble would have been bearable if it had been caused by a Joe,
but a man cannot hide from a familiar and a friend, especially when their
intimacy has been cemented by the S'iJIJeet converse they have had together
in the house of God. We may suspect that both the psalmist and bis
adversary were priests attached to the sanctuary, and the language of
14 recalls that of Ps. 42'.
Here there is a break, too sudden to be ascribed to a simple change of
thought, for it comes in the middle of a line. We are forced to the
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conclusion that there has been some accidental mutilation of the text,
perhaps at the foot of a column of writing. When the poem is resumed,
we are near the end of a curse on the enemy. The common term,
swallow them up, takes the poet's mind back to the story of Dathan and
Abiram, and he prays t~t his enemies too may go down alive to Sheol
(15, cp. Num. 1631- 33).
Back comes the poet once more to his own need. At the special
hours of prayer-evening, morning and noon-he would plead with
Yahweh. The times mentioned have been held to suggest a postexilic date, but, while. we know that they were the proper hours of
worship in later Israel, we do not know that the custom was ip.stituted
after the Return ; it may have been ancient. As the sufferer pleads,
there rises again the bitter thought that his adversaries are those who
have been near him (18, 19). Their perfidy (oath is an unusual sense
for the word employed .here, but is certified by a cognate Arabic root),
and their disregard of the obligations imposed by association and
covenant, together with the foul hypocrisy which makes their faces
smoother than butter and their words more soothing than oil (again the
psalmist singles out an individual), while war and drawn swords (a unique
word) are in their heart-these things once more provoke a prayer for
the punishment of the enemy (20, 2 1 ).
Verse 22 reads as though it were the divine answer to the ps!l1mist's
prayer. Again we have words which are among the most familiar of
those given to us by the Old Testament. The man who casts his burden
upon Yahweh will receive the divine nourishment and sustenance. That
is all the assurance he needs, and the poem concludes in 23 with the
renewed contrast between the premature fate of the wicked and the
psalmist's happy trust in Yahweh.

Religious Teaching
As so often, the value of the psalm lies not so much in its doctrine
as in the spirit it expresses. Here is a man living in a world of violence
and treachery which threaten to overwhelm him, longing to escape from
it all, and yet confident in the God to whom he has committed himself.
Though he would shelter from the storm, and cannot, yet the temple of
his life is founded on a rock, the rock of his faith.

PSALM 56

Lnrn so many other pieces in the Psalter, this is a cry of suffering and
strikes the familiar notes. The poet is in distress, surrounded by malicious and crafty enemies who plot his ruin and seek his life. There is
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no word of confession or of consciousness of sin, nor, on the other hand,
While, then, Gunkel is justified in
placing the psalm among the '' Laments of the individual '', there is less
ground for Hans Schmidt's ascripJion of the piece to the "prayers of
the accused". It is, however, apparent that at least one attempt has
been made to adapt the psalm to the needs of the community ; the
latter part of v. 7, with its demand for the punishment of the " nations ",
has no place in a merely personal appeal.
The structure of the psalm is interesting and suggestive. It is
generally recognized that it falls into two almost equal parts, the
division coming after f.l. 7. In oo. 4 and 10-11 we have nearly identical
language (v. 10 contains an obvious doublet), and, though some modems
(notably Gunkel and Ha~s Schmidt) regard this as due to textual corruption, it is difficult to avoid the impression that Briggs is right, and
that we have ·a genuine refrain of some liind. It is possible that such a
" refrain " might have been placed in the middle of the section to which
it belongs-the earlier champions of the " strophe " often found such
medial refrains. But, on the whole, it seems more probable that it
occurred originally at the end of each section and not in the middle.
This would mean that it has dropped out after v. 7 1 where its place is
taken by the intrusive and obscure reference to the "nations", and
after f.l, 13. This arrangement would yield four three-line stanzas,
each followed by the refrain. V. 9 seems to have been mu_tilated;
possibly the doublet of v. 10 ousted the proper conclusion of the verse.
There is also, apparently, a word missing at the end of f.l. 13; it is easy
to understand that it might have suffered the fate of the last refrain. ·
There is nothing in the psalm, either in style or in reference, which
gives the least clue to its date. The text seems to have suffered seriously
in course of transmission, though both the Septuagint and the Peshi~ta
sometimes offer a useful alternative text.
The metre is 3: 3 throughout, the refrain being 3: 3: 3. Anacrusis
occurs in v. 1.
is there any assertion of innocence.

I.

For the Precentor : On " The dove of the distant oaks ".
When the Philistines seized him in Gath.

Of David.

Miktam.

0
OGodl"
Have mercy on me, for man
trampleth me down,
every day doth the warrior oppress me.
2 (3). Watchers do ever oppress me,
for many war against me.
• Uplift me 3 (4). in the day that
I fear;
I will trust in thee.
4 (5). In God I will carry my cause to
0
its end ,
. in God do I trust, fearless ;
what shall flesh do unto me ?
5 (6). Ever they speak, • th;y take
O
counsel
against me are all their thoughts.
For evil 6' (?)• they lurk, 0 they
spy on me
they watch my steps.

I

(2).

O

O
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(10).

10

(n).

II (12).
12 (13).
13 (14).
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All they have longed for my life,
7 (8). 0 heed O their iniquity 0 •
0
In God I will carry my cause to its
end;
in God do I trust, fearless ;
what shall flesh do unto me ? 0
O
0 count thou my restless toss0
ings O
set my tears O before thee O • 0
Then shall my foes turn back,
in the day when I cry O unto thee 0 •
This I know, that God is mine,
In God O I will ~ my cause to
its end O • 0
'
in God do I trust, fearless,
what shall O flesh O do unto me ?
Vowstothecareuponme,myGod, thank-offering will I pay unto thee.
For thou deliveredst my soul from
0
thou keptest my feet from stumbling.
death,
That I might walk in the presence
in the light of life .
of God,
0
In God will I carry my cause to its
end;
· in God do I trust, fearless ;
what shall flesh do unto me ? 0

Text-critual Note,
Transpose c•r:,1,~ to beginning of verse. 2. Read, with Gunkel, '~~~')-, for
"on high". 4. Read, with Schlogl, '"")~":! n~:,~ for "I will praise his word".
5. Read, with Gunkel (cp. S), :i~;v.~~
f~r .,·they pain my ·words " (or "my
words give pain"). 6. Read, with. G~l, i:,,~'¥: for" they conceal". 7. Read,
with Ewald, 0°!;.,!,11 for "deliver". Om. "In anger bring down the nations, 0
God " (gloss). Insert, with Briggs, refrain as v. 4. 8. Read, with Duhrn, '11~
for" my wandering" ( ?). Read, with G, ';J':i:~i? for "in thy qottle ". Om., with
Briggs, " are they not m thy reckoning? " 9. Insert, with G,
10. Cp. on v. 4.
Om., with Gunkel, "In God will I praise with a word". n. Read (cp. v. 4)
iip~ for "man". 13. Read, with Halc!'.vy, {l~~ for "ia notl" Insert, with
Briggs, refrain as in v. 4.
1.

:i,:;;_,

:17.

For the title, see p. 17.
The first three stanzas of this psalm are devoted to a description of
the psalmist's plight and a plea for deliverance. In the first (1-4) he
cries out for mercy, the free, unmerited, favour of a God on whom he
has no claims, and pleads that he may be uplifted from the pit of troubles
into which he has fallen. His enemies are cruel, powerful, and crafty
warriors who trample him down, watchers who let slip no opportunity of
oppressing him. Yet he is determined to see the matter through to its
end, and this conviction that God will at last see him is the refrain which
runs all through the poem.
The se<:ond stanza (5--7) stresses the malicious cunning of the
adversaries. The poet is under constant observation, for at every
corner in the city and behind every bush in the country there lurks a
spy, ready to take advantage of anything he may say or do. The world
for him is full of jealous eyes, all watching him, that his foes may win
their hope and rob him of life.
In the third stanza (8-11) we have the victim turning to God for
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vengeance and deliverance. He begs that God will ccmnt (a precative
perfect, as Buttenwieser has seen} the number of times he has turned
and tossed on his bed, kept wakeful by anxiety and fear. He would
have his tears set before God (the "bottle" of the traditional Hebrew
text is a large wineskin, and in no way resembles the little glass " tearbottles " identified by the archreologist ; hence the adoption of the
reading attested by G ). Then he will win his case, and the defeated
enemy will turn back in flight.
Such deliverance calls for thanksgiving (12-13). The psalmist
is under an obligation, he bears his vows as a burden to be discharged.
So sure is he of the rightness of his cause, and of the divine justice and
mercy, that he can speak of his deliverance as an accomplished fact.
The confidence of the refrain is justified, and its note of unshaken trust
gives a fitting conclusion to the poem.

Religious Teaching
The psalm is but another testimony to the firm belief of the pious
Israelite in the justice, mercy, and love of God-a thought so characteristic as to need no further elaboration.

PSALM 57
THIS psalm falls naturally into two parts, vv. 1-5 and 6-n, each consisting of seven lines followed by a refrain. Vv. 7-11, however, reappear (with some slight textual differences) in Ps. 108: 1-5. The
two sections are alike in tone ; each prays for deliverance from enemies.
But, while the first half ends (apart from the refrain) with a description
of these enemies, the second is mainly occupied with an exultant outburst of song, due to the sense of God's greatness. V. 6, it is true,
describes the psalmist's peril, but the poet passes at once to the happier
note in v. 7.
It is widely recognized that in Ps. 57 we have a combination of two
psalms, or rather of sections of two psalms. The division, however,
is usually made after v. 6, not after v. 5, an arrangement which seems
at first sight to be supported by the text of Ps. 108 but which fails to
take into account the structure of Ps. 57. The presence and position
of the refrain strongly suggest that the true line of partition comes
after v. 5..
Clearly, neither portion is complete. Vv. 1-5 obviously form the
first " stanza " of a poem which celebrated redemption from the perils
actually described, and we may safely assume that the whole originally
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ended on the note of confidence with which it began. The second part
is equ~y clearly the conclusion of a poem with a similar motif; while
the refrain in v. 5 makes it impossible to attach v. 6 closely to the first
part, the Selah at the end of v. 6 makes it appear that this was the
closing verse of a section, or stanza, whose earlier portion has not been
preserved.
We conclude, then, that the person responsible for the present form
of Ps. 57 took these two sections from other psalms. The first was a
complete stanza ; in attaching the second he included a pair of lines
which would give the same number of lines as those in the first extract,
and would take up the theme where the first left off. To round off the
whole, he added the last line of his first selection at the end of the
second ; it may have been already a refrain in the psalm from which
vv. 1-5 were drawn.
In spite of textual differences (some of which disappear in the
Septuagint), the " compiler " of Ps. 108 probably borrowed directly
from this psalm. This seems to be the most probable explanation of
the fact that v. II, which, as we have seen, can hardly have belonged to
the poem from which these verses were taken, is also found in Ps. 108 6•
Accurate dating is out of the question ; the first part contains in
v. 3 a reminiscence of Ps. 43 8 and is, then, later than Pss. 42-43.
The text is, on the whole, well preserved. The Septuagint sometimes offers a superior reading, but conjectural emendation is hardly
necessary.
Metre: Vv. 1-5, II, 3 : 3; with 2: 2: 2 in 4b-5a; vtt. 6--10, 3 : 2,
with 2: 2 in 'f'-8•.
For the Precentor : " Destroy Mt ". DtlfJid's. Miktam. When he fled before
Saul into the cave.
1 (2). Grant me favour, 0 God, grant me
favour I
for in thee bath my soul trusted.
And in the shadow of thy wings
0
0
am I secure 0
till the destruction be passed O •
2 (3). 1 cry to God Most High,
to God O who beatoweth good O on me.
0
3 (4). May he send from heaven and save
may he put to shame O them that
me,
crush me. Selah.
May God send
his love and his truth,
4 (5), 0 and deliver O my soul.
In the midst of lions I lav me down:
blazing (with hatel are the aons of men.
'Their teeth are spears and arrows,
and their tongue a sharp sword.
5 (6). Be high over the heavens, 0 God ; upon all the earth be thy glory.
0
6 (7). A net have they spread for my feet,
they have bent down • my soul.
they have fallen therein. Selah.
They have dug before me a8it ;
7 (8). Firmly fixed is my heart,
my
God;
firmly fixed is my heart.
I -would sing and give praise I
8 (9). awake, 0 0 my lyre O •
Awake, lute and lyre,
I would waken the dawn !
9 (10). I will praise thee among the
peoples, 0 Lord,
hymn thee among the nations.
10 (u). For thy Jove is great unto the
heavens,
and unto the skies thy truth.
11 ( 12). Be high over the heavens, 0 God ;
upon all the earth be thy .glory.
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T e:iet-critical Notes
Read, with G, Mtli1~ for " I will trust". Read ,:ri,,, ''I~ for,~~~ 'Tt.
:z. Read, with G, ?~ii for " who completeth.'.'· 3. Read (cp. G) n~7rj;, 1B~ for
"be hath shamed". 4. Insert (cp. G) :PWi'1· 6. R~d, with G, :i!:>?i for II he
bent down ". 8. Read, with G, ,,5~l) for " my glory ".
T.

While it is true that portions of two psalms have here been combined,
it is clear that the composite result was intended to be a unified whole.
The compiler deliberately constructed this " prayer of _the individual "
to express his own needs and the needs of others in like case with himself.
He opens, then, in v. 1, with a plea for favour, the free, uncovenanted
grace on which he has no claim, and with an expression of trust and
security. Black though the outlook may be, he has no real cause for
anxiety, for he can rely on his God. Then, in v. 2, he proceeds to put
his request, basing his demand, as so often, on the fact that God has
bestowed good on him in the past, and demanding that his enemies be
put to shame. He recalls Ps. 43 3, and describes his foes as lions, or as
men in a blaze of hate. This leads him to the refrain ; the. vindication
of his cause will serve as an assertion of God's universal supremacy.
The second part is almost identical, as we have seen, with Ps.
I08 1· 0• But v. 6 appears only here ; the_ compiler of the later psalm
did not need it for his purpose, though it forms a good transition from
complaint to confidence. It is true that the enemy has put a net for
the feet of the psalmist-the word used for " feet " commonly means
"steps" in Hebrew, but means "feet" in Phcenician-and has dug a
pi.t before him, but it is the offender who suffers, not the intended victim.
This may be an experience already past, or it may be an expression of
complete certainty in the knowledge of divine justice.. . Whichever it
be, it gives a heart firmly fixed, a serene reliance on God. But the
psalmist soon goes further still; his confidence is not merely passive,
but results in an outburst of song and praise (v. 7). He m,ust give
utterance to his feeling, and turns to the instruments of music so long
mute and sleeping, and bids them awake. So great is his joy that it
must be told abroad to the natiom (v. 9). It is only right that this should
be so, for the love of God is as great as the heavens which arch over all
men (v. 10), and his glory should be spread high over all the earth.

Religious Teachi-ng
We have, once more, the familiar truths that God hears prayer,
that he punishes the wicked, and that he justifies the righteous.

PSALM 58
Tms psalm, like Ps. 82, brings before us certain forms of iniquity and
injustice, which are ascribed either to subordinate deities or to human
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rulers who claim divine rank. A fuller discussion of the question will
be found under Ps. 82. Ps. 58 is simple in form, as it falls into two
unequal parts, ·of which the former, vv. 1-5, describes the iniquity
rampant in the world, and the latter, oo. 6-11, calls for vengeance.
There is no evidence whatever as to the date of the psalm ; if the rulers
were native Israelites, it might be pre-exilic. But it is not likely that
Israelites would have claimed divine honours at any period, and it is,
therefore, more probable that the sinners are foreigners and the date
post-exilic. There are one or two linguistic peculiarities, including a
few rare words and a preference for the long, poetic forms of certain
prepositions.
Metre: 4: 3, with 3 : 4 in vv. 4 and 8.
I

(2).

2

(3).

3 (4).

4 (5).
5 (6).

6 (7).
7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).

10 (11).

II (12).

For the Precentor: "Destroy not". David's. Miktam.
0 ye gods I O will ye verily
speak righteously,
judge men uprightly ?
O
O
Surely, with a heart of iniquity
do ye work in the earth;
violence O do your hands O weigh out O I
Estranged are the wicked,
from the womb they do err,
from birth they speak falsehood.
They have poison like a O O serpent,
as a deaf cobra
that stoppeth its ears ;
That heedeth not
the voice of the charmers,
of the skilled weaver of spells.
0 God, crush
their teeth in their mouth,
0
the fangs of the young lion uproot. 0
May they vanish as waters
that pass away,
0
as grass by the path O let them wither.
AB the snail
that passeth in slime,
0
as a woman's abortion, 0
let them see not the sun.
0
Before they know it, O
.
may he cut them down° as a bramble.
O
0
O
as with wind
in ° fury may he sweep them away O •
Let the righteous be glad
when he seeth vengeance;
let him wash his feet in the blood of the wicked.
And let mankind say,
"Surely the righteous hath fruit,
yea, there is a God thatjudgeth in the earth".
0

O

O

Text-critical Notes

Read, with Ewald, c,1;,~ for "dumbness". 2. Read, with S, 1,W for
"iniquities" (or" bumt-offeringii "?). Read; with G, C~,:T for "violence of".
Read (cp. G) i1~t?~~r,;, for 7:ic\,~r;,. 3. Read, with G, !\-i~':f for "speakers
of". 4. Orn., with G, "poison of". 6. Orn. :• Yahweh" (gloss). 7. Read (?)with
Gressmann (cited by Gunkel), in,.')~ -,,~r;i ~Of for "he treadeth on his arrow
as . . . ". 8. ~ead, with Buhl, n~tl 1,~~f for" a woman's abortion". 9. Read,
with Gunkel, ~t.:l:;l 00'7:;I~ for "your cooking-pots". Read, with Gunkel, l:,!\i
for" Jiving". Re~d ir.i~ ·for "like". Read, with Gunkel, C").:Vip~ for "may he
sweep him away".
1.

As has been already pointed out, the first part of this psalm (vv.
1-5) gives an account of the iniquities and corrupt government of certain
powers, human or divine. As in Ps. 82, they are addressed as gods,
and it is possible that we should take the word men at the end of v. 1
as a vocative, and not as the object to the verb. 'That would offer a
pointed contrast. such as we actually find in Ps. 82: "Ye call yourselves
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gods, but ye are only men, after all ! " We note the familiar features
in the complaint, iniquity and vioknce.
In v. 3, the psalmist ceases to address the offenders directly, and
turns to God in prayer. He emphasizes the innate corruption of the
wicked rulers, who err and speak falsehood as life-long habits. They are
like snakes who will not be charmed, even by the skilled weaver of spells.
As the language implies, the power of taming snakes was held to be
a species of magic, and even to-day there seems to be something
"uncanny" about the process. In this instance, however, the
serpents are deliberately unresponsive ; they themselves stop their
ears.
The crimes and wicked nature of the offenders have now been
described and in v. 6 the imprecation begins with a new metaphor, that
of the young lion, which can be rendered harmless only by having its
teeth crushed and its fangs (a rare and late word) uprooted. Other
comparisons follow-the flowing streams, the grass, the snail, the issue
of miscarriage, the bramble {or, more exactly, buckthom). Most of
these are familiar, but the snail is particularly interesting. The
slimy trail the creature leaves is supposed to be a part of its body, which
thus gradually wears away. In the latter part of v. 8 we seem to have a
reminiscence of Job 316, and the verb in the last clause is a good example
of the " precative perfect ", so emphasized by Buttenwieser. We must
remember that these parallels are more than mere poetic similes.
The person weaving the spell was making a deliberate attempt to destroy
his enemy thereby. He brought the object of his wrath into some kind of
connexion with these perishing or dead objects, and it might be supposed
that the destruction which had befallen them, or which would befall
them, would involve also the person whom the spell had linked to them.
When the poet said "may they vanish as waters", he actually included
them among the waters, and the fate of the passing streams would be
theirs. When he classified them with the snail, the effect would be that
every movement of theirs would scrape from them a portion of their
substance, and so would, in the end, wear them completely away.
The general principle lying behind words like these is much the same
as that which appears in the familiar magical act of making a wax image
of the person to be injured, and holding it before the fire. Here, it is
true, we have no more than words, but words, to the ancient mind, are
potent instruments for good or evil.
The psalm closes in vv. 101 I I with the joy and relief of the righteous.
It is not merely vindictive triumph that actuates them, but rather the
feeling that, in spite o_f superficial appearances, the universe lies under
the government of a truly righteous God.
u
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Religious Teaching
Here, as so often, we have a. demand for the vindication of God's
character. He is righteous-so the psalmist believes-and in the end
the truth will be so proved that men shall have no more doubts in the
matter.

PSALM 59
Ps. 59 is the complaint of an individual, oppressed by his enemies, and
rings the changes on the familiar 1Mtijs, prayer for deliverance, confidence in God, and demand for vengeance. It has certain affinities
with Ps. 55, but, in the main, shows a fair amount of independence, and
exhibits some unique expressions.
The structure of the psalm is curious. It contains twenty lines,
with a fragment of a twenty-first. Selah occurs at the end of the sixth
and fifteenth lines (vv. 5 and 13). Lines seven and sixteen (vv. 6 and
14) are identical; we may call them Refrain I. Line 10 and the first
two words ofline 11 (vv. 9, 10) are repeated at the end of the psalm
(o. 17); this we may called Refrain II. The actual structure of the
poem as it now stands, then, is :Six lines
Selah
Refrain I
Two lines
Refrain II
Four lines
Selah
Refrain I
Three lines
Refrain II.
These facts suggest three different and mutually incompatible systems
of strophic arrangement, none of which yields that metrical symmetry
which is indispensable for true strophic organization. In the circumstances it is not surprising that iseveral scholars have found the temptation- to more or less drastic surgery irresistible. Sometimes lines are
transposed; sometimes lines are eliminated (especially the refrains);
sometimes even stranger reconstruction is attempted. Inasmuch as
none of them appeals to us as satisfactory, and we can feel no confidence
in any restoration of our own, we have allowed the psalm to stand as it
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is in the traditional text, making only such verbal alterations as are
necessitated by the sense of the individual verses, or suggested by the
readings underlying.the ancient Versions. At the same time, we fully
realize that, in all probability, very considerable alterations have been
made in the psalm since it was first written.
There is little clue to the date. There are phrases which suggest
that the persecution is national rather than individual ; if these be
followed, the psalm will come from a time when Israel was suffering
from foreign oppression. On the other hand, there are expressions
which imply that the sufferer is an individual, and, if these are not to
be explained by the doctrine of corporate personality, they will leave a
very wide range within which to place the composition of the psalm.
Unhappily there are few known periods in human history in which
man has not had ground for complaint against his fellows.
Metre: 3: 3, with 2: 2: 2 in vv. 6, 12"-", 13b--<1 and 14. Vv. 1b
and 7 contain each a word which must count as two verse-units.
For the Precentor: "Destro:,: not". David's. Miktam. When Saul sent, and thM· ,u,tched
·
the house to kill him.
1 (2). Deliver me from my foes, 0 my
God·
2 (3). Deliver' me from workers of
iniquity;
3 (4). For behold I they lie in ambush
for my life,
N~ trans1ression or sin is mine;

Rouse thee to meet me, and look,

from them that exalt
against me rescue me.

themselves

and from men of blood save me.
strong ones O act presemptuously •
against me.
4 (5). for no • wrong of mine • do they
array them.
5 (6). seeing that thou art O O the God
of Israel.
to vile traitors show no favour. Selah.

Awake, to punish all nations,·
6 (7). They come back at even,
they growl as dogs,
and go about the city.
7 (8). Behold ! they slaver with their
0
a sword O is in their lips. 0
mouth;
8 (9). But· thou 0 0 dost mock at
thou holdest all nations in derision.
them,
9 (10). 0 0 my strength 0 , to thee will I
for O thou 0 , 0 God, art my fortress.
sing praise ;
God shall let me look on mine adver10 (u). 0 My loving God O shall meet me;
saries.
II (12). Slay them not, lest my people formake them totter by thy might and
get ;
·
bring them down.
12 (13). 0 Deliver them up 0 , 0 Lord,
for the sin of their mouth, the word -of their lips,
• may the; be caught O in their arrogance ;
13 (14). destroy them in thy wrath 0
And for the curse and the spell they
that they be no more.
repeat,
.
And let them know that God ruleth
to the ends of the earth. Selah.
in Jacob,
14 (15). 0 They come back O at even,
they growl as dogs,
and go about the city.
.
15 (16). They wander for food;
.
if they be not sated, 0 they murmur•.
16 (17). But I will sing of thy might,
exult loudly at morn in thy love.
For thou hast been my fortress,
and a refuge in the day of my affliction.
17 (18) .. 0 my strength! to thee will I bring
for O thou 0 , 0 God, art my fortress.
praise,
My loving God •••
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Text-critical NoUI
3. Read, with S (probably also G), !\"i!\t: for "s~ir up strife". Om., with
Baethgen, "Yahweh ". 4. Read, with Wellhausen,
for "wrong". S• Om.
"Yahweh God (of) Hosts". 7. Resd, with G, ::i7r:;i for "swords". Om., with
Duhm, "for who heareth? " 8. Om. " Yahweh ". 9. Read, with G and "· 18,
for" his strength". lnsert,_with G, nr;,~. 10. Read, with Q, ''=ll?r:t for K
i':lpr:t. 12. Read, with Duhm, ir.i~~r,i for " our shield ". Om., with S, " and ".
13. Read (cp. S and Buhl) ';Jl':'1,JIJi C~:P for "destroy in wrath, destroy".
14. Om., with G and "· 6, " ~d ;,_ 15. Read, with G, !\J'~~1 for " and they
lodged". 17. Insert, with G, i1J;l~.

,~,'.li,

:-1~

The psabnist begins with a prayer (oo. 1-3b), which summarizes
the whole poem. He is beset by foes, workers of iniquity and men of
blood, from whom he seeks to be delivered. The word rescue in v. 1
is significant ; the idea seems to have been a favourite with this psalmist
for he uses the cognate noun three times. The root-meaning is that of
" height "-his enemies exalt themselves, but God has a yet more lofty
refuge for his servants, far out of their reach. The attac;:k made by the
nations is entirely unprovoked by any transg,ession or wrong done by the
psalmist or his people, and therefore he can appeal to the God of Israel
to rouse himself and punish the traitors (oo. 3•-5). In the first refrain
(v. 6), the enemy are likened to the dogs the scavengers of an eastern
city, sleepy and harmless by day, but active and dangerous at even,
when, as the psalmist paints them, they wander round the city with
slavering jaws and sword-like fangs (v. 7). ·
The thought of divine protection reappears. After a glance at the
mockery and derision God pours on the nations, the psalmist introduces
the second refrain, emphasizing the strength, protection, and love of God,
and the vengeance he secures (vv. 8-10). V. II offers a strange and
subtle prayer ; the psalmist feels for the moment that he would not
have his enemies slain. If they were completely destroyed, the nation
would forget the triumph of God. Rather let them be shaken and
brought down, that tlu:ir desperate state may be a permanent reminder
of what God has done in the past and may do in the future.
This mood passes, and is succeeded by a longing for extreme vengeance. It would seem that the enemy had employed magic-curses
and spells-against the psalmist ; their sin lies in the word of thet.'r lips
(oo. 12-13•). With a lack of logic which seems strange to us, the psalm
depicts the offenders as learning the universal supremacy of the God
that ruleth in Jacob by their annihilation (v. 13b. 0 ).
Once more the first refrain recurs, and this time it is followed in
v. 15 by a picture of the dogs' failure to get food enough for themselves.
But the psalmist no longer dwells on them ; it is his own deliverance
that makes him sing and exult at morn, and leads him to a repetition of
the second refrain, which, though mutilated, offers a fitting conclusion
to the whole.
·
·
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Religious Teachi'ng
As so often in psalms of this type, we have the belief of the pure
monotheist in the divine government of the world, and in the ultimate
vindication of God and of his people. Like most of his fellows, the
psalmist has not risen above the desire for vengeance ; the world still
had some centuries to wait before it heard the lesson, " Love your
enemies ; do good to them that hate you, pray for them that despitefully
use you".

PSALM 60
ONCE again we have a powerful appeal for help against the enemies of
the psalmist and of his people. Its form, as Gunkel has seen, is that of
a brief " liturgy ", beginning and ending with natio'nal complaints,
while the central portion consists of a divine word, an" oracle". It is
interesting to note that this oracle is arranged in three-member lines,
while the rest has the normal two-member lines The 3 : 3 : 3 is not
infrequent as a regular variation of the 3: 3 (see pp. 30 f.), but when
it occurs in blocks, as it does here, it may be assumed that the poet
intended to indicate some kind of special quality in the passage so
composed. It is possible that this oracle is a quotation from a poem,
otherwise lost, which described the triumphs of Yahweh, and it is
certainly this part of the poem which has given rise to the historical
note which stands at the head of the psalm. Perhaps the Selah which
now stands at the end of v. 4 should be transferred to the following verse.
Like Ps. 57, Ps. 6o was used as a source by the compiler of Ps. 108,
and vv. 6-12 are identical with 1086- 13 • There are a few very slight
differences, but the text in both cases has been unusually well preserved.
Unlike Ps. 57, however, Ps. 60 is a single whole, and suggests neither
compilation (with the possible exception of the middle section) or
mutilation.
As usual, the dating is very uncertain, and estimates range from David
(following the heading) to the time of John Hyrcanus, or even Alexander
Jannreus. It need not be said that both extremes are highly improbable;
the metaphor in v. 3 suggests a reference to 2 Isaiah.
Metre: 3 : 3 ; vv. 6-8, 3 : 3 : 3. The last word of v. 9 counts as
two verse-units.

I
2

OJ the Precentor. On " The Anemone of witness ". Miktam. David's. To
instruct. When he fought with Aram Naharaim and Aram Zobah, and Joab
returned and smote Edomin the Vale of Salt, twelve thousand men.
(3). 0 God ! thou hast spurned us and thou hast been wrath with us-tum
broken us ;
back to us I
(4). Thou hast shaken the earth, rent it
open ;
Oh O heal 0 its breaches for it tottereth.
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3 (5). Thou hllSt shown thy people a hard
fate,
4 (6). Grant O a refuge O to them that fear
thee,
s. (7). That thy darlings may escape,

thou hast made them drink wine of
reeling.
that they may flee before the bow.
Selah.
save with thy right hand O and answer
me 0 •

6 (8). God hath spoken in his sanctuary,
" I will exult, I will divide Shechem as spoil,
and the Vale of Sukkoth will I measure
out.
1 (9). Gilead is mine, and mine
Manasseh,
and Ephraim my chief fortress,
Judah my marshal's staff.
8 {10). Moab is my wash-pot,
over Edom will I cast my shoe,
0
over O Philistia O do I raise a shout O . "
9 (u). Oh that one would bring me to a
Oh that one O would lead me.• even
strong city I
unto Edom!
10 (12). Hast thou not spurned us, 0 God ? and goest not forth O O in our
hosts?
It (13). Give us help against the adversary,
seeing that man's salvation is vain.
12 (14). Through our God could we do
and he would trample down our
adversaries.
feats of valour,

Text-critical Notes

.a. n97 probably error for ~?7- 4. Read, with Graetz, o~.:,~ for" standard".
5. Rea,d, with Q and 1081 , '~~'.P,1 for " and answer us."· 8. Read, with S and
1081 , 'i.'.!?, for" upon me".
Read, with S and 108', ll:!]~,0~ for "my shouting".
9. Read, with G,

''l::Tt for" led me".

10. Orn., with S, " God ".

As has been already remarked, oo. 5-12 of this poem are repeated
in 1086- 13, and a full exposition of them will be found under that psalm.
The opening verses however, have been preserved only here. They
are a record of manifold disaster, whose root lies in the wrath of Godhe has spurned and broken his people. Later we hear of human enemies,
but in vv. 2-3 it seems as if Nature were the foe. There has been an
earthquake ; the ground has not merely been shaken, it has been torn
open. It is as if some unhappy man had met with a terrible accident,
which had shattered his limbs, and the psalmist appeals to God to
heal its breaches, i.e., to mend its qroken bones. It is, perhaps, the
earthquake which has made men reel, as if from excess of heady wine, a
metaphor which occurs elsewhere in the Old Testament, e.g., in Isa.
511 1 , 22 , Zech. 12 2 •
So the psalmist prays for a refuge, where men
will be safe. By now it is war that is uppermost in his mind, and it is
the bow that he fears. The Israelite fear of the bow is significant ; it
was the weapon of the professional soldier, and was strange to the simple
herdsman and farmer. So it is only as God will save that his darlings
may escape (v. 5).
The answer comes in a God-given oracle, which may be older than
the rest of the psalm. In practice we may imagine it to have been spoken
by a temple prophet, acting as the mouthpiece of God. The theme is
the universal power of God. The references to Shechem and the Vale
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of Sukkoth are obscure. The explanation given, e.g., by Gunkel, is
that these districts were in the hands of a foreign power, while those
mentioned in v. 7, Gilead, Manasseh, Ephraim, and Judah, were still
under native Israelite government ; the date suggested is immediately
after 722 B.C. But there was no period in the history of Israel, till
comparatively late post-exilic times, when such a situation was to be
found. The whole of the country to the east of Jordan (as far south as
the Dead Sea) was organized as an Assyrian province by Tiglath-pileser
II in 732 B.c., ten yeam; before the fall of Samaria. Further, Shechem,
is certainly to be included in the Manasseh-Ephraim territory, and the
Vale of Sukkoth {the Jabbok district) in Gilead. We can only suppose
that the various expressions used are simply ways of claiming ownership
and complete authority. God can do as he pleases, both with the land
claimed as truly Israelite, and with thqse neighbouring districts which
had been alternately slaves and masters to his people. It is to be
no.ted that Moab and Edom are given a lower status; the thought of a
r.oashfa)t is that of a " vessel to dishonc,ur ", while to cast the shoe over !l
vassal was certainly a sign of contempt (cp. the illustrations cited by
Gunkel ad we.).
Strangely enough, the psalmist is not wholly reassured by the
oracle. He is emboldened to continue his prayer, but the form of his
petition, with its longing for a strong city and its desire to be led even
unto Edom-not merely power to resist an assault, but also ability to
conquer an enemy is implied-suggests hope rather than confidence.
The past is.not so easily forgotten. After all, God has spurned his people
and refused to go forth in its hosts. The battle-panic has fallen upon
Israel, not on their foes, and the only possible explanation is.the absence
of God from the ranks. But, if only God will give help against the
adversary-and none but God can-then all things will be possible,
and the feats of valour performed through divine strength would win
complete and overwhelming victory.
Religious Teaching
The psalm expresses the familiar conviction that all suffering,
national or individual, must be traced to the divine anger. Here we
find no attempt to discover the reason for God's displeasure; there is
no confession of sin, no request for information as to the root of the
trouble, no enquiry as to the measures which must be adopted to recover
the divine favour. The nsalmist simply appeals for a change in God's
attitude, which will result in a happy reversal of fortune.

JOO
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PSALM 61
like Ps. 63 1 by one in exile, this psalm is a touching appeal to
the Almighty for help and comfort. Especially noteworthy is the
psalmist's longing to be present again in the temple, and to feel God's
protecting care there. In his loneliness he thinks also of the king, and
prays for a long and prosperous reign for him, an unusual subject in
the Psalter. It is not necessary to assign the verses (6, 7) which speak
of the king to a later hand; they come in abruptly, it is true, but in
those days of long ago strict thought-sequence is not to be looked for ;
see, however, the exegetical note on these verses.
That the psalm is pre-exilic goes without saying ; but to what particular period it belongs cannot be said ; the occasions on which the
country was invaded by foreign foes were various, and that on such
occasions captives were carried into exile is obvious.
The metre is variable.
WRITTEN,

1.

For the Precentor:

0

On stringed instruments•.

David's.

I (2). Hear, 0 God, my cry,
hearken unto my prayer;
2 (3).
From the end of the earth
unto thee do I cry
when my heart O is in despair •;
• Set me on high O , on a rock, lead thou me ;
3 (4). For thou art my refuge,
a strong tower from the enemy.
4 (5). 0 that I might ever sojourn in thy
and hide me in the shadow of thy
tabernacle,
wings ! Selah.
5 (6).
For thou, 0 God, dost hear my vows,
dost grant the 0 desire 0 of them that fear thy name.
6 (7). Mayest thou add days to the days of
the king,
years 0 as the days of 0 generations ;
7 (8).
May he sit (enthroned) for ever
in the presence of God ;
Mercy and truth
0
Apportion ° him, may they prese$e him.
8 (9). So will I sing praise to thy name for
evermore,
and daily perform my vows.

Text-critical Note,
Title: Read, with some MSS. and the Versions, r,:,,~~"';, i.e. accompanied by.
2. Lit." fainteth ". 2. Read, withG, ,~,;:>rtl;l for ,~Q Q~"'li, "it is too high for me".
5. Read, with many commentators, nr;.t".'.IN. for MW"'l:, "possession ". 6. Read ,o,:i,
for iC~, " like ". 7. 7Q apoc. pie) imp~r .· f~r i1i0.
,.

1-3. The petition that God may hear his cry and hearken unto his
prayer, is offered by one from the end of the earth; this is not an exag-

gerated expression, for such it seemed to be in those days to one who
was far from his home in strange surroundings. He gives no hint as
to where it was that he had been carried captive ; for that was immaterial
to one whose heart was in despair (lit. " fainting ") at being forced to
live in a distant land away from familiar scenes and friends. His one
hope is in God, to whom he prays : Set me on high on a rock, a figurative
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expression for safety, out of the reach of harm (cp. Ps. 18 2). As he had
been led away captive, so he now pleads : lead thou me ; for God alone
is his refuge and protection from the enemy ; his strong tower. 4, 5.
The thought of God as his refuge.recalls to his mind the place of the
divine presence, thy tabernacle, as he calls the temple, using the ancient
term (cp. Ps. 27 5) of the place whither men went to seek Yahweh (see
Exod. 33 7). And he longs that he might ever sojourn there, and hide in
the shadow of thy wings (cp. Pss. 17 8 , 6J7). It was here that vows were
made, and the desires granted to those who feared the name of God,
and such vows the psalmist now makes in the certain hope that God will
grant his desire. 6, 7. The abruptness of the change of subject which
follows, namely the prayer for the king, has induced some commentators
to regard these verses as out of place. We believe this to be a mistake ;
when it is remembered how close an association was believed to exist
between God and the king (see on this, pp. 250, 253), it will be realized
that the mention of the king after the prayer offered to God is quite
appropriate. The prayer for the length of the king's life is in the Oriental
manner of speech (cp. Ps. 18 50). But prayer is also made that his rule
may be in the presence of God, i.e., in accordance with divine guidance,
and that mercy and truth, apportioned to him by God, may preserve
him. Such thoughts bring comfort to the exile's heart, and he concludes (8) in a happier vein : So will I sing praise to thy name for evermore,
and daily perform my vows ; he is thinking of the time when God will
lead him home again.
Religious Teaching

The central point in the religious teaching of this psalm is the longing
for God's presence in the sanctuary, from which the exile is cut off;
this will come before us again in considering the religious teaching of
Ps. 63. Another element in the religious teaching of the psalm is the
prayer for the king. That in the early days certain conceptions regarding kingship were of an unedifying and superstitious nature there is no
denying ; but to the devout Israelite what was of paramount importance
was that the king was the anointed one of God. A ruler, in other words,
was such because it was, in accordance with the divine will, for the
benefit of men that they should be governed and led by one superior to
the generality. However much, in the history of nations, kingship
may have been degraded through human folly and wickedness, there is
an underlying principle contained in the essence of rulership which is
of the deepest significance and importance : unless men have somebody
to look up to who is superior, in some respect, to themselves, they are
in danger of becoming little· demi-gods-a pitiable spectacle ! The
king himself recognizes God, else were he not fit to be a king.
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PSALM 62
THB different ways in which this psalm is interpreted is the measure
of the difficulties presented by it ; difficulties which are increased by
the uncertainty of the text in several of the verses. At the same time,
it is just possible that in a few cases commentators have dealt with the
text in too drastic a manner. The interpretation necessarily depends
in large measure on the form of the text adopted. . While we fully
recognize that the text as we now have it has suffered in one way and
another during the vicissitudes of its transmission, we have kept to it
as it stands; so far as this is possible. Our interpretation of the psalm
is based upon what many passages in the Old Testament writings tell
us of the religious, political, and social conditions of the people during
various periods of their history. These have been briefly referred to
above (pp. 56 ff.); and although the psalm does not give us sufficient
indications for ascertaining the immediate cause of strife referred to, the
recurrence of such strife, as witnessed to in the Old Testament writings,
enables us to form a general idea of its nature. To go into this here is
unnecessary as the whole subject is dealt with above, as indicated. It
will be sufficient to say that our psalmist, who occupies a position of
importance, is a leader of the orthodox party, the upholder of ancient
tradition ; he is opposed by innovators whose attitude towards the
ancestral religion was, to say the least, lax. By their unscrupulous
action the psalmist's position was gravely endangered; but ultimately
he was enabled to assert himself.
To assign a date to the psalm is not possible because the conditions
reflected make it appropriate to more than one period.
The metre is very variable, due, in all probability, to the work of
several editors.
I.

I
2

3
4

S

6
7
8

For the Precentar: Jeduthun's. A Psalm. David's.
Of a surety, unto God,0
0 Be still , 0 my soul,
° For O from him is my salvation;
(J). Of a surety, he is my Rock and my my safe refuge, I shall not be greatly
salvation,
moved.
(4). "How long will ye set upon a man ? will ye slay (one) like a O falling 0
wall?"·
(5).
Yea, from his position they take counsel to thrust him.
They delight in lying ;
0
·With their mouth O they bless,
But in their O heart O they curse.
(6).
Of a surety, unto God,Be still, 0 my soul,
For from him is O my salvation °;
(7). Of a surety, he is my Rock and my my safe refuge, I shall not be O greatly 0
salvation,
moved.
(8). 0 With God is my salvation and
the Rock of O my strength 0 , my refuge
my glory,
is in God;
(9).
Trust in him at all times, 0 ye people,
Pour out before him your heart,
God is a refuge for us.
(2).

O
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Truly, vanity are they of low degree-,
Deception are they of. high degree,
In the balances they will go up. 0
10 (n).
Trust not in oppression,
And on robbery set not false hope,
When wealth increaseth,
0
Rely not thereon °.
u (12), Once hath God spoken,
twice have I heard this,
That power belongeth unto God.
IZ (13). "To thee, 0 Lord, belongeth
love·
For thou dost recompense '
a man according to hls work."
9 (10).

Te:ct-critical Notu
in v. 5, '!;i~':i for M~r.}i':i, "silence ". Add ''.ii. 3. Om. c:;~~. 11 all
of you", which overloads the half-line. Lit. "inclining". Orn. n~:in-:r;:, ,1~, "a
tottering fence ", marg. gloss. 4. Read, with the Versions, ir.i,~i for ,,~i, "with his
mouth". Lit." inward part". 5. Read, as in v. 1, '•".'1?~itl~ for '>':'lli?.1:1, '' my hope".
6. Add, as in v. a, n:p"1. 7. Lit. "on". Read '·t'!, for '·71. · 9. Orn. ',~;::i7;1
1 □~.
from vanity together ", marg. gloss. 10, Lit. " aet not your heart ",
ia. Om. \
1.

Read,

as

"

For the title, seep. 15.
1, 2. These verses are repeated in 'vtl. 5, 6; opinions differ as to
how this is to be accounted for. As the opening of a psalm they are
very appropriate, but their repetition in 'VV. 5, 6 does not strike us as
original, for the text reads more smoothly without them. There are,
again, differences of opinion regarding the interpretation of the opening
words ; in view of the perilous position in which the psalmist finds himself, and the consequent tumult of his emotions, such an unfinished
sentence is very natural ; amid the inner conflict of feelings and thoughts
so perplexing and worrying, his faith asserts itself, and he bursts forth :
OJ a surety, unto God-some such words as;" do I look for help", are
self-evident ; he does not utter them, but communes with himself:
Be still, 0 my soul; there is no need to worry, for .from God is his
salfJation, i.e., his help in his present trouble. And he reiterates his
trust in God: OJ a surety, he is my Rock and my salfJation. The
circumstances are doubtless threatening, but, since God is his safe
refuge, he need not fear, he will not be greatly moved, i.e., from the
position he holds, though the expression is often used in a more general
sense ; his enemies are taking a mean advantage, for he is but one
against many ; and he shames them in words, pregnant with contempt :
3. How long will ye set upon a man? They seek his destruction, for
reasons which he does Jtot disclose, and his position is endangered ;
evidently he is referring to the post of authority in the community which
he occupied ; his simile is very forceful : will ye slay one whose position
is like that of a Jalling ·wall? or, in modern phraseology : " will you hit
a man when he is down ? " Then (4) he explains that th.;}r intention is
to thrust him fr()ln his position. This gives us a hint as to the mise en
scene of the whole psalm, i.e., it deals with political troubles, see pp. 56 ff.,
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and the words which follow bear this out ; political strife is never
characterized by what is expressed by the fine French proverb Nob/em
oblige; so that we can understand the psalmist's words of disgust:
They delight in lying, with their mouth they bless, but in their heart they
curse ; in plain language, they are base hypocrites. With the repetition
in 5, 6 of the opening verses we have already dealt. As they are in the
nature of a self-communing, their position here breaks the sequence of
thought. The action and the character of the psalmist's enemies, and
his consequent peril, have been described in oo. 3, 4, so that it follows
logically when, in contrast to this, he goes on to say : With God is ~
salvation and my glory, the Rock of my strength, my refuge is in God; for,
as the sequel shows, the outcome of the strife was favourable to him.
8. But as leader of a party, he thinks also of his followers, and has words
of cheer and comfort for them : Trust £n h£m at all #mes, 0 ye people . . .
God is a refuge for us. 9. The adversaries, he goes on to say, whether
gathered from the common people, they of low degree, or from the more
influential classes, they of high degree, are alike contemptible ; in the one
case they are unreliable, vanity, lit. " a breath ", in the other they are
deception, lit. " a lie ". They are compared with balances, the scale in
which they are weighed goes up (cp. Job 31 6 , Dan. 527). 10. The psalmist then adjures his followers, holding up the adversaries as a warning,
not to trust £n oppression, or unrighteous gain, nor to base false hope on
what is gained by robbery ; wealth, in any case, is not to be relied upon
(cp. Ps. 496). 11. The final words are, once more, the recognition of
God's power and love (hesed); in the present circumstances the former
has been exhibited in the downfall of the adversaries, the latter in the
deliverance of the psalmist and his followers from danger. Very
significantly does he add : For thou dost recompense a man according to
his work; the adversaries, God's enemies, have been discomfited;
but he stands firm through his trust in God, repeatedly expressed in the
psalm.

Religious Teaching
Common to most of the psalms is the faith and trust in God which
is so prominent here ; but in this psalm this religious element is brought
into connexion with political strife ; a very noteworthy fact. In politics,
and it has been the same through the history of all ages, unfair utterances
and unscrupulous dealings are normal tools; it was so in the psalmist's
day. But what a revolution in the conduct and solution of political
differences would be brought about if politicians recognized the truth
that from no sphere of human activity is the eye of the Almighty
withdrawn!
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PSALM 63
THE psalm of an exile. In words of intense earnestness the psalmist
expresses his ardent yearning for the presence of God. He thinks, first,
of the time when in the sanctuary he had worshipped God, and, as he
believed, had beheld him (on this see the exegetical note). But he has
teamed in exile that the divine presence is not restricted either to place or
time.
That an exile in Babylon should have his enemies is in the nature of
things ; but these enemies are of a very different order from those
spoken of in many other psalms.
The king referred to can only be Jehoiachin, the psalmist's fellowexile.
With the view taken by some commentators that the verses of the
psalm are out of order because of a supposed want of logical connexion,
we must confess entire disagreement. Such a view we believe to be due
to the failure to grasp the position, and above all, the religious spirit of
the psalmist.
The date is early exilic.
The metre is, with one or two exceptions, 3: 3.
A Psalm.

I,

I (2).
2

(3).

3 (4).
4 (5).

5 (6).

6 (7).
7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).
10

(n).

II (12).

David's.

When he was in wilderness of Judah.

Yahweh 0 myGod, 0 lseekthee; my soul thirsteth for thee,
My flesh longeth for thee
in a dry land O where no water is ;
Even as when in the sanctuary I
and saw thy might and thy majesty ;
beheld thee,
my lips shall praise thee ;
For better than life is thy love;
Yea, I will bless thee as long as I
in thy name will I lift up my hands ;
live,
As with fat and marrow
my soul thou dost satisfy
0
With joyful lips •
my mouth shall sing praise.
When I call thee to mind upon my in the night-watches I nieditste on
bed,
thee;
For thou hast been my help,
and in the shadow of thy wings I am
happy.
My soul cleaveth unto thee, •
thy right-hand doth uphord me.
But they thst seek after my life O shall go into the lowest parts of the
earth;
• They shall be delivered • 0 over
0
to the power of the sword ,
they shall be a portion for jackals.
But the king shall rejoice in every one thst sweareth by him shall
0
Yahweh 0 ,
.
glory,
But the mouth of them thst speak lies shall be stopped.
0

Text-critical Notet
Read n,n, for t:l'n?M,
for the rhythm's sake. 5. Lit.
"and". 9. Lit." soul"; om.
the rhythm. 10. Read, with
Lit. "on to the hands of the
1.

n.1;1~. Orn. J:J~f1, "and weary",
" wi_th_ lips of joyful-shoutings "; read :P, for 1,
n1;1,tz1'?, "to destroy it", marg. gloss which disturbs
GS, :t~~~ for ~;,~,)~, " they shall deliver him "•
sword", n. Read n,n, for c,n,M.
" God". Orn.
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This was doubtless suggested by the words of v.

1,

in a dry

land where no water is, and was added in reference to the narrative in

Sam. 17 about David's flight from Absalom.
r. The psalmist, writing apparently in exile, yearns for the presence
of Yahweh; according to the belief of the times, Yahweh's presence was
in the Holy Land, where alone he could be worshipped, see 2 Kgs. 517•
His whole being, soul and body, is athirst and longing for God, so deep is
his love for him (cp. Ps. 42 1). 2. He then recalls the time when in the
sanctuary at Jerusalem he had beheld God, and had seen his might and
majesty. An interesting question is raised if it be asked how we are to
understand the psalmist's words about beholding God in the sanctuary,
and seeing his might and majesty ; this cannot be explained away by
saying that "this beholding of Yahweh in his temple was in oral worship "(Briggs, in loc.). When one reads such passages as Num. 10 86, 38,
1 Sam. 4 a..s, it is clear that the divine presence was conceived of as
connected with some concrete object. The commandment, " Thou
shalt not make to thyself any graven image '', bears this out. Our psalm
belongs to the early exilic period, before more spiritual conceptions
regarding the divine presence had as yet been apprehended by the bulk
of the exiles (see Ezek. 141- 11, Isa. 44911·); and there can be no doubt
that the Exile was one of the most potent means of helping faithful
worshippers of Yahweh to conceive of him in a more spiritual way.
3-5. This is illustrated very pointedly in the person of our psalmist,
who, though far from the homeland and from Yahweh's sanctuary,
realizes that his love is better· than life itself ; and most significant, as
pointing to his realization of Yahweh's spiritual presence are the
reiterated expressions of his worship : my lips shall praise thee ; I will
bless thee long as I live ;' in thy name will I lift up my hands. And he
recalls again the time when he worshipped in the temple and partook of
the sacrificial feasts ; just as hew~ then satisfied with fat and marrow, so
now is he filled with happiness in his spiritual worship : with joyful lips
my mouth shall sing praise. 6-8. Then he gives a very touching picture
of his intimate communing with God ; lying awake at nights he thinks of
how he has been helped and protected by God in the land of exile : in the
night-watches I meditate on thee ; for thou hast been my help, and in the
shadooi of thy wings I am happy ; and he expresses his love for his divine
Protector, my soul tleaveth unto thee, for he has experienced his protection, thy right-hand doth uphold me. 9, 10. And though enemies are
around him, he does not fear, for they shall go into the lofJJest parts of the
earth, i.e., Sheol, and be delivered over to the power of the sword, i.e., their
foes will overcome them, contemptible though those foes are ; he calls
them by the opprobrious name of jackals (cp. Lam. 518). 11. His last
thought is of the king, i.e., Jehoiachin, his fellow-exile (2 Kgs. 24 16); he
looks forward to his release, though that did not take place until long
2

as
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after (2 Kgs. 25 2 M 0).

What is referred to in the words,/or the mouih of
them that speak lies shall be stopped, it is impossible to say ; but evidently

some episode was in the mind of the psalmist of which our records make
no mention.

Religious Teaching
The earnest yearning for God, and the. insight into communion with
him on the part of a truly good man, as these are set forth in this psalm,
are unrivalled in the Psalter. From one who had beeri cut off from the
loved and familiar scenes of worship in his native land, and was now
condemned to live in exile, these expressions of love for God, these words
of heartfelt communing with him, have a reality and sincerity which are
intensely touching. A friend of the.present writer, whose duties had
called him away into a somewhat wild part ofAustralia, said : " I never
knew what yearning for worship meant until circumstances prevented
me for months from kneeling at God's altar ". Then, another thing
which the psalm teaches is the feeling of care-less (&.µip,µ,vos) security
engendered by the conviction of God's nearness; the psalmist expresses
it in words of inimitable beauty : " In the shadow of thy wings I am
happy ". It is not given to all to have such faith ; but even to hear of it
is an inspiration, and an incentive to draw nearer to God.

PSALM 64
Tars outpouring of one who is the victim of cruel enemies is similar in
content to a number of other psalms. In this case ·the action of the
psalmist's foes is confined to malicious slander; there is no mention of
personal violence as in some other psalms of similar character. The
cause of the feeling against the psalmist is not indicated ; 1:iut it was
doubtless the same as that which prompted animosity against the
.{lasulim, described in many other psalms ; on the whole subject see
pp. 56ff.
Short as the psalm is, the text has suffered considerable corruption.
The metre varies, due in part to textual corruption.
The subject-matter points to a post-exilic date.
Fur the Precentur: A Psalm. David's.
Hear, 0 God,
my voice in my complaint ;
From the terror of the enemy
preserve my life.
2 (J). Hide me from the secret-counsel
from the tumult of the workers of
of the wicked, ·
iniquity,
3 (4). Who whet their tongue like a who O sharpen like arrows,° bitter
words,
sword,
4 (5). To shoot in secret places at the· suddenly do they shoot, when they are
not• seen•.
innocent,
I.
I

(:t).
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6 (7).
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0
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O

They strengthen themselves in
an evil purpose,
• they dig O that they may hide snares ;
They say : " Who will see O us ? "
O

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And O may God shoot them with
an arrow,
suddenly may they be wounded;
8 (9). 0 And may he cause them to
stumble because of O their so that all who see• them wag (their
tongue,
heads).
9 (10). Then shall all men fear,
and recognize the work of God,
Yea, they will realize that it is his work.
10 (n). Let the righteous rejoice in
and let all the upright in heart glory.
Yahweh•,
0

Text-critical Nota
3. Read, with Graetz and Gunkel, C~r:t:;> :,,~r:t for C~r, :,:,•rt:, " they bend
(lit. tread) their arrow". 4. Read, with S, ll~~ for ll~'\ "fear". 5. Read
lljli1Jt;1~ for 'ic7-:,i'·~t"I;." they make stron_g to tpemselves ". Read :i,!1)~ for
ln!;!IQ\ "they recount". Read, with SV, :0'? for ii.:i7, "them". 6. The ten of
thi~ ~rse is very corrupt. Various drastic emendations are proposed, bu~ ~ do
not inspire confidence.. 7. Read, with the Versions, 1 for 1. 8. Read ic,,\i:f=:,'!.1
''~ for
~n:,1,,r:,,:;i~!, "and they caused him to stumble because of them".
10. 0m. ,:i M9Q\ "and trust in him"• a marg. gloaa which breaks the rhythm.

~c•,~

1. The psalmist pleads with God to hearken unto his complaint, and
to preserve his life from the terror of the enemy, used collectively. This
reads as though his life were endangered ; but in what follows, there is
not necessarily any reference to physical violence being offered, so that
the prayer that his life may be preserved is probably meant figuratively,
as much else in the psalm. 2-5. The psalmist then proceeds to describe
these enemies and their methods of proceeding. They are spoken of as
the wicked and as workers ()f iniquity ; in figurative language they are said
to whet their tongue like a sw<JTd (cp. Pss. 55 21, 57 4), and to sharpen their
bitter words like arrows (cp'. Pss. 7 12, 13 , n 2); they mature their plans in
secret, and their attacks on the innocent are made suddenly from
unexpected quarters, secret places (cp. Ps. 10 8), where they are not seen
(cp. Ps. xoB- 10). The evil design on which they are engaged is relentlessly pursued, and they are figuratively described as digging snares which
are hidden, so that their nefarious purpose is carried out secretly : Who
mill see us? they say. It is thus evident that the reference here is to
secret intrigues schemed and developed with persistent and unscrupulous activity; the warfare is one of underhand slander in which
the defamers take good care to remain in the background. That this
should be undertaken by a number of evil-disposed men against a single
individual suggests that the psalmist was one who occupied a position of
influence. Since no indication is given as to who the enemies are and
why they have taken this action, it is clear that both were matters of
common knowledge. It can, therefore, hardly be doubted that the
psalm reflects the political-religious strife which persisted intermittently
through various periods of Jewish history. For the details of this
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see pp. 56 ff. The text of the verse which follows (6) is very corrupt;
various emendations are suggested, but each presents difficulties ; we
have, therefore, been constrained to leave it blank. 7-9. These distasteful verses exhibit a spirit of extreme bitterness ; they are probably what
may be described as a retributive curse, the mere utterance of which
was believed to be effective ; the evil designed against others rebounds
back on the heads of those who conceived it.
A pleasanter note is struck in the concluding verse ( ro) where, in
contrast to the fate called down upon the wicked slanderers, the righteous
are bidden to rejoice in Yahweh, and the heart of the upright to glory, i.e.,
exult in themselves.
For this psalm a section on religious teaching is not called for.

PSALM 65
Tms psalm consists of two parts: vv. r-8 and vv. 9-r3. The former is
a hymn of praise and gratitude to God for his lovingkindness and power,
sung by the whole body of worshippers. First, a recognition of the
duty of worship, followed by some striking words expressive of the sense
of sinfulness. The blessedness of those who enter the house of God is
then emphasized ; and this part concludes with the contemplation of
God's power. The second part is a thankful recognition of God's
mercy in having given the autumn rains, so needful for the fruitfulness of
the soil ; the very pastures are poetically described as shouting in praise
to God ; spring-time has now come, and the country is clothed with
beauty.
It may well be that we have here the joining together of two psalms,
the purpose being to illustrate the seemliness of giving praise to God
(1-8) by describing the beauty of the earth of his creation (9-13).
The Hebrew is in parts difficult to give in a translation, and some
paraphrase is unavoidable.
The date of the first part is post-exilic ; but the second part may well
be pre-exilic.
The metre in the first part is 3 : 2 ; in the second it varies between
3: 3 and 2: 2.
I.
I

For the Precentor : A Psalm.
(:i). Unto thee praise is 0 seemly 0 ,
Unto thee vows ar~ fulfilled,

Unto thee doth alt flesh
Our transgressions
us o,

0

0

bring

0

David's.

A Song.

0 God, in Zion,
:i (3). 0 thou that hearkenest unto
prayer.
3 (4). 0 that which concerneth O iniquities;

overwhelm
thou dost cover them over.
X
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4 (5). BlessedO is he whom
thou choosest
and acceptest 0 ,
0
We will delight ourselves O wjth
the goodness of thy house,
5 (6). By awe-inspiring deeds dost thou
answer in righteousness,
Thou thst art the confidence of all
the ends of the earth
6 (7). Who setteth fast the mountains by
his strength,
7 (8). Who stilleth the roaring of the seas,
8 (9). They that dwell in the uttermost
parts are afraid
The outgoing of morning and

65
that he may dwell in thy courts;
0

the holiness

0

of thy sanctuary.

0 God of our salvation,
and the distant 0 isles

0
•

girded about with might,
the roaring of their waves

O
•

at thy tokens ;
evening thou makest to rejoice.

9 (10). Thou hast visited the earth, and
watered it,
greatly dost thou enrich it ;
The brook of God
is full of water,
Thou preparest O the corn thereof O,
Yea, thus thou preparest it :
JG (ll),
Watering the furrows thereof,
levelling the ridges thereof ;
Thou makest it soft with showers,
Thou blessest the growth thereof.
11 (u). Thou crownest the year of thy
goodness,
and thy waggons drip with fatness ;
12 (13). The pastures of the steppe-land
0
0
shout for joy ,
the hills are girded with .gladness;
13 (14). The fields are O covered O with
flocks,
and the valleys are 0 full 0 of corn ;
They shout for joy, yea, they sing.

Text-critical Note,
Read, with the Versions, T1~t;)~ (from nr.ii "to be like", in the extended
sense of" to be fitting"; in the Talmud, Abod. Zar. 38b, it is used in the sense of" to
be right ") for n~~;!, "quietude" or "silence". z. Read ~~•:;i~ for :ii,o:,
" come". 3. Lit. "the matters of". Lit. " are too strong for us "; read,._ with
G, !ll)i. for ''~• " ~oi:; me ". ,4· Lit. " causest to come near.". Lit.." we will be
satisfied". Read W"li' for ~i{. 5. Read t:l~t:l for o:," sea" (t:l'i'.ni,). 7. Orn.
C'T.ll~? 1iCQ'1, "and the tumult of the peoples", a marg. gloss which disturbs
the metre. 9. Read, with S,
for o;;~, " their corn ". 1 :t. Read, with Gunkel,
ll~7'!. for l!!ll\.,,\ " they drip"• 13. Lit. " clothed ''. Lit. " enveloped ".
1.

;:i,:r~

1-3. There is a difficulty about these opening verses because three
subjects are pointedly mentioned, and one does not see what connexion there is between them : praise, fulfilling vows, grievous sin ;
and one wonders what it is all about. Evidently, therefore, some
occurrence was in the psalmist's mind; and it was clearly something of
common knowledge. Failing definite indication, we must suppose that
the people had been guilty of some act of transgression, of which they had
repented and for which atonement was made by vowing offerings to God.
With the burden of sin thus removed, they come to the house of God to
sing his praise. Hence the beginning of the psalm : Unto thee praise is
seemly, 0 God, in Zion; "seemly" is perhaps not strong enough, the
thought is that praise to God is demanded ; for he has hearkened unto
prayer, for forgiveness, as the context shows ; and this is granted be-

65

3n
cause the vows which had been made,are fulfilled, i.e., the sacrifices have
been offered. Some striking words follow : Unto thee ®th all flesh
bring that which concmieth iniquities ; the meaning is that sinful humanity
(" all flesh ") must make confession to God of iniquities committed,
whereby the heart is disburdened ; and if, as will sometimes happen,
there have been very grave transgressions, plunging the sinner into
despair, then he must throw himself upon the mercy of God, who will
cover them over, i.e., take them away, and forgive. The Hebrew word
rendered " cover over" (the root is kpr) is a difficult one, but, in the
words of Robertson Smith, " there are Semitic analogies for regarding
the forgiveness of sin either as ' covering ' or as '· wiping out ' . . . the
most important point is that, except in the Priest's Code, it is God, not
the priest, who (on the one etymology) wipes out sin, or (on the other)
regards it as covered ".1 The psalmist thus records that the worshippers
have been guilty of grievous sin, that they have repented and fulfilled
their vows, and that therefore they have been forgiven. This being so,
he continues with sanctified joy (4) : Blessed is he whom thou choosest and
acceptest, that they may dwell in thy courts; disburdened of their sin, the
worshippers can delight themselves with the goodness of thy house, i.e.,
the blessings of forgiveness and divine favour which have been granted ;
the holiness of the sanctuary is imparted to those who enter there with
pure hearts. 5-8. Praise to God is then fitly offered. All that God
does is done in righteousness ; awe-inspiring deeds witness to his
power, so that not only have his own people trust in him, but he is the
confidence of all the ends of the earth, a universalistic note which is very
striking. The awe-inspiring deeds are then recorded : the act of creation in setting fast the mountains by his strength, which, on account of their
immoveable firmness, are described as girded about with might ; then the
great power of him who stilleth the roaring of the seas, and of their waves,
with the thought, no doubt, of the primeval combat (see notes on Ps.
899, 10). Such manifestations of power cause them that dwell £n the uttermost parts, i.e., of the earth, to be afraid, i~e., awe-struck; the uttermost
parts are further described as the outgoing of morning and l!'Vening, i.e.,
east and west (cp. Ps. 75 8), which are personified; they, too, are made
to rejoice (cp. Ps. 98 3, " all the ends of the earth have seen the salvation of
our God").
9-13. In these verses we have a self-contained and beautiful hymn of
gratitude for a bounteous harvest. In the spring God had visited the
earth, and watered it with plentiful rain, thereby enriching it, i.e., making
it fruitful ; hence the prosperous year which the psalmist looks back
upon with thankful heart. The old-world idea of the brook, or river, of
God (cp. Gen. 1 7 , Joh 38 25) finds mention here ; the belief was that God
had a river in the heavenly spheres, ever full of water, from which he
PSALM
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dispensed rain for the earth. Thereby the earth was made fruitful :
thou preparest the corn thereof, i.e., of the earth, not" their corn", as
though the reference were to the corn of the people, the psalmist has not
got them in mind ; he then goes on to describe how God prepares the
earth for bearing corn : watering the furrows (perhaps this should be
rendered " clods ") thereof, and, by means of the rain, levelling uneven
patches ; thus the showers soften the soil so that the sown grain may
spr<;mt : thou blessest the growth thereof. It is a happy picture which the
psalmist brings before his mind's eye; so that he speaks of the prosperous year as one of God's goodness, which he has "crowned"; a
poetic way of expressing what we should call a record year. The very
waggons, the psalmist calls them thy waggons because they carry God's
gift of corn, drip with fatness ; but at the back of his mind there may have
been another old-world idea that God went through the land leaving
marks of fruitfulness wherever he went. Nature is again personified, so
that it is said that the pastures of the steppe-land shout for joy, and the hills
are girded with gladness, i.e., they wear gladness as an ornament of
clothing ; the fields being covered with flocks, and the valleys full of corn,
likewise shout for joy, yea, they sing. It is a delightful picture of wholehearted happiness, in which the psalmist, cradled in the lap of surrounding beauty, expresses the outcome of what he began by saying: thou
hast visited the earth.
Religious Teaching
This has necessarily been brought out in what has already been said ;
but we may briefly recapitulate the main points ; and it is especially
noteworthy that these are presented as normal among all professing
believers in God. There is, first of all, the thought that it is not only a
duty, but a privilege, to enter the house of God and to worship him.
Then there is the conviction that God answers prayer, and especially
when the evidence of repentance for sin is shown forth. This is followed .
by the further teaching that where there is repentance, there is also forgiveness. It is also well worth emphasizing that the forgiven sinner is
encouraged to rejoice. The knowledge of being brought nearer to God
through his forgiveness must generate happiness and strengthen the
resolution to fight against all that displeases him.

PSALM 66
IN reading through this psalm a question almost inevitably suggests
itself; is it a unity, or have we here a combination of two psalms, :viz.
vv. 1-12 and 13-20? In the former, the early history of Israel is
recalled, and all the earth is bidden to praise God for the manifestation
of his power on behalf of his people. In the latter the subject-matter is
quite different ; it speaks of one who is about to enter the house of God
for the purpose of offering sacrifices in fulfilment of vows ; and he bids
his fellow-worshippers listen while he tells them of God's mercy which
had been accorded to him. In favout of unity of authorship it can be
urged that in the former half the psalmist recalls God's mercies shown
towards the people, and in the latter half towards himself, thus offering
a kind of parallelism. But it must be confessed that in reading the
psalm through this strikes one as forced. The one point of parallelism
is only partial ; the people have been delivered from enemies ; but the
deliverance spoken of in the second part is not from enemies. The
repeated invitation to the nations of the earth to praise God which
occurs in the first part, has nothing corresponding to it in the second ;
while, on the other hand, the stress laid on offerings in the second part is
not paralleled by anything in the first. If both parts had come from the
same writer a more definite and pointed correspondence between the
two would assuredly have been in evidence. The conclusion is,
therefore, forced upon us that we have here two psalms, or parts of them,
which have been joined together, as in some other cases (e.g., Ps. 40 14- 18
=Ps. 70). This joining together of literary pieces containing different
subject-matter is easily accounted for owing to the vicissitudes of transmission. Material, whether skins, papyrus, or what-not, for writing
on was precious ; an open space left at the conclusion of a psalm might
well have been utilized by filling it in with another psalm, or part of one,
if the space was insufficient for the whole ; the main thing was to preserve the holy words ·which had been handed down. We have an
instructive illustration of this-though belonging to far later times-in
the five "psalms of David" (a Syriac translation), which have been
written on an open space in the middle of a treatise of the Nestorian
Bishop, Elijah of Anbar (tenth cent.) 1 ; obviously an open space in the MS.
was utilized for preserving these psalms ; a proceeding of which there
are plenty of examples. If this was done in these late times, how much
more in earlier days when materials were far more scarce.
1
See Noth," Die fiinf syrisch Uberlieferten apokryphen Psalmen," in ZAW 1930,
pp. 1-23. One of these psalms is the 151st in the Septuagint.
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The date of oo. 1-12 is post-exilic, and the same is true of vv. 13-20
(see further, exeg. notes), as the developed sacrificial system referred to
shows.
The metre is for the most part 3 : 3, but that of some verses varies, as
indicated in the translated text of the psalm.
For the Precentor: A Srmg.
1.
:i.

3.

4.
5.

6.
8.
9.
10.

IJ.
r:i.

13.
14.
I 5.

16.

19.

::to.

A Psalm.

Shout for joy unto God, all the earth,
Sing praise to the glory of his name,
Render 0 unto him O O the praise due to him 0 ;
Sa_}' unto God;
" How terrible are thy works I
Because of the greatness of thy might
Thine enemies cringe before thee,
Let all the earth worship thee,
sing praise to thee, sing praise to thy
name I "
Selah.
Come, and behold
the works of God,
Terrible in deed
toward the .children of men,
0
0
Turning the sea to d7-land,
they went through the river on foot;
0
There did they rejoice in him;
7. ruling in his strength for ever,
His eyes keeping watch on the nations, that the rebellious exalt not themselves.
Bless, 0 ye peoples, our God,
make the sound of his praise to be
heard,
0
0
Who preserveth our soul in life,
and suffereth not our foot to be moved.
thou hast tested us as silver is tested ; ·
For thou hast tried us, 0 God,
Thou didst bring us into the net,
didst lay a 0 chain ° upon our loins,
Thou didst cause men to ride over our
head,
we went through fire and water,
But thou didst bring us 0 into a wide place 0 •
I will come into thy house with whole
burnt-offerings,
I will pay my vows unto thee,
Which my lips did utter,
and my mouth did speak, when I was
in trouble;
Whole burnt-offerings of fatlings will I
with the incense of rams,
offer unto thee,
I will offer bullocks with goats. Selah.
Come, hearken, that I may tell you,
all ye that fear God,
what he bath done for my soul :
Unto him did I cry with my mouth,
and high praise was under my tongue,If I had seen iniquity in my heart,
the Lord would not have heard meBut God bath heard me,
he bath hearkened unto the voice of my
· prayer.
Blessed be God,
Who hath not withdrawn
0
his love from me.

Text-critical Notes
Add ,i;,, and om. i1i:J~, "glory". Lit. "his prai~e ". 6. R~d, with G,
:J;lh for :J!;l1:J, "he turned "(cp. 1;;vb, v. 7). Read ~n~~ for ill?'-?tp'~, "let us
rejoice". 9. Lit. "putteth ". u. Or "sore burden".
u. Read, with the
Vers~ns, ilr;TJ7? for il'.:177, "a wealthy", or abundant, "place". ::to. Om.
1 ~1'.'l'?!;lf;1 " my prayei and ".
:i.

1-4. In holy zeal the psalmist calls upon all the earJh to shout
for joy-that is the force of the Hebrew word, cp. Isa. 44 23-unto God,
and to sing praise to the glory of his name (cp. Isa. 42 12). He puts into
the mouth of the peoples of the earth the words wherewith he would
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have them acknowledge God: HOf.O terribk, i.e., awe-inspiring, are thy
works ! ; they are made to say that they recognize the gTeatness of hu
might for which reason his enemies cringe before him ; the word means to
feign, or make a pretence, the idea being that even though God's
ene,nus do not worship him, yet the gTeatness of his might compels them
to make a show of doing so. 5-7. Still addressing all the earth, the
psalmist bids the nations Come, and behold the works of God, whereby is
meant that they should contemplate. with their minds' eye the aweinspiring acts which, in the distant past, God had wrought for his people,
spoken of as the children of men. The f,/N)Tks of God, to which the psalmist
refers, are mentioned because they had been directly connected with the
nations : first, there is the divine act of turning the sea to dry-land, in
reference to Exod. 1416, 21 , 22 , " And the children of Israel went into
the midst of the sea upon the dry-1,i.nd" (the passage through the
"Red" sea); then, suggested by this, the psalmist says that they went
through the river on foot, in reference to Josh. 3jl.- 17, where it is told of
how " all Israel passed over on dry ground, until all the nation were
passed clean over Jordan". And lastly, when he speaks of his eyes
keeping watch on the nations, that the rebellious exalt not themselves, the
psalmist has in mind the victories of Gideon, J ephthah, and Samson,
over the surrounding nations. Thus, in each case the nations were,
according to the divine will, and with God's help, defeated. Hence the
psalmist's appeal to the nations of his day to contemplate the works of
God in the past, with the implied injunction that they should acknowledge him.· Therefore he continues (8, 9): Bless, 0 ye peoples, our God.
But when he goes on to say, who preserveth OUT soul in life, and suffereth
not our foot to be moved, it sounds, at first, a little incongruous that the
nations should be called upon to bless God because of the mercies vouchsafed to the people of Israel ; but the underlying idea is based upon
such passages as Isa. 608-6, 61 9 , 66 19 ; the nations, being joined to Israel,
will become worthy of partaking of their blessings. 10-12. The
psalmist's thoughts then revert to the past history of his people : Thou
hast trfed us, 0 God·(cp. Jer. 9 7) ; thou hast tested us as silver is tested (cp.
Isa. 48 10); thou didst bring us into the net (for the thought cp. Ezek.
12 13 , 17 20 , 328 , but the word for "net" in the last passage is different);
didst lay a chain upon our loins, the word for "chain" is Aramaic, and
occurs here only, it is rendered" chain" in the Targum (Hans Schmidt
in loc.); thou didst cause men to ride over our head recalls Isa. 512.3 ; and
we went through fire and water is clearly taken from Isa. 43 2 ; but thou
didst bring us into a wide place, must refer to the homeland, Palestine.
It would thus seem that the psalmist has the Babylonian Exile and the
Return in mind here. The ·evident references to exilic and post-exilic
writings point to the date of the psalm. 13-15, The entire change of
subject, without any connecting link with what has preceded is one of
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the reasons for regarding this second section as being an independent
composition, possibly only part of some other psalm. The words of
13-15 are uttered by one who is about to pay his vows as a thankoffering for deliverance from trouble. The abundance of these offerings
has led some commentators to suppose that they were brought on behalf
of others, but the repetition of the " I " shows this to be untenable.
Possibly the words are not to be taken too literally ; or the offerer may
have been a wealthy man. By the incense of rams is meant the smoke
rising from the burning of the sacrifice (cp. Gen. 8 21). 16-20. The
psalmist then calls on all that fear God to listen while he tells them what
God hath done for his soul, i.e., for his personal self, adding in parenthesis
that if there had been iniquity in his heart, God would not have heard
him ; what this was he puts in few, but none the less significant, words :
God hath heard me, he hath hearkened unto the voice of my prayer. And
he concludes with blessing God, who hath not withdrawn his love (IJesed)
from me.
Religi,ous Teaching

For the universalistic thought of this psalm, cp. pp. 81 f. Three other
matters may be briefly referred to, though they will come before us again.
The first is the emphasis laid on gratitude for past mercies. The reference
is to mercies vouchsafed to the nation ; but it is taught that every generation should recall, and be grateful for the mercies of which the nation as
a whole had been the recipients in the past; and it is implied that each
generation benefits by these, and ought therefore to show forth their
gratitude for them. This gives food for thought. It is probably true
to say that few people realize how much they have to be thankful for
owing to the divine guidance of national history in the past. Here we
have, then, brought to our minds something which is well worth pondering over.
Another thing which the psalm teaches is the duty of_ rendering to
God, so far as this is possible for man, a return for his many lovingkindnesses. The psalmist does this by offering sacrifices ; but the
main thing is the principle involved ; and for Christians this could not
be better expressed than in the familiar words of the Book of Common
Prayer : " And here we offer and present unto thee, 0 Lord, ourselves,
our souls and bodies, to be a reasonable, holy, and lively sacrifice unto
thee."
And, lastly, there is the teaching on prayer. The gratitude felt by
the psalmist for the answer to his prayer is such that he is impelled to
proclaim it to others. As a rule, people hesitate to speak to qthers about
their innermost religious experiences ; and naturally so ; but it is worth
remembering that sometimes, in telling others of answer to prayer, it
means witnessing for God, and may be the means of strengthening the
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faith of others. One thing more ; the psalmist teaches that if there is
iniquity in the heart prayer cannot be sincere; how, in that case, can it
be acceptable to God ?

PSALM 67
THIS short, but beautiful, little psalm is pregnant with subject-matter
illustrative of the best in Israelite religion. Both the occasion on which
the psalm was sung, and therefore its whole interpretation, are indicated
in the words of v. 6: "The earth hath yielded her increase, Yahweh
our God hath blessed us." This is clearly in reference to the harvest,
the good yield of which calls forth praise and thanksgiving to God from
the psalmist on behalf of himself and his people. It was therefore, in
all probability, one of the psalms sung during the feast of Tabernacles.
A little puzzling, at first sight, is the way in which the psalm opens :
"0 God,-m:j.y he be gracious unto us and bless us . . . ", which is
re-echoed in the concluding verse : " May God bless us ". One might
expect that, inasmuch as the harvest was past, the psalmist would be
looking back, and say: "God hath been gracious unto us . . . ", "God
hath blest us ". Indeed, some commentators emend the text to this
effect. This is unnecessary, and fails to appreciate the spiritual mentality of the psalmist ; see further, the exegetical notes, and the section on
the religious teaching of the psalm. Very striking is the teaching on
universalism which is so prominent in the psalm ; with this we deal also,
later. But it is worth noting here that in the Book of Common Prayer
this psalm is appointed to be said, or sung, as an alternative to the
Nunc Dimittis; this was doubtless done owing to the universalistic spirit
of our psalm, which was in accordance with the words : " To be a light
to lighten the Gentiles ".
A quaint usage with reg~rd to this psalm by the Jewish mystics of
the Middle Ages may be mentioned as illustrating the various uses to
which psalms were put. What is called " the period of counting the
' Omer'" ("sheaf") was forty-nine days, i.e., from Passover to Pentecost; it was observed in accordance with Lev. 23 10, 11, 15 ; our psalm,
in Hebrew, contains forty-nine words (including Selah, twice); therefore this psalm was brought into connexion with the forty-nine days,
one word for each day; and this word was uttered aloud on its day in the
b.elief that it would have its beneficial effect on the utterer.
To interpret the psalm in an escliatological sense is to miss its import
and religious spirit ; jt deals with the present.
The developed religious sense points to a late post-exilic date ; and
this is confirmed by the adoption of the "Aaronic blessing" (Num.
6 24- 26 ), belonging to the Priestly Code, in the opening verse.
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The metre is 3: 3, with the exception of the concluding verse, which
is

2: 2: 2.

For the Precentor : On stringed instruments.

1.

A Psalm.

A Song.

1 (2). 0 God,-may he be gracious unto
may he cause his face to shine upon us.
us and bless us,
'
Selah.
O
O
2 (3). That
his ways may be known on
0
O
his saving-health among all nations;
earth,
let all the peoples thank thee ;
3 (4). Let the peoples thank thee, 0 God,
4 (5). Let the nations rejoice and shout for
for thou judgest O the world in
joy,
righteousness 0 ,
0
Thou judgest O the peoples with and guidest ·the nations of the earth.
equity,
Selah.
s (6). Let the peoples thank thee, 0 God, let
all the reoples thank thee :
0
6 (7). The earth hath yielded her increase,
Yahweh our God hath blessed us.
7 (8).
May God bless us,
and may they fear him,
all the ends of the earth.

Text-critical Notes

,,~'1~

Read, with S,
for '1;71, " thy way "; and, with S, iti;mzr~ for
1
'fDV=IW\ "thy saving health". 4. Add, with G, i'1P ',,r::i and ~bipr:,
6. R~d ·mil' for c,;J',t;i, "God".
2.

0

1. In devout thankfulness for the blessings of a good harvest (see
v. 6), the psalmist cries, 0 God,-and the unexpressed words of gratitude
welling up from his heart give place to the prayer that both he and his
people, joint-recipients of divine mercies, may continue to be worthy of
·God's· lovingkindness : may he be gracious unto us, and bless us ; for the
metaphorical expression, may he cause his face to shine, i.e., may he grant
his favour, cp .. Num. 6 26 and cp. Pss. 46,44 3, 89 16• This is not the way
in which the verse is usually interpreted, but it is difficult to see its point
on any other interpretation. Emending the text by putting the verbs
into the perfect tense (so Gunkel) is too drastic, and misses, as we hold,
its true import; and translating the verbs by imperatives (so E.VV.) is
too arbitrary, and contrary to Hebrew usage; and, again, it obscures the
meaning of the verse. Our interpretation of the verse, we submit, is
perfectly natural if one takes into consideration the deep spirituality and
religious feeling of the psalmist as expressed all through the psalm (see
further the final sec.tion). 2. This comes out forcibly in the psaimist's
prayer that the people of Israel, through the divine. favour vouchsafed to
them, may be the means of spreading the knowledge of God abroad,
that his ways may be known on earth, his saving health among all nations ;
and this, in the present connexion, has special reference to the blessings
of a good harvest ; saving health, often translated by " salvation ", is
used in various senses, among others, as here, of temporal blessings.
Israel is to be Yahweh's witness that he, and he alone, is the giver of the
fruits of the earth, so that (3) the peoples may thank God. This
universalistic note, so prominent in some of the prophetical writings,
especially_ Deutero-Isaiah, witnesses to an exalted conception of God on
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the part of the psalmist ; he is not only the God of Israel, but the God of
all peoples: 4. Let the nations rejoice and shout for joy,for thou judgest the
world in righteousness ; the word " judge " is not to be understood in the
sense of " condemn", but, as oftc,n elsewhere, in that of "vindicate "
(cp., e.g., Pss. 10 18, 989). Striking, too, is the thought that God guides the
nations of the earth, the word is never used elsewhere in reference to the
nations. And again (5), the psalmist calls upon the nations to thank God.
Not until the psalm is almost ended does the psalmist directly make
mention of the immediate cause for thankfulness : 6. The earth hath
yielded her increase, Yahweh our God hath blessed us ; this is far from
being merely an afterthought ; it required no earlier mention because
to give thanks for the abundant harvest was the reason why the
worshippers had gathered together ; it was uppermost in their minds.
Temporal gifts are often spoken of as" blessings", hence Yahweh our
God hath blessed us. The psalmist closes his all too brief hymn of
gratitude with a reiteration of the universalistic note so dear to him ; the
divine blessing is not only for Israel, but for all men throughout the world
who, through Israel, are to be brought to the knowledge of God, and the
fear of him: May God bless us, and may they fear him, all the ends of the
earth ; the words are put in this order for the purpose of keeping as
closely as possible to that of the Hebrew text.

Religious Teaching
Our first point here is in connexion with the apparent incongruity, to
which reference has been made above, in the opening verse. With the
thought of the good harvest which has been gathered in, the psalmist
says : " 0 God,-may he be gracious unto us and bless us, may he
cause his face to shine upon us " ; the words sound as though the harvest
had not yet been gathered in. That, however, is not the case. The
psalmist presents us here with a religious factor which is of profound
significance and beauty : when a divine blessing has been granted, one of
the first emotions in a man, like our psalmist, of real religious insight, is
a sense of unworthiness ; and this is followed by the spontaneous and
ardent wish that the blessing may be used aright ; this can be the case
only if God's graciousness continues to be accorded; hence the cry:
"0 God,-may he be gracious." Tested by individual experience,
everyone will admit that in this respect the psalm presents us with an
element in true religion which demands devout consideration.
Connected with this is the further teaching of the psalm on the
subject .of gratitude. Only too often temporal benefits, especially in
regard to " our daily bread ", are taken as a matter of course, without
the remotest thought of him who is the Giver of " every good and perfect
gift ". Modem life, and modern methods of providing food, are apt to
make us forget whence, ultimately, all our sustenance comes ; it is well
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to think sometimes, when enjoying our meals, of the Creator who made
the earth and the fulness thereof ; and to be thankful to him. Our
psalm teaches not only the fitness of being thankful for a good harvest,
which meant sufficiency of food, but also how gratitude should be shown
forth-namely, by proclaiming among others the goodness of God.
The psalm has teaching on two other subjects which can only be
described as illimitable in their importance: Universalism, and the
conception of God connected with it; but as these are dealt with in Vol.
I, pp. 81 ff., we refrain from discussing them here.

PSALM 68
IT may safely be said that no other piece in the Psalter offers the student
difficulties so great as those presented by Ps. 68. The majority of
scholars, attempting to find a single (or even a double) thread running
through it, are reduced to a theory of textual {;orruption so extensive as
to necessitate a practical rewriting of the whole, and, even so, the results
are never quite satisfactory. Gunkel obviously finds it nearly impossible
to classify the psalm, and Buttenwieser is driven to the expedient of
assuming that two pieces (one of them by the author of Judg. 5) have
been closely interwoven with one another. We can solve the problem
only on the hypothesis, advanced also by Hans Schmidt, that it is not
strictly a single poem at all, but is a collection of sentences and phrases
taken from a number of different poems, and strung together haphazard.
It is almost as if a page from the index to a hymn-book (though the fragments are seldom taken from the opening lines of their respective poems)
had strayed into the text.
It is true that a number of the " quotations " cannot be referred to
any known source, but it is only to be expected that the compiler should
have access to great stores of Hebrew literature which have not otherwise survived. Some of them were evidently of high poetic quality, and
we must be grateful for the little that has come down to us. The psalm
contains, too, an abnormal number of words and forms which do not
occur elsewhere in the Bible. We realize that we know only a small
fraction of a great literature, rich in powerful and imaginative poetry,
and with a much larger vocabulary than we should have suspected if we
relied solely on the scanty material contained within the limits of the Old
Testament.
The purpose of the compilation is far from clear. It can hardly
have been intended, as Hans Schmidt supposes, for the Enthronement
festival (see Vol. I, pp. 46 ff.); some of the passages are quite unsuitable
for such .a ceremonial. In fact, none of the recognized occasions
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would involve the use of all the poems from which extracts have been
taken.
It is generally agreed that the text must have suffered considerably in
the course of transmission. We must, however, remember that in
brief snatches of poetry, such as we have in this psalm, words often
appear meaningless when a fuller context would render them intelligible.
The Versions help us only in a few instances ; even the renderings of
the Septuagint seem at times to be pure conjecture, helping us neither to
understand nor to correct the traditional Hebrew text.
It is obviously impossible to date a compilation like this. Parts may
be very ancient; the " Song of Deborah " is one of the sources. On
the other hand, there are indications (mainly philological) of a very late
period, and the psalm, in its present form, must be assigned to the latest
age permitted by the general history of the Psalter.
The metre is naturally varied, though each extract seems to be
uniform within itself. The metre of each fragment is indicated between
brackets in the_ exegetical notes which follow the translation.
For the Precentor: David's.

I,

A Psalm.

A Song.

(a). God ariseth !
Let them that hate him flee before
him
As wax'melteth
Let the wicked perish
3 (4). But let the righteous be glad ;
And let them rejoice with gladness

Let h:is foes be scattered I
a (3). as smoke O is driven°.

4 (5). Sing unto God, hymn his name,

build a highway for him that rideth
through the wilderness.

1 ·

0

Yah 0 is his name·
before him,
'

0

before the fire,
before God.
let them exult before God.

exult ye

s (6). The orphan's father,
the widow's judge,
is God in his holy dwelling. ·
6 (7). God restoreth the lonely to a home, bringeth out prisoners into prosperity,
But the rebellious dwell in the white-hot land,
7 (8). 0 God, when thou wentest forth,
didst stride through the waste,
before thy people,
8 (9). Earth quaked,
yea, the heavens dripped,
before God;
Yon Sinai
before God,
the God of Israel.
0

9 (10). Rain, freely given,
The sick and the weary
0
10 (n).
With thy food are satisfied 0
Thou dost establish by thy goodness

thou pouredst down°, 0 God.
thou O didst confirm O •
the .

II (1:i). The Lord giveth utterance,

a great host are they that bring glad
tidings.

0

O

the afflicted, 0 God.

flee-they flee I
and the beauty of the house divideth the spoil.

1:i (13). The kings of the hosts
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13 (14). (If ye dwell a.mong the ash-heaps .••.)
Wings of a dove
that is covered with silver,
and her pinions with green gold.
14 (15). When Shaddai scattered
kings therein,
snow fell in Zalmon.
15 (16). The mount of God

The mount of peaks
16 (17). Wherefore keep ye jealous watch,
On the mount where God
Surely God
17 (18). Myriads are the chariots of God,

The Lord

0

is the mount of Bashan ;
is the mount of Bashan.
ye peaked 0 mountains 0 ,
loveth to dwell ?
shall dwell (there) for ever I
thousands twice told.
from Sinai O in holiness.

came

18 (19). Thou art gone up on high,

thou madest captivity captive,
thou tookest gifts among men.

Moreover, rebels

O

shall not dwell

19 (20). Blessed be the Lord day by day.
20 (21). The God (who is) God ot saving
acts,
21 (22). Verily, God shall crush

The hair-decked pate
22 (23). Yahweh hath said:
"From Bashan will I restore,
23 (24). That O thou mayest wash 0
The tongue of thy hounds
24 ( 2 S).

before God 0
he prospereth us, the God of our
salvation ;

the God of es.-apes from death.
the head of the wicked,
of him that walketh in his sins.
I will restore from the depths of the sea.
thy foot in blood,
0
may drink its fill of thine enemies O •

0
See ye the festal trains of O God I
Thy festal trains, 0 my God,
my king, are in holiness.

25 (26). First go the singers,

last the minstrels,
the timbrel-maidens.
bless ye God,
0
in the convocations O of Israel.
0
27 (28). There is Benjamin,
whose folk are few •,
princes of Judah, rich in men.
Princes of Zebulon,
princes of Naphtali,
0

26 (27).

0

In the assemblies

O

in the midst

0

0 God, 0 command O thy strength
as the strength of O God,
which thou hast wrought for us.
29 (30).
From thy Temple at Jerusalem,
to thee let kings
bring a gift.
28 (29).

0

30 (3 I). Rebuke 0 the beasts of 0 the reed,
0
Lords of 0 the peoples 0 effeminate 0
Scatte; the peoples

the assembly of the mighty,

31 (32). Let

from out of Egypt ;
her hand unto God I
sing unto God ;
33 (34). that rideth in the ancient
0
heavens. 0
with a strong voice.
0
ye people of 0 Israel.

? ? ? come
Let Kush lift up
32 (33). Ye realms of the earth,
Praise 0 the Lord 0
Behold he speaketh aloud
34 (35). Ascribe strength unto God,

with wheels ( ? ) of silver.
that delight in wars.

His splendour and his strength are 35 (36). terrible is God O among his
in the heavens,
holy ones 0 •
The God of Israel giveth
strength and might to O his people O,
Blessed be God.
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Text-critical .Not~s
Read l')j~r.l:;l for l'\1:f:)i'.1~. Om. "thou shalt drive" (doublet). ,t.. Read,
with G, i-1~ for~. ~ Yah ". · 9. · Read, with Lagarde, "1'~.1:1 for" thou shalt wave."·
Read, with Duhm,
for "thine inheritance ". Rea.d (cp. Buhl) lN~i:!>
for "thou didst establish it". 10. Read, with Graetz, =l~:;J,tp~ 'ift;,~r;rt,) for "thy
animal shall dwell". 16. Read '1.7i'J for C•-in. 17. Read, with Olshausen,
,,,~~ M~ for "in them, Sinai ". 18·. Read. with s, c•n"',~
=l~f'W' M? for
"to dw~ll, Yah (is) God" .. 19.. :Jltlf'ltzr; '~Y m~br;,~ ci• c,, '1-i~ :fl,~.
20. JiiN!;.'T-1 riJr;t, c•;:i~~ riurrp,c~ ,~ ,~:;i. 23. Read, with .G, Tl:r7T:1for "thou
mayestshatter ". Read i1r1~ :r;;i,°'.kQ (?)for" from enemies, from him". 24.Read, with
Wellhausen, Jii:J,,r,i =!Mi for "they have seen thy fe&tal trains".
25. Read,
(cp. ~raetz) iJ1}?~ for" in the midst of", 26. Read rii"i'.li? '\r.if (cp. D~t. 33•)
for rii,tii;l~f. Read, with Buhl, •~li?~'l- for" from the fountain of". 27. Read,
with Gressmann (cited by Gunkel), 011$ -i•-p~ for "a small one treading them
down" (or "slumbering"). 28. Read, with G, n~.~ for "he commanded".
;io. Read, with Gtmkel, ni~r:i for" beast". Read, with Matthes (cited by Cheyne)
''?.~:;! for "calves of". Read C'!;l7f;11.;l (cp. Arab. tarafa) for" humbling himself" ( ?).
32. Read, with G,
for
Orn. "heavens of.'.' (doublet). 34. Read,
with Gtmkel, CV for "upon.". 35. Read, with G, i•rpi,i?~ for "from thy
sanctuaries". Read, with G,
for" to the people".
2•

n7r;,~

-~~""?

•;,t-j?

,ef,~imv7

1L2a) is taken from a hymn of praise, and the surviving sentences are
based on Num. 10 35 • Enough remains to show the familiar contrast,
presented, e.g., in Ps. 1, between the fate of the wicked and that of the
righteous. The words in Numbers are the formula to be recited when
the Ark was taken out to battle, but here it does not seem that a foreign
enemy ts m view. The two metaphors, the smoke driven before the
wind and the wax melting before the fire, are familiar in Hebrew poetic
imagery, cp. for the former, Is. 516, Hos. 13 8, Pss. 37 20, 102", and for
the latter, Mic. 14, Pss. 22 16 , 97 5.
V. 4 (metre: 4: 3) seems to be the opening verse of another hymn of
praise perhaps belonging to the type which embodies a historical retrospect. The phrase !mild a highway has given much trouble "to commentators who regard the psalm as a unity, but falls naturally into its
place in a poem recalling (or describing) the return from the Exile. We
may co.mpare Is. 57 14, 6210• The divine name Y ah occurs here for the
firsttime in the Psalter. It is found fifty times in the Old Testament, rather
more than half the number being in the form "Hallelujah" or similar
phrases. In the pre-exilic literature it appears in Ex. 152, 17 16 (though
the text is sometimes disputed in both cases); other passages are
probably all post-exilic. It seems to be a contraction for Yahweh,
though it has been held in some quarters that Y ah is the primitive form,
of which the normal Yahweh is a reduplication.
The third extract, .vv. 5-6 (metre 4: 3) is taken from a poem of the
same general type as the first, though there are differences in the mode of
application. Here we have the contrast between the depressed and
helpless classes, the orphan, the widow, and the lonely (a unique, though
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obvious sense for the Hebrew word) and the rebellious-the wilful and
the headstrong. Two words call for special comment. The meaning
into prosperity, for a form not found elsewhere in Hebrew, is based on
the assumption that it is a late importation from Aramaic ; the root
occurs only in Hebrew of the fourth century and later. In Arabic,
however, it implies " breaking ", and the word may be an adverbial
accusative, suggesting the shattering of prison bars and doors. The
word for" white-hot land", too, occurs only here, and calls up a picture
of a desolate world, whose limestone rocks reflect the burning rays of the
Oriental sun.
The fourth piece, vv. 7-8 (metre: 2: 2: 2), is taken almost verbatim
from Judg. 54 , and suggests that that poem may h~ve had a place in
some form of liturgy.
Vv. 9-10 (metre: 2: 2), like so much else in this psalm, are drawn
from a hymn of thanksgiving for benefits received, especially by the helpless, the sick, the weary, and the afflicted. The parallelism shows that
there is a gap in the first line of v. 10; two letters alone remain of the
missing clause, and they hardly offer an adequate basis for conjectural
restoration.
V. 11 (metre 3 : 3) is an isolated line, possibly from a song of victory.
Those who bring glad tidings are women, and the term recalls Is. 409 •
In the seventh section, vv. 12-13 (metre: 4: 3), we seem to have an
extract from a song of victory similar to J udg. 5. The poem must have
been singularly vigorous and impressive. With the picture of the
beauty of the house dividing the spoil we may compare the reflections
ascribed to Sisera's mother in Judg. 530• The first clause of v. 13 defies
interpretation, though the word ash-heaps recalls Judg. 516• The text
may be hopelessly corrupt, and in any case a parallel verse-member is
missing. It might have given a clue to the connexion, if any, with the
latter part of the verse. The last line is generally interpreted as describing one item in a list of the spoil, an ornament in the shape of a dove,
studded with silver and a peculiar greenishgold. Such ornaments might
well have been worn by women, originally, perhaps, in connexion with
the cult of Ishtar, and if the line really does belong to the same piece as
v. 12, this may be the correct interpretation.
f. 14- (metre: 2: 2: 2), again, is an isolated line from a song of
triumph. If the text be correct, the reference to snow on Zalmon, a
mountain in the Shechem district (cp. Judg. 9 48), would indicate that a
definite historical event was commemorated in the poem from which
this line was taken.
The ninth fragment, vv. 15-16 (metre: 2: 2), is elusive and intriguing. If the text of v. 15 be correct, it appears to be an echo of a conflict
for supremacy between various sacred sites. On the one hand it is
claimed that Yahweh's true home is in the mount of peaks, the mount of
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Bashan, which probably means a sanctuary on Hermon. But the
champions of Zion retort, " Why keep ye jealous watch? " implying that
all the world knows that Zion is the mount where God loveth to dwell, and
that the inferior rival is keenly looking for some ground on which to
make good a claim. If we had more of this poem, we might gain a very
interesting light on one aspect of Israel's religious life.
Another single verse from a triumph-song appears in v. 17 (metre
3: 2, 2: 2). Again we think of Judg. 5, with its reference to Sinai.
Here, however, the stress is on the chariots of God, i.e., the thunderclouds. The Hebrew idiom emphasizes the multitude of them;
myriads upon myriads is what the poet's form implies. The closing
phrase of this line is curious ; literally it seems to mean " thousands of
repetition", i.e., "thousands repeated". The text, however, may be
corrupt.
V. 18a.-c (metre 4: 3) is also an isolated line from a song of victory,
best known from the quotation in Eph. 4 8 , where, however, St. Paul says
" gave ", not " took " gifts.
Two pieces 'in the collection attain to the length of six lines. The
first of these is contained in vv. 18L21 (metre: 18L19, 3: 2; 20-21,
2: 2). Here again is a contrast between the wicked and the righteous,
the rebels and those whose burden God beareth. God hath issues from
death, ways through which men may escape even when their doom seems
inevitable. On the other side we have the wicked, whose head God
crushes (again compare J udg. 5 26). The hair-decked pate is an interesting
expression, which may lead us to think of the wild desert tribesman,
who let his hair grow as a cultural or religious practice. The custom is
widely spread; it was found at Sparta in the fifth century B.C., and is a
familiar element in the Nazirite. The "long locks streaming free" of
Judg. 5 2 may refer to the same practice. A form of religious custom,
which in Israel denoted sanctity to Yahweh, may well have been common
among contemporary peoples as a token of consecration to their own
gods. In that case, the enemy will be a foreign, probably a Bedawin,
tribe or people.
Vv. 22-23 (metre: 2: 3, 2: 2, 2: 2) come from a poem which
promised victory over some enemies unnamed. The mention of Bashan
as one of the places from which God will restore, suggests the border
warfare of the ninth century B.c. between Israel and Damascus, while the
depths of the sea may refer to raids made by Phcenicians and others,
undertaken in order to supply the western slave-markets. The
vengeance which promises that the Israelite shall wash his f oat in blood,
and that his hounds shall drink their fill of their enemies' blood, is an
expression of feeling which we find elsewhere in the Psalter.
In vv. 24-27 (metre: 4: 3 ; v. 24, 3 : 4) we are transported into
Jerusalem on the occasion of some great festival. The festal tr.ain is
y
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winding its way through the streets that lead up to the temple, led
by singers, with damsels beating timbrels following them, and minstrels
with their harps bringing up the rear. It is interesting to observe that
the assembly includes both Benjamin and Judah on the one hand and
Zebu/on and Naphtali on the other. The inclusion of these two groups
is sometimes supposed to indicate a combination of Judah and Galilee,
or to suggest the two extremes of the land. They may be the remains of
a much longer list, for the piece is obviously mutilated, or they may be a
later insertion based on the special praise given to these two tribes in the
Song of Deborah, Judg. 51t,is. No doubt the ideal cherished by the
religious authorities was that of a completed nation once more worshipping as a single whole, and, short as it is, this fragment gives us a
valuable glimpse of the actual ceremonial observed on some sacred
day.
The next fragment, oo. 28-29 (metre 3: 4), is clearlyt.ak,en from one
of those psalms which appeal to God on the basis of his great deeds in
the past. His strength is personified as the servant whom he commissions. It is a little strange to find that kings are expected to bring
a gift from the temple ; possibly the preposition has been wrongly
transmitted.
V. 30 (metre: 3: 2, 3: 2, 2: 2) suggests a prayer for ~ctory over the
Egyptians, typified by the beasts of the reed-the crocodile and the hippopotamus. Some editors would even read " from Patros " for the
doubtful form rendered as effeminate above. The luxul'l'.of the enemy,
whoever it may have been, is emphasized by the fact that. their very
·
chariot-wheels are studded with silver.
The second six-line extract is preserved in oo. 31-34° (rtletre: 2: 2,
with 3 : 2 in oo. 33b-34), to which, perhaps the rest -Of v .. 34 ::ind v. 35
should be added. Here, once more, we have a hymn of praise, in which
Yahweh's world-wide supremacy is celebrated. Unfortunate::ly we do
not know who or what it is that may come from Egypt. The Hebrew
word is obscure and difficult to assign to a known root, and the Greek
translators simply guessed that it meant " messengers "-with,
apparently, no philological justification. It seems to be corrupt beyond
hope even of conjectural emendation. From Kush worship is demanded, and oo. 32-33 summon all realms to join the chorus of praise
to a God who rideth on the ancient hefl'(Jens. Universality could not have
been more strikingly expressed ; the same sky is spread over all nations,
and Yahweh has dominated it since time began. Even now he speaketh
aloud, and it is no wonder that all humanity should be summoned to
attest his strength.
The collection ends with a little piece closely allied to the preceding,
oo. 34b-35 (metre: 3: 3), -and probably attached to it because of the
similarity between the two. Some of the terms are repeated ; in both
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we have mention of the strength of God, of the heavens (though the
words used are different), and of the people of Israel to whom their God
giveth strength and might.

The last word is the familiar doxology, Blessed be God.

Religious Teaching
It is obviously impossible to give an account of the leading doctrines
in such a medley as this ; nearly every psalm-motif is echoed in one or
other of its pieces.

PSALM 69
THIS psalm presents us with a remarkable picture of one troubled in
mind and body, who gives utterance to his conflicting and rapidly
alternating emotions without any attempt 2<: co-ordination of thoughts
and ideas. Prayer passes into plaint as suddenly as the mention of the
groundless hate of enemies is followed by confession of sin ; the claim
of suffering for God's sake alternates with prayer; then comes a complaint that he has no sympathizers among his neighbours ; there follow
terrible curses upon his enemies ; then prayer once more; finally,
recognition of God's care for the oppressed is followed by some concluding words of praise. These varying and unconnected outbursts
witness graphically to the worried frame of mind of the psalmist ; and
he shows, indeed, that there was ample cause for his distress. Here is
one involved in violent strife with those within his own surroundings;
he suffers, too, from sickness ; and, worst of all, he is haunted by the
perception of sinfulness within himself, and his efforts to atone for this
are mocked at ; to this is added perplexity regarding his relationship to
God ; and here one cannot fail to notice the absence of those earnest
affirmations of trust and faith in God which are so insistently uttered by
other psalmists ; not that these are really wanting, as his appeals to God
show, but the whirl of worry seems to have unsettled his normal spiritual
state.
The question as to the cause of the enmity whereby he is beset is a
perplexing one ; the psalmist himself throws no light upon it ; presumably it was so obvious as to need no explanation. We have dealt
with this subject in Vol. I, pp. 56 ff.; it will, therefore, not be necessary
to say more about it here.
Of the date there are no· certain indications ; we are inclined to
assign it to the Greek period, partly on account of what we believe
to be the cause of the enmity against the psalmist and partly on account
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of what is said in v. 35 about Zion and the building of the cities of
Judah.
The metre is mainly 3 : 3 ; but there are irregularities.
For the Precentor: To Shoshannim.

David's.

1 (2). Save me, 0 God, for there are
come
the waters unto my soul ;
2 (3). I sink into deep mire,
and there is no standing,
I am come into deep waters,
and the flood floweth over me.
3 (4).
I am weary with my crying,
my throat is parched,
Mine eyes are exhausted
through waiting for my God.
4 (5). More numerous than the hairs of
my bead
are they that hate me without a cause,
More in number than ° my locks O
are they that are mine enemies without
reason;
that which I stole not
(even) that I restore.
Thou, 0 God,
S (6).
knowest my foolishness,
And mine offences are not hid from thee.
6 (7). Let them that wait for thee not be
0
put to shame through me,
Yahweh Zebaoth,
Let them that seek thee not be
brought to dishonour through
0 God of Israel ;
me,
7 (8). For, for thy sake do I bear
reproach,
shame doth cover my face ;
8 (9). I am become a stranger to my
and an alien to my mother's sons.
brethren,
For the zeal of thine house bath eaten me up,
9 (ro).
And the reproaches of them that reproach thee are fallen on me.
0
O
10 (I 1). I humbled my soul with fasting,
and it became a reproach to me ;
r I (12). I made sackcloth my clothing,
and I became 0 a mockery O to them;
12 (13). They that sit in the gate speak
against me,
songs of them that drink strong wine I
13 (14). As for me, my prayer is to thee°,
in an acceptable time, 0 God,
In the multitude of thy mercies
in the surety of thy salvation.
answer me,
14 (15). Deliver me out of the mire that I
0
lift me up O out of the deep waters ;
sink not,
15 (16). Let not the water-flood flow over
me,
and let not the deep swallow me up,
And let not the O pit 0 shut her mouth upon me.
Answer me, Yahweh,
16 (17).
for good is thy mercy,
In the multitude of thy lovingkindnesses turn unto me ;
17 {18). And hide not thy face from thy
for I am in trouble; haste thee to
servant,
answer me.
18 (19). Draw nigh unto my soul, redeem
it.
because of mine enemies ransom me ;
19 (20). "Tho~ knowest my reproach,
and my shame O before 0 all mine
adversaries.
Reproach bath broken my heart 0 ,
20 (21).
I looked for one that would have and for them that would comfort, but
pity, but he was not,
found them not.
O
O
and in my thirst they gave me vinegar
2I (22), They put poison in my food ,
to drink.
0
and their sacrificial feasts O a decoy ;
22 (23). Let their table be a snare to them,
and cause their loins continually to
23 (24). May their eyes become darkened
shake·
that they see not,
Pour
out
upon
them
thine
indigand may the burning of thy wrath
24 (25).
overtake them.
nation,
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:25. (:26). Let their habitation become
desolate,
:z6 (:27). For O him O whom thou hast
smitten they persecute,
:27 (:28). Add iniquity to their iniquity,
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that there be no dweller in their tents ;
• and aggravate the rain of him whom
thou hast pierced •
and let them not O see O thy righteousness;
.
and let them not be inscribed with the
righteous.
and let thy salvation, 0 God, 0 protect
me 0 •
and I will magnify him with thanksgiving,

:28 (:29). Let them be blotted out of thebook of the living,
29 (30). But as for me, I am poor, and in
pain,
30 (31). I will praise the name of God with
a song,
31 (32). And it will please Yahweh better
than an ox,
a bullock with horns and hoofs.
3:z (33). The oppressed ones O will see O it ye that seek God may your heart be
and rejoice ;
quickened ;
33 (34). For Yahweh hearkeneth unto the
needy,
and despiseth not O his godly ones•;
34 (35). Let heaven and earth praise him,
the seas and all that moveth therein;
35 (36). For God will save Zion,
and he will build the cities of Judah,
That they may dwell there anp. take it in possession ;
36 (37). And the seed of his servants shall and they that love his name shall
inherit it,
inhabit it.

Text-critical Notes
4. Read, with Gunkel and others, and a number of MSS., 'J:'1~~Q (cp. Isa.
47• lit. "veil" which covers the locks) for 'rJ't.;)°!?1';1, " my destroyers ". 6. Om.
'◄'11:-l, "my Lord ", for the rhythm's sake. {o. Read, cp. GS, i1~1fl~) for
Mf=tt:r), "and I wept". n. Lit. "a proverb". 13. Orn. nin, for the rhythm's
sake. 14. Orn. ii?~~~. "_let me be . delivered ", which overloads the half-line,
and read, with Gunkel, -~~~~ for 'l:l?Wl,:l, "from them that hate me". 15. Lit.
"well". 19. Orn. ';Jlf7~'!\, "and my _dishonour" for the rhythm's sake; and
,.;i~ for ';f~'.:l-~.• "before thee". :zo. Orn. i"lo/~J~). -" I am sore sick", for the rhythm's
sak~. Read,' with the Versions, i~1, for
"to pity". :21. See exeget. note.
1
:22. Read, wrth T, CllJ'l;l7W1 for O'l;li?tp ?1, "and to them that are in peace".
:26. Read, with the Versions, ,-,~ for i1J;1~. "thou". Lit. "and unto the pain of
him whom thou hast pierced they add ", reading
for the plur.; and, with
GS, ~'~O~ for ~"'1~0\ "they tell". 27. Read, with several MSS. "and G, ~7~
for
come ". · :29. Lit. " set me on high ". 32. Read, with some MSS.
and ·G, ~~"1~ for ~~'1, "they have seen ". 33. Read i'1-'0tj for ,.,7,'t;lti, "his

1~J7,

o;r77ry

~I-Cl:; "

prisoners ". ·

For the title, see Vol. I, p. 17.
1-3. A vein almost of impatience seems to be discernible in these
opening verses. Iri psalms of this type it will be seen that the first vei"Se
is invariably a parallelism, both members of the verse making mention of
God, or of some divine attribute. Here the psalmist says simply Save
me, 0 God, and then immediately begins his tale of woes. Waters, mire,
and flood are all metaphors for dangers and troubles (cp. Pss. 326 , 40 2).
There seems to be no relief from them ; he has cried to God until he is
weary of doing so, his very throat is parched, and he is tired of waiting
for his God. This is all very human and natural ; it is not meant
irreverently; the psalmist's frankness demands all sympathy ; and it is
not as though his outspokenrtess betrayed any real lack of faith in God ;
he is simply irritated by the endless annoyance which he has been
suffering from so many enemies. A little overstated, no doubt, but (4)
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they must have been many in number to be compared to the hairs of his
head; and their false accusations made things worse. Incidentally, it
should be noticed that one whose enemies were so numerous must have
occupied a position of some importance ; the assumption is, therefore,
justified that he was one of the leaders, if not the leader, of the orthodox
party.
The quite admirable sincerity and straightforwardness of our
psalmist is then further illustrated ; his conscience tells him that he
has not been free from sin, and this he frankly acknowledges: 5. Thou,
0 God, knowest my foolishness, and mine offences are not md from thee ;
he does not specify, but following upon the frame of mind exhibited
by what he has said in the preceding verses, it may well be that he is
thinking of what those offences were. It has been remarked that there
are reasons for believing that the psalmist stood in the position of a
leader; this is certainly borne out by what is nowsaid: (6) thosewho have
been inspired by his teaching, i.e., his followers, are in danger of having
to suffer for it ; so the word of prayer is uttered that those who through
me might be put to shame or brought to dishonour, may be spared this
suffering; (7, 8) for it was solely for God's sake that he was glad to
beaT reproach and shame.
9. What had occasioned the immediate animosity of many who
were otherwise in close touch with him seems to have been that the
psalmist had forcibly prevented some unseemly proceedings in the
temple, thine house ; this, at any rate, was how the verse was understood
in the early Church (John 2 17). He gives us some insight into his
forceful character when he says that the zeal of thine house hath eaten
me up ; but like many another reformer he had to suffer for it, the
result being that those who had been guilty of this irreverence resented
his interference, and vented their wrath on him : the reproaches of them
that reproach thee are fallen on me. 10-12. A very different thought
now arises in the psalmist's mind; doubtless, in repentance for wrongdoing, already recalled, he had humbled his soul with fas.ting, and put
on sackcloth, marks of repentance,, as well as mourning (1 Kgs. 21 17,
Joel 2 12); but this had only called forth mockery and gibes on the part
of those who sat drinking in the public place, in the gate (cp. Lam. J14).
13-17. And now the psalmist turns again to prayer; the passage is one
of intense feeling, and witnesses to an earnest trust in God, the more
striking because of its contrast to the transient impatience exhibited in
the opening verses. 18-20. The trouble he is in causes him to return
to the subject of his enemies, from whom he prays to be delivered :
Draw nigh unto my soul, ·,edeem it ,· because of mine enemies ransom me ;
the strong expressions used show the powerful position of his enemies ;
God alone can help him ; he looks in vain for pity or comfort from man.
21. The particularly vindictive action of his enemies is described in
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metapholical language ; he says they put poison in his food; the word
used here for" food" (bar{Uh) is a technical one, and means food that
was brought by friendly neighbours to one who was mourning for the
death of a relative, by way of offering him some mark of sympathy and
comfort (the. word occurs in 2 Sam. 12 17 , Jer. 16 7 and elsewhere);
so the psalmist assumes here the role of a mourner to whom this food is
brought, but it has had poison put into it ! The metaphor is an extraordinary oi;te and is used in order to place on record the outrageously
mean co~du:ct- of his enemies. Then he says further, again speaking
metaphorically, that when he was thirsty they gave him vinegar to drink ;
this means that they put vinegar into his drink, so that, so far from
assuaging his thirst, it only made him more thirsty l That our psalmist
retaliated on his enemies was natural enough ; but the series of cursesthat is the_ {orce,of the utterances which follow (22-28) make a painful
impression. -It ,will not be necessary' to dwell upon them, though a
· few phrasis call for some words of explanation. In 22 it is said : Let
their table be a mare to them ; in its original sense the word for " table "
(sul?zan) meant the mat, whether of plaited straw or of leather, which
was spread out on the ground, and on which the food for a meal was
placed. The word we have rendered II sacrificial feasts " is strictly
correct, the selmn, or _" peace-offering ", was one of the most common
kinds of s:aerifite ; p.trt of the victim came upon the altar, the rest was
eaten .by ·,~:·W,~ppers it ·a sacrificial feast. The point of the
psalmisf-=~19'-; therefore, is'that as his enemies had poisoned his food,
so their irttett\!ed ttiine wu to recoil on themselves ; the mat on which
their food,Wlill,placed :was to be, as it were, a hidden gin, or "snare ";
their joysni&~ial feast was to be a bait-laying trap. It was a kind
of curse-fortll~a, the utterance of which, it was believed', would take
effect. And
effect is described in the next verse : May their eyes
be darkened,. the first sign that poison is having its effect ; this is
followed by the trembling of the limbs, wins, as the psalmist expresses
it. Then, lest this should not prove to be sufficiently effective, the_
psalmist goes so far as to pray that God will pour out on them his
indignati.tm, arid let the burning of his wrath (!Vertake them: so that their
habitation 'may become desolate, and that there be no dweller in their
tents ; in other wotds, that both they and their families may be exterminated. · :And this because they had persecuted him whom God had
smitten, as 'though the divine punishment for his sin-he does not
specify what it is, but see v. 5-were not sufficient. Particularly
distasteful are the _words which follow: Add iniquity to their iniquity;
the horrible desire is here expressed that God would cause them to
sin so as to justify the divine ·chastisement of them ; and let them not see
thy righteousness. means, " and let them not be justified by thee " ;
righteousness is used in the forensic sense of declaration of guiltlessness.

this
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And finally there is the cruel petition : Let them be blotted out of the
book of the living, in reference to the belief that God kept a register of
the living; if the names no longer appeared there it meant that they
would die (cp. Exod. 32 32 , Isa. 4 3). These terrible imprecations, and
similar utterances occur in some other psalms, sound painful to our
ears ; but it must be remembered that they were regarded as a legitimate
means of inflicting retribution. Very different are the beautiful words
which form the conclusion of the psalm, 29-36. In his sanctified
humility the psalmist feels keenly that he is a pitiable object (that
seems to be the force of the Hebrew word here), _stricken by sickness:
But as for me, I am poor, and in pain : nevertheless, he knows that
God's help (salvation) will protect him, a word meaning lit. will "set
him on high" (cp. Ps. 20 1), out of the reach of danger. Then (30) he
will praise the name of God with a song, and thank him. Some very
significant words follow (31) to the effect that this will be more pleasing
to God than the offering of an ox, a bullock with horns and hoofs-the
contemptuous strain is apparent; here we have one of the few passages
in the Psalms in which sacrifices are belittled (see also Pss. 406, 50 8- 1 4,
51 16, 17 ) ; it may well be that this attitude of the psalmist contributed to
the feelings of enmity displayed against him. But however this may be,
he is convinced that this spiritual conception of worship will be sha·red
by others, and it will give them joy and encourage them : the oppressed
ones will see it, and rejoice; ye that seek God may your heart be quickened ;
they will recognize that Yahweh gives heed to them and does not despise
his godly ones (Ifasidim); this last is an emendation, which is, however,
justified; for the text reads " his prisoners " (see text-crit. note),
which is not an appropriate parallel to " the needy " (' Ebyonim), whereas
Ifasidim and 'Ebyonim often occur together as parallels; moreover, there
is much in the psalm which makes it clear that the psalmist was himself a
Ifasid, and a leader of the "godly ones" (on the whole subject see
Vol. I, pp. 56 f.). In gratitude he cries : Let heaven and earth praise
him, the seas and all that moveth therein.
As to the concluding verses, 35, 36, many commentators question
whether they really belong to the psalm in its original form ; and it
must be conceded that they certainly seem out of connexion with all
that has preceded. They contain an eschatological picture, and express
the conviction that God will save Zion, and will build the cities of Judah,
and that all the servants of God and those that love his name will finally
inherit the land and abide therein.

Religious Teaching
This has been necessarily dealt with in the introductory section and
in the exegetical notes.
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A

PSALM written by one, already advanced in years, who has been the
victim of much ill-treatment by unscrupulous enemies ; the cause
of their resentment is not indicated ; what, however, is made clear is
that the psalmist is one who has ever been faithful to his God, while
his enemies are wicked and godless.
The contention that the psalmist represents, and speaks on behalf
of, his people, cannot be sustained ; indeed; it is difficult to see what
could have prompted the idea. Here is one who has trusted in God
from his youth, and who from his " mother's womb " has looked to
Yahweh for help and protection; in gratitude he sings his hymns of
praise; and offers up prayer for the continuance of God's mercy in his
old age. This personal note runs through the whole psa_lm. To
interpret all this in a collective sense is to put a forced and unnatural
meaning on many passages, and to misunderstand the entire spirit and
purpose of the psalm.
Considered from the point of view of composition the psalm is
somewhat lacking; the repetitions and absence of logical sequence in
subject-matter make it of less excellence than most of the psalms.
But for its deep piety and religious spirit it stands among some of th~
most beautiful productions in the Psalter (see further, the concluding
·
section).
Considerable use has been made of other psalms, sometimes
verbally quoted ; at other times an inexact quotation is made, showing
it to have been made from memory. Towards the end of the psalm there
is some corruption in the text, due, in some cases at any rate, to careless
copying.
The psalm is certainly post-exilic, on account of the use made of
other post-exilic psalms (e.g., Ps. 31); but there is nothing to indicate
a more exact date.
The metre is irregular, partly due, in all probability to working-over
by later scribes.
1. In thee, Yahweh, do I trust,
let me never be put to shame;
z. In thy righteousness deliver me and
rescue me,
bow down thine ear unto me ;
Yea, save me, 3. and be unto m~,
a Rock of O safety 0 ,
0
0
A house of defence , to save me,
for my Rock art thou.
4·
My God, rescue me
from the hand of the wicked,
From the clutch of the unrighteous and violent.
5. For thou art my hope, 0 Lord,
my trust from my youth, Yahweh;
O
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6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

II.

u.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

:u.
22.

23.
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On thee have I upheld myself from the womb,
From the bowels of my mother
thou art 0 my strength 0 ,
Of thee is my praise continually.
A wonderment to many am I,
but thou art my strong refuge;
My mouth is full of thy praise,
of thine honour all day.
Cast me not away in the time of mine when my strength faileth me forsake me
eld-age,
not;
For mine enemies speak against me,
they that watch for my soul conspire,
• " God hath forsaken him,
Pursue him and take him,
For there is none that delivereth I "
0 God, be not far from me,
my God, haste thee to help me ;
Let them be ashamed that attack my let them be covered with reproach and
soul,
disgrace 0 •
But as for me, I will continually
0
rejoice •,
and add to all thy praise ;
My mouth 9hall tell of thy righteousness,
all the day of thy salvation,
Yea, the numbers thereof I know not;
0
• I will declare the mighty deeds of I will make mention of thy rigbteousy ahweh,
ness, thine alone.
0 God, thou hast taught me from my and till now do I declare thy wondrousyouth,
works,
Yea, even to old-age and grey haira;
0 God, forsake me not,
O
0
So that I may declare thy deliverance
0
0
to all • the generation,
and thy might to a generation to come 0 •
Thy righteousneBB, 0 God, is 0 everlasting •,
thou that doest gteat deeds ;
0 God, who is like unto thee I
0
0
Thou didst show me many troubles ,
but thou didst keep me alive,
Yea, from the depths of the earth,
thou didst bring me up again,
Thou didst increase my greatness,
0
and thou didst bring back O my· comfort.
I also will thank thee with the harp
for thy faithfulness, 0 my God,
I will pra1.Se thee with the lyre,
0 holy one of Israel ;
My lips shall shout for joy•,
For thou hast redeemed my soul.
Yea, my tongue all the day
shall discourse of thy righteousneBB;
For they are ashamed and confounded
That seek my hurt.
0

Text-critical Notes
3. Read, with many MSS. and the. Versions, ti:P~ for 1i:P~, " d~elling-place "
(see Ps. 31 •c•>). Read, with Ps. 31 ,ui, n,,:i~"? ,,,~ for. Q'!\~ 1";if;'1 K'l.:::i';, " to come
continually thou hast commanded ". 6. Read, cp. G, "Ti:P for "fil, " he that bringeth
me over " .• 10. Om. i1i;-t! " together ", it is unnecessary and overloads the half-line.
II. Orn. -it>~, "saying", for the same reasons as the foregoing. 13 •• Om. ~?:;,\
"let them be consumed", which overloads the half-line. Orn. 'i'.lfl "Wi?~t;l, "that
seek my hurt ", which overloads the half-line. 14. Read, with Gunkel, ?~t:t for
?r.,~~. "I will hope", as being a better parallel. 16. Read, with Cheyne,
.ni-i~
for i\i"'l:;l~::;;i ~i.:::!~, " I will come with mighty deeds "; and om. "~"TI::!
for th~ rhythm's sake:· 18. Lit. "arm" used figuratively. Read, with G, ·?:;,';i:
Read '\'fr:'1-,~~ ~i::J, -i'\i?~. 19. Read O?i:P·1~ for ci-ic-,:v," unto the height;,_
20. Orn.· "1lp~, " ;ho " ·and r,i~l1 " ~nd. evils ", whi;h overload the half-line.
21. Read, with the Versions, ::i~wt:,7 for ::it:l,":,\ "and tum again". 23. Orn.
iJ~·iT7?p'!~ .'~. "for I sing praise unto thee", which overloads the half-line,
and om. -,ftl, " which ".
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1-3. This opening prayer, coupled with a resolute faith in Yahweh,
is almost verbally identical with Ps. 31 1, 2 • The prayer is offered with
the greater assurance in that the psalmist knows that he is one of godly
life, In thee do I trust, so that there is an implied sense of innocence in the
words, In thy righteousness deliver•me and rescue me, because a righteous
God helps those who are true to him. The firm faith of the psalmist in his
God as one upon whom he can rely, is expressed by the three phrases : a
Rock of safety (cp. Pss. 18 31, 62 7), a house of defence (as in Ps. 31 2 ,cp. Isa.
33 18), my Rock (a different word in Hebrew) art thou {cp. Pss. 1811, 42 9).
The cause which has called forth this prayer is (4) that he may be rescued
from the hand of the wicked, from the clutch (lit. " palm ", but see Ezek.
29 7, "grasp with the palm") of the unrighteous and violent. He is,
thus, an object of hatred, but he does not say why; although he does
not apply the title to himself, he was, no doubt, a [fasid, in which case
the cause of enmity would be explained {see Vol. I, pp. 56 f.). There is
good reason why he should be convinced that God would rescue him,
for (S, 6) his hope and trust had been in Yahweh from his youth; nay,
more : On thee have I upheld myself from the womb ; the thought is
that of one clinging on to something ; so had he supported himself on
Yahweh. This verse is clearly based on Ps. 228, 10 ; but similar words
occur also in Isa. 46 3, where the reference is to the nation; and this has
been pointed to in support of the collective interpretation of the psalm ;
but the psalmist has just said that in .Yahweh has been his trust from
his youth, which could not be said of the nation ; the prophetical
passage makes no mention of the nation's youth.
All through his life the psalmh,t has had the experience of the
blessedness of a real trust in God. Since he thus looks back upon his
early years, he was evidently now an old man. Then, turning again
to the present, (7) he says that he is a wonderment to many; we have
rendered the Hebrew word by " wonderment " rather than by the
ordinary word " wonder ", which is generally used in a good sense,
whereas here the meaning is rather that of a contemptible spectacle
causing astonishment; the reference is probably to some malady from
which the psalmist was_ suffering. But he disregards the surprised
contempt of his enemies because God is his strong refuge; therefore (8)
his mouth is full of praise and honour to God. Then(9-13) the thought
of his old-age recurs, and he prays: Cast me not away in the time of
mine old-age . . . : and he refers again to his enemies, this time with a
little more detail. They are slanderers, they speak against him, and
watch for any opportunity to harm him. In reference, it may be
surmised, to his sickness, they maintain that God hath forsaken him,
so that they can with impunity pursue him and take him. But the
psalmist knows that God will deliver him from their evil machinations,
and prays for his help, and that those that attack his soul may be ashamed,
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and covered with reproach and disgrace. The use of the word soul (also
in v. 10) should be noted; it is used almost invariably in reference to an
individual, thus showing again, incidentally, the untenability of the
view that the psalmist represents the community. 14-16. That his
prayer had not been in vain the psalmist now shows by his grateful recognition of God's goodness to him, for which he rejoices and praises him.
So many have been these acts of lovingkindness, showing forth the
divine rightousness, that they are simply innumerable, the numbers thereof
I know not; therefore he will declare those mighty deeds, and make
mention of that righteousness, emphasized by the expression thine alone.
17-19. His faithfulness to God, and his recognition of divine guidance
from his youth, are then beautifully expressed in the words : 0 God,
thou hast taught me from my youth ; and he can claim that he has declared the wondrous works of God all through his life, even till now, to
old-age and grey hairs, to which he again refers. This he will continue
to do to all the generation, i.e., to all those living around him, who in
their turn will proclaim it to a generation to come; for God's righteousness
is everlasting, and he ever does great deeds. With over-full heart the
psalmist cries : 0 God, who is like unto thee ! 20, 21. Then, once more,
reminiscences of the past come into the psalmist's mind: Thou didst
show me many troubles, but God preserved him; he was even near to
death, but the divine mercy saved him : Yea, from the depths of the
earth thou didst bring me up again ; and prosperity and comfort were his
lot once more. 22-24. The psalm closes with a triumphant hymn of
praise and gratitude.
Religious Teaching

So far as devout expressions of faith in God are concerned, this
psalm has much in common with many others. But what is particularly
noteworthy, and aimost unique in the Psalter, is the beautiful picture of
one, new well advanced in years, who can look back upon his past life
in the happy conviction that he has done his duty to God; and that,
in spite of troubles, God has been with him and upheld him.
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THIS psalm is differently interpreted by commentators. A number
of passages quite obviously refer to an earthly king, while others express
thoughts which would seem to apply to the Messianic king. Against
the view that the psalm is to be Messianically interpreted is the fact
that if the psalmist had had the Messianic king in mind he would not,
with his ~arked familiarity with the prophetical teaching regarding the
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Messiah, have omitted the most striking attributes of that wonderful
figure as set forth in such passages, among others, as Isa. 96 , 7 , n 1- 5 ,
32 1-s. The psalm, we submit, was composed in honour of a king on his
accession to the throne ; the psalmist, in characteristically Oriental style,
idealizes the royal person whom he is honouring, and gives utterance to
thoughts which to modern Western ears sound exaggerated ; statements
are made and wishes are expressed, which give an impression of unreality ; but familiarity with Eastern modes of expression, so often
illustrated in the Old Testament, will show them to be perfectly genuine.
The psalm is an exceedingly interesting illustration of the way in
which a court-poet of those days welcomed the new king on his accession
to the throne ; and the definitely religious note struck in the opening
verses is full of significance; as God's representative among his people,
righteousness is to be the guiding principle of his reign.
The psalm was never intended for liturgical worship, and was never
used in the worship of the Synagogue. Its inclusion in the Psalter was
doubtless due to the religious conception of the king's duties. That
the psalm is pre-exilic is obvious on the face of it; a post-exilic psalm
would involve a Messianic interpretation, which, as we have seen, is
untenable.
The text of vv. 16, 17 has undergone some corruption.
The metre is irregular.
I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
II.
12.

13.

14.

16.

17.

Solomon's.
0 God, 0 thy justice 0
give to the king,
And thy righteousness to the king's son,·
O
0
That he may judge thy people with
righteousness,
and thy poor with justice.
May the mountains bring peace
and the hills righteousness
May he vindicate the poor among the
people,
and help the sons of the needy,
And tread down the oppressor,.
While the sun° endureth 0 ,
and the moon, to all generatiqns;
May it descend like rain on the land,
like showers that O water O the earth,
O
O
May righteousness flourish in his and abundance of peace till the moon
days,
be no more.
May he rule from sea to sea,
and from the river to the ends of the
earth;
May O his foes O bow down before him,
and his enemies lick the dust ;
May the kings of Tarshish, and the isles,
bring gifts,
offer presents ;
The kings of Sheba and Seba
May all kings bow down to him,
all nations serve him.
For_ he delivereth the needy O from the
nch 0 ,
.
and the oppressed that hath no helper;
He hath pity on the weak and poor,
and the souls of the poor he helpeth;
He redeemeth their soul from
oppression °,
and precious is their blood in his eyes ;
May he live, and may there be given him gold of Sheba;
May they pray for him continually,
may they bless him at all times.
May there be O abundance O of corn in may it O grow thick O on the tops of the
the land,
mountains ;
Like Lebanon may its yield O flourish •,
and • its sheaves O like herbs on the
land.
May his name last for ever,
as long as the sun° standeth firm 0 ,
And may all nations with him be and O all the tribes of the earth O call
prospered,
him blessed.
0

O

,

O

;
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Blessed be Yahweh 0
the God of Israel,
Who alone doeth wondrous things ;
And blessed be his glorious name for ever,
And may all the earth be full of his glory.
Amen and Amen.
[The prayers of David, the son of Jesse, are ended.] 0

Text-critical Notes
:i. Read, cp. G, ,::r:1 for 7'1~. "he
ahall judge". 3. Om. Cll'?, "to the people" (gloss). Read, with G, Mij't¥,
omitting .:;,., 11 with". 5. 'iead, with G, if'7~~1, lit. "while it continueth ",
for 9'.:iN"1'~ "may they fear thee". 6. Read ~!:l'i.T~. or, with the-Versions, ~!)r;i:.
7. Read,'with many MSS. and the Versions, i'1l for i''i~, "righteous (man)".
9. Read,,,~ for C'~~. "jackals:•. u. Read, with the Versions ~1W~, lit. "from
the noble (in rank)" for :P~W1.;>, "when he crieth". 14. Om., for the rhythm's
sake Otln?;i~, "and from violence". 16. Read, with .Gressmann, l19!;1, for the
othe~i;e 'unknown n~~- Read, with Gressmann, "1W¥~, lit. "may it be rich",
for W:P"1_\ "may it shake". Read
for ~'.:?'~~\ "and they shall flourish.".
Read, with Gunkel, i"1't;l~l (coll.) for "1'~t,;l, ." fi;om the city". J7.• Rea<!
(cp. G a,a,uMi) for j'~\ "it shall bud". Orn. iotp._ Add, with G, n,n!\)~n:;:i-1;
\'"1~i'J. ,8. Om., with some M~S. and GS, c,r,1,~, "90d ". ~o. Omi~ed by
a number of MSS, G reads r,i't,;,ryr-:,, "praises", for rii½~z:;i, ' prayers '.

r. Read, with the Versions, the sing.

V'~:
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The title assigning the psalm to Solomon was doubtless suggested
by the words of v. 10 (cp. 1 Kgs. 101 u.).
1, 2. As already pointed out, this psalm was composed in honour of
the king, in all probability on his accession to the throne. With a true
sense of what is primarily demanded in a king, the psalmist begins with
a prayer to God on behalf of the new ruler : 0 God, thy justice give to
the king ; he says thy justice both because divine justice is unalterable,
and because God is the source of all justice ; with this is inseparably
connected thy righteousness, also of divine origin, and unfailing. The
new ruler is spoken of as the king's son, which would seem to imply that
he was yet young. With divine guidance he will be able to judge thypeople
with righteousness; significant is thy people and thy poor (lit." afflicted"),
for all the people belong to Yahweh, the king rules on trust ; the poor
are especially God's own, a thought often occurring in the prophetical
writings(e.g., Isa. 3 14, 15, 1432 , 32 7). Theseversesshowtheuntenability
of a Messianic interpretation of the psalm. 3-11. A series of good
wishes for the new king follows. Thus, the psalmist says, re-echoing Isa.
52 7, May the mountains bring peace, and the hills righteousness (cp. Isa.
55 12}; the point of these words is that it is upon the mountains around
Jerusalem that messengers appear (Isa. 52 7) ; it is a wish, already
expressed in the prayer, that the king may vindicate the poor among the
people, i.e., justify them when wrongly accused, and thus shield them
from the oppressor, whom he will tread down. It is a poetical exaggeration when the psalmist adds : While the sun endureth . . . An
expressive picture follows : May it, i.e., righteousness, as the next verse
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shows, descend like rain on the land, like showers that water (see text~
crit. note) the earth. The word for" land" is a very rare one, it occurs
elsewhere only in Deut. 18 4 , Job 31 20, Am. 71, and means land on which
the grass has fully grown and is ready for mowing. He continues :
May righteousness flourish in his days. Then (8-11) wishes of another
kind are expressed ; they touch upon the political sphere. May he rule
from sea to sea, and from the river to the ends of the earth, quoted verbally
from Zech. 910, where they are Messianically interpreted; the words
meant, for one who was living in Palestine, from the Dead Sea to the
Mediterranean, east to west, and from the Euphrates to some indefinite
part beyond Egypt, north to south (strictly north-east to south-west).
9. In accordance with this wide-spread power the further wish is expressed that his foes may bow down before him, and his enemies lick the dust,
an Oriental figure of speech to express deep humility before a conqueror ;
the expression occurs in Isa. 49 23, Mic. 7 17, but with no reference to the
Messianic king, it is before the people of Israel that the nations humble
themselves. All the kings of the earth are to be subject to this king, so
the psalmist's wish runs next; they are to bring gifts and tribute to him.
Tarshish is usually identified with the Phrenician colony of Tartessus,
in Spain ; the isles refer presumably to those in the Mediterranean sea,
but coastlands are also included (cp. Isa. 41 1, 11) ; Sheba was in southern
Arabia (cp. Isa. 606, Ezek. 27n, H), and Seba, or Saba, was" a royal city
of Ethiopia, which Cambyses afterwards named Meroe, after the name
of his own sister " (Josephus, Antiq. II. 249). These kings are all to
bow down to him, and the nations to serve him (cp. Isa. 60 6 tt., 11 fl., not
in reference to the Messianic king). All this is to be~ the reward of the
king, for the psalmist now (u-14) takes for granted that the prayer he
had offered on behalf of the king (vv. I, 2) will be answered: For he
delivereth the needy from the rich (see text-crit. note) and the oppressed
that hath no helper . . . Therefore ( I 5) the poor will be able to live.
May he live is collective, and the king will, of his bounty, give him of
the gold of Sheba ; so the psalmist hopes. Therefore they will pray for
him continually and bless him at all times. Here, again, it will be seen
that the thought of the Messianic king was not in the psalmist's mind.
But the greatest need of the poor was that they might have their daily
bread, therefore the psalmist, in high-flown Oriental style, expresses the
wish that not only may there be abundance of corn in the land, but that it
may even grow thick on the tops of the mountains ; and he adds : Like
Lebanon may its yield flourish, and its sheaves like herbs on the land :
it is uncertain whether the reference here is to the luxurious growth of
trees on mount Lebanon, or whether Libanus is meant, as in Hos.
145, 818, 7), Cant. 4 11, the tree, vigorous and sweet-smelling, from the
leaves of which incense was made, hence the Hebrew word, l•bonah,
" frankincense " ; in any case, like the parallel clause, the language is
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hyperbolic, but quite in accordance with what would be expected from
a court-poet on such an auspicious occasion. A reign during which
such prosperity was looked for, would inspire the expectation that the
king's name would last for ever, and stand firm as long as the sun ; another
Oriental mode of expression, it does not occur elsewhere, though for a
somewhat similar thought cp. Ps. 89 36 • The beneficent reign of this
king will be such, according to the psalmist's idealistic wishes, that other
nations will partake of his prosperity, and all the tribes of the earth will
call hz"m blessed. 18, 19. This doxology is not part of the psalm; it
was, no doubt, added when the Psalter was divided into five books (to
correspond with the " Five Books of Moses ") ; each book concludes
with a similar doxology (41 13, 89 62 , 106 48 ), the place of which is taken
by Ps. 150 as the concluding doxology to the whole Psalter. 20 is
omitted by a number of MSS.

Religious Teaching

In a psalm so taken up with good wishes for the new king it is
not surprising that the religious element is not prominent. But it is
significant that the psalm opens with a prayer which, though short,
asks for what is of fundamental importance. For a ruler to be guided by
just dealing and righteous acts, recognizing that they are of divine
inspiration, is a blessing to his country of inestimable value. This
conception of kingship was ingrained in ancient Israel ; an ideal for
all time.

PSALM 73
LIKE Pss. 37 and 49, Ps. 73 deals with the problem, first formally stated
by Habakkuk and still unsolved, of the principles on which rewards and
punishments are distributed among men. The problem could arise
only on the basis of such teaching as that given by the eighth-century
prophets and their successors-that the world is governed by righteous
and infallible Omnipotence. Given that doctrine, however, the
further question becomes inevitable, for the facts of life are by no means
in harmony with its apparent corollaries. It does not follow that upright
conduct always produces happiness, or that the sinner always meets
with obvious disaster. The classical discussion of the problem is
found in the book of Job ; it is raised .more than once in the prophets,
and is the theme of these psalms. The three, however, handle the
matter in different ways. In Ps. 37 the law of mechanical retribution is
stated in a somewhat crude form, reminding us of the position taken by
Job's friends: the adversity of the righteous and the prosperity of the
wicked are alike temporary and evanescent. The writer of Ps. 49,
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again, has a totally different line of approach, and dwells on the unreality
of material prosperity in view of the common fate of all humanity.
He has developed a contempt for wealth which suggests the attitude of
the Stoic or even of the Cynic. Ps. 73 goes deeper, and seeks an answer
to the rankling question through the mystic experience of the thoughtful
saint.
In a sense, then, the psalm has a didactic purpose, and Gunkel's
inclusion of it among the " Wisdom Psalms " has some justification,
though even in that group it is unique. Like so much of the Wisdom
literature, it comes from a comparatively late date. Both the teaching
of the psalm and its language point to a time well on in the post-exilic
period. There are numerous archaisms, apparently intentional, with
unconscious lapses into late form and idiom.
The text has been fairly well preserved, though there are one or two
difficult passages. The worst case is v. 10, which, in any case, badly
interrupts the connexion between .vv. 9 and I I, and would follow well
after v. 5. Further, Kittel is surely ju6tified in placing v. 21 between
tl'V. 16 and 17.
The metre is mainly 3 : 3, with 2: 2: 2 in vv. 12 and 18, and anacrusis in vv. 2, 11, and 28. In three instances (v. 21, twice, and v. 17),
a word heavily charged with meaning must receive two stresses.
1.

:i.

Surely O God O is good 0 to the upright 0 ,
But as for me t
My feet had all but 0 slipped O ,

3. For
I grew hotly indignant
at the
0
O

Elohim to the pure in heart !
a hair's breadth and my steps O were
gone 0 •
as I ·gazed on the prosperity of the
wicked.
faultless 0 and fat is their belly.
they are not plagued with mankind.
0
and for water they have no thirst O •
garb of violence wraps them about.
the fair schemes of their heart pass all
bounds.
0
arrogantly 0 they speak in disdain.

wealth of the boasters ,
4. For no bonds O have they,
5. They are not in the trouble of mortals,
0
10.
Thus are they sated with bread 0 ,
6. Therefore is pride their necklet,
7. From
fatness comes forth their
0
iniquity 0 ,
8. They mock, and speak ill,
9. They have set their mouth against
heaven,
and their tongue roves through earth.
u. And they sayand is there knowledge in" the highest ?
How does God know ?
1:i. Behold! these are the wicked,
and in endless calm
they increase their wealth.
13. Surely in vain have I kept my heart
pure,
and washed my hands in innocence !
0
and chastening was mine • every
14. And I have been smitten all day,
morning.
15. Had I thought: I would 0 thus 0
I were traitor • to the generation • of thy
tell my tale,
children.
16, So I quested to know this,
a trouble was it in mine eyes.
:n. For my heart grew ever more bitter,
and in my reins was a gnawing pain.
:i:i. And I was an ignorant, brute,
.
a very beast I became before thee.
17. Till I entered God's holy places,
understood their latter end.
111. Surely in slippery places
thou settest them,
in beguiling thou brlnaest them down.

z
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19. How are they a waste in a moment,
20.

As a dream 'Yhen one waketh, 0 ~rd,

23. Nevertheless-I am ever with thee,
24. With thy counsel thou leadest me
0
in the way 0 ,
25. Whom have I in the heavens?

26. My flesh and mv heart O cease to be,
27. For lo I they perish that are far from
thee,
28. My goodness is nearness to God,

73
through terrors are finished and ended I
when thou rousest thee thou wilt
despise their form.
thou boldest my right hand.
and afterwards wilt gloriously take me.
in the earth I have no delight save in
thee·
but my portion is God for ever.
all that go a-whoring from thee thou
destroyest.
I have made in the Lord
my
refuge. 0 0
O

O

Text-critical Notes

-,rp~'?

Read, with Graetz, 1,~
for" unt~ lsfl!el ". 2. Read, with (rre G, ~,~;;i
for K.-thil, '~?Qt• 3. Read, with Budde, c,1:,7in l~n~ for "at the boasters". 4. Rend
with Ewald, Cfl 'ic7 fof "at their death". 10. Read, mainly with Lagarde (cited
by Gunkel), CtT1, ~:P:iiW~ j:ll for" his people shall return hither". Read i,.l', C~t)~
~~: for "and waters of the full are wrung out". 7. Read, with G, c;,ii for
" their eye". 8. Read, with Graetz, jl(l'.!? for" oppression ". 14. Read'? rir:t:li,,i
for" my chastening". 15. ~ead, with Bickell, T1~iJ for "behold I". Rpid, with
Staerk (cited by Gunkel),
for "the generation". 20. Read '!f7~:ll':;i for"in
the awakening (trans.) ". 24. Insert m~:i;i, omitted through similarity.with the next
word. 26. Orn., with Duhm, "the rock of my heart".
28. Orn., with G,
" Yahweh ". The last clause of the verse is a liturgical gloss, still further expanded
1.

.,~,:;i

in G.

"The great Nevertheless" is the descriptive title prefixed by Kittel
to this psalm, and its contents justify the phrase. It opens with a single
verse in which the atmosphere of the whole finds expression. The poet
has honestly considered the facts of life, and faces his problems with
courage. Now-as the Hebrew particle at the beginning implieshe is able. to state with confidence his general conclusion. That particle
is significant; it occurs again in vv. 13 and 18, "After all, it must be so,
in spite of appearances to the contrary, and in spite of desperate inward
struggles, God (' el, as in v. I 1) is good to the upright."
The psalmist has a right to say this. It is not the glib statement
of an easy and superficial orthodoxy. He has descended into the depths
of torturing doubt, and this side of his experience is set before us in
vv. 2-u. His problem is general, but his treatment is his own. The
emphatic pronoun at the beginning of v. 2-As for me-doubly emphasized by the anacrusis, serves at once to link the psalmist's account of
his case with the general conclusion of v. I. His experience is described
in language which makes us think of a tyro on skates. His feet had all
but slipped-flown this way and that without his volition or controland his steps had been within a hair's breadth of utter confusion : a
strong word, meaning literally " poured out ". But it is not on level
ice that this has befallen him, but on a precipice edge, and there had been
a momel).t when it had seemed that he was actually over the brink.
His danger had not been physical ; he had been stirred by sudden
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hot emotion, jealousy, anger, or a combination of the two, by the peace
and prosperity of unworthy men. It is not only their wickedness,
but also their bearing and their success that have moved him. Their
language is that of boasters (v. 3), full of arrogant mockery and overweening pride, counting all others their inferiors, and speaking of them
as such (v. 8). Nothing on earth commands their respect,and the heavens
are not too high for their criticism (v. 9), for they treat God himself
as ignorant and stupid (v. II). Yet they are prosperous, and the
psalmist's bitter humour finds an outlet in his picture of them. In the
East, be it remembered, the first use made of newly-won wealth is
to spend it on unlimited food, and it is often literally true that a man's
girth varies directly as his income. So wealthy have these men become
that they have passed all familiar limits (they have no bonds), and seem
to be positively globular, with no flaw in the smooth circle of their belly
(v. 4). The trouble that toil brings with it and the strokes whereby
mankind are plagued pass them by ; they have all they can want of the
good things of life (vv. 5, 10). From their fat heart are schemes of
iniquity born, and gorgeous pictures are painted by their extravagant
and lawless fancy (v. 7). Their language, too, is arrogant, and they
speak in disdain-as the Hebrew idiom has it, " from their lofty position ", thinking all men beneath them. But God has not said a word.
In the second part of the psalm, vv. 12-28, the poet gives the story
of the war within himself, and of the victory he finally won. His first
reaction had been to succumb to an almost irresistible temptation, and
to doubt the validity of his fundamental belief in-goodness (vv. 12-15).
It was here that he had .slipped on the brink of the cliff, and all
but been dashed to spiritual ruin. " Behold ! ", he cries, " these are
the wicked ", and the opening interjection is almost a conditional particle
-indeed, it must have had that sound to a writer whose daily vernacular
was Aramaic. " If that is what wickedness achieves, then, after all
(again the particle of v. 1), I must have been wrong. All my struggles
for purity and innocence have been a failure ; goodness is no good.
I have let myself suffer pain and persecution for a phantom and a baseless dream" (vv. 13 f.). But from that peril the psalmist had been saved.
He knew that he did not stand alone : there were others fighting in
the ranks beside him. To allow himself to harbour the doubt would
have been to desert to the enemy, and to range himself on the side of
evil. So would he have been traitor to his loyal comrades, the children
of that God whom all claimed as their Father.
So he returned to the war of the spirit. Trouble and toil lay before
him (v. 16), and his heart grew bitter, his mind soured by the contemplation of the facts, while there was, as it were, a mordant tooth, gnawing
at the centre of his emotional life, like the vulture tearing Prometheus'
liver (v. 21). Worse and worse grew the atrophy of his tortured soul,
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till, in utter abasement, he speaks of himself as a very beast, with a
curious Hebrew idiom by which a plural form is used to emphasize
an idea. But at last he found himself in the holy places of God's heart,
not merely in the outward temple, but in that inner shrine of the spirit
where God and man may most surely meet (v. 17). He turns to that
God whose cause he has so nearly betrayed : " After all, it must be so "
(again the particle of v. t), the wicked, too, stand in peril, in slippery
places, but their danger is enhanced by God's hostility. We cannot
here endorse the psalmist's attitude; the days are long past when Jc:w
or Christian can think of God beguiling men to their ruin (v. 18). But
these men have set themselves up against God, and must find that he
does knDf!), that their superiority over others is met by the fact that God
will despise them, think no more of them than a waking man does of
the figures brought before him in a dream, and hurl them to sudden,
complete and horrible ruin (vv. 19 f.).
Then, once more, the emphatic pronoun at the beginning of v. 23
brings us back from wrath to love, from the wicked to the loyal
servant of God. Now the psalmist knows who it is that has gripped
his right hand on the edge of the precipice, who it is that leads him in
the path. But more, he knows, too, that a vital union with God is as
eternal as God himself. He thinks, possibly, of Enoch, and, though he
does not contemplate for himself an escape from physical death (cf.
v. 26), he is certain that a material event like the dissolution of the body
is powerless to break the love-forged links of the soul. In heaven and
in earth, living or dying, he has but one supreme pleasure (v. 25) and
one passion, nearness to God, the only experience which he can really
call good (vv. 26, 28). Those that are false to God will perish-nay,
have already been annihilated, since their real self, their very soul,
has been destroyed by their sin (v. 27). But the man who has once found
his refuge in the Lord, and has known the secret of his intimate converse,
has attained an experience transcending all the fortunes of the material
world, and has already entered into life eternal.
Religious Teaching

In a sense, this psalm is an epitome of the book of Job.

While it
lacks the intensity of feeling, the grandeur of conception, the dramatic
character-drawing, and the intellectual depth manifested in that great
poem, it deals with the same problem, follows the same line of thought,
and offers one of the few Old Testament adumbrations of a genuine
doctrine of immortality. Its thought is in some ways more closely
akin to that of Greece than to that of normal Israel. . The psalmist
does not contemplate the resurrection of the material body, achieved
by the return of the spirit that vanished at death, but rather a personality temporarily united to a physical being, which can, if it be really
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in touch with God, survive the disintegration of its earthly frame,
and stand without veil of mortal clay in the immediate presence of the
eternal Father. But the path by which this goal is reached is emphatically Hebrew, and not Greek. The Hellenic belief in immortality was
based on psychology and metaphysic. That of the psalmist, like
that of Job, had an ethical and religious foundation. God being what
these men, in the depths of their soul, knew him to be, no other result
was possible. A problem in religious thought, as in science, is created
by an apparent clash between theory and fact. Either the theory must
be abandoned, or further truth must be elucidated which will bring
the discordant fact into the universal scheme. The theory here is the
character of God, as revealed through the great prophets ; the conflicting fact is the seeming injustice and inequality of divine retribution.
The psalmist resisted the temptation to abandon the basic theory,
and the inevitable conclusion-the first step towards a final solutionwas a recognition of ~nother life, in which eternal values should be
vindicated.

PSALM 74
PSALM 74 is called a Maski/ (see Vol. I, p. 15), and belongs to the class
of the Laments of the Community. It describes the desolation of the
land, especially of the temple, and pleads for divine interposition.
Its date is not easy to determine. The temple has been defiled and
partially, at least, destroyed by fire. Much of its woodwork has been
hewn in pieces, and the enemy has set up heathen symbols, while sacred
buildings have been burnt throughout the whole country. The land is
spiritually desolate, too ; though the invader has vilely insulted the God
of Israel, he has made no response, and there is not even a prophet to
foretell how or when the trouble will end.
-There are two familiar events in the history of Israel which are
commonly mentioned in connexion with this psalm : the destruction of
Jerusaiem by Nebuchadrezzar in 586 B.C., and the defilement of the
temple by Antiochus Epiphanes in 167 B.C. Theodoret's suggestion
that we have here a prediction of the burning <;>f the temple by Titus in
A.D. 70 need not be taken seriously. In favour of the earlier date
we have the facts in general, though the psalmist mentions neither the
destruction of the city nor the deportation of the people. Most of
the details would fit the Maccaba:an age-the apparent reference to the
synagogues (vv. 4 and 8), the profanation of the temple (v. 7), the
erection of heathen symbols• (v. 4), while in v. 6 G read " doors" for
"carvings" (cf. I Mace. 438), and the "dark places of the earth"
in v. 20 have been interpreted (though wrongly, see below) as the caves
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and dens in which the faithful took refuge from Syrian persecution.
Further, the failure of prophecy (v. 9) is held to be reflected also in
I Mace. 446, 9'1:1, 1441 • It is pointed out, however, that the desolation
had taken place long before the psalm was written (vv. 1, 3, 10), that
Antiochus did not actually burn the whole temple (v. 7), and that the
psalm contains no reference either to the damage done in Jerusalem
itself, or to the systematic attempts made by Antiochus to stifle Judaism
by destroying the books of the Law, and by inflicting the death penalty
for certain religious observances.
Another view, championed by Buttenwieser, is that the psalm
dates froin the first half of the fourth century, when certainly Judah
was involved in grave trouble with Artaxerxes Ochus (359-338 B.c.).
Our references to these events, however, are obscure and uncertain;
it is easy to assign a work to a period of which we have so few records,
because no discordant details are known to us. In view of the licence
a poet often allows himself in describing events, and the hyperbole to
which he is sometimes given, we can hardly take psalms like this and
Ps. 79 as a basis for the reconstruction of detailed history. All we can
say is that the psalm may date from this period, and that we know of
no other which would suit it better.
A different type of explanation would make no reference to a historical situation, and see in this psalm a composite work. The first part,
vv. 1-1 I, may be a lament of a type familiar to us in certain Tammuz
liturgies, while the second, with its suggestions of the creation mythology, may be in some way- connected with the New Year festival.
The main difficulty in this view is that vv. 18 ff. certainly return to the
spirit of prayer and petition, and take up again the note struck in the
first part.
Decision is difficult, certainty impossible. If the psalm arose out
of a definite historical situation, the view least open to objection may
be that of Cales, who suggests that a poem originally written about
540 B.C. was worked over and " modernized " to fit l«ter events,
possibly the assaults of Artaxerxes Ochus or of Antiochus IV.
The metre of the psalm is 2 : 2, with 3 : 2 in vv. 2, 6---7, and, possibly,
20. The first part of v. 20 appears to have lost two significant words.
Maski/.
Wherefore, 0 God,
Thine anger bums lurid
:2. Remembe1,thy congregation,
Thou redeemedst the tribe of thy
heritage,
3. Step with giant stride
To the havoc once wrought
I.

4. Thine adversaries have roared against
thee

Asaph's
hast thou cast off for ever ?
against the flock thou didst feed ;
thou didst purchase of oldMount Zion, where thou dwellest.
to the everlasting ruins,
by the foe O in thy sanctuary 0 •

in the midst of 0 thy assemblies O ;
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8.
9.
10.

u.
u.

They have raised their emblems,
0
Like one lifting O on high
0
They have hewn down ° its carvings
And with the hatchet they have smitten
them off,
They have profaned to the ground
And have said in their heart,
0
,o Come, and let us cause to cease
Our embl!!IIJ.s we see not ;
Nor is there with us
How long, 0 God,
Shall the foe despise
Why drawest thou back
0
And thy right hand withholdest 0
0
But thou, 0 God 0 ,
Working triumph
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emblems (s) 0 we know not 0 •
axes in forest-thickets,
with the axe together.
(7) 0 they have burnt O in the fire thy
sanctuary.
the home of thy name.
0
'
Let us smite them O together,
all God's assemblies in the land.'
there is no more any prophet,
one that knoweth how long ?
shall the adversary insult ?
thy name for ever ?
thy hand, 0 0 God O ?
within thy bosom ?
art my King for ever,
in the midst of the earth.

13. Thou didst defeat
The heads of the monsters
14. Thou didst shatter
Gavest him as meat
~s- Thou didst rend open
Thou didst dry up
16. Thine is the day;
. Thou didst ordain
17. Thou didst establish
Summer and winter-

the Sea by thy might,
didst crush on the waters.
the heads of Leviathan,
0
as fodder O to jackals.
fountain and torrent;
perennial rivers.
rea, thine the night ;
the sun for a light O •
all the bounds of the earth ;
thou didst form them.

18. Remember thisAnd a foolish people
19. Give not 0 to the falcon°
The life of thy lowly
0
20. Look on ° thy covenant
For the dark places of the earth are
full
2 I. Let them not tum back
Let the lowly and poor
22. Arise, 0 God,
Remember thine insults
23. Forget not
The tumult of them that rise against
thee,

the foe O doth insult thee
despiseth thy name.
the soul of thy dove;
forget not forever.

0
,

0
of pride and violence 0 •
crushed O and ashamed 0 ;
praise thy name.
plead thy cause ;
from fools all the day.
the noise of thine adversaries,

that cometh up continually.

Te:i:t-critical Notes
3. Read, with G, 1~,1=1, for "in the sanctuary" (e"j~;). 4. Read, with
many MSS, the plural ;'1~70, instead of the singular. 5. Read (cf. G, 'IYT, i,t;)
'IJ,V~
for "it shall be known•·, and attach to i·. 4. Read c,-,Q~ for" as one
brin;ing ". 6. Read, with G, 'IY7, for" and now". 7. Read (cf. G), 'IEliif'~ for" they
sent". 8 Read, with Kittel, C;;l;; for "we will oppress them " (?). Read, following
many G MSS, i"l!;',:;lt;,4;: , 1. Insert C,!'.i,!$ (Buhl, i11i"I,). Read, with Bickell, N?,?1:1
for " destroy", and transpose to after" thy right hand •~ 12. Read, with Ley, i1l;llt1
c,i'.I;~ for" and God". 14. Read, with Wellhausen, C,Y';_:, for" to a people". 16. Read,
with Durun, ~tp -,;~7;17 for "light and sun". x8. Read '1f!i)}r., for "insulted
Yahweh". 19. Read, with Perles,
for "to the animal of". 20. Read, with
G, "Tl'.'l~i~7 for "the covenant". Read (cf. Bickell), C~Q1 r,~ for "dwellings
of vioien~ ". 21. Read with Durun, C7?'1 for "ashamed".

lit'

n~7

The psalm falls into four parts of unequal length: (a) vv. 1-3,
(b) vv. 4-u, (c) V'V. 12,-17, (d) vv. 18-23. The first of these is intro,ductory, and puts briefly the substance of the whole. The poet feels
keenly the contrast between two outstanding facts : the Love of God
and the Wrath of God. Israelite tradition carried his thought back to
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the days of old, when Love had been manifest in the purchase of Israel,
when God had redeemed his people and his city, as a wealthy man
might redeem the lost heritage of an impoverished kinsman. Not only
so, but all through history he has been the Good Shepherd. Israel
has been his flock, not a "flock of slaughter., (cf. Zech. 11 7), doomed
to the butcher's knife, but a" flock of pasture ", to be protected, guided,
and fed. But now it is Wrath that dominates the experience of the
tribe. Hebrew tended to fasten on the concrete and physical evidences
of emotion ; and anger suggested the distended and bloodshot nostrils
of a furious animal. So fiercely d°oes God's anger burn, that his breath,
as it were, is lurid with murky smoke. To the psalmist this is unintelligible; he-can hardly believe in his own experience, and he appeals to
God to come with giant strides, a gait that will step high ovec every
obstacle, and at least view the ruins whose restoration seems for ever
impossible (v. 3). Surely, then, his compassion will be roused and
his spirit stirred to action !
Vv. 4-11 describe, in some detail, the havoc in the sanctuary and
elsewhere. The temple has been attacked, much as was the Jewish
shrine in Elephantine. Its carved woodwork has been hewn down with
axe and hatchet, perhaps to remove the gold with which it was richly
overlaid, fire has been put to the building, and the place has been desecrated by the erection of heathen symbols, probably emblems of a foreign
deity. So the whole of the building has been profaned, from its highest
pinnacle to the ground. Even so, the enemy has not been content,
but has carried his desolation over the whole land, and, wherever he has
found a place of worship, a spot where God and man may meet, he
has smitten and dispersed the assemblies of worshippers ; the Hebrew
mo'ed is never used in a concrete sense. None can tell when these
troubles will cease, or when God will avenge these insults to his Name.
It is as if he had put out his hand to help, and had then changed
his mind, and thrust it back into his bosom ; there is no longer a
prophet through whom his purpose may be known, and inen have no
clue to his will except in the ruin sJ1read about them.
The psalmist is not merely distressed, he is puzzled. For (vv.
12-17) there is no doubt that God could have saved his people had he
pleased. Away back in the distant past, at the very beginning of time,
he had encountered and destroyed enemies far more terrible than Israel's
present oppressors. The old creation-myth, so well known to us from
Babylonian and other sources, was current in Israel even in the psalmist's
days, and men still told the story of how God had defeated, frustrated,
and rendered ineffective, the mighty powers of Chaos-the Sea, the
Monsters, Leviathan, or, in Babylonian terms, Tiamat and Kingu
with all their brood. The form of the myth (for it varied in Israel,
cf. Myth and Ritual, pp. 177 f.) adopted by the psalmist recorded the
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destruction of the enemies, the giving of them as meat to the " howling
things " of the desert. These creatures will inevitably be identified
as jackals by any one who has heard them making the Eastern night
hideous, but they may be spirits of the wild ; the frontier between
zoology and demonology was n~t strictly drawn in ancient Israel.
This triumph had been only a preliminary to the construction of the
universe as man knows it, the making of fountains, the day, the night,
the sun, and the coasts which formed the bounds of the earth.
The psalmist believes intensely that all this is the work of the God
of Israel. Again and again, with almost aggressive repetition, he uses
the emphatic pronoun Thou, its significance being constantly reinforced
by the strong metrical accent it receives. Perhaps the poet had in
mind the myths of foreign peoples, and was insisting that it was his
God, and no other, who had won this cosmic triumph. Certainly
it gave him ground on which his renewed appeal for deliverance and
vengeance {oo. 18-23) might be based. A foolish people has insulted
and despised Israel's God, and pursues 'his covenant race as a falcon
hunts a dove. The dark places of the earth are sometimes interpreted
as the dens in which the pious Israelites hid from their oppressors,
but the psalmist would hardly have said that these were full of violencei.e., of crime. They are rather the spots in the land which have been
most afflicted by the adversary, where iniquity has most been rampant,
and the poet may have had in mind a thought like that of Isa. 91 • So,
with a moving appeal to the divine honour and compassion, the psalmist
pleads with God to vindicate at once himself and his lowly people.
Religious Teaching

We do not look for formal theology in a cri du creur like this psalm ;
we can but note in a word the faith on which its pleading is based.
God is the victorious Creator of the universe, the righteous and
omnipotent Ruler of the world. At the same time, he has a special
interest in Israel, and a plea addressed to his loving heart will scarcely
fail of its purpose.
PSALM 75
IN its present form this psalm is a community hymn of thanksgiving,
and may have had a place in some ritual of praise following on a national
victory, or may have been intended as an expression of eschatological
hopes. The opening verse is norma.l in this type of psalm, but would
naturally be followed by a recital of the " deeds of wonder " which are
being acknowledged. Here -a pronouncement by Yahweh (oo. 2-3)
follows immediately, without the introductory words which we should
expect. While the doctrine of " corporate personality " would make
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it possible for such a psalm to be sung by the community as a whole,
its expressions would fit an individual rather better. Vv. 2-3, the
words of Yahweh, were presumably uttered by a priest (or prophet?),
but such statements are usually the answer to an appeal by the worshipper, whether an individual or the whole community. We are thus
led to suspect that we have here a part only of an original psalm of an
individual, to which, after the loss or intentional omission of the opening
sentences, v. I was prefixed t<:> give the psalm a communal reference.
Further, the tone of the whole (from v. 2 onwards) rather suggests the
formula! of a prayer for success than a thanksgiving for a victory already
won. The normal scheme of such psalms is: (a) petition, (b) divine
response, (c) assurance of triumph. The two latter elements are obvious
in the psalm as it now stands.
The structure of the psalm is interesting, since it falls naturally
into well-marked pairs of verses, and the arrangement may be genuinely
strophic. Commentators are not agreed as to the extent of the divine
utterance, but vv. 6 f., which are clearly put in the mouth of the
worshipper, seem to presuppose some such language as that of vv. 4 f.
We have no clue to the date of the psalm; it is probably a comparatively late adaptation of a pre-exilic hymn.
Metre : 3 : 3, with 2 : 2 : 2 in v. 7 and 3 : 3 : 3 in v. Sb. V. I is
2 :2.

For the Precentor: To "H,nt not." Psalm. Asaph's. Song.
I (2). We praise thee l
And we, call on thy name,

0 God, we praise I
we recount thy deeds of wonder.

0

I O will choose an appointed
time,
3 (4). The earth melteth, and all that
dwell therein,
4 (S ). I say to the boasters, Boast not l
5 (6). Lift not your horn on high,
2

(3). '

6 (7).
7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).
10 (u).

0

I will judge uprightly,

I established its pillars.' Selah.
and to the wicked, Lift not your horn I
0
speak not O arrogantly O against the
Rock 0 •
For not from east nor from west,
nor O from the wilderness cometh
.uplifting 0 ,
For in Yahweh'shand isa cup
and O foaming O wine filleth the • wineskin o_
And it hath passed from one to O another 0 ,
yea, its dregs O are never drained out 0 ,
all the wicked of the earth drink of it.
O
But I will exult for ever 0 ,
I will sing to the God of Jacob.
And all the horns of the wicked I and the horns of the righteous shall be
will hew off,
exalted.
Text-critical Notn

Read, with V (~. G), -i!;)Q;i ';Jt;)W=t :0~1n1 for "and near is thy name; they
tell of". 2. Read ~;,~I:' for "for". S· Insert",~ with G. Read -,~~ll (cf. G) for
"with the neck". 6. Read 0'":!;:I "'1:jl.".f7,!lt:l for "from the wilderness or"mountains ".
7. Read, with G, -i91J for" fermented·". Read
(cf. Kclhler in ZAW LV. r6i,
and Urdu mdsak=goatskin bottle). 8. Insert nt",~ with G. Read, with G, ~~~~ H.,
for" they drain". 9. Read, with G,
for" I will declare"•
1.

'!'JW~

''~t;1
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Most of the phrases used in the heading to this psalm are familiar,
but we have one most interesting addition, found again in Pss. 57-59.
This is the phrase " Hurt not ", which apparently indicates the tune or
mode to be used. It is natural to suggest that it is connected with the
old vintage song beginning, " Hutt it not, for a blessing is in it I "
cited in Isa. 65 8 •
The opening ascription of praise is of a familiar type. As we have
seen, a plea for help may have dropped out before v. 2, and we pass at
once to the divine answer. It comes with an emphatic "I", if the
suggested text be right. Yahweh may have delayed his action, but he
has appointed a time, which he will use aright (cf. Hab. :23), to give his·
just decision. Lest there be any doubt as to his power to enforce his
sentence, he cites his control over the physical universe. It. seems as
though there had been an ancient myth which told of an earlier stage
in world history, which, owing to the weakness or the blunders of the
older world-rulers, ended in confusion and chaos. Then came Yahweh
and established its pillars.
In confidence born of this pronouncement, the psalmist turns to
his enemies, the wicked, the boasters, who have lifted their horn on higha familiar metaphor for arrogance. They have spoken arrogantly
agai.nst God, and the enormity of their offence is emphasized by the
choice of the divine epithet-the Rock. What folly to magnify oneself
against the Immoveable and the Immutable 1 Nowhere in the world,
east or west, is the power to lift high found, except in God, and the
psalmist has already had the assurance that God will act in this .case.
Primitive myths told of a poisoned cup which the old gods might
force on a vanquished enemy, a cup which would intoxicate, if not
destroy. Yahweh has such a cup, which he makes to pass from hand to
hand. He has, too, a whole skin, full of the foaming wine of his wrath.
It is inexhaustible; for its dregs are never drai.ned out (the metre shows
the stress on the negative), and however many be the wicked of the earth,
all must drink of it. And so the psalmist concludes on the double
note of vengeance and deliverance. The horns that the wicked have
lifted so high in their arrogance will be hewn off by the psalmist, through
the might of Yahweh, while he himself will exult and sing praises to
the God of Jacob, from the proud height to which he himself has been
raised.

Religious Teaching
Like most psalms of this type, Ps. 75 breathes a vindictive note
which is repulsive to Christian thought and feeling. But it does
stress the omnipotence and the righteousness of God, and expresses the
intense conviction that " right the day must win ".
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PSALM 76
MosT recent commentators are of opinion that this psalm belongs to a
group connected with the ritual of the New Year festival. On this
theory the ceremonial included a mimic warfare in which Yahweh
overcame and destroyed the forces of darkness and death, so bringing
life to the world and salvation to his people. Older interpreters held
that it was a song of thanksgiving commemorating the triumph of a
Judrean king over his enemies. But the references at the end to the divine
judgements and to 'the justification of the poor do not fit either of these
two hypotheses, and it would seem that an original pre-exilic hymn was
adapted for more than one purpose. In any case, v. II is quite out of
place in the original psalm (note, e.g., the use of the tetragrammaton),
and must be regarded as the latest of the adjusting phrases. As with
so many psalms, the best explanation of the present form seems to be
a pre-exilic hymn thus repeatedly worked over to suit new situations.
The text is fairly well preserved, and where it is in doubt the versions
generally offer some help. Possibly vv. 4 and 5 need a more drastic
reoonstruction than that adopted below, but none of the attempts (e.g.,
that of Gunkel) commend themselves to the present writer as being
more than brilliant free compositions, and there seems to be no compelling reason for supposing that they offer us what the psalmist actually
wrote;
Metre : 3 : 3 ; vv. 4-5, 3 : 2, 3 : 2, 2 : 3 ; v. II, 2 : 2, 2 : 2.
For the Precentor: To stringed instruments.
1 (2). Famed is God in Judah,
2 (3). And his booth is in Salem,
He hath shattered the flames of the
bow,
4 (5). 0 More terrible O art thou, 0
mighty one,
5 (6). Spoiled are the stout of heart,
Nor have the mighty men
6 (7). At thy rebuke, 0 God of Jacob,
7 (8). Thou art terrible,

Psalm.

Asaph's.

Song.

in Israel his name is great,
and his dwelling in Zion 3 (4) 0 is set 0 •
the shield and sword and war-weapon.
Selah.
0
than ravening lion°.
stilled in their sleep.
found their power.
0
sank in slumber the riders on horseback 0 •
and who shall stand in thy sight
0
for thy wrath • ?

8 (9). From heaven thou utterest judge-

ment;
9 ( 1 o ). • When thou risest O for judgement, 0 God,
10 (11). For the wrath of man doth
praise thee,
n ( I2). Make vows and fulfil them
Let all about him bring
0
12 (13).
Thou cuttest off O the spirit
of princes,

earth feareth and is still.
to save all the lowly of the earth.
the remnant of wrath O hold festival to
thee 0 •
to Yahweh your God,
a gift O to the terrible one 0 •
thou that art terrible to the kings of the
earth.

Text-critical Notes.
3. Read nr,,::;: (~ i!0\e') for" there". 4. Read, with Targ., 1-t:;i\l for" glorious,"
Read (cf. Gunkel), ")11:) n•i~t.;1 for "from mountains of prey". 6. Read, with G,
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~O q_~', ~,;,"l:,J for "the chariot is made to slumber and the horse", 7. Read
with G; ":J.S~t.;l for" from that time thine anger". 9. Read, with Schliigl, ":Jtr'i'~ for
"when (he) rises ". 10. Read, with G, ':J~IJl'l for" thou girdest thys.e)f ". I 1. R<ad,
with G, ~,:iiY? for" to fear". 12. Read
for" he cuts off".

,i?T:1

For the title, see Vol. I, p. 11.
The note of praise is struck in the opening words of the psalm.
Yahweh (here, as elsewhere in Bks. II and III, " God " has been substituted for this name) is famed; he may be known ; indeed, he makes
it difficult for men not to know him. His name is great, for he has a
reputation, and his personality and deeds (all this is involved in the
Hebrew concept of the " name ") have impressed themselves both on
Judah and on Israel. The two terms may be an instance of synonymous parallelism, or, especially if the psalm be early, they may be
intended to include both north and south. But, wherever else he may
be famed, it is especially in Jerusalem that Yahweh has set up his
booth-a term strongly suggestive of the New Year ritual.
h vv. 4-6 the psalmist gives an outline of the deeds which have
won this fame. Yahweh has shown himself mighty in battle; he has
shattered the arrows that have leapt like flames from the bow, and all
other weapons, defensive and offensive. Repeatedly the word terrible
strikes the emotional keynote of the psalm. Yahweh is as a ravening
lion, and his foes, despoiled of their arms, sink into such helplessness
that they seem to slumber to the point of death. Even men possessed
of the unseen battle-power (and we have here a remote survival of
the mana conception) have lost the use of their hands (cf., for the
general idea, Am. 2 14 1•). Mounted warriors, yet stranger than chariots
to Israel, fall into a slumber deeper than natural sleep at the divine
word.
Once more, in vv. 7--g, the Terror is presented, but this time it is
primarily in judgement. The former picture was that of Yahweh
returning in triumph from the conquest of his foes, and may well have
formed part of a scene from the enthronement drama. If the same
theme be continued here, Yahweh has now taken his seat in heaven,
presumably to pass sentence on his captured enemies. The earth
feareth and is still, but the thought of the psalm (possibly owing to a
later adaptation) passes from the cosmic struggle to the needs of the
lowly in his own land. No Hebrew could contemplate justice without
thinking of the depressed classes.
This is but a passing note, and the psalmist returns to the main
theme in vv. 10, 12-v. 11 is obviously a late adaptation ; there is nothing to attract vows in the story of the great triumph. Many commentators see in v. 10 a reference to Edom and Hamath: "The wrath of
Edom doth praise thee, the remnant of Hamath doth hold festival to
thee ". But, as far as our knowledge goes at present, we have no reason
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to suppose that the New Year Myth involved these two countries in
piµ-ticular, and, though they might have indicated the southern and
northern limits of Israel, the expressions would be very unusual in this
sense. On any rendering, however, we have the bold statement that
even human wrath can be used for the praise of Yahweh. Here is the
supreme conquest ; a dangerous passion can be overcome, controlled,
and sanctified. The very remnant, the last extreme of man's anger,
can be used to the glory of God. If Yahweh can bring this about,
no. wonder that he can cut off the spirit of princes, as a grape-gatherer
strips his vines, or that he is terrible to all the kings of the earth.

Religious Teaching
The psalm hymns the majesty and power of God, particularly in
his dealings with the human world. Here it adds something to the
normal Enthronement. psalms, which commonly stress the conquest
of personified forces in the realm of Nature. God's attributes are such
as to make men stand in awe of him-note the conversion of human
anger and the closing words. The writer put a very high value on the
personality of Yahweh, but he had not attained to the perfect love which
casts out fear.
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77 presents some interesting features. It begins as a dirge,
probably of the community, and ends as a hymn of praise, celebrating
Yahweh's deeds in Nature and in History. It is, then, only to be
expected that some commentators have seen in it a combination of two
pieces, though they differ as to whether the division should come after
v. 9 or after v. 15. There is, however, no real incongruity between the
appeal of vv. 1---9 and the recollection of a glorious past in vv. 10 ff.;
a suppliant often seeks to strengthen his case with a compliment, or
to comfort himself with the memory of deliverance in days gone by.
There are, however, one or two facts which suggest a division after
v. 15.
The first point is the structure of the whole. It is worth noting
that the use of Selah here seems to be significant. It occurs at the end
of vv. 3, 9, and 15. Each of the sections 4---9 and 10-15 contain six
lines, and e.ach may be regarded as a self-contained whole within the
larger complex. In other words, these sections have the marks of the
true "strophe". We may even conjecture that the opening section
was once longer than it now is ; the transition from 2b to 2c is very
abrupt and awkward, and the last clause lacks any real balance. It is
quite possible that some two and a half lines have been omitted, either
PSALM
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by accident or by design. This, of course, is pure conjecture, but it
is fairly clear that the metrical form changes after v. 15. Vv. 1-15 are
3 : 3 (except v. 2, which, as it now stands, is 3 : 3 : 3, but see above),
while vv. 15-19 are 3 : 3 : 3 throughout. They might possibly be
arranged as 3 : 3 six times, or we might suppose that (3 : 3 : 3) X 4 =
(3 : 3) X 6 is a good metrical equation in Hebrew. But the latter suggestion is too uncertain, and the parallelism is very strongly in favour
of the 3 : 3 : 3 arrangement. The combination of 3 : 3 : 3, as an
occasional variant, with 3 : 3 is quite regular, but the two are normally
interspersed, and we rarely find a solid block of the longer form linked
up with the shorter.
It is, further, undeniable that with v. 16 we meet a new tone and
style. The theme, it is true, naturally continues that of vv. 9-15,
except that (a significant point) v. 15 should logically follow v. 19.
But while oo. 9-15 recall the acts of God in meditative language,
oo. 16-19 seem to break irrepressibly from a heart overflowing with
joy, and move with a vigour and a swing quite foreign to the earlier
portion. The contemplative mood indicated by the verbs of v. 12 (rnn
and n•ti) is emphatically not a likely source for the spontaneous outburst
of exultation which thrills us in oo. 16-19.
The balance of probability, then, lies on the side of a division
after v. 15. The combination of the two pieces, however, may well
have been intentional. Neither reaches a formal conclusion, and the
facts suggest that a compiler found these two fragments and put them
together. It may be noted in passing that vv. 16-19 would form a
good transition from vv. 1-15 to Ps. 78.
Nothing has yet been said about v. 20. Its metrical form is 3 : 3,
which suggests an accidental mutilation, and the appearance of Aaron
in the last clause looks like a late addition. We may suspect that the
original poem, whose opening sentences have not survived, was much
longer, and went on to illustrate the power of Yahweh as exhibited in
the history of Israel. The surviving portion has some of the marks
which we commonly associate with the New Year ritual, especially
in the terror shewn by the vanquished " Deep ". But there is nothing
in the ritual pattern which leads us to suppose that it involved a poetic
history of Israel, and we may rather suggest that the poet was drawing
on some form of the creation liturgy to make the introduction to his
story of Yahweh's deeds in Israel.

Vv.

Metre: Vv 1-15, 3 : 3; 1~ni1,~',ii:;, in v.
16-20, 3 : 3 : 3.
.
For the Precentor .: OnJeduthun.

1

(:&). My voice was Godward I

cried

O

;

O

and I

Asaph's.

12

has two beats.

A Psalm.

my voice was Godward I
ear

O

0
•

0

O

and he gave
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(J). In the day of distress I sought the
Lord,

3 (4). I must recall God, and must moan,

5

7
8
9

° Fixed

O
are the guards of mine
eyes,
(6). I have considered the days of
old,
0
I commune O by night with my
heart·
(8). Will the' Lord cast off to eternity ?
(9). Is his love ended for ever?
(10). Hath God forgotten to shew
favour?

4 (5).

77
my hand O was outstretched and never
grew numb.
my soul refused to be comforted.
I must meditate, and let my spirit
faint away.

10 (u). And I said: That is my wound-

ingII (12). I will recall

O

thy deeds

0

,

0 Yah,

12 (13). And I will consider all thy working,
13 (14). 0 God, thy way is in holiness;
14 (15). ThouO God, thou workest wonders,

I am disturbed and may not speak.
years long past (6) (7). I recall.
I must meditate, and my spirit O make
search 0 •
will he never be pleased again ?
finished O O to all generations ?
or shut up his compassion in wrath ?
that the right hand of the Most High
doth change.
for O glorious O of old was thy wonderwork.
and on thy deeds I would meditate.
who is a great God like God ?
thou shewest
strength.

among

peoples

thy

15 (16). Thou redeemest with thine arm

thy people,

the sons of Jacob and Joseph.

16 (17). The waters saw thee, 0 God,
the waters saw thee and were troubled,
yea, even the deeps kept shaking.
17 (16). The clouds streamed with water,
heaven's vault uttered its voice,
, •
yea, verily, thine arrows were abroad.
O
18 (19). Hark I the thunder of thy chariot-wheels 0 ,
thy lightnings illumine the world,
the earth trembleth and quaketh.
19 (20). Thy way is in the sea O O God O ,
and thy path in great waters,
and thy footprints may not be known.
20 (21). Thou leddest thy people as a flock,
by the hand of Moses and Aaron,

Text-critical Notes.
Read 'Mi for " that I might cry ". Read, with G, 7!11:t!l for " to give ear ''.
Orn., with Buhi, " unto me". 2. Orn., with Buhl, "by night;,-: Apparently a part of
the original text has been lost. 4. Read (cf. G), r,~;i:,~ for "thou hast held". 6.
Read, with G, 'l".1'~i; for " my harp-playing ". 8. O~it " a word " (il::IM doublet
of i!;j.:i ; G omits both words). II. Read, with Schlcigl,
for "deeds"·
Read, with Durun, i'':f~ for "let me remember". 18. Lit. "thy thunder in the
chariot-wheel". 19. Insert C'i'.T1,tj.
1.

'!'f'7?l?l';;l

For the title, see Vol. I, p. 15.
As it has come down to us, this psalm falls into four parts. In the
first (vv. 1-3) the psalmist indicates his approach to God. The second
section (vv. 4-9) states the problem in more detail, the third (vv. 10-15)
is directed to Yahweh (for whose name, as in all this large group, the
word " God " has been substituted), and recalls his mighty deeds in
the past, while the last division (vv. 16-20) seems to have been taken
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from some other source, though it serves in a way to carry further the
thought of vv. 10-15.
Vv. 1-2 describe a common experience in familiar terms. The
psalmist has already received the assurance that he needs, but he must
place the facts on record. So he tells us that he cried to Yahweh,
and sought him in anxiety. In the attitude of prayer his hands had been
outstretched-a strange word in this connexion, for it normally means
" poured out "-and the suppliant posture had been maintained,
though his arms might well have grown numb. Then it seems as if there
were a gap, and when we come to the last clause of v. 3, we find the
psalmist already in the midst of his troubles. His " soul " refused to be
comforted, and he was driven by some strong inward compulsion to
'remember God, and to come with humility and weakness even to
fainting-point, " spent with the utter agony of prayer ".
In vv. 4---9 we have a fuller statement of the sufferer's plaint. His
eyelids, the guards of his eyes, are fixed so that they cannot close in sleep.
Worry has disturbed him, smitten him as the hammer smites on the
anvil, with steadily repeated blows In his enforced silence he has turned
to history, and has considered-counted up, as it were-the records of
years long past. He has communed with his heart, in that muttering
undertone in which the Oriental reads to himself, a sound meaningless
to the hearer, but rich in possibilities of mystic experience to the reader
or speaker. Is there any hope? Can God be pleased again? It is
as if the psalmist thought of him as temporarily cross and peevish,
and wondered when, if ever, he would be in a good humour again.
It is noticeable that there is no confession of sin. If Israel had deserved
all this, the punishment would have been intelligible, but, as it is,
the facts are as puzzling as they are painful. It seems as if God's tender
emotions-/avour and compassion-had become atrophied, and would
never be active again.
The third section, vv. 10-15, introduces an element familiar in this
type of psalm, the recalling of the glorious deeds of Yahweh in the past.
It is the change in the divine attitude which is at once the psalmist's
despair and his hope, and, after a general statement of this· part of the
theme, he reminds Yahweh of the ancient redemption of Israel. The
sons of Jacob and Joseph had been in Egypt, helpless as a widow or a
fatherless infant. But in their destitution they had found a champion,
who had taken up their cause and redeemed them. May this experience
be repeated !
The fourth section of the poem, vv. 16-19, as we have seen, appears
to have an independent source ; its poetic movement has a vigour
and power entirely different from the plaintive beauty of the earlier
sections. We note at once the stair-like parallelism of v. 16, and the
quick change from the perfect-the waters saw-suggesting a single
AA
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event, to the imperfect of were troubled and kept shaking. One glimpse
of God in his majesty, and the sea is thrown into permanent writhing
terror, shown in the restless heaving of its surface. Even (the particle
is metrically emphatic, and therefore has abnormal force) the ancient
deeps of whom the creation-myths spoke have fallen into a state of
trembling. From the primreval conquest of the chaos-ocean, the
psalmist's thought passes in vv. 17-18 to the phenomena of the sky.
It is in the thunderstorm that God is most clearly seen in ancient
Israel, and these verses recall the magnificent description of Ps. 29.
Here we have the sudden floods streaming from above, the crash of the
thunder in the cloudy vault of heaven, and the rolling which follows,
suggesting some great chariot whose wheels rumble over celestial
pavements. The lightnings, the fiery arrows of God, dart hither and
thither, and, so continuously do they thread their way across the sky
(note the imperfect again I), that, with bold metaphor, the psalmist
can say that they are walking about in the heavens-as Yahweh walked
in the Garden of old. Then back we come once more to the sea,
and this time the sea as it is, and not the deep of sacred myth. God
moves across it and his path is in it, but the waters leave no trace of
the divine footprints, and the mystery of his passage is kept sealed.
All this is but preliminary. The psalmist has depicted the universality and cosmic domination of Yahweh, but he passes on the Israelite
conviction-surely the most audacious claim ever made in human
history-that Yahweh's primary interest is in his people. To the
chaos powers he is a mighty conqueror, to Nature an omnipotent Lord,
but to Israel a tender shepherd. He has led them, using Moses and
Aaron as his underlings-and the rest is lost.

Religious Teaching
This psalm, as it left the hands of its final editor, strikes two notes,
both familiar elsewhere. One is the old, imperfect conception of
Yahweh as a God of whimsical and uncertain temper, who may and does
inflict suffering with no obvious cause except his own changing mood.
The other is a realization of the supremacy of Yahweh in Nature and in
history. The latter view is echoed repeatedly by the prophets, but
in the former the psalmist has hardly risen to the level of their spiritual
insight.

PSALM 78
LIKE Pss. 105-107, Ps. 78 is mainly a poetical record of the story of

early Israel.

It defies classification, and it is difficult to think of any
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part or aspect of the cultus to which it was especially adapted ; probably
it was never actually used in worship. It almost certainly comes from a
comparatively late period. The Pentateuch is accepted, practically
in its present form ; the treatment of history is that which we associate
with Deuteronomy and the Detiteronomists, and the account of the
crossing of the Red Sea (Sea of Reeds) (cf. v. 9) makes it practically
certain that the poet was acquainted with P. The purpose of the
poem is, apparently, to show the pre-eminence of Judah, and, in particular, of the House of David. The psalmist's method is to work
through the history of the early days, contrasting Yahweh's benefits
with Israel's rebelliousness and infidelity. He seems to feel that Judah
was guiltless in this respect ; it is as if he assumed that every reference to
" Israel " in the old story implied the northern kingdom, which goes
under that name, in contrast to Judah in the books of Kings . . He carries
back the overthrow of Israel and the triumphant accession of David to
the period in which Shiloh was destroyed. Both Saul and the later
northern monarchy are completely ignored. Such a presentationwe may almost say distortion-of history was hardly possible till a
late date. The . style and language do not suggest an early period ;
there is at least one very striking Aramaism (v. 41 ). The metre, too,
presents features which do not appear commonly in Hebrew poetry
until the book of Job.
It is possible that the present form is an expansion of a shorter
original, perhaps by the insertion of fragments from one other historical
poem or more. Vv. 42-52, for example, go back again to the Mosaic
age, already treated in vv. 12 ff., with more detail in certain parts.
The story is interrupted from time to time by reflections on the loving
bounty of Yahweh and on the sinfulness of Israel.
Metre: 3: 3, with 3: 3: 3 in V'V, 21, 31, and 55, and 2: 2: 2 in vv.
6ab, 7bc, 20, 38, and 45. Probably 5b, 40 41, 43 44, 46-48 are 3: 2,
with 2: 3 in v. 42. Anacrusis in vv. 20, 21.
Maski[.
I.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

8.
9.
10.

Give ear, my people, to my instruction,
I would open my mouth in wise
sayings,
What we have heard and known,
We will not hide O from our sons 0 ,
The praises of Yahweh and his might,
How he raised up a testimony in Jacob,
How he gave commands to our fathers,
That another generation might know,
That they might rise and recount to
their sons,
And not forget
the feats of God,
And not become as tAeir fathers,
A generation that ordered not its heart,
The sons of Ephraim O were a false
bow
They kept not the convenant of God,

Asaph's.
bend your ear to my words.
pour out .riddles from the past.
and our fathers recounted to us.
telling to an after age.
and the marvellous deeds he wrought.
and set the Law in Israel ;
to teach them to their sons.
sons that should be born.

7. and put their trust in God.
and keep his commands,
a generation perverse and defiant.
whose spirit kept not faith with God
that turned O in the day of battle.
and refused to walk in his Law.
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11.

And forgot the
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feats of Yahweh

0

,

Before their fathers he wrought
marvels,
13. He clave the sea and brought them
through,
14. And he led them in cloud by aay,
15. He clave rocks in the wilderness,
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and his marvels which he had shewn
them.

12.

in the land of Egypt, the field of Zoan.
and made the waters stand up as a heap.
and all night in the radiance of fire.
0
and gave them drink O in abundance as
from oceans.

16. And he brought out streams from the
crag,
and water down as rivers.
17. But they still sinned against him yet
revolting against the Most High in the
more,
desert.
18. And they tempted God in their heart,
asking food for which they longed.
0 0
spread a table in the wilderness ?
19.
And they said, ' Can God
20. Behold!
He hath smitten the rock
and waters gushed forth
and torrents in spate ;
Can he also give bread.
or provide flesh for his people ?
21. Thereforey ahweh heard in fell rage,
and fire blazed out in Jacob,
yea, hot anger went up in Israel.
za. For they did not believe in God,
nor trusted his saving power.
23. So he commanded the skies above,
and the doors of heaven he opened.
0 0
and gave heaven's bread to them.
24. And he rained upon them manna,
25. Food of angels did man eat ;
he sent O O their fill of victuals.
O
from
26. He loosed the east wind
heaven°,
and brought the south in its strength.
27. And he rained down° O flesh as dust,
and flying fowl as the sand of the seas.
28. 0 And they fell O in the midst of
0
0
their camp ,
about their dwellings.
29. And they ate and were utterly sated,
and their desire he brought home to
them.
30. They wer.e not yet estranged from
their lust,
with their meat still in their mouth ;
31. When the anger of God rose high against them,
and he slew among their stout ones,
and brought low Israel's youth.
32. For all this they sinned yet more,
and believed not his wonder-works.
0
33. And he ended their days in vanity,
and all O their years in dismay.
34. Had he slain them, they surely would
seek him,
.
and once more quest for God ?
35. But they forgot that God was their
rock,
and God Most High their champion.
36. And deceived him with their mouth,
and lied to him with their tongue.
37, And their heart held not firmly with
him,
nor trusted in his Covenant.
38. Though he had been merciful, atoning for their iniquity, and not destroying.
And often he turned back his wrath,
and stirred not up all his 'fury.
39. And remembered they were but flesh,
a passing breath that cometh not back.
40. How oft they defied him in the wilderness,
pained him in the desert J
41. And again they tempted God,
and hurt the Holy of Israel.
42. They remembered not his hand,
the day he redeemed them from the
adversary.
43. When he appointed his signs in Egypt,
and his marvels in the field of Zoan.
44. And he turned their Nile-streams into
blood,
that they drank not their waters.
45.- He sent against them
the locust and it devoured them,
and the frog and it destroyed them.
46. And he gave their produce to grasshoppers,
and their toil to the locust.
47. He killed their vines with hail,
and their sycamores with hailstones.
48. And delivered their beasts to hail,
and their cattle to lightnings.
49. He loosed on them the heat of his
wrath
fury and rage O he commissioned 0 •
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A mission of angels of evils,
He kept not their soul from death
51 . And he smote all the first-born of
Egypt,
52• And he moved his people as sheep,
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50. he made a smooth road for hia
anger.
and their life he delivered to pestilence.
first-fruits of vigour in the land of Ham.
and guided them as a flock in the wilderness.
and whelmed their foes in the sea.
the mount his right hand had won.

53 . And led them secure and unafraid,
54. And brought them to his holy precinct,
55. And he drove out before them nations,
brought them under the lot-line as a possession,
and made the tribes of Israel dwell in
their tents.
the Most High, and his testimonies
56. And they t_empted and defied God,
they observed not.
57. And went back and were treacherous
as their fathers,
they turned as a deceitful bow.
58. And they angered him with their
high-places,
and with their idols roused his jealousy.
and utterly spurned Israel.
59. God heard in fell rage,
60. And tore down the habitations of
Shiloh,
the tent O where he dwelt O among men.
61. And he gave his strength to captivity,
and his beauty to the power of the foe.
62, And delivered his people to the sword,
and against his inheritance raged in
fury.
63. Fire devoured his youths,
and his virgins none did praise.
64. His priests fell by the sword,
and for his widows none did weep.
65. And the Lord awoke as a sleeper,
as a warrior shouting through wine.
66. And he smote his adversaries backwards,
age-long shame he put upon them.
67. And he spurned the.tent of Joseph,
and chose not the tribe of Ephraim.
68. But chose the tribe of Judah,
the mountain of Zion which he loved.
69. And built his sanctuary O as in the
0
height ,
founded it as the earth for ever.
70. And he chose David his servant,
and took him from the pens of the flock.
71. He brought him from following
ewe-mothers,
to pasture Jacob his people O 0 •
72. And he 'fed them in perfection of and with the skill of his hands he led
heart.
them.

Text-critical Notes
4. Read, with Cheyrie, !\~'~f-1;:l for " from their sons ". 9. Read (cf. Duhm)
ii:?!;)i; i1~~7
for "equipped ~·ith shooters of the bow". n. Read, with
BaethgeA- (cited by Gunkel), n,n, ,iil;,,7~ for "his feats". 1,5. Read, with G,
t:r:tv~1 for "and he gave drink" (without objective pronoun). 19. Orn., with
Briggs, "and they spake against God". 24, Orn., with Briggs, "to eat". 25. Orn.,
with Buhl, " to them". 26. Read, with G, t::'l;~r,:l for " in heaven". 27. Orn.,
with Ba.ethgen, " upon· them ". 28. Read, with G, :i',~~1 for " and he caused to
fall". Read, with G, i:J".T';!Ji;? for "his camp". 33: Insert, with Gunkel, ',:,i,
49. Read (cf. Graetz), il=l,~ for" and distress". 60. Read, with G,.
for "he
caused to dwell". 69. Read, with Hitzig, C'~iil;~ for t:N:;ll
(probably with
same meaning). 71. Om., withBaethgen," and Israel, his inheritance".
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The purpose of this psalm is to illustrate Yahweh's choice of Judah,
Jerusalem, and David, in preference to northern Israel, its sanctuaries
and its kings. The poet, disregarding the fact that Judah was equally
implicated with the rest of the people in its early sins, runs in summary
fashion through the history, down to the accession of David. The
narrative is interspersed with reflections on the iniquity and faithlessness of the people.
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1-II form the introduction, and show that the aim of the poet is
didactic. His own contemporaries and generations yet to be born
are to keep the facts for ever in mind, that they may not become as their
fathers, especially as the tribe of Ephraim.
In 12 the record begins with the deliverance from Egypt. The
field of Zoan, a northern city (the Greek Tanis), is specified as the
scene of Yahweh's deeds. The place was very ancient (cf. Num. 1J22),
though it came into prominence only with the XXIst (109Q-(J45 B.c.)
dynasty. 12-16 tell briefly the story of the marvellous deeds of
Yahweh, the crossing of the Red Sea (where the mention of the waters
standing up as a heap betrays familiarity with the later narrative of
Exod. 14), and the bringing of water from the rock. More space is
given to the sins of the people, especially to the murmurs which culminated in the giving of the manna (17-25). The writer imports into
his narrative the cosmology and mythology of his own day. The
doors of the vast storehouse of God above the firmament are opened,
and food of angels is rained down upon them. As in Exod. 16, the
manna is closely connected with the quails (26-31), though the psalmist
fastens rather on the other quail narrative, that of Num. 13, especially
31-35. His language is vigorous and, at times, picturesque. The
Israelites ask for the food for which they longed, the food for which their
" soul " yearns. The speed with which the pestilence followed on
the quails is illustrated by the remark that the people were not yet
estranged from their lust, their passionate desire for flesh h11d not yet
been sated. The references in 32-37 are quite general, illustrating
the loving patience of God. Had he slain them-the poet is, of course,
not thinking of total annihilation-the survivors would have repented.
The insistence on Israel's failure to remember that God was their rock
and their champion, however, and their refusal to trust in his Covenant,
suggests that the psalmist had the story of the spies in mind. In spite
of repeated acts of apostasy, God had stili been merciful (38-39). It
might have been expected that so rebellious a spirit would· have roused
the fury of God, but he would not•give free rein to his own passions,
for he remembered that they were but flesh (cp. Gen. 63, Ps. 103 14).
With 40 the poet makes a fresh start, and goes back to the beginning
to give a more detailed account of the plagues of Egypt, culminating in
the slaughter of the first-born (41-51). Then he touches on the crossing
of the sea, and the guiding of the people to the holy precinct, mount
Sinai. 55-58 describe the conquest of Palestine, condemning the
religious life of the nation during the age of the Judges, as being
contaminated with high places and idols.
In 6o we approach the climax of the poem, with references to the
destruction of Shiloh, and the capture of the Ark, the strength and the
beauty of Yahweh, by the Philistines. The subjection of Israel is
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vividly described ; the marriage rites, in which virgins are praised,
and funeral ceremonies, in which widows are mourned, alike cease, while
the priests, Hophni and Phineas, fall by the sword. With a curious
compression of history, which eliminates Saul altogether (perhaps
because there is no mention of an Ark-shrine in his story), the disaster
at Aphek marks the final rejection of the northern tribes, Joseph and
especially Ephraim. David follows immediately, and the psalmist so
far ignores the record as to make him, not only the shepherd who
fed his people with perfection of heart, but the king who built the sanctuary,
copying the model that exists in the height of the heavens, but establishing it on the earth for ever.

Religious Teaching
We cannot mistake the definite religious purpose of this psalm.
But it belongs to a theology which has long passed away, and was never
applicable to any but the people of Israel. It may have been a polemic
against the temple on Mt. Gerizim, insisting, in the spirit of Deuteronomy, that in Jerusalem is the place where men ought to worship. But
for the rest it simply reiterates doctrines which are woven into the whole
fabric of the Old Testament, from first to last-the corruption of the
human heart, God's long patience, yielding at last to the irresistible
moral demand for punishment, and the truth that history itself is not
the least of the channels of divine revelation. In one striking phrase,
however (v. 38), we get a suggestion of an idea rarely expressed in the
Old Testament, though it lies at the heart of the Christian Gospel.
The breach between God and man, cleft by human sin, must be bridged
by " atonement ". This is true of all religions, and the almost universal
theory is that this atonement must be made from the human side.
In his ascription of the initiative to God, the psalmist seems unconsciously to foreshadow the great truth whose full expression is that "God
was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself."
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IN this psalm we have a cry of suffering, uttered in a time of appalling
national distress. Jerusalem has been laid waste, the Temple defiled,
numbers of people slaughtered, others imprisoned and condemned to
death. It is true that the sanctuary has not been actually destroyed,
but Israel has been brought so low as to incur the mockery and scorn
of her neighbours. The psalmist pleads for deliverance and for
vengeance.
His grief is none the less real, and his lament none the less sincere,
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because he found it difficult to express himself in language of his own.
His poem is a cento of verses and phrases derived from various sources,
as even the metrical arrangement suggests, with its sudden change from
the 3 : 3 (3 : 3 : 3) to the dirge rhythm in v. 6. Many of the sources
are recognizable. We may compare the last phrase in v. z with Mic. 311•
The phraseology of v. 2 recurs again and again; the best parallels
are, perhaps, Jer. 197 and Ezek. 2<)6. V. 4 recalls Jer. zoH, and is
almost identical with Ps. 4413• V. 5 differs very slightly from Ps.
89'8 <47 >. With two slight variations in the text, vv. 6--; agree with
Jer. 10 25 • Two rather striking phrases in v. Sb are closely paralleled,
the one in Ps. 5910, the other in Ps, 14:26 • V. zoa appears again in
Ps. n5 2, and similar language is used in Ps. 42 3 • V. II is another form
of Ps. 102 20, while 13a, with a necessary change in the personal pronoun,
is also found in Ps. I008 . In the circumstances it is not unreasonable
to suggest that parts of the psalm for which no extant parallel can be
cited are dependent on poems which have not otherwise survived.
The structure thus suggests a late date, but no single event is known
which fits all the circumstances. In 586 B.C. the temple was not merely
defiled, it was destroyed, and Antiochus IV, in 167 B.c., did not make
J erm,alem a ruined mound. It would be easy to refer the psalm to the
obscure disaster which befell Judah in the time of Artaxerxes Ochus
(359-338 B.c.), but, in view of the form of the psalm, a Persian date
seems rather too early. On the other hand, the considerations urged
against Maccabrean psalms in general in Vol. I, pp. 67 ff., are too strong to
be overlooked, and in the present case the evidence is almost overwhelming. For v. 3 is cited (though not exactly) in I Mace. i7. where it is
applied to the execution of sixty men of Jerusalem by the treacherous
Bacchides (the text reads as though the offender were Alkimus, but it
seems more probable that it was the Syrian general who actually
perpetrated the deed).
·
The psalm may have been used in a special ritual on fast days, or
at other times of national humiliation in the face of disaster and
oppression.
Metre: Vv. 1-2, 3 : 3 : 3 ; vv. 3-5, 3 : 3 ; vv. 6-13, 3 : 2, with 2 : 2
in vv. 6-Sa, u-12a, arid 2: 3 in 13b. Anacrusis in vv. 1 and 5. V. 12c
is an isolated 3 ; the writer has probably cited part of a verse from some
other source.
A Psalm. Asaph's.
0 God!
Gentiles have come into thine inheritance,
they have defiled thy holy temple,
they have made Jerusalem ruin-heaps.
:l, They have given the carcases of thy servants
as food to the birds of the heavens,
the flesh of thy saints to the beasts of
the field.
3. They have poured out their blood like .round about Jerusalem, with none to
water,
bury.
1.
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4. We have become a mockery to our
neiidiboun,
a scorn and a derision to those about ua.
5. How Jong!
O Yahweh, wilt thou be wroth for
ever ?
will thy jealousy burn as fire ?
6. Pour out thy wrath O on ° the Gentiles, that have not known thee.
And on kingdoms
that have not called on thy name.
7. For O they have devoured O Jacob,
and wasted his dwelling.
8. Remember not for us
the iniquities of the past.
Let thv oitying love swiftly meet us,
for we languish sorely.
9. Help us, 0 God of our salvation,
for thy glorious name"s sake,
And deliver us, and purge away our sins, for thy name's sake.
10. Why should the Gentiles say,
" Where is their God ? "
Let there be known among the Gentiles vengeance for the blood of thy
in our sight
servants."
11. Let there come before thee
the prisoner's plaint.
According to the greatness of thine arm "deliver" the sons of death.
12. And requite our neighbours
sevenfold into their bosom,
For their insult wherev1·ith thev ha,·e insulted thee, 0 Lord.
13. But we are thy people,
·
and thy pastured sheep.
We will praise thee for ever,
to all generations tell thy praise.

Text-critical Notes
6. Read, with G, ; , for "unto". 7. Read, with G and Jer. ro••;
for
"has de,·oured ". 10. Om. "which has been poured out" (gloss). 11. Read, with
Ps. 102,'0 U.t:IG for" lean over".

,;i)l1

A terrible disaster has befallen Israel (1-4). It has struck a blow,
not only at the political life of Jerusalem, but also at its religion. It is
true that the city has suffered, though to say that it has been made
ruin-heaps may be a piece of poetic hyperbole. There has been a cruel
slaughter, whose horror has been intensified by the brutal refusal of
the aggressor to give the corpses burial. Neighbouring tribes have
part:icipated, and are pointing the finger of scorn. But worst of all ia
the fact that Gentiles have come into the inheritance of Yahweh, and
defiled the Temple. Surely Yahweh must take note of this, even if he
is not moved by the piteous state of his people ?
V. 5 begins a plea for deliverance, with which is interwoven a
demand for vengeance on the enemy. Like many another man of faith,
from the days of Habakkuk onwards, the psalmist is puzzled by Yahweh's
government of the world. He cannot understand why a God whose
honour, his glorious name, is bound up with Israel, should pour out his
wrath on Jacob, and not on the Gentiles, who have not known him. It
is true that Israelites of the past have been guilty of iniquities, and even
now a measure of sinfulness is admitted (9). But surely, in view of
the issues at stake, God will atone for all this, and sweep away the
wrong ? But that is not all ; Israel will not now be satisfied with
deliverance. With a bitter resentment, which is intelligible, even if
it be not defensible, the psalmist demands vengeance for the blood of
Yahweh' s servants. This, he feels, is necessary to vindicate the offended
majesty of Yahweh against the insults in act and word perpetrated by
the neighbours of Israel. The world, too, must know of it, and the poet
naively betrays the depth of his own feeling when he demands that the
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victims, too, shall see the tables turned. When an Oriental receives a
present, he loosens a fold in his copious robes, and places it therein ;
the gift that Yahweh is asked to lay in the enemy's bosom is that of
seven-fold punishment. After all, Israel is the people, the sheep of God,
and, if they can see their desire on their adversaries, they will hymn
the praises of their saving God as long as man endures upon earth.

Religious Teaching
· For religion, the centre of this psalm is the problem which it raises.
It makes no attempt at an answer, but is content to plead for a reversal
of the conditions. In v. 8 the psalmist seems to hope that God, not
man, will make the needed " atonement ". An " atonement " is that
which restores the right relationship between God and man after it
has been broken by human sin. In most religions it is made from the
human side-e.g., through the use of sacrificial blood by the Jewish
priests. The psalmist, however, seems to foreshadow the specifically
Christian thought that a valid reunion between a holy God and a sinful
man can be effected only when the initiative is taken by God himself.
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As in Psalms 78 and 79, so here, we have a cry of distress, a national
lament. The situation, however, is not that of the two preceding
pieces. Each of them originally contemplated a single catastrophic
event, though in neither case can we be certain as to what that event
was. Ps. 80, on the other hand, reflects a condition more or less
permanent, a desolate state which has long been in existence, and
which promises no immediate change except through the direct intervention of Yahweh. It seems to refer to northern Israel, for Ephraim
and Benjamin are expressly mentioned, while v. 17 seems to contain
a play on the latter name. It is true that in v. 1 Yahweh is described
as seated on the cherubim. We know that this phrase would be quite
suitable to the Jerusalem Temple, and on this ground some commentators have been led to conclude that the psalm belongs to the south,
and not to the north. But we do not know that cherubim were absent
from all the northern sanctuaries, and it is at least probable that they
were in many places an element in the Yahweh mythology. Generally
speaking, the conditions may be those of northern Israel after 721 B.C.,
as described in II Kings 17 26-note especially the reference to wild
beasts in v. 13.
The structure of the psalm is interesting. A refrain appears in
vv. 3, 7, and 19; in each of the two former cases it is preceded by
three lines of verse. An abbreviated form is found again in v. 14,
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and it is natural to suppose that a similar line once stood after v. 10.
The fact that fJfJ. 8-13 all deal with the same subject is not a fatal
objection. Complete symmetry, however, cannot be secured merely
by inserting the same refrain before or after v. 16, since 14b-19 contain
only five lines instead of six. If, then, the poem was written in fully
strophic form, either a line in addition to the refrain has dropped out,
or two extra lines have been inserted ; the former would seem to be the
more probable hypothesis, since none of the existing verses appears
intrusive. The omission (if it took place) was probably after v. 16.
It remains to add that in all extant forms of the text the latter half of
v. 15 is nearly identical with the latter half of v. 17. Probably in one
place or the other some words dropped out in the process of transmission, and the gap was filled from the other verse.
This psalm contains certain evidence of the substitution of Elohim
for Yahweh. The phrase fnN;J1 0',?':'~ is grammatically impossible,
whilst niN;i~ nm• is a common contraction for niN;J1 •[i';)_!:t nin 1• The
presence of the Tetragrammaton in vv. 4 and 19 is to be explained on
grounds of textual corruption at a comparatively late stage.
Metre 3 : 3, with 2 : 2 : 2 in v. 9.
For the Precentor: Of Solannim.
1

(z). 0 Shepherd of Israel, give ear,

Thou that sittest on the Cherubim,
shine forth
0
And from slumber O arouse thy
valour,
3 (4). 0 God O of Hosts •, restore us,
4 (5). 00 0 God of Hosts, how long I
0

'Eduth.

Asaph's.

A Psalm.

that leddest Joseph as a flock.
z (3). before Ephraim and Benjamin.
and come for our salvation.
and lighten thy face that we may be
saved,
Thou hast fumed at the prayer of thy
people,
and has made us drink O tears by large
measure.

5 (6). Thou hast fed us with bread of
tears,
6 (7). Thou makest us a strife to our
neighbours,
7 (8). 0 God of Hosts, restore us,

0

8 (9). Thou movedst a vine from Egypt,

drivedst out nations and plantedst it.

while our foes mock at us.
and lighten thy face that we may be
saved.

9 (10). Thou madestlevel ground before it,

and didst firmly root it,
and it filled the land.
10(11). Its shadow covered mountains,
and its boscage cedars of God.
0
0 God of Hosts, restore us,
and lighten thy face that we may be
saved. 0
O

O

II (12). It sent forth its boughs to the Sea,
I2 ( 13 ). Why brakest thou down its fences ?
13 (14). The boar from the forest O may
trample it O ,
•
14 (15). 0 God of Hosts O restore us,

15 (16).

Look from heaven and see,
0
And the garden° thy right hand
planted,

and unto the River its tendrils.
that all passing the road may pluck it.
and wild creatures feed upon it.
and lighten thy face that we may be
saved 0 •
and visit this vine.
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16 (r7). 'Tis burned with fire O and uprooted
0
0 God of Hosts, restore us,
0

,

17 (18): Be thy hand. on the man of thy
right hand,
18 (19). And we will not tum back from
thee,
19 (20). 0 0 0 God of Hosts, restore us,

80
at the rebuke of thy face O it perisheth 0 •
and lighten thy face that we may be
saved. 0
on the man thou madest strong for
thyself.
if thou revive us we will call "on thy
name.
and lighten thy face that we may be
saved.

Text-critical Notes

Read n;rir~~ for "and Manasseh ". 3. Insert, with S, :i41-1:;':!', as elsewhere in the refrain. 4. Orn. " Yahweh ". 5. Read, with G, !\:li;l~:,~;::r and
!\:lj?.Wf:1~ for " ... them ". zo. Read, with G, i1~,;> for " were cover~d ;;_ · Insert
refr~in, with Briggs, as in =· 3, 7, and 19. 13. Read n~l?,7?7'. for n~~Oi~' ( ?).
14. Read refrain, with Briggs, as in vv. 3, 7, and 19, for" 0 God of Hosts, return".
15. Read, with Graetz, ;,¥;)1 for n~:;;i1 ( ?). Orn. "and on the man thou madest
atrong for thyself" (see introd_uction to the psalm). r6. Read, with G, ni:,~::i:;,~,
inserting" and". Read ,_:;;:-:/:1 for" they perish".
ll.

For the title, see Vol. I, pp. r6, r8.
The opening stanza of this psalm (r-3) is a simple plea for help,
starting with the familiar metaphor of the Shepherd God. With
characteristic Hebrew liveliness, the picture changes, and Yahweh is
seen seated on the cherubim, those ~s-trange composite creatures of
ancient myth and art. His valour is beyond question, but now it
slumbers; on no other ground can the poet account for Yahweh's
inaction,.- The refrain, to be repeated at regular intervals by the
worshipping community, is an appeal to God to lighten his face. The
metaphor of light and darkness- is__ readily applied to the favour or
displel!Sure shown in a man's expression. A cheerft1l, kindly look is
naturally light, while a frown is darkness.
The idea of the refrain is taken up at once with the beginning of
stanza II (4-7). How long ! is here, as in many other places, an ejaculation rather than a question, and the psalmist at once complains that
the prayer of God's people has been answered with the dark look, not
with the light ; the divine countenance has been blackened with the
murky cloud of smoke rising from the fire of anger-a striking development of the familiar image. Tears to eat, and tears to drink have been
Israel's portion, offered in great vessels such as those in which God once
measured out the dust of the earth (Isa. 4012 ). The nation has been an
object of strife (cf. Jer. 1510), a butt for all the cruelty and mockery of
their quarrelsome foes. So once more the listening congregation lifts
up the refrain.
\Vith stanza III (8-10) the poet introduces yet another metaphorthat of the vine. Again we have a common image, for as the sheep
demanded more care than any other domestic animal, so the vine needed
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more continuous attention and careful protection than any other product
of the ground. The seed had been sown in Egypt, whence Israel had
been transplanted to a land whose soil had been already levelled and
prepared by the driving out of nations settled there. We note the
theory of history presented by the later elements in the book of Joshua.
Planted in its new home, the vine had flourished greatly and covered
mountains, and even the wild cedars.
Stanza IV (11-14a) starts where stanza III ends, .and figures the
vine spreading from the Mediterranean sea to the river Euphrates. But
now comes the contrast between the glorious past and the miserable
present. The fences-" dry" walls built of stones cleared from the
soil-have been torn down, and the vine is exposed to the ravages of
man and beast. Curiously enough, damage done by the wild boar
is mentioned only here in the Bible, though it must have been only too
familiar to ancient Israel.
A renewed plea for deliverance naturally follows in stanza V (14b16), based in the first instance on the ground that it is Yahweh's right
hand that has planted the vine and the surrounding garden. This section
seems to have suffered in course of transmission, but its general purpose
is clear. Apparently it has been telescoped into stanza VI (17-19),
where the final appeal is made. Here there is a delicate play on Benjamin,
the " son of the right hand ", and the psalm closes with a promise of
fidelity and devotion if deliverance is granted. The language of the
last clause, with its condition, if thou revive us again, recalls the ancient
liturgical formula preserved in Hosea 6 2 •
Religt"ous Teaching

As in all psalms of this type, there is little explicit presentation of
doctrine. The psalmist is convinced of Yahweh's special relation to
Israel, and of his care manifested in the past. He cannot believe in
the final desertion of the people, and pleads that the power of Yahweh,
which he does not for an instant doubt, will be once more revealed in
the restoration of his chosen race. It is·true that calamity has befallen
the nation, that it seems as if Yahweh had answered the appeal of his
people only with fresh outbursts of wrath. A problem thus arises, for
the poet is not conscious of any wrong-doing which might explain the
divine anger. Others, like the author of Job, would be tortured by the
problem ; others again would admit that they might have sinned unawares. But this poet is one who feels rather than thinks ; unlike so
many of the Psalmists, he does not seek for " the root of the matter "
in himself, and he can simply tum back to the Shepherd of Israel with
his faith unshaken, and be sure that in the end all will be well.
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PSALM 81
THIS psalm, in the form in which it has come down to us, presents
several puzzling features. It opens with all the exultation of a hymn of
praise, apparently to be sung at some festival. The exact occasion is
disputed ; the new moon, the full moon, and the " festival " are all
mentioned in v. 3, with special stress on the blowing of trumpets. The
last feature suggests New Year's Day, on which it is still used as a proper
psalm, the special term " festival ", implying a season of pilgrimage,
one of the three great occasions, Tabernacles, Passover, or Weeks. If
the psalm be pre-exilic, the former is the more probable, if post-exilic,
then the second. Kittel's note on vv. 1-3, which would apply to any
of these occasions, is worth quoting in full : " The community is
gathered in the forecourt, priests make ready the offering, in the halls
about the Temple and at tables in the court preparations for the
festal meal are made by the separate clans and groups of celebrants.
Through the doors of the great court streams a surging festal throng ;
ever-fresh hosts of pilgrims and participants approach the altar on
which the sacred ritual must be consummated. Into this scene we are
transported by the rousing note of our psalm, which itself was intended
to contribute to the glory of the great festival. At once it supplies us
with an illuminating picture of the lyric element in such festivals ;
the court re-echoes with the joy and exultation of the festal crowd (cf.
Lam. 2 7). At intervals hymns ring out, sung by priestly choirs, often,
as we know, by appointed individuals, accompanied by zither, lute and
harp. Elsewhere cymbals control the rhythm of worshippers moving
in stately procession or pacing round the altar, and when the sacrifice
is burned, the priests make their ram's horns heard in solemn, hollow
tones, to tell even distant worshippers that the sacred rite has been
consummated.''
. With this vivid picture before us, we can see the function of our
psalm. Its place is near the beginning of the ritual, and its purpose is
to remind the worshippers of the ancient law, " Thou shalt worship
Yahweh thy God, and him only shalt thou serve". So much is clear.
But suddenly, between v. 10 and v. II, the tone changes. It is no
longer exultation; it is a condemnation of Israel for national apostasy,
and ends with a reference to the blessings the nation might have
enjoyed had it only been faithful.
It is not surprising that several modern commentators are unable to
accept the psalm as a unity without drastic alteration. There seems to
be no motive for the third clause in v. 10, and it looks as if parts of two
psalms had been telescoped into one another. Nor does v. 16 offer a
natural conclusion; 1oc-16 has every appearance of being a fragment
attached to a psalm whose true conclusion has not been preserved.
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There is nothing in either part which suggests a post-exilic date.
The opening passage may be quite early ; the rest of the first part,
though now organically united with it, suggests the age of the great
prophets. The language of v. 12 strongly suggests that the second
part comes from the end of the seventh century B.c., as the word for
"stubbornness" occurs elsewhere only in Deuteronomy (once) and
Jeremiah (eight times). If we had to guess an occasion to which both
parts were generally adapted, the best conjecture would ·be Josiah's
great Passover celebration. Even so, we should have to remember
that parts of the psalm, at any rate, have a much longer tradition behind
them, and may have been used on a variety of occasions.
Metre: 3: 3, with 3: 3: 3 in 5c-6 (6c-'7) and 1oc-11(11c-12),
possibly both due to mutilation. on•nn,1110:i in v. 13 counts as two
units.
For the Precentor: On Gittith.
1 (2). Break out praise to God our
fortress I
2 (3). Lift up harp-song and play the
timbrel,
3 (4). Ring the new-moon blast on the
horn,
4 (5). For an ordinance in Israel is it,
5 (6). A testimony he appointed in
Joseph,

7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).
10 (II).

Asaph's.

shout aloud to the God of Jacob I
sweet lyre with lute.
at the full moon on our festal day.
a decree of the God of Jacob.

when he came
Egypt.

O

from the land of 0

The voice of one I know not do I hear6 (7). " I have freed 0 thy shoulder O from the burden,
0
thy hands O have done with the basket.
In affliction thou calledst and I delivered thee,
I answered thee in the secret home of the thunder,
I assayed thee at the waters of Meribah.
Hear my people, and let me testify
0 Israel, if thou wilt hearken to me.
to thee,
There shall be no strange god in
thee,
nor shalt thou bow to a foreign god.
that brought thee up from the land of
I am Yahweh, thy God,
Egypt."

----open wide thy mouth that I may fill it.

II (12). But my people obeyed not my
voice,
(13). 0 So I let them go 0 in the
stubbornness of their heart,
13 (14). Would my people O were hearkening O to me,
14 (15). Soon would I subdue their
enemies,
15 (16). 0 They that hate them O would
come cringing O to them O ,
16 (17). 0 But I would feed them O with
the cream of the wheat,

and Israel showed me no good will.

12

they should walk in their own desires.
Israel were walking in my ways I
and over their foes bring back my
hand.
0
and their terror 0 would be for ever.
and with honey from the rock O would I
sate them 0 •

Text-critical Notes
5. Read, with G, f'1tl~ for " upon the land of ". 6. Read, witp Duhm, ';J~?!P
and ";J'~:P for " his shoulder " and " his hands ". 12. Read ':::t"?rP~) for " ao I
let him go". 13. Read, with Bubc1, ll~tp~ for :in;;ifD. 15. Read· Ci°j'l:J:?;i;:, for
"they that hate Yahweh". Read io7 for " him ". Read, with S, c;:i::,~::;i for
"their time". 16. Read (cf. Houbigant) C.?';,~~1 for "and he fed him"• Read
(cf. G) C'.\P~~tl for" would I sate thee ".
· ·
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For the title, see Vol. I, p. 13.
The great assembly of worshippers stands silent in the forecourt of
the Temple. A priest stands out and leads the ca11 to exultant song and
prayer. All the instruments of music (see under Ps. 150, pp. 589 ff.)
ring out their notes of gladness, and the opening of the solemn festivalnew moon or full moon or some other-is proclaimed. The constituent
authority for the celebration is none other than the God of Jacob, who
has long since promulgated his ordinance and decree-" Israel" may
we11 be a contracted phrase for " the God of Israel ".
The word passes to a prophet, who speaks in the name of Yahweh.
He, too, cites his authority; it is not that of ancient prescription, but of
direct personal communication. A voice is in his ears, and the.speaker
is no familiar human acquaintance, but one whom he does not know ;
it can be no other than Yahweh. The divine message begins with an
appeal to the distant past, to the days when Israel's shoulder still bore
the Egyptian burden, and his hands still carried the basket-one of the
most familiar of the" coolie's" instruments. The well-known story is
swiftly summed up in a few telling words-the call, the deliverance, the
revelation amid the crashing storms of Sinai, where it seems as if the
thunder had its secret home, the assaying of Israel (a curious inversion of
the usual picture) at the waters of Meribah. Here, it seems, there is a
gap-silence or words accidentally omitted-before the actual demand
is made. The language ..and spirit are those of Deuteronomy, and the
supreme lesson is that it is Yahweh, and Yahweh alone, who must be
worshipped by Israel.
At this point (1cc) the whole tone and purport of the poem change,
and we feel instinctively that we are in a totally different atmosphere.
Yahweh is still speaking, yet his next words, offering to fill the open
mouth of his people, involve a transition too abrupt e1ten for the Hebrew
mind. If this be a part of the same piece as vv. 1-10b, it is surely cleat
that some introductory words have fa11en out before 10c. For this is
what Yahweh would have said to his people if they had been faithful,
and the verses that follow are a divine lament over Israel's refusal to
accept his gifts. This is hardly consistent with the festal note of the
preceding verse, especially if the occasion be the Feast of Tabernacles
or Passover. The great tragedy is that the people would not obey the
voice of Yahweh, at1d left him no alternative but to let them go, dismiss
them altogether from association with him. If only they had hearkened
to him, and walked in h£s ways, they would have known victory instead
of defeat, and it would have been their enemies who would have
been subdued and come cring£ng to them, living for all time lives of
terror. Israel, on the other hand, would have had the best of fare,
the cream of the wheat-the Hebrew word is "fat", used in just
the same metaphorical way as our "cream "-and abundance of
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wild honey. And there the poem breaks off-surely not its natural
conclusion.

Religious Teaching
Even if this psalm be not a structural unity, it has a single lesson.
Absolute and unwavering fidelity and consecration to the one living
and true God is the indispensable condition of success and prosperity.
While human experience belies the doctrine on the lower planes, in the
highest sense it still remains, and ever must remain, profoundly true.
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Turs psalm, like Ps. 58, presents the reader with an interesting problem.
It·speaks of certain" gods", whose functionis to act as judges of men,
and condemns them for their failure to use their authority aright. Who
are they ? The traditional interpretation, going back to the· Targum,
is that they are human judges, and two or three passages, of which
Exod. 21 6 is the best example, are cited in support of this view. But
it is now generally recognized that in all these passages the word " God "
is to be taken in its normal sense. Another theory is that they are
simply the heathen gods, or, more specifically, the guardian spirits
assigned by Yahweh to the various nations. Such subordinate deities
are referred to in Dt. 32 8 (Septuagint), 2i6 ( 25 >, Isa. 24 21 , and a similar
doctrine is found both in Ecclus. 1717, and in connexion with the
" princes, of the kingdoms " in Dan. 1013, 20, 21, where Michael is named
as the " prince " of Israel. On the whole, some such explanation as
this best fits the psalm. Yahweh is the supreme ruler of the universe,
but deputes his authority to inferior gods. Their government is so
unjust that they must be deposed, reduced to the rank of men, and
suffer in the end the penalty of death.
The little psalm is regular in form, the lines falling into pairs. V. 5
seems to have little to do with the rest of the poem, and is best regarded
as an accidental insertion due to one or more marginal notes. V. 8
is the exclamation of a pious reader, easily attached to the end.
There is no indication of date, but the passages quoted show that
the thought is not necessarily early, having survived in some form from
pre-exilic times well into the second century B.C.
Metre : 3 : 3 ; of the two intrusive verses, v. 5 is 2 : 2 : 2 (possibly
4: 3), and v. 8 is 4 : 3.
1.

2.

A Psalm.
God is set in the divine council, '
How long will ye judge unrighteously,

Asaph's.
in the midst of the gods he judgeth.
and lift up the face of the wicked ?
Selah.

BB
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3. Judge ye the crushed and the orphan,
4. Rescue the lowly and the poor,

82
see right done to the humble and needy.
from the power of the wicked deliver
them.

(5. They know not, nor understand,
in darkness they walk,
all the foundations of the earth are
moved).
6. I said, Ye are gods,
all of you sons of the highest.
7. But surely like men shall ye die,
and as one of the princes shall fall.
(8. Rise, 0 God, judge the earth,
for thou art master in all the earth.)

Text-critical Natl/

3. Read, with Graetz,

iJ':i

for" lowly".

As in one or two other passages in the Old Testament (e.g., I Kings
;
Job 1 18 11. ; 2 111· ), we are taken into the heavenly court. About
the central throne is gathered the celestial hierarchy, the servants of
Yahweh to whom he has entrusted the government of the world. This
is the divine council, and· its proceedings open when Yahweh is set on
the throne of judgement. He speaks at once in terms of condemnation ;
a, Eliphaz says (Job 418), "He putteth no trust in his servants, and
unto his holy ones he imputeth folly ". To these lower deities, or
guardian spirits of the nations, has been committed the oversight of
mankind, and it is their duty, in the psalmist's eyes, to administer. the
decrees of Yahweh on earth. But everywhere injustice and oppression
are rife; the depressed classes-the orphan, the lOUJly, and the poorcan get no justice. If one of them comes into court, no matter how
dei;erving his case may be, it is the wicked, the man who ought to be
condemned, who emerges triumphant (2-4). At this point a copyist
seems to have inserted a couple of marginal notes, one emphasizing
the helplessness of the suffi::rers, who do not understand, and grope in
the darkness of ignorance, and the other comparing the moral situation
to a world-destroying earthquake. After this interruption, the divine
Judge continues. It was he who had given the subordinate deities their
rank, and said they were gods and sons of the highest, a phrase which
does not necessarily imply an actual relationship with Yahweh, but
only that they belonged to the highest of all classes under him. It is
true that in the Ugaritian texts found at Ras Shamra there is a genuine
pantheon, in which the gods llre arranged in natural families, and a
physii;al kinship within each group is assumed. But, while Israel
took over much of the mythology. of its neighbours, we have nowhere
any trace of a true pantheon. A goddess seems to have been
associated with Yahweh in some circles (Anat-Yahu, in the Elephantine Papyri), but we have no allusion which even suggests that
they produced a child. With 7 comes the sentence passed on the
divine criminals. Immortality is the property and gift of Yahweh
alone. Just as man was condemned to die for his primeval offence in the
garden of Eden, and just as the whole human race was thereby rendered
11
2219 •
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subject to mortality, so they must perish and share the lot of all mankind,
commoners and princes alike. Finally, the psalm ends with an appeal
by the worshippers ·(probably later than the original poem), asking
Yahweh to dismiss all these lower beings, and rule the world directly
himself.

Religious Teaching
The psalmist has not yet attained to a full and complete monotheism. But his position is nevertheless interesting and important.
It shows a way in which the thought of Israel passed from polytheism
(monolatrous though it may have been) to a real belief in the one God.
The other gods are first relegated to a lower rank, in which they are
subject to mortality (we may compare the old legend of the death of
Pan), and then, finally, disappear altogether. It may be recalled that
in the Ras Shamra texts we have the death of Baal and Aleyan. There
may be also an attempt to explain the inequality of human fate, and so to
give some kind of answer to the question first propounded by Habakkuk
and Jeremiah," Why lookest thou on . . . while the wicked swalloweth
up the man that is more righteous than he?" (Hab. 1 13, cf. Jer. 121tt-).
The failure of justice is due to the fact that the world has been placed
in charge of fallible and unprincipled governors, and if only Yahweh
would remove them and rule directly, all would be well. It is true that
the psalmist has only pushed the problem one step farther back, but
he and others of his time may have been relieved by this attempted
solution of the greatest problem which an etlucal monotheism has to
face.
PSALM 83
THIS psalm is a national lament, composed for a time of peril, when a
coalition of the surrounding nations was threatening the very existence
of Israel. Curiously enough, it occurs in ancient Jewish rituals as one
of the psalms proper for the Passover feast. No fewer than ten peoples
are mentioned ; the most prominent appear to be Moab and Ammon
(v. 8), but Edom, Philistia and Tyre are also mentioned, together with
a number of Bedawin tribes and " Assyria ". Damascus is a significant
omission. The psalmist recalls two great events in the distant past :
the victory of Deborah, and the overthrow of the Midianites by Gideon.
He calls down on his people's immediate foes an imprecation based on
the fate of these ancient invaders, and prays that the new enemies
may be utterly routed.
This is ·one of the psalms for which a Maccabrean date has been
most confidently claimed by a series of scholars, with Theodore of
Mopsuestia at their head. For reasons against this view, see Vol. I,
pp. 68 ff ; in its favour is the fact that six of the ten peoples mentioned
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in vv. 6-8 were included in a coalition formed against Judas Maccabreus
(I Mace. 5), together with the common use of the name " Assyria "
for Syria in the later literature. On the other hand, there was a Bedawin
tribe bearing the same name, mentioned in Gen. 25 3 as descended from
Abraham by Keturah, and therefore allied to Ishmael.
A combined attack on Jehoshaphat is recorded in II Chron. 20 ;
there, as here, the leaders are Moab and Ammon. Nehemiah, again,
was the object of concerted acts of hostility, and some commentators
refer the psalm to the age of Artaxerxes Ochus. We must, however,
face the possibility that vv. 6-8 form no part of the original psalm, since
the catalogue of nations is by no means necessary for the progress of its
thought. lt may well have been inserted to adapt an older and more
general poem to a definite situation. But in this, as in so many other
cases, an attempt at exact dating can be little more than a precarious
conjecture.
The structure is simple; though Selah appears at the end of v. 8,
there is no sign of genuine strophic arrangement. The text is, on the
whole, well preserved.
The metre is 3 : 3 ; vv. 6 and 17, 3 : 2. Anacrusis appears in v. 4 (5)
1'J~El~?l1 (v. 3) and 1mm:,:n (v. 15) count as two units each.
A Song.

A Psalm. Asaph's.
be not silent nor still, 0 God.
and they that hate thee lift up their head.

(2). 0 God, let no rest be thine,
2 (3). For behold, thy foes roar in tumult,
3 (4). Against thy people they take crafty
counsel,
4 (5). They say:
Come, and let us destroy them
that they be no people,
5 (6). For they have planned in their
heart together,
.
6 (7). Tents of Edom and Ishmaelites,
7 (8). Gebal and Ammon and Amalek,
8 (9). Yea, Assyria is confederate with
them, .
O
9 (10). Deal with them O
as with
Sisera,
10 (11). (Which) were destroyed at Endor,
0
11 (12).
As Midian ° make their princes,
12 (13). Who said, Let us take for ourselves
13 (14). 0 my God, make them as thistledown,
14 (15). As when fire kindleth in the forest,
15 (16). So pursue them with thy stormwind,
16 (17). Fill their faces with contempt,
17 (18). Let them be ashamed and confounded for ever,
18 (19). Andletthemknowthatthoualone
t

and plot against thy treasured ones.
let Israel's name be remembered no
more.

against thee have they made a covenant.
Moab and Hagarites,
Philistia, with the dwellers in Tyre.
and bath become an arm to Lot's sons.
Selah.
as with Jabin at Kishon'~ torrent.
dung they became for the ground.
as Oreb and Zeeb O O their chieftains.
the

O

holy • homestead of God.

as chaff before the wind.
as when flame blazeth on the hills,
and with thy hurricane confound them.
and let them seek thy name, 0 Yahweh.
yea, let them be dismayed and perish !
art Most High over all the earth.

Text-critical Note,
9. Trs. " Midian" to the beginning of v. 11. 11. See on v. 9. Read, with G,
nn~W · M adds " them ". Orn., with Buhl, " Zebah and Zalmunna ". 12. Insert
(cf.' G),, W)i. 18. Orn., with Duhm," thy name is Yahweh".
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The first verse of the psalm is an appeal to Yahweh to come himself
and make his power felt. The writer pleads that he will break the
stillness, the quiet that surrounds him. There are enemies about (2-5),
and they, at least, are making themselves felt and heard. Can God be
silent when his foes roar in tumult, howling like an infuriated mob, and
lifting their head like a wild beast as it roars? Unlike the animals,
these enemies have intelligence, and are crafty in their plotting against
the nation which God has treasured, and kept safe in his own hidingplace. They would destroy Israel, so that it should cease to be a people
altogether.
6-8 give a list of the hostile nations. A settled people, Edam,
Moab, or Ammon, is followed by a wilder Bedawin tribe, Ishmael,
Hagar, Amalek. Gebal, too, is almost certainly not Byblos, but a nomad
clan mentioned by Eusebius as ranging over territory in the region of
Petra. Philistines and Phoenicians are involved, perhaps, as slavetraders who disposed of Jewish captives, and, in spite of the apparent
prominence accorded to them, the Assyrians also may be a wilderness
tribe (see above).
With 9 begins the imprecation. Both in blessing and in cursing,
a recognized method was to cite instances of supreme happiness or
misery, and pray that their fate might also be that of the object of curse
or blessing. So the psalmist goes back to two stories in the book of
Judges. The one is that of Sisera and Jabin, crushed by the Israelite
levies under Deborah and Barak. The mention of J abin shows that
the psalmist knew the story as told in Judg. 4, though instead of Mt.
Tabor he mentions the town of Endor, situated almost at its foot. The
other event is the overthrow of the Midianites by Gideon, and the
slaughter of their princes, Oreb and Zeeb. There is no reference in the
story of Judges to any attempt by the Midianites to possess the homestead
(the word might mean also "pasture") of God, unless we are to take
the phrase as meaning the land of Israel in general, which is improbable.
Now that the country is once more attacked from the outside, may the
new invaders share the fate of their ancient predecessors I
13-15 continue with more direct imprecation. The poet prays that
the enemy may become as thistle-down. This, however, is not an exact
rendering of the Hebrew word, which properly means a " rolling
thing ", and probably indicates the dried heads of a common Palestinian
weed, a wild artichoke, which " . . • throws out numerous branches of
equal size and length in all directions, forming a sort of sphere or
globe, a foot or more in diameter. When ripe and dry in the autumn,
these branches become rigid and light as a feather, the parent stem
breaks off at the ground, and the wind carries these vegetable globes
whithersoever it pleaseth" (W. M. Thomson, The Land and the Book,
p. 212 (1881}). Another metaphor is drawn from destruction wrought

by fire in for est and on mountain, or, perhaps, from the speed with which
the flames are hurried along by the storm-wind and the hum·cane.
The closing verses (16-18) add a note which tends to mitigate the
vindictiveness of the psalm in general. The aim of the psalmist,
according to them, is not the annihilation of the enemies, but their
conversion. They are to feel the contempt to which their calamities will
expose them, but only that they may seek the name of Yahweh ; the ·
purpose of all that happens to them is that they may know that the God
of Israel alone is the Most High ooer all the earth. It is difficult to avoid
the impression that this final paragraph is an afterthought, perhaps even
a later addition, modifying the severity which offended the spiritual
taste of the better minds in Israel.

Religious Teaching
Apart from the last verses, the psalm is almost purely vindictive
imprecation. Christian and later Jewish feeling could not endorse its
sentiments without a sacrifice of principle. But, if we cannot approve,
we may understand ; if we. had been where the psalmist was, we might
well have felt and spoken he did.

as

PSALM 84
THE great autumn festival is at hand. The long year's toil in field
and vineyard is over, the produce of the land is gathered in, and the
cycle is about to begin once more with solemn ritual and stately
ceremony. The ground is parched, and all the wadis are dry, but the
summer is nearly at an end, and almost before the feast is over the
autumn rains may be expected, to soften the earth and make it once
more fit for husbandry. From every village in the country comes a
train of pilgrims, and as they draw near to their journey's end they sing
a song like this.
The psalm has a regular strophic form, each of its three stanzas
containing six lines. At the close of the first two we find the word
Selah (vv. 4 and 8); after the third comes an isolated line (v. 12).
It is tempting to suggest that this is a refrain, which is intended to be
sung after vv. 4 and 8 as well. In the first stanza the pilgrims dwell on
the happiness of those who can make their permanent home in the
sanctuary, in the second they contemplate the journey now nearly
completed, and in the third they pray for divine help and protection,
especially for the king on whose well-being their prosperity will largely
depend.
The psalm almost certainly dates from pre-exilic days, and is to be
connected with the group which belong to the ceremonial of the Feast
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of Tabernacles (see Vol. I, pp. 49f.), though it clearly did not form a
part of the actual ceremonial. It is interesting to note that the Tetragrammaton occurs more often than is usual in psalms belonging to this
section of the Psalter.
Metre: 3 : 2, with 2: 2 in oo. 6b, II, and 2: 3 in v. 12.
For the Precentor : On Gittith.

I
2

Of the Sons of Kwak. A Psalm.
0 Yahweh of hosts l
for Yahweh's courts.
My heart and my flesh cry aloud
(to greet) the living God,
Yea, the sparrow bath foun4 a
house,
.
and the swallow her nest,
Where she bath laid her brood__..:
Yahweh of Hosts.•
thine altars, .
Blessed are the dwellers in thy
house·
they prai~e thee" for ever. 0 Sdah.
Blessed i:re men whose strength is
0
in thee,
who love pilgrimage 0 •
They pass through the Vale of
Balsams,
.
a fountain they make it.
0
With pools of O blessing
the early rain covereth it.
They go from strength to strength,
• they shall see God O in Zion.
Yahweh, God of Hosts,
hear my prayer I
0
Give ear, 0 God of Jacob,
my king and my God 0 • Selah.
Look to our Shield, 0 God,
and behold the face of thine Anointed.
For a day in thy courts is better
than a thousand in my own chamber
To haunt the threshold of
Yahweh'• house,
than a oome in wicked tents.
For 11 sun and a shield
is Yahweh, our God ;
Grace and glory
doth Yahweh give;
He withholdeth no good
from them that walk in perfection.
0 Yahweh of Hosts,
blessed is the man that trusteth in thee.

(2). How lovely are thy dwellings,
(3). My soul longeth, 0 yea O ; fainteth

3 (4).

0

4 (5).

s

(6).

6 (7).

7· (8).
8 (9).

9 (10).
10 (11).

n (12).
u (13).

O

O

•

Text-critical Notu
Read, with G, C), for "and also ". 3, Trs. "my king and my God " tC;I end
of v. 8. 4. Read, with G, '1'~"'13;' for" still". 5. Read, with G, c;~':,l!- n'I',)?~
for" high ways in their heart.". 6: Read, (cf. Schlogl) 'l?.~l!l for"" also,;_ 7. Ru.d
(cf.GandK.ittel) ?~-~~~for "shallappearuntoGod". ·8. Seeonv:4. 10. Read
with Gunkel, '"11l'J:P for·•• I have chosen".
2.

For the title, see Vol. I, p. 13.
The psalm, as has been pointed out, falls into three equal parts.
1-4 form a meditation on the beauty of the dwellings of Yahweh, and on
the privileges enjoyed by those who can make the sanctuary their
permanent home. The poet is stirred by intense emotion as he thinks
of this lovely and lovable place. So deep is the longing of his soul that
his heart for a moment fails ;· he / ainteth, his face grows pale, and it
seems as if the tension of-his spirit would strain the .very cords of life.
Then comes the swift revulsion ; once more the blood rush~s through
its accustomed channels, and his whole being, hear_t and flesh, break,
as it were, into a sudden exul~nt shout of joy-at the thought that he will
soon enter the presence of the living God. The language of 3 suggests
that the temple, like some modem mosques, was sanctuary for the
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wild things, and he envies the very sparrows and swallows which have
made their nests about the altar.
Such bliss as that of the dwellers in Yahweh's house is not to be had
by every man. Yet there is a profound value in pilgrimage, and the
second part- of the poem starts where the first ended, with blessedness.
It may not be of such high quality as that enjoyed by the permanent
resident in Yahweh's home, but, nevertheless, he who W'Veth pilg-rima.ge
(literally " hath pilgrimage in his heart "), who plans and carries out
the sacred journey, does make Yahweh his strength, and so wins a
blessing. Further, there is some mystic virtue attached to the pilgrim.
He is not merely blessed in himself, he is a channel of blessing to others,
and serves as a vehicle of divine mercy. When, for instance, he passes
through a dry valley where only the balsam tree will grow (2 Sam. 52u,
suggest that there may have been such a valley to the south-west of
Jerusalem, through which some pilgrim route would almost certainly
lie), doubly parched by the long summer drought, the face of the land
changes. Rain falls, and springs rise from the ground, over whose
surface the pools spread like a veil. They are pools of blessing, for water
is one of the supreme blessings of Eastern life. In fact, the word used
here, with a slight vowel modification, would mean "pool", as,
perhaps, in Judg. 1 15, while in Arabic a word from the same root is
used to indicate rain. So, thinks the psalmist, the pilgrim goes, receiving and transmitting blessing, for he is bent on seeing his God. In this
spirit he can offer the prayer with which the third part of the poem
begins.
The last section proper occupies 9-II. After all, the Feast of
Tabernacles, with its mimic presentation of the divine war that led to
creation, and of the marriage, death and resurrection of the life-giving
deity, had a practical object. Its purpose was to secure the fertility of
the land for the coming year. Closely bound up with national prosperity
was the welfare of the king, who was both the Anointed of Yahweh and
the Shield of his people. This request once made-the time is not yet
come for more extensive petition ; that is reserved for the festival
itself-the psalmist reverts to the theme with which he started, and
once more contemplates the bliss of being in the sanctuary. He is a
pilgrim, and must make his way home again all too soon, but even
if he had only a day instead of a week to spend in Yahweh's courts, he
would gain something which a thoµ.sand days in his own chamber could
not supply. Though, for some reason, he were unable to enter the
sacred precinct itself, and passed no farther than the threshold, being
compelled to behave like a " hanger-on " at the gate, he would still be
better off than if he had an assured standing and a permanent position
in a godless community. Both in what Yahweh is-a sun to give light
and a shield to protect-rui.d in what he gives-grace, glory, and good-
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the man who walks in perfection will find abundant reason for exclaiming, in the words of 12, " 0 Yahweh of Hosts, blessed is the man that
trusteth in thee."

Religious Teaching
This hymn is a triumphant expressfon of the blessedness which is
to be found in communion with Yahweh. Our conception of religion,
its methods and its purposes, has grown during the centuries. Material
prosperity is no longer the sole test of divine favour, nor do we think
of the welfare of the community as summed up in the life of its individual
head. But it is still true that the highest bliss known to the human
spirit is the sense of communion with God, and that in the " fellowship
of the Holy Spirit " we have most certainly an experience of that which
is unseen and eternal.

PSALM 85
THREE divisions are clearly marked in this psalm. According to
the usual interpretation, vv. 1-3 (2-4) refer to the return from the
Babylonian Captivity; the nation's sins, for which the Exile was the
punishment, are forgiven, the divine wrath is assuaged, and the land is
restored to Yahweh's favour. This section, therefore, refers to the past;
the restoration of the people has taken place. In the second division,
however, vv. 4--7 (5-8), there is a prayer to Yahweh to restore his people,
to withdraw his anger, which still rests upon them, so that they may
rejoice in him, and that he may have mercy on them, and grant them
salvation. This section, therefore, refers to the present ; so far from
the restoration having taken place, the people stand condemned under
the wrath of God. The third di".ision, vv. 8-13 (9-14), tells of.a divine
message accorded to the psalmist ; it depicts a state of righteousness,
peace, and happiness in the land; Yahweh himself is among his people.
Here again the reference is to the present, but see the exegetical notes
on these verses for the force of the tenses.
It should be noted at the outset that the first section cannot possibly
refer to the return from the Babylonian Captivity ; one has but to read
the details of the condition of things in the land after the Return, as
given in the books of Ezra, Nehemiah, Haggai, and Zechariah (see the
notes under Ps. 126, pp. 515 f.) to realize that this is out of the question.
The second section might conceivably refer to. the evil plight of the
people during the early periods after the Return. But the third section
takes us into the domain of th~ supernatural; the glory of Yahweh is
thought of as abiding in the land, and Yahweh himself walks on earth
with righteousness and uprightness, personified, before him. It is, thus,
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evident that the content of the psalm must be explained on other lines.
To grasp its true meaning the first requisite is to recognize that in the
opening verse a technical term is used which belongs to the language of
the prophets. In the English Version the second half of v. 1 (2) is
rendered: "Thou hast turned back the captivity of Jacob" (sahta s•lnUh
ya 'dqob ;Jacob isa term of endearment for Israel); this phrase is used by
the prophets of the bringing back of the time of primeval happiness, the
" Golden Age ", a theme which plays an important part in the teaching
of the prophets concerning the future. The word translated in the
English Version by " captivity " should, according to its technical use
by the prophets, be rendered "restoration "-namely, the restoration,
or bringing back, of the happy age as at the beginning ; an :instructive
illustration occurs in Jer. 3311 : " I will cause the restoration (s'buth)
of the earth to return as at the first (or, as in the beg£nni.ng, n~".l~i:I
k6bari'sonah), saith Yahweh"; in v. 7 of the same chapter we have,
in connexion with this restoration, the phrase : " I will build them
(i.e., re-establish them) asat the first" (see also Jer. 32H, 33 28, Ezek. 39 15,
and elsewhere). The conception was of extra-Israelite origin, but was
adopted by the prophets who interpreted it as in reference to the
" Messianic Age" (see, e.g., A.in. 9u., Jer. 33u.-1~). The whole subject
is a very large one, and cannot be further.dealt with here.1
It is, then, this prophetical conception of the re-establishment, or
restoration, of the primeval age of bliss, which is the subject of this
psalm ; it is, thus, an eschatological psalm.
Further, it must be pointed out that, in describing the happy time
of restoration, all the verbs are in the perfect tense, as though a past
event were being referred to; it is, presumably, largely owing to this
(though see the note on s•l»1th in v. 1 [2]) that the first section of the
psalm has been explained in reference to the Babylonian Captivity. ·
It must, however,-be remembered that in Hebrew the perfect is used
" to express facts which are undoubtedly imminent, and, therefore, in
the imagination of the speaker, already accomplished (perfectum
confidentiee) • .•• This use of the perfect occurs most frequently in
prophetic language (perfectum propheticum). The prophet so transports himself in imagination into the future that he describes the future
event as if it had been already seen or heard by him." 2 It is in this
sense that the perfects in our psalm must be understood.
As sung in the Temple worship, it is probable that the first section
was sung by one voice, section two by the whole congregation, while a
different voice sang the last section.
The date of the psalm is impossible to determine ; the depressed
1 See Oesterley, The Evolution of the Menianic Idea (1908); Dietrich, ni::iw :Jl~
Die endzeitliche Wiederherstellung bei den Propheten (1925).
• Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, Engl. transl. by Cowley, 106 n; pp. 312 f. (1910).
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state of the people reflected in. the second section is variously applicable ;
the language is thoroughly classical ; were it not that prophetical
influence is so often to be observed in post-exilic psalms, we should- be
inclined to postulate a pre-exilic date, especially as there is nothing in
the psalm that points necessarily· to post-exilic times. Its position,
however, among many post-exilic psalms suggests the later period.
The metre is regular, 3 : 3.
1

:a
3
4

s
6
7
8

9
10
JI

u
13

For the Precentor. Of the Sons of Qorah. A Psalm.
(:a). Thou hast shown favour, Yahweh, thou hast brought back O the restorto thy land,
ation ° of Jacob ;
(3). Thou hast forgiven the iniquity of thou hast covered all O their sins O ;
thy people,
Selah.
(4). Thou hast withdrawn all thy 0 thou hast ceased O from the fierceness
of thine anger.
wrath,
(5). • Tum now 0 , 0 God of our 0 and take away • thine indignation
• from us•.
salvation,
(6). Wilt. thou be angry with us for
ever?
wilt thou prolong thy wrath to all ages ?
(7). 0 Wilt thou not O revive ua again,
that thy people may rejoice in thee ?
(8). Show us, Yahweh, thy love,
and thy salvation grant unto us.
(9). I would hearken to what O Yahweh O will say,
• will not Yahweh O speak peace
To his people and unto his loved 0 and to them that tum to him in
ones,
confidence ? 0
(10). Of a truth, nigh to them that fear
him is his salvation,
that O his glory • may abide in our land.
(JI). Love and Truth are met together,
Righteoll$Iless and Peace O kiss each
other 0 ;
.
_
(u). Truth sprouteth forth from the and Righteousness looketh down from
heaven.
earth,
(13). Yea, Yahweh giveth that which is
good,
and our land yieldeth her increase.
(14). Righteousness goeth before him,
and O Uprightness• on the way of his
steps.

Tll%t-eritical Not.

Read ti~:Jlp, following the K:'thib, not n,:;itp " captivity " (cp. Dietrich,
op. dt., pp. JI ff. 2. Read, with the Versions, C,';)Ht3t:1 for Ci";IM~r:T "their
sin". 3. Read 1;1~tp["T for ,:;:,i:JW'.! "thou bast caused to tum". 4. Read~ :J~ti:i
for ~:i;;mz:.i. Read, ~ith G, -,l;ly1· for il;TJ1 "and annul". Read ~J?;~~ for
1.

~J~:l? "with us". 6. Read N'?Q, omitting nr;,~ "thou", emphatic, which overloads the half-line, cp. Ps. 71 ••. 8. Add nin\ Read ;rn,, :,l',i] for nin, ',~r;r
"the God Yahweh". Read, with Gunkel, n!,9~ i',-,~rp ''-~~ for ri?J?;1? :O,:J~JV~•',1!!11
" and let them not tum again to fo)ly ."; for 1"!'.'J?:;l in the sense of " confid1:nce "
or "hope " see Job 4•. 9. Read ni::i:;;, for ,i:Jf "glory ". 10. Read :-Ojif~ for
:iptp~ " they kiss ••. 13. Read .,19~1 for· l:t/.'~1 " and he maketh "•

I -3. The psalmist speaks of the time of perfect happiness in the
land because it is blest with Yahweh's favour; the land is called his,
thy land, a thought which occurs· in the prophetical books (" my
land", Isa. 14 25 , Jer. 2 7, Ezek. 36 5 , Joel 1 6, but not in any
other book). What is meant by the favour which Yahweh has shown is
expressed in the words : thou Jiast brought back the restoration of Jacob ;
the significance of the phrase" to bring back the restoration "(sub s•Mth) .
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has already been dealt with ; the English rendering here given is
confessedly faute de mieux, but it is not possible to reproduce the
Hebrew without a paraphrase. The Hebrew word for "restoration",
or " returning ", is s'Mth ; in the verse before us-and the same is
true of many other passages in which it occurs-this is the written
form of the text ; but the marginal reading (Q're) has s•bitk, which
means "captivity" and represents what the media:val Jewish critics
held to be the right reading. Which of the two readings is the correct
one is further complicated by the question of grammar-viz., there are
two roots in Hebrew: siibak, " to take captive ", and sub, " to return " ;
and the derivations from these, respectively, s•bttk, "captivity," and
s•Mtk, "restoration," or "returning," are attended by grammatical
difficulties ; into these we cannot go here. If, therefore, in deciding
whether s'Mth or s'bttk should be read, we had to depend on early
Jewish criticism or on Hebrew grammatical points, the difficulty
would be wellnigh insoluble. Fortunately, there are other means
whereby this can be decided in most cases. Almost always, when read
in the light of the context, it becomes clear whether the word should be
read s'Mth or s•btth (whether, or not, there is a marginal reading). In
the case of our present psalm the seer presents us with a picture of an
entire obliteration of sins among the people, with the consequent
withdrawal of divine wrath ; this means that all those things which
were always recognized as the signs of God's anger for sin have disappeared ; that this cannot conceivably refer to the conditions of land
and people as these existed after the return from the Captivity, should
be obvious to anyone who reads in the Biblical records what the actual
facts were (for details see under Ps. 126). Clearly, we must, therefore,
read here s•Mth, " restoration," or " returning "-i.e., of the primeval
age of bliss-and not s•btth, "captivity" (cp. Ps. 53 7). The weight
of iniquity had crushed down the people, and now the burden had been
taken from them ; the ghastly horror of sin had lain before them, too
horrible a sight for their eyes ; now it is hidden, and they can look
fearlessly before them. A mass of living wrath had spread over the
land, and now it has been gathered and its last trace and remnant swept
away; in a word, the fierce heat of Yahweh's anger has been quenched.
In the first section of our psalm, therefore, this apocalyptist, as we
might call him, envisages the return of the " Golden Age ". With
this is contrasted, in the second section (4-7), the present actual state
in which the people find themselves ; that the reference here is not a
general one, but that it tells of some definite period of national calamity,
probably famine or drought, see v. 12, may be regarded as certain,
for it was just this that called forth the picture of comfort and encouragement contained in the first section ; but what the particular
time of distress was cannot be determined ; it happened too often to
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be identified without some definite indication; and this is wanting.
As sung in the Temple, this part of the psalm was probably rendered
by the congregation collectively. There is, as it were, a contrasting
parallelism between this and the preceding section ; there we have :
" thou hast brought back," or " restored " ( sabta) ; in contrast to this
the second section has: "restore" (sub-nii'); there the divine anger
has all disappeared ; here it weighs heavily and is unceasing : Wilt
thou be angry with us for ever ? they cry, for there lies before them only a
vista of the long-drawn agony prolonged by Yahweh's r.orath, generation
after generation to all ages. There the entire disappearance of Yahweh's
anger has given new life ; here there is this plaint : Wilt thou not revive
us again ? This contrasting parallelism is both purposeful and effective,
and emphasizes the poetical beauty of the psalm. The threefold
pleading in question-form is then followed by a prayer, in direct form,
that Yahweh would show his love (l,esed), and grant salva#on to his
people. Here" salvation" has a meaning different from that in which
the Hebrew word is ordinarily used (" deliverance," "rescue,"
"welfare," "help," according to the context), it means the permanent
state of bliss when Yahweh brings back the primeval age of happiness.
8-13. The answer to the prayer is then proclaimed. This section
takes the form of a divine oracle. Like the prophets of old, the psalmist
listens first for Yahweh's message: I would hearken to what Yahweh
will say ; and in question-form denoting conviction of an affirmative,
he asks : Will not Yahweh speak peace to his people. . . ? They are
called his loved ones (J,asidiiyw), an expression peculiarly characteristic
of the Psalms, because of their trust and confidence in him. Then
follows the divine message which has been received. Here the psalmist
reverts to the opening theme of the psalm ; the verbs are all in the
" prophetic perfect " ; so certain is he of the fulfilment of his prophecy
that he envisages it as already come to pass ; and he describes the final
state of bliss as present : salvation has come, it is nigh to them that fear
him, cp. Matt. 311, " The Kingdom of heaven hath drawn nigh "
(-ifyy1K(V). Now has come the time when the divine presence,
his glory, can abide permanently in a land where all men serve Yahweh
in reverential awe; with the whole verse (9) cp. Isa. 51 4 - 6 , 561, 6019, 110 •
In words as beautiful as any in the Psalter, the psalmist then goes on to
describe the result of the divine presence: Love and truth are met together,
righteousness and peace kiss each other ; very striking is the personification
of these virtues (cp. Isa. 58 8); they are, perhaps, thought of as angelic
beings, much as Zoroastrianism personified certain divine characteristics
as the Amesha Spentas (Archangels). Earth and heaven are, as it were,
joined together ; from the former Truth sprouteth forth, like some
beautiful plant (cp. Ps. 72 3), while from above the windows of heaven
are opened earthwards, and Righteousness looketh down on an earth
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transformed. All things are the gifts of Yahweh, who giveth that which
is good, the psalmist continues, and our land yieldeth her increase. To
our ears the mention of this in such an otherwise sublime connexion
sounds somewhat incongruous ; but it must be remembered that
materialistic ideas often fwd expression in the prophetic pictures of the
final restoration (see Isa. 4 2, 30 23 , H, Jer. 31 12, Hos. 2, 21, 22 , Am. 913);
purely spiritual conceptions had not yet developed (see the whole ·of
Job 31). The final words of the psalm are very striking; it is not only
the sign of Yahweh's presence, his glory, that will appear on earth, but
he himself will come among his people (cp. Joel 2 27), preceded by
Righteousness and' Uprightness, again personified; with this conception
cp. Ps. 8914, "Love and truth go before his face," see also Isa. 58 8 •
With the thought of God coming to dwell among his people, we recall
the words of Rev. 21 3 : "Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men,
and he shall tabernacle with them, and they shall be his peoples, and
God himself shall be with them . . . . "

Religious Teaching
The special interest and importance of the religious teaching of this
psalm (and the same applies to Ps. 126) centre in its picture of the time
of universal restoration ; for this lies behind the more fully developed
conceptions and accounts occurring in the apocalyptic literature proper ;
and these again form the basis of some of the teaching of the early
Church on the Second Coming. There are some passages in the
book of Re'Velation which should be -read in connexion with ~ psalm
(7 3- 10, 146, 7 , 21 1 - 5). Above all, the reign of righteousness, and the
consequent entire abolition of sin, is a conception of extreme beauty,
and recalls Rev. 21 1 : "And I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for
the first heaven and the first earth are passed away ; and the sea il! no
more " ; the " sea " here means· the embodiment of all evil ; it is
synonymous with Tehom, the primeval monster, " the dragon, the old
serpent, which is the Devil and Satan" (Rev. 20 2). The world is foul
with sin, crushed by the burden of iniquity. So deeply has it sunk
into the morass of evil that nothing but the .direct interference of God,
a drastic and complete reversal of existing conditions, can ensure
amendment. So far the psalmist is at one with all apocalyptic thought.
But whereas normal eschatology can envisage only the complete
destruction of the present world-order as a preliminary to the· new age,
the psalmist is strong in the belief that God can heal the universe as
it is, and create a new world within the old.
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PSALM 86
PSALM 86 is a cry for help against the writer's enemies. Some expositors
regard it as the utterance of the ·community speaking as an individual,
thus illustrating the familiar Israelite doctrine of corporate personality.
Others, with more probability, hold it to be an expression of the
religious emotion of an individual. In the latter case it might be
classed among those psalms which present the legal aspect of the plea of a
defendant protesting his innocence and pleading for the divine acquittal,
but there are certain terms and phrases (e.g., the reference to miracle
in v. 10) which are hardly suitable in such circumstances.
In its present form the psalm appears to be late, though it is hopeless
to attempt even an approximate dating. Psalms of this kind are particularly likely to have received accretions from time to time, adapting
them to the needs of successive generations of suppliants ; one or two
of these seem fairly obvious. On the uther hand, the reference to other
gods in v. 8 can hardly come from the latest period in Israelite thought.
Links with early psalms are not absent; e.g., v. 14 is very similar to
Ps. 543 141 • It .is even possible that portions of two or three psalms of
similar tone and purport have been combined to form a single psalm.
Vv. 6 and 1z open with phrases of a kind commonly used at the,
beginning of a psalm, but they may have marked simply the start of1
a new verse-paragraph. If this be so, the inequality of the three
parts makes the suggestion of a genuine strophic arrangement improbable, unless we are to suppose that the difference in length as
between them is due to additions made during the transmission of the
psalm.
The metre is mainly a combination of z: z and 3: z (or z: 3);
it is interesting to note that a fairly large propertion of the 2 : z lines
are genuine " fours ", with a caesura and external parallelism.
The first and last lines now contain seven stresses each, and the first
member of v. 16 is an isolated 3; either there has been some interpolation or a couple of significant words have dropped out.
A Prayer. DtllJUl's.
Incline, 0 Yahweh, thine ear and
answer me,.
2. Guard my life,
Save thy servant, •
• 0 my God,
3. Shew me thy favoUI, Yahweh,
4. Gladden the soul of thy servant,
5. For thou, 0 Lord,
And plenteous in love
·
1.

for lowly and f.oor am I I
for godly am ,
which trusteth in thee.
for to thee do I cry all the day.
for to thee ..
• do 1 lift up my soul.
art good and forgiving,
·
to all that call upon thee.

6. Give ear, 0 Yahweh, to my prayer,

and attend to my suppliant voice.
I will call thee, for thou wilt answer me.

Yahweh,
·
9. Let all the nations,
And let them bow before thee, 0 Lord,

nor are any deeds like thine.
whom thou hast made, come ;
and let them honour thy name.

7. In the day of my adversity
8. None is like thee among gods, 0
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10.
11.

For great art thou,
Thou, 0 God,
Teach me, Yahweh, thy way;
May my 'heart • rejoice •

u. Let me praise thee, 0 Lord, my God,
14.

15.
16.

17.

And let me honour thy name for ever,
And thou shalt deliver my life
0 God, the axrogant
And the council of the tyrants
Thou, 0 Lord, art a God
Slow to anger,
Turn unto me, and shew me favour,
Give thy strength to thy servant,
Shew unto me
And let them that hate me fear and be
ashamed,

86
and a doer of marvels ;
alone • art ~reat •.
I will walk m thy truth.
to fear thy na,me I
with all my heart,
13. for great is thy love •
from nethermost Sheol.
have risen against me,
0
seek my life •
•
compassionate and gracious,
and great in love and truth.
and deliver thy handmaid's son.
a token for good,

for thou, 0 Yahweh, hast helped and
consoled me.

Text-critical Notu
z. Om., with G, "thou". 4. Om., with Jerome " Q Lord ". 10. Add, with
G, 1,i,l. 11. Read, cp. G, S, ;111~ for "ahall be one ". 13. Orn. "upon me".
14. Om., with Gunkel, " and have not set thee before them "; possibly the whole
verse has been inserted from Pa. S4 •.

In th~ first part of this psalm (vv. 1-5) the psalmist prays in general
terms for the help of Yahweh. There are two grounds, the one being
his own need, and the other the character of Yahweh. Much of the
language is familiar and almost conventional, Thus he asks that
Yahweh will incline his ear (v. 1), save him (v. 2), shew favour (v. 3) and
gladden his ~oul (v. 4). · His is IO'Wly and poor, and counts himself among
the godly-i.e., among the "saints" (see Vol. I, pp. 56 ff.). On
the other side, too, we meet with well-worn terms; Yahweh is good
and plenteous in love. But there is one epithet not found elsewhere/orgi:ving. True, the thought is one of the most familiar in the Old
Testament, but the form is unique. It belongs to a class of words
indicating normal occupation, trade, or profession. Yahweh is a
" forgiver "-it is his " nature and property ", and the psalmist might
well have endorsed Voltaire's famous" ii pardonnera, c'est son metier".
The second part of the psalm (oo. 6-u) also starts with a plea that
Yahweh will give ear. In what follows, however, the emphasis is less
on the adversity (v. 7) into which the psalmist has fallen than on the
power and majesty of Yahweh. Other gods may exist, but none can
boast the character and deeds of the God of Israel (v. 8). The writer
feels dimly that the divine prestige will be enhanced by his deliverance ;
he would have all nations come and bow before Yahweh, recognizing that
he al-One is great. In v. 11 he vows that, if he be delivered, he will
henceforth- walk in the truth of Yahweh, ever remaining faithful to him.
Some scholars would emend the text in the latter part of the verse,
substitutillg a word meaning " desire " for that rendered above
"rejoice" (the Septuagint reading, here adopted, assumes the same consonants as the traditional Hebrew text, though with different vowels).
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But this is to misunderstand all that the Hebrew felt when he used the
wordfear. It implies an attitude which is by no means incompatible
with rejoicing; it is not only-indeed, not usually-akin to terror, but
m ..y imply, as here, respect, fidelity, worship. lt is the proper
emotional tone for any person who finds himself in the presence of a
superior, not only when the superior may be hostile, but also when the
relationship between the two is one of loving sympathy. In some ways
it is the nearest single word in Hebrew for what we call " religion ",
and it may well be accompanied by a solemn exultation inspired
by the presence of a morally perfect omnipotence.
Finally (vv. 12-17), the psalmist passes to a more exact statement
of his need. This part of the psalm also opens as if it were a fre,sh
hymn; the writer is conscious of an inward impulse to praise and
honour his God (v. 12). He expec~ (or, perhaps better, as Buttenwieser suggests, prays) that Yahweh will deliver him from nethermost
Sheol ; apparently his conception of the hereafter was so far advanced
that he recognized different levels in the underworld. At last, in v. 14,
he comes to a definite point. He is being persecuted, perhaps accused,
by the arrogant and the tyrants. In this extremity he turns to that
God who, from of old (cf. Ex. 346), had been proclaimed as compassionate
and gracious, slow to anger, and great in love and truth (v. 15). He can
give strength to his servant (v. 16), and in his humility the Psalmist
takes the lowest of all social levels. The servant might be a temporary
slave, working out his six years of bondage. But the handmaid's sonthe child of the female slave, the" house-born" (cf. Gen. 15 3 , Exod. 21 4·7,
Jer. 2 14)-was from his birth the property of his mother's owner, and
could never hope for liberation. Just because Yahweh i~ his absolute
and permanent owner, the psalmist believes that he will even shew a
token, and secure deliverance. So the psalm ends, with this note of
hope and confidence, not without the natural desire for the discomfiture
of the adversary.
·
Religious Teaching
We do not look for systematic theology in a poem of this kind. In
harmony with the normal post-exilic view, the psalmist believes in the
character and supremacy of Yahweh, even if he has not attained to an
absolute monotheism. But Yahweh has the power and the goodness
to save, and his loving nature will lead him to pardon and restore his
distressed saints.
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PSALM 87
THE grandeur of this short psalm is somewhat obscured by dislocations
in the text. These dislocations are due to the lines having been copied
out in their wrong order. This may be hypothetically explained in this
way : a scribe, in copying out the psalm, inadvertently omitted some
of the lines, which he subsequently added in the margin; a later scribe,
in making his copy of the psalm, naturally wished to include the lines
which had been placed in the margin; but this was no easy mat"ter,
because there was, presumably, no indication as to where they belonged
in the text. The later scribe had, therefore, to do the best he could ;
but he was somewhat wanting in discernment, otherwise he would
not, for example, have begun the psalm with a meaningless sentence, as
it is in its present form ; nor would he have been content with the
illogical sequence of the lines as we now have them ; nor does he seem
to have realized the great significance of the refrain : " This one was
born there ".
To place the lines in their original order may not be possiblescholars differ on the subject-but it may, at any rate, be claimed that
the following ·reconstruction brings out the universalistic note which
runs through the psalm, and which makes it, from this point of view,
one of the most inspiring in the Psalter.
The. psalmist proclaims Zion as the most loved by Yahweh of all
the centres ·of his worship ; this is because Zion will become the
world-centre of his worship. Zion is thought of, figuratively, as the
spiritual mother of all men, so that of every nation the psalmist says :
" This one was born there ". Egypt, Babylon, Philistia, Tyre, and
distant Kush receive special mention, but all peoples are included ; and
this sublime refrain is taken up by the worshippers in Zion itself, who
in their song of praise and in ·their sacred dance in the sanctuary
enthusiastically respond : " This one was born there ". A brotherhood
of man in the highest sense !
The question of date is difficult. The pronounced universalism was
either due to prophetic influence-Deutero-Isaiah was .its greatest
exponent -or else it points to the Greek period. But the mention of
Babylon as the great world-power by the side of Egypt indicates a time
after the end of the Assyrian empire ; a pre-exilic date is therefore
improbable. On the other hand, this mention of Babylon is against a
post-exilic date; and in post-exilic times Deutero-Isaiah's universalistic teaching was ignored, at any rate until the Greek period; We
seem, therefore, _to be led to the period of the Exile itself as the date
of our psalm, and at the very end of this period, when the Return was
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approaching. To this it can be objected that the worship in the
Temple seems to be in full operation, since "the singers and the dancers "
are spoken of. To this it can, however, be replied _that the psalmist
is envisaging in his mind's eye the re-establishment of the Temple
worship, much in the same way that Deutero-Isaiah did (see, e.g., Isa.
52 11 , n, and note also 56 1- 8 ).
In the present state of the text there is practically no metrical
structure ; in the emended form of the text, which is confessedly
conjectural, the metre is irregular.
Of the Som of Qorah;
Yahweh loveth the gates of Zion
0
1.
Her foundation ° is upon the holy hills,
3. Glorious things O are told O of thee,
6. Yahweh writeth down in the peoples'
0
'
register O :
4. 0 I record O Rahab and Babylon as those
that know me :
Behold, Philistia and Tyre, with Kush :
5111>. Yea, to Zion it shall be said, 0 each one 0
was born in her ; 0 singers and dancers
2.

A Psalm, A Song.
above all the dwelling-J>1aces of Jacob ;
5•. he hath founded it for ever O •
0 city of God O : Selah 0 •
" This one was born there " ;
0

''

This one was born there ,, ; 0

" This one was born there " ;
all respond in thee O :
0
This one was born there."•
"

Test-critical Notes
For the title see Vol. i. p. 15,
1. Read r-l•':1T-IC~ for in-," his foundation",
as though in reference to Yahweh, which comes in the next half-line. 5c. Read
for 7i''?~, "Most High". Where this half-line stands in the Hebrew
text it is ~ppropriste, while in v. 1 a half-line is wanting. We follow Gunkel here.
3. Lit. " it is told ". Se/ah is included in the Hebrew metre, as sometimes elsewhere.
6. Read :i.,-;,:;>~ for ::iin::;i;ii, " when he writeth down ". 4. Li_t. " I make
mention ". The refrain in this "· is a conjectural addition ; but it is demanded both
because of " I record ", and because otherwise a half-line is wanting ; moreover, the
symmetry ,equires it. 5a. Lit. "a man and a man". Read, with Gressmann:
'i'f.1 ':l'.P l::~f C'77h1 C'7fP for iJ1 ''~~0-1,~ c•l.;';ih~ c,7~1 " and singers
like dancers all my springs are in thee ". The Hebrew text is obviously corrupt.
The refrain here is again a conjectural addition, but it is required after" all respond
in thee " ; the refrain, moreover, is the obvious antiphon.

c7i'J;!7

1-3. The words of the two opening verses recall Is$iah's belief
in the inviolability of the holy city ; the gates is a synonym for the city.
Yahweh's sanctuary is often spoken of as his dwelling-place; the reference is, therefore, to the other sanctuaries in the land. The glorious
things to which the psalmist refers may well have been such utterances
of Deutero-Isaiah as are recorded in Isa. 54 1- 8-e.g., v. 3: "For thou
shalt spread abroad on the right hand and on the left ; and thy seed
shall possess the nations". The city of God occurs also in Ps. 46'.
6-5•. These verses contain the psalmist's main theme-viz.,
Yahweh's recognition of the qentiles as the children of the Holy City,
figuratively represented as their mother. Here again Deutero-Isaiah's
words seem to be in the psalmist's mind; in_ Isa. 541 it is said: "For
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more are the children of the desolate than the children of the married
wife, saith Yahweh", and in v. 5 the prophet says: "For thy Maker
is thine husband. Yahweh of hosts is his name." The Gentiles
are thus regarded as his spiritual children, .and they are recorded as
belonging to his family in the heavenly register. This idea of Yahweh's
book of life was a familiar one-see, e.g., Exod. 3232, Ps. 69 28 , 139 16 ,
Isa. 4 8 • In this book, according to the psalmist's universalistic outlook,
Yahweh registers against the name of each people: " This one was born
there ". The refrain occurs in the text twice only, but in view of the
displacements in the text, referred to above, we have added it in two
places where it seems to be called for. Among the peoples specifically
mentioned Egypt is called by the emblematical name of Rahab (see note
on 89 10); together with Babylon it was the leading world-powt!r when
the psalmist wrote, though the downfall of Babylon was near at hand ;
Philistia and Tyre (Phrenicia), who for centuries were the neighbouring
peoples of Judah and Israel, respectively, are appropriately mentioned;
while Kush (Ethiopia) represents the more distant peoples who are all
to be received as Zion's children. The psalmist ends by picturing
to himself the worshippers in the Temple, soon to be rebuilt, joining
in the refrain : " This one was born there ".
·

Religious Teaching
The psalmist who wrote this psalm was an idealist of the highest
order. That he contemplated the realization of his ideal in reference
to his own time, as Gunkel holds, we cannot believe. Nor can we
accept the contention of some other authorities that the psalmist is
thinking of the conversion of the Gentiles in the " last times ". His
thought soars beyond the present ; but the future of which he conceives
is not that of the end of the present world-order. The psalmist's
central and foremost thought is of God, who made all men, and who
will, in his own time, draw all men unto him. The A'.11-Fatherhood
of God is an eternal fact which• demands the brotherhood of man.
God is true to himself; but men are not true to themselves. Nevertheless, the psalmist, with his sublime outlook, envisages a time in
world-history when, irrespective of nationality, men will conic to
themselves, and therefore to God. It is an ideal ; but, with divine
optimism, the psalmist portrays its superb realization as taking place
within time-space. The when is not his concern ; he is content with
framing the beautiful ideal. That he should picture Jerusalem as the
home of welcome to the wanderers was a necessity, for this alone was
the world's centre of the worship of God.
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Tms psalm is unique. It is a desperate cry of suffering, unrelieved
by a single ray of comfort or of hope. In form it is the utterance of an
individual, but the doctrine of corporate personality has enabled some
expositors to regard it as an expression of national sorrow. Not a
few readers, however, will feel that the agony is too keen to be that of
sympathy, even of the deepest sympathy for the calamities of the
people. It is written with the very heart's blood of the poet.
If we take the piece as a " dirge of the community ", its date will
almost certainly be that of the early exile, and it will be contemporary
with the earliest of the poems in the book of Lamentations. But there
are good grounds for supposing that the author was acquainted with the
book of Job, and may himself also have been a leper. In that case the
fourth century is the earliest period to which we can assign the psalm.
The thought and language of v. 8 are closely paralleled in v. 18, and
Selah occurs at the end of vv. 7 and 10--in the latter case it was not
read by the Septuagint. These facts, however, hardly warrant us in
finding a formal strophic arrangement ; there is no break in the subjectmatter corresponding to the divisions suggested by the points just
noted.
The metre is 3 : 3 throughout, with 2 : 2 : 2 in v. 5a. Anacrusis
occurs in vv. 1, 13 and 14, and the word ':J'J;:1W3 in v. 16 counts as
two metrical units.
A Song. A Psalm. Of the Sons of Qorah. For the Pruentor :
On Mal;alath l'annoth. Maskil. Of Heman the EJllrahite.
1 (2). 0 Yahweh!
0
My God ! I have cried O O by day °,
2
(3). May my prayer come before thee !
3 (4). For my soul is sated with sorrows,
4 (5). I am numbered with them that go
down to the Pit,
5 (6). 0 As the dead O I am free, as the
slain,
Whom thou hast remembered no
more,
6 (7). Thou settest me in the nethermost Pit,
7 (8). Upon me resteth thy wrath.

8 (9). Thou hast put mine acquaintance
far from me,
0
I am shut up O , I cannot go forth,

I called thee, 0 Yahweh, every day,
(n). Wilt thou work a wonder for the
dead?
,
11 ( 12). Shall thy love be told in the tomb ?
12 (13). Shall thy wonders be known in
the darkness ?

cried out in the night before thee.
incline thine ear to my ringing note.
and my life draweth near to Sheol.

I am become as a man strengthless.
that repose in the tomb. _
seeing that they have beeti cut off from
thy hand.
0
among them that are restrained 0 in
the depths.
all thy breakers • thou hast brought over
me 0 • Selah.
thou hast made me loathsome to them.
9 (ro). rnine eye languisheth from
affliction.
I spread out my palms unto thee.

10

or shall shades rise to praise thee ? Selah.
0
or O thy fidelity in Abaddon ?
thy triumph in the land of oblivion ?
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13 (14). And I I
Unto thee, 0 Yahweh, have I
cried,
14 (15). Wherefore?
0 Yahweh, dost thou cast off my
soul?
.•s (16). Afflicted am I, and am weary from
my youth,
16 (17). Thy fury hath passed over me,
17 (18). They are about me as water all
the day,
18 (19). Lover hast thou taken far from
me,

88
and in the morning my prayer was wont
to greet thee.
hidest thy face from me ?

I suffer thy terrors, 0 I grow faint O •
thy terrors O have made an end of me O •
they have made their circuit against
me altogether.
and comrade O and acquaintance thou
hast withdrawn°.

Text-critical Not•
Read, with Bickell, \1:111'!.lp ,;j',~ for "God of my salvation". Read, with
G, C~'i• for "day of". 5. Rell!d, w~th aome Hehr. MSS and T, t:l',"'.11;~ for
"among the dead". 6. Read C':;l~q ~Of for "in the darkness". 8. Read, with
G,
for " shut up". JJ. Insert ~1 (omitted by haplography). 15: Read,
r"T1!'\!:l1::1 (cp. Pa. 77 1) for n~,!:ll::I " I am distracted ". 1_6. Read ,;i.,,,1Pl for
';(l!'\1,7f:.t (same meaning). 18. Read (cf. Jerome, S) r;,:;,t.:,Q ll~:z;>-1 for" mine
acquaintances are darkness ".
J.

~,f~

For the title, see Vol. I, p. 18.
The whole psalm is a cey from the night of suffering and doubt.
We must not look too carefully for coherence and continuity of thought ;
the poet's mind turns swiftly from one aspect of his case to another.
But he begins, in the only way a man in such straits can begin, with a
direct appeal to Yahweh, metrically emphasized by the anacrusis, to
whom he cries for help continuously by day and in the night. The
spontaneous urgency of his plea is emphasized by the fact that it is a
ringing note-a term normally reserved for an outburst of sudden
exultation. It is as if the whole of his emotional world had been
inverted by his pain, and the natural expression of the keenest joy has
become a token of the most poignant grief (2). The same twist in
thought appears in the next metaphor; the hungry, when at last fullfed, says he is sated-satisfied. But it is sorrow that has glutted the
psalmist's appetite, his very soul. So had Yahweh himself spoken to
Isaiah of the sacrifices of Israel (Isa. 1 11 ). One thing only is left
for the sufferer-death which will bring him to Sheol (3). We cannot
escape a comparison with Job's point of view (cf. Job 79, 21 , 1021,
14 18 u., 16 22 , 17 3 , etc.). So far has this experience gone that the victim
is already as one dead. The use of the word free may be an audacious
and bitter parody and perversion of Job's phrase in Job 3 19, but even
so in the psalmist's mind it probably carries a suggestion of leprosy.
A closefy allied word is used of the " lazar-house " in which Uzziah
was confined (2 Kings 15 5 ), and much of what the psalmist says is
consistent with his having suffered from the most terrible disease known
to ancient Israel. A characteristic feature in the. treatment of leprosy
was that the victim was already acc,mnted dead, and the psalmist's
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experience tells him that it is not ody man, but also God, who has
ceased to think of him as still existing, has remembered him no more,
and has cut him off from the divine hand, that is from the nearness and
power of Yahweh (5). The thought is continued in 6, where the poet
sees himself as already restrained in the nethermost Pit-either in Sheol
in general or in an especially deep portion in Sheol-or in the depths.
The last word is one which suggests the bottom of the sea, and may
hint at a form of the creation-myth current in Israel, according to which
the primeval chaos-monster was not slain, but imprisoned beneath the
ocean, or even equated with the sea (cf., e.g., Job 7n). The seametaphor is repeated in 7, where the psalmist thinks of himself as overwhelmed by the wrath of Yahweh, as by breakers on a rocky coastsurely a reminiscence of Ps. 42 7•
A new aspect of the case is introduced in 8, again recalling the fate
of the leper. All the sufferer's friends have left him; he is utterly
lo11ely, and absolutely bereft of human companionship. He ilil indeed
loathsome to others, as Job was to his acquaintance and even to his wife
(Job 19 13, 14, 17,. cf. also Isa. 53 3, '-another case of leprosy). Even
if others would see him, he cannot reach them, for he is segregated,
shut up, and cannot go forth (8--9a). To this thought the psalmist will
return again in the last verse of the psalm.
.
With swift transition the poet comes back to God. It is his relation
to Yahweh (again we find a parallel with Job) that is central; the other
elements in his bitter experience are but peripheral. In Sheol he will
be utterly and for ever cut off from God. The divine power cannot
reach him to work a wonder, and he cannot lift up his voice in praise
to Yahweh. Yahweh has nothing to gain (cf. Job 10 4 ff-) by consigning
him to torture and destruction-the literal meaning of Abadd<m, &.
synonym for Sheol, the darkness and oblivion where the divine wonders
and triumph cannot be known.
So once more he comes to the great gulf between himself and God,
and recalls how he has cried for help, and how he has been wont to
send his prayer to greet his Lord in the early dawn (14). Hence the
great puzzle-why, in spite of all this, has Yahweh cast him off? Like
Job, he has done his best, and all is in vain. Afflicted and weary, almost
expiring, from the sickness that has clung to him from his early youth,
he feels that the only possible source for his sufferings is the d~vine fury
which has overwhelmed him with deadly terrors (the only other occurrence of the word is in Job 6 4). Repeated grades and type of horror
have made their circuit against him, following one another, as it were,
in a continuous orbit, and each in turn swooping on him as it comes
nearest to him, so stabbing his soul with an endless succession of
cumulative agonies (17). And all this he must bear alone.
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Religious Teaching

In the whole Bible there is no 'other place where we have so forcibly
presented to us the meaning and results of a refusal to believe in the
life to come. As we have seen, the situation of the psalmist is much
that of the poet to whom we owe the book of Job, but the sufferings of
that noble spirit lead him in the end, after desperate battles of the soul,
to the conviction that death is not the end of God's dealings with man.
The psalmist seems aware of that view, but cannot accept it, and is,
therefore, left in utter hopelessness. If the drama of religion (to
consider no other aspect of the case) is to be played out to the very end
upon the stage of this world, then there is no possibility of belief in
final goodness. Many men may get some kind of compensation for
their suffering-and suffering is a universal experience--during their
earthly life ; there are those who do not. Their number may not be
great, and only a small proportion may be capable of intense feeling,
but if, in all human history, there had been but one who had had to
endure what this man endured, with no hope of God in the hereafter,
then a true optimism would be impossible-there is an evil power in
the world before which good may be powerless. A belief in immortality is fundamental, not merely to human· happiness, but to divine
justification, and there can be no valid theodicy if it be excluded. If
this psalm does nothing else, it puts the issue before us in clear-cut
alternatives, and bids us make our choice.

PSALM 89
THERE is some justification for the belief, though optruons on the
subject differ,1 that this psalm is a combination of three originally
independent psalms (cp. Pss. 19, 27, 127, each of which is "combination
of two separate psalms). This is sugge.sted by the entirely different
subject-matter of each of the three component parts. The purpose of
the compiler in combining these appears to have been to set in review
the origin, development, and final disappearance of the kingship. The
first ~o verses are introductory. The first psalm extols the all-powerful
might of Yahweh in heaven and earth ; he is King above, and his throne
is in heaven (v. 14) ; the earthly kingship is from him and under, his
protection (vt:1. 17, 18). Then the compiler illustrates, by the second
psalm chosen, the glory of the kingship as exemplified by the royal
Davidic house. And, finally, he adds, in what appears to be only
part of another psalm, the record of the final disappearance of the
1 See the very interes~!I elsay by Aubrey R. Johnson, The R8le of the King in the
Jerwal,m Culrvi, in The Labynnth, pp. 77 ff. (ed. S. H. Hooke [1935]).
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kingship. The component parts, after the introductory verses, are :
(a) vv. 5-18; (b) vv. 3, 4, 19-37; (c) vv. 38-51 ; the last verse, 52, is
benediction which marks the close of Book III (see Vol. I, pp. 2 ff.). For
the purpose, perhaps, of seeking to unify his material, the compiler
separated vv. 3, 4 from the psalm to which they belong, and placed
them (after the two introductory verses) at the beginning of the whole
amalgamation. In the following rendering these two verses are placed
in what we conceive to have been their original position.
The first of the three psalms here combined is a Hymn of Praise
glorifying the supremacy of Yahweh among the heavenly hosts. The
second commemorates Yahweh's covenant with the house of David.
The third is a pathetic plaint over the downfall of the monarchy. The
three themes are thus of a very different nature.
The difficulty and precariousness of assigning dates to the psalms
in general are fully recognized ; quite tentatively, therefore, we suggest
the following dates for these three psalms, respectively : (a) The
mention of Tabor and Hermon in v. 12 shows that this first psalm
(vv. 5-18) was written by one living in northern Israel; vv. 15-18
make it clear that it belongs to the time of the monarchy. The psalm
must, therefore, be dated before 722/1 B.C.; when the northern kingdom
fell. That it was a time of prosperity is evident from vv. 16, 17; it is,
therefore, quite possible that the psalm was written during the
prosperous reign of Jeroboam II (see II Kings 14 25) ; his date was 788747 B.C.
(b) That the second psalm belongs to the southern kingdom is
obvious on the face of it. A time of prosperity is likewise indicated by
vv. 28, 29 ; it is therefore possible that this psalm was written during
the reign of Josiah (639-608 B.c.).
(c) There could be no greater contrast than that between this and
the preceding psalm. Here we have depicted nothing less than the
downfall of the Davidic monarchy (vv. 43, 44). The date is clearly
indicated in v. 45, which must refer to Jehoiachin: "Thou hast
shortened the days of his youth", cp. 2 Kings 24 8 : "Jehoiachin was
eighteen years old when he began to reign ''. The date may, therefore,
with some confidence, be given as 597 B.c. The final combination
belongs to post-exilic times.
The metre of (a) is almost uniformly 4: 4 (with anacrusis, "0
Yahweh" in v. 8) ; the three concluding vv. 16-18, are 3 : 3 ; that of
(b) is 3: 3 throughout; in (c) it varies, vv. 38-45 are 3: 3, v. 46 is
4: 3, and vv. 47-51 are 4: 4.

a

I
2

Maski{ of Ethan, the Ezrahite.
Of thy loving-acts, 0 Yahw.eh, will I ceaselessly sing,
will ever make known thy faithfulness with my mouth ;
(3). For I said, For ever O is thy love O built up,
0
like c the-heavens is thy faithfulness O established for ever 0 •

(2).

0
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(a)
5 (6). The heavens give praise for thy wondrous-acts, Yahweh,
yea, for thy faithfulness, 0 the assembly of O holy ones ;
6 (7). For who in the skies can compare with Yahweh,
·
is like Yahweh among the sons of gods ?
7 (8). God, who is fearful in the assembly of the holy ones,
0
mighty is he O and awe-ful among all around him I
8 (9). 0 Yahweh I
God of hosts, who is like thee ?
0
thy might and thy terror O are round about thee.
0
9 ( I o). Thou rulest the raging of the sea,
the roaring O of its waters thou stillest ;
10 (n). Thou didst crush Rahab as one pierced,
with thy mighty arm thou didst scatter thy foes.
11 (12). Thine are the heavens, and thine is the earth;
the world and its fulness,-thou didst found them;
12 (13). North and south thou didst create them;
Tabor and Hermon shout for joy in thy name 0 •
13 (14). Thine is the arm, 0 and thine• is the might,
strong is thy hand, lifted up thy right-hand.
14 ( 1 s). Righteousness and justice are the stay of thy throne,
love and truth enter in before thee.
15 (16). Blessed are the people who know the shout,
in the light of thy countenance they walk, 0 Yahweh 0 •
16 (17). In thy name they rejoice all the in thy righteousness O they shout for
day,
joy O ;
17 (18). For the glory of their strength art
thou,
in thy favour our horn ° is exalted O ;
18 (19). For to Yahweh belongeth our
ahield,
to the Holy One of Israel our King.

(b)
3 (4).
4 (5).
19 (20).

(:u).
21 (22).
22 (23).
23 (24).
20

24 (25).

0

Thou didst make 0 a covenant
with thy chosen •,
" For ever will I establish thy
seed,
At that time thou spakest in
vision
" I have set O the crown ° on a
mighty one,
I found my servant David,
One whom mine hand upholdeth,
No enemy shall conquer him,
I will crush his foes out of his
sight,
·
Mt=.thfulness and love are with

25 (26). I will set his hand on the sea,
26 (27). He shall call unto me, 'My Father
art thou,
27 (28). Yea, I have made him my firstbom,
28 (29). For ever I will keep for him my
love,
29 (30). I will establish his seed for ever,
30 (31). If his sons forsake my law,
JI ~32). If they profane my statutes,
32 33). I will punish their sin with a rod,
33 34). Yet my love will I not 0 deny 0
him
34 (35). I will ~ot annul my covenant,
35 (36). One thing have I sworn by my
holiness,
36 (37). His seed shall endure for ever,
37 (38). Like the moon shall it stand for
ever,

0
didst swear O to David O thy servant O ;
and build up thy house eternally ".
Selah.

0
unto thy sanctified one 0 , and saidst :
have exalted one chosen from among
the people;
with my holy oil I anointed him,
and him mine arm doth strengthen ;
no son of wickedness oppress him ;

them that hate him will I strike down;
in my name shall his horn be exalted ;
and on the rivers his right-hand.
my God, and the Rock of my help ';
most high among kings of the earth.
and my covenant shall stand fast with

him·

and hi; throne as the days of heaven.
and walk not in mine ordinances,
and keep not my commandments,
and with scourges their iniquity.
nor suffer my faithfulness to fail ;
nor change the issue from my lips.
--9lld I will not deceive David-:
and his throne as the sun before me ;
0
and as long as the sky standeth
firm 0 " . Selah.
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(c)

38 (39). But . thou hast spurned and
reJected,
39 (40). Hast. annulled the covenant with
thy servant.
40 (41). Hast broken down all his walls, ,
41 (.µ). All that pass by have plundered
him
42 (43). Thou 'hast exalted the right-hand
of his foes,
43 (44). Thou hast turned his
sword
0
from the adversary O ,
0
44 (45). Thou hast broken the sceptre
from his hand O ,
45 (46). Thou hast shortened the days of
his youth,
46 (47). How long, Yahweh, wilt thou hide
thyself for ever,
47 (48). 0 Remember how I come to an
end for ever,
+8 (49). What man doth live who shall not
see death?
49 (50). Where are thine acts-of-love, the
former ones, 0 Yahweh O ,
50 (51). Remember, 0 Lord, the reproach
of O thy servant O ,
50 (51). Wherewith thine enemies reproach, Yahweh,
52 (53). Blessed be Yahweh for ever,

hast been wrath with thine anointed ;
hast polluted his crown to the earth ;
hast made his defences a ruin;
he is become the scorn of his neighboun ;
hast gladdened all his enemies ;
hast not granted him victory in battle ;
and his throne to the groU!ld hast thou
cast;
hast covered him O with grey-hair 0 •
Selah.

shall thy wrath bum like fire ?
hast thou created for nought all the sons
ofmen? 0
shall his soul escape from the hand of
Sheol ? Selah.
which, thou swarest to David in thy
faithfulness ?
which I bear in my bosom-0 the
contempt of O the peopleswherewith they reproach the footsteps of thine anointed.
Amen and Amen.

Tm-critical Notu
For the title see Vol. I, p. 18.
I. Read, with G, 'l'f\jl;)l".1 for '1!?0 "the
loving-acts of ". 2. Read . 'lTWl'.:1 for ,~r,i " love ". Add f before " the
heavem ". Read, '!ith G;, 1i:;,,-=, for l':;ll;1 "thou wilt establish"; and for c:i;,:p
" in them ", read "'lnl
as in 11. I ; two words under one beat.

-ii,7

(a)

5. Om. ~ " in ", the subject of " shall praise " is both " the assembly of the
heavenly ones" and "the heavens". 7. Read, with G, i+in ::1"1 for n;r'l
"greatly". 8. Read 'lf•";1~'~1 'l'f?t;>r,t for 'l'f,71;:it:i~l l:f~ J'QQ ''..the might of
Yah and thy faithfulness ".
9. Read, with G, lHlt':jl for Hiu,,i "when it
riseth up". 12. Or read, alternatively, with G, 'lf1.?W7' "at thy rumte•", 13.
Read, with S, "f7!1 for C:V "with". 15. Transpose n,n, "Yahweh"totheend
of the 11. 16. Read !IJ~"l~, being a better parallel to " they rejoice ", for :\!:lll"i;
"they are exalted", 17. Read, with (}'re, c:,-,r;,; K~thibh has C'1l;I "thou doat
eult ".

(b)
3. Read f;'!"'.!~. for 'l:=l"l~ .. I made "; and read 'TTl'.'1:;i7 for
with m,
chosen "; ~~io/~ for '1:1- " I swore "; ;i-:i.:;:v for ''=!:;i~ "my servant". The
reason for these emendations is that when utterances are put into the mouth of God
they are always preceded by some introductory words, which is not the case here.
19. Read '.fTOQ~ for 1°'1,'t:llJ;'? " thy sanctified ones ". Read "'IJ~ for .,l,i
" help", cp. v. 39. 33. Read .,,?t;l (lit. "take away") for .,,!;lt;l " I will violate".
37. Read, with Duhm, l~tP i'IJIP
for 1~~1 i'IJW:;) ,~1 " and a faithful
witneas in the •kv ".

,·w:i::;i'? ..

i~:;:~
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(c)

43. Read i~t.;) for i~~ "flint" or "edge". 4+. Read ;i~t.;l n~t;i f;l1::.?tp
for . ii;;:T1;jt.;l !;l~tpt;t "thou hast caused to cease from his purity ". · 45. Read
r,:;i•w for nw~:.i "shame". 47. Read, with Baethgen and Gunkel, ',1.r,·nl;;) i:)l
C1t,l •:::iri,; •~:;t 1'11tpi'J. 07'!1 •~!'.! for •':'lH+;i t-i1rp·m~-',~ 1,1,:i-nr.;l ,.:,i;i ;:,j
01~ •;i:ii·',;, " Rem~ber; what is duration? · ~ account of what ~anity hast
thou created all the sons of men ? " The corruption of the Hebrew ttxt is manifest.
49. Read, with many MSS, nin• " Yahweh", for "~'1~ " 0 Lord ". 50. Read
9:J:;i~ for '9''J:;tll "thy servants". Read Ji~'?:p for t:l":;i'1·',~ "all many",

(a)
In these introductory vv. the psalmist announces the theme
with which he is going to deal, viz. the loving-acts of Yahweh. This
word (~esed) connotes more than " mercies ", as it is usually rendered
in the English Versions; it means " love" and all that love involves.
The note of continuity is very pronounced; he will sing ceaselessly,
lit. "for ever"; he will make known Yahweh's faithfulness for ever,
lit. " to generation and generation ", but this term is often used for
"ever"; and again, Yahweh's love is built up "for ever", and his
faithfulness established "for ever" (on this last see crit. note). The
thought of God's love being built up occurs here only, it expresses
permanence, like the eternal structure of the heavens ; for the idea of
the heavens as a building, see Gen. 7 11 , Am. 96 , Mal. 3 10 •
3 and 4 are dealt with after v. 18.
5-10. This opening section, which tells of the praise accorded to
Yahweh by the heavenly hosts, is of importance for the history of the
Hebrew conception of God. We have here echoes of ancient nonIsraelite beliefs which were taken over by Israel's religious teachers,
and ultimately adapted. The wondrous-acts of Yahweh are in reference
to the old Babylonian myth of the primeval combat between the god
Matduk and the monster Tiamat, who was the enemy of the gods ;
the role of Marduk was in Hebrew religion transferred to Yahweh. The
assembly of the holy ones refers to the gathering of all the gods in council,
just as in the Babylonian myth all the gods assembled to decide how best
they might be able to meet and overcome their enemy Tiamat.
Later Jewish monotheistic teaching explained that the "gods"
were ministers of Yahweh, and wholly subordinate to him. The
expression sons of gods, applied to them, attests the ancient belief, see
further Ps. 29 1 • 2 • For the assembly (of the holy ones) two different
expressions are used ; in v. 5 qahal is the ordinary word for a gathering,
but used also in the technical sense of " the congregation " of Israel ;
in later days, the word used in v. 7, sodh, means rather the exclusive,
or secret, council of the gods ; in this sense of a kind of " parliament "
of the gods it occurs here only. The expressio~ God of hosts points
to the original meaning of " Yahweh Sebhii' 6th ", the " hosts " referring
I, 2.
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to the heavenly beings, and indicating that in the divine assembly
Yahweh is par excellence, the warrior God, Captain of the superhuman
armies; in later times the name was used of Yahweh as the leader of
the armies of Israel. In 9, 10 there is again a reference to the primeval
combat, the sea being identified with Tiamat ; the corresponding
Hebrew name, Tehom (Gen. 12), means" the deep". The raging o-f
the sea refers to Tiamat's wrath at Marduk's approach, the roaring of its
waves is in reference to the. shouting of the helpers who fought on
Tiamat's side. Rahab, used as an emblematical name for Egypt (cp. Ps.
87 4, Isa. 30 7), lit. the " proud ", or " defiant ", one, was another name
for Tiamat (Job 9 13, 26 12). The details of this primeval combat,
transferred from Marduk to Yahweh, occur in the Fourth Tablet of the
Babylonian Creation-myth (see further, Myth and Ritual, ed. S. H.
Hooke, Essay III [1933]).
11-14. As the result of Yahweh's victory, heaven and earth became
his ; and his work of creation began ; hitherto the earth had been
"waste and void" (Gen. 1 2), now the world, as a place for man to dwell
in, is founded, together with all that it brings forth. North and southi.e., from end to end-the world was created by Yahweh. Then the
psalmist naturally turns to his own land, the centre of the worship of
Yahweh, and refers to the two prominent sanctuaries, Tabor and Hermon,
in which men shout for joy in his name. In earlier days these were
evidently well-known places of worship, though the syncretistic character
of worship there called for the prophet's censure (for Tabor see Hos. 51 ,
and cp. Baal-Hermon in Judges 33); but the psalmist is thinking now
only of the worship of Yahweh offered on these mountain-tops, mentioning specifically his righteousness and justice, love and truth.
15-18. These vv. tell of the trust that the people have in Yahweh,
and their joy in worshipping him who is their strength and stay. The
shout is a technical term referring to the welcome of Yahweh in the
sanctuary (cp. I Sam. 45, 6, 2 Chron. 15 1 4, Ps. 47 5), uttered by the
people of Israel who were skilled by long experience in his worship.
The horn is symbolic of strength (cp. Ps. 75 5).
PSALM

(b)
3, 4, 19-37. Yahweh's covenant with David, whose royal house is
to endure for ever. With vv. 3, 4, cp. 2 Sam. 7 16 •
19-28. These verses deal with God's mercies to David personally,
and are based on the records pre!jerved in the books of Samuel. At
that time refers to the time when the divine message was received by
the prophet Nathan to announce to David (see 2 Sam. 7 4 ff.) the permanency of his dynasty; thy sanctified one is Nathan. For one chosen,
cp. 2 Sam. 78• With my holy 'oil . . ., David's anointing is mentioned
in I Sam. 16 18, and he is called" the anointed of Yahweh" in 2 Sam..
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m,. With 22-25 cp. 2 Sam.
rr.. My father art thou recalls
Sam. 7 14 : "I will be his father, and he shall be my son."
29-37. In these vv. it is the seed of David· which is spoken of.
The psalmist contemplates the unfaithfulness of the later kings of the
Davidic line, and the punishment which followed; yet God's love
looked in mercy upon them, and his covenant with David held good.
Until the time appointed, his throne stood sure.
1911

79

2

(c}
38-51. The great contrast between this and the preceding section
justifies the contention that we have here a composition belonging to a
different period. The nation is in a pitiable state ; God seems to have
been on the side of its eaemies, for his wrath against his people has been
justly aroused. The piece falls into two parts :
38-45. The covenant so firmly maintained by Yahweh through
all the history of the Judahite monarchy has now been repudiated; the
nation is as a flock of sheep, the walls of whose fold, as the Hebrew
word used here for wall implies, have been broken down ; this, as the
second part of 40 shows, is a figure for the cities of Judah. The
interplay between metaphor and reality continues in 41, where the
people, now without defence, are exposed to the plundering and scorn
of every passer-by. We may suppose that the historical reference is
to the inroads of the nei.ghhours of Judah, especially the Edomites,
during the last days of the kingdom of Judah (2 Kings 24 2}, and to
the Exile (cp. Ps. 137 7, Lam. 1 21 , 4 21 , 22 , Obad. 10). Against these
gloating invaders Judah is helpless; her fighting power has gone with
the shattered sceptre and -dismantled throne of a king whose youth is
spent too soon, and which gives place to premature age (see the
·
introductory section).
46-51. The psalmist turns from description to petition, and,
putting his words into the king's mouth, pleads that the fire ofYahweh's
wrath may be quenched. He appeals to Yahweh's work in the creation
of man, to his power to save from death, to the historic benefits which
he has conferred on the house of David ; if these are not all to be futile,
then surely Yahweh will intervene to rescue his servant from the
reproaches of those who are as much the enemies of God as of his
anointed.
Religious Teacht"-ng
As an act of congregational praise this psalm is one of the most
striking in the Psalter ; its component parts have been skilfully and
appropriately joined together for the purpose of liturgical worship.
The teaching it conveys is of profound and permanent importance.
This can be set forth under two heads :
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The use made of ancient and non-Israelite material is not to be
accounted for merely as a matter of antiquarian interest to the psalmist ;
it is, in effect, an illustration of the prophet's words : " Art thou not
from everlasting Yahweh, my holy God!" (Hab. 1 12). The psalmist
accepts the old Babylonian and pre-exilic Israelite myth as a groping
in darkness after truth. Similarly, with regard to the old-world idea
of the great " parliament of the gods " assembled in the heavens. Just
as among the Babylonians Marduk stood out as a champion among the
gods, so to the psalmist Yahweh stood supreme among the denizens of
heaven. The fact that later Israelite teachers could thus adapt primitive,
inadequate, and erroneous ideas, illustrates the truth that God, who is
from everlasting, reveals himself to men in every age in accordance with
their capacity for apprehension ; he has never left himself without
witness (cp. Acts 1417).
The other great truth which the psalm teaches is that there is an
intimate relationship between the destiny of the nation and the divine
purpose concerning it. God, all-powerful in heaven and earth,
ordained the kingship for his people as a means of social well-being
among them, and chose the Davidic line. But the divine plan was
thwarted by the sinful will of men, as the psalmist seems to be beginning
to realize, though he did not see the final end of the monarchy which
was near at hand. Thus, again under prophetic influence, the psalm
teaches that God is the God of history ; and though men, being free
agents by God's will, blight his purposes, yet in his mercy he overrules
their folly. Ultimately the theocratic form of government made the
nation better than it had ever been before. Though the psalmist did
not see this signal illustration of his teaching, yet he fully recognized
the truth of God's guiding ·hand in history.

PSALM 90
IN this poem we have one of the best-known pieces in the Psalter.
It is classed by Gunkel as a hymn, but, though it \,>egins with an
ascription of praise and an expression of confidence, the more fitting
title is that provided by the traditional heading, A Prayer. It is
essentially a prayer, a cri du c<EUr which has never failed to make its
appeal to the heart of its readers. · It may even be regarded as a dirge
over the futility of all human effort and the evanescence of all human
achievement, and may be compared with the lament which JEschylus
puts into the mouth of Cassandra :
" Ah for the fate of m.an I if prosperous
'Tis but a sketch, and if misfortune come,
The wet sponge with its touch blots out the lines."
(Ag. 1327-1329.)
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But the Hebrew poet, even more than the Greek, has an intense conviction of a personal God, who, however far he may be removed from
the frailty of man's brief life, is yet open to an appeal, and can, if he
will, secure to his creatures a durability like his own. It is to be noted
that there is no thought of immortality, and it is only the belief in a
continuity of personal existence after death that has given man the
assurance for which the psalmist so passionately longs.
The poem was ascribed by tradition to Moses. The reflective type
of mind here exhibited, however, suggests a later rather than an earlier
date. The author was possibly familiar with the book of Job, and knew
the story of Paradise much as we now have it in Gen. 31 • He may
also have been acquainted with the creation narrative as given in
Gen. 1 9 , though it is possible that the reference in v. 2 is to an old
myth on which the narrative of Paradise was ultimately based. In the
complete absence of any reference to historical events-there were many
periods in Jewish history in which an individual or the whole people
might endure hardship-we may assign it to the same age in spiritual
development as that to which the book of Job belongs.
The text seems to have suffered in course of transmission, though
not as badly as some commentators have supposed. This in itself
suggests that the psalm was a favourite, which was frequently copied
and re-copied. Occasionally the Septuagint offers a better text, but
its rendering of this psalm presents some curious features.
The metre is 3 : 3 throughout, with 3 : 3 : 3 in v. 2.

1.

2.

3.
4.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1 1.
12.

13.
14.

A Prayer. Of Moses, the Man of God.
OLordl
A dwelling hast thou been
for us in all generations.
Ere the mountains were born,
ere the earth had travailed, and the world,
0
•
from everlasting 0 to everlasting thou
art God.
Thou bringest man back to destruction,
and sayest, " Return, sons of men ''.
• For a thousand years in thy sight
are as a passing yesterday, 0 and a
watch.
• In the night 5. thou checkest their
0
_ sleep ;
in the morning they become as O grass 0 •
At morn it doth blossom and burgeon,
at eve doth it droop and wither.
0
0
So perish we in thine anger,
and in thy wrath are we confounded.
Thou hast set our iniquities before thee,
our secret sins in the light of thy face.
For all our days have declined in thy
fury,
our years O are ended O as a sigh.
0
The days of our years 0
are seventy
years,
or through strength eighty years;
Yet their pride is pain and sorrow,
for it is cut off swiftly, and we have
flown.
Who knoweth the power of thine anger 1 0 and who feare_th the stroke O of thy
fury?
0
To number our days so 0 teach us 0 ,
that we may let wisdom enter our
heart'.
Back, 0 Yahweh! How long!
and repent concerning thy servants.
that we may exult and be glad all our
Satisfy us at morn with thy lme,
Jays.
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15. Gladden us as the days when thou
afflictedst us,
16. Let thy working appear to thy servants,
17. And let the loveliness of the Lord
'° 0 be upon us,

90
the years when we saw evil.
and thy splendour upon their sons;
and the work of our hands

O

establish 0 •

Te:ct-critical Notu
a. Orn. " and ", 4-5. Read tlZ:,~tp f;l'-?"11. n7~';,~ : M~~Ctp~ for " a watch
in the night. Thou floodest them away ( ?) in sleep ". 5. Om. " that pasaeth away".
7. Read, with Cheyne, 11 for "for". 9. Read, with S, :i':>; for "we bring
to an end". 10. Orn., with Baethgen, "in them". II, Read, with Gunkel,
'ifh Hi~'"'0!\ for " and according to thy fear". 1:11• Read, with Budde, !\:ll)';iM
for" teach". Read, with Kautsch-Bertholet, n~:;ir:J
for" a heart of wisdom".
17. Om., with a Heb. MSS, "our God". Orn. (cf. Baethgen), "upon us, yea, the
work of our hands establish thou it" (doublet).
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Is life worth living? For the individual it is one long struggle
against forces which threaten its destruction, and the wrestler, impelled
by the physical instinct of self-preservation, battles on, with the certain
knowledge that, sooner or later, the powers of decay will triumph. In
the meantime we must face the universal experience of pain-pain of
body, mind and soul-the sense of frustration and of ineptitude. For
most men there are pleasures, joys, comforts, even happiness, which in
greater or less degree serve to counterbalance the load of suffering1 but
there are cases-we think inevitably of Ps. 88 and its writer-which
seem to offer no alleviation.
What is the purpose of it all? We may answer, in altruistic mood,
that the aim of all true human striving, often unconsciously pursued,
is the preservation and betterment of the race. Our conflict and our
failure, our spent strength and limited achievement, may win a happier,
more comfortable life for those who are to follow us in ages yet to come.
But we know only too well that mankind, as a physical species, is doomed
as surely as the individual. Countless a:ons may still come and go
before the end is reached, but it is certain that, at long last, all life
must vanish from this planet, and our earth, with all that it bears, be
left an atom of dust in a vast whirling universe of senseless matter.
Physical, life, in its human as in its other forms, is but a temporary
incident in the story of a world of death.
At first sight it would seem that the tragedy of life is but enhanced
by an instinct which, as far as we know, is not only peculiar to man,
but is confined to the higher developments of his spirit. There is a
natural demand for that which will survive, the poet's " monument
more durable than bronze ". In the last resort we can never be
satisfied with the temporary and the evanescent. Eternity is set in our
hearts, and the eternal alone can meet our needs. It is not infinity,
but finitude that is inconceivaple (since every limit implies a beyond),
and the deepest, most passionate yearning of the human soul is to be
and to do something that will outlast time itself.
PD
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In Ps. 90 we have the reflection of a mood in which such inevitable
facts as these are faced. It opens with a brief ascription of praise
(oo. 1-z), which is not mere theology, but the product of experience.
Man has, in all generations, found in God a dwelling; he has made his
home in the eternal. (Gunkel is surely right in preferring this, the
reading of the Hebrew text, to the easier, but more superficial word
" fortress " handed down through the tradition of the ancient Egyptian
Jews.) God is older than time, older than the world, and the poet's
thought goes back to the mythology dimly reflected in Gen. 1 12,
according to which the earth herself was the mother of all that lives
upon her breast.
But at once the thought of human evanescence rises up against that
of divine eternity ; the poet feels instantly the contrast between the
deathless God and his perishing creatures. He brings man back to
destruction, crushing him to powder, and bids him return to that dust
from which he was taken (cf. Gen. 319). Again God and man stand
opposed. The one is above all time, for to him all time is one, and a
thousand years are as a passing yesterday, or a single four-hour watch.
Very different is the fate he imposes on men. Even by night, when rest
might be sought in sleep, God intervenes. The psalmist uses a rare and
·obscure Hebrew word, whose meaning is best understood by reference
to an Arabic root indicating the checking or stoppage of certain bodily
functions or of the flow of speech. The " flow " of sleep, smooth and
peaceful, is interrupted, so that when morning comes, man has no more
strength or vitality than the grass (V'U. 4-5). The metaphor thus
introduced is carried further ; the herb that blossoms in the morning.
and goes on to reach its full development (for which the psalmist uses
a term which also suggests " passing away "), languishes and withers
by night (v. 6). Thus do men pass away, and the only explanation the
psalmist can find is the anger of God, through which men are confounded
(v. 7). The ground for that anger is human iniquity-once more a
contrast, this time between the purity of God and the foulness of man.
We may seek to gloss over or to conceal the wrong that lies within us,
but the very face of God is a light, a piercing sun, which reveals the
blackest and most secret depths of the soul (v. 8).
The reason why the psalmist knows that God has taken his sins into
account is that punishment has come. Death is the penalty for sin
(again an implicit reference to the Paradise story of Gen. 3), and man's
days decline, turning towards their evening,· with such speed that there
is time but for a single gasp, a sigh (v. 9). True, seventy or eighty years,
as men count years, may be the allotted span, but the best of them, their
peak and pride, is painful toil and empty sorrow, and the psalmist
emphasizes the swiftness with which life is cut off by the use of two sharp,
sibilant, monosyllabic verbs (v. 10).
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Wistfully the poet turns back to God. If only men knew the power
of God's anger, or feared the stroke of his fury, they might so live as to
avoid at least excess of pain, even if death were still inevitable (v. n).
Therefore he prays for teaching and wisdom (v. 12), for that forgiveness
which looks as if God repented. It is love, ~esed, for which the spirit
longs (v. 14). Much may yet be retrieved from the ruin of life, and the
balance of suffering may be redressed, if Yahweh will but gladden his
servants, and give them happiness equal in content and in duration to
the misery that they have endured (v. 15). This will be God's true
working, and the sign that he is active. But, above all, the psalmist
pleads for something that will endure. If he and his contemporaries
must pass away, at least let their work abide. Two millennia and more
have passed since the poet wrote these words, and hitherto his closing
prayer has been fulfilled. The loveliness of the Lord has been upon him,
and the work of his hands has been established, for his prayer is still to-day
among the best-known of all the outpourings of man's spirit.

Religious Teaching
We cannot but be inspired by the psalmist's clear facing of the facts
of life and death, and by his refusal to abandon his faith. God is still
his dwelling-place and final hope, and, even if he does not see how all
his problems are to be solved, he still trusts in the Lord, who has the
solution to give. He is prepared to recognize that man is, at least in
part, responsible for his fate, but his belief in Yahweh includes the
confidence that this eternal God can and will forgive. But once more, as
so often in reading the Old Testament, we realize that the most devout
and sincere thought in Israel can be satisfied only with a doctrine of
spiritual immortality.
PSALM
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Tms psalm is a polemic, in devotional form, against the means employed
to couqteract the assaults of demons. The belief in demons and their
activity was shared by the psalmist in common with that universally
held in his day ; this is amply illustrated in the psalm itself, as the
commentary will show. Where he differed from the bulk of his
contemporaries was in the methods adopted to ward off demoniacal
attacks. Not in formulas or by magic acts and enchantments, nor yet
by the help of wizards and witches, was the malevolent activity of
demons to be met, but only by placing oneself under the protection of
Yahweh. This is the purpose and content of the psalm.
In Rabbinical literature th,e psalm is called " A song for evil encounters" (Bab. Talmud, Shebuoth 15b), and its use is recommended
for the purpose of averting the attacks of demons.
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The date of the psalm must, on account of the developed demonology
among the Jews, be late, and may be assigned to the Greek period.
The metre is, with the exception of vv. 1, 15, uniformly 3 : 3.
Blessed is he 0 that abideth under the
shelter of the Most High,
0
2.
That saith O to Yahweh: " My
refuge,
3. For he delivereth thee from the net,
1.

0

4. With his pinion he covereth thee,
5. Thou wilt not fear the terror at night,
6. The pestilence that roameth in darkness,
7. A thousand shall fall beside thee,
To thee it shall not come nigh,
8. 0 (Only with thine eyes shalt thou
behold,
9. For, as for thee, Yahweh is O thy
refuge 0 ,
1 o. No evil shall befall thee,
II, For his angels he will give charge
over thee,
i,;. Upon their hands they will bear thee,
13. On lion and adder shalt thou tread,

that lodgeth under the shadow of
Shaddai,·
my fortress, my God, whom I trust ".
0
he preserveth thee O from the
destructive word O ;
and under his wings thou findest
refuge O ;
And the arrow that flieth by day,
or Qeteb that destroyeth at noon.
and ten thousand at thy right-hand,
0
a shield and buckler is his truth O ;
and shalt see the recompense of the
wicked.) 0
thou hast made the Most High O thy
stronghold O ;
nor plague come nigh to thy tent;

to keep thee in all thy ways ;
lest thou strike thy foot against a stone.
shalt trample on young-lion and
dragon.
14. " For on me he hath set-his-love, so
I will exalt him, for he knoweth my
will I deliver him,
name.
He calleth me, and I will answer him,
Will be with him in trouble,
Will deliver him and honour him ;
16. I will satisfy him with length of days,
and cause him to see my salvation."

Text-critical Notes
Insert '"'l.W~ ; as the Hebrew stands the syntax causes difficulty. 2. Read
· ;r,;,~ for .,~~ "I will say". 3. Read ':;f7r,lW~ for W~j?~ "a fowler". Read, with
GS, ;;;i; for ;;:! " pestilence ". 4. Piac;c; iJ:'l~~ njr.tb1 n~~ " a shield and
buckler is· his truth.", at the end of v. 7. 8. Orn. this v. as being out of harmony
with t~e context. 9. Read 9Rr;t~ for ;p.r;n;i " my refuge ". Read, with G, 1,t'l:!17?
for 9,~~'l1tr " thy habitation ".
1.

1. The key-note of the psalm is struck in these opening words ; all
the onslaughts of demons, referred to in the body of the psalm, will be
averted if trust is placed in God. There is special significance in the
use of the word ahideth, which means, strj.ctly speaking, " to pass the
night " (see Gen. 19 1 , Judgts 19 13 , 2 Sam. 17 16) ; for it was
especially at night-time that the demons' power was supposed to be
greatest, and consequently their activity most pronounced. Hence it
is especially at night-time that the shelter of the Most High must be
sought for protection against demons. Parallel with this is the shadow
of Shaddai, ftl (" shadow ") coming from the root meaning " to be
dark ". It is probable that the use of the name Shaddai (" the
Almighty ") for God here is intended to express the antithesis to sed,
" demon " ; this word occurs, it is true, only in Deut. 32 17 ; Ps. 10637 ;
in Jewish demonology, which was already fully developed in pre-
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Christian times, one of the main categories into which demons were
dividJd was that of the sedim, whose leader was Asmodreus, mentioned
in Toh. 38, 17 (circa 200 B.c.). On the other hand, one of the most
prominent figures of the Babylonian spirit-world was sedu, a kind of
guardian-deity, usually in the form of Lamassu or bull-colossus.
In 2 the psalmist puts words into the mouth of him whose trust is in
Yahweh, a contrast being intended between this attitude and that of
those who employed the popular methods to ward off demoniacal
attacks.
In 3-7 six kinds of such attacks are mentioned : For he delivereth
thee from the net ; emphasis is laid on he,-that is, Yahweh. The word
for net (pal)) is very rarely used in a literal sense, but frequently in
reference to the plots and evil machinations of men ; but in these verses
there is nothing to show that the evils from which Yahweh gives
protection have anything to do with the works of evil-disposed men ; IO
that the mention of" the fowler " is out of place, and may wdl have been
introduced by a copyist influenced by Ps. 124 7, Hos. 98 • In view of the
quite obvious reference to demons in the rest· of these verses, there is
justification for holding that the net here refers to the entanglement
caused by a demon, or, more probably, as a parallel to the second half
of the verse, to a demon incarnated in· a witch. The ancient Arabs
held that witches were the incarnations of demons ; similarly the
Babylonians taught that, like demons, witches took up their abode in
f~rsaken sites ; when a witch " spies " her victim, it is said, she " follows
him ", " entangles his feet in her net " and " drags him to the ground ".
The dutructifJe word (see crit. note) refers to the spell, used by witches,
which forced demons to do an injury, to cause sickness, or even to
encompass the death of a person. These evils, the psalmist teaches,
can be counteracted only by placing oneself u~der the protecting care
of Yahweh : With his pit#on he COfJereth thee, and under his wings thou
finde1t refuge. Possibly there is a covert contrast intended here between
the protecting wings of Yahweh, and those which some kinds of demons
were supposed to possess ; the demons used their wings to fly swiftly
on their harmful errands; but under Yahweh's wings the terrorstricken are safe. In the Midrash on the Psalms it is taught that " there
is a harmful spirit that flies like a bird, and shoots like an arrow " ; the
reference is evidently to Lilith (Isa. 3414), the Night-hag, who, according to traditional Jewish belief, got her name from layllah, or lay£/,
" night " ; the etymology was false (she was a Babylonian demon),
but that does not affect the belief that Lilith was the night-demon
par excellence. According to Jev.ish tradition, too, the meteor-stone was
known as " the arrow of Lilith ". It is in the light of these beliefs,
taken over from the Babylonians, that the terror at night and the arrow
that flieth by day must be explained.
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In connexion with the pestilence that roameth in darkness, reference
must be made to the Babylonian pest-demon Namtar.; in a Babylonian
text it is said: "Wicked Namtar . . . who plagues a man like the
pestilence, who has no hands, no feet, who goes about at night . . . " 1 ;
this is strongly reminiscent of the psalmist's words. Then, with regard
to Qeteb that destr~eth at noon, it must be remarked, first, that the
word, Qeteb, usually translated "destruction", occurs elsewhere only
in Deut. 32 24, Isa. 28 2, Hos. 13 14 ; in each case there are reasons for
believing that the reference is to a demon. In the verse before us the
Septuagint and Aquila both expressly make mention of a demon. In
Rabbinical literature the verse is understood in this sense (e.g., Bab.
Talm. Pesa~im II I b), and Qeteb is there used as the proper name of
a demon. In the Midrash on the Psalms part of the comment on this
verse runs, in reference to Qeteb : " Our Rabbis said, It is a demon
(Ud). . . The poisonous Qeteb was covered with scales and with hair,
and sees out of only one eye, the other is in the middle of his heart ;
and he is powerful . . . and stalks about from the fourth to the ninth
hour (i.e., 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.) from the 17th ofTammuz to the 9th of Ah
(i.e., July and August) ; and everyone who sees him falls down on his
face ". These are traditional ideas, handed down for centuries.
The belief in innumerable hosts of demons goes back to a hoary
antiquity ; it is reflected in the Midrashlc comment on this verse : " If
a thousand evil spirits assemble at thy left hand they . . . and if ten
thousand assemble at thy right hand they will fall . . . " It is the angels
who overcome them, cp. v. 11. It will be seen that the words at the end
of v. 41 A shield and buckler is his truth, come more appropriately here.
8-13. Following upon v. 7, the words of v. 9 come logically: For,
as for thee, Yahweh is thy refuge ; it is probable, therefore, that v. 8
is a marginal gloss which has found its way into the text. The theme of
Yahweh's protection from demons is then continued. The ancient
belief that before "any dwelling-place is entered into, demons must be
placated, occurs in the words: Neither shall any plague.come nigh thy
tent.. To angels, acting according to the divine behest, we have already
referred, cp. Ps. 34 7, Tobit 6 111• On the quotation of vv. n, 12 in
Matt. 46 , Lk. 4 10, 11 , see Intro., Vol. I, p. 95.
According to ancient Semitic belief, a relationship existed between
certain animals and demons, who appeared in the wilderness in the
form of wild beasts ; the closest connexion was held to be between
demons and serpents ; jinn and ghiU are synonymous with " serpent "
in Arabic ; hence the significance of : On lion and adder shalt thou
tread, shalt trample on young-lion and dragon.
14-16. With words put into the mouth of Yahweh, the psalmist
1 Quoted in full by O. Weber, Diimonenbeschworung .•. in Der alte Orient, vii, p. 16
(1906).
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concludes with the thought of the beginning of the psalm, namely the
blessedness of him who hath set his love on Yahweh.

Religious Teaching
Of this it is unnecessary to say more than that trust in God avails to
overcome every evil. This is illustrated in the psalm by references to
various kinds of evil spirits, because belief in their activity was intensely
prevalent in bygone days ; demoniacal onslaughts are rendered harmless
when the protection of Yahweh is sought.

PSALM 92.
THE age-long problem of the prosperity of the wicked and the adversity
of the righteous is, in this psalm, solved, according to the psalmist.
He tells of his own experience ; he himself is a living illustration of a
godly man prospering ; it may go well with the wicked, but that is
merely temporary; as the enemies of God destruction will come upon
them soon enough. The psalm may be described as a summary of
Ps. 37, see also Ps. 73. To be sure, this was no real solution of the
problem, for many righteous suffer, and many wicked are permanently
prosperous through life ; but the psalmist gives his own experience,
and that sufficed for him.
The title of the psalm designates it as one for the Sabbath, so, too,
in the Septuagint, but there is nothing in it which makes it specially
appropriate for this day; it has, however, together with Ps. 93, been one
of the proper Sabbath psalms in the Jewish Church from time
immemorial.
The metre is 3 : 3, excepting in v. 9 which is 3 : 3 : 3.
A Psalm.

A Song for the Sabbath-day.
and to sing praise to thy name, 0 Most
Yahweh,
High,
To tell of thy lovingkindness in
the morning,
and of thy faithfulness in the nights,
with soft playing on the lyre.
With a ten-stringed O harp,
For thou hast made me glad I shout for joy because of the works of
0
0
thy hands.
through thy doings ,
How great are thy works, Yahweh, thy thoughts are very deep I
A brutish man kn9weth this not,
and a fool doth not understand it.
When the wicked sprout like grass, and all the workers of iniquity flourish,
It is O only O that they will be
destroyed for ever ;
but thou art on high for evermore O •
For, lo, thine enemies, Yahweh,
for, lo, thine enemies shall perish;
All the workers of iniquity shall be scattered ;
But thou hast exalted my horn ° thou hast poured out upon me 0
like a wild-ox,
fresh oil.
Mine eye gloat'eth over O them mine ears hear concerning them that
that watch for me 0 ,
rise up against me.
•
The righteous ftourisheth like a
palm-tree,
he groweth like a cedar in Lebanon ;

1

(2). Good it is to give thanks to

2

(3).

3 (4).
4 (5).

s

(6).

6 (7).
7 (8).
8 (9).
9 (10).

10

(n).

II (12).
I 2 ( 13 ).
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13 (14). They are planted in the house of
Yahweh,
14 (15). Even in old age do they bear fruit,
15 16). • Showing O that Yahwel\ is
righteous,

they flourish in the courts of our God ;
they are full of sap, and green,
my Rocle is he, in him is no unrighteousness.

Text-critical Notes
3. Om. with G, '7.l!1 "and upon". 4. Orn. n,n, for the rhythm's sake.
Read, with many MSS." and S,
for
"thy doing". 8. Add '!J~,
for the conatruction see Pa. 37 1 Prov. _p .., etc. Orn. n,n, for the rhythm's sake.
10. Read, with ST, '~/'.l°\;~ for 'J:'1-'~, "I am anointed".
n. Read, with the
Venions 'j-,,'itti:ii for '1~0~; cf. Pa. 56•<•> 59 1• <ul • Read
(for this
111C of
see, e.g., Ps. 3a1 ) for C't;li¥;, "againat them that riae up"; and omit
C'V'J.!?," evil-doers", which overload, the half-line. 15. Lit. "to declare".
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1-4. Most fittingly the psalmist begins his psalm with thanksgiving
and praise, for he has been the recipient of many blessings ; both in
the morning and at nights does he tell of the looingkindness which God
has shown him. Though not actually mentioned, the reference to the
temple later in the psalm ({I. 13), makes it certain that in the morning
and at nights implies the times of offering sacrifice, see Exod. 29 811, u,
Num. 28', so that in what follows we get some insight into the ritual
which accompanied the sacrificial service. That prayer was offered
during the offering of sacrifices we know ; here we learn that the song
of praise accompanied these offerings, and what the psalmist says is
full of interest. The words of praise and thanksgiving, by which, of
course, psalms are meant, were sung to the accompaniment of the tenstringed harp (Ps. 33 2, 1449), the large stringed instrument which rested
on the ground, while the smaller harp, or lyre, was carried in procession
(see, further, the notes on Ps. 150); the expression used in connexion
with the latter, which we have rendered soft playing, comes from the
root meaning " to moan ", " murmur ", and also " to muse " or
" meditate " ; it therefore implies subdued playing. Thus, the
accompaniment of stringed instruments to the singjng of psalms varied
so as to be in harmony with the nature of the words sung. In these
opening words, then, the psalmist tells of his daily praise to God in
gratitude for the benefits which he has received. His temporal wellbeing and enjoyment of life are joyfully acknowledged as due to Yahweh's
doings, and the works of his hands. 5. From this the psalmist turns to
speak of other divine works, the outcome of his thmlghts that are very deep.
6. Of these the man with merely animal instincts, the brutish man (cp.
Pss. 49 10, 948) can know nothing; they are not understood by afooli.e., one who is stupid, dull of understanding. Of these works and
thoughts the psalmist then speaks; and he proceeds(7, 8) to set forth what
is to him the solution of the problem of the prosperity of the wicked, which
had seemed to so many to be not in accordance with divine justice. The
comparison of the wicked with grass points to the nature of his solution :
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for a brief space the grass sprouts and flourishes ; but how soon it
fades (cp. Isa. 40 7, 8 ) l Thus it is with the wicked; to those who, like
the psalmist, look beyond the immediate present, the prosperity of the
wicked is merely the prelude to their everlasting destruction ; and then,
with bated breath, as it were, the psalmist adds the tremendous contrast :
but thou art on high for evermore. It must be recognized that here the
psalmist, like the writer of the book of Job, was on the very verge of being
forced into a fuller belief regarding the conditions of life after death ;
he speaks of the everlasting destruction of the wicked ; but he says
nothing about the righteous in the Hereafter, those who are faithful
to Yahweh who is on high for evermore; the reason of this is that our
psalmist was still held down by the traditional belief that " in death
there is no remembrance of thee, in Sheol who can give thanks unto
thee ? " (Ps. 6 5) ; he had not yet reached the sublime belief of the writer
of Ps. 73 1 &- 15 ; but he was not far from it. The logic of religious belief
should have led him, as one faithful to God on high for evermore, to the
conviction that death could not break that relationship ; but to that he
had not yet attained. His thoughts were concentrated on this world.
He goes on, therefore (9, I o) to contrast the lot of the enemies of Yahweh,
who shall perish and be scattered, with that which he enjoys : But thou
hast exalted my horn like a wild-ox-i.e., like the horn of a wild-ox.
The picture expresses consciousness of strength ; and, thou hast poured
out upon me fresh oil, indicating gladness (cp. Ps. 45 7). With pardonable
exultation the psalmist adds (II) Mine eye gloateth wer them that watch
for me, for he had heard the envious words of them that had risen up against
him-i.e., his enemies. Then (12--,15) he describes further, in poetical
language, the happy lot of the man-he is doubtless thinking of himself-whose godly life has brought him happiness : the righteous
jwurisheth like a palm-tree, a symbol of prosperity, its graceful form is
referred to in Song of Songs 7 7 ; he groweth like a cedar of Lebanon ;
another picture of stateliness (cp. Ps. 80 10). This enviable state of the
righteous, he goes on to explain, is because they are planted in the house
of Y ahrveh-i.e., from earliest days they have been constantly present in
the temple ; hence, they flourish in the courts of our God-i.e., they
rejoice in being within the temple precincts. It need hardly be said
that trees did not grow within the temple area, as has sometimes been
naively supposed, the words are purely figurative, as in Ps. 52 8 ; the
metaphor is continued in 14, like an aged, but healthy tree, so do the
righteous even in old age bear fruit, they are full of sap (lit. " fat "),
and green ; a living proof that Y ahrveh is righteous, always to be relied
upon like an impregnable Rock (cp. Ps. 312, 62 7, 71 8); in him is no
unrighteousness.
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Religious Teaching
Apart from the problem of divine retribution which the psalmist
believes himself to have solved, and to which we have made reference
elsewhere, this psalm sets forth very beautifully the truth that temporal
benefits are the gifts of God, and that gratitude forthese must be expressed
in praise to the Almighty. It is not too much to say that these things are
but too often taken for granted, or ascribed to personal prowess and
industry ; of course these have their part to play, the divine gift of freewill is accorded to every man ; but it must not be forgotten that all
things are in the hand of God. This psalm should be read in the light
of the words of the General Thanksgiving in the Prayer Book : " We
bless thee for our creation, preservation, and all the blessings of this
life:"

PSALM 93

THIS is the first of a group of eschatological p~alms (93, 96-g9) sung at
the ceremony of Yahweh's Enthron1::ment (Ps. 47 also belongs to the
group); the phrase" Yahweh is become King" makes this clear. The
subject is dealt with in Vol. I, pp. 48 ff., and need not be further enlarged
upon here. The psalm concentrates on only one element in the great
Eschatological Drama, and that in not more than a summary mannernamely, the victory of Yahweh over his enemies. This is described
pictorially by the reference to the myth of the primeval combat when
Yahweh overcame the evil powers symbolized by the waters of the
Great Deep. For the interpretation of the psalm in an eschatological
sense, see Vol. I, pp. 51 f.
The form in which the psalm is constructed is unique ; four short
lines with two beats are followed in the rest of the psalm by single
lines with three beats.
On the date of the " Enthronement " psalms, see Vol. I, pp. 44 ff.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Yahweh is become King,
Apparelled in majesty,
Apparelled is Yahweh,
Girded with strength.
Yea, • he bath established O the world, it shall not be moved;
Established is his throne from of old,
From everlasting art thou, 0 Yahweh 0 •
The floods rose up, Yahweh,
The floods raised up their roar,
The floods O raised up O their crashing.
More (glorious) than the roar of many waters,
0
More glorious than the raging of the sea 0 ,
Is Yahweh, glorious on high.
Thy testimonies are very sure,
Holiness becometh thine house,
Yahweh, for evermore.
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Te:ct-critical Notu
Rea...d, with the Versions, }il:1 cf. 75 11 •> for 7i::,r:, "is established". 2. Add
M'i'T' as demanded by the rhythm. 3. Read, as in the other lines, :iNW,, lit. "were
lifted up", for l!N~~ "they lifted up". 4. Read C~"'1:;lrQ~z;, ,,":tl:l for C'7.'':'[tl
C1"'1.~ tpt;), " glori~us are the breakers of the sea ".
· ·
1.

1. For the phrase Yahweh is become King, and all that it involves,
see Vol. I, pp. 46 f. The ancient myth of the starry heavens being the
mantle of the mighty ruler above is here adapted and spiritualized, and
Yahweh is thought of as apparelled in majesty, and girded with strength.
In illustration of his majesty and strength, the psalmist points to the
world which he set up, or established, in such a way that it cannot be
moved; · but the main thought lying behind the psalmist's mind is that
it was established.in the very far distant past; its age, therefore, witnessing to the eternity of Yahweh. This is brought out in what follows (z):
Established (the same word as that used in reference to the world) is
his throne from of old; its foundation is mentioned in 97 1 • That
Yahweh has a throne in heaven is an idea borrowed from an extraneous
source, and is connected, of course, with his Kingship; this has been
dealt with in Vol. I, pp. 44 ff. But the world and the throne are as
nothing in age compared with Yahweh, for he is from everlasting.
3, 4. One of the themes commemorated at the celebration of Yahweh's
Enthronement is then briefly referred to, the floods rose up . . ., in
reference to the primeval combat dealt with in the Babylonian Creation
Epic (see above). Awe-inspiring as was the rush and roar of many
waters and the raging of the sea, infinitely greater is Yahweh, glorious
on high.
5. In sudden contrast to the tremendous scene just depicted, the
psalmist transports his thoughts into calm waters ; leaving the distant
past, he thinks of the present, and of the attributes of Yahweh as now
revea1ed: faithfulness and holiness. It can hardly be doubted that the
psalmist intends here to place on record the difference between his
conception of Yahweh and that presented in the ancient myth, or,
rather, in its adaptation, by the prophets. If we are correct in this, it
points to a decreasing importance attached to the old-world myths,
and, in consequence, to a corresponding decrease in the need of
commemorating them. In other words, the time was drawing near
when the celebration of Yahweh's Enthronement was to be a thing of
the past.
For the religious teaching of this psalm and others dealing with the
same subject, see Vol. I, p. 81.
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PSALM 94
To regard this psalm as originally two distinct psalms-so, e.g., Hans
Schmidt-is quite unnecessary, and betrays a misunderstanding of the
psalmist's mentality. The psalm witnesses to the presence among his
people of men who are guilty not only of the most violent cruelty, but
also of blasphemy against the God of their fathers. That they were
Jews, and not aliens, to whom reference is made, is clear from their
attitude towards, and the way in which they speak of, Yahweh; heathen
oppressors would not be concerned with reviling the God of Israel
in the way here described ; he would simply not come into their
consideration. These Jews were members of the higher grades of
society, since they were in a position to oppress their less fortunate
fellow-creatures; the epithet "proud", applied to them, and their
arrogance, point in the same direction. The psalmist stands forth as the
champion of the poor and oppressed, as did the prophets (cp. Isa. r 13,
Jer. 22 8, Ezek. 21.7, Zech. 710, Mal. 3 6); like them, he does so with
boldness, knowing that God is with him. The social conditions
reflected in the psalm might point to various periods ; but the mention
of renegade Jews suggests that it belongs to the Greek period. Some
commentators assign it to the Maccabrean age, but quite wrongly, for
they do not sufficiently take into consideration the conditions of those
times; the ruling powers were the Maccabrean leaders, loyal and Godfearing men, beloved of the people. Renegade Jews, to be sure, were
in evidence, but they exercised no power, and were opposed by those in
authority. Moreover, oo. 16-23 would be quite inappropriate at that
time.
The metre is predominantly 3: 3; but vv. 9-12 have two beats to
the half-line; the change of metre, coinciding with a difference in
subject-matter, is evidently intended to express special emphasis, and
is very effective, above all when sung ; for it can hardly be doubted that
at the singing of these short periods the musical accompaniment underwent change.
0 God of vengeance, • shine forth • I
render to the proud their desert.
how long shall the wicked exult ?
they boast themselves, all the workers
of iniquity.
s, They crush down thy people, Yahweh, and thine inheritance
they afflict•;
6. Widow • and orphan• do they slay,
and murder O the stranger and the
down-trodden • ;
7. And they said: "Yah aeeth it not,
the God of Jacob observeth it not."
8. Be understanding, ye brutish ones yea, ye foolish ones, when will ye exercise
among the people,
wisdom 1
He that planted the ear,
doth he not hear ?
He that formed the eye,
doth he not see ?
A God of vengeance is Yahweh;
Lift up thyself, 0 Judge of the earth,
3. How long shall the wicked, Yahweh,
+ They brag, they speak arrogantly,
1.

:i.
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1 3.
14.
1 5.

16.
17.

18.
19.
:io.
:i 1,

:i:i.
:i3.

I).of.

He that instructeth the peoples,
doth he not chastise ?
He that teacheth men,
• should he not have knowledre ? •
Yahweh knoweth
the thouahts of
rnJn,
that they are O vain °.
Blessed is the man
whom thou inatructeat, Yah,
and teachest from thy law,
That he may have respite from evil days, till the pit be digged for the wicked,
That Yahweh cast not off his people, nor
forsake his inheritance,
O
0
That ,?le righteous may come to his
a!'d his Ia;ter end (be) like the upright
own ,
m heart .
Who will rise up for me against the who will stand up for me against the
evil-doers,
workers of iniquity ?
0
Unless Yahweh had been my help,
my soul had dwelt in silence.
When I said: "My foot slippeth ",
thy love, Yahweh, upheld me.
When many were the anxieties within
me,
thy comforts refreshed my soul.
Hath the throne of destruction • fellow- which frameth mischief against the
ship with thee O ,
statute ?
0
They lie in wait O against the soul of
and condemn innocent • men •.
the righteous,
and my God ie the Rock of my defence ;
But Yahweh • is O my strong tower,
• and because of their wickedness • he
And he hath recompensed unto them
doth annihilate them,
their iniquity,
Yahweh, our God, doth annihilate them.

Tt:et-critieal Nota
Read i'1~•t)ii1 (cf. Ps. 801) for i'!;l'ln, "he hath shined forth". 6. Read
with G, cit,~1 tor i~\ " and stranger". Read, with Gunkel, following Zech. 7 11,
iJ for C'?;l'M'\ "and orphans". 10. Read '.l:1~ M..,q for n,"!, "knowledge";
as it stands the half-line is defective. n. Lit. "breath". 15. Lit. "that his right
may return un~ the righteous", reading j?•-:y; and itQ~tJ'?Q. Read in'"11Jt1i
::i'r'"l.tp~? for
''lr:)'1!11, "and after him all the upright in
17. Om. tQ'l?J:?1," aoon ", for the rhythm's sak~. :io. Read ~71:P":1"-r:\ for ~7=tr,t~l1.
:ii. Read, with T, ~i~l"; (cf. Ps. 591 ), for~,,.,_~ "they gather themaelvea toaefuer".
Read C1~1 for t:111, "and blood". 2:i. Read 'i'.1'1 for 'i'.'1~1, "but .•. bath
been". :i3. Read t:IQ~"?~ for t:IQ~7_:;l~, "and in their wicke~eaa ".
1.

''~1

~,...,-:!_w~-1,;

heart":

0

1-7. The righteous wrath of the psalmist explains the abrupt
opening of the psalm; he calls upon Yahweh to reveal himself as the
God of vengeance (cp. Deut. 3215• u, ' 3), and to rise up as Judge of the
earth in order to recompense the proud for their ill-doings. For the
expression shine forth, used in reference to Yahweh as Judge, see
Ps. 50 1- 4• The reference here is to the powerful rich among the Jews
who exulted in their wealthy position and gloried in their evil doings,
speaking arrogantly and boasting themselves ; moreover, they had abused
their power by maltreating the poor and helpless. Thy people and
thine inheritance are generally used in reference to the nation as a whole,
but they are also used at times in a restricted sense, as here (e.g., Hos. 10 14
and Deut. 109), see also v. 7; widow, orphan, and stranger {cp. Isa. 10 1),
i.e., proselyte ; that the oppressors are said to slay and murder their
helpless victims is doubtless somewhat of an over-statement, due to
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the psalmist's indignation. With the blasphemous assertion of the
godless oppressors that Y ah seeth it not, the God of Jacob obseroeth
it not, cp. Ps. 104 • 11, 73 11 ; observeth it not should perhaps be rendered
" is without understanding ", as it is the same word which is used in
the next verse, where the brutish ones amang the people are bidden to be
understanding ; the force of the epithet brutish is that it implies both
cruelty and stupidity ; as a parallel to foolish it occurs also in Ps. 49 10,
926 • When will ye exercise wisdom? the psalmist asks; and in words of
wisdom, he gives the reply himself, 9-11. The change of metre makes
an effective emphasis. In question-form he exposes the foolish ignorance
of these godless men. It was, moreover, an ignorance which was
wilful, a deliberate ignoring of a truth of which they were certainly
cognizant, for their question in v. 7 shows that they believed in the
existence of the Creator. In the questions which follow, with their
implied affirmatives in this case, we have an illustration of the mode of
instruction so often employed by the Wisdom writers, doubtless in the
following of the prophets (see, e.g., Isa. 1os-11, 581i--7; Jer. 34- 5, Ezek.
152-&, Am. 3 8, 6 , 6 12, and Prov. 81, 22 20, 21 , 23 29 , 30 4 , Ecclus. 2 10, 10 18,
18 16, 17, 288-5 , etc.). A curious expression, which does not occur
elsewhere, is used in the words, He that planted the ear; the idea is that
of" fixing in", cp. Eccles. 12 11, where the words of the wise are spoken
of as " nails well fastened ", lit. " planted " ; neither this nor He that
formed the eye is meant figuratively, the belief being that every human
organ was separately created. The meaning of 10 is that Yahweh, who
has the power of instructing all men, has also the power of chastising
them when they ignore his instruction. As compared with the
knowledge of Yahweh, whereby he teaches men, their thoughts are mere
breath, vain, passing away and leaving nothing behind them. In
contrast to the generality of men, the psalmist now speaks of the man
who heeds the instruction of Yahweh, 12-15: Blessed is the man whom
thou instructest. · Y ah, the abbreviated form of the divine name is again
used. It is this true instruction and the observance of the law which
uphold a man even in the evil days, for he knows that they will pass arid
that he will have respite from them ; he can take heart in the conviction
that Yahweh has not cast off his people, i.e., his own faithful ones;
seeing that ultimately the righteous will come to his own (a free rendering,
see text-crit. note), and that his latter end will be that of the upright in
heart (an emendation of the corrupt Hebrew text). Finally (16-23) the
psalmist speaks of his own experiences. He has been through dangers
and has suffered in times of mental perplexity ; but the love of Yahweh
has ever upheld and refreshed him. In speaking to himself (20) he asks :
Hath the throne of destruction fellowship with thee, an evil dominion
which frameth mischief against the statute ? The verse is difficult, and
susceptible of more than one interpretation ; but, paraphrased, it
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seems to mean : Hast thou anything to do with that anti-God regime
which sooner or later brings destruction because it is against the divine
statute ? It is that followed by those who lie in wai.t agai.nst the righteous
and the innocent. Among these lat\er the psalmist, with every justification, counts himself, and therefore he knows that Yahweh is his strong
tower, his Rock of defence, and that he is safe ; but the wicked have been
recompensed for their iniquity, Yahweh doth annihilate them ; the repetition
of this at the end of the psalm, witnesses to what the psalmist has seen.

Religious Teaching
If this partakes largely of the nature of warning, it is none the less
important for that. Two attributes of God are set forth. The first is
expressed by the phrase, the " God of vengeance ". While this form
of expression betrays a somewhat too anthropomorphic conception of
the Almighty, it seeks to place on record something that can be all too
easily lost sight of by men ; it is necessary to insist sometimes on the
truth that there is such a thing as divine retributive justice. It will
not be denied that too frequently there is to be discerned an attitude
of mind which is inclined to regard human weaknesses-in plain
language, sin-as inevitable, and therefore excuseable. It is the counterpart of what in this psalm is recorded as obtaining in a rougher age.
God who is righteous cannot condone sin ; nevertheless, punishment
for sin is not an act of divine vengeance, but the ineluctable consequence
of departing from the path of righteousness.
The other divine attribute which finds expression in this psalm,
and very often in other psalms, is the love of God. On this man can
always rely ; whether external troubles assail, or perplexities of mind
cause worry and anxiety, he who brings them in trustful faith before
God knows that, in the beautiful words of the psalmist, His love upholds, His comforts refresh.

PSALM 95
THIS psalm consists of two clearly differentiated parts : a. hymn of
praise (vv. 1-7•), and an historical retrospect in the nature of a warning
lest the people should follow the faithlessness of their forefathers in
the wilderness. Owing to the mention of Yahweh as King, and to a
very cursory reference to the c;reation of the sea and of the dry land,
this psalm has been reckoned by some commentators as belonging to
the" Yahweh-is-become-King" group. This is entirely uncalled for;
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the contention illustrates the way in which an idea will sometimes obse88
the mind and upset the sense of proportion. Both the application of
the title " King " to Yahweh, and references to his creative acts often
occur without the slightest indication of the Enthronement theme ;
so, too, with regard to processions (see Vol. I, p. 51). The same is the
case here.
The psalm was sung by worshippers on the way to the temple ;
they had gathered together for the purpose of celebrating the Sabbath ;
this is, at any rate, suggested by later usage among the Jews (B. Talmud,
Shahbath II9a), and even at the present day it is one of the special
psalms for Morning Prayer on the Sabbath. This usage has been
followed by the Christian Church from very early times, though not
restricted to the Lord's-Day worship. "Saint Benedict (circ. A.D.
480-543), the founder of the Benedictine Order, directed that Ps. 95
(preceded by Ps. 3) should be said by the whole monastery together,
when the monks first arose from sleep. It has been included in our
English Matins from 1549 onwards." 1 The usage of the Christian
Church may well have been founded on that of the Jewish Church.
To judge from the warning words of the second part of the psalm,
it may well belong to the period some time after the building of the
second temple; there are passages in Hag. 2, Mal. 2, 3, Trito-Isa.
57-59, which show the spiritual state of the people to have been similar
to that which called forth the rebuke in the latter portion of the psalm.
The date may thus be about the middle of the fifth century B.C., or
possibly a little later.
The metre is 3: 3 excepting in v. 7, where we have again the
purposeful and effective lines with two beats.
1.

0 come, let us sing to Yahweh,

2.

Let us come before his presence with

let us cry out for joy to the Rocle of our
salvation.

let us shout unto him with psalms.
thanksgiving,
a O King above all gods.
3. For
a great God is Yahweh,
0
O
O
4. In his hand are the ends of the
and the peaks of the mountains are his.
earth,
and the dry land,-he formed it.
5. 0 The sea is his, and he made it,
6. Let us enter in, let us worship and bow
let us kneel before O our Maker :
down,
For he is our God,
and we are O his people 0 ,
0
and the flock of his pasture O ;
.
Would that to-day ye would hearken unto his voice:
8. " Harden not your heart as at Meribah, as on the day of Massah, in the wilderness;
where they tried me though they had
9. When your fathers tempted me,
seen my work.
0
against that generation °, and said :
10. Forty years had I loathing
and they have not known my ways ;
A people erring of heart are they,
'They shall not enter into my rest'."
11. So that I swore in my wrath,
1

Barnes, The Psalms, Vol. II, pp. 456 f. (1931).
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Text-critical Nola
3. Orn. the repetition of 1,;,~ " great ", which overloads the line. 4. Om.
-,~ " which ", an unnecesary addition which overloads the line. Read, with G,
'i'/JJll;l, lit. "the distant parts", for '"'.li?r;t~, "the searchings". 5. Orn. -,~li
(see above). 6. Orn. n"!i1', which gives too many bea~s to the half-line. 7.. Read,
with s, il.ll' for cp, "people". Read, with S, "!n,~-i,r.:i lM:S:1 for iM''.17-i,~
'\"T' 7l-1:S:\ "his pasture and the flock of his hand". 10. Read, with the Versions,
t-1:in;::r -,f:q1 for -,;,fl, " against a generation ".
1, 2. The throng of worshippers ascending the temple-mount
encourage each other with the words : 0 come, let us sing to Yahweh, let
us cry vut for joy to the Rock of our salvation ; with this last expression,
cp. Ps. 89 26, indicating firm reliability; they say: let us shout unto him
with psalms ; this noisy mode of worship, as it appears, is thoroughly
characteristic of emotional Orientals. 3-5. In the light of what is said in
the second part of the psalm, there is a special significance in the reminder
to the people, sung perhaps by a leader, that a great God is Yahweh, a
King above all gods; the temptation to worship other gods was one to
which the people during post-exilic times were often subject; and the
reference to the hardening of their hearts in the wilderness (v. 8) points to
a lack of faith in Yahweh. The further emphasis on the creative acts of
Yahweh was doubtless due to the same cause; the people were losing
hold of their faith in him who was the Creator of all things. Perfunctory
as the worship was which they offered, they nevertheless made their
pilgrimage up to the temple; but more than mere observance was
required ; _the outward acts of worship were to be the earnest of
genuine belief: 6. Let us enter in, let us worship and bow down, let
us kneel before our Maker. 7. And once more the leader reminds his
people that Yahwe~ is their God, and that they belong to him:
He is our God, and we are his people. Then comes what is at once a
pleading and a warning: Would that to-day ye would hearken unto his
voice (cp. Ps. 81 8); this, together with what follows, being addressed
to the processionists, will have been sung by a priest standing at the
entrance to the temple ; he puts the words into the mouth of the
Almighty; there is much in the section reminiscent of Ps. 81 7- 13_
For Meribah and Massah, see Exod. 17 7, Num. zos--13, my work is in
reference to the smiting of the rock in Horeb, when Yahweh "stood
before " Moses. But it was not only on that occasion that the Israelites
hardened their heart; during the whole of the forty years Yahweh had
loathing against them ; this is the force of the Hebrew word. The
abrupt ending of the psalm with the words, so that I swore in my wrath,
' They shall not enter into my rest', sets in relief the stem warning directed,
by implication, against those who were now standing at the entrance
to the temple. By rest, or resting-place, the promised land was originally
meant (cp. Deut. 129}, but the psalmist uses it in a more spiritual sense;
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perhaps, in view of Isa. 32 18, where the word occurs, it is used here in
an eschatological sense, as there.

Religious Teaching
Especially to be noticed here is the way in which the joy in worship
is emphasized ; this is engendered by the conviction of the divine
presence. The true worship of him who is all-powerful and all-loving
will of necessity inspire happiness. On the other hand, the psalm
contains a warning for every age; mere external acts of worship,
without sincerity of heart, become a mockery. The true rest of God
can be the lot of those only who worship him " in spirit and in truth ".

PSALM 96
THE phrase " Yahweh is become King ", occurring towards the end
of the psalm (v. 10 ), marks it as one of those which were sung during the
ceremony of Yahweh's Enthronement. Praise to Yahweh is, therefore,
the main content of the psalm. But it contains incidental references
to other themes belonging to the New Year Festival psalms, thus show-ing that the Enthronement ceremony was one belonging to the New
Year celebration, and not a self-contained festival. While the whole
psalm bears, mostly by implication, an eschatological character, it is
only in the concluding verses that this becomes definite in expression.
Curiously enough, in the long psalm of thanksgiving in I Chron,
16&- 86 , purporting to have been sung "before the ark of Yahweh",
in the time of David, our psalm is embodied almost entire ; borrowings
from Pss. 105, 106 also appear. The fact, however explained, must
warn us against being too dogmatic about the use of these " Enthronement" psalms.
The date is post-exilic, but much -of the material is, of course,
much earlier; see further, Vol. I, pp. -45 ff.
The -metre is somewhat irregular, varying between 3 : 3 and 4 : 3 ;
the irregularity may be due to the fact that the psalmist borrows so
much, e.g., with vv. 7-g cp. Ps. 29 1n.
1.

2.

Sibg to Yahweh a new song,
Sing to Yahweh, bless his name,

3. Declare among the nations his glory,

4. For great is Yahweh, and highly to be
praised,
5. For all the gods of the peoples are
things of nought,
6. Honour and majesty are before him,
7. Render to Yahweh, ye kindreds of the
peoples,

sing to Yahweh, all the land,
show forth his salvation from day to
day;
among all the peoples his wondrous
works.
terrible is he beyond all gods;
but Yahweh made the heavens;
strength and beauty are in his sanctuary.
render to Yahweh glory and strength,
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8. Render to Yahweh the glory of his
name,
9. Worship Yahweh in holy array,
10. Declare among the nations: Yahweh is
become King,
u. Let the heavens be glad, let the esrth
rejoice,
12. Let the field exult, and all that is in it,
13. Before Yahweh, for he cometh,
He judgeth the world in righteousness,

96

42 3

bring
gifts and enter his courts.
0
entreat his favour all the earth.
0
he hath established the world, it shall
not be moved. 0
O

,
0

let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof.
0
yea 0 , let all the trees of the forest
shout for joy
for he cometh to judge the earth;
and the peoples in his faithfulness.

Text-critical Notes
9. Read i•;i~ ~\;,r:r (cf. Zech. 7• and Ps. 119 '") for i•;:,~7;:1 ~',;I".!, "tremble before
him". 10. Read, with the Versions, 7~.r:, (see Ps. 93 1) for 7i::ir:i·J:J~," Yea . . .
is established ". Orn., see I Chron. 16 31, C'")t,p'l;lf 0'1,::>'.!,l 7'1~, "he shall judge
the peoples with equity". 1.2. Read J:J~ for t~, " then".

1-3. The threefold repetition: Sing to Yahweh, giving a jubilant
tone to the psalm at the outset, indicates its nature and purpose-viz.,
praise to Yahweh. It is a new song (cp. Ps. 33 3 , 98 1 ), which the psalmist
has composed for the occasion, others having, of course, been long in
use. All the land is bidden to take part in this hymn of praise ; by the
land is meant the land of Israel, which is to declare among the nations his
glory, among all the peoples his wondrous works; the works of Creation are
meant: but, above all, Yahweh made the heavens. 4-6. In speaking of
all the gods of the peoples as things of nought, the psalmist has doubtless
such passages as Isa. 40 1 u-, 41 23 • 2 4, 46s- 7, and especially 44911·, in mind;
in spite of this, however, he believes in the existence of such gods ;
Yahweh is terrible beyond all gods; but in comparison with Yahweh they
are things of nought. In contrast to these gods the psalmist thinks of the
beautiful ministers that wait upon Yahweh ; as often in the psalms,
abstract things are personified, so he says: Honour and majesty are
before him, strength and beauty are in his sanctuary. 7-13. The knowledge
of Yahweh having been brought to the nations by Israel, according
to the envisaging of the future by the psalmist, they are now called
upon to worship him. Very interesting to note here is what we
might call the order of service at the ceremony of the Enthronement
of Yahweh : first, the act of homage : Render to Yahweh glory and
strength-i.e., acknowledge those external qualities which belong to
Yahweh as supreme; then an act of praise: Render to Yahweh the
glory of his name-i.e., acknowledge the glorious power of his name
(cp. Ps. 29 2}; utterance is followed by action, and the next rite in the
service was to bring gifts and enter his courts ; the offerings were brought
into the temple courts and received by the Levites, who prepared
them for the altar, aryd presented_ them to the priests who then offered
them on the altar. Those who brought their offerings are bidden to
worship Yahweh in holy array-i.e., to be clothed in garments appropriate
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to the occasion (cp. Ps. 29 2) ; of what kind these were it is not possible
to say, but it is conceivable that the reference is to a wide mantle
(p•thtgtl) 1 mentioned in Isa. 3 24 • And finally, there is the act of prayer:
entreat his favour. Thus, homage, praise, offerings, prayer, may well
have been the order of service during this particular ceremony ; further
rites are not mentioned here ; but that these took place is indicated in
other psalms of this type. One thing that one cannot well help noticing
is the incidental and secondary way in which the phrase " Yahweh is
become King ", is mentioned in our psalm. It tends to bear out what
we have already more than once insisted on, that the Enthronemrnt
ceremony was not a self-contained festival, but that it was celebrated
during the New Year Festival observed at the Feast of Tabernacles.
It is here that the eschatological character of the psalm becomes
particularly evident ; the psalmist envisages the future consummation
when Yahweh's rule will become world-wide. Declare among the nations:
Yahweh is become King, he has established the world. But the Kingship
of Yahweh is too stupendous a thing for man alone to herald with joy;
the heavens above are called upon to be glad, and the earth to rejoice,
the sea to roar in delight, the field to exult, and all the trees of the forest
to shout for joy, in the presence of Yahweh ; for he is about to come as.
Judge, and his judgements will be in righteousness and faithfulness.
For the religious teaching of this psalm, and others of the same type,
see Vol. I, pp. 40 ff.

PSALM 97
THE opening phrase of this psalm, " Yahweh is become King ",
followed by some apocalyptic pictures, clearly indicates its eschatological
character ; but the present is also largely dealt with. The apocalyptic
elements are echoes of early traditional ideas applied to eschatological
expectations.
There is to some extent a lack of logical thought-sequence, and
the impression is gained that familiar phrases have been gathered
together rather than that the psalmist has composed an original poem ;
but in one respect this psalm stands out as of prime importance ; for
the psalmist shows a striking independence of thought by the way in
which he sets forth and reiterates the conception of Yahweh's ethical
righteousness. In this respect the psalm surpasses all others of
eschatological content.
The date of these " Enthronement " psalms is dealt with in Vol. I,
PP· 46 ff.
1

Nowack, Helwiiische Archaologie, Vol. I, p. 125 (1894).
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The metre is for the most part 3 : 3; but vv. 1, 2 are respectively
4: 3 and 3: 4, and vv. 8 and 10 are respectively 3 : 3 : 3 and 4: 3: 3.
J.

z.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

J 1.

12.

Yahweh is become King, let the earth
let the multitude of the isles be glad.
rejoice,
Clouds and darkness are round about righteousness and justice are the
foundation of his throne ;
him,
and bumeth his adversaries round about.
Fire goeth before him,
the earth seeth it, and trembleth,
His lightnings lighten the world,
before the Lord of all the earth.
The mountains melt like wax 0 ,
The heavens declare his righteousness, and all the peoples behold his glory.
All that serve graven images shall be that boast themselves in things of
nought,
ashamed,
0
Worship him, all ye gods 0 •
Zion heareth, and is glad,
the dsughters of Judah rejoice,
Because of thy judgements, Yahweh;
For thou 0 art the Most High over all thou art exalted far above all gods.
the earth,
Yahweh O loveth them that hate O evil,
he keepeth the souls of his godly ones
He delivereth them from the hand of the wicked.
Light O ariseth O O upon ° the righteous, and joy to the upright of heart.
Rejoice in Yahweh, 0 ye righteous,
and give thanks to his holy O name 0 •

Text-eritical Notes
5. Om., a gloss which overloads the half-line, n,n., ':1!;)'?1', " from _before the
praence of Yahweh ". 9. Om. the repetition of mn\ •~· Read =!1'~, making
Yahweh the subject; and, with some MSS and S, read '~tD for l!H?;,i. u.
with one MS and the Versions, M"Jt for i""!.l. "is sown". Read 7V for (,
"io ". 12. Lit." memorial", see exeg. note.

Reat,

1-6. The eschatological character of the psalm is ,indicatc:d by the
opening words that as Yahweh is become King, therefOfe ·let the eaTth
rejoice (cp. Ps. 96 11), and let the multitude of the isles be_gkld (irP• Isa. 51 '•
6o9), meaning, of course, their inhabitants. Such.a.tnQ\1,ght envisages
the future divine dominion over the whole world, ;1._central theme in
the Eschatological Drama. The psalmist then depi~ts how Yahweh
will appear, terrible and glorious, when he comes to possess the world :
enveloped in cknuis and darkMss (cp. Ps. 1811), with an all-devouring
fire before him (cp. Ps. 503), his lightnings, bursting forth from the dark
clouds (cp. Ps. 77 18), shoot through the world, terrifying ~l men, tM
eaTth seeth it, and trembleth (cp. Ps. 969), the mountains melt like wax (cp.
Judg. 56) before him who is Lord of all the eaTth (cp. Mic. 4 13, Zech. 4u,
66). The picture is a terrifying one ; the more striking is it that there
should be introduced into the middle of it what appears, at first sight.
to be a somewhat incongruous thought : nghuausmss and justice are
the foundation of his throne ; but it is just this disregard for congruity
which witnesses to the presence in the psalmist's minclof his dominating
thought, the ethical righteousness of Yahweh. The same is true of the
words in 6 which are'likewise out of harmony with their context: the
~avens declare his righteousness ; the context speaks of the melting
mountains, on the one side, and of all the peoples who behold his glory,
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on the other; so that here again what is foremost in the psalmist's
mind comes to the fore. 7-12. A sudden change of subject then
occurs ; the denunciation of all that serve graven images, and that boast
themselves in things of nought, was doubtless inspired by Isa. 449 11• and
similar passages.; and the apparent contradiction between the things of
nought and the words, worship him, all ye gods, has its parallel in Ps.
96 4 , 5 • Then, in 8, we have another change of subject, reverting to the
psalmist's dominating thought; the judgements of Yahweh, the outcome
of his righteousness, make Zion glad and the daughters of Judah rejoice ;
the words are taken from Ps. 48 11 ; by the daughters of Judah are meant
the daughter-cities of Zion, conceived of, metaphorically, as the mother
of the whole people (cp. Ps. 87). Once more, in 10-12, the psalmist
speaks of the righteousness of Yahweh in the words: Yahweh loveth
them that hate evil, he keepeth the souls of his godly ones ; " souls " has
here, as often elsewhere, the sense of individuality ; on " godly ones "
see Vol. I, pp. 56 ff.; similarly, in saying that Light ariseth upon the
righteous, and joy to the upright of heart, it is meant that the light and the
joy come from him who is the Author of all righteousness. And
finally, when the righteous are bidden to rejoice in Yahweh, and give
thanks to his holy name, it is because he is the source of their righteousness, and that his name embodies the revealed character of Yahweh as
righteous (see, e.g., Isa. 57 10 ).
For the religious teaching of the psalms of this type see further
Vol. I, pp. 44 ff.

PSALM 98
THAT this psalm should be reckoned among those belonging to the
"Enthronement of Yahweh" group is justified by the reference to
the " King " in verse 6 ; its purely eschatological content also marks
it as one of this type. As always in psalms of an eschatological character,
the belief expressed in the future consummation of the present world, order is so firmly held that it is envisaged, after the prophetical style,
as having already come to pass ; hence the use of the verbs in the
perfect tense in vv. 1-3; and it is no incongruity when in vv. 7, 8 the
present tense occurs, and in v. 9 the future; the changes simply reflect
the writer's· variation of envisagement.
The points of contact between this psalm and Ps. 96 will be noticed
in comparing them.
On the date, se~ Vol. I, pp. 44 ff.
The metre in vv. 1-3 is 3 : 2, an extra two-beat line occurs in v. 2;
but in the remainder of the psalm it is 3 : 3.
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1.
:i.

3.
4.

5.
6.

98

A Psalm.
Sing to Yahweh a new song,
for he bath done marvellous things ;
and his holy arm.
His right-hand hath holpen him,
Yahweh hath made known his salvation, before the eyes of the nations hath he
revealed his righteousness.
He rememoered his love and his
faithfulness,
to the house of Israel ;
All the ends of the earth have seen
the salvation of our God.
Make a joyful noise unto Yahweh, all break forth, shout for joy, and sing
praise;
the earth;
Sing praise to Yahweh with the harp, with the harp and the sound of praise ;
With trumpets and the blast of the
ram's-ham,
make a joyful noise before the King
Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof,
the world and the dwellers therein ;
Let the streams clap their hands,
let the mountains shout £qr joy together.
0
Before Yahweh, for he cometh,
for he cometh O to judge the earth ;
He judgeth the world in righteousness, and the peoples with equity.
0

;

7.
8.
9.

Text-critical Nous
6. Orn. ini1\ which overloads the half~line. 9. Add, as in Ps.
" for he cometh ".

96 11 ,

N:::;

':!!.

1-3. Like Pss. 96 and 98, this is another new song composed for the
celebration of the " Enthronement " ceremony; since it was an
annual celebration, it was but fitting that new psalms should be composed
for the occasion. The special reason for singing praise to Yahweh
here given is that he hath done marvellous things (cp. 96 3). The originally
anthropomorphic expressions, his right-hand and his holy arm, are here
used in a purely spiritual sense of Yahweh's will and power. The
marvellous things to which the psalmist refers are embraced in the word
salvation (cp. Ps. 96 2); this includes both deliverance from external
evils as- well as spiritual blessings; these, which have been.vouchsafed
to the house of Israel, have been made known before the eyes of the nations
(cp. Ps. 96 23 ), to whom has also been revealed Yahweh's righteousness,
frequently used as a parallel to salvation (e.g., Isa. 51 6). Love and
faithfulness are the things that belong to salvation, the remembrance of
them, i.e., the lavishing of them upon the house of Israel, is the act of
righteo!f-Sness. This has been seen by all the ends of the earth. Here
we have, then, a very interesting illustration of the combination of the
particularistic conception of Israel as the people of God, and the
universalistic conception of all peoples being brought to the knowledge
of Yahweh. There is no sort of doubt that this beautiful thought
originated, under God, with Deutero-Isaiah.
In the second part of the psalm (4-8), therefore, all the earth is called
upon to rejoice that the knowledge of God, the salvation of Israel's God,
has been vouchsafed unto them, and to join with the people of Yahweh in
worshipping him: Make a joyful noise unto Yahweh, all the earth; break
forth, shout for joy, and sing praise. That the psalm is to be understood
in an eschatological sense comes out here clearly, for the joining together
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of all the earth in worship with Israel could be possible only with the
final advent of Yahweh as King 0£ all the earth ; and thus, the Enthronement ceremony, which is now referred to, was what we may call a
prophetic representation of Yahweh's ultimate entering upon his worlddominion : With trumpets and the blast of the ram's-horn, make a joyful
noise before the King. Other eschatological conceptions follow : Let
the sea roar, and the fulness thereof (cp. Ps. 96 11), i.e., all that is in it;
streams are to clap their hands, an action of exultation, mountains to
shout for joy ; in a word, the whole Creation is bidden to rejoice in the
advent of the King : /or he cometh, for he cometh, to judge the earth, in
righteousness and equity (cp. Ps. 96 13); the reign of universal peace,
justice, and happiness has begun in the psalmist's prophetic vision.

PSALM 99
ONCE more an " Enthronement " psalm, the last of the group, opening
with: "Yahweh is become King". It differs, however, from other
psalms of the type in the attitude adopted towards the Gentiles ; they
are not bidden to rejoice over Yahweh's dominion, but to tremble;
and there is in general a sterner note. Then, again, the eschatological
traits are less prominent than in the related psalms ; but this is not to
deny its eschatological character, which is clear from the mention of
Yahweh's exaltation over all peoples, and the call to them to praise his
name ; and the phrase " let the earth shake " is thoroughly eschatological. As in Ps. 97, emphasis is laid on the righteousness of Yahweh,
though not to the same extent as there. The psalm consists of two parts,
vv. 1-5 and 6-9, each concluding with a refrain. The text of vv. 3, 4
has suffered some disorder ; for the emendations s·ee the text-critical
notes.
The metre is irregular.
For the date, see Vol. I, pp. 44 ff.
I.

2.

3.

5.
6.
7.

Yahweh is become King, let the peoples
he sitteth upon ° the cherubim, let
tremble,
the earth shake.
_
Yahweh is great in Zion,
and exalted is he above all the peoples;
O
0
Let them praise his name , great
and terrible,
holy is he, - 4. • and a mighty King 0 ;
0
"
Thou hast established equity • in justice and righteousness O hast thou
0
Jacob ,
ordained."
Exalt Yahweh our God,
and worship at the stool of his feet,
° For holy is Yahweh our God 0 •
Moses and Aaron among his priests, and Samuel among those that called
upon his name,
They called unto Yahweh, and he answered them;
In the pillar of cloud spake he unto
• they h.:ard • his testimonies and the
them,
statute he gave them ;
O
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8. " Yahweh, our God, thou didst answer a forgiving God hast thou been to
them,
them,
Yet an avenger of O all O their doings."
9. Exalt Yahweh, our God,
and worship at his holy hill,
For holy is Yahweh our God.

Text-critical Notes.
Read ',l' :::21p~ for:IW\ "sitting". 3. Read icrp for 'lf!?W, "thy name".
4. Read, with Gunkel,
for :J?1,=1 l1',l " and the strength of a king".
Om., with Gunkel, ::ittH l'.l~ ~ . "justice he loveth ". Add :li''.!1~.:;l. Om.
S· Read as in "'· 9 la•;j',t,i il)il~
7• Read ~lli;:ilV for
~-ip,~," they kept ". 8. Add, with G, •?f.
1.

:it,¥~:,.

!1) :T?~~.

wi,ir•:;i.

1. Yahweh is become King is, instead of, as in Ps. 971, a cause for
rejoicing among the peoples, an event inspiring fear among them :
let the peoples tremble. Again, in place of the majestic picture of Yahweh's
throne given in Ps. 97 2 , it is here said that he sitteth upon the cherubim
(cp. Ps. 8o 1). The mention of these mythical beings is an illustration
of the utilization of very ancient material of which this group of psalms
is full. Mediated doubtless through Ezek. 1, the idea of the cherubim
is of Accadian origin, and went through various stages of development;
originally they were guardians who stood at the entry of temples ; their
guardianship of the Ark (Exod. 25 19• 20 ) points, however, to Egyptian influence. In the v. before us the implication probably is that the cherubim
were the guardians of Yahweh's throne. To discuss their further
functions would take us too far afield (see Gen. 3 24 , 1 Kgs. 62311·, Ps. 18 10,
Ezek. 1ou., 41 18, 19). When it is said further in our psalm, let the
earth shake, the thought in the mind of the psalmist may conceivably
be that of the mighty throne-chariot of Ezek. 1, the rumbling of which
makes the earth to shake. But however this may be (2), the centre of
Yahweh's dominion is Zion : Yahweh is great in Zion ; to say that
"here is the tone of Jewish exclusiveness" is simply to misunderstand
the whole purport of the psalm; Yahweh is here enthroned, exalted
above all the peoples as Israel's God, no doubt, but also as the God of
all the peoples ; the tone is not one of exclusiveness, but of universalism.
It may wdl be that those commentators are right who explain Zion here
ilS the heavenly Zion; Yahweh, enthroned in heaven, rules over all the
world. Therefore it is said, in reference to all the peoples : Let them
r»-aise his name (cp. Ps. 111 9), which is great and terrible {cp. Deut. 10 17);
md of Yahweh himself: holy is he (cp. Isa. 6 8) and a mighty King;
the phrase occurs in Isa. 19 4 , but not in reference to Yahweh. Further
1ttributes of Yahweh are that he has established equity in Jacob, implying
:hat he will do so in all the world; similarly with justice and righteousness,
which he has ordained. This ethical righteousness of Yahweh is also
:mphasized in Ps. 97 10, 1 1, 28 • 5. The first part of the psalm closes with
:he refrain : Exalt Yahweh our God, and worship at the stool of his f eet,for
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holy is Yahweh (cp. Isa. 661, "the earth is my footstool"). 6-c). This
second part of the psalm, though of a very different character from the
first, is, nevertheless, directly connected with it, because it tells of the
great figures who in the past had been Yahweh's ministers and had called
upon his name ; it is in the following of such that all the peoples were
bidden, in the first part (v. 3), to "praise his name". Moses as well as
Aaron are reckoned among his priests ; Moses is not elsewhere spoken
of as a priest, but he performs priestly functions in Exod. 246- 8, 40 22- 27,
Lev. 81011· (cp. Gray, Sacrifice in the Old Testament, pp. 194 ff. [1925]);
he is mentioned, together with Samuel, in Jer. 15 1 as those who" stood
before me ". The inclusion of Samuel in connexion with the pillar of
cloud must be due to some legendary tradition. There is a little
difficulty about the meaning of 8 ; we take it to mean that Yahweh did
answer them, i.e., Moses, Aaron, and Samuel, when they pleaded to
him for their people, and that he had been a forgiving God to them, i.e.,
the people ; nevertheless, when the people persisted in evil-doing,
Yahweh was an avenger of all their doings. The psalm concludes with a
somewhat similar repetition of the refrain in v. 5.
For the religious teaching of the psalm, see Vol. I, pp. 74 ff.
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As the psalm itself indicates, it was sung by a procession of worshippers
as they drew near to the gates of the temple to sacrifice the thankoffering. It is thus purely liturgical in character. Its brevity points to
its being introductory to the sacrificial service. It is reminiscent of
Ps. 95. The contention that the psalm belongs to the Enthronement
group is quite beside the mark; there is nothing in it that suggests
this.
The date is certainly post-exilic.
The metre is three beats to short lines, with the exception of the last
verse, which, as in many other psalms, differs from the rest.
A Psalm.
J.

:z.
3·

4·
5.

For the Todah.

Shout for joy to Yahweh, all the land,
Serve Yahweh with gladness,
Enter into his presence with a ringing cry.
Know that Yahweh he is God,
He made us, and we are O his O ,
His people, and the sheep of his pasture.
Enter his gates with thanksgiving,
His courts with praise,
Give thanks unto him, bless his name.
For Yahweh is good,
His love is eternal,
And his faithfulness is for all generations.
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Text-critical Notes
3. Read, with the Q•r~ and ma_ny MSS, i'?i for ~1,1, " and not " (so K'thibh
GS). "According to the Muora, ~l.j is found fifteen times for i1,», GK 103g.

The title indicates that the psalm was for the Todah, " thank-offering " ; this does not necessarily mean that it was sung during the
sacrifice; the psalm suggests that it was introductory to the ceremony.
I. As in Ps. 95 1 , 2 we have here the loud lifting-up of the voices in
worship (see also v. 2); by all the land is to be understood the land as a
whole, represented by the assembled worshippers, who, as in Ps. 95,
formed a procession ascending the temple mount. Emphasis is again
laid on joy in worship, shout/or joy; and (2) serve Yahweh with gladness;
the Hebrew word for serve is used technically of serving God in worship
(cp. Exod. 3 12 , Isa. 19 21• 23). Enter into his presence is similarly a
technical liturgical term (cp. Exod. 28 30, it occurs also in Ps. 956, 96 8).
V. 3 is similar in thought to 95 5 - 7 • In 4 thanksgi,ving is used in a general
sense, but indicates the service for which the worshippers are to enter
his gates and his courts. For the exhortation to bless his name cp. 96 2 •
Very beautifully does the psalm conclude with the recognition of the
goodness and love and faithfulness of Yahweh.
The religious teaching of this psalm is similar to that of Ps. 95,
excepting for the absence of the warning note there sounded.
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THE content of this psalm shows that it is the utterance of one who
has been made a ruler, and who, on assuming his position of authority,
makes a declaration in· which he expresses the principles whereby he
will be guided in the exercise of his new duties. Whether the ruler in
question was a king or a provincial governor is uncertain, but the latter
is more likely, for the despotic Oriental king would not have thought it
necessary to ingratiate himself among his subjects by making a declaration of this kind. The last verse sounds, it is true, more like the
utterance of a king; but the words are not meant to be taken literally,
they are in the nature of hyperbole, a form of expression not infrequently
used by the·psalmists.
The possibility must, however, be recognized that we have here a
composition in which a psalmist has set forth an idealistic conception
of rulership, putting the utterances in the mouth· of an imaginary
potentate. This deems to us, upon the whole, to be the true interpretation of the psalm.
But whichever interpretation be the correct one, the two opening
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verses constitute a difficulty ; for they imply that the psalm was to be
sung in praise of Yahweh's ·mercy and justice, whereas in the psalm
itself there is no word of this, and the name of Yahweh does not occur
again. This difficulty may be explained on the supposition that the
edifying contents of the psalm induced some later psalmist to adapt it
to liturgical use by altering the opening words to an appropriate form
for worship. Hence the emendations adopted in our rendering of these
verses.
In seeking to assign a date to the psalm, much depends upon how
it is interpreted. If it refers to a king, the date is obviously pre-exilic ;
but if a provincial governor is in question, a post-exilic date is more
likely-he might well have been a Jew, cp. Gedaliah (2 Kgs. 25 22 );
the idealistic conception set forth suggests the later date.
The metre is 3 : 2.
I.
:i.

J.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

David',. A Psalm.
0
I will take heed unto Yahweh

I will exercise O mercy and justice,
I will act wisely in an upright manner
of life,
I will walk in integrity of heart
I will not set before mine eyes
0
An act -of apostasy O I hate,
A perverted heart shall depart from me,
He that secretly O slandereth O his
neighbour,
He that bath an high look, and an
arrogent heart,
Mine eyes shall be upon the faithful
in the land,
He that walketh in a perfect way,
Not in my house shall he dwell
He that speaketh lies shall not be
established
Every morning will I destroy
To cut off from the city of Yahweh
0

0

truth shall abide with me
within my house,

O

O

;

;

a base thing ;

it shall not cleave to me ;
I will not know evil.
him will I destroy ;
I will not suffer.
that they may dwell with me,
he shall minister unto me.
that acteth deceitfully,
before mine eyes.
all the wicked of the land ;
all the workers of iniquity.

Text-critical Notes

i1!t'~~

Read, with Gunkel and Hans S~hniidt,
(cp. 1 Sam. :ao", :a Sam.10'}
for n-]'~, " I will sing " ; and T11C~ ill71'? for i'l;~!~, i1)i1~
to thee
. Yahweh will I sing praise_" (ace further, ..the ~tr. section). :a. Read, with
acveral oommentators, ''-i-fl::11;1 r,~!;l for '71:1 ~~::!f;l 'tlr;>, " when wilt thou
come unto me ? " J. Lit. " to do swerving& " in reference to swerving from allegiance
to Yahweh. 5. Read
for the form •~q:h7!jl.
1.

;i\ "

';l'W?~

The whole psalm consists, as we surmise, of the words of a ruler,
ideally conceived of by the psalmist. I. He will exercise mercy and
justice, and in doing so he will be observing the precepts of Yahweh.
2-4. In these vv. the ruler concentrates upon the guiding principles
whereby he will be actuated : wisdom in thought and act constitute the
foundation principles in the ruler who is determined to live in an upright
manner of life (lit. " perfect way "). For this, truth is, of course, a prime
requisite (for the emendation see text-crit. note); it is personified, as
virtues often are by the psalmists, and it is spoken as abiding with him.
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In the privacy of his house he will walk in integrity of heart ; he will, that
is to say, entertain thoughts which are good and noble, and will not even
contemplate a base thing, lit. "a thing of Belial ", by which is meant
anything and everything suggestive of evil ; the word means lit.
" worthlessness ", but it has alsd the sense of '· wickedness " (see
Prov. 612); in later times it became a proper name synonymous with
Satan (often in the apocalyptic literature, and cp. 2 Cor. 6 15 , also in
Rabbinical literature). The worst type of such an evil thing is disloyalty to Yahweh, an act of apostasy I hate ; that he will not entertain,
it shall not cleave to me; in post-exilic times, when the Jews lived under
Gentile suzerainty, the temptation to apostasy was especially rife
among the ruling classes owing to their necessary contact with the
officials of the suzerain power ; so that the words in the psalm are very
significant. Apostasy was the mark of a perverted heart ( cp. Prov. 11 20 ),
or " crooked " thoughts ; that shall depart from the godly ruler ; he
refuses to have anything to do with such an evil.. In the verses which
follow, 5-'7, the n.iler speaks alternatively of those whom he abominates,
and those whom he will favour. Of the former is the slanderer, through
whose wickedness the innocent so often suffered ; and the proud (lit.
"high of eyes", cp. Prov. 21'), who oppressed the helpless. But he
will look favourably on those who are faithful in the land, i.e., those
upon whom he can rely for their loyalty to him ; they skall dwell with
him because they walk aright, and can be trusted to serve him. On the
other hand, he that acteth deceitfully shall not du•ell in the ruler's house,
nor can he that speaketh lies look for favour from him. 8. The zeal for
righteousness by which the ruler is actuated is drastically expressed;
but the words are not to be taken literally.
Religious Teaching
From the nature of the psalm the religious element is not prominent ; ·
but the insistence on the ruler's loyalty and faithfulness to Yahweh is
very fine, and a notable way-mark for all in authority.
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THAT this psalm is not a unity becomes evident as soon as one compares
oo. 12-22 with the rest of the psalm; for these verses break the continuity
of, and have nothing in common with, oo. I-II, 23-28. The insertion
may perhaps be accounted for by the desire of a compiler to place in
contrast the shortness of humari life (v. I 1) with the eternity of Yahweh
(v. 12), a point of contact being thus established with the latter part of
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the psalm (oo. 26, 27}; but otherwise the insertion presents conditions
which differ entirely from the rest of the psalm. In its original form
our psalm is the outpouring of one who is the victim of sickness and
enmity ; the inserted portion speaks of the desolation of Zion, but
expresses the hope of better times, and may thus possibly be part of a
psalm belonging to early post-exilic times, but see further exeg. notes.
The date of the main portion cannot be determined with any degree of
certainty ; all that can be said is that the thought-connexions with
other psalms which are post-exilic would point to this period, though
later than the inserted portion. The metre is 3 : 3 with some variations ;
this applies to the whole psalm as it stands.

A Prayer of an ajflicted one when down-caJt and he poureth out hi.s trouble
before Yahweh.
Yahweh, hear my prayer,
and let my cry come unto thee.
Hide not thy face from me
in the day of my distress, 0 Yahweh 0 ;
Incline thine ear unto me,
when I call, haste to answer me ;
0
0
For my inward. parts waste
0
0
away like smoke ,
and my bones glow like a hearth.
Smitten like grass 0 is my heart, for I forget to eat my food.
0
I am weary 0 with the sound of
0
my groaning,
my flesh cleaveth to my bones O ;
I am like a pelican in the wilderness,
I am like an owl in ruined places ;
I watch O and I groan °,
like a solitary bird on the house-top.
All the day mine enemies reproach
they that boast themselves against me
me,
take an oath with me 0 •
For I eat ashes like bread,
and I mingle O my drink O with weeping,
Because of thine indignation and for thou didst take me up, and didst cast
thy wrath, .
me away.
My days O decline 0 like a shadow, and I am withered like grass.

1.

1 (2).
(3).

2

3 (4),
4 (5).
5 (6).
6 (7).

7 (8).
8 (9).

9 (10).
10 (u).
II (12).

1:z (13). But thou, Yahweh, abidest for
ever,
13 (14). Thou wilt arise and have mercy
on Zion,
14 (15). For thy servants have a delight in
her stones,
15 ( 16). Then shall the nations fear 0 thy
name 0
16 (17). For Yah~eh doth build up Zion,

17 (18). He hath regard unto the prayer of
the destitute,
18 (19). Let this be written down for the
generation to come,
19 (20). For he looked down from his holy
height,
:zo (u). To hear the sighing of the
prisoner,
21 (:z:z). That the name of Yahweh may be
proclaimed in Zion,
22 (23). When the peoples are gathered
together,
0

My strength too soon is exhausted 0 ,
24 (25). Snatch me not away 0 in the
• midst ,. of my days,
25 (26). Of old thou didst found the earth,
23 (24).

0

and thy memorial from get).eration to
generation;
0
for the time is come to be gracious
unto her•,
and look graciously upon her dust,
and all the kings of the earth thy glory.
and shall appear 0 in his glory 0 in the
midst of her 0 ,

0

and despiseth not 0 their supplication ° :
and a people that shall be created shall
praise Yah,
from heaven
to release

O

° he

beheld the earth,

those condemned to death•,

and his praise in Jerusalem,
and the kingdoms, to serve Yahweh.
• a cutting-off of my days is decreed for
me
thy yd.rs are throughout all 0 generations 0 •
and the heavens are the work of thine
hands;
0

•
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26 (27). They shall perish, but thou
0
endurest O ,
Like a vesture dost thou change
them, and they are changed ;
29. The children of thy servants shall
0
continue O ,
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yea, they all shall wear out like a
garment,
28. but thou,-thy years have no end.
and their seed shall be established
before thee.

Text-critical Notes
2. Add n,r,, for the rhythm's sake. 3. Read ~;'!;), a3 a better parallel, for
-~~. "my days". Read, with many MSS an<~ the Versions, 1~¥f for ·:;i, "in
smoke". 4. Om., as overloading the half-line, tv:;l.~1, "and withered", probably an
explanatory gloss on i1~~n, an unusual form. 5. Add, with some commentators,
,z::q;,:i~ (cp. Ps. 6'), for the rhy_thrp.'s sake; a verb has obviously fallen out. . Read
'7ip:;:i 'l;l¥~'? ji;l'1 for '"J!V:;t~ '!;;¥~ i1i7:n " my bones cleave to my
flesh", cp. Lam. iv. 8. For '~;t:P in a collective sense, with the predicate in fem.
sing., see GK 122s 145k. 7. Read, for the rhythm's sake, and to complete the
half-line, r,~~l:;l~J with ~o beats, for n;;;-tl;r!, "and I am become". 8. See
ex:eg. note. 9. Read "..'~j'JW. 11. Read ~-tp~, making 'O'; the subject, for'~~~13. Read
,"W ~~-';l;, o~itting ';) and )~11::i, which overloads the halfline. 15. Read, with GS, "17:?W for n,n, CW"•1~, "the name of Yahweh",
which overloads the half-line. 16. Read, with Duhrn, nt'f'.1~1 (so G) and add
i:Tf,;i?f!. 17. Read, cp. G, CQ¥;:11;1, to avoid the repetitio~ ~f the same word.
19. Orn. n,n, for the rhythm's sake. 20. Lit. " the s!)ns of death ". 23. It is
difficult to make sense of this v. as it stands; read 't'll :J".)1-,;l n~l7, lit. " my
strength is humbled (cp. Lev. 23••) in the way", i.e., in the midst of life. Read,
cp. GS, ,1;,•;~l;R '~~ ;;:~ ; for this use of ·i!:i~ see I Kgs. 11 18 , 2 Chron.
29 ... 24. Lit. "liftmenotup",cp.2 Kgs.2 1 • Lit."half". Read,with S, i11'.i
for ii"T:;l, 26. Lit. " standest ", for this use of iC'll cp. Isa. 66'", Jer. 32". 29.
Lit." d..,;.,ell ", for this sense of PW see Judg. 517•

;:r~al"j7

For the title, see Vol. I, p. 19.
Unlike most of the titles of psalms, which purport to indicate
authorship or to give musical directions, this title describes the character
of the psalm.
I-II. The plaint poured forth in these verses is one of the most
poignant of the many which find expression in the Psalter-. In his
distress the psalmist cries, Yahweh, hear my prayer, but his trouble is
such that his thoughts become concentrated on his state of suffering.
The somewhat exaggerated utterances used witness to the intensity
of that suffering, which is both physical and mental. 3. A burning
fever makes him compare his whole body to a consuming fire, his
inward parts and his bones glow like a hearth heated by the flames.
Then he turns to his mental sufferings ; 4. the heart is the seat of the
emotions, and the simile, smitten like gro,ss, in reference to the effect
of the scorching sun, expresses a despairing mental state in which
ordinary wants are forgotten: J forget to eat my food; 5. so much so,
and here he speaks again of physical suffering, that his flesh seems to
cleave to his bones. Then (6), turning once more to his mental suffering,
he feels so utterly forsaken that he compares himself with a pelican
in the wilderness, or an owl in ruined places ; the word rendered " pelican "
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is of uncertain meaning ; it is a water-bird, and therefore hardly likely
to dwell in the wilderness; owls habitually took up their abode in ruins
(cp. Isa. 34 11). 8. His suffering is aggravated by his boastful enemies,
who use his name in an oath, whereby they could bring a curse upon
him, as was believed; with me, means with my name. In 9-u the
psalmist, by implication, reveals the reason why he has been stricken ;
he has sinned, and has brought down upon himself God's indignation
and wrath; but he is repentant, sitting in ashes, and weeping, expressed
hyperbolically in the words : I eat ashes like bread, and I mingle my drink
with weeping, i.e., with tears. From here we go to v. 23 (oo. 12-22 will
be dealt with below). In his sickness and despair, the psalmist feels
that his end is near : My strength too soon is exhausted is a free rendering (see text-crit. note), it expresses the conviction that his days are
numbered, a cutting-off, i.e., shortening, of my days is decreed for me.
24. Nevertheless, he prays that he may yet live, and not be suddenly
snatched away, a very forcible expression, meaning lit. " lifted up "
from the earth. This leads him to speak of the endless years of the
Almighty, 25-28; far back in time, immeasurable in length, God
already lived, when he created the earth and the hetl'Vens ; but even
they will pass away in the far-distant future ; but thou-thy years have
no end. This thought of God's eternity induces a feeling of comfort :
though his days may be numbered, the descendants of the servants of
God shall continue, and their seed be established before him. Some
commentators hold that v. 29 does not belong to the original psalm;
and it is true that 'if. 28 makes a more logical and impressive close ; but
it must be remembered that the Oriental is not always strictly logical in
his thought-sequence.
Turning now to the inserted portion, 12-22; its beginning, But
thou, Yahweh, abidestfor ever, implies some preceding verses, so that it
would seem to be an extract from some other psalm. The picture
presented is that of Zion in ruins, but the conviction is expressed that
Yahweh will have mercy on her, and build her up ; when that time comes
the nations will fear the name of Yahweh, for he will appear in his glory
in the midst of her; we have here an eschatological trait due to prophetic
influence. The difficulty is to ascertain to what period the ruined state
of Zion, here depicted, is to be assigned ; that of the Exile, or soon
after, naturally suggests itself, especially as there are various thoughtcontacts with Deutero-lsaiah. On the other hand, the psalmist's
indebtedness to other psalms, of later post-exilic date, forbids this date.
A Maccabrean date has been suggested, but the description of Zion
given in I Mace. 1 33 and elsewhere, compared with what is said in v. 14
of our psalm, shows the untenability of the suggestion. The probability
is that, as in the case of some other psalms, the reference here is to the
inroads of the Persian army under Artaxerxes III Ochus (see further
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Vol. I, p. 72). However this may be, the faith of the psalmist in
Yahweh is indestructible: He hath regard unto the prayer of the
destitute, and despiseth not their supplication; so firm is the psalmist's
certitude that the prayer will be answered that he wishes it to be written
down in order that in later days men may know of it, and praise Y ah.
19-22. The subject of the prayer is then recorded in a form which
takes for granted that it is answered, although actually it is in the future
that this will be done.
Religious Teaching
What the psalm teaches in this respect is the same as that which
occurs in many others, and which is dealt with in the relevant sections.
It will suffice, therefore, briefly to mention three points. First, there
is the earnest appeal to God when in trouble ; in this case, as so often
elsewhere, the trouble is occasioned by sickness and by the cruel
bep.aviour of enemies ; it will be noticed that here, unlike so many
other psalmists, no divine punishment is called down upon the enemies.
A further cause of the psalmist's trouble is a spiritual one, the bitterness
of a contrite heart. The second point, though occurring in other
psalms, is especially marked here-namely, the opening out of the heart
to God, telling him, as to a dear and intimate friend, all his innermost
feelings ; this is the most touching and appealing element in the
religious teaching of the psalm. And, finally, there is that beautiful
trait, so characteristic of the godly Israelite, of the certainty that prayer
will be answered; of this we have illustrations in many other psalms.
0
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IN words as beautiful as any in the Psalter, the psalmist tells of the love
of God towards those who fear him. This love is shown forth, above
all, by the divine longsuffering and forbearance towards sinful humanity.
That the psalmist speaks as an individual, and not as representing the
community, needs no insisting on; the first five verses should make this
clear enough. The contrary is maintained by some commentators
because of the mention of " our sins ", " our iniquities ", " our transgressions " ; but this does not make the psalm any the less personal ;
just as when one prays " Our Father ", the prayer is that of an individual
on behalf of himself, even though " us " and " we " occur in it. It is
a striking trait in the psalmist that he feels his gratitude for the love of
God to be so inadequate, however earnest, that he calls upon the
heavenly host to bless Yahweh, so that spiritual beings may join with
FF
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him in blessing God. The conception of sin, and the influence of some
of the later books, mark the date of the psalm as post-exilic. The
occurrence of several Aramaisms points in the same direction.
The metre is almost wholly 3 : 3.
David's.
Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul,
2. Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul,
3. Who forgiveth all thine iniquities,
4. Who redeemeth thy life from the Pit,
1.

5. Who satisfieth (thee) with good O as
long as thou livest 0 ,
6. Yahweh executeth righteous acts,
7. He made known his ways unto Moses,
8. Merciful and gracious is Yahweh,
9. ° For O he chideth not for ever,
10. He doth not deal with us according to
our sins 0 ,

u. For as high as the heavens above the
earth,

12.

AB far as the east from the west,

13. AB a father hath compassion on his
children,
14. For he knoweth our frame,
15. As for man, his days are like grass,
16. For the wind passeth over it, and it is
not,
17. But the love of Yahweh is 0 on them that
fear him,

18. To them that keep his covenant 0 and
his commandments 0 ,
19. Yahweh in the heavens hath established
his throne,
20, Bless Yahweh, ye angels of his,

yea, 0 all within me•, his holy name.
and forget not all his benefits :
who healeth all thy diseases,
who crowneth thee with lovingkindneas
and tender mercies,

so that thy youth is renewed like the eagle.
and justice for all that are oppressed.
his doings unto the children of larsel.
long-suffering, and plenteous in lovingkindness;
nor is he resentful everlastingly.
nor doth he recompense us according to
our ini<i,,uitiea O •
so O high is his love over them that
fear him;
so far hath he put our trsnsgreaaiona
from us;
so hath Yahweh compassion on them
that fear him ;
he remembereth that we are but dust.
as a flower of the field, so doth he
flourish,
and the place thereof knoweth it no
more.
and his righteousness is to children's
children,
to them that remember his statutes, to
do them.

and his kingdom ruleth over all.
ye, mighty in strength, that fulfil his
command
Bless Yahweh, all ye O his host 0 ,
ye servants of his that do his will.
Bless Yahweh, all ye his works,
mall places of his dominion.
Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul.
0

;

21.
22.

Text-critical Notes
Read ':;l•m-',~ for ':;l7ilc"?'.;) as :::l")i?. is never used in the plur. 5. Read,
cp. Ps. 10431 , 146 1 ,
for il~l;?, "thine ornament". 9. Add, with S, '1
for the rhythm's sake. 10. Orn.
tops", for the rhyth;n's sake. Orn. ~J''1',
"upon us· ", for the same reason. II. Read ;:i;i;i for "1::,JI, "is mighty". 17.
1
Orn. t::~i:l.'-"T'l/1 C::: 7'il'r,;,, '.' from everlasting to everlasting", which overloads
the half-line. 18. Add ,,,;i~r.:~, see Deut. 7.•; the half-line is too short as it
stands. 20. Orn. with S, ;-,:;,.-:y ',i;;'.ll 'l,'0~7, "to hearken unto the voice of
his word ", a marg. gloss. 21. ·Read ·;I'!:;,.~ · for i•i:i:;i:;s ; the plur. of M.,l'i i.s
niM:;,.; (so the K'thibh), cp. Ps. 148 1 •
•
•
1.

T'."lf

~)7, "

1-5. As in the opening words of Ps. 104, the psalmist exhorts his
own soul to bless Yahweh. The further calling upon his whole inner
being to bless his holv name illustrates the Hebrew conception of man's
being; it is nor only the heart (lib), which is the seat of the emotions
and thoughts, for all within me comprises also the " kidneys ", or
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"reins" (k'la"foth), parallel with the heart, e.g., Jer. u 20 , 17 10 ; the
"liver" (kdhed), in Lam. 2 11 it is said to be "poured out", i.e., in
sorrow; and the "bowels", (me'im), which is also parallel to "heart"
e.g., Jer. 4u, as a seat of the emotions; included also are the" bones"
('il:iiimoth), cp. Ps. 6 2, 35 10, where they are parallel with the " soul"
(nephesh). Another, though rare, expression, which would seem to be
parallel to all within me, is tuhoth, "inward parts", lit. the things
"covered over", which occurs in Ps. 51 8 and in Job 38 38 • It will thus
be seen how full of meaning the psalmist's expression was to him. His
further exhortation to himself, forget not all his benefits, is again very
significant, first, because of his frank implication of his liability to
forget, and also because of the nature of these benefits, which he then
proceeds to describe. They are both spiritual, who forgiveth all thine
iniquities, and temporal, and healeth all thy diseases, the word is always
used in the literal sense of sickness (cp. 2 Chron. 21 19, Jer. 14 18 , 16 4) ;
both kinds of benefits are further enumerated in vv. 4, 5. The divine
lovingkindnesses are then more fully described (6-13) in words of
sublime beauty. All is summed up in: Yahweh executeth righteous
acts. From the days of Moses, to whom he revealed himself, he showed
forth his doings, i.e., his righteous acts; to the children of Israel, too,
he made known Jzis ways. All centres in the blessed truth that merciful
and gracious is Yahweh. The verses which follow require no exegetical
notes ; their exquisite beauty seems to forbid comment, they are so
self-expressive; all that we would add is that they, as it were, forestall
the apostolic words : " God is love ". And this is only enhanced by
what follows, 14-16, where the infinitude of the love of God is shown
forth by the almost contemptible littleness of them upon whom it is
expended-dust, grass; what a grand insight was vouchsafed to the
psalmist in recognizing how pitiably insignificant man must be in the
sight of God, but for his love. 17, 18. Nevertheless, in spite of this,
the fuve of Yahweh is on them that fear him ; self-evident though it may
be that Yahweh's love can find expression only on them that fear him,
the psalmist feels impelled to remind men of it; their part of the
covenant made with them, solely out of divine love, must be kept, and
his statutes observed. Let them remember, too, the psalmist seems to
say, that they are the subjects of a Heavenly King : Yahweh in the
heavens hath established his throne, and his Kingdom ruleth over all.
Then (20-22), in holy exaltation of spirit, he calls upon the glorious
angelic host to Bless Yahweh ; and wheresoever in the illimitable space
of his dominion his works are manifest, let all and everything Bless
Yahweh ; and in soul-felt gratitude and adoration he repeats once
more : Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul. ·
The religious teaching of this psalm, with its beautiful witness to
the love of God, is so fully expressed all through that a further section
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on this could add nothing. Let the psalm be re-read, which will more
than suffice.
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THE central theme of this psalm is the glorification of Yahweh for his
creative work, and the continued existence of the earth, and all that is
in it, by his will. Of particular interest is the psalmist's utilization of
extraneous material ; here we have echoes of the ancient Iranian
conception of the Deity being clothed in light ; of the Babylonian myth
of the wings of the south wind (mentioned in the Adapa-myth); of
the Tekom-myth ; and of some others. And, above all, there appears
to he some actual borrowing from the ancient Egyptian hymn of praise
to the sun-god ; this was composed by the Pharaoh Amenophis IV
(Ikhnaton), who reigned 1375-1358 B.c.1 ; vv. 1-5, 10-26 of our psalm
contain many parallels with this. The psalmist's knowledge of all these
things is very remarkable ; other psalms contain references to one or
other of them, but this psalm is unique for the wealth of such references
which it contains. There are certain points of contact between this
psalm and Ps. 103, hut it will be noted that while in the latter Yahweh
is praised as the God of History, here it is as the God of Nature that
he is magnified.
Very fine as this psalm is, one cannot get away from the fact that the
psalmist gives expression to some naive ideas of his own ; this is
altogether in the nature of things ; hut the fact must be recognized.
The exceedingly old-world ring of the psalm suggests a pre-exilic
date ; the general considerations regarding the dates of the psalms, so
instructively set forth by Gunkel-Begrich in their Einleitung, § 12, leads
to the same conclusion. Buttenwieser, too (op. cit., pp. 161 ff.), argues
for a pre-exilic date ; though his arguments are sometimes weak, he
makes out a good case on the whole.
The metre is, with but few exceptions, 3 : 3.
I,

Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul;
Thou art clothed with majesty and
honour,
Who spreadeth out the heavens like a
canopy,
Who maketh clouds his chariot,

4. Who maketh winds his messengers,
5. 0 Who founded 0 the earth upon its
pillars,
1

0

my God, thou art very great ;
0
thou coverest thyself 0 with light as
with a garment ;
3. who layeth the beams of the upper
chambers in water,
who goeth forth on the wings of the
w:ind,
fire O and flame O his ministers.

2.

it moveth not for evermore.

Quoted below, p. 444.
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upon the mountains did the waters
stand·
7. At thy rebuke they fled,
at the so:ind of thy thunder they hurried
.
away,
8. 0 They went up to 0 the mountains,
they went down to the valleys,
To the place which thou hadst founded for them ;
9. A bound thou didst set which they
should not pass over,
nor cover the earth again.
Jo. He sent forth springs in the valleys,
they run among the mountains;
1 1. They give to drink to all the beasts of
the field,
the zebras O quench 0 their thirst ;
O
12. Beside them the birds of the
air O from among the branches they give
abide,
forth 0 their song O•
O
13. He watereth the mountains from his
from the moisture of thy heavens•
upper chambers,
the earth is sated.
14- He call8Cth the grass to grow for the
cattle,
and herb O for the service of• man ;
He causetb. 0 moisture O to come forth
15. and wine that rejoiceth the heart of
from the earth,
man,
To make his face to shine through oil, and bread to strengthen man's heart.
16. The trees of Yahweh are sated,
the cedars of Lebanon which he planted,
17. Where the birds make their nests,
(and) the stork, the fir-trees are O its
dwelling-place O•
18. The mightiest mountains are for the
wild goats,
the rocks a refuge for the badger.
0
19. • He made O the moon for (indicating)
he made the sun to know O its going
seasons,
down·
20. Thou makest darkness that it may be
when a1i the beasts of the forest creep
night,
forth;
21. The young lions roaring after their
_prey,
to seek their meat from God ;
0
22. • Thou causest the sun to rise , they
and they lay them down in their dens.
get them away,
and to his labour until the evening.
23. Man goeth forth unto his work,
0
the earth is full of 0 thy creatures O :
24. How manifold are thy works, Yahweh,
wherein are things creeping innumer25. There is the sea, great and wide,
able,
in wisdom ha~t thou made them all ;
Beasts small and great,
O
O
Leviathan, whom thou madest to sport
26. There go the sea•monsters ,
therein.
that thou mayest give them their food
27. These all wait upon thee,
in due season;
28. Thou givest it to them, they gather it thou openest thine hand, they are
satisfied with good.
up,
29. Thou hidest thy face, they are
thou withdrawest their breath, they die,
dismayed,
And unto their dust they return ;
30. Thou sendest forth thy breath, they
are created,
and thou renewest the face of the earth.
31. May the glory of Yahweh endure for
may Yahweh rejoice in ~is works ;
ever,
he toucheth the mountains and they
32. Who looketh on the earth, and it
smoke.
trembleth,
I will sing praise to my God while
33. I will sing to Yahweh while I live,
have my being.
34. May my meditation bll pleasing unto
I will rejoice in Yahweh.
him,
35. May sinners be consumed from the
may the wicked be no more.
earth,
Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul.
Hallelujah.
6. Tehom covered it like a garment,
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Text-critical Nota
Om. the repetition of nin• fo'r the rhythm'• sake. a. Read M~:V>'!I for
1
r,~~. "covering", i.e., that coverest. 4. Read tor:T
for tolj\ " flaming_ "
6. Read Ml;l~~ (both C'ii1~ and flt' are fem.). 8. Read, with Gunkel, :,',~
for
the subject is "~e waten "r aa c::1:)'7 shows.
n. Lit. "break". i:a.
Lit. "heavens". Read c7i;, for ,,;, "song", lit. "voice". 13. Read, with
Budde and Hans· Schmidt, 'lf'',ltp '7~ for 'lf'~'P,~ '7!:ll;I "from the fruit of thy
worb" (see, further, exeg. note). 14. Read ri":r~i.7 (cp. Gen. 26", Job 11 )
for ;11!:Jr';i "for the labour". Read.
for cr:,7, "bread". 17. Lit. "ita
houae ". 29. Point again as partic. n~~- Read, cp. G, l'':r' for 111: "he
lmoweth ". aa. Read lDr.iWi'J n''"!Tf::I for . . .
"the aun ariseth ". 24· AB
this ti. has I half-line t~ ·much, ~d one i■ wanting in the next v., place, with
Gunkel, i:"'4'~ i1t,'.l?i;-t:P C~~ at the end of 11. 25. Read, with many MSS
"T:l~i? for i~;.~i/, "thy crature ". a6. Read C'~'tf:'1 for the quite inappropriate

n

2.

~,i,~.

rJ':?

mtm

.,,,~.

" ■hips".

The verse-numbering at the opening of the psalm does not tally with
the rhythmic balance of the verse-divisions; v. 1 and the first half-line of
v. 2 belong together, and form the introductory address to Yahweh ; with
the second half-line of v. 2, of which the first half-line of v. 3 forms
the second member, the main subject-matter of the psalm begins. This is
indicated in our rendering by the change from " Thou " to " Who ".
1. With his mind full of thoughts concerning the stupendous
might of Yahweh, which he is about to describe, the psalmist's first
utterance proclaims the greatness of his God : my God, thou art very
great. 2. His conception of the Almighty as clothed with majesty and
honour (cp. Ps. 966 ) through the brilliance of light with which he envelops
himself, was taken from ancient Iranian belief; according to this, the
Good Spirit, i.e., Mazda, "chose the Divine Righteousness; yea, he
so chose, -who clotheth upon himself the firm stones of heaven as his
robe," 1 i.e., the stars which are full of light. But in the very next
sentence the psalmist gives utterance to a different idea, adapted from
Babylonian cosmology : roho spreadeth out the heavens like a canopy, a
poetical way of describing the firmament (lit. something " beaten
out"), as in Isa. 40 22 , Job 98 • 3. Of Babylonian origin_, too, is the
conception of thf' heavenly dwelling-place, the pillars of which rest in
the waters beneath; 2 similarly, according to Egyptian belief, four
pillars support the heavens. 8 Who maketh clouds his chariot . . . ; in
one of the Ras Shamra texts the god is spoken of as " he that rideth
upon the clouds " ; for the Babylonian conception see the introductory
section. 4--9. These verses contain also echoes of Babylonian beliefs
occurring in the Creation Epic; 1 the victory of the god over his enemies,
1 The Gathas; Yasna xxx. 5 (The Zend-Averta, Part III, transl. by L. H. Mills, in
"The Sacred Books of the East", Vol. 31 [18871).
• Meissner, Babyltmien und Assyrien, Vol. II, p. 1o8 (1920).
• Erman, Die Religion der Agypter, p. 16 (1934).
• See, e.g., Gressmann, Altorientalische Texte :mm a/ten Testament, pp. 108 ff.

( 19a6).
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i.e., the Deep, is mentioned also in a Ras Shamra text. That all these
ideas from extraneous sources had long been current in Israel is, of
course, the fact ; and it is of the deepest interest to see how they were
adapted to Israelite belief. In what follows the psalmist speaks of the
divine solicitude for all that lives on earth. 10-18. It will be noticed
how emphasis is laid on the presence · of water ; in a country like
Palestine this was looked upon as one of the greatest of God's gifts.
Water for beasts and bi.rds ; water to make the grass to grow for the cattle,
and herb for the various animals who do service for man, such as oxen,
donkeys, and camels; water (maisture, as we must emend) to nourish
the vine and the olive for man's benefit; water for the sustenance of
the mighty trees, so necessary for the feathered flocks. From the
creative act which gives water to man and beast and flying things the
psalmist turns to speak of the moon and the sun, also indispensable
for man and beast. 19-23. First to be spoken of is the moon; that this
should be mentioned before the sun is significant as showing its greater
importance. Among the Semites in the nomadic stage flocks and herds
were led to fresh pasturage at night on account of the heat by day ; it
was natural enough, therefore, that the moon was at one time their
chief deity .1 The old belief in the moon and the sun as deities, though
now, of course, subservient to Yahweh, is re-echoed here; the moon is
thought of as having been made to mark off the divisions of time ; the
word is, however, used specifically in reference to sacred seasons, i.e.,
the times of the great feasts (cp. Gen. 1 14, Lev. 23 2 -e, Ecclus. 43 7, 8).
Of less importance was the sun, of which it is merely said that Yahweh
had taught it when to go down. It is interesting to contrast this with the
importance and glorification of the sun in Ikhnaton's hymn (see below).
20. Darkness is spoken of as a separate created thing ; it does not
supervene because the moon or the sun cease to shine ; both light and
darkness were thus conceived of as entities separately created (cp.
Gen. 18 - 6). With this verse and 21-23 cp. lkhnaton's hymn, quoted
below. 24-26. Having spoken of the earth and all that lives thereon,
the psalmist pictures the sea great and wide with all the beasts small and
great moving about in it. 27-30 form a new section ; the psalmist,
thinking of all that lives on earth or in the sea, says that These all wait
upon thee, that thou mayest give ,them their food in due season, and he goes
on to declare that life and death are in the hands of God : Thou sendest
forth thy breath, they are created; thou withdrawest their breath, they du.

31-35. The psalm concludes with a short hymn of praise; in view of
all the glorious acts of Yahweh and his benefits conferred on everything
living, the psalmist deplores the fact that there should be any who do
not rejoice in Yahweh, as he does ; they are not fit to share in the mercies
so freely lavished : May sinners be consumed from the earth, may the
1

Nielsen, Du altarahiuhe Mondreligion, pp. 33 f. (1904).
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wicked be no more. But his final thought reverts to God, and he ends as
he began : Bless Yahweh, 0 my ,ouz.
The parallelism of thought, sometimes verbal, between vv. 1-5,
10-26 of our psalm with Ikhnaton's hymn of praise to the Sun-god is so
striking that it will be worth while quoting some part of it ; the
conclusion is difficult to resist that our psalmist was familiar with it.
The following extract is translated from the German versions of Ranke,
in Gressmann, op. cit., pp. 15 ff., and of Erman, op. cit., pp. III ff.
" Thou appearest in beauty on the horizon of heaven,
Thou living sun, the first to live.
Thou risest on the eastern horizon,
Suffusing all lands with thy beauty.
Glorious art thou, and mighty,
Shining on high o'er the lands.
Thy rays encircle the countries
To the farthest limit of all thy creation ;
Thou art Re (i.e., the Sun-god) reaching out to their uttermost border,
Subduing them for thy beloved son (i.e., the Pharaoh).
Far off art thou, yet thy beams touch the earth ;
Thou art seen of men, but thy pathway they know not.
Thou settest in the western horizon,
And the earth becometh dark as death.
Men rest in their chambers,
With head enveloped, no eye sees aught ;
Should their goods be taken that lie under their heads,
They would fail to perceive it.
The lion comes forth from his lair,
And the serpents bite.
Darkness rules, and the earth is still,
For he that made all resteth in the horizon.
When the earth becometh light, thou risest on the horizon,
And, as the Sun, dost illumine the day ;
The darkness fleeth when thy rays thou dost spread ; .
The two lands (i.e., Upper and Lower Egypt) rejoice;
They (i.e. the inhabitants) awake, stand up on their feet,
When thou hast raised them up;
They cleanse their bodies and clothe themselves,
Their arms give praise (i.e., by uplifting them), for thou hast appeared;
The whole earth goeth forth to labour,
The cattle are satisfied with grass ;
The trees and the herbs grow green,
The birds from their nests fly forth,
With their wings they offer thee praise.
The beasts spring up on their feet,
The birds and every flying thing
Live, when thou art risen."

Religious Teaching.
Apart from the teaching of the creative acts of Yahweh, and that he
is the God of Nature, and of his solicitude for all his created beings,
there is in this psalm a further element in its religious teaching which
provokes thought. The psalmist utilizes and adapts the conceptions
and beliefs of peoples who do not acknowledge Yahweh as their God;
and yet he obviously discerns elements of truth in these old-world
ideas ; otherwise he, as a loyal and devout believer in the God of gods,
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would not have employed tnem. The principle here accepted by the
psalmist, unconscious as he doubtless was of its implications, is farreaching in its application. Could there ever have been a time since
the creation of man in which the Almighty did not evince an interest
in the highest of all created things, man? Was there ever a time in
which God, in his love for men, ceased from his self-revelation to men,
according to their capacity for apprehension ? We think of the grand
words: "Jesus Christ, the same to-day, and yesterday, and for ever"
(Hehr. 13 8), and must realize that from the very beginnings of human
history ultimate truth was vouchsafed in " divers portions and in divers
manners" (Hehr. 1 1). Thus, in all the crude beliefs of other peoples,
Egyptian, Babylonian, Iranian, echoed by the psalmist, there are to be
discerned germs of truth, held by men struggling through light and
darkness-divine light and human darkness-to attain, no matter how
slow the process, to the fulness of truth. "Art not thou from everlasting,
Yahweh, my God, mine Holy One!" (Hab. 1 12).
One other element must be briefly mentioned. It is impossible to
read this glorious psalm witliout feeling the triumphant joy that pulsates
throughout. It reflects, as undoubtedly the psahnist intended that it
should, the solemn happiness of the Creator in the beneficent work he
has wrought ; in his loving forethought in providing all living beings
witli what they need, he has brought satisfaction, gratitude, joy to all.
Should not that happiness granted by a loving Creator to all his
creatures give happiness to him too? It could not be otherwise. We
must, therefore, discern in this psalm the thought, unexpressed but
not the less present and real, of tlie happiness of God-a tliought as
beautiful as it is true.
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OF the type of Ps. 78, this psalm is primarily a thanksgiving, called
forth by Yahweh's wondrous acts in the past. The detailed account of
the Exodus and the subsequent events during the wanderings in the
wilderness (as in Ps. 78) illustrate the great importance attached to
them ; and with reason, since they record the constitution of Israel
as a nation, and the institution of the Mosaic religion, making Yahweh
the God of the nation. Four other topics receive special attention :
the promises to Abraham, the story of the patriarchs, the covenant of
Yahweh, and Canaan as the people's inheritance. The early part of
the psalm, vv. 1-15, is largely identical with 1 Chron. 16 8 - 86 • A
number of indications make it certain that the psalm is of late postexilic date.
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The metre, with the exception ofvv.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7•.
8

9.
10.

II,

1:2.
I

3.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
2 I.

:u.

23.
24.

25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3 I.

32.
33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.

39.
40.

1, II, 15,

is 3: 3.

Give thanks to Yahweh,
Call upon his name,
Make known among the peoples his doings.
Sing unto O Yahweh 0 , sing praises
unto him,
be speaking of all his wondrous acta.
let the heart rejoice of them that seek
Glorify yourselves in his holy name,
Yahweh.
seek his face continually,
Enquire of Yahweh and his strength,
Remember his marvellous works which his wonders, and the judgements of his
mouth,
he hath done,
0 ye seed of Abraham, his servant,
ye sons of Jacob O his chosen °.
his judgements are in all the world.
He, Yahweh, ia our God,
He remembereth . his covenant for -the word which he commanded to a
ever,
thousand generations,Which he made with Abraham,
and his oath to Isaac ;
And he confirmed it to Jacob for a
statute,
to Israel for an everlasting covenant :
0
"
To you O will I give
the land of Canaan,
the lot of your inheritance."
When they were but few men in
yea, very few, and strangers therein,
number,
Then went they about from nation to
nation,
from one kingdom to another people ;
He permitted not a man to harm them,
and rebuked kin,s for their sakes ;
"Touch not mine anointed ones,
And do my prophets no harm."
When he called for a famine on the
land,
and broke every staff of bread,
Then sent he a man before them,
Joseph was eold u a alave;
They hurt his feet with fetters,
his neck entered into the iron,
Until the time that his word came to
__pass;
the saying of Yahweh proved true;
The king aent and loosed him,
a ruler of peoples, and set him free ;
He made- him lord of his house,
and ruler of all his substance,
0
To teach O hia princes O according to 0
his will,
and O all O his eldera he instructed.
And Israel came into Egypt,
and Jacob sojourned in the land of Harn.
And he made his people very fruitful,
and made them atronger than their
adversaries.
He turned their heart to hate his
to deal subtilly with his aervants.
people,
He sent Moses his servant,
and Aaron whom he had choaen ;
He brought about among them his
and wondrous things in the land of
0
Ham:
signs by their word ,
He sent darkness and made it dark,
but O they observed O not his words ;
He turned their waters into blood,
and slew O all • their fish ;
0
Their land swanned with frogs,
and they entered O into the chamben
of O the king • ;
He commanded, and there came
swarms of flies,
and gnats in all their region ;
He gave them hail for rain,
and flaming fire in their land ;
He smote their vines and fig-trees,
and brake the trees in their border ;
He commanded, and the locust came,
and the cankerworm, yea, without
number,
0
And ate up every herb in their land,
and consumed O the fruit of their
ground;
And he smote all the firstbom in their
the best of all their strength.
land,
And he brought them forth with silver there was not one that stumbled among
and gold,
their tribes.
Egypt was glad when they went forth,
for the fear of them had fallen upon
them.
and fire to give light at night.
He spread a cloud for a covering,
0
0
and he satisfied them with bRad from
They asked, and there came
0
quails 0 ,
heaven.
0
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41. He opened the
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rock, and waters

gushed out,
they ran in dry places, a river.
42. For he remembered his holy word
with Abraham, his servant.
43. And he brought forth his people with
joy,
and his chosen ones with shouting;
44. And he gave them the lands of the and they took the labours of the peoples
in possession ;
nations,
and observe his laws.
45. That they might keep his statutes,
Hallelujah.

Tm-critical Nou,
.a. Read n_in, for i',, " to him ", both for the rhythm'• aake, and on account of
the following i',_ 6. Read, with some MSS ;-,,ry~ for ,, , . . . "his chosen ones'.~
11. }½ad C';,7, cp. I Chron. 16 11 , for ";J7, "to thee" . .a.a. Read, with GS, .,~~,
for '10~?, "to bind". Read, with GS, :j) for ~ "with". Add ',J for the
rhythm'~. ~c. 27. Read ,,i;i;r,H C"P1~ ·c~-cf;i for ~c, and
28.
Read ~.,~rp for ~.,?,?, "they rebelled". 29. Add '"?'.t) for the rhythm'• sue. 30.
Add !'il-l:J~1 for the rhnhm's sake. Read '!l'?~ij for Cr.J'::17Q, "their kings ".
35. Read, with Durun, 'I;,~~! to avoid the repetition of 1;~•1, 11 and ate up".
40. Read, with GS, ~::i~i ~,.~,~. for k-1:;m ',t:4rp, 11 he asked and brought".
Read, with Gunkel,
for

,--,_:p,.

')?IP

tr;,.

1-6. These verses form an introductory exhortation to the psalm,
calling upon the people, spoken of as the seed of Abraham, and the sons
of Jacob, to give thanks to Yahweh ; the Hebrew word connotes both
thanksgiving and giving praise. Instructive is the way in which the
psalmist indicates how this is to be shown forth; viz., by calling upon
Yahweh's name, making known his acts among all peoples, singing to
him, rejoicing in him, seeking his face, remembering his works ; it is a
beautiful conception of worship which the psalmist thus places on
record. 7-11. The central thought here is the covenant with Abraham,
as well as with Isaac and Israel (Jacob), see Exod. 2", i.e., the promise
to give them, in their posterity, the land of Canaan. The fulfilment of
this is then developed in detail. 12-15. First a brief outline of the story
of the patriarchs. It will not be necessary, excepting in a few cases, to
give references to the earlier books ; as a rule, the events which the
psalmist has in mind are sufficiently familiar ; he makes use of the
Pentateuch in its present form, i.e., including the latest document (P)
embodied. In this section the only verse demanding a comment is 15 ;
only here and in I Chron. 16H are the patriarchs spoken of as mine
anointed ones, indeed, the plur. occurs nowhere else. Again, my prophets,
in reference to the patriarchs, is found here only ; once Abraham is
called a prophet (Gen. 20 7). 16--23. Here we have a brief reference to
the Joseph narrative, somewhat involved, it is true. The famine on
(so the Hebrew) the land is ascribed to Yahweh's direct action; the
curious phrase, "staff" of bread (cp. Lev. 26 28 , Ezek. 4 16 ,· 5 16, 14 13 ,
Ecclus. 8 2), owes its existenC"e to the custom of pressing newly baked
pieces of bread on small pointed wooden sticks for temporary storing ;
the " staff " supported the bread, if it was broken the bread might
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easily come to grief from one cause or another. Another phrase which
reads strangely is that in 18, his neck (lit. " his soul!') entered into the
iron; this sense of " neck" for nephes ("soul") occurs in Ps. 69 1 :
" the waters have come unto my neck " ; in the verse before us the
reference is to the iron collar round the neck of a slave ; this is not
mentioned in Gen. 39 20 • In 19, his word means the "purpose" of
Yahweh. In the next section, 24-38, there is but little that calls for
comment ; the plagues of Egypt form a theme dealt with elsewhere
(e.g., Ps. 78 43 - 51). A few textual corruptions have crept in; they are
briefly dealt with in the text-critical notes. In contrast to the detailed
enumeration of the plagues, the wanderings in the wilderness, 39-41,
are very summarily dealt with; the wondrous acts of Yahweh are the
psalmist's main preoccupation, as in the preceding section. One
somewhat surprising thing is that, unlike in other psalms of this type,
no reference is made to tne sins of the people (see 78 8 rt-, 1 rn., 106 1arr., 32 11.).
In the concluding vv. 42-45, the psalmist reverts to the covenant, the
holy word, with Abraham ; all that has intervened has been the outcome of this; and it culminates in Israel's possession of the lands of
the nations, which Yahweh gave them. Stress is laid in the final words
on Israel's part of the covenant, viz., that they might keep his statutes,
and observe his laws.

Religious Teaching
One matter of deep importance has already been referred to, but a
few further words on the subject are called for ; we mean the elements
of worship which the psalmist sets forth. There can be no doubt that
his words reflect what was said and felt by the devout in the Templeworship, as also in the later Synagogue-worship, on which that of the
Church was originally based. Notable is the stress laid on joy in
worship; the feeling of happiness in offering praise and thanksgiving
is one the cultivation of which cannot be too strongly insisted on ; and
the way in which, in this psalm, this element in worship is brought out
must be thankfully recognized.
Another thing to be noted is the divine guidance in history ; with
this we have, however, dealt in discussing the religious teaching of
various 0ther psalms, see especially Ps. 44; we shall not, therefore, say
more about it here.
And, once more, the psalmist calls upon his people to remember,
and to be grateful for, the divine mercies accorded in the past; another
lesson greatly needed in all ages, whether in regard to nations or
individuals. The preoccupations of the present are but too apt to
absorb all thought and attention ; so that the numberless blessings of
days gone by are forgotten. A psalm like this, therefore, reminds men
of a duty too often lost sight of.
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psalm is the third of those which contain a retrospect of early
Israelite history. But while being of the general type of Pss. 78 and 105,
it comes closer to the former of these in one important particularnamely, in the stress laid on the sinfulness of the people during those
early days. In this respect it partakes, like Ps. 78, of the nature of a
national confession uttered by one representing the nation ; but unlike
Ps. 78, the confession is not only in respect of past generations, it is
uttered also on behalf of the present one: "We have sinned with our
fathers, we have committed iniquity, and we have done wickedly "
(v. 6); that is a striking addition.
The psalm was written by one living in the Dispersion : " Gather
us from among the nations" (v. 47); its inclusion in the Psalter
affords an interesting indication of the contact between the Jews of the
Dispersion with their brethren in the home-land.
The late post-exilic date of the psalm is shown by its copious use of
other post-exilic psalms.
Tlie metre is, with few exceptions, 3 : 3.
THIS

Hallelujah I
0 give thanks to Yahweh, for he is for his lovingkindness (endureth) for
good,
ever.
2. Who can utter the mighty acts of
Yahweh,
or make all his praise to be heard?
0
3. Blessed are they that observe justice,
that d.o O righteousness at all times.
0
0
4. Remember us , Yahweh, in the
0
favour towards thy people,
visit us O with thy help,
That we may see the prosperity of thy chosen ones,
5.
That we may rejoice m the joy of thy nation,
That we may glory with thine inheritance.
6. We have sinned with our fathers,
we hav!! committed iniquity, 0 and O we
have done wickedly.
7. Our fathers in Egypt
understood not thy wondrous acts ;
They remembered not the abundance they rebelled O against the Most High 0
of thy lovingkindnesses,
at the sea of reeds ;
8. But he helped them for his name's that he might make his power to be
sake,
known.
9. He rebuked the sea of reeds that it and he led them through depths as
dried up,
through pasture-land ;
and redeemed them O from the clutch •
10. And he delivered them from the hand
of the hater,
of the enemy.
u. And the waters covered their adversaries,
not one of them was left.
0
12. Then believed they his words,
whereupon • they sang his praise.
0
0
13. They soon forgot• his works,
and O waited not for his counsel ;
14. But O they lusted exceedingly • in the
wilderness,
and tempted God in the desert ;
1 5. And he gave them their request,
and sent O food • 0 according O to their
desire.
16. And they envied Moses in the camp,
and Aaron, the holy one of Yahweh.
17. The earth opened, and swallowed up
Dathan,
and covered the company of Abiram ;
18. And fire was kindled in their company, the flame burned up the wicked.
19. They made a calf in Horeb,
and worshipped a molten image,
20. And they changed their glory ,
for the likeness of an ox that eateth
grass;
:u. They forgot God their saviour,
who did great things in Egypt,
22. Wondrous things in the land of Ham,
terrible things at the sea of reeds,
1.
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a3. And he said that he would destroy
them 0 ,
He stood in the breach before him,
a4. And they despised the ples.118nt land,
as. And they murmured in their tents,
a6. Therefore he lifted up his hand against
them,

a7. And • to diaperae • their aeed among
the nations,
a8. And they joined themaelvea.to Baalpeor,
a9. And they- pf'Ovoked O him O to anger
by their deed&,
30. But Phinehas stood up and mediated,
J [. And it was reckoned unto him for
righteousness
3a. And they ~ him at the waters
of Meribah,
33. For • they had embittered O his spirit.
34. They did not de■troy the peoples,
35. But mingled themselves among the
nations,
36. And they served their idols,
37. And they ascrificed their sons
38. And they poured out innocent blood 0 ,
39. They became unclean by their deeds,
-4,0. Then was the wrath of Yahweh
kindled against his people,
41. And he gave them into the hand of the
nations,
42. Their enemies also oppressed them,
43. Many times did he deliver them,
44. Nevertheless he regarded their distress
45. And he remembered for them his

but for Moses, his chosen,
to tum away his wrath from destroying
0
0

them.
and O trusted not in his word.
and O hearkened not unto the voice of
Yahweh;

to overthrow them in the wildemeu,

and to scatter them in the lands.
and ate the ascrifices of the dead.
and the plague brake in among them;
and the plague was stayed,
to generations and generations for ever.

and it went ill with Moses for their sakes ;
so that he apake unadviaedlywith his lips.
as Yahweh had commanded them,
and
and
and
and
and

learned their works ;
they became a snare unto them;
their daughters to demons,
the land was polluted with blood.
went a-whoring in their doings.

and he abhorred his inheritance.
and they that hated them ruled over
them.
and they were bowed down under their
hand.
but they rebelled O against his purpose O •
when he heard their cry ;
and repented according to the abundance
of his lovingkindness ;
among all who had taken them captive.
and gather us from among the nations,

covenant,
46. And he gave them for (objects of) mercy
47. Save us, Yahweh our God,
That we may give thanks to thy holy
name,
and triumph in thy praise.
Blessed be Yahweh,
the God of Israel,
from henceforth
and for evermore ;
And let all the people say: "Amen."
Hallelujah.
T~t-critical Notes

3. Read, with some MSS. and the Versions, ,rp'.!: for nfP.~." he that doeth ".
4. Read, with some MSS. and the Versions, ~~7.:>t for •~7.:>l, "remember me".
Read, with some MSS. and G, ~Y!i;,~ for ';l1i{\l "visit. me". 6. Add, with
many MSS. \ "and". 7. Read ji'?'f for t:l~·':i,, "at the sea", and 1,~ for
~. "in". 10. Read "l:.l)~, lit." palm" of the hand (see Ps. 71 1) for "T!t;l, "from
the hand", the repetition of which in the same v. is unusual. 12. Add l~ for the
rhythm's sake. r 3. Lit. " they hasted, they forgat ". Add, with some MSS. and S, \
14. Lit." they lusted a lust ". 15. Read, with Briggs, Jit~. Read ~ for ~. "into ".
a3. For the construction see GK n4/o. 24.1..Add, with GS, 1, a5. Add, with
some MSS.and S, \
27. Read, with S, f'!;:IJ?, parallel with" scatter". a9. Add,
with GS, ~i1-. 33. Read ~-,~ry for ~i!;J1', "they were rebellious", which is
usedofrebellionagainstGod,seeoo.7,43. 38. Om.,asalatergloss, J:P~:;i •.. ·::i-:r,
" the blood of their sons and their daughters whom they sacrificed to· the idols of
Canaan". 43. Read ;,,¥~~ for t:ii';,- "their purpose". Om. t:ii~~:p ~:lltl!),
"and they were brought low in their iniquity", a marg. note which disturbs the
rhythm.
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As in the case of Ps. 105, the character of this psalm, being merely
a repetition of the details of early Israelite history, does not call for
many exegetical notes.
1-6. The introductory words of praise (1, 2) are followed (3) by an
expression of the blessedness of those that observe justice and oo righteousness. The prayer (4, 5) and confession (6) are said in the name of the
people, as clearly indicated in "· 6; we should, therefore, read:
Rnrumher us, flisit us, with the Versions and some MSS., not "me",
as in the English Versions. The error arose, no doubt, because of the
words, in the fa'()(JfR' tQf.()aTds thy people, which seemed to differentiate
between the psalmist and the people, but "towards us thy people"
was self-understood, though this was not recognized by the Masoretes,
hence " remember me 11 , " visit me 11 , in the present Hebrew text.
A similar error occurs in the second half of"· 3, where that oo, not
"he that doeth ", should be read. Thy nation (5), the Hebrew g8y,
when used in reference to Israel or Judah, denotes them as a sinful
nation (e.g., Deut. 3218, Judg. 220 , Isa. 1', 106) becausegoy is ordinarily
used of the Gentiles ; that it refers here to Israel is, therefore, very
exceptional. 7-12. The historical events begin here with a brief
account of the passage of the Red Sea, as usually designated ; the
Hebrew is Yam-Suph " Reed sea ", or sea of reeds, or weeds ; it is the
long narrow arm of the Red Sea, the Aelanitic Gulf, or the Gulf of
Akaba. A textual difficulty occurs in 7; the Hebrew, as it stands,
has : "they rebelled upon, or at, a sea, in the Yam-Suph " ; the
repetition of" sea" (Yam) can hardly be original as it is a clumsy mode
of expression; the letters are very similar to 'Elyon, "Most High",
and as the phrase "they rebelled against the Most High" occurs twice
in Ps. 78 17 , 68 , it is justifiable to read this here. 13-15. Then we have
an abridged account of the episode of the quails, see Num. u 4• 13• 31 - 88 ;
the text of 1 5 offers another difficulty ; the word rendered " food " is
an emendation ; for the word in the Hebrew text is razon, meaning
"leanness" (cp. Isa. 10 16); that is inappropriate, seeing that the
reference is to the quails which had been sent; we have, therefore,
adopted the very similar word, suggested by Briggs, mazon, meaning
"food". 16-18. Cp. Num. 161 - 85• 19-23. The narrative of the
worship of the golden calf is contained in Exod. 32 1 - 6 , 11-u; in v. 20
their glory means "their God" as in Ps. 3 3 • 24-27. The reference
here is to Num. 141 - 3 ; but in 27 the psalmist has the Exile in mind.
For 28-31 see Num. 25 1 - 9, 10 - 13 ; in Num. 25 2 , cp. Exod. 3415 , it is
said that the sacrifices were offered to gods ; when, in the verse before us,
it is said that they ate the sacrifices of the dead, i.e., offered to the dead,
it is possible that the gods, -being lifeless things, were thought of as
dead (cp. Isa. 44 9 - 20 , Ps. 135 15 - 17); but it is more probable that the
words a-re to be understood in a literal sense; offerings to the departed
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were widespread in antiquity, and doubtless also among the Israelites.
32, 33. See Num. 20 2 -u. The psalmist then (34-46) describes the
disloyalty of the Israelites to their God after the settlement in Canaan,
and the divine mercy accorded to them in spite of it. This section is
all perfectly straightforward, and does not call for further notes. The
psalm ends (47, 48) with prayer and praise.
For the religious teaching of the psalm reference may be made to
the relevant section of Ps. 105 1 though not all that is said there applies
to this psalm.

PSALM 107
APART from vv. 1-3, which are introductory, and vv. 33-43, which is
an independent piece, added later, this skilfully constructed psalm of
thanksgiving (see v. 22) consists of four self-contained strophes, having,
however, a point of attachment in the refrain which is repeated in each.
Each of the four strophes tells of those who had been in dire straits,
but who had been delivered by the mercy of God, and are called upon
to express their gratitude to him. Thus, the first strophe (vv. 4-9)
tells of wanderers in the wilderness, who have been brought safely
to their destination; the second (vv. 10-16) describes the plight of
captives who had been released from prison; the third (vv. 17-22)
speaks of the sick who had recovered from their sickness ; and the
fourth (vv. 23-32) gives an account of the perils experienced by seafarers, from which they have been rescued. All these are gathered
in the Temple to give thanks to God for the mercies vouchsafed to
them. The occasion was doubtless one of the great festivals, probably
the Feast of Tabernacles. The psalm of thanksgiving was sung after
the sacrifice of thanksgiving had been offered, if we may judge from
Ps. 5014, 661 - 3, 11617, 18 , Jon. 29 , see also v. 22 of our psalm, where
the offering of the sacrifices of thanksgiving are mentioned before the
singing.
As to the outward form of these strophes, there is not absolute
• uniformity ; the normal form would seem to be : two 3 : 3 lines,
followed by the first half of the refrain ; then a single 3 : 3 line, followed
by the second half of the refrain, after which another 3 : 3 line concludes
the strophe ; this is the form of the first and third strophes, and, but for
an additional line, the form of the second ; but the fourth strophe is
considerably extended. Hence some commentators believe v. I I in
the second strophe, and a large part of the fourth strophe, to be later
additions. With this we find it difficult to agree ; v. II is quite
appropriate, and even if it breaks the external symmetry of the strophe,
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there is no reason to suppose that the ancient Hebrew poets were tied
to a rigid uniformity ; and as to the fourth strophe, there was ample
reason why this should have been somewhat developed ; the sea and
the sea-faring life had ~een unfamiliar in. the past ; the perils of the
sea and its mysterious changes were awe-inspiring ; what more natural
than that, in speaking of it, the psalmist should feel prompted to dwell
somewhat fully on its dangers ? It must also be recognized that the
fourth strophe reaches a climax ; it tells of the most signal marks of
God's mercy, and of his power in stilling the elements. Some little
development of treatment is, therefore, fully comprehensible.
As to the final section (vv. 33-43), it may be noted, first, that it
contains no word of thanksgiving ; if it were the concluding portion
of the psalm of thanksgiving some expression of this would assuredly
have found a place. Further, the absence of the refrain, present in
each of the other sections, cuts it off from the body of the psalm.
Its content, moreover, differs from the psalm itself; it describes, on
the one hand, the punishment inflicted on men for their wickedness
by the Almighty, and, on the other, his merciful treatment of the needy
and the upright ; this, together with the contrasts presented, is different
from the whole course of the preceding psalm. And, finally, there is
the difference of outward form between the two. For these reasons the
impression is gained that vv. 33-43 are not an original part of the psalm,
but were added later.
The date of the psalm is indicated in v. 3, where the people are
spoken of as being gathered out of the lands ; this points clearly to the
Dispersion. The psalm was probably not written much earlier
than about 300 B.c., or even later. The reference to the Jews as
seafarers emphasizes this.
The text has come down to us with but few corruptions.
The metre is 3: 3 ; where 2: 2: 2 occurs (vv. 3, 25, 26, 37) the
change comes in effectively. The psalm is one of the so-called
" orphan " psalms, as having no title.
I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

0

HALLELUJAH.

0

0 give thanks to Yahweh, for he is
for his me rev endureth for ever.
good,
whom he saved from the hand of
Let those saved by Yahweh utter
distress;
thanks,
From the lands he gathered them,
from east and from west,
from north and from O south. 0
0
They that wandered O in desert and
the way to dwelt city they found not,
waste,
;
their soul within them fainted.
Hungry, yea, and thirsty,
out of their di,tresses he deli,,rrcd them ;
They cried to Yalm:eh in their need,
to go to the city of habitation;
He led them upon the right way,.
for his wonder-tcorks to the children of
Let them thank Yahweh for his love,
men!
and the hungry he filled with good.
For he satisfied the parched soul,
GG
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4S4
10.

u.
12.

13.
14.

15.

Such as dwelt in darkness, and deep
gloom,
For they had rebelled against the
words of God,
But he humbled their heart with hard
labour,
They cried to Yahweh in their need,
He brought them out of darkness and
deep gloom,
Let them thank Yahweh for his love,

being bound in sffliction and ironand contemned the counsel of the Moat
High,they stumbled, and there was none to
help;
out of their distresses he delivered them ;
and their binding cords he snapp_ed ;
for his wonder-works to the children of

men;
16. For he shattered the gates of bronze,

and the bars of iron he hewed asunder.

17. Fools, for their way of transgression
18. All food their soul doth abhor,

and for their iniquities are sfflicted ;
they have drawn nigh the gates of
death;
out of their distresses he delivered them;
0
to deliver them O O from their destroyer O ;
for his wonder-works to the children of
men;
and declare his works with a shout of
joy.

19. They cried to Yahweh in their need,
He sent forth his word to heal them,

20.
21.

Let them thank Yahweh for his love,

22.

Let them offer sacrifices of thanksgiving,

a3. They that went down to the sea in
ships,
trading in mighty waters,
24. They saw the works of Yahweh,
yea, his wonder-works in the deep:
0
25.
He spake , and stirred up 0
the wind of the tempest,
and lifted up the waves thereof,
26.
they mounted heavenwards,
went down to the depths,
their soul melted ; 0
27. They reeled and staggered like one
drunken,
and all their skill was confounded ;
28. They c1ied to Yahweh in their need,
out of their distresses he delivered them ;
0
0
O
29. He stilled the storm to calmness,
the waves of the sea O were silent ;
30. Then were they glad, that they were
he brought them to their desired
hushed;
haven;
31. Let them thank Yahweh/or his love,
for his wonder-works to the children of

3a. Let them exalt him in the assembly of
the people,

men;

where the elders sit let them praise
him.

33. He tumeth rivers into a wilderness,
34. A fruitful ground to salt-land,

and watersprings into a thirsty land,
for the wickedness of the dwellers
therein;
and parched land into water-springs ;
35. He turneth the wilderness into a pool,
and. they founded a city to dwell in ;
36. There caused he the hungry to abide,
They sow fields,
37.
they plant vineyards,
that bring forth fruits of increase ;
38. He blesseth them and they yield
and suffereth not their cattle to
abundantly,
decrease.
40. He poureth contempt on princes,
and maketh them wander in a pathless
waste,
• 39. (And they are minished and bowed
through oppression, trouble, and
down,
sorrow;) 0
41. But he lifteth up the poor from his
affliction,
and maketh him families like a flock.
4:;i. Let the righteous see it and rejoice,
and all iniquity close its mouth.
43. Who is wise? Let him heed these
' let him consider the lovingkindnesses
things,
of Yahweh.

Text-critical Notes
This has been erroneously placed at the conclusion of the preceding psalm; it
is not a title, but the opening of the psalm itself.
1.
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3 . Read l'Q!re, for 0'1;) "from the sea". 4. Read •y;.i for W~ aa i!l m,._ 10, 23.
20 • Read Ol;;>~Q'1 for t)~•~ "he delivered" ; and Cl!J'f'.!!:t'P!? for CJl)in•r:i"1? !' from
their destructions". Some commentators read CJl)!IJ nr:)~ "their life from the pit",
see Hag 1H (cp. Ps. 1034 ). 25. Read, with Hans Schmidt, "Ill..!'.' for iQJl.'1 "he caused
to atand ". 26. Delete Ml/i:l "with trouble". 29. Read Cl!iJ •~) for o;:,•~ (their
waves). 39. This v. is poasibly an insertion by a later copyist. 43. Read l~\.lll)'. for
~J~;.:11;i'. "let them give heed".

1-3. A comprehensive reference to all those spoken of in the body
of the psalm, who are called upon to give thanks to God for the signal
marks of His love bestowed on them. The words from the lands he
gathered them indicate that the Dispersion of Jews had already taken
place. By the Dispersion is meant not the forcible settling of Israelites
and Judahites in other lands, which took place in 722 B.c. and
597 B.c., respectively, as well as in 351 B.c., but the voluntary
settlements formed for the purpose of trading and the like, which took
place, mainly, during the Greek period•(circa 300 B.c. onwards); it is
graphically described in the Sibylline Oracles 271 : " Every sea and
every land is full of thee" (belonging to the second century B.c.). The
dispersed Jews experienced a sense of national unity in regarding
Jerusalem as the nation's centre; thither they went on one or more of
the great annual feasts, of which that of Tabernacles, in the autumn,
was the most important ; it is probable that this psalm was sung on
this occasion, though in the later Synagogue service it was one of the
proper psalms for the Passover feast.
4-9. The first of whom the psalmist speaks are travellers from the
east or the south, who had lost their way in the wilderness, the way • • .
they found not ; their extremely precarious position is tersely, but
graphically, described: Hungry, yea, and thirsty, their soul within
them fainted. Their cry to God is heard, who leads them to the right
way, not" straight",
the R.V. renders; it might be ever so winding
provided it was the right way. Soul (nephesh) is used in a very wide
sense in Hebrew; as a man's personality, as the seat of the emotions
and physical appetites, as here; but also in other senses. We have
rendered the Hebrew besed "love"; it is usually translated" mercy",
or " lovingkindness '\ but the word connotes more than this.
10-16. In speaking next of captives who had sat in darkness, and had
been bound in affliction and iron, the psalmist attributes their sufferings
to their having rebelled against the words of God, that is, his commandments (cp. Exod. 3428) ; the reference here is evidently to imprisonment for theft, or other cause, of which some·of the Jews had been guilty
in the country of their adoption. It is implied that they are brought to
repentance, and forgiven; as a result God brings about their deliverance. One sees here the many-sidedness of h,esed.
17-22. In this section those who had been stricken with sickness
are spoken of; as alyays, in ancient Hebrew belief, sickness is regarded

as
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as a mark of divine disfavour for sin ; the sick are spoken of as fools
for their way of transgression. Their appeal to God is not in vain :
He sent forth his word to heal them; for this expression see Ps. 14716
Isa. 55 11• In recognition of this they are called upon to offer sacrifices
of thanksgiving ; the technical term for this type of sacrifice, todak,
is the same as that for the thanksgiving itself.
23-32. Finally, the psalmist speaks of the seafarers; that these are
more fully dealt with is natural enough, for trading on the seas was
a comparatively new calling for the Jews. The perils of the sea are
graphically described ; the sailors on board the storm-tossed ship reel
and stagger, their seamanship is of no avail, all their skill is confounded.
But at the divine will the storm subsides. Then they were glad that
they (i.e., the waves of the sea) were hushed. How the last verse of the
section (32) is to be understood is uncertain. One expects the reference
to be to the temple ; but the assembly (qahal) is used both of the
congregation at worship, and in a quite general sense. As to the seat
of the elders, there is no evidence that they occupied any special place
at the temple-worship. The verse may, therefore, mean that the
rescued sailors were to express their gratitude to God both among any
gathering of the people in general, as well as in the more august assembly
of the elders, wherever this may have been held.
33-43. On this section see the introduction to the psalm.
Religious Teaching

Probably in no other psalm is the belief in the divine intervention
in the ordinary affairs of men expressed in more detail than here. The
intense conviction that, when in need or stress, men seek help from
God, that help is forthcoming, is also a striking characteristic of the
psalm. This faith in the divine response to prayer which this and
other psalms teach has impressed itself in a touching way on the
prayers of the Jewish Liturgy; here again and again a prayer is
concluded with a blessing on the Almighty for granting the petition
prayed for; thus, for example, at the end of a prayer for God's help
for those in affliction co::ne the words : " Blessed art thou, 0 Lord,
who answerest in time of trouble ".
The psalm is alsp remarkable for the picture it gives of congregational
worship.

PSALM 108
Tms psalm consists of two extracts : vv. 1-5 are taken fronr Ps. 57 1 - 11 ,
and vv. 6-13 from Ps. 6o 5 - 12 • There are five slight variations, four of
which are negligible; one is, however, of interest: in v. 3 the divine
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name Yahweh is used in place of Adonai in 57'\ indicating the fact that
our psalm belonged to a group in which the name of Yahweh was used
in speaking of the Deity ; nevertheless, everywhere else in the psalm,
when God is mentioned, Elohim is used, following herein the two
other psalms, both of which belong to the Elohistic group. The point
is of interest as showing that our psalm utilized Pss. 57 and 6o, not

vice verso.
For the commentary and other detaiis see under Pss. 57 and 6o.
The metre of vv. 1-5 is 3 : 2; that of vv. 6-13 is mainly 3 : 3.
A Song.

A Psalm. David's.

0
(:2). My heart is fixed, 0 God,
my heart is fixed 0 ,
I will sing and make melody O to
0
0
thee ,
thou art O my glory.
:2 (J). Awake, harp and lyre,
I will awake the dawn.
3 (4). I will give thanks to thee among
I will make melody to thee among the
the peoples, Yahweh,
nations.
4 (5). For great is thy love, 0 unto O the
heavens,
and unto the skies thy truth,
5 (6). Be thou exalted, 0 God, above
the heavens,
.
and above all the earth thy glory.
6 (7). In order that my beloved may be
save with thy right hand, and answer
delivered,
me.
7 (8}. God bath spoken in his holiness,
I will exult, I will divide Shecliem,
And mete out the valley of Sukkoth :
8 (9).
Gilead is mine1
Manasseh is mme
Ephraim is the defence of my head,
Judah is my staff,
9 (10). Moab is my washpot,
over Edom will I cast my shoe,
Over Philistia will I shout.
10 (n). Who will lead me to the fenced
who O will bring O me unto Edom ?
cir,•?
II (12). Hast· thou not, 0 God, cast us thou goest not forth, 0 God, with our
off?
hosts.
12 (13). Give us help against the adversary, for vain is the help of man,
13 (14). With God we shall do valiantly,
yea, he will tread down our adversaries.

1

Text-critical Notu
Add ~!;.~ 11::l~ as in 57 7• Add, with G, '!'f]. Read, with Duhrn,
for "ltl, "even". 4. Read, as in 57 10,,:i;t. 10. Read, with G, ~~Cl=/! for
"bath led me".
1.
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THIS psalm belongs to magical texts rather than to religious literature.
There are imprecatory elements in some other psalms, but in none is
there the exaggerated vindictiveness characteristic of this one. The
contention of some commentators that the imprecations are the
quotations of his enemies, and not those of the psalmist himself, is due
to a misunderstanding of the nature of the psalm. The only extenuation
that can be pleaded for the terrible sentiments expressed by the psalmist
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against his adversaries, and against one in particular, is the fact that the
enemies of the righteous-and Tighteous the psalmist feels himself to
be (oo. 1, 4, 5, 21, 26, 30)-were regarded also as the enemies of God.
The personal note, however, greatly predominates, and that its vindictive
spirit made it unfitting for public worship was early recognized by the
Jewish Church; the most ancient Jewish liturgical records never
mention it as used in worship ; it is certain that from before the
beginning of the Christian era it never figured in the Jewish Liturgy.
In the early medireval Sepher Shimmush Tehillim, " The Book of
the use of the Psalms ", the recitation of this psalm is recommended as
a sovereign remedy against the machinations of an enemy.
The date is late post-exilic.
The metre is 3 : 3, with the exception of oo. 28, 30.
1.

Far the Preeentur.
0 God of my praise, be not silent,

They speak against me with a lying
tongue,
And they fight against me without
cause;
5. And O they return° evil for good,
6. Set thou over him a wicked man,
7. When he is judged let him come forth
guilty,
8. Let his days be O few 0 ,
-9. Let hi■ children be fatherless,
10. Let his aons be vagabonds, and beg,
11.

David's. A Psalm.
2.

for the mouth of O wickedness
opened O against me,

O

O

is

3. and words of hatred encompass me,
4. 0 in ptace of O my love they accuae
me,
and hatred O in place of O my love.
and let an accuser stand at his righthand;

and 0 his sentence O let it be for sin.
and his wealth let another take ;
and 0 let 0 his wife O be O a widow.
0
and let them be driven forth from
their company•.

Let the extortioner ensnare all that he

bath,
Let him not have one that extendeth
him kindness,
13. Let his posterity be cut off,

and let strangers plunder his gains.

12.

14. Let the iniquity of O his father O be
remembered,
15. Let them be before Yahweh continually,

nor one that bath pity on his orphans ;
in ° one O generation let • his name O be
blotted out.
and the sin of his mother let it not be
blotted out;
that he InBY cut off O his memory 0
from the earth.

16. Because he remembered not to show
mercy,
And he persecuted the afflicted and
poor,

17. He loved cursing-let it overtake him,
18. Yea, he put on cursing like his garment,
Let it come like water to his inner part,
19. Let it be to him like raiment wherewith he clotheth himself,
20. This is the recompense of mine
accusers
21.

22.

23.
24.
25.

26.

0

,

But thou, Yahweh, 0 look upon me 0 ,
0
According to the goodness O of thy
love deliver me,
For afflicted and needy am I,
Like a shadow when 1t lengthens I go
hence,
My knees totter through fasting,
0
I am become a reproach to them,
Help me, Yahweh, my God,

and the broken of heart O to death 0 •
~e desired not blessing-let it be far O ,i
an'd like.oil into his bones';
and like a j!irdle wherewith he always
girdeth himself.
and of them that speak evil against my
soul.
deal with me for thy name's 811ke,
~nd my heart is piercei within me ;
I am swept away O like a locust, 0 and
am no more 0 •
and my flesh is lean, without fatness.
they look at me, they shake their head.
save me in thy O great O mercy,
0
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-,,7. That they may know that this is thy
hand,
a8. Let them curse, bu1 bless thou,

a9. Let mine accusers be clothed with dishonour,

30. I will greatly give thanks to Yahweh
with my mouth,
31. For he standeth at the right-hand of

the needy,
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thou, Yahweh, hast done it.
0
and let them that rise up against me
be ashamed 0 , but let thy servant
rejoice;
and let them clothe themselves with
their shame like a mantle.
and in the midst of many will I praise
him.
to save him O from them that persecute 0
his soul.

Text-critical Notes
a. Read 171Pl for 17lp'1 " the wicked (man) "; cp. n~~ir, "hatred," in 11. 3.
Orn. i'17,?"1_~·•!;)!1, "and the mouth of deceit," which overloads the text. Read
with G, rj!ln~ for !\i1t;'I~, "they opened ". 4. Lit. "instead of". Orn. '~~'1.
'Z:,~!;l;:1, "and I, my prayer," which overloads the text. 5. Read, with S, !\:J!IW!l
for !lt)'W~1, "and ti:ey laid ". Delete ''~, "upC!n me". Lit. "instead of". 7.
Read, with Briggs, 'IJ'1!?'?~, as in Isa. 28 1 , for '1,-,~;)1;1, "his prayer", 8. This
p!UI. form is late Hebrew, cp. Eccles. 1•, Pirqe Aboth 1 15• 9. Add ';:Tl;1 for metre'•
sake. 10. Read, with G, ClJ;l'";l::lr'?;;I :it&:q\ cp. Job 30', 34'-i.e., from their
associates, for Cl;l\.{'.\b'i,,:n;;i !\~1\ " ~d let them seek out their desolate
places ". 13,. Read, with. G, ,i:11;1 for 'i!Jt::l, "after". Read, with many MSS
and G, icrp for Olj,'ltp, " their name ". 14. Read '''.:!t;I for 'l'•':li:J~, '.' his
fathers". Orn., with S, 7'1')i'1~.i,~, "unto Yahweh". 15. Read, with G, '1-i~l
for Clli)f, "their memory_". 16. A half-line seems to have fallen out here. Read,
with S, n1~1;, for /'1i'.)'107, "to slay". 17. Orn. !\!I~~. "from him", which
overloads the text. 18. A fuuf-line seems to have fallen out here. 20. Orn. /'1~!;)
i1\M\ "from Yahweh", which overloads the, text. :u. Read, with Gunkel, ':;!~
for ,~',~, "my Lord". Read :J!lto:p for ::l'lto·':P; " for good is ••• " A halfline seems to have fallen out here. 23. Read, with Gunkel, 'Z:17~9; for '1:17~:i~.
"I am poured out", which, in reference to a locust, is inappropriate. Add •~t~1
for the metre's sake. 25. Orn. the pronoun, •:;it-1\ which overloads the text. 26.
Add, with G, ::i'i~ for the metre's sake. ~8. Read ~tt.i::i~. '7;1i71 for .~?ii
!\Ut::1~1." they rise up and are ashamed ". 31. Read, with G, C'!;rpi;i :for ';?!?t.PQ,
" from them that judge ".

1-5. The psalmist begins by bringing his complaint before God;
he is the victim of slander, they speak against me with a lying tongue ;
his enemies have shown him hatred in return for his love. 6- I 5.
Against one enemy in particular the psalmist entertains 'the bitterest
feelings. He pictures a court scene, where the judge is a wicked man ;
at the right-hand of the enemy stands his accuser, the Hebrew word
for which is siitiin, often used of an adversary in the ordinary sense
(e.g., 1 Kgs. 5 4 us>, uu, 29 , 25, and elsewhere); in reference to a superhuman being the term occurs in 1 Chron. 21 1 ; Job 1 6 H. 21 H.;
Zech. 31 , 11 ; it is never used as a proper name in the Old Testament.
The enemy is to be judged as guilty, and the sentence is to be in
accordance with his sin. The supreme desire, a long life, is not to be
his lot : let his days be few ; ~d his office let another take ; the term used
for this, pequdiih, refers to a civil post, not to the priestly office, as some
commentators erroneously suppose ; its use in a number of passag_es
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makes this clear. The words do not refer to the loss of his office, from
which he is to be displaced in favour of someone else, but to its vacancy
owing to his death. Similarly the words : Let his children be fatherless,
and let his wife be a widow are in reference to his death, not to ill-will
on the part of the psalmist towards them. The suffering of his children,
through the loss of what might have been their inheritance, is dealt
with in ro, 11; on 10 see critical note; and here again it is not against
the children that there is any feeling; what was in the psalmist's mind
was what is said about " visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the
children, and upon the third and upon the fourth generation of them
that hate me " (Deut. 59) ; but in his case the psalmist says : In one
generation let his name be blotted out; i.e., he is to have no posterity.
And once more, in referring to the sins of the enemy's father and
mother, the reason why these sins should be before Yahweh continually,
is that their penalty should rest on him, that he may cut off his memory
from the earth. The words in 8, And his office let another take, are
quoted in Acts 1 20 in reference to Judas ; hence this psalm became known
as Psalmus Ischarioticus in the Christian Church. 16-20. The retribution upon the enemy is to be that the very sin of which he has
been guilty is to react upon him: He loved cursing, let it overtake
him. . • . In 20 the psalmist reverts to his enemies in general, as in
2-5 ; a similar change from many enemies to one, and vice versa, occurs
elsewhere, e.g., Ps. 35' ff. and 8 , 55 18, 14 • 21-31, The psalmist now
leaves the subject of his enemy, and speaks of himself, pouring out his
complaint to God. He is suffering from sickness, believed to be in
consequence of sin: / am become a reproach unto them, they look at me,
they shake their head ; this is not in reference to his enemies, but to the
belief held generally among his fellows. The psalmist himself recognizes
this, and prays for divine help. The enemies are once more referred to
in 28, 29. The psalm closes with a note of thankfulness to God for
answering the prayer of his servant.
Religious Teaching
The subject-matter of this psalm accounts for the fact that it offers
but little of an edifying character. That the psalmist should believe
that by appealing to God the curses which he calls down upon the head
of his ·enemy will assume a kind of magical force, reveals a,n element of
religious superstition common enough in those days, but which is
far removed from the true religious spirit so predominant in the psalms
generally. There is something to be said for the contention of some
commentators that in its original form the psalm was an exorcism
directed against a sorcerer, and that this accounts for the expressions
of hatred; and that it was subsequently worked over and adapted to
different conditions.
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That this psalmist is not, however, lacking in the religious sense
comes out clearly enough in the latter part of the psalm, where he
expresses his better feelings. There is one point in these final verses
which should, in fairness to the psalmist, be noted : he is suffering
grievously in body, and there is some excuse for one in such a case if
peevishness and irritability should temporarily master him, and induce
a state of mind alien to his normal self. True, it would have been
better had he not written his psalm under such conditions ; nevertheless,
let it be recognized that this frank laying bare of the weaker side of
human nature may be instructive ; even the faults of others have their
uses-injuriarum remedium est oblivio.
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FEW of the psalms have been subjected to more diverse interpretation
than this one ; yet, in spite of the difficulty of some passages, owing
to textual corruption, the general meaning seems clear enough. The
words of the psalm are addressed to the king. The psalmist, in the
prophetic mode, utters a divine oracle, in which the king is assured of
victory over his enemies. Thereupon the psalmist, on his own behalf,
addresses the king. He recognizes the divine kingship, and exhorts the
king to act in accordance with the divine oracle. He declares that the
king has from his birth been sanctified to the kingship ; and, in
thoroughly Oriental style, prophesies for him lasting youth. Then he
utters the well-recognized truth regarding the priestly office of the king,
and recalls, what is likely to have been the traditional belief, that this
office of priest-king was derived from Melkizedek. The psalmist
closes with the assurance that Yahweh will fight the battles of his
anointed.
The psalm thus belongs to the time of the monarchy ; a comparatively early date being further suggested by the style of its composition,
which is that of the pre-exilic literary period.
Which king it was to whom the psalm~was addressed is quite uncertain. The contention held by some that the psalm belongs to the
Maccabrean age because the letters composing the name of Simon, the
Maccabrean leader, are the initial ones of the first four lines, can only
be described as fantastic ; for the fact is that these letters are not the
initial ones of the lines in question, and can be made so only by
arbitrary manipulation. Moreover, Simon was not a king; the first
of the Hasmona:an rulers to assume the royal title was John Hyrcanus
(134/3-104/3 B.C.).
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On the Messianic interpretation of this psalm, and its use in the
New Testament, see Vol. I, pp. 97 f.
As will be seen in the critical notes, the text of the psalm is corrupt
in parts ; textual emendation is in some cases difficult and uncertain,
and there is considerable difference of opinion among scholars on many
points.
The metre is mostly 3: 2.
David's.
Oracle of Yahweh to my lord:
0
Until O I make thine enemies
a. Thy mighty sceptre O stretch forth •,
Rule thou in the midst of thy foes,
0
In the day of thy birth thou wast
honoured,
From the dawn cometh forth
4. Yahweh bath 1wom,
Thou art a priest for ever,
5. 0 Yahweh O doth shatter in the day of
his wrath;
0
With corpses he filleth the valleya O ,
0
He watereth the brooks with their
blood 0 ;
1.

A Psalm.
• Sit at my right-hand
a stool for thy feet.'
0 God, from Zion;
3 ° thine are the princes

O
•

sanctified from the womb ;
the dew of thy youth O •
he will not repent,
• of the order O of Melkizedek.
6. kings doth he judge ;
0
maketh red the hills O ;
Therefore he lifteth up • thy head

0

Te:ct-critical Notu
Read, for the metre'■ sake, .,~ ,~ for
a. Read n1?;, for n",~,
"he will stretch forth". 3. Read C'~'1t 'ff~~ (cp. P■• 107'°) for. n:i~ 'ff?.p'.?,
"thy people are freewill offerings ". For the rest of this v. we have adopted Gunkel's
emendation:

iv.

1.

~'"l':t;;Tt 'f?~in c;,,

CIJ'lf,;l !2'ii~

'!J;.~ -,l'J'r;1:;1

'11:'r?! ',ro

The present Hebrew text is largely corrupt. 4. Read with some MSS, l'l'T,l-:r1,l' for
'IJ7=i1':!.--1:ii. 5. Read, with many MSS., nin\ "Yahweh", for ';'il!_a, "my
lord "; and om. 'l~'r.;:i~--1,:i;,, " on thy right hand ", which overload• the half-line;
it ends with i!ll~ .,· his· wrath ". 6. The verse begins with C'.;l7!?, " kings ".
Read n•i'l;;Q H~7:;I n'i•m1 for Jii•1~ H~~ C~'i.li:l;I, " amonc the nations he bath
filled corpses ". Read CNpMi V'IJl;'I for ~ i 'fl'J'~, " he shattereth a head ".
Orn. Mi2"J f'"1~--1:i:P, "over a broad land", which overloada the half-line. 7•
Read nj:)rp~ i:'~1i c~'?r;r:;i for
iJl'=!i- ',r:,;z;i, " from the brook in the
way he drinketh ". Read 'lfPHi for ~-, "a head".

"lJIIP'!

1-6. The psalm opens with an Oracle which the psalmist has
received from God in reference to his lord, the king. How far the
contents of the " oracle " extend is a point on which opinions differ ;
but to us it seems most probable that it is restricted to v. I, and that
in m. 2-5 the exhortation to the king to use the powers conferred on
him is uttered. Apart from 361 this is the only instance of the term
" oracle " being used in the Psalms ; it is the technical expression of a
divine communication to a prophet, and connotes the idea of whispering
in the ear rather than " utterance ". In the communication itself two
thoughts are prominent. The first is the treatment which God accords
to the king. He is placed at God's right-hand, the place of honour, cp.
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Ps. 45
The picture is a poetical way of expressing the
truth that he is under divine protection, as well as being honoured.
But, further, he is to sit, an attitude which throughout the East, ancient
and modem, implies inactivity. The king is to do nothing himself;
he is to be, as it were, a spectator of the work of God. For it is the
divine power that makes the king's enemies a stool for his feet, a gesture
of triumph with which we may compare Josh. 10=-, where Israel's
victorious chiefs " put their feet upon the necks " of the defeated kings.
So far the Oracle; then the psalmist speaks in his own name;· in oo.
2-6 he sets forth the conception of those times that the king is God's
representative among his people, and therefore, in a certain sense, to
be identified with God. He begins by bidding the king arise and
exercise the authority bestowed upon him as God's representative, and
to stretch forth his sceptre ; this is to indicate that he is lord of the
enemies lying· prostrate under his feet. The king is even addressed
directly as God, for though the Hebrew text has " Yahweh ", the
context shows that the king is meant. So in Ps. 45 6 the king is
directly addressed as God (on the divine kingship, see Vol. I, pp. 49 f.)•
It is probable that "Yahweh" was put.in place of "God" in later
days, when the belief in the divine kingship was no longer held.
The sceptre is a token of universal dominion ; the king is to nde in
the midst of his foes, and the world's princes are to be his slaves. For
he has been destined for sovereignty from the first, set apart, made
"holy", sanctified; from birth the divine kingship has been recognized
as inherent in him. We may recall how Jeremiah was designated from
birth to the prophetic office (Jer. 1 6 , 491 ). On the king had fallen,
according to an old-world conception, the heavenly dew which comes
at dtwm and confers eternal youth upon whom~ver it falls (cp. Isa. 26 19,
and see Gunkel, Psalmen, p. 4-82, Frazer, The Golden Bough.: Adonis,
Attis, Osiris, 1 2411 tt. [1927]). Lest there should be uncertainty of any
kind, Yahr.oeh hath sworn an oath to the king. To us this antique idea is
distasteful; but it occurs, too, in the prophetical books, Am. 41 , 68 ,
Isa. 14u, Jer. 22 6, and elsewhere, cp. also Ps. 89 35 • It may be
explained as being a prophetical mode of expressing the binding
character of divine communications, for it is inconceivable that God
should repent, i.e., go back upon what he has ordained. The promise
confirmed by the oath, is that the king shall be a priest for ever of the
order of Melkizedek, a phrase whose meaning has already been discussed
in Vol. I, p. 97. To fulfil the oath Yahweh is prepared to put forth
all his strength upon the king's enemies, and the whole passage portrays
the ancient conception of Yahweh as one mighty in battle (cp., e.g.,
Ps. 248 ), raging irresistibly in the day of his wrath (cp. Isa. 13 9• 13),
dominating kings, filling the valleys with corpses, and making red the
hills, i.e., with blood. Here the psalmist uses a verb which plays on the
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similar Hebrew word for " shatter " or " smite ", in the previous verse
{cp. Isa. 348, 8, 7); and the hills are lit. "heads", as in Ezek. 618 and
elsewhere. They are the protruding tops of the giant pillars on which,
according to another old-world conception, the earth rests. Down in
the valleys, too, the brooks run with blood. All this lurid description has
a single purpose, the exaltation of the king, whose head is to be lifted up.
For the achievement of this aim God will shrink from nothing, and the
express statement of his purpose gives a fitting conclusion to the passage ;
it ends where it began, with the anointed king sitting in lofty triumph :
He lifteth up thy head.

Religious Teaching
In spite of the old-world ideas occurring in this psalm, it would be a
mistake not to recognize in it some underlying beliefs of a distinctly
religious character. The belief in ancient Israel that the kingship was
a divine institution contains a living truth. However quaint the hur.1an
origin of the thought, and however much in practice the ideal was
perverted-the history of the kings of Israel and Judah furnishes a
melancholy illustratipn of this-there is something about this belief
which must demand respect wherever the religious instinct is allowed
play. In the head of the State authority is centred; that was the case
in the monarchical period of ancient Israel, and in the post-exilic period
when authority was centred in the High-priesthood ; similarly in still
later times St. Paul teaches that " there is no power but of God, and the
powers that be are ordained of God " (Rom. 13 1 ). The authority of
rulership, that is to say, when rightly exercised, is of divine ordering.
Again, however crudely expressed, there is the germ of truth
contained in our psalm in the belief that there is a divine over-ruling in
history. This is one of the outstanding elements in the prophetical
doctrine of God. The psalmist puts into the mouth of God the words :
"Until I make thine enemies a stool for thy feet", implying that battle
is won by divine intervention ; that is a crude way of expressing the
belief that history, with the making of which battles have had so much
to do, is directed by GQd. Allowing for the undeveloped mental outlook of the writer, we may discern here too an element of truth. While
we are, of course, convinced that the issues of battles are not directed
by the divine will, we are justified in believing in the over-ruling gui.dance
of divine providence in history. In recognizing this, however crudely,
the psalmist expresses a religious truth.
And, once more, one cannot fail to observe th(: absolute trust in
God which the psalmist exhibits. The divine action described betrays,
it is true, a very undeveloped conception of God; but in so far as there
is a living trust in him, we must again recognize an element of true
religion in the psalm.
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We cannot read this psalm without thinking of our Lord's words in
reference to it, recorded in the three synoptic Gospels. He evidently
applied it to himself, recognizing that the writer adumbrated some
eternal truths. Christ is a King: " My kingdom is not of this world";
he identified himself with God: "I and the Father are One"; he
was sanctified from the womb : " His name shall be called Jesus " ;
he was a priest : " I lay down my life for the sheep ", as well as the
victim offered.
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Tms is an acrostic psalm in which each line begins with a letter of
the Hebrew alphabet, in order. It is doubtless due to this that the psalm
is somewhat lacking in logical sequence. A matter of interest concerning Hebrew metrical structure arises in connexion with the form of
this psalm. As is well known, in Hebrew poetry a line consists normally
of two halves divided by a hiatus, each half-line having its regular beats;
but this psalm is an illustration, of which there are quite a number,
showing that this rule was not necessarily rigidly adhered to. In this
case it is the exigencies of the acrostic which make what would
ordinarily be a half-line into a self-contained entity; it is not always so
in the psalm, in vv. 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 the two halves belong together, but in
the other verses the half-line is self-contained. In order to indicate the
alphabetical order of the half-lines, they are printed separately in the
following rendering.
The psalm belongs to the late post-exilic period, though thoughts
belonging to pre-exilic times find expression. Its text has come down
to us in almost perfect condition.
The half-lines have mostly three beats, but in vv. 6 and 10 there are
four beats, while in v. 7 the metre is 2: 2: 3.
N
:l
2. J
J.

"'I

3· i1
l

4-I

n

5.

~

'

6. ~
7. 0

'II

8. Cl

Hallelujah.
I will give thanks to Yahweh with all my heart,
In the assembly of the upright, yea, in the congregation.
Great are the works of Yahweh,
Sought out of all who delight in them.
Glorious and majestic is his action,
And his righteousness standeth-fast for ever.
He ordained a memorial of his wondrous-works ;
Gracious and merciful is Yahweh.
" He gave food to them that fear him,
He remembereth his covenant for ever.
The power of his works he made known to his people,
In giving to them the heritage of the nations ;
The works of his hands are truth and justice,
Trustworthy are all his precepts;
Standing-firm for ever and ever,
Wrought in truth and O uprightness 0 •
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9. El
'f

p
10.

"l

1:1.

n
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He sent release to his people,
He commanded his covenant for ever.
Holy and awe-ful is his name.
The zenith of wisdom is the fear of Yahweh.
(It is) Insight, profitable to all O who cultivate it O ;
The praise of it endureth for ever.

Te:ct-critical Notu
For the title ICC under Pa. u:,5, 8 .. Read, with G, .,W-,1 for .,~1, 11 an4 an
upright one". 10. Read, with G, 71,'lpll, in reference to wisdom, for CIJ'lr;,ll,
11
that cultiwte them ",
1 • The opening words suggest that this psalm was sung as a solo in
the presence of the Temple congregation, described as the assembly of
the upright. To gi:ve thanks is equivalent to " praise ".
:z-6. In these verses the psalmist refers to some of the great works of
Yahweh in the past ; though somewhat cryptic, the references were
clear enough to his hearers, for, as those who delight in them, these great
and majestic works of Y akwek were constantly recalled and thought about,
sought out, by them. These works are as follows : the memorial which
God ordained was the institution of the Passover : " And ye shall
observe this thing for an ordinance to thee and to thy sons for ever "
(Exod. 1224); the words Gracious and merciful is Yahweh are in
reference to the release from the Egyptian bondage (Exod. 12 29 - 38, ' 2).
The psalmist then refers to the giving of the manna (Exod. 1611 - 14);
the word used for food means lit. "prey" (terepk), chosen, no doubt,
because its opening letter was required for the acrostic; it is, however,
used for ordinary food in Job 24 6 and Prov. 31 16, also in post-Biblical
Jewish literature. He remembereth his cooenant for ever is evidently
in reference to the Sabbath, spoken of immediately after the manna
episode (Exod. 16 28 - 80 ). And, finally, the conquest of Canaan is
referred to: In giving to them the heritage of tke nations (cp. Num. 34).
7-10. The final v.erses are of a somewhat miscellaneous character; the
release from the Babylonian Exile is referred to in the words He
sent release to his people ; and a favourite saying from the Wisdom
literature is quoted in 10 : The zenith of Wisdom is the fear of Y akweli
(cp. Prov. 1 7, 910, Ecclus. 1 14); we have n.ndered the Hebrew r'esitk
" zenith ", in place of the more familiar " the beginning ", since the
fear of Y akweh is the consummation, the highest form, of wisdom ; it
gives understanding, insight, and is profitable to all who cultivate it.

Religious Teaching
This psalm offers an excellent illustration of what is a beautiful
characteristic of Judaism-viz., gratitude for past mercies. This
religious element, while not wanting in Christian liturgies, is not so
prominently expressed as in the Old Testament, as well as in the Jewish
liturgies both ancient and modem.
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LIKE the preceding psalm, this is an acrostic psalm of the same character ;
its opening words echo the conclusion of the former, so that probably
enough both are from the same author ; some identities of expression
point in the same direction ; moreover, the wisdom element of the
preceding psalm is developed in this one. The subject-matter throughout is the blessedness and reward of him who fears Yahweh ; only in the
concluding verse is the contrast of the lot of the wicked alluded to.
The text is again admirably preserved. The metre, as in the
preceding psalm, is almost uniformly three beats to the half-line, four
beats occur in oo. 2, 4, 6, 7.
J, II(
2;.

3·

::i
J

.,

,n

.... t

n

S· Q

•

.,

6. ::i

7. 0
)

8.

C,

ll
9. !:l
'll

i'
IO.

'1
t'

n

Hallelujah.
Blesaed-the-man that feareth Yahweh,
That greatly delighteth in his commandments;
Mighty in the land shall be his seed,
The generation of the righteous shall be blessed .
Wealth and riches are in his house,
And his righteousness standeth-fast for ever.
To the upright there ariseth light in the darkness,
Gracious and merciful O is the righteous 0 •
Happy-the-man who is gracious and lendeth,
And maintaineth O his ways 0 with justice ; For he shall never be moved,
An enduring memorial shall the righteous have .
He will fear no evil report,
His heart is fixed, 0 trusting 0 in Yahweh,
His heart is firm, he will not fear,
While he gloateth over his enemies ;
He dispt"rseth, he giveth to the poor;
His righteousness standeth-fast for ever,
His horn shall be exalted with honour.
The wicked shall see it, and be vexe,;1,
He shall gnash with his teeth, and faint,
The desire of the wicked shall perish.

Te:tt-aitical Notu
For the title aee under Pa. 105. 4. Read i'''=!~ for i''i:.t1, " and righteous "•
5. ;Read )'~11 for )'"?~1, " his words", cp. Ecclus. 491 • 7. Read, with G.
l'.J~ll for IJ~:;, " trusted ".
I. A characteristic thought from the Wisdom literature introduces
the main theme of the psalm: Blessed-the-man (a compound word in
the Hebrew with only one beat) that feareth Yahweh. The blessedness
includes material prosperity as well as spiritual happiness, cp. Prov.
3•• 10, 22•.
2, 3. One of the signal marks of God's favour to the righteous was
for him to see his prosperous state enjoyed by his sons : Mighty in the
land shall be his seed; the_ word mighty (gibbor) is not altogether
appropriate in this connexion, for it is used mostly in a warlike sense;
it may have been chosen on account of its initial letter, the third one of
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the alphabet. Some commentators would read gebir, " lord " ; but
this is not to be commended, as it is an extremely rare word, occurring
elsewhere only in Gen. :i7 29, 37•
4--7. These verses describe the conduct and happy lot of him who
lives in the fear of Yahweh; the words To the upright there ariseth light
in the darkness are to be understood in the same sense as in Ps. 97 11,
Isa. 58 10 i.e., the light of prosperity which disperses the darkness of
poverty, see also Prov. 4 1S. 19 ; this induces him to be gracious and
merciful. In what follows there is not a strictly logical sequence, owing,
no doubt, to the exigencies of the acrostic form of the psalm. This is
also the case in vv. 8-10, where the stability of the upright man, his
generosity to the poor, and his prosperous state, interchange with
references to the wicked ; in these latter the psalmist's thoughts are of
an unbeautiful nature ; but he wishes to place in contrast the merited
lot of the righteous with the deserts of the wicked.
Religious Teaching
What is striking here is the psalmist's optimism ; unlike many

others, he does not contemplate the other side of the picture, which
shows how often the godly suffer adversity. Nevertheless, the happy
frame of mind of him who, with soul-felt trust in God, looks on the
bright side of things, is well worth cultivating.

PSALM 113
Tms is the first of a group of psalms known as the Halle!(" Praise") in
Rabbinical writings-namely, Pss. 113-uS. The group is often spoken
of as the " Egyptian Hallel " (in reference to 1141, " When Israel went
forth from Egypt "), to distinguish it from what is called the " Great
Hallel ", Ps. 136, and from the group 146-148, which, on account of the
frequently expressed note of praise in them, was also called Halle!.
But it is the group n3-n8 which is usually spoken of as the Hallet;
and these psalms were, from long before the beginning of the Christian
era, the special ones for the great festivals of Passover (Pesa};),
Tabernacles (Sukkoth), and Weeks (Shabu'oth); and when the feast
of Dedication (lfanukkah) was instituted in 164 B.C. (1 Mace. 4 52 - 59),
they became likewise the special psalms sung during this feast.
This, like the other psalms of the group, belongs to a comparatively
late period ; this is suggested by the utilization of thoughts and
expressions occurring in earlier psalms.
The metre is irregular.
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Hallehqah.
praise the name of Yahweh,
from henceforth, even for ever ;

,. Praise, ye servants of _Yahweh,
:z. messed be the name of Yahweh,
the rising of the sun to the
3, From
going-down thereof,

4. Exalted over all nations is Yahweh,
5•. • Who is like Yahweh our God
51>, That dwelleth on high
the dust,
7. He raiseth the poor from
8. • Making him to sit O wit!i princes,
9. Causing the barren to dwell in a house,

the name of Yahweh is praised.
his ¥lory is above the heavens.
6•. m heaven and earth,
6". that looketh down below • ?
from the ash-heap he lifteth the needy,
with the princes of his people
;
a joyful mother of children.0

Text-aitical Notu
5. 6. The half-lines of these vv. have got misplaced, as the sense shows. 8. Rea4,
with GS, b'~'in7 for ,:;i,ti5'in7, "to make to sit "; for the J;ireq eompaginu
in the participial forms in w. 6 :ff. see GK 90 m. 9· "Hallelujah", with G, is the
title of the next psalm.

1-3. The worshippers of Yahweh, His seroants, are called upon to
praise the name of Yalnveh, cp. Ps. 135 1 ; the name is the manifestation
of the Person of Yahweh. The phrase from henceforth and for ever is a
frequent one in the psalms of the later period (u5 18 , 121 8 , 1251, 131 8 ).
The ideal of praise being offered to God the live-long day is beautifully
expressed in the words From the rising of the sun • • •
4-6. The universalistic note, Exalted over all nations is Y akr.aeh,
marks the psalmist as belonging to that enlightened section of the
people whose outlook is illustrated in the book of Jonah. The Hebrew
construction of vv. 5b : That dwelleth on high, and 6" : That lookdh
down belorD, is difficult ; literally rendered they run : " That maketh
high to dwell ", and " That maketh low to see ", and their meaning is
clear from Ps. 11', cp. also Ps. 1388•
7-g. These verses are taken from 1 Sam. 2 8 u.c1 t, in part verbally.

Religious Teaching
It is impossible to read a psalm such as this, in which the threefold
mention of the name of God occurs so impressively, without recalling
the words of the Lord's Prayer : " Hallowed be thy name ". We have
here a striking illustration of the fact that Christ accepted Jewish
conceptions, even though in their origin the germ of truth contained in
them was intermixed with superstitious elements. The identification
of a name with the personality of the bearer of it goes back to very early
times ; but we are here concerned with the IC Name " of God, and the
central point of importance is that, according to ancient Hebrew belief,
it was God himself who revealed his IC Name " (Exod. 3u).
We need further lo realize that in communicating his " Name "
to certain men, he laid on theJD the responsibility of presenting him to
the world as a whole. If their standards of religious life and thought
are too low, they may profane his holy "Name", cp. Am. z 7, and
HH
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defile him in the eyes of men. On the other hand, if they rightly
appreciate his character and demands, and present him to mankind as
he would be understood, they will hallow his " Name".

PSALM

114

THE often referred-to story of the flight from Egypt was so familiar
that the psalmist merely mentions the great event without giving
details, as in Ps. 105 18- 18 • Similarly in dealing with the entry into
Canaan, which is merely a summary. But it is a remarkable example
.of concise, yet vivid, description, reminiscent of some of the prophetical
discourses. In his enthusiasm and excited imagination, the psalmist
permits himself to indulge in poetical exaggeration, and he pictures
the very mountains and hills as moved to wonder and awe by the
mighty acts of God ; and the whole earth is called upon to tremble at
his presence (cp. Ps. 9611 ). As belonging to the" Hallet", this psalm
was, of course, sung at all the great festivals ; but, besides this, it was,
as might be expected, one of the proper psalms for the Passover festival
(see further, Vol. I, pp. 100 f.).
The psalm may possibly belong to exilic times, but a post-exilic
date is more probable; see, further, the notes on this.
The text has come down in perfect condition. With the exception
of"· 7, which has 4: 3, the metre is 3 : 3.
I.

When Israel came forth from Egypt,

2.

Judah became hie sanctuary,
The sea saw it, and fled,
The mountains skipped like rams,
What hast thou, 0 sea, that thou flecat,
Ye mountains, that ye skip like rams,
Tremble, 0 earth, at the presence of the
Lord,
Who turned the rock to a pool,

3.
4.
5.
6:
7.
8.

the house of Jacob from a people of
strange-tongue,
Israel his dominion.
Jordan turned backwards;
the hills like the young of the flock.
0 Jordan, that thou tumest backwards ?
ye hills like the young of the flock ?
at the presence of the God of Jacob,
the.flint to a spring of water I

1, 2. The psalmist compresses centuries of history in these
two opening verses, and indicates that at the Exodus Israel was constituted
a nation. Israel is often used in post-exilic times as including both the
northern and southern kingdoms. The house of Jacob as a parallel to
Israel is doubtless in reference to the fact that it was the family of Jacob
that went down into Egypt (Gen. 46 2-7>. The Egyptians are spoken
of as a people of strange-tongue, meaning probably, as in Isa. 33 111, a
stammering tongue, as it would seem to the Israelites who did not
understand the Egyptian language. Hebrew was the divine language,
in comparison with which every other was barbaric. In much later
days it was taught that prayers must be offered in Hebrew, otherwise
the angels would be unable to present them before the Almighty.

47 1
An indication of the date of the psalm is contained in the words :
Judah became his sanctuary, Israel his dominion; Judah being mentioned
first, and designated· God's sanctuary, points to a time when Jerusalem
was the centre of worship. In contrast to this presentation of Judah,
the description'of Israel as God's dominion is not without significance.
The words reflect the thought of a time when the temple-worship had
reached its full development ; and this can hardly have been the case until
well after the time of Ezra, so that the date of the psalm is likely to have
been the early Greek period, some time during the third century B.C.
3-6. In these verses Nature itself is represented as cowed and wonderstruck at what is taking place; in reference to Exod. 1421• 22 it is said:
The sea saw it and fled; then, as a parallel to this, the psalmist recalls
the episode, though happening long after, of the crossing of the Jordan,
recounted irt Josh. 312.- 17, Jordan tumeth backwards. The picture of
the mountains that skip like rams, and the hills like the young of the flock,
i.e., the lambs, was doubtless suggested by Judg. 56, Ps. 68 8, not by
Exod. 19 18, where we must read, with the Septuagint and a number of
Hebrew manuscripts, "all the people trembled greatly" (not "the
whole mount quaked greatly "), for the Hebrew verb for " tremble "
(~arad) is11sed almost always in reference to persons (Isa. 41 5 , of the
earth, and Ezek. 26 18 are the only exceptions). In oo. 51 6 the psalmist
transports himself in imagination back into the times of which he is
thinking ; the verbs in these rhetorical questions are in the present.
7, 8. The whole earth is called upon to tremble at the presence of
the Lord ('Adon is written without the article here only); why the earth
is to tremble (the verb is not harad, but ~ill, lit. to" writhe") is because
of the wondrous acts of the Lord ; the God of Jacob turned the rock to a
pool, and the flint to a spring of water (cp. Exod. 15 25 , 176 , Num. 22 8 - 11 ,
Deut. 815); the psalmist allows himself some embellishment of the
records. The concluding reference to this giving of water in the
wilderness, which, compared with the other wonder-works spoken of,
was of greatly less importance, must strike one, at first sight, as somewhat incongruous. As a matter of fact, it is highly significant. The
Passover feast, of which, as we have seen, this was one of the prope
psalms, was celebrated in the month Nisan (March-April), when the
latter rains were ceasing and the period of drought was beginning ; the
psalmist, therefore, recalls the divine power of giving water, so that,
although there is going to be a period of dryness, the God of Jacob
will again show forth his power in due time, and turn the dry land
into springs of water.
PSALM I 14

Religious Teaching
In this psalm, which commemorates the stupendous event when
Israel became a nation, and when the knowledge of Yahweh was accorded
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to them, we have an element to which reference has already been made-

namely, the recognition of, and gratitude for, past mercies. Then
there is also the oft-expressed belief in Yahweh as the God of Nature;
somewhat naive as the expression of this belief may be, there is the
underlying conviction that Nature is subject to the will of the divine
Creator.

PSALM n5
THE construction of this psalm points clearly to its liturgical use ;
which parts were sung by the priests, the temple choir, and the
congregation, respectively, cannot well be decided with certainty ; the
opinions of commentators differ on the subject. The divisions of the
psalm are, however, fairly obvious, and help to indicate by whom the
different parts were sung. Thus, oo. 1-8, by their content and by the
use of the plural, " not unto us," " our God is in the heavens," suggest
that they were sung by the temple choir and the congregation.
Vv. 9-n, with the threefold refrain, were undoubtedly sung antiphonally, perhaps by a priest and the congregation, the latter taking
up the refrain. Vv. 12-15, as the contents indicate, were sung by the
priests; and the final verses, 16-18, by priests, temple choir, and
congregation.
The contents of the psalm will be more appropriately dealt with in
the section on Religious Teaching.
The form of composition points with certainty to a late post-exilic
date for the psalm ; similarly the expression " house of Aaron ", the
ruling aristocracy ; and " Israel " applied to the Jewish nation as a
whole. The text is almost wholly intact.
The metre is, with one or two possible exceptions, 3: 3.
I,

2.

3.
45.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

n.
12.

13.
14.
15.

but to thy name give glory;
because of thy love and thy truth.
Wheref~re ~uld tbe nations ~y :
" Where, then, is their God ? "
But our God is in the heavens,
whatsoever he pleased bath he done.
Their idols are silver and gold,
the work of the hands of man.
A mouth is theirs, but they speak not; eyes have they, but see not;
Ears they have, but hear not ;
a nose they have, but smell not ;
Their hands,-but they feel not,
Their feet,-but they walk not,
They speak not through their throat.
all they that trust in them.
Like them shall be their makers,
their help and shield is he;
0 Israel, trust in Yahweh,
House of Aaron, trust in Yahweh,
their help and shield is he;
Ye that fear Yahweh, trust in Yahweh, their help and shield is he.
O
May Yahweh remember us O and bless us,
May he bless the house of Israel,
May he bless the house of Aaron,
May he bless them that fear Yahweh,
the small ones with the great;
May Yahweh give you increase,
to you and to your children.
Bleased are ye of Yahweh,
the maker of heaven and earth.
~ot unto us, Yahweh, not unto~•
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1 6.

The heavens are Yahweh's heavens,
but the earth he gave to man.
17. The deadJiraise not Yahweh,
nor all that go down into silence;
from henceforth for evermore.
1 8. But we will bless Yah,
Hallelujah.

Tt=t-mtical Notn
It is more likely that a half-line has fallen out here than that the last half-line
is a later imertion. 1:i. Read :0"'.l'.:ilt for :01=1\, "bath remembered ua ".
1.

1--8. The real point of the words with which this psalm abruptly
begins, Not unto us, Yahweh, not unto us, but to thy name gi.ve glory, comes
out in the second verse : Wherefore should the nations say, " Where,
then, is their God?" From this it is evident that the Jews had suffered
a defeat, or were being oppressed by some Gentile foe, who had scoffed
at the idea that God could help his people. The psalmist implicitly
expresses the belief that God will save his people from their enemy,
but, in his deep trust and reverence,· he repudiates the idea that the
coming deliverance will be due to the efforts of his people ; not to them,
but to God, in spite of the enemy's scoffing, shall glory be given. It
seems to us probable, therefore, that in the second part of the first verse
some words have fallen out, such as, "For thy name's sake grant us
deliverance" (cp. Ps. 541), or something to this effect. The psalmist
continues : so far from God being unable to help his people, he is in
the heavens, whence he guides all things on earth, and dispenses his
lovingkindness, cp. Ps. 36 5• The adversity of his people is for good,
being according to his will: Whatsoever he pleased hath he done. The
scathing mockery which is uttered against the idols of the Gentiles may
well have been inspired by such passages as Isa. 41 21 - 24 , 449 - 20 ; the
makers of such useless things are no better than the things themselves :
Like them shall be their makers, all they that trust in them.
(}-II, 12-15. In contrast to the reliance placed by the Gentiles on
their idols, there follows the very effective exho;:tation, sung antiphonally, calling upon all grades of the people to trust in Yahweh, their
help and shield : first the whole nation of Israel, then their spiritual
rulers, the house of .Aaron, and then those that fear Yahweh. There is
some uncertainty as to who are meant by these last ; many commentators hold that proselytes are meant ; the objection to this is that in
the next three verses, which are a responsive repetition of the preceding,
they that fear Yahweh must refer to Israel as a whole, for the words,
The small ones with the great; May Yahweh gi.ve you increase, to you
and tq your children, cannot refer only to proselytes ; it seems more
probable that they that fear Yahweh is a comprehensive summing-up
of priests and people.
16-18. In the final outburst of praise which concludes the psalm,
mention is made of the heavens above, God's dwelling-place, the earth
beneath, man's sphere, and the underworld, the abode of the departed;
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this is done to emphasize the fact that God in heaven is worshipped
by those living on earth ; they in the underworld cannot do so ; therefore the final words : But we will bless Y ah, from henceforth for evermore.
On the abbreviated form of the divine name see Ps. 68 18, "for evermore " is to be understood in the sense of a length of time, as in
such passages as Pss. 21 6, 22 26, 61 7 •
Religious Teaching
This is one of three psalms, and they are the only ones, in which a
pure and perfect monotheism is expressly taught ; the others are
869, 10, 135 16, 17 • In spite of the teaching of Deutero--Isaiah, it is
found again and again in the psalms that the existence of other gods is
either definitely stated, or implied (e.g., 81 11, 868 , 898, 95 3 , 96 4• •);
naturally, Yahweh was believed in as infinitely above other gods, as of
an utterly different nature, and as incomparably mightier; but a pure
monotheistic belief does not recognize the possibility of any gods,
however inferior, other than the One God.
One thing in this psalm which betrays an inadequate conception
of God is contained in the words : The dead praise not Yahweh, nor all
that go down into silence ; this traditional Sheol doctrine restricts God's
relationship to man to this world ; and thus fails to apprehend the
divine nature (see further on Ps. 73).
On the other hand, in the expression" trust in Yahweh", and in the
absolute conviction of his protecting help, this psalm stands as one of
the most impressive in the Psalter.

PSALM 116
As indicated in the psalm itself (vv. 17-19), it was sung either immediately before, or during, the sacrifice of the Todah, or " thankoffering ". On Egyptian and Assyrian pictorial inscriptions it is seen
that the offering of sacrifices was accompanied by instrumental music,
and doubtless by song too. From Am. 522 • 23 , we may gather that
similarly in Israel both instrumental music and singing took place
during the offering of sacrifices; see also Isa. 30 29 , 38 20 , 2 Chron. 513 •
Our psalm is thus a thanksgiving to God, sung during the templeworship, in recognition of deliverance from some dire peril, see v. 3 ;
and it was sung by an individual, as indicated again and again, the
first person being used throughout ; and this, not collectively of
the people, but of an individual, see especially vv. 8, 14, 18.
The question as to whether the psalm is to be regarded as forming
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a unity or not is a difficult one. The Septuagint makes two psalms of
it, oo. 1-9 and 10-19. There can be no doubt that iiv. 1-9 are selfcontained, and that v. 9 makes a fitting conclusion. Further, the text
of the beginning of the second part (vv. 10, n) is manifestly out of
order, and this might conceivably have been due to the adoption of a
portion of some other psalm which was joined on to the first part. There
are also some repetitions in vv. 10-19 of words in vv. 1-9, owing to
which it could be argued that the two parts were originally distinct, as
such repetitions are unlikely to recur in one and the same psalm. In
spite of these considerations, however, the unity of the psalm is not
necessarily to be denied when its nature is realized ; for we have here
the heart's outpouring of one who has come safely through some
grave danger, and whose whole being is overflowing with gratitude to
God ; when such an one records his innermost thoughts and feelings
he is not concerned with the niceties proper to a carefully constructed
composition. The sequence of his uttered thoughts may be expressed
somewhat as follows : His first impulse, when recalling the peril
through which he has safely passed, is to recognize the Author of his
deliverance, and to offer him thanks ; the turmoil of his heart is
assuaged, and he can live in quietude of mind among his friends again.
But then it suddenly comes into his mind that though in the midst
of the peril his trust was in God, nevertheless doubts did arise ; this
he recalls in humble regret. But he is safe now, so that his thoughts
naturally revert to God, and he is anxious to show forth by deed as
well as by word the sincerity of his gratitude. That he should, in
these circumstances, repeat some of the words he had already uttered
is a very human and natural proceeding. Most commentators delete
the words of repetition ; they may be right, but it may, at any rate,
be claimed that the considerations adduced offer some justification
for regarding the psalm as a unity.
The late post-exilic date of the psalm is indicated by the occurrence
of Aramaisms in vv. 7, 12 16, and also by the use of the term Hasidim,
"godly ones" (v. 15), in reference to the particular group among the
people:
The text has, in vv. 1-9, on the whole, been well preserved; but
in vv. 10-19 there is some dislocation. The metre is somewhat
irregular ; 3 : 2 predominates, but 3 : 3 is frequent ; 2 : 2 comes in
here and there effectively.
1

I love O Yahweh 0 , for he heareth
For he inclined his ear unto me
3. The cords of death encompassed me,

1.
2.

0

the cry of O my supplication ;
in the day O I cried.
0
and the horrors of O Sheol O confronted'
me·
Trouble and distress I experie?ced ;
4. Th~n I called on the name of
Yahweh:
"Ah, Yahweh,
Deliver my soul."
0

PSALM I 16
yea, our God is merciful ;
.
I lllllRUish, and he hclpeth me.
for Yahweh hath dealt bountifully with
thee.
0
He delivered O my soul from death,
0
O
Mine
eyes
from
tears
1
0
My feet O from stwnblmg.
O
I will walk before Yahweh
in the land O of the living.
I trusted• in Yahweh, and spake O :
"I am greatly •humbled•";
0
° For O I said in my alarm:
"
all trust is in vain." •
O
How shall I make return to Yahweh
for all O his benefits to me ?
The cup of deliverance will I raise,
and
call on the name of Yahweh.
O
My vows to Yahweh will I pay
in the presence O of all hia people.
O
Precious in the eyes of Yahweh
is the death O of his saints.
" Ah, Yahweh,
•I• am thy servant;
I am thy servant,
A son of • thy people 0 ,
Thou hast loosed my bonds.'
I will offer O the sacrifice of thanksgiving,
and call on the name of Yahweh" ;
0
My vows to Yahweh will I pay.
in the l?resence O of all his people,
In the courts of the house of Yahweh, in the midst of thee, 0 Jerusalem.
Hallelujah.

5. Gracious is Yahweh, and righteous,
6 . .Yahweh preserveth the helpless,
7. Return, 0 my soul, to thy rest,

8.
9.
10.
II.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
.
18.
19.

Tut-critical Note,
The Hebrew text has no object to" I love", 81? that this.must be obtained b}'
a slight ll.lteration in the order .of the word■• Riead 1,ij, for ''?ii', " my voice ", or
"cry". 2. Read, with S, ci•;u for
in my days". 3. In late Hebrew
the word means " a rope ", and perhaps we should render " ropes " instead of
"horrors"; it gives a better parallelism. "Confronted me" is lit. "found me".
8. Read f~l'.l for I;\~~,:,, "thou didst deliver"; Yahweh is not being addressed.
Read
for •;,•~, "mine eye", and •1:?~1 for
"my foot" .. 9. Read
f";!~_:;1 for l'1iT\~:P. "in the lands of". 10. Read "'li'J'~) n1n•_;a for
"'1:il'Jtl '~, "when I shall speak". Read 't:1'~~ fo:t "l'.'l"'f. n. Add
"::>, ''for". Read :t:q, ll,?~i' (cp. Deut. 32 1 •) for :tf!> 1:l'"t~f'T-1,i', "every
man is a liar". n. Read 1,;,~ for -1,f, "all". 14. Read, also in v. 18, 1J1
for ~p-n,-~;. a form not occurring elsewhere in the Q.T. 15. Read nr:,:ir.:r;, for
Ti.C,);il'.'.I, a form otherwise unknown. 16. Read -~~ for -~~-,:i,, " for I (am) ".
Read, with Wutz, ~Q~~ (cp. Gen. 25 11, Num. 25 11 , Ps. u71 , but always in the
plur.), for ".J[.19~. " thine handmaid ".
1.

•r;i:~. "

•~•i

,,:;i-,,

1-g. The psalmist expresses his love for Yahweh, caHed forth by
the answer to his prayer when in .grievous danger. The verb used
expresses human affection, and with Yahweh as its object occurs in
the Psalms elsewhere only in 31 23 , 97 10, 145 20 ; on the other hand, its
use is frequent when the object is the law, the commandments, and
the name of Yahweh. His feelings are the deeper in that his life
had been in jeopardy: the cords of death encompassed me, cp. Ps. 18';
death is figuratively represented as a cruel personality who entangles
men with cords and ropes, and drags them down to the underworld,
Sheol. In his straits the psalmist called on the name of Y ohweh ; and
because Yahweh is gracious, righteous, and merciful, he preseroeth the
helpless ; the word for helpless is literally " simple-minded " ; used
here, therefore, of one who has unquestioning faith ; there is probably
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a special significance in the use of this word in view of the psalmist's
confession in 10, II. His mind is now at rest since Yahweh hath deal,t
bountifully with him ; he has escaped death, and therefore he can
r.oalk before Yahweh in the land of the living.
10-n. In what follows we have a passage of great· difficulty,
which has always caused commentators much trouble. That there
should be differences of opinion as to its meaning, and a variety of
suggested emendations of the text, is in the nature of things ; for as
the text stands it is impossible to make sense of it. We have already
indicated in the introduction to this psalm what we believe to be the
meaning of the passage-namely, that in spite of his trust in Yahweh,
so great was the psalmist's alarm at the danger in which he found
himself, that he had a momentary doubt as to whether Yahweh could
help him ; he recalls this : I trusted in Yahweh ; and then he said to
himself, I am greatly humbled, for in his fear he had given up hope :
All trust is in vain, lit. " a deceptive thing ". The emendation involved
is somewhat drastic, it is granted (see crit. note); but it must be
allowed that the mention of men, " All men are liars ", lit. " are
lying", is extremely inappropriate. The first half of this v. (11) is
taken from Ps. 31 22 , and the possibility cannot be altogether excluded
that the very apt second half also stood in our psalm at one time,
viz. " I am cut off from before thine eyes ". But that is, of course,
pure surmise ; and, as things stand, we must make the best emendation we can. It may, at any rate, be claimed that the suggested
emendation fits in with the context, and gives good sense.
In the vv. which follow (12-19) the psalmist reverts to what is
foremost in his mind-viz., how to show his gratitude for what God
had done for him : H or.o shall I make return to Yahweh for all his benefits
to me ? The illogical sequence of the verses here, and the wrong order
in which the ritual acts are mentioned, make it highly probable that
there is some dislocation of the text. It will be noticed that 14, 18
-are identical; one or the other must, therefore, be deleted. Judging
from Lev. 23 37, Deut ..32 38, Ezek. 20 28 , the order of the ritual acts
should be : the offering of the sacrifice, the drink-offering, the vows.
Tentatively, therefore, we suggest that the verses ran originally in this
order, omitting v. 14 altogether:
12.

17.
13.
18.
19.

How shall I make return to Yahweh
I will offer the sacrifice of thanksgiving,
The cup of deliverance will I raise,
My vowt to Yahweh will I pay
In the courts of the house of Yahweh,

for all his benefits to me?
and call on the name of Yahweh ;
and call on the name of Yahweh;
in the presence of all his people,
in the midst of thee, 0 Jerusalem.

Vv . 15, 16 then make a fitting conclusion; by fulfilling his religious
duties the psalmist has shown himself to be Yahweh's servant; the
triumphant words, Thou hast loosed my bonds, i.e., the bonds of death,
so that life is now before him, form an effective conclusion.
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By the cup of deliverance is meant the drink-offering (nesek) poured
out before the altar in recognition of the deliverance granted by Yahweh ;
with the ritual act of raising may be compared the similar action in .
connexion with the "waving" of the firstfruits before the altar,
technically called the Tenuphah (Lev. 23 10 tt, and 18 11). The words,
Precious in the eyes of Yahweh is the death of his saints are a little difficult ; one would rather expect the life of the saints to be precious,
for which reason the life of the psalmist has been preserved ; but
the words are probably to be understood in the sense that the death
of the saints is too precious a thing in God's sight to be often permitted. The repetition of I am thy servant marks not merely the stress
laid on the psalmist's self-dedication to the service of God, but in
joining the repeated words to the son of thy people--i.e., the chosen
people-it is intended to express the permanence of his being a servant.

Religious Teaching
Apart from the recognition of God's mercy in delivering from
peril, and the gratitude for this, expressed in so many psalms, there
are two special points of great religious significance which must be
emphasized. The first is that the thanksgiving is proclaimed in the
midst of the congregation ; the grateful heart must bear witness
before others of what God has done, thereby glorifying the name of
God and strengthening the faith of others in him. There is also,
doubtless, the desire that others should share in the joy felt by one
who had nearly lost his life, but had now, by God's mercy, recovered
it. Spontaneously there arises in the mind the teaching of the Gospel :
" And when she hath found it, she calleth together her friends and
neighbours, saying, Rejoice with me, for I have found the piece which
I had lost . . ." (Luke 15s-10).
The second point is the ardent impulse to show forth gratitude to
God both by word and act ; it is not only the offering of sacrifice with
appropriate words of praise which, according to the conceptions of
the times, was acceptable to God ; even more significant is the affirmation : ·' I am thy servant " ; there lay the true and enduring expression
of gratitude ; the definite self-dedication to carry out the will of the
Master.

PSALM 117
Tms cannot be regarded as more than a fragment which has become
detached from its context, presumably through the carelessness of a
copyist. Whether it formed part of the preceding or of the following
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psalm, as in some manuscripts, or whether the psalm to which it
originally belonged has been lost, must remain uncertain, though the
latter is far more likely, for in neither of the psalms in question would
it be appropriate. To justify its brevity, thereby postulating it as an
entity, by comparing it with the So'ng of Miriam (Exod. 15111), as some
commentators have done, is hardly to the point, for that song was no~
intended for liturgical worship. The psalmist, in his enthusiastic
. gratitude for God's favour shown to his people, calls upon the Gentiles
to praise him for his mercy toward Israel (cp. Ps. 47 1• 2); the
thought seems hardly logical as it stands, though in such a psalm,
for example, as the 100th, it would be appropriate. The content,
therefore, supports the view that it is a fragment from some other
psalm.
The metre is 3 : 3.
1. Praise Yahweh, all ye nations,
:z. For his love over us is great,

laud him, all ye peoplea,
and the faithfulness of Yahweh is everlasting.
Hallelujah.

The first verse is quoted in Rom. 15 11 to show that Jew and Gentile
are to be united in one Church. With the words, For his love over us
is great, cp. Ps. 103 11, 17 , and with the concluding words cp. Ps. 100 6•
The universalistic note points to the goal of the conversion of the
Gentiles.

PSALM n8
insight into the liturgical ritual and worship of the temple during
post-exilic times which this psalm gives, makes it, from this point of
view, one of the most important in the Psalter. It is the last psalm
composing the Hallel (seep. 99), sung at all the feasts; but it occupied
a special position at the Feast of Tabernacles, since it was one of
the proper psalms for this feast.
The construction of the psalm shows that it was sung antiphonally,
but opinions differ as to details. While it is impossible to state with
any degree of certainty to whom the different verses_ are to be assigned,
there is some justification for assuming the following arrangement :
Vv. 1-4 clearly form an introduction; the first half of each verse
here would seem to have been sung as a solo, presumably by one of
the priests, while the second half, in the nature of a refrain, was taken
up by the whole of the Leviti_cal choir. As will be seen, the sequel
suggests that this was sung in the outer court of the temple, near
the entrance, but within the temple precincts; it was here that priests
THE
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and choir awaited the procession of worshippers coming up the hill of
Zion to the sanctuary. Vv. 5-21 are all in the first person, and were,
therefore, sung by an individual, in reference to himself, not in the
name of the people; Vfl. 8, 9 should make this clear. It is, however,
possible that oo. 10-12, 15, 16, 19, 20 were later insertions; we make
the suggestion merely as a possibility (see the exegetical notes on
these verses). This individual, we may assume, was among those
who formed the procession ascending the hill of Zion. It is true
no direct mention is here made of such a procession, but it is implied
in vv. 19, 20, and in the final section of the psalm it is directly referred
to. In addition, the procession at this festival is described in the
Mishnah (see further, the exegetical notes), which echoes traditional
usage. Vv. :2:2-29 were sung antiphonally by the worshippers forming the festal procession, and the Levitical choir. The whole psalm
thus presents us with a vivid picture of the temple-worship during
the Feast of Tabernacles.
The occasion on which this psalm was sung in public worship,
however-an opinion held by most, but not all, modem commentators-presents a difficulty which must be dealt with, for it is one
which is met with in some other psalms. The difficulty is this : if
the main body of the psalm was the utterance of an individual, or even,
as Hans Schmidt holds, of three different individuals, how can the
psalm as a whole have been used by the whole body of worshippers
during what was probably the most important festal celebration of the
year ? The answer is to be sought, we believe, in recognizing that
the psalm has a history behind it. This psalm, like certain others,
is one of thanksgiving for deliverance from peril, and in its original
form consisted of the central part only, oo. 5-21, with the possible
exception of 10-12, 15, 16, 19, 20. Psalms like this, because they
expressed so fully the thoughts and emotions of any who had· passed
through similar experiences, were adopted for general use in worship.
This being so, additions were made to the original kernel of a psalm
in order to adapt it to congregational use. In the present case this
was done. by prefacing it with the opening oo. 1-4. Thus, in the
second stage of its history the psalm ended with v. :21, and its original
individual character came to be understood of the people collectively.
The final stage in the history of the psalm was when it became
specifically used as· a festal psalm, at the Feast of Tabernades; when
this took place there are no means of ascertaining, any more than it is
known when the " Hallet ", as such, originated ; we know only that
it was so used. But the reason why it was chosen as the special psalm
for the Feast of Tabernacles may well have been as follows: on each
day of this feast a procession took place, the worshippers all carrying
palm-branches (lulab); on the seventh day this was performed seven
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times (Mishnah, SukMth iv. 4); during the procession the people
shouted Hoshi'ah-na' (Hosanna= "Save now") from v. 25 of this
psalm. From this the seventh day of the feast was known as Yom
Hoshi'ah-na' (" Hosanna day"), and the palm-branch came to be
called Hoshi'ah-na. This word was, therefore, a kind of catch-word
in connexion with the ritual of the Feast of Tabernacles. Now in our
psalm we have in oo. 14, 21 the words: "He is (or thou art) become
to me for deliverance, or saving, Ltshu'ah, which is from the same root,
and contains the same thought, as Hoshi'ah-na'. Knowing, as we do,
the fondness of the Hebrews for catch-words, it is quite possible that
we have here what was considered an appropriate link with the hallowed
expression belonging specifically to the Feast of Tabernacles; hence
its choice for the psalm of the festival. Added to this there were the
opening verses (1-4) which had been attached to the psalm, making
it appropriate for festal use ; and the contents of the body of the
psalm,. being now understood in a collective sense, emphasized this.
The point of attachment between the psalm as it now stood with the
final addition was skilfully made by beginning this latter with the
words : " The stone which the builders rejected is become the head
of the comer . . .", on the meaning of which, see the exegetical notes.
Vv. 19, 20 1 and possibly also 10-12, 15 1 16, were added at the same
time.
The date of the psalm, owing to the developed form of worship
implied, must, at any rate in its present form, be late post-exilic.
The text has been well preserved ; there are but few corruptions. The
metre is a difficulty ; opinions differ ; some hold that it is almost
uniformly 3 : 3 with 3 : 2 here and there~ while others maintain that
it is 3: 2 throughout. We hold the former view, recognizing that
there is something to be said for the latter.
Give thanks to Yahweh, for he is good,
Let O the house of O Israel say:
3. Let the house of Aaron° say O :
4. Let them that fear Yahweh O say O :
5. In distress I called on Yah,
6. Yahweh is mine, 0I fear not
7. Yahweh is mine, he helpeth me 0 ,
8. 'Tia better to trust in Yahweh
9. 'Tis better to trust in Yahweh
10. All the nations surrounded me,
I,
2.

n. They surrounded me, yea, they
surrounded me;
12. They surrounded me like bees O the
honeycomb•,
13. • I was sorely thrust at O that I might
fall,
.
14. My strength and • my song • is Yah,
15. Hark, a cry of joy and victory
The ~ht-hand of Yahweh doeth
mightily,

For his love is eternal;
For his love is eternal ;
For his love is eternal ;
For his love is eternal.
0
he brought me forth into freedom 0 •
what men may do unto me;
and I look in triumph on foes.
than confide in man;
than confide in princes.
in the name of Yahweh O I trod them
down•·
in the nalne of Yahweh O I trod them
down°·
0
in the ~ e of Yahweh O I trod them
down°.
but Yahweh helped me.
and he is become my deliverer.
in the tents of the righteous ;
16. The right-hand of Yahweh is
exalted;
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17.
18.
19.
ao.
a1.
aa.
23,

:z+
a5.
a6.

I shall not die, but live,
and recount O the works • of Yahweh.
Yahweh did chasten me sorely,
but to death he did not deliver me.
Open me the gates of righteousness,
I will enter them and praise Yah ;
This is the gate of Yahweh,
the righteous shall enter therein.
I will thank thee because thou hast
answered me,
and art become my deliverer.
The stone which the builders rejected, is become the head of the comer ;
From Yahweh bath this come to pass,
it is O a wonder-work • in our eyes
This is the day Yahweh hath ordained, let us rejoice and be glad in it.
Ah, Yahweh, save now,
Ah, Yahweh, grant prosperity.
Blessed is he that cometh in the name
of Yahweh,
we bless you from the house of Yahweh;
Yahweh is God,
• May he give us light. 0
0
Marshal the procession with leafy-branches, 0
Unto the horns of the altar.
My God art thou, I will thank thee,
My God, I will extol thee.
Give thanks to Yahweh, for he is good, for his love is eternal.

Text-critical Notes
2. Add, with G, n•:;;i. 3. + Read -,r.,i,1,, as in v. a, for the plur. ~.,!;IM'.
5. Read (see a Sam. 22 10) v:,~ :ii;,i~'? ~~1 for r.r~ :irr,,~~ •~;i.
" Yah answered me in a wide P.lace ". 7. On the form ',.";lll~ see GK ugi 124k,
10. Read, with Kittel, C~r,::i~ · (1,?~) for C?'l';~ (so, too, in oo. 11, u), "I will cut
them off " ; for the form of the suffix see GK 6od, and for the force of the impf. GK 1076; fot the use of the preceding 'i here see GK 159«. ta. Add
with G, :J?~':f,' thia word d~ not, however, occur in this sense elsewhere ; but
cp. Deut. 1u. Om. C•~ij7 ~:;) ~:i:P.':Y, "they are quenched as the fire of thorns",
which gives a half-line too much: 13. Read, with G, 'J':,'01:;!
for -~!J'l'.i1
"thou didst thrust sore at me". Yahweh is not directly addressed el1ewhere in
these !IV. 14. Read '•':'\l~T for n'7~~. but see GK 8og. In Exod. 15•, from which
the passage seems to have been taken (but cp. Isa. 12 1), G has "my hiding-place",
or " refuge " (-'".lI;lt?); this may. originally have stood !:?ere. 16. Om., with many
G MSS, the repetition of v. 15c. 17. Many: MSS have MfQY,~," work of", instead
of the plural. 23. Read n~?;J for n~7p,. 27. Read -,~~ for
"and he
gave light". The rendering: Marshal the procesnon .•• is based, in part, on that
of G: """'"l"a.a8• lop-rqv Ta'is ,rvxd,oumv, " Set in order the festival with leafy
(branches)". For this sense of -ioM sec I Kgs. 20", 2 Chron. 13 1 ; for the
justification of" procession " as the rendering of )l"J here, see_ Job 2618 : " He bath
worked out a circle (~;:t) upon the face of the waters "; the festa_l procession
encircled the altar; and for the rendering «leafy-branches "_for c•i:,:i:?, see Lev.
23'": "And ye shall take you .•• and boughs of thick trees (11::lf"Yi "1~~)) .... ";
this ia in reference to the Feast of Tabernacles.

nn-:r

nn-:r.

.,~:1

a

I -4. This introduction to the psalm of thanksgiving follows the
pattern of Ps. 115&-11 (see the notes there), while the refrain, For his
luve is eternal, is taken from that of Ps. 136. We hold that the For is
accented in the Hebrew, though this is exceptional. The two parts
of each verse were sung antiphonally, as already pointed out.
This obviously congregational act of worship introducing a psalm of
purely personal character supports the view that the two parts did not
originally belong together, but that this introduction was put in its
present place when the psalm was adapted to public worship.
5. In all that follows the original personal note is now understood
collectively of the people as a whole, as in a number of other psalms.
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That in some of the verses a collective sense is inappropriate cannot
be denied; but it could not be otherwise when an'.' individual" psalm
was thus adapted. This verse is a case in point ; the psalmist called
on God in distress. It may well be that by distress the reference is to
imprisonment (see Hans Schmidt in Loe.), from which, as the second
half of the verse shows, the psalmist had been liberated : He brought
me forth into freedom (lit. " a wide place ") ; these words, taken from
z Sam. 22 20, are substituted for the somewhat doubtful Hebrew text.
On the abbreviated form of the divine name, Y ah, see on Ps. 68 18•
In the verses which follow (IHJ) the expressions of trust in God are
very impressive ; where this trust is a firm conviction the threat of
men counts for nothing : Yahweh is mine, I fear not what men may
do unto me, words which seem to be borrowed from Ps. 564. 11 ; but
more, with his help, as the psalmist says : J look in triumph on foes
(cp. Ps. 59 10). Far better, therefore, is it to trust in Yahweh than in
man or princes. With the " individual " character of the psalm it is a
little difficult to reconcile 10-12: All the nations su"ounded me. In
the name of Yahweh I trod them down . . . ; this would be appropriate
enough in reference to the nation collectively which had overcome its
enemies, and now offered thanks to Yahweh in whose name they had
fought-the all may be put down to poetical hyperbole-but in reference to an individual these words sound incongruous. The possibility must therefore be recognized of 10-12 having been added when
the psalm was adapted to congregational worship. In this connexion
it is worth noting that the very unusual simile contained in the words,
they su"ounded me like bees the honeycomb, occurs elsewhere only in
Deut. 1 14 (Isa. 7 18 is not a parallel), which may well have been in the
mind of the psalmist, and that in that passage the reference is to a
nation, the Amorites, surrounding the Israelites. 13, I w.as sorely
thrust at that I might fall ... , which is again thoroughly individualistic,
comes very appropriately after 9 ; this further emphasizes the possibility that g-11 may have been added later. The psalmist again
affirms his trust in God in the words of 14, My strength and my song is
Y ah, quoted from Exod. 15 2 , or Isa. 12 2 ; " strength " and " song "
are not good parallels, but they occur also in the Isaiah passage, where
the Septuagint has " praise " ( = " song ") ; but in the Exod. passage the
Septuagint has the better parallel, " refuge " in place of " song " ; conceivably "refuge" stood in our verse originally. My deliverer is lit.
" deliverance ", or " saving, to me ". The individualistic note recedes
again in 15, 16, Hark, a cry of joy and victory in the tents of the righteous ... , for this reads like the triumphal shout of an army, righteous
because they ascribe their victory to Yahweh. So that, once more,
we must recognize the possibility of these verses having been inserted
when the psalm was adapted to public worship ; and again, the words
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in 17, I shall not die but live . . . , come more appropriately iµ'ter 14.
In a number of manuscripts the text reads : the work of Yahweh, in
place of the plural, the works ; if the former is original the reference
will be to the special act of divine deliverance to the individual ; the
plural may be a later correction, and will then refer to many occasions
on which divine help had been accorded to the nation. The former
accords well with the bitter experience of the individual psalmist (18):
Yahweh did chasten me sorely, but to death he di'd not deliver me ; therefore he cries (::u) J will thank thee because thou hast answered me, and
arl become my deliverer (cp. 14). And now, once more, we have to
suggest the possibility of another later insertion, made again for the
purpose of adapting the psalm to congregational worship. We have
already, in the introductory section to this psalm, mentioned that in
19, 20 .the well-known festal procession, which took place during the
Feast of Tabernacles, is referred to ; these 'V'V. run : Open me the gates
of righteousness, I will enter them and praise Y ah ; this is the gate of
Y aliweh, the righteous shall enter therein. The picture here presented
is that of the festal procession which has reached the temple gates,
and now seeks admission ; one of their number comes forth and calls
to the Levites within : Open me the gates of righteousness, i.e., the gates
of the place where righteousness dwells, and through which only the
righteous may enter : J will enter them and praise Y ah; thereupon the
response comes from the company within the gates (cp. 1-4: This is
the gate of Yahweh, the righteous shall enter therein). If, now, these
two verses were sung or intoned as the procession neared the gate,
they belong to congregational worship ; and it is for this reason that
we suggest their having been inserted when the psalm was adapted to
this purpose. It is true, they would come better after 21 which
follows 18 very appropriately; and probably this was originally the
case.
It is fully realized that these suggestions as to various verses having
been inserted later may be distasteful to many readers ; but it must
be allowed that the procedure is a very natural one, and, indeed, a
very edifying one, when the religious instinct feels that the beautiful
outpouri~g of an individual should be adapted to wider use. It explains
also why in one and the same psalm both individual and congregational
elements appear.
.
We come now to the last section. This originally began, as suggested, with 19, 20. Then follow the very well-known words: The
stone which the builders rejected is become the head of the corner. This
constitutes the point of attachment with the psalm as originally written ;
it refers, in the first instance, to him who had been in grievous peril,
and had been saved by God's mercy ; but it is now adapted and applied
to the nation as a whole. The picture is a striking one : just as builders
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cast aside a stone which to their mind is of indifferent value, but which
is ultimately found to be the most beautiful, so the enemies of the
psalmist, "the builders", scorned and maltreated him (see 13), but,
as one who was righteous in the sight of God, he was raised to a position

of high honour ; and so, too, the nation, which had been overcome
and despised by the Gentiles, but had been delivered by God, and
was now honoured in their sight. In each case, From Yahweh hath
this come to pass, it is a wonder-work in our eyes. The words have
thus a kind of proverbial sense : the despised of many is become the
honoured one. On the Messianic interpretation of this passage see
Vol. I, p. 100 f.
In the Mishnah (Sukk6th iii. iv) much is said about the special
importance of the first day of the feast when this fell on a Sabbath,
which was, in any case, a day of rejoicing ; there may, thus, well be
a special significance in the words of 24 : This is the day Yahweh hath
ordained (cp., e.g., Exod. 16 29), let us be glad and rejoice in it. Very
impressive must have been the great shout raised by the whole body
of the processionists: Ah, Yahweh, save now (Hoshi'ah-na'), on which
see further above, Ah Yahweh, grn.nt prosperity ; in the Hebrew the
interjection Ah is written 'Anna' with each vowel accented, When
the shout of the multitude outside the temple gates had died down,
a voice from within welcomed the worshippers in the words : Blessed
is he that cometh in the name of Yahweh, we bless you from the house
of Yahweh, uttered by one of the Levitical choir. Thereupon the
worshippers respond : Yahweh is God, may he give us light (cp. Num. 6-2-6 :
"Yahweh make his face to shine upon thee, and be gracious unto
thee "). The worshippers now enter the temple, and the leader of
the Levitical choir gives the command: Marshal the procession with
leafy-branches (see text-critical note), let it proceed unto the horns of
the alt~r- Th~ rendering of the English version : " Bind the sacrifice
with cords, even unto the horns of the altar ", is due to a misunderstanding of the Hebrew ; to have done this would have been contrary
to the ritual ; and, in any case, it would hardly have been possible
to bind the sacrificial victim to the " horns " of the altar, for these
were quite small protuberances. The reference in this verse is to the
solemn procession within the temple, described in the Mishnah (SukMth iv. 5-7), during which all the .worshippers carried palm-branches
(cp. Lev. 23'°); whenever the shout of Hoshi'ah-na' was raised the
palm-branches were waved to and fro. The mention of the altar
is in reference to the ritual act of the worshippers who beat their
palm-branches on the ground on each side of the altar (Sukk6th
iv. 6).
The command for the procession to begin having been given, each
of the worshippers utters the words : My God art thou, I will thank
II
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tlue, my God, I will extol thee, which he is now about to do, and then
all present repeat the opening words of the psalm.
Religious Teaching
The primary point of religious teaching offered by this psalm,
apart from the detailed essence of religion running through Jie whole
body of the superb composition, is the stress laid on the need of congregational worship. However devout, and earnest, and sincere the
true believer may be in his silent and private intercourse with God,
there is something lacking if the individual member does not realize
that he is indissolubly joined to the body (cp. 1 Cor. 12 1 2-37); and this,
in the religious sense, cannot be fully experienced apart from jointworship. This is the implication which the psalm, in the form in
which we now have it, insists upon. To the Christian the inspiring
sense of " altogethemess " in the sight of God is an assurance of
the active fulfilling of the two great commandments (Mark 12»-- 31).
The whole conception of the content of worship portrayed in this
psalm is extraordinarily fine : praise, thanksgiving, supplication,
acknowledgement of God's mercies, the expression of trust in him.

PSALM u9
THIS is an acrostic psalm which differs from all others of the kind
(viz., 9 and 10 as one, 25, 34, 37, 1 I 1, I 12, 145) in that the opening
letter of each of the eight lines of each section, respectively, is the same;
in this way the whole Hebrew alphabet is worked through. It is largely
due to this artificial construction that the composition abounds in
repetitions which makes the reading of it somewhat monotonous. That
the composer is greatly indebted to the writers of other psalms, as well
as to the Wisdom writers, soon becomes evident.
The main purpose of the psalmist is the glorification of the Law,
which is described in various ways : testimonies, statutes, precepts,
commandments, judgements, word ; this last is sometimes used in
the sense of " promise " ; two nouns occur for this, dabiir and 'itnrlih,
but they are often parallel to one another in this psalm, and are used
of the divine utterance in the Law. The conception of the Law as
here set forth is very striking, and demands a brief description. Its
divine origin is, of course, fundamental ; it is the embodiment of truth,
is full of wonder-works, illumines the pathway of life, is the means of
divine grace, gives pea'ce, keeps from sin, gives life, counsel, and
comfort, is the most beautiful of all possessions, more precious than
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gold, and lasts to eternity. The psalmist never tires of expressing
his delight in, and love for, the Law ; in it he recognizes the will of
God which he discerns at work everywhere.
While the expression of this deep and sincere devotion to the Law
was the primary purpose for which the psalmist wrote, there is re~n
to believe that he had a subsidiary object in view in his glorification of
it. There are a number of passages which witness to the existence of a
difference of religious outlook ; the forceful language which is sometimes
used may be the echo of the bitterness of controversy with those of
differing views, who, in the eyes of the psalmist, were sinners and
enemies of the Law because they did not observe it in the strict way
which he held to be right. In other words, the psalm seems to reflect
the clash of views within Judaism. There is nothing to suggest
that the writer had Gentiles in mind when speaking of his adversaries ;
indeed, the whole way in which their enmity and hatred are spoken
of precludes this ; they are Jews like the psalmist ; and this psalm
reflects the opposition between two religious attitudes among the Jews
which in later days issued in the formation of parties. The beginnings
date back to the time of the return from the Babylonian Exile ;
it was then that the stricter and more orthodox form of exilic Judaism,
held by those who returned, was opposed to the laxer religious outlook
and practice of those living in the homeland. Through the centuries
the antagonisms, then formed, continued, and ultimately there arose
the definitely constituted and opposed parties of the Sadducees and
Pharisees. Our psalm reflects these conditions as they existed during
about the middle of the third century B.c. ; to this date we feel impelled
to assign it, as against those who, on the one hand, favour the late
Persian period, about a century earlier, and, on the other, those who
bring the date down to Maccabzan times. As against the former,
full time must be allowed for the great development of the Law as
presented in our psalm; and, as against the latter, there is no indication
in the psalm of the existence, as yet, of a definitely formed party, such
as the lfasidim, the spiritual ancestors of the Pharisees, mentioned in
I Mace. 2 42 , 713, 2 Mace. 148• Our psalmist glories in the Law in
devout simplicity ; he does not discuss its meanings and implications,
after the manner of the Pharisees ; the study of the Law had not yet
reached that well-meaning, though often hair-splitting, method of
interpretation which was characteristic of Pharisaism.
The metre is almost wholly 3 : 2, in only a few instances is there a
change to other metres; this, however, was probably not due to the
original writer.
I.
2.

Blessed are the blameless in the way,
Blessed are they that keep his testimonies,

who walk in the law of Yahweh.
that seek him with all their heart,
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who walk in his ways.
to observe them diligently.
in keeping thy statutes ;

3.
4.
5.
6.

Who verily do no wrong,
Thou hast commanded thy precepts,
0 that my ways were stedfast
Then should I not be ashamed in
contemplating
7. I will thank thee in uprightness of
heart
8. I will keep thy statutes O to the full 0 ,

all thy commandments.

when I learn thy righteous judgements ;
forsake me not.

Text-critical Notes
8. Place i~,;l•i'.i,' here instead of at the end of the verse, as demanded both
by the sense and the metre.

1-3. The psalm opens in the style of the Wisdom writers,
insisting on the happiness of those who walk in innocency of life, who
are blameless in the way (cp. Prov. u 20 , 13 6), as it is expressed, for this is
to walk in the law of Yahweh (cp. Prov. 29 18). A somewhat similar
use of way occurs in Acts 9 2 • The Hebr. of 4 is difficult to translate
without paraphrasing, viz. : " Thou hast commanded that thy precepts
should be observed diligently." In spite of every intention to do right,
the psalmist recognizes his shortcomings, and bursts forth, 0 that
my ways were stedfast in keeping thy statutes ; had that been the case he
would have been spared the shame felt in contemplating God's commandments which he had so often neglected. Nevertheless, he trusts that,
with God's help, he will learn his nghteous judgements, and thank him
in upnghtness of heart, i.e., in heartfelt sincerity. Very touching is the
resolution, I will keep thy statutes to the full, uttered with the sense
of self-distrust and therefore accompanied by the prayer : Forsake
me not.
9. Whereby shall a young man
0
By taking heed O
10. With all my heart have I sought thee,
II.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

In my heart have I laid up thy word,
Blessed art thou, Yahweh,
With my lips do I tell forth,
In the way of thy testimonies do I
rejoice,
On
thy precepts will I meditate,
0
In thy law O will I delight myself,

0

keep pure his way ?
to thy word 0 •
let me not stray from thy commandments.
that I might not sin against thee.
0 teach me thy statutes.
all the judgements of thy mouth.
0
more than over O all wealth.
and will contemplate thy ways ;
I will not forget thy word.

Text-critical Notes
9, For the construction see GK n40. Read, with GS, 'l'J7;l"'1:, omitting ~.
"acco,rding to". !4· Read, with S, ?~~ for 1:i1,l:p, "as over".
16. Read
9,·;r1it'\f1 for 'l'J~,:irr:;~. "in thy St!ltutes ", a form which does not occur in
this psalm.

9. Fully in accordance with the Wisdom writers is both the form
of question and answer, and the warning against the sin of impurity
among young men (Prov. 7 7 ff., Eccles. u 9, 10, and cp. 2 Tim. 2 22 );
the only safeguard is to take heed to the word, or command, of God.
That the psalmist is innocent of sin here is because he has sought God,
with all his heart, and laid up God's word in his heart. For this he
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blesses Yahweh, and protests his determination to be faithful to all the
divine precepts, in which he rejoices more than in all wealth.
l
Deal bountifully with thy servant that
I may live,
1 8. Unclose mine eyes that I may see
19, A stranger am I on earth,
20. My soul is overborne with longing
2 1. Thou rebukest the proud; accursed
1 7.

0
Take away 0 from me reproach 0 ,
23. Even princes sat, talking together
against me,
24. Yea, thy testimonies are my delight,

22.

and I will observe thy word ;
the wonder-works of thy law.
hide not from me 0 thy word 0 •
for thy judgements at all times.
are they that wander from thy commandments.
for 0 thy testimonies 0 have I kept,thy servant doth meditate in thy
statutes,0
thy statutes O are my counsel.

Text-critical Note1
19. Read ~•':,'1~1:l for ~'(\i~P, "thy commandments", which occurs in
u. 21; in v. 17 a different noun for" word" is used. 22. Read, with G, '?~ for
?l, "he hath taken away". Orn. with S, · t~::i.,, "and contempt", which overloads the half-line. Read, either here or in v. 24, where the same word occurs, "T'"T~i"~,
" thy precepts ". 24. Read ~-~ry for 'Ii)~~. " men of ", which, applied to
spiritual things, is inappropriate ; the verse is a continuation of u. u.

The ardent yearning to live in accordance with the divine ordinances
in these verses is very edifying; the prayer is for divine grace that God's
word may be observed, that the understanding may be quickened, so
that the ethical beauty, the wonder-works, of his Law may be apprehended. Man's days on earth are but few; he is, as it were, merely
a sojourner, a stranger, there; of all things that the psalmist desires,
the revelation of God's word is foremost: Hide not from me thy word,
which includes both command and promise. A strong expression
is used to portray the intense yearning for the things of God, " my
soul is overborne ", lit. " crushed ", with the weight of the longing.
The arrogant, or proud, are rightly rebuked by God ; in his horror
for those who wander from the divine commandments, the psalmist
pronounces them accursed. He is the victim of reproach on the part
of princes, i.e., the highly-placed among his people; but God will answer
his prayer and take away from him the undeserved insult, for, as God's
servant, his thoughts are ever directed towards his statutes.

,

25. My soul cleaveth to the dust,
26. My ways I recounted, and thou didst
answer me,
27. Make me to understand the way of
thy precepts,
28. My soul weepeth for grief,
29. The way of lying put away from me,
30. The way of faithfulness have I chosen,
3 I. I cleave unto thy testimonies,
32. In the way of thy commandment I run,

c;,1icken me according to thy word.
teach me thy statutes.
and I will meditate on-thy wonderworks.
raise me up O by O thy word.
and be gracious unto me with thy law.
thy judgements O do I desire O •
Yahweh, put me not to shame.
for thou enlargest my h~art.

Text-critical Notes

28. Read, with G, :;,. for ;::: " according to ".
cc I have set".

30. Read ,,-:,,~~ for

'l'.1'~.?P,
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As elsewhere in this psalm, soul is used of the personal self. The
psalmist recalls how in self-abasement he has lain prone on the ground
in worship (cp. Job 16 1 5--17): My soul cleaveth to the dust, but he knows
that God will qui'cken him, i.e .., inspire him with new life. He pours out
to God the trials he has gone through, and prays for guidance by means
of the divine statutes. He has wept for grief, my soul weepeth, lit.
"melteth ", because of his shortcomings, and he prays that God will
raise him up by his word. He has not always been truthful, but prays
that God will be gracious to him by imparting to him strength to fulfil
his law. His whole bent is to be faithful to God, the way of faithfulness
have I chosen ; therefore Yahweh will not put him to shame. He runs
in the way of God's commandments, because God has opened wide his
heart to receive them: for thou enlargest my heart.
n
33. Teach me • the way of thy statutes,
34. Give me understanding that I may
keep thy law,
35. Lead me in the path of thy commandments,

Incline my heart unto thy testimonies,
Tum mine eyes from beholding vanity,
Confirm thy word unto thy aervant,
Tum away my reproach which I
dread,
40. Behold, I long for thy precepts,

36.
37.
38.
39.

and I will keep it in gratitude ;
yea, I will observe it with all my heart.
for therein do I delight.
and not to covetousnesa ;
quicken me • according to thy word •.
which is 0 for them that fear thee 0 •
for thy judgement& are good.
quicken me in thy righteousness.

Text-critical Notes

"·

33. Om. n,iT\ "Yahweh ", for the metre's sake. 37. Read 'l'T7;~~. aa in
is, for 'T-?7-1~. "in thy way". 38. Read "T't;rl.''? for '1h';1..-7'~'.

In this section, which consists of a number of petitions, there are
only a few points which. call for comment. The opening v. 33 is a little
difficult on account of the word rendered gratitude ('eqeb); it is a noun
which is often used adverbially, " because of", " in consequence of",
e.g., Ps. 40 1 6, 70 3 ; but here, as in Ps. 1911 , Prov. 22•, it means lit.
"gain ", or " reward"; but it is uncertain whether the "reward " is
intended to apply to God or to the psalmist ; thus, paraphrased, the
v. may be rendered: Teach me the way of thy statutes, and I will keep
it, i.e., the way, in recognition of the answer to my prayer, i.e., his
gratitude is something given to God in return. On the other hand,
it may mean that the keeping of the way of God's statutes is a reward,
or gain, to the psalmist. It is the former which we have adopted here,
as the Godward thought ia what is the more prominent throughout this
psalm. 34 is, in some sense, a parallel to 33. In 36 the mention of
covetousness on the part of the psalmist is unexpected ; that the sin
was prevalent is evident from Pss. 496, 62 10 ; that he confesses to it is
all to his credit. 37 is presumably int.ended to be parallel to 36.
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thy lovingkindneaaea come unto
41. May
me, Yahweh,
42. That I may answer my alanderer by
word,
my mouth the
43. Withdraw not from
word of truth 0 ,
44. And I will observe thy law continually,
45. Yea, I will walk in freedom,
46. Yea, I will speak of thy testimonies
47. And I will delight myself in thy
commandments
4,8. And I 0will lift up my hands O unto
thee ,

49 1

thy aalvation, according to thy word;
for I trust in thy word.
for I hope for thy judgements ;
for ever and ever;
for thy precepts have I sought ;
in the presence of kings, without fear ;
which I love,
and will meditate in thy statutes.

T~Nota
43. 0m. -,~--,,, "utterly", which is inappropriate here, and overloads the
half-line. 4,8. Read 'l''i~ for "T'l'.;1'~~-',I.:', "unto thy commandments", and
om. \l;l=?IJ~ .,~~." which I have loved", repeated from the previoua vene.

The chief import of this section concerns the resolutions made by
the psalmist to walk in the ways of godliness. 43. Withdraw not is
lit. " snatch not away ", a somewhat unusual use of the word. Difficult
to reproduce in English is 45, Yea, I will walk in freedom, the idea
is the wide scope in which God's precepts will be observed, they will
be the psalmist's guide in all circumstances (cp. Prov. 4 11). In 46
without fear is lit. " and I shall not be ashamed."
49. Remember O thy word O to thy servant, · for ~ I wait • for it.
50. This ia my comfort in mine affliction, that thy word hath quickened me.
s1. The arrogant have me greatly in
derision,
from thy law I swerve not.
52. I remember thy judgements of old,
Yahweh, and take comfort.
53. Burning-wrath taketh hold of me
because of the wicked,
who forsake thy law.
54. Songs of praise have thy statutes been
to me
in the house of my sojourning.
55. In the Onight-time I remember thy
name
and observe thy law.
56. Thia did '1 have, 0 Yahweh 0 ,
for I keep thy precepts.
Te:ct-critical Now
49. Read, with G, '1'");1 for -,:n, " a word ". Read
for
" thou hast made me to hope ". 55. Om. nin\" Yahweh". 56. Add nin\

'f:'171':1~

';lf:)11r,,

It will be noted how, again, stress is laid on the word, which embodies
so much ; here the thought is probably that of " promise ", trust in
which is comfort in affliction. However much the arrogant may deride
the devout beiiever in God, the psalmist will not swerve from observing
the law (cp. Ps. 44 18). Songs of praise have thy statutes been unto me,
(54), is to be taken in a literal, sense ; the house of my sojourning means,
as in 19, the transient abode on earth (cp. Ps. 39 12 ). In the nighttime I remember •.. , (55), cp. Ps. 42 8, 88 1 •
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57. My portion is Yahweh; I said,
58. I sought thy favour with all my heart,
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

I thought on ° thy ways 0 , and turned
I made haste, and I did not delay,
The cords of the wicked entangled me,
At midnight I rise to praise thee,
A companion am I to all that fear thee,
The earth is full of thy love, 0

I will keep O thy word O ;
be gracious unto me, according to thy
word.
my feet unto thy testimonies.
to keep thy commandments.
thy law I did not forget.
because of thy righteous judgements.
and to them that keep thy precepts.
teach me thy statutes.

Text-critical Notu
57. Read '\'f7:.i'=1 for '\'f\"'.):;i1, "thy words". 59. Read "P:;t;,1 for \:l'?T~
"my ways ". 64. Orn. n1i1', "Yahweh ", for the metre's sake.

With My portion is Yahweh, (57), cp. Ps. 16 5, 73 26, 42 5• The phrase
I sought thy favour (59) is lit. "I entreated thy face", cp. Ps. 45 11•
The libellous behaviour of the wicked is metaphorically compared
with a trap, The cords of the wicked entangled me (61); the only retort
which the psalmist makes is that he observes the law, cp. 51.
~

65. Well hast thou
dealt with thy servant,
0

66. Teach me discretion and knowledge,
67. Before I was afflicted I was going
astray,
68. Good art thou, and doest good,
•
69. The arrogant have besmeared me with
lies,
70. Gross is their heart like fat,
71. Good for me that I was afflicted,
72. Better for me is the law of thy mouth

Yahweh, according to thy word.
for I trust in thy commandments.
but now thy word I observe.
teach me thy statutes.

I keep thy precepts. 0
I delight in thy law.
that I might learn thy statutes.
than thousands of gold and ailver.

Text-critical Notes

66. Orn. :i~tl, " good ", which is repeated from the previous verse, and overloads
the half-line, 69. Orn. :.1?.·1,~~, " with all (my) heart ", which overloads the
half-line.

Most of this section repeats what has already been said.. A curious,
but expressive, metaphor is used ip 69, The arrogant have besmeared
me with lies ; the thought is that falsehood has been imputed to him,
lit. they have so plastered him with lies, that he is unrecognizable.
His attitude, in face of this, is simply to keep the divine precepts. Another
pointed metaphor is contained in 70, Gross is their heart like fat ;
the heart was regarded as the seat of understanding, and just as a
" fatty degeneration " of the heart is fatal, so the beclouded understanding of man condemns him as useless. In face of this the psalmist
has but one recourse, I delight in thy law. Twice in this section does
the psalmist emphasize the remedial property of affliction ;. evidently
he speaks from personal experience ; and the spirit in which it is
accepted is notable ; his' affection for all that appertains to God outweighs everything that the world can offer : Better for me is the law
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of thy mouth than thousands {of pieces) of gold and silver, 72 (cp. Ps. 1910,
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Prov. 8 10).
73. Thy hands have
established me,

made

me

and

7+ They that fear thee shall see me and
be glad,
75. I know O that thy judgements are
76.

77.
78.
79.
So.

righteous,
Let, now, thy love be my comfort,
Let thy mercies come unto me that I
may live,
Let the arrogant be ashamed, for they
wrongfully oppress me,
Let those that fear thee tum unto me,
Let my heart be perfect in thy
statutes,

give me understanding that I may learn
thy commandments.
for I have hoped in thy word.
and in faithfulness thou didst afflict
me.
according to thy word to thy servant ;
for thy law is my delight.

I meditate in thy precepts.
0

and those that know O thy testimonies.

that I be not ashamed.

Text-critical Notu
75, Orn. rnn\ "Yahweh", for the metre's sake.
'jl',;'1 for the K•thibh ll~T.\ "that they may know".

79. Read, with the Q'rl,

The psalmist emphasizes the truth that God has not only created
him, but has also endowed him with the faculty to do what is right ;
he is established, lit. " prepared " for his walk in life ; the psalmist,
therefore, prays that he may use this faculty, give me understanding
that I may learn, and thus fulfil, thy commandments {73). The result
will be that those who fear God will be glad; the force of word here is
"promise" (74); so, too, in 76. In 79 the psalmist prays that both
those who fear God, and those who know his testimonies, may turn unto
him, i.e., seek his companionship.
81. My soul pineth for thy salvation,
82. Mine eyes pine for thy word 0 ,
83. For I am like a wine-skin in smoke,
84. How many are the days of thy servant ?
85. The arrogant have dug pits for me,
• 86. All thy commandments are truth,
87. Well-nigh had they swept me O from
the earth 0 ,
88. According to thy love quicken me that
I may observe

for thy word do I hope.
when wilt thou comfort me ?
I do not forget thy statutes ;
when wilt thou execute judgement on
my persecutors ?
they are not according to thy law ;
they persecute me without cause, help
me;
but I forsook not thy precepts.
the testimony of thy mouth.

Text-critical Notes
82. Om., with
earth".

s, -ibtt,,

"saying".

87. Read

n~i;i

for

Vl~l. "

in the

The psalmist has more than once spoken of enemies by whom he
is beset, but in this section they are more fully dealt with. The
psalmist begins by expressiqg his deep yearning for divine help. He
uses a strong word for describing his feelings, my soul pineth, lit. " is
come to an end", or "done for"; salvation here means "help", and
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word has again the force of" promise" (81), while in 82 it is a different

word, meaning rather " utterance ". At first, the words, mine eyes
pine for thy word, sound strange ; but that is only because of the
pregnant mode of expression in the Hebrew ; what they mean is that
the psalmist is utterly weary in looking for the visible fulfilment of the
divine dictum regarding the punishment of the wicked ; "· 82 must be
read in connexion with 84 : when wilt thou execute judgement on my
persecutors ? A somewhat quaint, but very pointed, simile occurs in
the words : I am like a wine-skin in smoke (83) ; what happens to a wineskin in such a case is that it becomes shrivelled up if left too long ;
it was customary to hang wine-skins over the smoke of the fire in order
to modify the strength of the wine. The psalmist finds himself in this
plight owing to the evil machinations of his enemies, who have dug
pits for him, a figurative expression for deceptive dealing, cp. Ps. 578 ;
they who act thus do what is against the law, they are not according to
thy law (85); their doings had well-nigh swept me, lit." consumed", their
victim from the earth (87).
89. Thy word, Yahweh, is for ever,
90. Thy faithfulness is to generation and
generation,
91. According to thine ordinances they
stand O unto O this day,
9:a. Unleas thy law had been my delight,
93. I will never forget thy precepts,
9+ I am, thine, 0 save me,
95. The wicked wait for me to destroy me,
96. "To all things O an end I see •,

it standeth firm O like the heavens •,
thou hast established the earth, and it
standeth;
for all • serve thee •.
I should have perished in mine affliction.
for with them thou quickenest me.
for thy precepts have I sought.
I give heed to thy testimonies.
thy commandment is exceeding broad.

Text-critual Notn

89. Read t:l~Qt;l>

•mf:,;i,
'l'".)';~,

"in the heavens". 91. Add 'Tl'," unto". Read,
with V, "fll"t;i~, for
"thy servants". 96. Read 1;,:.,!,i for '?:/'?. Orn.
V'Q, "end", a marginal explanatory note on the rare word n1?:;,1:1 "end".
for

89-91 belong together in reference to the divine creative work;
but otherwise the section is mainly a repetition of what has already •
been said. A new thought is contained in 96, where the transitoriness
of all visible things is contrasted with the all-spreading power of the
divine commandment.
0

97. How I love thy law !
98. 0 Thy commandment • maketh me
wiser than mine enemies,
99. I have more understanding than all
my teachers,
100. I have more discernment than the

=•

aged,

101.

I

back my feet from every evil

10:a. From thy judgements I do not swerve,
103. How sweet to my palate are O thy
words 0 ,
104, Through thy precepts I get understanding, therefore

all day it is my meditation.
for it is mine for ever.
for thy testimonies are my meditation.
for I have kept

O

thy statutes

0
•

that I may observe thy word.
for thou teachest me.
more than honey to my mouth;
I hate every false way.
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Tu:t-critual Notu
C)fl. Read 'ft'l1¥Q for "fZ::,i:;t~ (defectively written), "thy_ commandmentl ".
1 00. Read 'f'~r::1 for 1J'1~i"~. "thy precepts"• 103. \'J'Q"'l'?~ for \'JQ7P,t:1,
"thy word"•

The main point to be noticed in this section is the claim to superior
wisdom on the part of the psalmist ; this is especially significant in the
words, I have more discernment than the aged, for this points to the rise
of a somewhat altered conception of wisdom than that of an earlier
generation. A comparison between the earlier and later books of the
Wisdom literature shows that in the latter the religious element is distinctly more pronounced than in the former. In this section, therefore,
we have a clear indication of the trend of the Wisdom writers towards
a deeper religious insight in setting forth their ideas on Wisdom ;
indeed, the whole psalm bears witness to this.
A lamp O to my feet O is thy word,
0
and I will keep it •,
to observe
107. I am greatly afflicted, Yahweh,
1o8, The offerings of my mouth accept,
Yahweh,
109. My life is continually in my hand,
no. The
wicked have laid for me a snare,
0
II 1.
Mine inheritance • are thy te1timonies for ever,
IU, I have inclined my heart to fulfil thy
statutes,

105.

1o6, I have sworn,

and a light to my path.
thy righteous judgementl.
quicken me, according to thy word.
and teach me • thy commandmentl O •
but thy law I forget not.
but I strayed not from thy preceptl.
for the joy of my heart are O they

O
•

for ever and ever.

Text-critual Notu

'7r!7

'7P7,

105. Read, with GS,
for
"~y foot". 1o6., Read n~~i2~1
for '1:-11 " and I have kept ". 108. Read \'J'Q~'.¥~ for "lf'~~t;.'~ "thy judgements". 111. Read, with V, ,;:,7qi for
"I have inherited". Read
ntt:J for n~ry " they .. (masc.).

'l:171:'!~

There is but little that calls for notice in this section. In 109,
My life is continually in my hand, we have an expression which may well
have been taken from such passages as Judg. 12 3, 1 Sam. 19 6, zsn,
Job 13 14 ; in all these it means to take a grave risk, and thus to endanger
one's life. The psalmist does not explain in what way, and why, he is
placed in this position ; and the general context in which the statement
stands gives the impression that it may be rhetorical, as in 87, 95.
C)

IIJ. I hate the double-minded,
n4. My hiding-place and my shield art
thou,
ns. Depart from me, ye evil-doers,

but thy law do I love.

I hope in thy word.
that I may keep the commandments of
my God.
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u6. Uphold me according to thy word,
that I may live,
u7. Hold me up that I may be safe and

and let me not be disappointed of my
hope.

O

delight myself 0

in thy statutes continually.

u8. Thou despisest all that err from thy
statutes,
O
119. Dross dost thou account O all the
wicked on earth,
120, My flesh trembleth for fear of thee,

for false is

O

their intention

°.

therefore I love thy testimonies.
and I am afraid of thy judgements.

Text-critical Note,
u7. Read, with GS, ~~~f.J~~l for i1~tf~1, " and I shall have respect ".
n8. Read,, with the Versions, O_Q''.?7JJ for !:l,":i'~i/'1, "their deceit".
Read r;,::;itPrJ, cp. v. 59, for l;l~t;,'iJ, " thou causest to cease ".

n9.

The mention of the double-minded (n3), here only in this sense, is
in reference to Hellenistic Jews; the word is possibly connected with
that for "branch", cp. Isa. 27 10, which is broken off from the tree;
and thus, here, those upon whom the precepts of the Law sat lightly,
and who were broken off from the body of the orthodox. They are
again spoken of in 118, false is their intention, or perhaps better " their
outlook " ; the word is Aramaic, and gives better sense than that i~
the Hebrew text, " their deceit ", which is obviously false.
!}

I practise justice and righteousness,
Go surety for thy servant for good,
Mine eyes pine for thy salvation,
Deal with thy servant according to
thy love,
125. Thy servant am I, give me understanding,
126. It is time for Yahweh to act,
0
127.
Above all O do I love thy command121.
122.
123.
124.

ments,
128. Therefore 0 in thy precepts I walk
rightly 0 ,

leave me not to mine oppressors.
let not the arrogant oppress me.
and for thy righteous word.
and teach me thy statutes.
that I may know thy testimonies.
they have broken thy Law.
more than gold and pure-gold.
Every false way I hate.

Text-critical Note$
127.

for

Read ',::.,•',~ for P"?}.l, "therefore".

'l;li,t;: ?:l '1~j-)!;l"?f , "all thy precepts of all I

"f:1'7W: ~"1~i1!:)7

128. Read
esteem right".

In 121 to practise, lit. " do ", is the technical term for carrying
out the ordinances of the Law, in post-exilic Judaism, cp. Isa. 56 1•
The Hellenistic Jews are again referred to, so much so that the intervention of God is called for: It. is time for Yahweh to act, they have
broken thy law (126).
129._ Wonderful are thy testimonies, there-

fore
The revealing of thy words giveth
light,
131. My mouth do I open, and pant,
132. Tum unto me, and be gracious unto
me,
133. Make firm my footsteps in thy word,

my soul doth keep them.

130.

instructing the simple.
for I long for thy commandments.
as is due to them that love thy name.
and let no iniquity master me.
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134. Redeem me from the oppression of
man,
13 5. Make thy face to shine upon thy
servant,.

Mine eyes run down with streams of
water,

1 36.
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that I may observe thy precepts.
and teach me thy statutes.
because they keep not thy law.

In 130, the Hebrew word for revealing is lit. an "opening", or
" door " ; the verse means that when the import of the divine words is
apprehended the spirit is illuminated ; even the simple, i.e., the unlearned,
can receive instruction thereby, cp. Ps. 19 7• 8 • For the justification
of the rendering As is due to them that love thy name (132), see, e.g.,
Deut. 18 8 : "And this shall be the priests' due from the people."
'l
137. Righteous art thou, Yahweh,
138. Thou hast commanded thy testimonies in righteousness,
139. My zeal bath o'erwhelmed me,
140. Purified to the full is thy word,
141. Insignificant am I and despised,
142. Thy righteousness is rightness for

0

and upright

O

are thy judgements.

and in very faithfulness.
because mine adversaries forget thy
words.
and thy servant loveth it.
I forget not thy precepts.
and thy law is truth.

ever,

143. Trouble and anguish have come upon
me,
144. Righteous are thy testimonies for
everJ-

thy commandments are my delight.
give me understanding that I may live.

Text-critical Note
137. Read

C7rt'1

for the sing. "1tp;i.

As in some other passages, the rendering is offered with the purpose
of giving the thought of the original rather than a literal translation,
which might obscure what is really meant ; thus, my zeal hath o'erwhelmed me, is lit. " my zeal hath made an end of me " ( 139); again,
in 140, purified to the full is lit. "purified much "; and in 143, trouble
and anguish have come upon me, is lit. " have found me ".
i'

145.
146.
147.
148,
140.

I call with all my heart, answer me,•
I call upon thee, • Yahweh 0 , save me,
I forestall early-dawn, 0 and O cry,
Mine eyes forestall the night-watches,
Hear my voice according to thy love,

150. They draw nigh O that persecute me•
w1ckedly,
151. Nigh art thou, Yahweh,
152. Of old have I known from thy
testimonies

thy statutes do I observe.
that I may keep O thy precepts O •
and hope for O thy word 0 •
that I may meditate on thy word.
Yahweh, quicken me, according to thy
justice.
they are far from thy law.
and all thy commandments are truth.
that thou hast founded them for ever.

Text-critical Notes
"Yahweh". 146. Add nm\ Read 'if\1~i'l!;:l for 'if'O~,~.
"thy testimonies". 147. Read 1 fo~ ). Rea~, with SV, 'if7~1 for 'iJ''7'.;ll,
"thy words ". 150. Read, with G; '!;l'7i for ';1")'"1,
145. Orn.

mn~

There is nothing in this section that calls for particular comment.
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153. Look upon mine affliction, and
deliver me,
154. Plead my cause, and redeem me,
155. Far is help from the wicked,
156. Great is thy mercy, Yahweh,
157. Many are my persecutors and mine
adversaries,
158. I beheld the treacherous-dealers, and
felt loathing,
159. See, how I love thy precepts,
160. The sum of thy word is truth,
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for I forget not thy law.
quicken me according to thy word.
for they seek not thy statutes.
quicken me according to thy judgements.
from thy testimonies have I not
swerved.
men who keep not O thy commandments•.
Yahweh, quicken me according to thy
love.
and all thy righteous judgements are
eternal.

Text-critical Note
158. Read, with G,

'lf'Q~~ for 'ifl?l??t-:1, " thy word ".

In the final verse of this section, The sum of thy word is truth (16o),
there is a little uncertainty as to the precise force of the sentence ;
the Hebrew word rendered sum (ro's lit." head") has various meanings;
here it can mean either that the chief, or most important, part of the
word of God is its truth (this is the force of the word in Ps. 1376) 1
or else that everything contained in the word of God is summed up in
the word "truth" (for this sense see Ps. 139 17); it is the latter which
is probably intended here, as the parallel to " sum " in the other halfline, all thy righteous judgements, suggests.

"

161. Princes persecuted me without a
cause·
16:z. I rejoice'becauae of thy word,
163. Lying do I hate and abho:r;,
164. Seven times in the day do I praise
thee,
165. Great peaet' have they that love thy
law,
166. I hope for thy salvation, Yahweh,
167. My soul observeth thy testimonies,
168. I observe thy precepts and thy
testimonies,

my heart standeth-in-awe of thy words.
as one that findeth great spoil.
thy law do I love.
because of thy righteous judgements.
and they have no occasion-of-stumbling.
and thy commandments do I fulfil.
yea, I love them greatly.
for all my ways are before thee.

A somewhat inappropriate comparison, unusual in the psalmist,
occurs in 162, I rejoice because of thy word, as one that findeth great spoil,
the nature of spiritual joy being so different from satisfaction of material
gain in war; but a similar comparison occurs in Isa. 92 • Some commentators, with justification, emend as one that findeth so as to read
as one that fningeth forth, i.e., from the battle ; it must be granted that
spoil is not the kind of thing one "finds". It is doubtful whether
Seven times in the day do I praise thee (164) is to be taken literally
here ; seven was often used as an indefinite number of times (cp.
Ps. 128, Job 519, Matth. 12 46, 1812); Ps. 55 17 suggests rather three times
a day as the hours of prayer.
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n
1 69.

Let my cry come near before thee

0
,

Let my supplication come before
thee,
71.
Let my lips pour forth praise,
1
7:z.
Let
my tongue sing of thy word,
1
170.

1 73. Let thy hand be for helping me,
1 7,+, I long for thy help, Yahweh,
175. Let my soul live, and it shall praise
thee,
176. I have strayed 0 , seek thy servant,

according to thy word give me understanding.

according to thy word deliver me.
because thou teachest me thy statutes.
for all thy commandments are righteousness.
for I have chosen thy precepts.
and thy law is my delight.
and let thy judgements help me.
for I do not forget thy commandments.

Te:itt-eritical Notes
16g. Om. n,n, "Yahweh", for the metre's s.ake. 176. Orn. ,;:i~ n~,
"like a lost sheep", probably a marginal note which has been inserted in the text.

There is nothing in this section which calls for special comment.
Religious Teaching.
The weariness, one might almost say the boredom, experienced
in reading through this psalm is apt to cause the reader to overlook
the intensely religious feeling which runs all through it. It is perfectly
true that the main purpose of the psalmist is the glorification of the Law,
and the setting forth of the joy that he, as a truly godly man, experiences
in observing its precepts ; but, as he constantly emphasizes, the Law
is the expression of the divine will; it is not the Law, per se, that he
loves, a well-meaning element often prominent in later Judaism;
he loves the Law because it tells of God's will ; and he loves it because
he loves God first. Unless this fact is recognized all through, we shall
neither do justice to the writer, nor apprehend the deeply religious
character of the whole psalm. It is well, therefore, that we should
draw out the psalmist's conception of his relationship to God ; and
if his words often echo those of other psalmists, that is not a question
of mere imitation, but the appropriation of expressions of truth which
tell of his own personal convictions and feelings. With all my heart
have I sought thee, 10; my portion is Yahweh, 57; I am thine, 0 save
me, 94; Hear my voice according to thy love, 149; and so again and
again, words which tell of a close walk with God. Then, again, it
must be noted how often he protests that, as already pointed out, his
love for the Law is always the outcome of his love for God : J will delight
myself in thy commandments, which I lO'Ve, and I will lift up my hands
unto thee, 47, 48; Well hast thou dealt with thy servant, Yahweh,
according to thy word, 65; They that fear thee shall see me and be gl.ad,
for I have hoped in thy word, 74; Let thy mercies come unto me that I
may UfJe, for thy law is my delight, 77 ; See how I love thy precepts,
Yahweh, quicken me according to thy love, I 59 ; Seven times in the day
do I praise thee, because of thy righteous judgements, 164. And many
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other passages could be quoted showing this intimate connexion
between the love of God and therefore the love of his Law. In spite,
therefore, of the artificial character of the psalm in its external form,
it pulsates with religious feeling from beginning to end.

PSALM

120

Tms is the first of the group of fifteen psalms (120-134) which have
the title Sh£r ha-ma'dloth, "Song of Ascents". Four are ascribed
to David (only two in the Septuagint), and one to Solomon; but these
ascriptions are not to be taken seriously. Considerable differences
of opinion are expressed as to the meaning of the title " Song of
Ascents ". We may dismiss that which understands it to be in reference to the " step-like " repetition of certain words taken up in
one verse from a preceding verse (anadiplosis)---e.g., " dwell" in 120 5, 6,
"slumber" in 121 3• 4 , "in vain" in 1271 • 2 , and others; for the same
occurs in other psalms outside this group; moreover, it is doubtful
whether such anadiplosis occurs in 126, 130-133. Equally unacceptable
is the idea that the " Ascents " refer to the fifteen steps leading from the
court of the women to that of the Israelites on which the Levites stood
when singing ; this is based on a passage in the Mishnah tractate
Middoth 2 5 : "Fifteen steps led from it (i.e., the court of the women,
mentioned previously) to the court of the men (i.e., the Israelites);
they corresponded to the fifteen ' step-songs ' in the Psalms ; on these
the Levites sang their song". But this does not necessarily refer to
the psalms under consideration ; that the respective numbers corresponded was quite sufficient for the fact to be mentioned ; but the
" Levites' song " does not by any means necessarily refer to these
psalms ; indeed, in his commentary on the Psalms, Kimchi, who
mentions this theory, was himself in doubt as to its validity, for he goes
on to say that the " Ascent refers perhaps to the ascending of the
captives from Babylon " ! The most probable explanation of the title
is that it.refers to the ascent of pilgrims up the hill of Zion, during which
these psalms were sung, at the great festivals ; this is borne out by some
passages in the psalms themselves (e.g., 121 1 , 122 1 - 4, 125 1, 2 , 13213, 14).
On the other hand, it must be confessed that some of the psalms in
the group are not in the nature of pilgrim-psalms (120, 124, 125, 130,
131). This may perhaps be accounted for on the supposition that
they were incorporated, for one reason or another, in course of time,
in a collection of rolls which contained originally only pilgrim-psalms.
As to the dates of the psalms in this group as we now have it, the
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probability is that they are all post-exilic, though within this period the
dates vary. At the same time, it may well be that some of them are
in origi,n pre-exilic ; for the command to make pilgrimages to Jerusalem
occurs in Exod. 23 10, 17 (E), and 3428 (J); they are also referred to in
such passages as Isa. 2 8, possibly, and 30 29•
In the psalm with which we are now concerned ( 120) there is nothing
to indicate its date. The metre is 3 : 2 with the exception of v. 5, which
is 3: 3·
1.

:a.

3.
4.

6.
7.

A Sot1g of .&unts.
I call 0 , aod he answereth me•;
To Yahweh, when I am in trouble,
from the lip of falsehood•.
Yahweh, deliver my soul
0
What shall be given to thee O, 0 yea,
0 false tongue ?
what added O ,
with red-hot broom-wood.
Arrows of a warrior, sharpened,
Woe is me I 5. That I sojourn in
that I dwell among the tents of Kedar ;
Meshech,
with them O that hate O peace;
Too long hsth my soul dwelt
I am for peace, but when I speak (of it), they are for war.

Text-critical Nota
for '~), "and he answered me". :a. Om. n,c., 1i1zP,c,
wtiich breaks the rhytJun; erroneously copied from the next verse. 3. Read, with G,
'if? ll:1~-m;,:i for
11!1~-n~. " what shall he give to thee ? " ; " thee " being
in reference to " tongue ", should be fem. Read, with G, "JQ:i' n~:i, omitting
(/ak),Jor
"l~~;,-m~:i, "yea, what shall he add unto thee?" 6. Read, with
GS, 't:!i)itD for N;i.,u, s8ni', "him that hateth "; cp. next verse.
1.

Read

~~~'l!!1

'ii'?

'iJ7

il7

:t, 2. With his deep trust in Yahweh, the psalmist begins his plaint
by recalling past experiences-viz., whenever he has found tr°"ble
at hand, he has called upon Yahweh, and the answer has come. This,
therefore, he does now, and he prays that Yahweh will deliver his soul
from the lip of fa/.sehood. He is, thus, the victim of calumny.
3, 4. Just as he has suffered from the cruel libel of a false tongue,
so, in like manner, he protests, shall retribution, sharp and burning,
overtake his calumniator ; according as he has done, so may it be done
to him, cp. Ps. 718 , 284, Jer. 50 15 29 • This is put in the rhetorical form
of question and answer (cp. Hos. 914}: What shall be given to thee?i.e., by Yahweh ; the words : yea, what added? are a curse or an oath
formula (cp. 1 Sam. 31 7, 1 Kgs. 2 23, " God do so to me and more also ",
lit. " and thus may he add " ; and often elsewhere). The answer is :
Arrows of a warrior, sharpened(cp. Ps. 7 13), meaning, not merely arrows
as are used--e.g., by a hunter-but such as a mighty man shoots m
battle ; and red-hot broom-wood (lit. " with coals of broom-plants ") ;
the point here is that the wood of the broom (genista), being very
hard, retains the glow~ when kindled, longer than any other kind of
wood ; Burckhardt found the Bedouin of Sinai burning the roots of
this bush into coal, and says that " they make the best charcoal, and
KK
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throw out the most intense heat '' (Thomson, The Land and the Book,
Vol. I, p. 345 [1881]). When this, therefore, is flung into a tent, or
dwelling-place, it will soon set it ablaze. The words of this verse
are to be understood figuratively, and this applies also to those which
follow. 5, 6. Here the psalmist pictures his present abode as though
in the midst of wild hordes of nomads, so inimical are his neighbours;
Woe is me, he says, that I sojourn in Meshech, That I dwell among the
tents of Kedar. A difficulty arises in connexion with the name of
Meshech (the classical Mosci, the Accadian Moshki); it occurs elsewhere
always together with Tubal (Gen. 10 2 , 1 Chron. 15, Ezek. 27 13, 32 26,
38 2, 3, 39 1), whereas in Gen. 25 13, 14 , 1 Chron. 1 29 Kedar and 1\.fassa
are mentioned together ; the sons of Kedar dwelt in the Syrian desert
(Jer. 49 28), and Massa was the name of a North Arabian tribe; whereas
Meshech was a district between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea.
The contention of some commentators, therefore, that Massa should be
read for Meshech has much in its favour. In Isa. 21 17 the sons of Kedar
are spoken of as "archers and mighty men". 6, 7. Like these warlike dwellers of the desert, then, are those among whom the psalmist
has dwelt too long, for they hate peace ; lover of peace as he himself is,
no sooner does he begin to speak than they declare themselves for
war. Actual war used figuratively of the war of words occurs elsewhere
in the psalms (e.g., 109 2, 3).
Religious Teaching.
Of this there is but little to be said. The spirit of Lex talionis
which pervades the psalm is not edifying ; and the implied expectation
that the injured one will receive divine support in taking vengeance
on his enemy witnesses to an undeveloped conception of God. The
psalm must be regarded as a lapse from the teaching of the Law-see,
e.g., Lev. 19 18• But even such a psalm as this has its uses, if only as
showing how the spirit of revenge perverts true religion.

PSALM

121

Tms beautiful little psalm is antiphonal in form; but it is by no means
easy to decide which verses are to be assigned to the respective speakers
or singers. The difficulty is increased by the fact that a copyist seems
to have altered the pronouns in vv. 2, 3, having himself been uncertain
as to how the verses were to be assigned. That there should be
differences of opinion is natural enough. A further difficulty arises
regarding the question as to who the speakers were. Three possibilities suggest themselves, each of which has much in its favour. It
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is held that the psalm represents a kind of dialogue between a layman
and a priest ; and a certain didactic tone in the psalm supports this
view. But if, as the title of the psalm indicates, and the opening words
confirm : " I lift mine eyes to the hills ",-if this was a pilgrim song,
sung by a band of pilgrims ascending the hill of Zion, then some doubt
is cast upon this view, because the priest would be in the temple, and
not accompanying the band of pilgrims. A second view is that the
psalmist is communing with himself, quickening his religious sense by
asking himself questions and giving his own answers ; that also is a
beautiful idea, but it is open to the same objection as the foregoing.
Holding, as we do, that this is a pilgrim psalm, it seems more natural to
suppose that the psalm presents us with the picture of a body of
pilgrims, one of whose number acted as leader; he began with v. 1,
to which his fellow-pilgrims responded with v. 2; then, in v. 3, he
uttered a wish, and in chorus the pilgrims reassured him, v. 4. The
remainder of the psalm, vv. 5-8, is then again taken up by the whole
band of pilgrims in chorus. That many of the psalms, especially such
a short one as this, were known by heart through constant repetition,
may be confidently assumed.
Like the other psalms in this group, this one is, no doubt, of postexilic date, though no actual indication is given in the psalm itself.
The metre varies; in vv. 1, 2 it is 3: 3, vv. 4, 5 are 2: 2: 2, and
the remaining verses 3 : 2.
I.

2.

3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
8.

A Song of Ascents.
I lift up mine Oeyes to the hills I
From whence cometh my help 1
" 0 Thy help is from Yahweh,
Maker of heaven and earth I"
May he not suffer 0 my foot 0 to slip,
may O my Guardian ° not slumber I
" Behold, he slumbereth not,
He sleepeth not,
The Guardian of Israel I "
"Yahweh is thy Guardian,
Yahweh is thy defence,
At thy right-hand;
That the sun may not smite thee by day, nor the moon by night,
Yahweh doth shield thee from all harm, he guardeth thy soul;
Yahweh doth guard thy going-out and
coming-in,
from now until evermore.

Text-critical Note,
Title. Read .ni';:PCM for "c',, 2. Read 'l'J7Ti for '7Ti, "my help".
Read '?:ri for 'l'f7-t"i, "thy foot"; and '"19iP f~~ !ll7~1P, '' thy Guardian".

3.

1-2. One among the band of pilgrims ascending Mount Zion looks
upwards and around to the hills, or mountains, round about Jerusalem,
and triumphantly asks his fellow-pilgrims : From whence cometh my
help ? In his mind there is doubtless the thought expressed in Ps. 12 5 2 :
"Jerusalem,-mountains are around her, and Yahweh is round about
his people ". Therefore the whole band of pilgrims make reply :
Thy help is from Y amoeh ; adding the oft-repeated article of belief:
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Maker of he(lf)en and earth, cp. Ps. n5 16, 1248 , 1348, 1466 • Then the
first pilgrim again raises his voice in words which, in their Hebrew
form, express conviction : May he not suffer my foot to slip (cp. Ps. 669),
may my Guardian not slumber (3) ; we have here the echo of an old-world
idea of an anthropomorphic character, cp. I Kgs. 18 27 ; but that it is
only an echo, and not to be intended to be taken in a literal sense, is
clear from what follows (4, 5), in which the band of pilgrims respond;
Yahweh is not like the Baals, who might be thought of as slumbering.
Certain as it is that his care is for his individual faithful ones who trust
in him, yet more, he is the Guardian of Israel (cp. Deut. 329). He is
the Guardian of both nation and individual ; so the singers continue :
Yahweh is thy Guardian and defence, lit. " shade ", or " shadow ",
cp. Ps. 91 1• The nearness of Yahweh, often emphasized by the
prophets (e.g., Isa. 50 8, 55 6), is graphically expressed: at thy right hand,
lit." upon the hand of thy right hand" (cp. Pss. 16 8 , 10931). Yahweh's
protection isJurther described in 6, for, as the God of Nature, he will
see to it that the sun may not nm'te by day, i.e., him who is under his care
(cp. Ps. 91 6, Isa. 4910), nor the moon by night; the belief in the harmfulness of the moon's rays was widespread in ancient times (cp. Matth. 4',
aM71vr.a(oµ,lvovs, z,1 15). Indeed, Yahweh @th guard from every
kind of ill, whithersoever his faithful one may go ; for the expression
thy going-out and coming-in, cp. Deut. 28•, 31 2 , 1 Sam. 298 •

Religious Teaching
The expression, simple yet deep, of trust in God's guidance through
every walk in life is the keynote of this psalm ; and it could hardly be
set forth in greater beauty. The Creatorship of God, and His power
over Nature-i.e., his illimitable greatness, are truths which might well
induce the feeling that the individual, so utterly insignificant in the sight
of God, is unworthy of his notice ; it was one which many had experienced; and was pointedly rebuked by Ben-Sira : " Say not, I am
hidden from God, and in the height who will remember me ? • • •
They that lack understanding think these things ; and a man of folly
thinketh thus" (Ecclus. 16 17 - 23). In the same way, the psalmist, so
far from thinking that he is beneath God's notice, emphasizes the
guardianship and defence which he bestows on the individual,-" from
now until evermore ".

PSALM

122

IN this psalm the psalmist recalls his visit to Jerusalem on the occasion
of one of the festivals.

In the opening verse he tells of his delight on
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hearing of the intention of a number of his fellow-citizens (the locality
is not indicated) to make the pilgrimage. It was necessary for a number
to join together for this purpose because the journey would be hazardous
if undertaken by a single individual ; the danger of robbers was ever
present (cp. Luke 20 30). Then, in the next verse, the psalmist pictures
to himself how they had all stood together on entering the Holy City.
The remainder of the psalm is a song of praise glorifying Jerusalem.
The date to be assigned to this psalm depends, to some extent, on the
interpretation of v. 3, on which the notes must be consulted. That it
belongs to a time after the Deuteronomic legislation is suggested by
v. 4, which points to the centralization of worship in Jerusalem
(" Thither the tribes go up ") ; this of itself would not necessarily
indicate a post-exilic date ; but v. 5, which looks back to the time when
justice was administered by the king, points to a post-monarchical date.
The metre varies ; but opinions differ here ; we estimate it as
follows: vv. 1, 8, 9 are 3: 3; vv. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 are 3 : 2; and v. 5 is
2: 2: 2.

A Song of Ascenu.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

I was glad when they said unto me
O

O

0

David's 0.

We are ioing to the house of
Yahweh I'
Our feet stood
within thy gates, 0 Jerusalem.
O
J0 erusalem,-built
like a city
that uniteth us O together;
Thither O the tribes go up,
the tribes of Yah,
A law for Israel, to give thanks
to the name of Yahweh.
For O there O were set up
The seats of justice 0
Of the house of David.
0 pray for the peace of Jerusalem,
may they prosper that love thee;
May peace be within thy ramparts,
quietude within thy palaces.
For my brethren and companions' sake,
I will say: "Peace be within thee."
For the sake of Yahweh's-house, our
God,
I will pray for thy welfare.
:

"

Text-critical Notes
Title: om., with some G and V MSS, "!~"!\ 1. Read C1t;l~~ foF
C''"1.l;~~- 3. Read, with Budde, cp. G, ~:::,7 n7.:,p:i;, fo_r ~1r;,~ i;'~-n")~r:,tq,
" ~ t ~ compacted with herself together". 4. Read i11f!p for Clff. 5. Read
er;; for n7iit;f. 0m. _r,;~9:i,, "seats", lit. "thrones ".
1. As already pointed out, the psalmist recalls to mind how his
friends had said to him that they were going to the house of Yahweh, to
keep the feast. He was glad at this, because otherwise he would have
been unable to go, on account of the perils to which he would be exposed
in undertaking such a journey by himself. Incidentally, the verse
shows that it was not always possible for men to observe the injunction
of the Law : " Three times in the year shall all thy males appear before
Yahweh thy God in the place which he shall choose ; in the feast of
unleavened bread (Mazzoth}, and in the feast of weeks (Shabu'oth),
and in the feast of tabernacles (Sukkoth); and they shall not appear
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before Yahweh empty . . . " (Deut. 16 16• 17, cp. Exod. 23 17 , 3413).
The Passover feast coincided with that of Unleavened bread. This law
seems to be referred to in v. 4, and the mention of giving thanks to the
name of Y amoeh may indicate which of the feasts was here in question ;
the feast of Tabernacles was specifically that of giving thanks for the
whole produce of the year, and at the same time its observance was in
the nature of a guarantee of a fruitful production of the soil in the
coming year. If this surmise is correct, the prayer for peace and
welfare in the concluding verses of the psalm gains in significance; for,
apart from war, peace and prosperity depended, above all else, on a good
harvest in an agricultural community.
2. It was for our psalmist a very precious reminiscence as he pictured
to himself how he and his fellow-pilgrims had on earlier occasions
stood within the gates of the holy city, Jerusalem. This centre of worship, where, according to the belief of the times, the presence of the
Deity was pervasive in a special way, was held in reverence and affection
by every God-fearing Jew; no wonder that our psalmist now sings in
praise of the hallowed site, 3-5. He begins with the thought of the
unity of Jerusalem; but here a difficulty arises as to the kind of unity
that was in the writer's mind. At first sight, the most obvious reference
would appear to be to the literal building of the city ; for the word used
(biinah) very rarely occurs in the Old Testament in any other than a
literal sense ; but in a few passages it has a figurative meaning when
used in connexion with a house (e.g., Prov. 141 , 24 8, Ruth 411); those
passages in which it is connected with men (Job 22 23, Jer. 12 16, Mal. 315)
do not come into consideration here. It may be added that in postBiblical usage the word is sometimes used figuratively. The majority of
commentators take it in a literal sense, and refer it to the rebuilding of
the city walls by Nehemiah (Neh. 2 121'"); and consequently the psalm
is dated soon after the time of Nehemiah. This literal interpretation,
however, is not borne out by the context. First, we have in the words
that uniteth us together a root (IJabar, it is the same whichever reading be
accepted) which is never used in reference to a building being joined
together or compacted, but almost invariably of men uniting together.
That this is the sense in which it is used here is suggested by the words
which follow : Thither the tribes go up, the thought being that of the
fellowship among all the tribes which centred in worship ; hence they
are called the tribes of Y ah instead of the ordinary phrase " the tribes of
Israel ". The going-up together was the visible sign of unity. And the
tribes went up in accordance with the law, lit. "testimony"; the
purpose of going up was to give thanks to the name of Yahweh ; here,
though the Hebrew verb means also "to praise", its primary meaning
is " to give thanks " ; the significance of this in the present connexion
has already been dealt with. The mention of the law for lsrael-i.e.,
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of the divine ordinances-reminds the psalmist also of the judgements
put forth by the divine representative on earth, the king, in days gone
by; here in Jerusalem there were set up, lit. "abode", the seats, lit.
"the thrones", of justice, tribunals presided over by the king, to whom
disputes and the like were brought to be adjudicated upon (cp. 1 Kgs.
28
31&-- ). 6-8. Finally, the psalmist exhorts men to pray for the peace of
Jerusalem, expressing the wish that all they who love her may prosper;
we have in the Hebrew of these words one of the most striking illustrations of alliteration in the Old Testament: sii'alu salom Jerusalaim,
yislayu 'ohabaik, "0 pray for the peace of Jerusalem,. may they
prosper that love thee ". A beautiful expression of affection for the
city of God. And then, in his concluding words, he addresses Jerusalem, as though personified ; for her own sake, as well as for the sake
of his own brethren and companions-another note of unity-his heart's
desire is that there may be Peace within thee. The welfare of the city
is desired, above all things, on account of the presence within it of the
house of Yahweh, our God; a contented people will, he feels sure,
ascribe their welfare to the true source of it, and will therefore worship
in the temple, the house of Yahweh, in the spirit of gratitude and love.
Religious Teaching
The joy expressed in contemplating the assembling together for
common worship sets forth an ideal which may not always be experienced in actual life; but that is because what is involved is not
always adequately appreciated. And yet this is so fully and beautifully
expressed in the Te Deum: the glorious company of the Apostles, the
goodly fellowship of the Prophets, the noble army of Martyrs, praise
God; so that joint-worship is a literal anticipation of what belongs to
our life hereafter ; it is an illustration of the truth that " the kingdom
of Heaven is within you ", whether we interpret this as of the kingdom
of Heaven being in the midst of us, or, in our hearts. To be sure,
this fullness of truth is not what the psalmist meant; but to us, to whom
the complete revelation has been vouchsafed, joint worship is not to be
thought of as restricted to the visible assembly of worshippers ; and
therefore the joy in Christian worship is prompted by the knowledge
that those in the bliss of the fullness of life are joining in praise and
prayer with us.

PSALM 123
psalmist speaks here in the name of his people. It may be surmised that the band of pilgrims had come from some city of the Dis-
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persion, where they were living amid Gentile surroundings, and were
often victimized by the contemptuous attitude taken up towards them.
That the Jews were often treated in this way by those among whom
they had settled does not admit of doubt. A vivid illustration of this
occurs in a treatise of Apollonius Molon, quoted by Josephus (Contra
Ap. II, 148) ; though of later date than the time at which our psalm
was composed (he lived about 100 B.c.), his words may well echo what
had obtained in earlier days. Josephus, in reference to him, says that
" he sometimes reviles us as atheists, and man-haters ; sometimes he
reproaches us with cowardice ; at other times, on the contrary, he
accuses us of temerity, and as being devoid of sense (a-iro11ola11).
He says also that we are the most untalented (ruf>v€a-rarovs) among the
barbarians, for which reason we are the only people who have contributed no improvement to human life (µ.rjl,w €ls -r3v {3lov €Vpr/µa.)."
That something of this kind prompted the utterance of this psalmist is
likely enough ; so that his plaint, and appeal to God, are readily understood. The extreme brevity of the psalm does not detract from its
poignancy.
The date is suggested by the subject-matter ; the psalm belongs to a
fairly late period of post-exilic times, when numbers of the Jews had
settled down in different centres of the Dispersion.
The metre is uniformly 3 : 2 (2 : 2 in v. 2h).
A Song of Ascents.
Unto thee do I lift up mine eyes,
0 thou that dwellest in the heavens ;
Behold, as the eyes of slaves
toward the hand of their lord,
As the eyes of a maid
toward the hand of her mistress,
So are our eyes toward Yahweh, our
God,
until he have mercy on us.
3. Have mercy on us, Yahweh, have mercy
for 0 we are sated with contempt;
on us:i4. Greatly sated is our soul
with the mockery O of the proud.

1.
2.

Text-critical Notes
3. Orn. :i! " exceedingly ", it overloads the half-line. 4. Orn. t~:!21'.'.1 0'1;,~~Wl'.'.I,
" they that are at ease, the contempt ", 11robably a marg. gloss, it overloads the halfline · the Hebr. text as it stands is ungrammatical. Read, following the K'thibh,
c•~i~t:!I~',
. : for Cl'~;,~,1;,
. - C:\~i• •~~\
. "of the proud ones among the oppressors" .
1. In words expressive of the deepest feelings of comfort and
reliance does the psalmist, oppressed by the contemptuous treatment to
which he and his fellow-pilgrims have been subjected, lift up his eyes·
(cp. Ps. 121 1) as he ascends Mount Zion, and addresses himself to him
who dwells in the heavens (cp. Ps. 2 4, n5 8). We may here picture to
ourselves a band of pilgrims who have undertaken a long journey from
some uncongenial surroundings in order to join in a festal celebration
at the religious centre of the nation. 2. As the eyes of their leader soar
upwards to the sphere where he conceives that the Almighty dwells,
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the thought arises in his mind that just as he is doing to his God, on
behalf of those who are following him, so are the eyes of slaves riveted on
the hand of their lord, and the eyes of a maid on that of her mistress.
The Hebrew idiom permits of the omission of the verb " look ", or
the like, for which reason we have not thought it necessary to insert it
in the translation given above. The mention of the hand is not without significance ; as the instrument whereby a gift is conveyed, it is on
the hand that the slaves gaze in the hope of receiving something. The
comparison is the psalmist's way of expressing his sense of unworthiness
in the sight of God. Slaves were regarded as inferior beings, and
among the Gentiles, from whose midst the pilgrim-psalmist had come,
there did not exist the consideration to which they were entitled by the
Jewish legislation (cp., e.g., Exod. 21 26--- 32 , Deut. 21 10- 14 , and especially
Lev. 25 3 15-46 ). 3, 4. Thus, speaking on behalf of his fellow-pilgrims, he
looks with appealing eyes towards Yahweh, their God, until his mercy
is accorded. How this is to be manifested in these particular circumstances the psalmist does not presume to indicate ; that will be as God
wills. The reiterated words Have mercy on us express the measure of
their need ; for they are shocked, filled with repugnance, sated, with
the treatment to which they had been subjected by the mocking
behaviour of the overbearing tyrants among whom their lot was cast.

Religious Teaching
Extremely short as .this psalm is, it suggests two matters touching
practical religion which are of weighty import ; though not expressed
in words, they are none the less impressive. The first is the wholly
beautiful spirit which seeks refuge from the aggravation caused by
contact with disagreeable fellow-creatures in an appeal to the Almighty,
with whom lies the power to effect a change of heart in the most
obstinate. And the second is the entire absence of any sign of retaliation for the injury done ; this is in striking contrast to the bitterly
revengeful spirit so often evinced in other psalms (e.g., 1096 ", 120 3• 4).
The psalm witnesses to what was best in the Jewish religion. But,
further, it may be said that this psalm illustrates the effect that social
humiliation and oppression may have on the way of envisaging the
relation to God, and the conception of God. Those people who feel
that they are slaves prefer to think themselves as the slaves of God, and
the feeling of their absolute dependence on his favour is deepened by
the hopelessness of their present situation. Religion plays an important
role here in preserving the spirit of men from falling into servile attitudes to those who have a present advantage over them. One can
humble oneself before God without losing one's self-respect ; but one
cannot do so before human pride and power.
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Tms is not a pilgrim-psalm, in spite of the title. The words in the
opening verse, " Let Israel say ", point to its being a liturgical psalm
sung by the body of the worshippers in the temple. A priest, it may
be surmised, sang the words : " If Yahweh had not been for us "
(Let Israel say), and they were then taken up by the whole congregation as the key-note of the psalm which followed. The psalm is an
expression of grateful recognition of divine help at a time of critical
peril. That some definite occurrence is referred to, rather than that
it records a general thanksgiving for past deliverances, as, e.g., in Ps. 129,
seems certain by the vivid and circumstantial way in which the danger
is described. But the psalm gives no indication as to what particular
event is referred to.
There are several linguistic usages which mark the psalm as of
late post-exilic date.
The metre is somewhat irregular. Many commentators suggest a
few textual emendations; but we fail to see the need of these.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A Song of Ascents. 0 David's 0.
Let Israel say :
"If Yahweh had not been for us,"
If Yahweh had not been for us,
when men rose up against us,
when their wrath was kindled against
Then had they swallowed us alive
us·
Then had the waters swept us away,
the t~rrent had gone over our soul;
Then had it gone over our soul,the raging waters.
Blessed be Yahweh,
Who hath not delivered us
As a prey to their teeth,
Our soul did escape like bird
from the snare of the fowlers,
The snare is broken,
And we have escaped.
Our help is in the name of Yahweh,
Maker of heaven and earth.

a

Text-critical Note
Apart from the title, where ,,~.,.?, "David's", is omitted by some MSS and
by GV, no textual notes are necessary.
I, 2. The repetition of the words in these two verses has already
been accounted for. If Yahweh had not been for us-i.e., on our side,
rendered lit. is: "If it had not been Yahweh who was for us"; our
rendering is offered in order to retain the metre of the Hebrew. This
recognition of divine help in the case of enemy onslaughts finds
frequent utterance (e.g., Ps. 56 9 , n8 1 <>---12); similarly, when the enemy
had been victorious, it was ascribed to the withholding of divine help
(e.g., Ps. 449- 1 4, 74 10, 11 , 108 11- 13 ). This echoes the prophetic teaching
on Yahweh as the God of History. The indefinite reference here,
when men rose up against us, makes it impossible to form any idea of
what occurrence was in the mind of the psalmist; but it is clear that
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it was both critical and recent. The metaphors used in describing
the enemy witness to one who was cruel, powerful, and crafty. He
is compared with a cruel monster which swal[QfJJs up his victim alive
when his wrath is kindled by resistance (3). Then, further (in 4-6),
he is compared with the torrent, the waters of which sweep away
everything before it ; the raging waters, they are called because the
noise and foaming overflow recall the insensate rage of men. Here,
again, as so often, the word soul is used of the individual person. At
this point the psalmist is constrained to express his gratitude to God
who had delivered his people from becoming a prey to their teeth ; he
reverts to his first comparison of the enemy being like a ravenous
monster. We must guard ourselves here against being hypercritical.
The psalmist speaks of the monster's teeth ; previously he had said
that it would have swallowed us alive ; trivial incompatibilities of this
., kind must not be pressed, for the ancient Hebrew writers were not
tied to logical niceties such as modem usage demands. A third comparison is that which speaks of the enemy as jfJWlers (7); the thought
seems to have been taken from Ps. 91 8 , cp. also Prov. 6 5 , Hos. 7 12 ,
Am. 3 5• When it is said that the snare is broken the reference is to
the woodwork to which the net was fastened. A final acknowledgement of the divine help, which made escape from the enemy possible,
appropriately closes the psalm (8). The contention that this is a
later addition seems uncalled for ; an expression of thankfulness or
praise occurs very often in the concluding verse of a psalm, e.g., 35 28 ,
45 17 , 46 11 , 57 11, and elsewhere. Our help is in the name of Yahweh
means that help is accorded by calling upon the name of Yahweh;
as Maker of heaven and earth (cp. Ps. u5 15, 121 2 ), his power is
illimitable.
'Religious Teaching
The central point here, whole-hearted recogrutJ.on of the true
source of help in trouble, has already been emphasized in the preceding
notes.

PSALM
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THE purpose of this psalm is to contrast the indestructible security of
those who trust in Yahweh with those who are unfaithful to him.
Difficulties arise in seeking to ascertain to whom "the sceptre of the
wicked " refers, and who are meant by those " who tum aside on their
crooked ways ". There are, however, good grounds for believing
that we have here an allusion to the conditions as these existed during
the first visit of Nehemiah to Jerusalem; this took place in 444 a.c.,
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and lasted till 432 B.c. (Neh. 13 6), when he returned to the Persian
Court. Palestine was at this time under Persian suzerainty; it is to
this that the psalmist refers in speaking of " the sceptre of the wicked ",
and it is possible that he was thinking more particularly of Sanballat
and his friends. The antagonism between the orthodox Jews who
had returned from the Exile, and " the people of the land ",
supported by the Samaritans, is well known from the books of Ezra
and Nehemiah. The orthodox are, of course, those spoken of by the
psalmist as " the righteous ", while their opponents are, appropriately
enough, described as " they who tum aside on their crooked ways " ;
for they professed to worship Yahweh (cp. Ezra 4 2), but consorted
with the Gentiles, and perhaps joined in their worship ; in any case,
they were not loyal to the Law (cp., e.g., Neh. 511). Therefore, as the
psalmist says, Yahweh will abandon them with " the workers of
iniquity "-i.e., the Samaritans.
Our psalm cannot, then, be regarded as a pilgrim-psalm ; the
reason of its inclusion in the group may well have been the reference
to mount Zion in the opening verse.
The metre is again somewhat irregular.

1.

-a.
3.

4.
5.

A Song of Ascents.
They that trust in Yahweh are like mount Zion,
It shall not be moved, it abideth for ever.
Jerusalem I the hills are around her,
and Yahweh is around his people. 0
For the sceptre of O the wicked 0
shall not rest
on the lot of the righteous,
That the righteous put not forth
their hand to iniquity.
Do good, Yahweh, to the good
and to the upright in heart;
O
But them who tum aside on their
he O O will ahandon ° with the workers
of iniquity O •
crooked ways

Text-critical Notes
a. Om. c7i:i:r-~,1 nr;,,l;;l, "from henceforth and for evermore ", a later addition
3. Read, with GS, :i,rp7;:i for 1'iV".)tf,
which interferes with the rhythm.
"wickedness". 5. Orn. n~M', "Yahweh", which overloads the half-line. Read
i'J'7i' for C'.:1!'1;i'i', "he will abandon them ", lit. "he will cause them to go".
Om.
ci1;,q_,, "peace upon Israel", a later addition.

1:ii:n~~-,,

1. The striking picture that they that trust in Yahweh are like
mount Zion, for they are upheld unshakeably by him, is probably
based on the last clauses of Isa. 28 16, " he that believeth shall not be
moved" (reading yiimus for the meaningless yiil?is "shall not make
haste"). The comparison is further developed in the next verse (2),
where the ht1ls around Jerusalem are compared with Yahweh's care
which surrounds his people; this picture is the more pointed in that
the hills around Jerusalem are higher than that on which the city
stands, so that they appear as a protecting bulwark. It is because of
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the care which Yahweh has for his people that the psalmist is convinced that the present usurpation of the enemy will not last. The
sceptre, often used metaphorically for "rule" (e.g., Gen. 49 10), refers
to Persian overlordship; but the wicked (it is in the singular, "the
wicked one") must refer to an individual. We have adopted the
reading of the Versions, "the sceptre of the wicked one", in preference to that of the Hebrew, "the sceptre of wickedness", because
this latter is an otherwise unknown expression. We have given
grounds, in the introductory section, for believing that the psalm
reflects the conditions of the time of Nehemiah; if this is correct,
the mention of " the wicked one " is significant ; it cannot refer to
Artaxerxes I, who was very friendly disposed to the Jews, and showed
much kindness to Nehemiah; but it may well refer to Sanballat, the
governor of Samaria, who showed himself the enemy of Nehemiah,
and sought to lord it over the southern province ; he was " grieved
exceedingly" on hearing that" there was come a man (i.e., Nehemiah)
to seek the welfare of the children of Israel" (Neh. 2 10); his enmity
against Nehemiah, and general attitude towards the followers of
Nehemiah, may well have marked him out as '' the wicked one"
par excellence (cp. Neh. 48, 6 2• 14). When, further, the psalmist says
that the sceptre of this wicked one shall not rest on the lot of-the righteous,
we recall the words of Nehemiah to Sanballat and his followers: "Ye
have no portion, nor right, nor memorial, in Jerusalem" (2 20 ). During
Nehemiah's governorship, again, there was the constant danger of his
own people, through their contact with the Samaritans and " the
people of the land," being seduced into evil ways; Nehemiah says
to them, e.g., in Neh. 59 : "The thing that ye do is not good; ought
ye not to walk in the fear of our God, because of the reproach of the
heathen our enemies ? " In the light of this there is much significance
in the psalmist's words: In order that the righteous, i.e., the orthodox
Jews, put not forth their hand to iniquity. It is on behalf of the righteous,
the faithful followers of Nehemiah, that the psalmist prays: Do good,
Yahweh, to the good, the rendering represents the Hebrew literally,
and to the upnght in heart (cp. Ps. 7 10). 5. In contrast to these are
those who turn aside on their crooked ways ; the form of the adjective
is intensive, it is used in Judg. 56 of byways which tum off from the
main road ; in its figurative sense here, it refers to the turning away
from the straight path of the Law of Yahweh into byways of heathen
observances. The reference is evidently to those who had at one
time walked in the straight path, and who had, therefore, been able
to look for Yahweh's care and protection; and this would apply to
" the people of the land "-i.e., those who had been left in the land
of Judah in 586 B.c., and their descendants. Through their contact
with the workers of iniquity-i.e., the Samaritans and the Gentiles-
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they had become unfaithful to Yahweh, who therefore abandons them
to go their own way.
Religi'aus Teaching
Two points call for brief notice here. The first, which appears in
most of the psalms, is the indestructible faith in Yahweh in the face
of adverse conditions. Belief and trust in God when things go well
offer no difficulties ; it is when the believer in an omnipotent, allgood God, suffers misfortune, or has become the victim of the evildisposed, that problems arise, and faith is tried. Our psalmist found
the solution in the conviction that the adverse conditions would pass,
and that the evil-disposed would get their deserts. So far as it goes
this may offer some consolation ; but it is no real solution of the
problem, which, as is well-known, exercised the minds of many devout
Jewish thinkers. The solution lies elsewhere; but obviously this
cannot be dealt with here; this is not a treatise on Apologetics. It
must suffice to. say that the whole question turns on the fact that the
gift of human free-will has been granted to men by God ; the way
of exercising his free-will is man's business.
The second point is the danger of consorting with the wicked ; in
regard to this it will be enough to say : " They that touch pitch will
be defiled."

PSALM 126
THIS psalm is usually interpreted as in reference to the Return from
the Babylonian Exile ; but if so interpreted, we are faced with
two difficulties. The first is that the psalm directly contradicts the
actual facts. It describes the time after the Return as one of unalloyed gladness and delight ; laughter and shouts of joy are universal ;
so great is the happiness of all that it seems like a dream to the returned
exiles. When we tum, however, to the Biblical historical records, it
is seen that the conditions were very different ; what are the facts ?
Bad harvests ; want of food, drink, and clothing ; no payment for
work ; drought, blasting, mildew, and hail ; corn, wine, oil, all are
wanting; and the cattle are perishing (Hag. 1 6, 11 , 16, 17, 19); in consequence, general discontent (Zech. 711- 14 ); so that it took nearly
twenty years before the people could be p'ersuaded to finish the rebuilding of the temple; even in the year 520 B.c. " it was not yet
completed " (Ezra 516), the Return having taken place in 5J7 B.c. ;
this lack of interest in the requirements for worship is ominously
significant ; religion was at a low ebb. Then came the difficult times
during the governorship of Nehemiah: Jerusalem still lying waste
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2 19 , 4 1- 3, 7, 8 , 3 3 3- 35 , 41, 2); further
1 "); non-observance of the Law

2 17);

(Neh.
external troubles(Neh.
discontent among the people (Neh. 5
(Neh. 13 1 5- 18, Ezra 1010, 11 ). It is thus inconceivable that the psalmist
can have been thinking of the time after the Return from the Exile.
The second difficulty is this: if vv. 1-3 refer to the happy state
of the people on their return from the Exile, they are directly
contradicted by what is said in vv. 4-6, which represent the people
as in a sorrowful condition, but as encouraged by the prophecy of
a happy time to come.
The fact is that this psalm must be interpreted in precisely the same
way as :es. 85. Evil times have fallen upon the people, but the psalmist
seeks to raise their spirits by prophesying the near approach of the
restoration of all things, the return of the " Golden Age ", so often
foretold by the prophets (see further, Vol. I, p. 92).
As to the date of the psalm, the same applies as to what has been
said in reference to that of Ps. 85.
The metre is mostly 2 : 2 : 2, while 3 : 2 occurs in vv. 4, 6, and
2: 2 in v. 5.
A Song of Ascents.
When Yahweh bringeth back
the O restoration° of Zion
we shall be as those who dream ;
z. Then shall be filled our mouth with
laughter,
and our tongue with shouting ;
Then will they say O : "Yahweh hath
done
great things for them."
3. Yahweh bath done great things for us,
we are joyful.
I.

4. Bring back, Yahweh, 0 our restoration°
5. They that sow with tears
6. He that goeth weeping,
Shall surely come with shouting,

as streams in the Ne!fCb.
shall reap with shouting ;
bearing his seed-sack,
bearing his sheaves.

Text-critical Notes
(sebuth) for rl~'W (sibath, an. error for r,~:;itr,i sebtth,
"captivity"). 2. ·Orn. C~iJ:;i (bagg6£m, "among the nations"), a margins! gloss
which breaks the rhythm. 4. Read :or.:,.i::i~ (sebi2thini2) for ~.J[l''.;lt;i (sebtthintl,
" our captivity ").
z. Read

n~:n~

1-3. We have here the thought of the bringing back of the " Golden
Age", _which, as already pointed out, was a frequent theme of the
prophets. For the expression restoration, or " Bringing back ", see
the notes on Ps. 85. The conditions brought about by the return of
the happy time as at the beginning of all things are envisaged as so
blissful that they will seem like a dream; if, however, the psalmist is
here influenced by the prophet Joel-or both may be indebted to
some earlier source-then we must understand dream, not as in its
ordinary sense, but in that as used in Joel 2 28 • 29 (3 1, 2), where it stands
as a parallel to the outpouring of the divine spirit-i.e., spiritual discernment ; the whole context there deals with the " restoration ". In
describing the joyful experiences in that happy time, the psalmist
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uses expressions which sound a little incongruous to our ears, the
mouth being filled with laughter, and the tongue with shouting (cp.
Job 8 21); but it must be remembered that the Western ideal of seemly
self-control in all circumstances is not shared by Orientals, who
surrender themselves to unrestrained and boisterous manifestations
of delight which/ to them seem fitting. It was an element in the
prophetic vision of the coming age of bliss that the Gentiles would
be brought to acknowledge Yahweh (see, e.g., Isa. u 9, 10, 60 1- 3, 14,
Jer. 16 19); to this the psalmist refers in making the Gentiles say:
Yahweh hath done great things for them-i.e., for Israel; the Hebrew
text has: Then will the Gentiles say, but there is no need to express
the word " Gentiles ", because this is self-understood, and its insertion
interferes with the rhythmic beats. The great things refer to the
prosperity enjoyed by the Jewish people and their supremacy among
the nations, which were among the characteristics of the happy time
to come. To emphasize this, the words of the Gentiles are put into
the mouth of the people of Yahweh, and thus repeated ; these great
things, with every reason, cause the people to be joyful.
The first part of the psalm was written for the purpose of giving
comfort and hope to the people living in adverse circumstances. In
the second part, 4-6, the present condition of the people is indirectly
indicated, but it is overborne by words of triumphant trust ; this
spirit of optimistic assurance is one of the most admirable traits among
the many beautiful expressions of faith which abound in the Psalter.
The psalmist begins with a petition, couched in the form of prophetic terminology, that Yahweh may bring back the time of primeval
happiness, our restoration, as we have, though inadequately, expressed
it; as the streams in the Negeb is a comparison the force of which it is
at first not easy to grasp. The Negeb, a proper name, meant the whole
district in the south of Palestine which led into the desert proper ;
this was called the Negeb (from the root meaning" to be dry") because,
but for a few spots here and there, it was arid land. The streambeds were, therefore, for the most part dry ; but in the rainy season
the streams bubbled forth with overflowing water. The poetical
psalmist, then, compares the present untoward condition of the people
with the period of the arid, waterless Negeb during the summer months,
and offers the prayer that this condition may be changed and give
place to happy times, just as the dried-up watercourses in due time
become running streams. Then, almost in the style of the !Jakam
(" wise-man"), he utters a proverb of comforting ;mport: They that
S(J'l,/) wi'th tears shall reap with shouung (cp. Jer. 31 9); the picture, continued in the next verse, is that of the sower laboriously trudging
over the uneven ground with his leather seed-sack (for this meaning
of the Hebrew word see Kohler, in ZAW for 1937, pp. 161 f.); but
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it is certain that in due season he will come with shouting_, bearing kis
sheaves, the rich product of the insignificant seeds ..

Religious Teaching
See under Ps. 85.
PSALM 127
Tu1s psalm consists of two independent fragments (vv. 1, 2 and 3-5)
belonging to the Wisdom literature ; it contains several points of contact
with Proverbs. Hence the ascription to Solomon in the title, added later.
The psalm is in no sense a pilgrim-psalm ; the reason why it was included in the group was doubtless owing to the opening words, which
were taken to refer to Yahweh's house-i.e., the temple.
The two fragments are, however, appropriately placed together,
since they deal, respectively, with building in a literal and in a metaphorical sense : the building of a house, and the building-up of a family.
In each case, the sage insists, the safety and prosperity of the building
can be ascribed only to Yahweh, and to him alone ; he is the Masterbuilder.
The final clause of the first fragment presents us with a point of
exegesis of great difficulty ; owing to the unsatisfying way in which
it is dealt with in the commentaries, we have permitted ourselves a
somewhat drastic emendation of the text (see the exegeticai notes on v. 2 ).
The fragments belong to the time when the teaching of Wisdom
had developed, among the Hebrews, into a literature in the strict sense
-i.e., they are post-exilic; but their content is otherwise too indefinite
to permit assigning to them a more definite date.
The metre in the first fragment is almost uniformly 3 : 3 ; in the
second fragment almost uniformly 3 : 2.
A Song of Ascents.
I. If Yahweh doth not build the house,
If-Yahweh doth not guard the city,
z. 0 If Yahweh doth not grant prosperity, 0
Taking rest 80 late,
3. Behold, sons Bie the heritage of Yahweh,
4. Like arrows in the hand of a wurior,
5. Happy O is he O that fil1eth
0
He ahall not
be ashamed O when • he
speaketh 0

0

Solomon's•.

they labour in vain that build it.
the watchman watcheth in vain.
in vain do ye rise up early,
eating the bread of toil. '
• his gift .0 is the fruit of the womb ;
so are the sons of youth ;
his quiver with them,
with his enemies in the gate.

Text-critical Nota
Title: omitted in G, see further p. 500. Z, Read .,~ 1.1'.:1"."N", njn~ Ct,t
for ~111'
11::l~ 1~ "80 he giveth his. bel_oved alee?, ", transposing the clause
to the beginning of the, verse 3. Read 'l"'l;>ii, for -i:;,tP, "gift", lit. "reward".
.5. Om. -,;~ij, "the man". Read, with G, · ~~ for ~tv::i~ " they shall (not)
be ashamed ". Read ~~1.'\ for ~-,~"'!.',, "they will ,peak".

,,,"'T.'i
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1. In contrast to the belief of the times (it applies also to modem
times, see Doughty, Arabia Deserta, p. 136 [1888]), that unless the
daimon (jinn) of the land was propitiated whenever a house was built,
or even a tent erected, evil results would ensue, the Sage here
teaches that unless it is in accordance with Yahweh's will and with
his help that the house is built, the labour of those who build it is in
vain; meaning either that the builders will be unable to complete
their work, or that the building will collapse when built. It is, of course,
implied, on the other hand, that if the work is undertaken with Yahweh's
permission and blessing, no harm can come to the building or the
builders-i.e., no resentful daimon will be able to molest them (cp.
Ps, 91 9, 10). In the same way, unless it is Yahweh's protection against
external foes that is sought, the city will fall, the watchman watcheth in
vain (cp. Prov. 21 31).
2. As the Hebrew of this verse stands, it is exceedingly difficult to
make adequate sense of it ; all kinds of ingenious explanations are
offered in the commentaries ; it is explained, for example, as meaning
that God gives his chosen beloved one as much food in his sleep as
those who have toiled hard for it ; or that " sleep " is to be taken in a
figurative sense of not worrying about food and drink, which God will
supply, and Matth. 6 24 "· is referred to ; or that we have here the echo
of the fairy-tale, according to which a man goes to sleep hungry, and
dreams of eating; then he wakes up and finds the food by his side;
or else the text is emended so as to read, " and so there is given restless
sleep", i.e.,-those who worry about earning their livelihood have bad
nights. Explanations of this kind strike us as unsatisfactory. We
suggest, therefore, that the word for " sleep ", sena', is an error for
yesa', lit. "salvation", but not infrequently used in the sense of" welfare " or " prosperity" (see, e.g., Ps. 245, 255, 655) ; with this emended
form of the text, cp. Prov. 10 22 • Further, we suggest that, as in the
case of some other psalms, there has been a slight dislocation of the text,
and that the last half-line of v. 2 should be the first one of the verse;
this, with " Yahweh" inserted, gives a threefold consecutive insistence
on " If Yahweh doth not " in the first half of each line, with the
threefold " in vain " in the second half; a symmetry is thus gained,
which is paralleled elsewhere (see Ps. 22 4• 6 , and 87). Moreover, by this
not all too-drastic emendation, we get a logical sequence and edifying
teaching.
The second fragment, 3-5, has, as already remarked, a point of
attachment with the preceding in that it, too, speaks of a " building "
though in a metaphorical sense-i.e., in the" building-up" of a family
(e.g., Deut. 25 9 , Ruth 4 11 , 1 Sam. 2 36 , 1 Kgs. 9 38 ), and this is ascribed
to the will of Yahweh (~ee, e.g., Gen. 14 2, 30 3, Exod. 121 ), hence the
words of 3 : Behold, sons are the heritage of Yahweh ; the capability
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of bearing children was the gift, lit. " reward ", of Yahweh : his gift
is the fruit of the womb. There was no greater joy to the ancient
Israelite than that .of becoming the father of a numerous progeny
(cp. Ps. 128 3 • 4), sons rather than daughters, for, according to antique
thought, the male was the more important because he alone was thought
to be competent to worship (kultfiihig, as it is succinctly expressed in
German) ; the duties of sons to their deceased father were considered
of paramount importance. The Hebrews married young, so that
while a man was still in his prime he might have several sons who
had reached manhood ; the Sage compares them with arrows in the
hand of a warrior, or "mighty man"; they are called sons of youth
because their father was in the vigour of youth when they were born
(cp. Prov. 518); surrounded by them he can look his enemies in the gate
boldly in the face (5).
Religious Teaching.
The special point of interest is the stress laid on the divine interest
and intervention in the ordinary affairs of every-day life. The conviction
that all human activities are under divine oversight is beautifully
expressed in Deut. 28 6 , where it is said of the godly man : " Blessed shalt
thou be when thou earnest in, and blessed shalt thou be when thou
goest out"; similarly in Ps. 121 8 • This is a truth only too often lost
sight of, but it is one often taught by our Lord : " Your heavenly
Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things " (Matth. 632) ;
"The very hairs of your head are all numbered" (Luke 12 7).

PSALM

128

COMMENTATORS differ in their opinions as to whether this psalm is to
be regarded as containing a statement of facts, or whether it expresses
a series of wishes. It embodies both. Written in the style of the
Wisdom-writers, it opens with a statement of fact, following upon
which other statements of fact are pronounced; and it concludes, in
the last two verses, with the expression of wishes. Not that the Sage
is addressing a particular individual, as some commentators hold ;
he pictures in his mind's eye the God-fearing man in general-in this
case a man of the peasant class-and apostrophizes him as though
present. This is in .the style of the Wisdom-writers (see, e.g., Prov.
19 1 s-- 20, 25 16, 17, 21, 22 , and often elsewhere).
The psalm illustrates the truth of the outstanding theme of the
Wisdom-literature : the fear of Yahweh is the beginning (better,
·" zenith ") of wisdom. That the Sage is not advocating a purely
111:ilitarian view of religion, such as is expressed, e.g., in Gen. 28 20• :.u,
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is seen from the words: "And mayest thou see the welfare of Jerusalem
all the days of thy life" (v. 5); a.s Jerusalem was the centre of worship,
the wish implies that the God-fearing man may cultivate worship
for itself, not merely for what may be gained by it. To contend, as
some commentators do, that vv. 4-6, or any portion of them, are not
part of the original psalm, but due to a glossator, is to do an injustice
to the author.
That the psalm is not a pilgrim-psalm is clear from its contents ;
its inclusion in the group may have been due to the opening words
(v. I). The date is the same as that of the preceding psalm.
The metre is uniformly 3 : 2.
I.

a.

3.

+
5.

6.

A Song of Ascents.
feareth
Yahweh,
that walketh in his ways :
The labour of thy hands O thou dost eat, happy art thou, and well it is with thee ;
Thy wife is like a fruitful vine,
within thy house ;
Thy sons are like shoots of olive-trees
about thy table.
O
Behold, thus is the man blest
~t feareth Yahweh.
May Yahweh bless thee from Zion
And mayest thou see the welfare of
Jerusalem
all the days of thy life ;
And mayeet thou see thy sons' sons;
Pesce upon Israel.
Happy

is every one that

Text-critical Notes

.a. Om., with G, ~'.ll, .,, for". 4. Om., with some Hehr. MSS and the Versiona,
'~.

5. A half-line accma to have fallen out.

1. The inculcation of the fear of Yahweh belongs predominantly to
the l;lakamim, "Wise-men", in their writings (Ps. 1n 10, Prov. 9 10,
1428 , 117, 15 16 , 19 23 and elsewhere); the word connotes reverential awe,
which induces a man to walk in his ways ; everyone who does so is
happy, which expresses the original better than" blessed" (see 1 Kgs.
rn 8, Prov. 313, 8 3', 1411 , and oo. 2, 3, of our psalm); for the sense in
which we understand " blessed " another word is used in Hebrew,
see v. 5 of our psalm. The Sage then goes on to indicate wherein this
happiness consists. 2, 3. The figure pictured by the Sage is that of a
prosperous Palestinian peasant, prosperous because he is God-fearing.
One would suppose that for the small peasant proprietor to be able to
partake of the food produced by his own labour would represent what
was normal and obvious ; so that when the Sage speaks of the man as
happy and fortunate-f.Dell it is with thee-because he eats the labour of
his hands, it indicates that there must have been frequent periods during
which very different conditions held sway ; and, indeed, the history
of Israel in both early and late times shows this to have been the case.
The small land-owners and peasants were only too often the victims
of oppression and maltreatment, whether owing to wars and foreign
domination (Jer. 21 7), or to powerful tyrants among their own people
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(Am.
Mic.
not to speak of times of drought and famine,
(Hag. 111), locust pests, and the like (Joel 1'). However, at the time
when this psalm was written conditions were, at any rate temporarily,
propitious. The Sage contemplates a homely scene, a picture of ideal
family life. The peasant's wife he compares with a fruitful vine
(cp. Ezek. 1910); just as the clusters hang upon the vine-stock, so do
her children cling to her within the house ; the word used refers to that
part of the house set apart for the wife, lit. " the innermost parts."
The sons, sitting round the table, are compared with the young shoots
of olive-trees (cp. Ps. 52 8) ; the word used (zaith) refers only to the
cultivated tree, not to the wild olive ; it is an ever-green, and the
prophet extols its beauty (Hos. 146) ; the comparison is, therefore,
a very pretty one. On the great desire to have sons, see above, p. 519.
A happy home, a good wife, numerous offspring, and sufficiency of
food-these things are the possession°of him who fears Yahweh, and
they are the signs of his being blest by him. 5. This blessing is sent
forth from Zion, where the divine presence was sought ; thus the Sage
expresses the wish, May Yahweh bless thee from Zion ; and he adds
words of much significance ; for the further wish that the recipient
of the divine blessing may see the welfare of Jerusalem all the days of his
life expresses, in effect, the long-cherished conception of the solidarity
of the people ; the welfare of the individual is conditioned by that
of the community ; and this can be assured only by loyalty in the worship
of Yahweh, the centre of whose worship was Jerusalem. The addition
in 6 of the wish, and mayst thou see thy sons' sons (cp. Prov. 176), in
this connexion, implies something more than that the happy father
may live to be a grandfather, though doubtless this is present too,
since long life was Qne of the greatest blessings ; but the close connexion of this with the mention of the welfare of Jerusalem all the days
of thy life makes it not fanciful to perceive here also the implied wish
that the welfare of Jerusalem may be prolonged. Jerusalem, as the
"mother" of the people (e.g., Isa. 501, 541 ), was ever in the minds of
the true worshippers of Yahweh, and the psalmists were among the
most outstanding of those who conceived of Jerusalem as the place
where his glory dwelt (Ps. 26 8). With the concluding words, Peace
be upon Israel, cp. Ps. 125 6 , 131 3 , 1343•
Religwus Teaching.
This has been sufficiently indicated in the exegetical notes.
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PSALM 129
THE psalmist casts a glance back on the past history of his people, with
its long tale of enemy invasions and cruel oppression ; but he reflects
that all attempts to subjugate the people had been in vain, because
Yahweh had frustrated the intentions of the enemy. The contemplation of this convinces the psalmist that no attempt against Zion (synonymous with Jerusalem, e.g., Ps. 51 18) will succeed, cp: Isa. 409, 10•
It must be recognized that if this psalm was written in post-exilic
times, it is difficult to understand how the psalmist, in looking back
over the past history of his people, could say-putting the words into
the mouth of the nation-that their enemies had not prevailed against
them. After the Exile Palestine was under Persian suzerainty until
the end of the fourth century ; then it came under Ptolemaic rule until
early in the second century ; after that it was incorporated in the
Syrian Empire, and soon after the accession of Antiochus IV, in 175 B.c.,
Jerusalem was attacked, "and all the house of Jacob was clothed with
shame ", and " the sanctuary was laid waste like a wilderness "
(1 Mace. 1 20 "·· 3~).
In 166/5, it is true, the victory ofJudas Maccabreus,
and after him the heroism of his brothers and their followers, ultimately
succeeded in throwing off the Syrian yoke (142 B.c.), and for about
three-quarters of a century the Jewish nation was independent; in
63 B.C. the land was incorporated in the Roman Empire. When, therefore during the whole of the post-exilic period, could the words " yet
they prevailed not against me " apply ? And how could the psalmist
possibly say : " put to shame and turned backward are all that hate
Zion " when recalling past history ? The answer given is, of course,
that the reference is to the victory of Judas Maccabreus, and the rededication of the temple on mount Zion. There are, however, one
or two considerations which raise doubts as to the correctness of this
conclusion. The state of affairs, in spite of the victory of Judas
Maccabreus, could not have prompted the words, " Yet they prevailed not against us " ; for the Jews were still a subject nation, and
significant are the words in 1 Mace. 51, 2 which follow immediately
after the account of the re-dedication of the temple : " And it came to
pass, when the Gentiles round about heard that the altar was built,
and the sanctuary dedicated as aforetime, they were exceeding wroth.
And they took counsel to destroy the race of Jacob that was in the midst
of them, and they began to slay and destroy among the people." Further,
the context in which, in our psalm, the words " put to s_hame and
turned backwards are all that hate Zion " stand, makes it clear that nonIsraelite enemies are referred to. Now, apart from the fact that these
words would be quite inappropriate 'if they referred to the victory
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of Judas Maccabreus, as the quotation from I Mace. 51, 2 shows,
the attack on the temple and the desecration of the altar on Mount
Zion were largely due to the co-operation of renegade hellenistic Jews
(see 1 Mace. 1 34 , "and they (i.e., the Syrians) put there a sinful nation,
transgressors of the law ", and cp. 1 11 11') ; if the psalmist had been
referring to this event, some reference to the unfaithful among his own
people might well have been expected. The fact is that in the case of
all those psalms which some commentators assign to the Maccabrean
period, the details recorded in the very reliable book of I Maccabees
do not seem to have·been sufficiently considered. We have, moreover,
seen that there is some reason to believe that the psalms as we now have
them were already in existence by about 200 B.C. ; definite proof of this
is not claimed, but the possibility must be granted (see Vol. I, pp. 67 ff.);
and if there is any justification for the b.elief, the contention that certain
psalms were written during the Maccabrean period cannot be sustained.
With regard to this psalm there are certainly, so far as the language
is concerned, one or two indications of late date ; but these may well
be due to the working-over of scribes in subsequent times ; a process
to which many of the psalms have been subjected.
We come, then, to consider the question as to whether our psalm
may not have been written, originally, in reference to some other event.
Let us note, first, that the words " Put to shame and turned backwards,
are all that hate Zion" imply belief in the inviolability of Jerusalem.
This was a conception held by the prophet Isaiah (Isa. 31 5), and was
first prompted by the quite astounding withdrawal, as it appeared to
the people, of the Assyrian army which was besieging Jerusalem,
701 B.c., in the reign of Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 19 32 - 36). Assuming, for the
sake of argument, that our psalm was written in reference to this event,
vv. 1, 2 record historical truth ; over and over again the land had
been attacked; but Judah had hitherto always remained an independent kingdom. The words of v. 3 become very significant if
read in the light of Isa. 10 2 8-32 , where the prophet describes the route
of the ravaging Assyrian army, through the country towards Jerusalem.
In 2 Kgs. 19 26 , Sennacherib's army is compared with "the grass on
the house-tops ", the identical expression used in v. 6 of our psalm,
so, too, in Isa. 37 27 • We contend, therefore, that there is something
to be said in favour of a pre-exilic date for our psalm.
The metre is 3 : 2; the final line of v. 8, which has three beats,
is held by some commentators to be a later liturgical addition ; but a
final benediction occurs in other psalms (e.g., 84, 89, 128).
A Song of Ascents.
t. Greatly have they afflicted me from my
2.

youth up,
Greatly have they afflicted me from
my youth up,

well may Israel say,
yet they prevailed not against me ;
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3. On my back the ploughers ploughed,
made long O their furrows
4. Yahweh-he is righteous, may he cut
asunder
the cord of the wicked.
5. Let them be put to shame, and turned
backward,
all that hate Zion ;
0
6. Let them be like the grass on housetops,
which the east-wind blighteth
7. Wherewith the reaper filleth not his
hand,
nor the binder his bosom.
"Yahweh's blessing O on you 0 ,
8. And they that pass by do not say;
We bless you in the name of Yahweh".

0

•

Text-critical Notes
for the Qere Ci?~- " their furrow "; foi;
6. Read, with some commentators, C'1Rtl;'
before one draweth it forth drieth up "; see
for c;;-~~. "unto you"•

3. Resd, with K•tMbh CO'b:P,~7
tqe use of ? here see GK r43e.
FJ':!r?,'J?) for the present text, " which
further, exeg. note. 8. Read 0~'',l?

1-2. The past history of Israel, used here collectively of the northern
and southern kingdoms, furnished ample grounds for the words
which the psalmist represents as spoken by the nation personified ;
enemy onslaughts had continued intermittently for centuries, first
the Canaanites (Josh. 91. 2, Judg. 4, 5), then the Philistines (1 Sam. 4
31, 2 Sam. 51~ 25 , cp. Isa. 912 ), later the Aramreans (Syrians, 1 Kgs. 20,
2 Kgs. 6), followed by the Assyrians (2 Kgs. 18 9 1!.; 19); from the
beginning of the history of Israel as a nation this had gone on, from
its youth onwards-i.e., from " the day when she came up out of the
land of Egypt", "the days of her youth" (Hos. 2 15 <1 7>, cp. Deut.
2611-- 7 , Jer. 2 2). Yet in spite of all these invasions of the land, even in
spite of defeats, the nation continued to be independent ; so that it
could truly be said that the enemies prevailed not against Israel.
3. The metaphor which the psalmist uses is twofold: first, Israel
identifies herself with the land upon which the ploughers made long their
furrows, cp. Isa. 51 23 , "Bow down that we may go over; and thou
hast laid thy back as the ground, and as the street, to them that go
over " ; and we are reminded of the ravages of the Assyrian army
passing over the land (see Isa. 10 2 8- 32 ). 4. Then Israel is compared
with the oxen attached to the plough by a rope, or cord (cp. Isa. 518,
where the same word is used); but this rope Yahweh cuts asunder,
so that the wicked-i.e., Israel's enemies-can no longer continue
ploughing ; in other words, the attack of the enemy is frustrated by
Yahweh (cp. 2 Kgs. 19 36 , "And it came to pass that night, that the
angel of Yahweh went forth, and smote the camp of the Assyrians ...").
5. Thus, all the enemies who attempted to seize Zion (identified with
Jerusalem as in Isa. 4 3 , 64 10, Mic. 310, 12), all that hate Zion, are put
to shame and turned backward; 6. they are compared, so complete
is their discomfiture, with the grass that grows on housetops (cp. 2 Kgs.
19 26, Isa. 37 27), where there is very little soil, and the grass cannot take
firm root, so as soon as the east wind blows it is blighted (cp. Ps. 48 7,
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41 23, 27) ;

28
as the present Hebrew text stands, it can hardly
78 and Gen.
be correct : " which drieth up before one draweth it forth " ; the simile
is inappropriate, and the Hebrew word for " draweth forth " is used
only of drawing a sword, and drawing on a sandal ; hence our
emendation. 7, 8. Grass, especially grass like this, so insignificant
and transient, is not worth gathering ; it is not like the ripened, golden
corn, no reaper {the word is used ironically).filleth his hand, nor bindetk
in his bosom, it is such a contemptible weed ; let alone the idea of
giving such a " reaper " the usual greeting of those that pass by :

Y akweh's bless£ng on yau-, we bless you in the name of Y akweh.

Relig£ous Teaching.
It is only in vv. 4, 5 that any religious teaching appears in this
psalm ; and here the prophetical doctrine of Yahweh as the God of
History emerges. Because Yahweh is righteous, he has not permitted the enemies to prevail against Israel, and their designs upon
the sanctuary of Zion have been frustrated. The enemies of Israel
are the enemies of Yahweh; they are described as the wicked ones
because they do not acknowledge him. The righteousness of Yahweh
is thus vindicated. But it must be recognized that in one respect
this psalm lacks an element which the prophets constantly emphasized,
and which is prominent elsewhere in the Psalms. In recalling the
past sufferings of his people, this psalmist has no word to say as to why
they had been subjected to these sufferings. When it is remembered
how often the prophets insisted on the fact that all the calamities which
the nation suffered were the consequences of sin ; when it is noted;
further, that often in the psalms when, as here, the historical past is
recalled, it is confessed that sin has been the cause of national sufferings
(e.g., Ps. 78 21, 22 , W----6 4, 79 8, 9 , 106611), then it must be recognized that the
absence of all mention of sin where it is rightly to be expected betrays
a lack of the sense of sin on the part of the writer of this psalm. The
somewhat uncharitable wish expressed in v. 6 may, in part, be due to
this want of the sense of sin. Attention is drawn to this solely because
it is well to recognize the negative side, as well as the far more abundant
positive contributions to religious teaching, found among the psalmists.

PSALM

130

THAT this psalm should be reckoned as one of the " Songs of Ascents "
shows in what a haphazard way this title has been used. The psalm
is in striking contrast to that which precedes it, in that it expresses a
sense of sin as sincere and deep as can be found anywhere in the Old
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Testament. The subject of its contents will be more appropriately
dealt with in the exegetical notes, where the religious teaching is set
forth.
That the Hebrew text of vv. 5-7 is in some disorder is held by most
commentators to be the case. Probably they are right. Nevertheless,
the suggested emendations are somewhat drastic ; we have, therefore,
sought to keep as near as possible to the text as it stands ; for it is
possible that its uneven form may be due to the nature of the psalm
as the outpouring of a penitent's over-full heart.
The metre seems to be a combination of 3 : 2 and 2 : 2 ; tnough if
emended on the lines of most modern commentators, it is 3 : 2
throughout.
The developed sense of sin marks the psalm as of late date.
A Song of Ascents.
r. Out of the depths do I cry unto thee,

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

0
Yahweh,
2.
hear my voice;
Let thine ears give heed
to the cry of my supplication.
0
0
0
If thou retainest iniquities, Yahweh ,
who shall stand?
But with thee is forgiveness,
that thou mayest be feared.
I wait for Yahweh,
My soul doth wait,
I hope for 0 his word.
My soul for Yahweh I
More than watchers for the morn,
Than watchers for the morn.
0 Israel, wait for Yahweh,
For with Yahweh is love,
And, plenteous redemption with him ;
And he redeemeth Israel
from all his sins.
0

0

Text-critical Notes

'tT!~

Orn.
for the rhythm's sake. 3. Read n1ii' for i':T~. Orn. ,~',tl for
the rhythm's sak~. 5. Orn. 1, "and ". 6. Read n,n,1, for ':11~?, " for the Lo°rd "•
2.

1, 2. Through a misunderstanding of the use of Hebrew tenses,
the English Versions represent the psalmist as referring to the past,
whereas he is dealing solely with the present. There is a peculiar
significance in the expression out of the depths, used in this connexion
of a penitent sinner pleading for forgiveness; by the depths are meant
the depths of the sea, and, as will be seen from Isa. 51 10 , the sea is
identical with Tehom Rabbah, "the great deep", which is the Hebrew
form of the Babylonian Tiamat, the primeval monster, who was the
embodiment of evil. By the expression out of the depths, therefore,
the psalmist means that, as one steeped in sin, he cries to Yahweh.
The contention of some commentators that the psalmist speaks as one
suffering from sickness, inflicted because of his sins, has nothing to
support it; not physical suffering, but the agony of a penitent heart,
is what is here presented. In fitting humility the psalmist feels that
he is far fr9m God, and therefore uses the word for I cry which means
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to "cry aloud" (cp., e.g., Judg. 9 pleading that Yahweh will give
heed to the cry (lit. " voice ") of his supplication ; this word is a plural
abstract, and should not be used as a word in the plural number
(cp, Ps. 128 2, 6, 31 23 , 866, 1406). F\llly in accord with his sense of unworthiness is the striking way in which the psalmist refrains from
pleading directly for that which he most earnestly desires ; nowhere
does he pray, in so many words, for forgiveness, but he implies that this
is his deepest yearning, see v. 4. 3. Ifthere is no forgiveness, if Yahweh
still retains in his memory the acts of rebellion against him, who can
abide it ? If thou retainest iniquities, Yahweh, who shall stand? Possibly
the last word is used as in Job. 30 20 : "I stand (in prayer), and thou
lookest not at me." 4. But with Yahweh, as the psalmist knows,
there is forgiveness (cp. Ps. 86 5). The words which follow: that
thou mayest be feared, mean that divine forgiveness, whereby sin is
obliterated, quickens in the heart of the forgiven sinner reverential
awe and love for Yahweh. Hence the soul-felt gratitude engendered
by the conviction that he is forgiven, and expressed by the firm resolution
of amendment of life : J wait for Yahweh. 5, 6. The words of, as it
were, breathless devotion are poured forth in spontaneous utterance,
careless of literary convenances. 7, 8. And, like every true and faithful
servant of God, his thought is for others as well as for himself; his
happiness must be shared ; and he calls upon his people to wait for
Yahweh, with whom is UJVe and redemption from sin.
One cannot fail to be struck by the fact that in this psalm, with its
deep sense of sin and yearning for forgiveness, there is not a word
about atoning sacrifices. Another mark of the intense spirituality of
the writer.
7),

Rel£gious Teaching
This has been sufficiently dealt with in the foregoing notes.

PSALM 131
THIS beautiful little psalm, unique in the Psalter, is in part a confession,
and in part a revelation of deep religious experiences. The writer,
in repudiating the spirit of presumptuous knowledge, implies that
at one time this had been his attitude of mind ; but now he has come to
his better self, and has quieted the restless turbulence of his thoughts.
In sweet humility he compares his trustful rest in the Lord with that
· of a little child lying in blissful repose on its mother's breast. Like
other psalmists, what he has gained he wishes others to share, and his
yearning is that they should experience the happy calm which he enjoys;
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so he ends with an exhortation to his people to "wait for Yahweh
from henceforth and for ever".
The psalm is difficult to render worthily in translation ; the Hebrew
words imply so much that they can be expressed adequately only by
paraphrase.
There is no indication of date ; but that is immaterial in a psalm
like this. The metre is 3 : 2.
A Song of Ascents. 0 Dacid's 0 •
1. Yahweh, my heart is not presumptuous,
not arrogant mine eyes;
Not do I ponder things too great,
too wonderful, for me ;
2. Truly I have stilled, have quieted my
soul,
like a weaned-child on its mother.•
3. 0 Israel, wait for Yahweh
from henceforth and for ever.
Text-critical Notes
should probably be omitted, as in G. z. Om. ~?f.i~;i
1,1.;?l~,
" like the weaned-child upon me is my soul " as it gives a half-line too much.

Title:

,~-,1,

~?f

r. The opening words of the psalm, my heart is not presumptuous,
are susceptible of more than one meaning ; the Hebrew word rendered
presumptuous, is lit. "to be high", or "exalted", and can have the
sense of "lifted up "-i.e., drawn upwards, in the ways of Yahweh
(2 Chron. if); this is not likely to be the meaning here, though it
might conceivably imply spiritual pride ; again, in the light of the
context, it may mean pretentiousness in claiming to possess great
knowledge. Probably, however, whatever else it may include, it means
here the attitude of self-sufficient, presumptuous pride (as in Ezek.
1911 , 31 5, 10, 14), which, according to the context, is more specificially
defined. The psalmist is thinking of the time when, in self-esteem, he
thought he knew more than others, and considered himself superior,
when in arrogance he looked down upon his fellow-men (cp. Ps. 18 27,
101 5).
But he has cast all this aside now; he does not ponder, lit.
"walk in", things too great, and too wonderful for him-i.e., deep
matters which are beyond his comprehension. What it was which
produced the profound change in the psalmist's mental and spiritual
condition, he does not say : but that he went through severe struggles
is evident from his words : 2. I have stilled, have quieted my soul;
the former of these expressions means lit. " to be smooth ", and is used
of levelling unevennesses on the ground (Isa. 28 25), while in Isa. 38 13,
it refers to the quieting of mental disturbance ; the other expression
means lit. " to be silent ", so that the words might be paraphrased :
I have calmed the disturbing arguments, and silenced the disconcerting
questionings that worried me. The comparison of his reposeful state
of sublime self-abandonment to God with a child's unspoken trust
in its mother's love and care, is as touching as it is beautiful. And
the mention of a weaned-child (it is only one word in Hebrew) is not
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without significance : the psalmist might well have said, " suckling ",
but the point is that the children were weaned comparatively late
(see 1 Sam. 1 22- 24), and the weaned child knew not only instinctively,
but by experience, what a mother's love and care were; similarly,
the psalmist's childlike trust in'Yahweh rests on the experience of his
love, "I know him whom I have believed" (2 Tim. 1 12 ). The final
words of the psalm (3) are thought by some to be a later addition ;
this may be doubted ; they express the hallowed wish, found in other
psalms too, and characteristic of every truly pious Israelite, that others
might partake of the spiritual peace which he himself enjoys (cp. Ps.
iz86, 1308).

Religious Teaclung
In spite of the extreme brevity of this psalm, its religious teaching
is of inestimable value. The first thing to note is that self-knowledge
leads to confession, which implies repentance. Whatever form the
psalmist's presumptuous arrogance may have assumed in the past,
whether spiritual pride which despised others, like a certain type of
Pharisees " who trusted in themselves that they were righteous, and set
all others at nought" (Luke 189), or whether a claim to superior knowledge, " this multitude which knoweth not the law are accursed "
(John 7 49)-both seem to be implied-he has been brought to know
himself; he has acquired self-knowledge, a thing which can be attained
only by those who are truly honest with themselves. To such, as the
psalmist implies, self-esteem is impossible; and his comparison with
a little child witnesses to his conception of the blessedness of genuine
humility (" Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this little child
shall be great in the kingdom of heaven", Matth. 18 4). And, lastly,
the psalmist tells of the restful peace engendered by a childlike trust in
God. Very appositely does Herkenne quote St. Augustine'!. words :
"Our heart is restless till it rests in Thee, 0 God" (Con/. 1 1).
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SOME verses in this psalm (7--9, 13-16) fully account for its having been
incorporated in the collection of " pilgrim songs ". Its litur~cal
character is evident : a solo voice sang vv. 1, 2, another singer took
up oo. 3-5, whereupon the temple choir sang oo. 6-10. It may be
surmised that vv. II, 12 were sung by a soloist, after which another
solo voice sang the remainder of the psalm. Like others of the " royal "
psalms, this one was composed by a court official in the name of the
king. To interpret the psalm in a Messianic sense is to m'8 its mean-
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ing ; it recalls the past, but deals with the present. That it was so
interpreted in later times, when the Davidic dynasty was no more in
existence, is easily understood ; but there is nothing in the psalm
itself to show that the writer intended his words to be understood in a
Messianic sense. It has been contended that the psalm was written
in Maccabrean times ; but that it cannot refer to a Maccabrean ruler
should be obvious, for the Hasmonreans did not belong to the house of
David (see I Mace. 21, and cp. I Chron. 910); other indications in the
psalm show the weakness of this contention. The psalm is of preexilic date, and belongs to the later period of the monarchy.
In one or two particulars there are variations from the accounts
contained in the historical books ; this may be due to the psalmist
permitting himself some poetical licence, or to legendary material
which has not come down to us, or they may be due to the hand of some
later scribe.
The metre is uniformly 3 : 3.

I.

2.

3,

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

u.

u.
13.
·14.
15.

16.
17.

18.

A Song of Ascents.
0
Remember, Yahweh, David,
thy servant 0 , and all his affiiction,
How he sware to Yahweh,
vowed to the Mighty One of Jacob:
" I will not enter the habitation of my nor ascend the couch of my resting
house
place,
I will not give sleep to mine eyes,
to mine eyelids slumber,
Till I find a place for Yahweh,
a dwelling for the Mighty One of
Jacob."
Lo, we heard of it in Ephratah,
we found it in the fields of Ja'ar;
let us worship at the stool of his feet.
Let us_go unto his dwellin~-place,
Arise, Yahweh, to thy resting-place,
thou and thy mighty Ark.
Let thy priests be rightly clothed,
and thy saints O let them shout for joy O •
For the sake of David thy servant,
tum not away the face of thine anointed.
Yahweh did sware to David,
of a truth, he will not tum from it :
• [I will set up thy seed after thee,
and I will establish the throne of thy
kingdom] 0
0
" If thy sons keep my covenant
and my testimonies O which I teach
them,
Their sons also for ever
shall sit upon thy throne."
For Yahweh bath chosen Zion,
hath desired it for his habitation :
here will I abide, for I have desired it.
"This is my restinf-place for ever,
Her provision will greatly bless,
her poor will I satisfy with food ;
Her priests will I clothe with prosperity, and her saints shall shout for joy.
There will I cause to fiouriah the horn I have prepared a lamp for mine
of David,
anointed;
His enemies will I clothe with shame,
but on him shall his crown glisten."

Text-critical Noto

';Ji:;lr, as the rhythm requires another word.

9. Read, u in o. 16,
Something has fallen out of the text here; for the expression "the
fruit ·of thy body" in the present text cp. Mic. 6 7• We have, quite tentatively,
adapted the words which occur in 2 Sam. 711• 11 : 'l').r:)~ 'if~'i;t·ti~ C'j'.l~
: 'iJ{:J~".i!?~ 1-U,il~-~ ~.m:;ii::i1, 12. Read, with G, ~JJ'1i1 for ~r:i- "and my
testimony",
1.

Add

~)~1~. ;~_1.

1°1:

1. The word of prayer with which the psalm opens, Remember,
Yahweh, David thy servant, is reiterated in 10, and is prompted by the
oath of Yahweh, recalled in 10, The reference to David's affliction, lit.
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" his being afflicted ", causes some little difficulty ; the context shows
that the meaning here cannot be as in Ps. u9 71, Isa 53', where the
affliction is from God ; it is therefore probable that 1t is used in the
technical sense, as in Lev. 23 29 , of afflicting oneself with fasting or
castigation (r Chron. 22 14 has a different form of the word); but if so,
there is nothing in the historical books to suggest that David underwent
such self-infliction as a preparation for gathering the money required
for the building of the temple; either, therefore, we have here some
poetical exaggeration on the part of the psalmist, or else the echo
of some legendary account of the life of David which has not been
otherwise preserved. 2. David's oath to Yahweh_ is then spoken
of. There are several references to David's intention of building a
house for Yahweh (r Chron. 22 7, 28 3, 1 Kgs. 8 17, and elsewhere),
but it is not said that he sware to Yahweh to do this ; nor is there any
mention of the Mighty One of Jacob in this connexion; this title of
Yahweh occurs elsewhere only in Gen. 49 24, Isa. 49 26 , 60 16 {in Isa. 1 24
it is " the Mighty One of Israel ") ; it is very ancient, and originally
was probably 'iiblnr ya'aqob, "the bull of Jacob" (cp. the parallel
"the Stone of Israel" in Gen. 49 24), and was altered to 'iilnr ya'aq_ob
later to avoid its being associated with the bull-worship of northern
Israel (cp. 1 Kgs. 12 28 , 29 , "calf"= a young bull). Here again,
then, the psalmist seems to be echoing the words of some source which
has not come down to us. And this applies with especial force to what
follows in 3-5, which seem to be something more than a poetical exaggeration of 2 Sam. 72. 3, 1 Kgs. 817- 18.
In 6-10, which were probably taken up by the temple choir, the
psalmist places himself in the past and purports to quote the words 01
David and of those who, with him, brought up the Ark from Kirjathjearim to Jerusalem (1 Sam. 71• 2, 2 Sam. 62--l. 2, 1 Chron. 13 1- 14). It
was when David was living in Ephratah-i.e., Bethlehem (see·Ruth 411,
Mic. 52 , cp. I Sam. 17 12)-that he first heard of the existence of the
Ark ; thereupon he went to seek it, and found it in the fields (better
" pasture-land") of Ja'ar, an abbreviated form of Kirjath-jearim.
There is some difference of opinion as to what is to be understood by
the " it " in we heard of it, and we found it ; the Hebrew has " her "
('iiron, "Ark", is fem. in 1 Sam. 4 17 , 2 Chron. 8 11); but the Vulgate
renders it in the masc., " him ", in reference to Yahweh ; this rendering
is followed by Gunkel. Then, again, as in Hebrew, the fem. gender
is often used as neuter, Kittel takes it in a neutral sense, " we heard
about it "-i.e., the whereabouts of the presence of the Ark; but this
cannot possibly apply to " we found it ". A similar objection must be
urged against Yahweh being the object, unless it be conceded that
Yahweh was identified with the Ark, in which case there is no need to
alter the text to" him". Now it is evident that the close association
PSALM 132
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of Yahweh with the Ark occasioned its identification with him to be
held in early times; Num. 10 33- 36 (J) illustrates this; our psalm, of
later date, presents a fluctuating frame of mind, which at one time
identifies, at another clearly differentiates, between the Ark and Yahweh ;
thus, while it cannot be meant that Yahweh was first heard of in
Ephratah, nor that he was found in the fields of Ja'ar, yet something
approaching the idea of identification is at least adumbrated in the
parallelism : Arise, Yahweh, to thy resting-place, thou and thy mi.ghty
Ark, lit. " the Ark of thy strength ". On the other hand1 there is a
clear differentiation in the words : Let us go unto his dwelling-placei.e ., Zion-let us worship at the stool of his feet ; the Ark is spoken of
as" the footstool of our God" in I Chron. 28 2 (though in this passage
the " building of an house " is used for the Ark) ; this differentiation
reflects a later stage in the conception of Yahweh. The mention of
the Ark as playing a role in the temple cult is another proof of the
pre-exilic date of the psalm, though, as there are various Deuteronomic
references to the Ark (Deut. 31 25, 26, cp. Josh. 833, 1 Kgs. 316, 4 19 ,
89• 21 ), the psalm must belong to late pre-exilic times ; for the final
disappearance of the Ark is referred to in Jer. 3 16 ; in Ezra 1 7- 11 no
mention is made of it in the list of sacred vessels. In 9, 10 the psalmist,
while still thinking of the past, in fact envisages the present ; at the
bringing in of the Ark to the sanctuary the priests must be clothed in
fitting-i.e., festal-garments ; for this force of fedeq, in the sense of
"normal" or "right", cp. Deut. 31 19, Ps. 4 5 , 51 19 ; and the saints
(Iftistdim}-i.e., the true worshippers of Yahweh-and therefore thy
saints, are called upon to shout/or joy. And, finally, a prayer is offered
that Yahweh will look fayourably upon the king ; turn not away the
face of thine anointed, and this, for the sake of David, thy servant. For
the thought of reaping the reward of the righteousness of the forefathers cp. Gen. 26 24 • For 9, 10, cp. 2 Chron. 6U, n.
Just as in the opening words of the psalm David's oath to Yahweh
is recalled, so now (u, 12) Yahweh's oath to David is spoken of, an
oath which, of a truth he will not turn from, cp. Ps. 89 8• 35 • '9, I 104 •
But the condition is that David's successors will keep the covenant,
and observe the testt'monies which Yahweh teaches them.
After the words of promise, put into the mouth of Yahweh, regarding.,the permanence of the monarchy in. the Davidic line, there follows
a further utterance of Yahweh (14-16) regarding the permanence of the
sanctuary: This i's my resting-place for ever. Yahweh's abiding in
Zion assures that the indispensable need of sustenance will always
be forthcoming; the poor, so often the victims of insufficiency of food,
will be satisfied. The mention of the priests, whom Yahweh will
clothe with prosperity, is not without significance; that due provision
should .be made for them was naturally a matter of importance, see,
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e.g., Deut. 18 1-s; prosperity (yesa1, often translated " salvation",
means here welfare in a material sense. The priests, being well
provided for, are arpen,t in the fulfilment of their duties in public
worship, and therefore the saints, the true worshippers, shout for joy,
a liturgical term (Ps. 51 u, 71 23, 84 2, 145 7),
Finally (17, 18), the psalmist reverts to the Davidic dynasty, the
prosperity of which must depend on Yahweh, who causeth to flourish
the horn of David, an expression denoting the strength (cp. Deut. 33 1 7)
of the Davidic dynasty ; what is meant by the psalmist in saying that
Yahweh has prepared a lamp for his anmnted, is not easy to decide,
and various opinions are held. In 2 Sam. 21 17 Davit! is spoken of as
the " lamp " of Israel, an appropriate expression in reference to the
king who judges and guides his people (1 Sam. 8 20, Prov. 20 8 , 25 2, 8 ,
29', cp. 16 13• 15); similarly, the successor of David· on the throne is
called a" lamp" (1 Kgs. n 36, 15', 2 Chron. 21 7); in the verse before
us, then, taking. " mine anointed " as parallel to " David " in the
first half of the verse, the meaning will be that Yahweh contim,ies to
prosper the dynasty of David, in accordance with which he has again
prepared, or provided, a successor-a " lamp "-to his anointed, David,
who was the anointed of Yahweh par excellence. In contqist to the
shame wherewith Yahweh will clothe, or "cover" his enemies, the
crown of this successor to the Davidic throne, will glisten ; the reference
is to the gold of which it is constructed (cp. the" plate of pure gold"
on Aaron's mitre, Exod. 2836-- 88).

Religious Teaching
It must be recognized, first, that the doctrine of God, as portrayed
in this psalm, illustrates the persistence of old-world ideas : viz.
those of God taking an oath, his desire for a dwelling-place on earth,
and the quaint belief in his connexion with the Ark. These all witness
to materialistic conceptions of the Deity which belong to a comparatively
early religious stage. It required the experience of the Exile, and the
teaching ofa Deutero-Isaiah, to generate more spiritual conceptions.
But there is, in spite of this, one element in the psalm which is of special
interest, since it witnesses to the innate religious instinct of ancient
Israel in every sphere ; we mean the principle of the union which should
subsist between religion and the State. The-basic purpose of the psalm
is to glorify the Sanctuary together with the kingship, which are inextricably bound together. The subject has been already referred to
(see under Ps. no), and there is no need to deal further with it here;
but the principle involved is of profound and far-reaching importance,
and the way in which it is set forth in this psalm demands grateful
recognition.
¥.M.
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IT may sometimes happen that a technical term, owing to its familiarity
among the Hebrews, had, for them, a significance which may not, at
first sight, be appreciated nowadays. An illustration of this is presented in the psalm before us. In Deut. 25 6 , 6 reference is made to a
marriage-custom in ancient Israel which we know as the Levirate
marriage (from the Latin levir, "brother-in-law"); according to this
custom, when a man dies and has no sons, his brother must marry
the widow. In Hebrew there is a verb meaning" to do the duty of a
brother-in-law" (yabam) ; as Driver remarks: " The fact of Hebrew
possessing a special word to indicate this particular relation is evidence
that it must have been a prominent factor in ancient Hebrew society,
and that the rights and duties connected with it must have been important ones ". 1 The purpose of the custom, according to Deut. 2 6 ,
was that the name of the brother who had died should " not be blotted
out of Israel "-i.e., that his name and family should be perpetuated
among his people, and no doubt also that the family property should
remain intact. The family tie in the earliest periods of Israel's social
history was more closely maintained than in later days ; the paternal
authority was in those early times more absolute than in subsequent
periods. In those early days sons continued to live under their father's
roof, and to be subject to his authority even after they were married
and had sons ; in this way the unity of the family was secured, and
continued to be more effectively preserved than if the sons, when
they married, set up a household on their own account, and lived, it
might be, in some far-off spot. And it was the custom of the Levirate
marriage which further cemented family union. Now, when, in Deut.
25 6, the subject of the Levirate marriage is mentioned, it is introduced
by the words: "When (not "If") brethren dwell together "-i.e.,
it is the technical phrase used in reference to the ancient custom of
brothers, even when married, all living together under the paternal
roof; implying, further, that by means of the Levirate marriagecustom the perpetuation of the £amily was assured. Bearing this in
mind, therefore, the significance of the opening verse of our psalm will
be appreciated ; and this significance is accentuated by the fact that,
in course of time, the old Levirate marriage-custom had given place
to that in which a son, on marrying, became emancipated from paternal
authority, left his father's house, and set up an establishment of his
own, whereby the family unity was broken, and its perpetuation, at
1

A Crit. and Exeg. Com. on Deuteronomy, p. 283 (t902).
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any rate, endangered. Thus, the psalmist, like Jeremiah (618), extols
the " old paths ". 1
The objection to this interpretation of the psalm, that a song of so
highly inspired a nature is not likely to have been prompted by an
isolated family affair of this kind ( "eine derartige einzelne Familienangelegenheit "), 2 fails to realize the great importance of family social
life in ancient Israel ; nor does it take into account the significance
attaching to a legal technical term of hoary authority.
The date of the psalm is difficult to determine, as definite indications
are wanting ; but it may well belong to early post-exilic times, when the
return of the exiles to the homeland brought to mind in a pointed
manner the family social life of long ago.
The metre is 3 : 2 1 with the exception of the opening verse, which is
3: 3:
A Song of Ascents. 0 David's O •
1. Behold, how goodly and how beautiful,
the dwelling together of brethren:
a. Like precious oil (it is) upon the head, 0 which runneth down ° upon the
beard,
-The beard of Aaron,-which runneth
down
upon the collar of his gannents ;
3. Like the dew of Hennon, which
upon the hills of O 'lyyOn °;
runneth down
For there Yahweh commanded
life for evermore.
Text-critical Notes
Title: some Hehr. and G omit ,,i'?, "David's". 2. Read ,-,hi:j for 'T'.!'.
3. Read ji•V for j'i•~. see exegetical n~tc. Om. r91~r:i-ri1;;1, " ~ blesaing ",
which overloads the half-line.
I. As pointed out in the introductory section, the dwelUng together
of brethren (there is nothing about "in unity" in the Hebrew) is a
technical phrase used in reference to the earliest family custom in
ancient Israel, in which brothers continued to live, even as married
men with their own sons, in the dwelling-place of their father. This
is goodly and beautiful, not because the brothers are living in unitythat is taken for granted-but because it was the means of perpetuating
the family and its name in Israel. The metre of this line, differing
from that of the rest of the psalm, seems to be purposeful ; the opening
words are a kind of text. 2, 3. The psalmist uses two pictures to
illustrate the ideas of family continuity and family union which the ancient
custom achieved. The comparisons may sound a little strange to
modern Western ears, but to the Oriental mind they were sufficiently
appropriate. From the father, the first founder and head of the family,
the descendants issue, running down through the ages ; with this the
psalmist compares the precious 01.l-i.e., the "holy anointing oil"
1
This interpretation of the psahn was fii:st brought to our attention by a pamphlet
published by S. Rauh: Hebraisches Familienrecht in vorp,-ophetircher Zeit, pp. 35 ff.

(1907)
' H et"enne, Das Buch de,- Psalmen, p.

420

(1936).
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running dawn upon the beard; the reason
(see Exod. 30 -ao, 37
for the mention of Aaron is tJ.iat when the holy anointing oil is
spoken of it is in connexion with the high-priest (Num. 35 25 ), Aaron
is specifically named in Exod. 29•- 7 , 30 30• If the oil ran down to the
beard of Aaron, as was likely enough, it would necessarily flow on to
the collar of his garments; the word for collar (pry, lit. "mouth", or
" opening ") is used in the description of " the robe of the ephod ",
where it is said, " and there shall be an opening for his head in the
midst thereof" (Exod. 28 82) ; the opening round the neck is obviously
what we understand by a collar. Then the psalmist uses for comparison the dew of Hermon which, likewise, runneth down upon the kills
of 'Iyyon; but here there is also the idea of diffuseness, compared with
the spreading family under the old conditions. The Hebrew text has
" the hills of Zion " ; but the dew of Hermon, far away to the north,
could not possibly run all the way through Palestine to get to Zion ;
as Barnes remarks, it is " geographically a grotesque conception " ;
but his rendering : " Plenteous as the dew of Hermon is that which
descendeth upon the mountains of Zion ", does not represent the
Hebrew. Jirku, followed by Gunkel, is surely right in reading 'Iyyon
for Zion; it is mentioned in I Kgs. 15 20, 2 Kgs. 15 29 , 2 Chron. 16 4,
and refers to the hilly country which lay on the south-west foot of
mount Hermon; The two words in Hebrew are almost exactly alike
(ii~1? and 7~•~) ; nothing could be easier than for a copyist to. have
misread what was before him. It is also worth noting that the Hebrew
reads " hills"; the " hill of Zion " occurs very frequently, but the
"hills of Zion" never.
In the concluding line the ,psalmist, as might logically be expected,
reverts to the thought of the opening verse: For tkere-i.e., in the family
as composed, and united as a religious unit, under the ancient rlgimeY-akwek commanded, or ordained, . what results : life for evermore, in
reference to the perpetuation of the family ; " for evermore " is not to
be taken in a literal sense ; the expression is often used in Hebrew
in the sense of long enduring-e.g., Ps. 21 6, 26 26 , 61 7, Am. 1 11 , Isa.
26', 477.

Religious Teaching
Although the psalm deals specifically with the subject of social conditions in ancient Israel, it contains an element of a pronouncedly
religious character. The conviction, which is implied all through,
and definitely -stated at its conclusion, of God's interest in the affairs
of family life, witnesses to one of the most beautiful traits in Hebrew
religion of all ages. In ancient Israel the family was, in the first instance,
kept together by community of worship ; whatever other purposes the
Levirate law may have served, the religious motive lay at its base. This
is clearly emphasized in our psalm, and constitutes its abiding value.
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PSALM 134
THIS is the last of the so-called Pilgrim-songs, The reason for its
inclusion in the collection is clear. It is an introductory exhortation
to the priests, sung by the High-priest, before the beginning of the
service ; the last verse is the response, sung by the priestly choir.
It is a vigil service, held, as was usual, on the eve of one of the great
festivals ; this would obviously have been, attended by the crowds of
pilgrims, who had gathered from far and near to keep the festival.
Hence the presence of the psalm in this collection.
The metre is irregular.

A Song of Ascents.
Bless Yahweh,
all ye servants of Yahweh,
0
That stand in the house-of-Yahweh
•
at nights 0 ;
2. Lift up your hands in the sanctuary,
yea, bless Yahweh.
3; May Yahweh bless thee from Zion,
Maker of heaven and earth.
1.

0

1.

Text-critical Nota
Orn. i1lliJ, "Behold ", as inappropriate in this conn~on; it may have been

added from the opening word ·of the preceding psalm by misl!lke.

ni',•1:?.i

two

beats.

That the words of 1, 2 were chanted by the High-priest is probable,
as Josephus specially mentions his presence in the temple at the
festivals (Bell. Jud. v 230). The words· were addressed to the priests,
Bless Yahweh, for it was only the priests who uttered blessings (cp.
Deut. 10 8 ,21 5); the servants of Yahweh, though often used in a wider
sense, refer jn this connexion specifically to the priests, not to the
worshippers in general, for the reason given. The priests are those who
stand in the house-of~ Yahweh, the word " stand " is used here in the
technical sense of minister (cp. Deut. 10 8, Judg. 20 28 , Ezek. 44 15,
2 Chron. 29 11 ). Their doing so at nights tells us the occasions on
which this psalm, if it can be so called, was sung. The most important of the Jewish feasts was Sukk6th ("Tabernacles"), known as
u the~• feast ; its outstanding character in post-exilic times comes out
clearly in Zech. 1416- 19, where it is said that in the Messianic times the
nations "shall go up from year to year to worship the King, Yahweh
of hosts, and to keep the feast of Tabernacles. . . . " It was on the eve
of each of the seven (later nine) days, as is to be gathered from the
Mishnah (Sukk6th ii. 4, 9), that a service was held at nights, hence the
plural. That it is unlikely to have been the Passover feast may be
gathered from the fact that the night preceding the first day of this feast
(14. Nisan, = April) was the time for the searching of leaven in the
houses, and removing it, a ceremony known as Bediqath lfiimef (" Removal of leaven"); for details see Mishnah, Pesachim i. 1. If night
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services were held during this feast, the first night, the eve of the feast,
would assuredly have been observed ; but there is no mention of
this as there is in the case of the feast of Tabernacles. The lifting up
of the hands was the attitude in blessing (Lev. 9 22 in reference to Aaron,
Ecclus. 50 20 in reference to the High-priest Simon I). The priests
are called upon to bless Yahweh, in response to which they reply :
May Yahweh bless thee from Zi'on; the mention of Zion is to recall
the solemn truth that it was here that the divine presence rested (cp.
Ps. 9 11 , 76 2). Yahweh, though conceived of as dwelling in Zion, is
nevertheless Maker of heaven and earth (cp. Ps. II5 16), immanent
everywhere, but specifically in his sanctuary.
Religious Teaching
We have here a very instructive indication of the preparation for
divine service on the part of God's ordained ministers. They upon
whom devolved the high privilege of blessing the worshippers, utter a
preparatory mutual blessing upon each other, and are thus endowed
with spiritual power. Strengthened by the knowledge of this power
having been conferred on them, they can undertake their sacred duties
in the sanctuary in the conviction that they are acting under divine
guidance, and imparting to others the blessing of which they themselves
have been recipients.

PSALM 135
ALTHOUGH the writer of this psalm makes considerable use of other
psalms, and borrows from some other Biblical books, he has constructed it all into a logically arranged scheme of thought ; the contention
that " it has many glosses " is, we maintain, mistaken. The psalmist
deliberately unites himself with those who had gone before him, by
quoting their words, or by reiterating their thoughts ; but he has
composed a well-ordered and logical hymn of praise. Thus: it opens
with an ascription of praise to Yahweh (1-4); this is appropriately
followed by two outstanding reasons why praise should be offered
to him-viz. he is the God of Nature (5-7), and he is the God of History
(8-14); in contrast to this, the utter unreality of the gods of the nations,
by whom the Jews were surrounded, is proclaimed (15-18); therefore
a final exhortation to bless Yahweh fittingly closes the psalm. It will
thus be seen that the psalm forms a well-thought-out unity.
That it was composed for use in the worship of the temple is
obvious ; and that it was sung antiphonall.y is also clear; but to assign
the different parts to the respective- singers is a somewhat precarious
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proceeding, especially as it is impossible to say for certain which verses
were sung by a solo voice, and which by the temple choir, and whether
the whole congregation took any part in it. The question is, however,
not of great importance.
With one exception (v. 17) the text has been well preserved; only
a few slight emendations are called for.
The date of the psalm would seem to be late post-exilic ; this is
suggested by the indebtedness to other psalms, especially Ps. 1 15,
which is clearly late post-exilic ; and also by the form of the relative.
The question of metre offers some difficulty ; where it is 3 : 3 there
will be general agreement; but in oo. 5-7, 15-17 we have marked the
metre as two beats to a line ; most authorities would not allow two
beats only to a line, but would take four of these as forming a 4 : 4
metre; it will, however, be seen that in neither of these two sections
do we get the requisite parallelism. The two-beat line is very effective
when a change of subject is introduced, as in this psalm. An occasional three-beat line is, in any case, often found, whether the metre
is otherwise 4 : 4 or not.
1.

:i.
3.
4.
S·

6.

7·

Halklvjah.
Praise the name of Yahweh,
praise, ye servants of Yahweh,
Who stand in the house of Yahweh,
m the courts of the house of our God.
Praise O Yahweh 0 , for he is good,°
sing-praise to his name, for it is
beautiful;
For Jacob hath Yah chosen for himself,
Israel for his peculiar-treasure.
For I do know
that greater is Yahweh,
our Lord, than all gods.
All that he willed
hath Yahweh done,
in heaven and earth,
in the seas O and in all O deeps ;
He bringeth up mists
from the ends of the earth,
0
He maketh lightnings for the rain,
he bringeth forth O wind from hi<1
treasuries.

8. He smote the firstbom of Egypt,
from man ° even unto O beasts;
9. He sent signs and wonders O
against Pharaoh and all his servants ;
10. He smote great nations,
and slew mighty kings :
n. Sihon, king of the Amorites,
and Og, the king of Bashan,
And all the kingdoms of Canaan;
u. And he gave their land for an heritage,
an heritage for Israel, his people.
13. " Yahweh, thy name is everlasting,
Yahweh, thy remembrance is unending,"
14. For Yahweh vindicateth his people,
and hath compassion on his servants,

15.

The idols of the nations
are silver and gold,
the work of the hands of men ;
16.
mouths have they, but speak not,
eyes have they, but see not,
17.
ears have they, but hear not,
noses O have they, but smell not 0 •
0
18. Like them are they that make them,
and all O that trust in them.
19. House of Israel, bless Yahweh;
:io. House of Levi, bless Yahweh;
O
21. Bessed be Yahweh in Zion°,

house of Aaron, bless Yahweh ;
fearers of Yahweh, bless Yahweh.
that dwelleth in Jerusalem 0 •
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Text-critical Notu
3. Read n,n, "Yahweh" for n, "Yah ", and delete, with CS, n,n, at the
end of the first half-line, fc:,r the sake. of the rhythm. 6. Read -?;>~ll for ·1,;1,
"and all". 7. Read t-1',S-io for t-l~io, but see GK 530. 8. Read; with some
MSS, .,111 for .,¥, "unto". 9. Om. C~i';tt;l ':;:l::l-'i,i:;;t, "in thy midst, Egypt";
an unnecessary insertion which breaks the rhythm. 17. Read, as in Ps. n5•, t:li;t?
ffl¥\; M?1, in place of the :\)resent Hebrew text: " neither is there any breath in
their mouths " ; the i.nouths have already been mentioned !n the p r ~ verse.
18. Read ?::>1 for ?:!>, following some MSS. 21. Read 1i~J~ for Ji•¥.~ '' from
Zion ". Om., with G, ;:,~-~?';,;:-,; it is the title of the following pealm.

1-4. Following, almost verbally, Ps. 1131, our psalm opens with an
exhortation, sung probably by the High-priest, to priests and people,
to praise Yahweh; they are collectively designated servants of Yahweh;
but the two bodies are differentiated : they who stand in the house of
Y akweh are the ministering priests (see Ps. 1341, and the note on that
verse), while . they who are gathered in the courts of the house of au,
God, are the body of the worshippers (cp. Ps. 92 18• 14, 100 3• 4 u6 1 S. 19).
Praise is due to him, for he is good (cp. Ps. 1361), and his name is beautiful
(cp. Ps.
546), and also because he hath chosen Jacob for himself,
Israel for his peculiar treasure (cp. Deut. 76• 7, 142 , 26 18); the expression
peculiar treasure, means lit. a " possession " (cp. Mal. 317) ; in I Chron.
29 8 it is used of a "treasure" of gold or silver. 5-7. As this section
begins with the use of the first person, it may have been sung by one
of the priests, but it is equally possible that it was sung by the temple
choir, the" I "referring to each individual singer(and cp. " our Lord"),
or even by the whole body of worshippers. That, however, is a minor
matter; of far greater importance is the recognition of Yahweh as the
God of Nature. The belief among other nations in the creative power
of their gods, and of their being lords of nature, is here repudiated ;
Yahweh is greater than all gods ; all that happens in the world of Nature
is according to his will (cp. Ps. u5 3), whether in the.skies above,
heaven, or on the earth, or beneath the earth (cp. Ps. 77 17- 19). Though
mists, brought up from the ends of the earth, as it seemed when rising in
the distance, were soon dispersed in Palestine with the rising sun, they
were believed to portend rain on account of their coolness ; moreover, according to an old-world belief, mists, dew, and rain were all
connected with each other ; in the Book of Enoch we read that the clouds
of rain and the clouds of dew " and the clouds of the mist are connected,
and the one gives to the other" (60 00, cp. 41 4). In Palestine rain is
often accompanied by storm : he maketh lightnings for the rain.
Finally, the wind which he bringeth forth from his treasuries, here again
we are reminded of the Book of Enoch 181, where "the treasuries of all
the winds" are spoken of. With the verse before us, 71 cp. also Prov.
z5u, Jer. lOu, 51 is.

st,
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8-14. After having sung the praise of Yahweh as the God of Nature,
wherein his power has been shown forth, the psalmist turns to the more
restricted area of divine activity, and records how the history of Israel,
in its most significant period-tlte formation of the nation and its
settlement in Canaan-was effected by Yahweh as the God of History.
With the details of this section it is not necessary to deal ; it is largely
based on Ps. 78°· 61• 66, and more especially on Ps. 13617-llll, with which
there are verbal similarities. 13 is quoted from Exod. 3 16, and 14
from Deut. 32 86, cp. Ps. 90 13• In 15-18 the psalmist reverts in fuller
detail to what he has said about the gods of the nations in 5 ; this comes
in appropriately here, for he wishes to contrast with the omnipotence
of Yahweh the empty uselessness of all so-called gods. This denunciation against idols may well have had a greater significance than appears
at first in view of the fact that Hellenism had a great fascination for
many Jews ; the words of Hecatreus of Abdera, who lived at the end
of the fourth century B.c. are of ominous import: "Under the later
rule of the Persians, and of the Macedonians, who overthrew the empire
of the former, many of the traditional customs of the Jews were altered
owing to their intercourse with aliens ". 1 This section is almost
verbally the same as Ps. 115-• 8 •
The final verses, 19-21, are based on Ps. 11511--11 (seethe notes there).
The last verse (cp. Ps. 128 6, 13218• 14) is held by some commentators
to be a later addition, with insufficient reason. The " Hallelujah"
at the end is, as the Septuagint shows, the title of the following psalm.

Religious Teaching
The prophetical teaching concerning Yahweh as the God of Nature,
and as the God of History, which is so marked an element in this psalm,
has been referred to in the exegetical notes. Another matter concerning
the doctrine of God is the monotheistic belief implied. The words :
"Greater is Yahweh our Lord than all gods", would seem to imply
a belief in other gods, however inferior to the one God; but these
words must be read in the light of what is said in vv. 15-18; for the
idols there spoken of are identical with gods, and they are described
as non-existent. It may therefore be said that monotheistic belief,
if not directly stated, is implied. Such pure monotheism is very rare
in the psalms. It occurs in Ps. u5s- 7, on which our psalm is based,
and in Ps. 869• 10 ; but elsewhere the existence of other gods is taken
for granted. While, of course, Yahweh is conceived of as of a wholly
different nature from any other god, yet, as a rule, the gods of the
nations are not thought of as non-existent, as in this psalm.
1 Quoted by Reinach, Textes d'auteurs Grecs et Romains relatifs au Judaisme, p.
(1895).
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PSALM 136
As already pointed out (seep. roo), this psalm is known as the" Great
Halle!" (Halle[ ha-Gad6l) in the Talmud and other Rabbinical writings,
reflecting, doubtless, earlier usage. Like Ps. 135, it contains many
quotations from other psalms. Its form is unique in the Psalter;
the first half of each verse was sung either by one of the priests, or
perhaps by the Levitical choir ; while the second half, taken from
2 Chron. i" 8, was sung by the whole body of the worshippers. It
will be noticed that in reading the first half of the verses alone we have
a self-contained and independent psalm, the even flow of which is often
interrupted by the refrain ; this suggests that the refrain was not an
original part of the psahn, especiaHy as it occurs sometimes in a most
inappropriate context (vv. 10, 15, 17-20). It was added for liturgical
purposes.
The first three verses are an exhortation to give thanks to Yahweh,
the reasons for which are then enumerated : for his creative works,
for his having delivered his people from their Egyptian oppressors,
for the settlement of the people in Canaan, for deliverance from other
oppressors; and, finally, for the gift of food; this last seems to come
in somewhat strangely after what has preceded it; but it is probably
of great significance, for there is reason for believing that this psalm
was sung at the New Year festival.
The psalm in its present form is doubtless late post-exilic in date,
but it is possible that in its origin it belongs to far earlier times. It
cannot be denied that the historic sections (vv. 10-15, 16-22, 23 and
24) are not altogether appropriate after the commemoration of the
creative acts of Yahweh (vv. 1---9); we suggest, therefore, the possibility
that the whole of the historical reminiscences were added later to the
psalm.
That both the sun and the moon were regarded as fertility deities,
and were worshipped in ancient Israel, is plainly intimated in the Old
Testament; in later days their functions were ascribed to Yahweh,
thanks to the teaching of the prophets. If, now, it be granted, for the
sake of argument, that the historical sections of our psalm were later
additions, vv. 25, 26 would come immediately after the mention of the
creative acts of Yahweh: " . . . who made great lights, The sun to
rule by day, The moon to rule by night; he giveth food to all flesh,
Give thanks to the God of Heaven ". In this case the appropriateness
of the mention of food becomes evident, and the incongruity disappears.
We suggest, therefore, that this psalm was one of those sung at the
New Year festival. It has, according to ancient custom, always been,
in the Jewish Church, one of the proper psalms for the feast of Passover,
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the spring festival ; we should have expected it to have been one of the
special psalms for the feast of Tabernacles (Sukkoth}, in the autumn,
when the New Year began; but with the Exile, the Jews, following
Babylonian usage, celebrated the New Year Festival both in the spring
and in the autumn. With the reason of this double celebration we are
not concerned here; see Hooke, in Myth and Ritual, pp. 46 f., and the
same writer's The Origins of Early Semitic Ritual (Schweich Lectures},
PP· 51 ff. (r935).
The metre is 3 : 2, with the exception vv. 12, 15.
1.

:i,

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I I.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
2 5.
26.

Hallelujah.
Give thanks to Yahweh, for he is good,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Give thanks to the God of gods,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Give thanks to the Lord of lords,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Who alone doeth • wonder-works,
Who made the heavens with wisdom,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Who spread forth the earth on the
waters,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Who made great lights,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
The sun to rule by day,
The moon • to rule • by night,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Who smote Egypt in their firstbom,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
And brought out Israel from their
for his mercy endureth for ever,
midst,
With mighty hand and outstretched
for his mercy endureth for ever,
arm,
Who cut Yam-suph in twain,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
And made Israel to pass through the
for his mercy endureth for ever,
midst of it,
And cast Pharaoh and his host into
Yam-sOph,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Who led his people into the wilderfor his mercy endureth for ever,
ness,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Who smote great• nations 0 ,
And slew famous kings,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Sihon, king of the Amorites,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
And Og, the king of Bashan,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
And gave their land for an heritage,
An heritage to Israel, his servant;
for his mercy endureth for ever,
for his mercy endureth for ever,
Who in our abasement remembered us,
for his mercy endureth for ever
And rescued us from our oppressors,
He giveth food to all flesh.
for his mercy endureth for ever,
for his mercy endureth for ever.
Give thanks to the God of heaven,

Text-critical Noter
Title: add J:Tt~',';,;:t, "Hallelujah", from the end of the preceding psalm.
4. Om. r,;1,',~ "gre~t ", cp. Ps. 721 •. 9. Om. 0':;l'.;)i:l, for the rhythm's sake;
and read, follo~ing the Versions,
for r,i1,~1?~?, plur. 17. Read,
with Gressmann and Gunkel, 0'1.;)~7 for C'::;l~t,), " kings ", which comes in the
following verse.
' ·
·

['?t;i~~?

1-3. The opening word of each of these verses, H6du (" Give
thanks"), is the same as in Pss. ro5-107, u8, hence they are called
"H6du-psalms" in Rabbinical writings. We have rendered the
refrain in its familiar English form, but in its Hebrew form there is no
verb,h is simply: " for his mercy (is) for ever" ; and ~esed (" mercy"),
as we have remarked elsewhere, connotes more than mercy : it means
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"love" in its varied forms. For the expressions God of gods, Lord of
lords, cp. Deut. 1017 •
4-9. The first of the reasons for which praise is to be given to
Yahweh is because of the wonder-works of creation ; he made the heavens
with wisdom, lit. "understanding" or "discernment" (cp. Jer. 1012),
presumably in reference to the divine forethought that man would need
the sun and the moon (cp. Gen. 1 u-17). Another quaint idea is expressed
in the words who spread forth the earth on the waters ; this is a somewhat different conception of the creation of the earth from that of
Gen. 1 9, but is in accordance with Babylonian stories of Creation. 1
10-15. The psalmist then gives a further reason for thankfulness to
Yahweh by recalling the circumstances connected with the' deliverance
from Egypt; the smiting of the firstborn in Egypt (cp. Ps. 7861, 135 8)
was what actually induced the Pharaoh to release the Israelites (Exod.
12 29- 83), and was ascribed directly to Yahweh with his mighty hand
and outstretched arm; the phrase is taken from Deut. 4 34 , Jer. 32 21 •
In speaking of the dividing of the Yam-suph, " the sea of reeds "
(usually, but erroneously, rendered the Red Sea, i~ was the eastern
arm of the Red Sea, now known as the Aelanitic gulf), the psalmist
uses a curious, but expressive, term never elsewhere used in this connexion; it is lit." he cut into cuttings", or" portions'.'; in Gen. 15 17
the noun is used of the two halves of a sacrificed animal between which
the two parties of a covenant passed. This covenant-rite, of great
antiquity, inust have been in the mind of the psalmist. In 16-22,
with which cp. Ps. 78 5 2-55, 135 1 0- 21 , yet further causes for thankfulness
are enumerated; the first is that Yahweh led his people into the wilderness ; this was not always thought of as something to be thankful for
(cp. Deut. 32 10, Jer. 26 , Hos. 13 5); then the overthrow of Canaanite
kings; and, thirdly, the giving of the land of Canaan for an heritage to
Israel (cp. Am. 210). Once more, in 23, 24 the psalmist recalls periods
of oppression through which his people had passed, thinking of the
Philistines, Aramreans, Assyrians, and perhaps chiefly of the Exile,
out of all of which Yahweh had delivered them; for all these mercies
gratitude to Yahweh is called for. And, lastly, in 25, 26, the psalmist
mentions as a cause for thankfulness the fact that Yahweh giveth food
to all flesh (cp. Ps. 10427, 28 , 145 15, 16) therefore: Give thanks to the God
of Heaven; see further on this the introductory section. The expression " the God, of Heaven " does not occur in the older literature ;
it is used several times in the book of Ezra and also in that of Daniel;
its origin is possibly Persian, and if so, it is in itself ancient.
1

See Gunkel's translation in Schlipfung und Chaos • •• , p . .µo (1895).
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Religi.ous Teaching
This centres in two aspects of the doctrine of God: his creative
acts, and his guidance of the early history of Israel to the time of their
becoming a nation. Of particular importance is the stress laid on the
due recognition of divine mercies uttered in the refrain " for his mercy
endureth for ever " ; the expression of national gratitude for divine
mercies in the past, which have led to those of the present, is an element
in various other psalms too. This has always been characteristic of
Jewish worship. Thus, while the personal relationship to God is never
lost sight of, the divine solicitude for the nation as a whole is also duly
recognized. That is an element in worship which is of profound
significance.

PSALM 137
Tms psalm is, in character, unique in the Psalter. Short as it is, it
presents some points of difficulty concerning which there are, not without reason, differences of opinion among commentators. The difficulties will be dealt with in the exegetical notes. Here it will suffice
to express the belief that the psalm was written by one of the exiles who
returned from Babylon in 538 B.C., and that he records one of his
experiences while in exile. As Jerusalem was the most obvious objective for the returned exiles, it would be in this city ihat the psalmist
wrote his psalm, though some commentators think that vv. 5, 6 imply
that the writer was not in Jerusalem ; the words against ijdom suggest
the psalmist's presence at any rate in Palestine, where he would be
more forcibly reminded of the hated people, rather than somewhere in
the Dispersion.
·
As an ancient folk-song this psalm was in later days incorporated in
the great national collection ; but that it was ever used liturgically in
the worship of the temple may well be doubted. It is not used in the
worship of the Synagogue. On the metre cp. what has been said
regarding that of Ps. 135.
By the waters of Babylon,
There we sat and wept,
When we remembered Zion.
:i.
On the willows in the midst thereof
We hanged up our harps,
3.
For there our captors asked of us
Words of song,
0
And our plunderers 0 , mirth:
"Sing to us
0
Of the songs 0 of Zion."
4. How should we sing Yahweh-songs
in a foreign land?
5. If I forget thee, Jerusalem,
may my right-hand
1,

0

fail

O

(me);
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6. May my tongue cleave to my palate,
if I remember thee not,
If I exalt not Jerusalem
above my greatest joy.
7.
Remember, Yahweh,
the sons of Edomthe day of Jerusalem !
Who said: " Rase O it, rase it to its very foundation,"
8. 0
daughter of Babylon,
thou
devastater O ,
blessed he that requiteth thee, 0
9. Blessed he that seizeth, and dasheth
thy little ones against the rock !
0

Text-critical Notes
Title: . G has" David's ". 3. Read, cp. GS and especially the Targurn, :o.:i•:;i7i_W1
for ~:1'~7~•i\ lit, "and that cause us to howl".. Read, GV, '7.'Wl:;l for -,,~t;.
sing. 5. Read, with Cheyne and Gunkel, Wlj~ (cp. Job 3 11, Hos. 9 1,
Hab. 3") for n;;ltpl:1,." may ... forget.". 7. For th~ imperat. form ~i'.V IIOO GK
7~cc. 8. ~ead M11WiJ for M1~,~;:T, "the devastated, see exeg. note. Orn.
~7
'iJ'.;ll\~)trl!:;l, "thy dealing which thou didst deal to us".

J;l'?~~~

1. The psalmist begins abruptly by placing the mise en scene before
his readers without any words of introduction. He has, according to
our interpretation of the psalm, just returned with his fellow-exiles
from Babylon to Jerusalem. In the decree of Cyrus permitting the
return of the J ew1;1, as recorded in Ezra 1 2-4, it is said : ". . . Whosoever there is among you of all his people, his God be with him, and let
him go up to Jerusalem, which is in Judah, and build the house of
Yahweh, the God of Israel; he is God, which is in Jerusalem. . . . "
The fourfold mention of Jerusalem in the short resume of the decree
(see also 2 1 ) shows that Palestine, and primarily Jerusalem, was what the
exiles yearned for. Thither, therefore, our psalmist came, and
described to his compatriots who had not been in exile something of his
experiences,in Babylon. On one occasion he had, with some of his
fellow-exiles, been resting by the waters of Babylon ; and as they thought
of their far-away home, and of Zion, the national centre of worship,
which it had never yet been their lot to behold, they were filled with
grief, and wept. In his description of Babylon, Herodotus tells us,
among other things, that there was " a moat, deep, wide, and full of
water, which runs entirely round it. . . . And the city consists of two
divisions, for a river, called the Euphrates, separates it in the middle;
this river is broad, deep, and rapid. The wall on either bank has an
elbow carried down to the river." He tells us, further, that all the
streets lead to the river, and that at the end of each street " a little gate
is formed in the wall along the river-side . . . they are all made of
brass, and lead down to the edge of the river ". He also speaks of a
landing-place and seats to rest on, on which those who go there sit down
and rest themselves ( I 17 8- 181 ). These few details fully explain the
allusion to the waters of Babylon in our psalm.
2, 3. Along the banks of the river running through Babylon willows
grew (see the interesting illustration of this in Meissner's Babylonien und
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Assyrien i. No. rn8 [1924]; cp. also Isa. 44 "willows by the watercourses ") ; to these the psalmist alludes ; he and a few of his fellowexiles had, it would seem, been singing some of the sacred songs their
fathers in exile had taught them, with the accompaniment of those harps
which the first exiles had brought with them. But while they were
singing they saw some of their captors approaching ; at once they ceased
their singing, and hung their harps on the willows to show that they had
no intention of singing in the presence of their hated enemies. Thereupon these Babylonians, perhaps out of mere curiosity, asked them to
sing words of song (for the expression see the title of Ps. 18); it never
entered their minds that the exiles had been singing sacred songs ;
the harps (the kinnor) were the small kind, distinct from the larger
nebel (cp. Ps. 33 2, 1449), and were used for accompanying secular, as
well as sacred, songs (cp. Isa. 512 ); so these plunderers (in reference to
the plundering of Jerusalem by the Babylonian army, 2 Kgs. 2511-10)
thought that the exiles had been singing songs of mirth, and asked the
exiles to continue their singing: Sing to us (some) of the songs of Zion;
they little realized what those songs of Zion really were. 4, 6. The
indignation of our psalmist can be readily understood ; as though the
sacred songs sung in honour of Yahweh could be sung before Gentiles
in a fareign land l To do this would be to forget the sanctity of J erusalem, the dwelling-place of Yahweh; and the psalmist threatens himself with a curse : If Iforget thee, Jerusalem, may my right-hand fail
(me) ; this emendation of the text (" fail " for " forget ", the words are
very similar in Hebrew, see critical note) is justified, for the Hebrew
verb for " forget " is never used in such an incongruous connexion,
whereas the " failing " of the hand to do its part in using the harp,
which accompanied the sacred song, would be to mark the worshipper
as incapable of fulfilling his proper part in worship-i.e., as failing in his
duty to God ; it was as bad, for it involved the same incapacity for
true worship-as if his tongue were to cleave to his palate so that he could
not utter words of praise and thanksgiving. Such a curse the psalmist
calls down upon himself if he should remember not the city of his God,
if he should not exalt Jerusalem above his greatest joy. 7, 9. The
language is exaggerative, and reveals the passionate character of the
psalmist ; he was intensely human ; and this is further brought out by
the frank and unabashed way in which, immediately after his expression
of religious fervour, the spirit of bitter revenge asserts itself. The one
excuse is that he regards the enemies of his people as being also the
enemies of his God. The sudden turn of thought from the surroundings he was envisaging to that of the enemy nearer home (Edom) can
be explained only by remembering that he was now for the first time in
Palestine, in Jerusalem. He had been taught how, when Jerusalem
had been surrounded by the Babylonian army, Edom, the near neigh4,
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hours of his people, their "brother" (Am. 1 11) had sided with the
enemies of Judah; " in that day when thou wast present (lit. when thou
didst stand in front), in the day that strangers carried away his substance,
and foreigners entered his gates, and cast lots upon Jerusalem, even
thou wast as one of them " ; thus does the prophet Obadiah (v. II)
speak of the action of the Edomites at that time. And the psalmist, in
bitter wrath, cries : Remember, Y a/zweh, the sons of Edom-the day of
Jerusalem-i.e., the day of visitation, cp. Isa. 9', Jer. 50 27- 31, who said,
Rase it, Tase it, to its very foundation. Then he reverts to his main
subject ; 0 daughter of Babylon, he says, lit. " 0 daughter Babylon ",
addressing the city as a young woman (similarly in Isa. 47 1 and the
"daughter Zion" in Isa. 1 8), the devastater; the emendation is needed,
for the corrupt Hebrew text, "the devastated", would imply that
Babylon had already fallen ; whereas the verbs are all in the future
tense ; and, in any case, Babylon was not devastated when conquered by
Cyrus; both the" Nabonidus Chronicle" and the" Cyrus Cylinder"
show that ·he treated the city with great consideration. When the
psalmist describes Babylon as thou devastater, he is referring to the
devastation of Jerusalem in 586 B.c. He speaks of him that Tequiteth
thee as blessed; the word, whieh is used in the sense of " happy " or
" fortunate ", has here, doubtless, as often elsewhere, a religious meaning, "blessed" of Yahweh; that the term should be used in reference
to one who would take vengeance on the enemy of God's people, and
therefore of God himself, is comprehensible ; but that it should be
applied also to one who woulci seize the little children and dash them
against the Tock, is unpardonable ; true, such cruelty was common
enough (2 Kgs. 812 , Isa. 13 16 , Hos. 13 16 (141 ), Nah. 3 10) in those days;
but the perpetrators are never called " blessed ". The psalmist here
gives way to liuman passion, which is to be deplored ; that is all that
can be said.

Religious Teaching
The clash of emotions expressed in this psalm reveal human nature at
its,best and at its worst. Sorrow at the thought of being hindered from
singing the praises of God in the sanctuary where his presence rested
was the o~tcome of deep devotion to him, and reveals a heart imbued
with all that is best. In contrast to this there is the outrage on religion
which calls down a blessing on the atrocious wretch who should dash
innocent little children against the rock because they happened to be
born in Babylon. While then, on the one hand, the religious teaching
in the psalm sets forth a spirit of true devotion, this is marred, on the
other hand, by approval of action which is a disgrace to human nature.
Let it, however, be remembered that though the lex talionis was a
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recognized law, it was never intended to be carried out to the extent
exhibited in this psalm. The writer was a man of passionate feelings,
and among even the best of those with a temperament like that, evil
will at times preponderate. The dominant note, however, of the psalm
is a truly religious one, and witnesses to the loyalty of those who, in the
land of their captivity, were surrounded by subtle temptations, but who
withstood them in the strength of that loyalty.

PSALM 138
Qua interpretation of this psalm differs from that of other commentators, but we hope that the exegetical notes will show that there is
spme justification for the view here presented. That there should be
nearly a dozen points of contact, either of thought or word, between
this short psalm and the writings of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 40-55), in
which the conditions of the times depicted would seem to be identical, is
an argument in favour of the view here advocated that the psalmist
wrote during the last months of the Exile. The ascription of the psalm
to Zechariah in the title of two important Septuagint texts may reflect a
tradition which is not so far from the truth as is often supposed ; and
its close proximity to such a psalm as the preceding may have some
significance. Not that we mean to imply that the prophet Zechariah
was the author of the psalm ; but the tradition which connects l_iis name
with it presupposes a date near that to which we assign it 1
There is some uncertainty about the metre, but for the most part it is
3: 3.
David's.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

0

Yahweh 0 , I give thanks to thee with
all my heart,
I worship toward thy holy temple,

before the gods do I sing praise to thee.
and give thanks to thy name for thy
love, 0
For thou hast magnified O thy name over all 0 •
In the day that I called thou didst 0
didst increase O strength in my soul.
answer me,
All the kings of the earth, may they for they have heard the words of thy
mouth,
confess to thee,
0
May they meditate O upon th., ways of
for great is the glory of Yahweh;
Yahweh,
Exalted is Yahweh,
yet he considereth the lowly,
But the haughty he knoweth from afar.
7.

8.

Thou sttetchest forth thine hanct,
thv right-hand doth save me.
Though I walk in th~ midst of trouble,
thou preservest me against the wrath of
mine enemies,
Yahweh will accomplish it for me,
Yahweh, thy lm·e is everlasting,
Forsake not O the work of O thine hands.
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Text-critical Notu
Title: G (Cod. A) adds {aira.p,ov.

1. Add, with some Hehr. MSS and the
Versions, Ml7"1', "Yahweh.". 2. Om. 'lll;),;1f',~\ "and for thy word", for the
rhythm's sake. Read 'IT!?tf.' ',i',l' for 'IT~~-',;i-,v "over all thy name", and
om. 'IT(.;'17.t?~- 3. Read_n~7~1 for. 'i::+r:ri,r:,," thou didst make me wide". 5. Read
(Oxf. Hebr. Lex.) ~1':'t?"~ for ~~-'~;. "may they sing", cp. Pa. 105 1• Read, with
many Hebr. MSS niz,~~ for 't;,l'~l;l " the works of".

1. In the depths of his gratitude the psalmist not only gives thanks to
Yahweh with all his heart, but he feels that he must also praise him in the
presence of other gods. We have here, thus, the frank recognition of the
existence of other gods ; and the psalmist, in order to show his belief in
the superiority of Yahweh, praises him before them. This raises the
questions as to what gods the psalmist was referring, and as to how he
came to be in their presence, so that he might, as it were, mock them by
praising Yahweh before them. Preliminary to these questions there
is, however, another: what was this dire trouble from which the
psalmist thanks God that he has been delivered, and can yet say :
Though I walk in the midst of trouble, thou preservest me against the
wrath of mine enemies ? How can he give thanks for deliverance while
still surrounded by danger ? These questions, together with one or
two others which arise on reading through the psalm, are, we maintain,
easily answered when once it is realized when and where the psalm was
written.
The psalmist was living in the year 538 B.C., in Babylon, among the
Jewish exiles there; for some of these exiles life was, .no doubt, bearable ; but not for the mass ; our psalmist was among those of whom the
great prophet of the Exile spoke : " They are all of them snared in
holes, and they are hid in prison houses ; they are for a prey, and none
delivereth; for a spoil, and none saith, Restore" {Isa. 4Z 22 ). What
must have been the feelings of these unhappy captives when they heard
from the mouth of that self-same ptophet the words spoken in the name
of Yahweh, their God : " I have raised up one from the north, and he
is come ; from the rising of the sun one that calleth upon my name ;
and he shall come upon the rulers as upon mortar, and as the potter
treadeth clay " ? But more ; of Cyrus, this conqueror of their oppressors,
the prophet, speaking again in the name of Yahweh, says : " He
is my shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure ; even saying
of Jerusalem, She shall be built; and of the temple, Thy foundation
shall be laid " (Isa. 44 28). Then, very soon after, came the conqueror's decree concerning the Jewish captives: "All the kingdoms
of the earth bath Yahweh, the God of Heaven, given me ; and he bath
charged me to build him an house in Jerusalem, which is in Judah.
Whosoever there is among you of all his people, Yahweh his God be
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with him, and let him go up to Jerusalem, which is in Judah, and build
the house of Yahweh, the God of Israel ; he is God, which is in
Jerusalem" (2 Chron. 36 22, 23, Ezra 1 2, 3). Truly there was every
reason for the inspired psalmist among the captive exiles to give thanks
to Yahweh with all his heart. He had been living among the Babylonians
and seen them worshipping their gods; many among his fellow-exiles
worshipped them too (Isa. 42 17); but he was not one of them; nevertheless, he believed that they really existed-naturally enough, when he
saw the powerful and cultured Babylonians offering them their worship.
So, to give vent to his feelings of gratitude to Yahweh for deliverance
now assured, he goes into one of the temples, and before the gods there
gives praise to Yahweh, witnessing to his belief that his God was far
superior to them.
2. Then the psalmist speaks of llis accustomed worship; this, in
accordance with the custom of the devout Jew when distant from his
own land, is offered while looking in the direction of the temple, 1
toward thy holy temple (cp. I Kgs. 8 48 , Dan. 69, Toh. 311, 12 , Jer. Talm.
Berakhoth iv. 5, has "towards the holy land"); he giveth thanks for
the love which Yahweh has shown forth to his people, by magnifying his
name, i.e., showing his supreme power, over all (cp. the words in the
decree of Cyrus : " All the kingdoms of the earth hath Yahweh, the
God of heaven, given me ").
3. That the exiles had constantly offered up prayers for deliverance
from their captivity needs no insisting.on {cp. Isa. 49 8); many of them
must have been like our psalmist who prayed in faith, and whose faith,
in answer to prayer was strengthened : In the day that I called thou didst
answer me, didst increase strength in my soul; we are remi,nded of Isa.
40 29 : " He giveth power to the faint ; and to him that hath no might he
increaseth strength ", words which, as Duhm rightly insists, are. to be
understood in a spiritual sense (Das Buch Jesaia, in loc).
4, 5. From thoughts of the past the psalmist returns to the present;
deliverance has come because Yahweh of his mercy had raised up Cyrus,
his aqointed, to subdue nations and loose the loins of kings-i.e., their
cincture to which their weapons were attached (Isa. 45 1); in his deep
gratitude to Yahweh he expresses the devout wish that all these kings
of the earth may confess to him, to his honour and glory. In saying that
they have heard the words of thy mouth, he is referring to the words in
the Cyrus decree, where it is said that Yahweh "hath charged me to
build an house in Jerusalem" (2 Chron. 36 23). It will, of course, be
understood that this form of the decree is to some extent modified in
accordance with Jewish ideas. May they meditate upon the ways of
PSALM
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worship during the whole of the exilic period, see Oesterley and Robinson, A HistOTy
of Israel, ii. 91---<)4 (1934).
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Yahweh, continues the psalmist, thinking perhaps of the prophet's
words, speaking in the name of Yahweh, "For my thoughts are not
your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, saith Yahweh. For as
the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your
ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts " (Isa. 55 8, 9 ). In envisaging
the conversion of the Gentile kings to belief in Yahweh, the psalmist
may well have been influenced by the prophet's words : " Kings shall
see and arise; princes, and they shall worship; because of Yahweh that
is faithful, even the Holy One of Israel, who hath chosen thee "
(Isa. 49 7). Exalted as Yahweh is, he takes due note of the lowly; as
this is said in close connexion with the kings of the earth, it is not fanciful
to see again an allusion to the great exilic prophet, who spoke of the
lowliness of kings in ministering to and honouring the people of
Yahweh: "And kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their queens
thy nursing mothers ; they shall bow down to thee with their faces to
the earth, and lick the dust of thy feet" (Isa. 49 23 ). 7, 8. As already
pointed out, we hold that this psalm was written by one of the exiles
after the decree of Cyrus had gone forth ; the prospect of going to
Jerusalem was what called forth the psalmist's thanksgiving. But
for the moment the people were still captives. The bitterness of the
defeated Babylonians can easily be conceived ; that they should vent
their wrath on the despised Jewish captives was natural enough ; from
what the prophet says in words addressed to Babylon it is clear that the
Jews had often been maltteated: "Thou didst show them no mercy;
upon the aged hast thou very heavily laid thy yoke " (Isa. 47 6). And
now the captives were to go free, while the Babylonians were the slaves
of their Persian conqueror ; human nature being what it is, it cannot
cause surprise that the Babylonians seized their last opportunity of
showing their contempt for the Jews in drastic ways. And the psalmist
was one of the victims of their rancour ; but he knows that God will
protect him: though I walk in the midst of trouble, thou.preservest me
against the wrath of mine enemie.s ... ; he knows that Yahweh's
purpose will be accomplished both for himself and for his fellow-exiles,
for Yahweh's love (hesed) is everlasting, he will not forsake, leave
undone, the great work of release from captivity to which he has put
his hands. Once more we see how our psalmist was influenced both in
thought and word by his great contemporary : " Thus saith Yahweh,
the Holy One of Israel, and his Maker: Ask of me the things that are
to come ; concerning my sons, and concerning the work of my hands,
command ye me . . . I have raised him up (i.e., Cyrus) in righteousness, and I will make straight all his ways ; he shall build my city, and
he shall let my exiles go free, not for price nor reward, saith Yahweh of
hosts " (Isa. 45 11- 13). This was t!ze work of thine hands; we can
understand why many of the MSS. have " works " !
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The religious teaching of this psalm has been sufficiently indicated
in the exegetical notes.

PSALM 139
FoR the conceptions regarding the Divine Nature, the omniscience, and
the omnipresence of God, this psalm stands out as the greatest gem in
the Psalter. Parallels to it have been thought to exist in Babylonian
and other sacred writings of the past ; but in the religious literature of
the ancient world it is unique. To point to the Vedic hymn (Atharvaveda iv. 16) as a parallel is beside the mark (see Hommel in ZAW
1929, pp. 112 f., Barnes, The Psalms, ii. 635 [1931 ]) ; the translation of
Max Muller, which is followed by these scholars, makes the parallelisms
appear much closer than is really the case, as may be seen by reading
the more literal version of Geldner (see, Bertholet's Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch, pp. 109 f. [1908]).
As the subject-matter of the psalm and the mode of its treatment
from beginning to end would lead one to suppose, it is a unity ; it
presents truths, long pondered over, which a man of deep religious
instincts had come to recognize as indubitable. The psalm is free from
dogmatism and the use of theological technical terms, but the writer,
with his profound religious insight, is so convinced of the truth of his
statements, that he treats them as axiomatic. Doubts as to unity of
authorship may be disregarded.
There are few psalms which present so many exegetical difficulties,
and we frankly confess our doubts as to whether, in some cases, these
have been satisfactorily solved. The difficulties arise partly from
textual uncertainties, and partly from linguistic problems, for rare
words and Aramaisms abound, the precise meaning of which adinits of
more than one opinion. Differences of interpretation are, therefore,
inevitable. But as to the general sense of the psalm there can be no
two opinions.
Both the teaching of the psalm and its linguistic form mark it as of
late date ; it must belong to the Greek period.
Owing to the state of the text, the rhythmic measure is by no means
always certain; upon the whole, however, it would seem to be 3 : 3.
For the Precentor: David's.
Yahweh, thou searchest me
0
2.
Thou O knowest my downsitting and
mine uprising,
3. My going and my resting thou dost
sift,
4. For no word is there on my tongue,
1.

A Psalm.

out, and knowest me;
thou discemest O my thoughts
afar;

O

from

art familiar with all my ways ;
lo, Yahweh, thou knowest it altogether;
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5. Behind and before thou dost encircle
me,
6. Too wonderful for me is O thai •
knowledge,
7. Whither should I go from thy spirit,
8. If I ascended to heaven-thou art
there,
.,,
9. If I took the {;rings of the dawn,
O
10. Even there would thy hand rest upon
me 0
n. If I s~id 0 , " Surely darkness O will
cover me 0 ,
12. But darkness would not darken from
thee,
13. For thou didst form my reins,
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23,

24-

139
and Jayest thine hand upon me.
too high, I cannot (attain) unto it.
whither should I flee from thy presence ?
if I O descended O to Sheol, lo, thou art
there,
or abode in the farthest sea,
and thy right-hand take hold of me ;
and night be O a veil O about me",

and night like day would give light I 0
didst knit me together in my mother's
womb·
0
I thank thee, for O thou art awe-ful, 0
thou art wonderful •,-wonderful are
thy works;
And my soul knoweth it right well.
Not hidden was my frame from thee
at the time I was fashioned in secret;
skilfully-wrought in the depths of the earth,
0
My doings O did thine eyes behold,
in thy book 0 myways 0 areinscribed:
0
0
All my days were numbered O,
and not one was overlooked. 0
How inscrutable to me are thy
thoughts,
0 God, how great is their number;
0
Would I count them, they would outdid I finish 0 , 0 I should still be
number the sand,
counting 0 •
0 God, that thou wouldest slay the that the bloodthirsty men ° might
wicked,
depart•,
0
That speak of thee in wickedness,
they take O O thy name O in vain ;
Do I not hate them that hate thee 0 ,
and loathe them O that loathe thee? 0
With utter hatred do I hate them,
as enemies are they to me.
Search me, 0 God,
And know my heart,
Try me, and know my thoughts,
And see if O a grievou~ word O be in
me,
and lead me in the way of O peace 0 •

Text-critical Nous

•~17

a. Orn. ilf;l~, emphatic " thou ". Read
for 'l!"'l?, " my thought ", cp.
t•. 17. 6. Read withS, ,;~~1' for 1'1i1. 8. Read, GS, i!~•~~1 for -~~- 10. Read
•:1:,j')J':l for •;r,,;,r:1_ "would lead me", as a better parallel to '.' take hold of". u.
Read,~Hlfor.,~i-11. Read. with most modern cnmmentators,'~:l)~W'(=''ili;!~ from -,:,Ol
for •~~ "will crush me,.. Read, with Wutz, i'!•~ for iiN, "light". 12. Om.

:"11iN~ :"l,;>'IP.t;J:ll, "like darkness like light ", which ove~loads the line, and is probably
a marginal comment (Aramaic) which has got into the text. ·14. Read i;,M"'.\'1-' for
niMli-', " fearful things .. .

z:,•;~~
•Q7;

'l'.1''-J?~. "

Read
for
I am wonderful ".
16. Read, with Gunkel, •',~~ for
"mine embryo", Read, with Wutz~
for t:7f, "all of them". Read, with Wutz, !l:S~: (aram. _n:!M) '1;)~"?1 for
l\i~~ c•r;i~ " days will be formed ". Read, With Wutz, Ol;TJ ""T,:11;4 H',1 (Cm
niph: y'C:i'T') for C:iJ~ ".ltlt'I l-l?1, "and not one among them"•. 18. _Read, '!ith
Gunkel, '•'.1"l::li7tl, for '1'.1,:Si?l;I " I awake ". Read, with Wutz,
(C::,wt::iD Neo-Hebr.) for 'iT~l! •i'i~\ " I should still be with thee". 19. Reiid l\,!IC~
for :i,:ic. 20. Read, GS, :ia,.i&,~ for 1-1~~- Read 'If~~ _for !;J''.;ll, "thy_ cities",
21. Orn. iliTi' for rhythm's sake. Read, with Gunkel,~l'~qijl."'.11;:;tl\ for -;r•,;,7?ii';;1r,i:i:i.
24. Head, with Gunkel, :::liY•i:;1 (cp. PrnY. X\'. i) for :::l'SY•T;t::r, "a way of
toil .. . Head Ci~!f for C~i»", e,·erl~sting ".
·
··

•07:i:

c,w ,,,~1

1 -6. What the psalmist here says of the omniscience of God in
respect of himself personally would, of course, appiy to all men, as he,
doubtless, would have been the first to recognize ; but it is personal
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apprehension and experience which must first find expression. That
he was far in advance of most of his contemporaries in his conception of
God goes without saying, for we have here the conviction of a contemplative mind which had attained to a knowledge of God beyond
anything that had heretofore existed in Israel. When w~ ask whence
this new insight into the divine nature was derived, the answer is twofold : it came partly through the development of the teaching of such a
prophet as Deutero-Isaiah (see, e.g., such passages as Isa. 4013, 14, 28,
43 1- 3, 13 , 44 1 , 2, 24, 46 3• 4, 48 12 , 13, 49 15), but still more through the
direct communion between the Divine Spirit and the mind of one
who, in holy self-abandonment, had waited expectantly for inspiration.
Such a one realizes that God has sounded the depths of his being ; he
knows that he is known: thou dost search me out, and thou knowest me.
Even the most ordinary concerns of life are noted ; every purpose and
intention, even such trifles as physical fatigue which demands rest, or
the effort of rising to carry out the duties of the daily round, down.ritting
and uprisi"ng, all is known to God who discerns the thoughts which
prompt every action, though from afar, as it seems to man's bounded
mental horizon. It is an expressive term which the psalmist uses in
describing the divine weighing of motives, thou dost sift my going and
my resti"ng ; just as the farmer winnows his corn, dividing the wheat
from the chaff, so does God estimate what is of value and what is worthless, for He is familiar wi"th all the ways of man ; not a word on the
tongue, but he knows its purport. Truly touching is the psalmist's
certitude of God's nearness to him in his walk through life; protection
behind, a guide before ; like a rampart round a city thou dost encircle me ;
that is the force of the expression used (cp. Isa. 29 3} ; and, lest harm
should come, thou layest thine hand upon me. Overwhelmed by the allknowledge of God concerning his every thought and movement, the
psalmist cries in ecstasy: Too wonderful is that knowledge for me; it is
beyond his apprehension, too high, he cannot attain unto it I
7-12. So far the psalmist has spoken of God's knowledge of all his
thoughts, words, and acts-and he is but one among the countless
multitudes to whom the same applies. The thought of this divine
omniscience leads him to the contemplation of what necessarily follows:
God's omnipresence. And again it is, naturally, his individual relationship with God of which he speaks, though implying its universal
application. There is no spot in heaven, or on earth, or under the
earth, in which God is not present. The stress which the psalmist
lays on the Personality of God shows that he is far from holding any
pantheistic conception, after the manner of Greek speculation ; to him
(to use modern expressions) divine transcendence and divine immanence
centre in Divine Personality. In question-form he asks: Wmther
should I go from thy spirit, whither should I flee from thy presence? Not
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that he could ever wish to ; it is his impressive way of presenting the
fact of the ubiquity of the Divine Spirit. The psalmist then sets forth
four suppositions, none of which, however, does he conceive to be
possible of accomplishment in his earthly existence ; they are intended
to express the truth that God is everywhere. The two most widely
separated places possible to imagine are Heaven and Sheo/; yet, could
he, conceivably, penetrate to either, God would be there: If I ascended
to heaven-thou art there, if I descended to Sheo/, lo, tkou art there,

cp. Am. 9 2 • The thought of God's presence in Sheol is of profound
significance ; the normal belief is expressed several times in the Psalms,
according to which God is unconcerned with those who go down to
Sheol ; he does not remember them, they are cut off from his hand
(88 6 , 1 0-- 12 , cp. 308 ); this clearly implies that there is no relationship
between God and those who are in Sheol-i.e., the departed. But the
thought of his presence there, presented by our psalmist, necessarily
postulates a developed conception regarding the Hereafter. The
importance of the psalm from this point of view must be recognized.
There are but few psalms in which this fuller belief in life hereafter is
expressed (cp. Ps. 73); and it is the developed conception of the Divine
Personality which inspires and necessitates that belief.
After his thought of the divine presence in the two most widely
separated places beyond the compass of the earth, the psalmist refers
to what he conceives to be the farthest limits of the earth itself: If I took
the wings of the dawn ; here he uses a picture taken from Greek mythology ; Eos, the Greek goddess of the dawn, had white wings, and flew
from the Eastern Ocean, illuminating the sky with red glory. The
f artkest sea is the extreme west. If he took the wings of the dawn,
and flew from one end of the earth to the other, here, too, would God
be present, his hand would rest upon his servant, his right-hand would
take hold of him (cp. Job 38 12, 13• l6-ao, and for the dawn cp. also
Job 41 18 <10>). Finally, the psalmist pictures himself as enveloped in
darkness-surely that must, from its impenetrability, hide from God's
presence ; but with God there is no such thing as darkness, it would
not darken from him.
13-18. There are good grounds for the contention(Gunkel)thatthe
first two half-lines of v. 14 originally preceded 13; we should only like

to add" that 14° should be included. The whole verse, 14, forms an
introduction to what follows (13, ·15•b, and 15• 16). There is here a
distinct difficulty in deciding how these verses should be divided ;
and we recognize the differences of opinion on the subject. The new
subject begins with an expression of thanksgiving for the marvels of
God's works: I thank thee,for thou art awe-ful; we use this expression
for the want of a better one ; the word means " fearsome, awe-inspiring " ; and it is because God is wonderful that the psalmist is
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struck with reverential wonder in contemplating his works, and is filled
with thankfulness that God is such as He is ; the Hebrew word is used
both of giving thanks and of giving praise. In saying, and my soul
knoweth it right well, the psalmist shows that he has thought deeply on
these wonders ; and then he proceeds to mention two of them which
touch him most closely. First, the gradual formation of his body in
the womb, which he conceives of as divinely directed: the reins-i.e., the
kidneys-believed to be the seat of the emotions and affections (cp.
Ps. 16 7, 73 21), and then the knitting together of his bodily frame; the
same thought occurs in Job 10 11 : "Thou hast clothed me with skin
and flesh, and knit me together with bones and sinews ". So that his
frame was not hidden from God at the time he was fashioned in secret.
And then the psalmist gives expression to an old-world and widespread
belief that, prior to its entry into the womb, the human body has been
ski.lfully wrought in the depths of the earth. This belief in the preexistence of the body may have come to the Jews from Zoroastrianism
(see, e.g., Bund. i. 8); though very different from the belief in the
pre-existence of the soul, this latter is but a refined form of the other.
But the whole subject is too large a one to enter into here. It is another
ancient belief to which the psalmist refers when he speaks of God's book
in which all his ways are inscribed, " ways " meaning manner of life ;
not only so, but all his days of life are numbered, not one has been overlooked by God. This is, in effect, a belief in predestination. All these
things the psalmist mentions in order to place on record his realization
of the fact that the thoughts of God are as unfathomable as they are
numerous: How inscrutable to me are thy thoughts, 0 God, how great is
their number.
11)-22. In view of the sublime conceptions regarding the nature of
the Divine Personality which the psalmist has expressed, the wrathful
words which he now utters need not cause surprise. That there should
be men who deliberately set themselves by act and word against God who
is so immeasurably great, so inconceivably exalted beyond the capacity
of human apprehension, fills the psalmist with righteous indignation.
Such men, who even dare to speak of God in wickedness, and take His
name in vain are not fit to live : 0 God, that thou wouldest slay the wicked,
that the bloodthirsty men might depart. The psalmist cannot do other
than hate them, for they hate God ; as the enemies of God, they are his
enemies too. 23, 24. After this justifiable outburst, the psalmist, in
humble piety, prays that God, who knows his heart, will root out all
that is wrong, and thus lead him in th~ way of peace (for this phrase
cp. Isa. 59 8).
The religious teaching of the psalm has been sufficiently indicated in
what has been said in the exegetical notes. See further the Religious
Teaching section under Ps. 73.
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THERE are expressions in this psalm which support the contention
that it reflects the bitterness of party strife among the Jews. Unfair,
dishonourable, even violent, methods have but too frequently characterized the waging of feuds within a community. There is nothing
to show that the psalmist's antagonists were Gentiles ; had that been
the case, some indication of the fact would have found expression.
The outstanding instances of feud among the Jews, or those closely
connected with them racially in post-exilic times, were (1) the Samaritan
schism, and (2) the divisions which ultimately issued in the formation
of the Sadducrean and Pharisaic parties ; though in this latter case
neither appears as a distinct party-so far as the available evidence
goes-until after the middle of the second century B.c., the differences
which led to this date back in their origin to early post-exilic times,
and probably even earlier (see Vol. I, pp. 62 ff.); clear indications
appear in the books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Malachi. To decide as
to which of these two is the subject of our psalm is hacdly possible,
owing to the want of more definite allusions.
While it must be confessed that this is one of the least edifying of
the psalms, allowance must be made for the strong feelings engendered
by party strife, especially if, as seems probable, religious differences
were in question.
The text of the psalm, especially in the latter part, has undergone
considerable corruption ; some uncertainty as to the correctness of
emendations must be recognized ; the opinions of commentators differ
in some cases.
The rhythm appears, for the most part, to be 4 : 3 ; but here again,
owing to corruptions in the text, there is uncertainty in some of the
verses.
The date may well be some time during the fourth or third
century B.C.
I
2

3
4

5
6
7

For the Precentor : A
(2). Deliver me, Yahweh, from evil
men,
(3). They who harbour evil-things in
their heart,
(4). They sharpen their tongue like a
serpent,
(5). Keep me, Yahweh, from the hands
of the wicked,
They who purpose to trip up my
feet,
(6), The proud have hidden a snare
for me,
(7). And I said to Yahweh: "My
God art thou,
(8). Yahweh, my Lord, my strong
help,

Psalm. David's.
preserve me from violent men ;
daily O do they stir up O quarrels ;
viper's venom is under their lips.
Selah.
from the violent men preserve me ;
5• (6•) by the wayside have they set
for me gins;
0
and the spoilers O have laid a net.
Selah.
0
hearken ° to the voice of my
supplication ;
thou dost cover my head in the day of
strife;
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8 (9). Grant not, Yahweh, the desires of
the wicked,
9 (10). • May they who surround me not
lift up their head O ,
O
10 (u). May
coals of fire O be shaken
upon them,
1 I (12). May the speaker of evil not be set
up in the land,
12 (13). I know that Yahweh will maintain
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0

that which they plan ° prosper not ".
Se!ah.
may the mischief of their lips overwhelm them ; Selah.
0
may they fall O into pits, and not rise
up;
may calamity pursue the violent man. 0
the cause of the oppressed, the right of
the needy.

13 (14). Of a truth, the righteous shall give

thanks to thy name,

the upright shall abide in thy presence.

Text-critical Notes

t:l''ifllJ'?~ (cp. Can~. 2 11)
for C'?;!C'\ "and cords". 6. Orn. ;qn~ "Yahweh". 8. Read ~Cl;,! ""lt?'~ for
ir.il';)r
the wicked his device ".
Read ''.;lt;)r,l
~r.i--,~-i;~ for
'lit;)~ WM"l ! n'7;;i ~c~-i~, " they. are exalted Selah. The head of them that
eurround m~ ". 10. Read, GV, W~ '7i:)~ for tt;"(':!~ C''?r;,~., "coals with fire".
Read, S, ~?!:l~ for C~!;I~, "may he cause them to fall". 11. Orn. ,-ito,;~7, "into
deep pits", which overloads the half-line, and is probably an accidental doublet
of ni-ibi:p.;,~ in the preceding verse.
a. Read ~-,~; for ~-,~~. "they do sojourn". 5. Read

l'Wi, "

9.

crp~.,

1-5. In view of the many dangers which beset him through the
action of evil-disposed men, the psalmist's first impulse is to seek for
help from God : Deliver me, Yahweh, /rum evil men ; " man " in the
Hebrew is used collectively, as the plural verbs show. That the
dangers were twofold, consisting both of malicious and libellous
speech, as well as of actual physical violence, is evident ; but it is not
always possible to decide in each case whether the expressions used
are to be understood in a literal or a metaphorical sense ; thus violent,
whether as a noun, verb, or adjective, is often used in reference to
injurious language or the like (e.g., Ps. 27 12, 35 11 , Job tr 27 , Prov. 16 29),
and often elsewhere of physical violence (e.g., Ps. 18 48 , 72 14). On
the other hand, the harbouring of evil things in the heart, with which
quarrels, lit. " wars ", is paralleled, clearly refer to violence of thought
and speech. How bitter and dangerous these were is seen by their
being compared with the tongue of a serpent and viper's venom. Equally
clearly, on the other hand, is physical violence meant when the psalmist
prays that Yahweh may keep him /rum the hands of the wicked. But
the expressions trip up, set gins, hide snares, lay a net, are all used
figuratively as. well as literally in different passages. Some of the
expressions used suggest the use of the magic art. 1
6-8. Against all these dangers the psalmist again prays that Yahweh
will protect him ; and he is confident that his prayer will be answered ;
for he protests that Yahweh is his God, his strong help, and that he will
cover his head in the day of strife, a phrase which again suggests actual
violence ; he may, therefore, be confident that Yahweh will not grant
1 See Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien V., Segen und Fluch in Israels Kult und Psalmdichtung, p. 93 (1924).
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the desires of the wicked, nor prosper their plan.

9-n. But the psalmist
is not content with the conviction that God will protect him ; he
pronounces a series of curses upon his enemies which graphically
expose the bitterness of his feelings. Fiest, he expresses the wish
that they who beset him, surround me, may not lift up their head, a
phrase meaning to be victorious (Ps. 33, 276 , no 7), and that the mischief which the malicious utterances of their lips was intended to inflict,
may fall upon them, and overwhelm them. Then, in figurative language,
he wishes that coals of fire may be shaken upon them ; the phrase occurs
in Ps. 1204, cp. Prov. 26 21 , and a somewhat similar one, expressing
the falling of divine wrath upon the sinner, occurs also in Ps. I 1 6 ; in
a very different sense it is used in Prov. 25 22 • Further, they are to
fall into pits, and not rise up ; here again the language is figurative ;
the word does not occur elsewhere in the canonical books, but it is
used in a figurative sense in Ecclus. 1216 of treacherous thoughts; the
meaning here will then be as in the preceding verse : may the harm
intended for others be their own lot. And, finally, the psalmist wishes
that the evil speaker may not be set up in the land-i.e., established in
a secure position in the land of Judrea (the Hebrew 'ere! can be translated " earth " only in special connexions) ; this may well contain a
hint of the nature of the strife with which the psalmist is concerned ;
for the reference here is to those who are in an influential position,
and this can only mean the ruling classes, in this case the priestly
aristocracy, represented in later days by the Sadducrean party. It
points therefore to the religious strife of which mention has been
made in the introductory section. 12, 13. This is further borne out
by the psalmist's words about the oppressed and the needy. The words
of Josephus, though referring to later times, may well reflect longstanding conditions ; in speaking of the Sadducees and Pharisees in
the time of John Hyrcanus (134-104 B.c.}, he says that" great disputes
and differences have arisen among them, while the Sadducees are
able to persuade none but the rich, and have not the populace obsequious
to them, the Pharisees have the multitude on their side" (Antiq.
xiii. 298). The latter included the oppressed and the needy whose
cause and right the psalmist knows that Yahweh will maintain. These
are the righteous and the upright who give thanks to the name of Yahweh,
and abide in his presence-i.e., are continually present at the temple
worship.
Religious Teaching

It would be unreasonable to expect to find in the Psalms the Christian ideal of a man's attitude towards his enemies : " Love your
enemies, and pray for them that persecute you" (Matth. 5°); but in
this psalm we have the next best thing to it ; for there is no hint of
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the desire of any personal retaliation against the vindictive enemies
of the psalmist; all is left· in the hands of God. That there should
be some words of bitterness is natural enough ; but the passive attitude of the victim of oppression himself reveals a spirit of true godliness. The result of the curses uttered, even though the magic art,
as some commentators hold, enters in, is brought about, in the mind
of such a deeply religious man as this psalmist, by the will of God.
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this psalm is not reckoned among the seven penitential
psalms, it is in its essence, as the exegetical notes will show, a striking
illustration of the penitent's role. It is one of the " individual "
psalms, being uttered by the psalmist in his own name. A matter
of much interest in regard to it is that we may discern in v. 2 an intermediate step between the offering of sacrifices and that of purely
spiritual worship. It does not go so far as certain passages in Psalms 40,
50, 51, 69, where the absence of sacrifices is envisaged, but, as the
verse referred to shows, there is a distinct tendency in this direction.
The text of the psalm has suffered considerable corruption, and
some part of it does not appear to have belonged to it in its original
form (see the exegetical notes, vv. 5-7).
Even as originally written, it must belong to a late post-exilic period.
The metre would seem to be 4 : 3 for the most. part ; but the state of
some parts of the text makes this uncertain.
ALTHOUGH

A Psalm. David's.
1 •.

2.

3.
4.

Yahweh, I cry unto thee, haste thee give ear to my voice when I call to
thee;
unto me,
Let my prayer be set forth as incense
the lifting-up of my hands as an eveningbefore thee,
oblation:
Set, Yahweh, 0 a watch O o'er my
0
mouth,
a guard ·0 on the O door O of my lips ;
Do not thou incline my heart to aught to act shamelessly O like the doings of
that is evil,
the wicked.
0
I will not sit with them O that do
iniquity,
nor will I partake of their dainties.
Let the righteous smite me, let O the (but) the oil of the O wicked O let it not
0
godly chastise me 0 ,
adorn° my head.
[For yet, and my prayer (shall be) against their wickednesses.
Their judges are cast down by the and they shall hear my words, for they
sides of a rock,
are pleasant.
Like one who cleaveth and rendeth the our bones are scattered at the mouth of
earth,
Sheo!.]
0
And as for me 0 , toward thee,
in thee do I trust, pour not out my
Yahweh,° are mine eyes,
soul;
Keep me from the snare they have laid O and from the gins O of the workers of
for me,
iniquity.
May the wicked fall O in their own
0
nets 0 ,
while I altogether escape 0 •
0

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Text-critical Notes
3. Read, with G, i1'"1,!;?lp for Mlt;ltf, a noun which does not o=:ir eJ~ewhere.
Read l:7~? ~or imperat. n7-¥;,. Read n71 for ?'J. 4. _Read I'Wl
for l7\V1'.;l .ni',1?;'., "deeds of wickedness". Read
::JWl':1"?~ for O'W'l-:1-ntS,
"with ,;,~n ". 5. Read 1'!;1;-;T for 1i;>IJ, "kindness", and ',)Q'.;J'i~ for '~n,::,i,1.
Read I'~l for WN"1, "head ", and N•~:: (with some MSS) for •~::. "refuse ". The
rest of 11, 5 with 6, 7 do not seem to be part of the _original psalm, the tellt is v_ery
corrupt, and does not give adequate sense. 8. Read ':;1~1':11 for ':il," for". Read n1n~
for '~'1~ nin: "O God my Lord ", for the rhythm's sake. 9. Read, with G,
niwjir.::,tj~ for . .niWj'10\ .. and gins". IO. Read, with s, c;:_,,-!:o:;i~~ for
i•")b ·. . . "his nets ,._- Read '"li::l]~ ,:;:,:u-;i ,,:,~ for •i,.·1:v ,:;,~~ itl~ '' together
I escape for ever ".

·c.v

,,:1,·1?.v~

1. The psalm opens with the cry of one who realizes his own
shortcomings, hence the preliminary prayer that Yahweh would haste
to hear him when he calls (cp. Ps. 70 5 ). 2. The thought of prayer
being as incense, and the lifting-up of his hands, synonymous with
prayer {Ps. 28 2), as an evening-oblation, foreshadows what in later
days was to become actual fact ; for in the Synagogue the forms of
prayer for daily worship corresponded to the original daily sacrifices ;
we are also reminded of the prophet's words: "We shall render as
bullocks (the offering of) our lips " (Hos. 14 2). The incense and the
evening-oblation (lit. "meal-offering" = min~ah) are mentioned together in accordance with the traditional use : " When anyone bringeth
near the gift of a min~ah to Yahweh, his gift shall be of fine flour ;
and he shaft pour oil upon it and put frankincense thereon" (Lev. 21,
see also 6 7, 8 cu, 151 ). That prayer was offered during the ceremony
is evident from 1 Kgs. 18 36 • Our psalm was doubtless sung at the
offering of the evening min~ah ; this sacrifice was offered both morning
and evening (Exod. 29 8!1- 41 , Num. 28'- 8 ). With the thought of prayer
as incense cp. Rev. 8 3 • There follows (3, 4) the central prayer, in which
the penitent singer points, by implication, to his besetting sin : Set,
Yahweh, a watch o'er my mouth, a guard on the door of my lips (cp.
Ps. 34 13) ; the prevalence of opprobrious language, lying, libel, cursing,
and the like, appears from various psalms to have been common (cp.,
too, Pss. of Solomon 12 5 : "In flaming fire perish the slanderous
tongue", and Sir. 514, 28 1 3- 26); and because evil-speaking is the
outcome of evil thoughts, the prayer continues that his heart may not
incline to aught that is evil (cp. Matth. 15 19, "For out of the heart
come forth evil thoughts . . . false witness, railings "), which result
in acting shamelessly. The right-minded man, therefore, makes the
resolution not to consort with them that do iniquity, nor to partake of
their dainties, and thus keep out of temptation's way; the reference
seems to be to social intercourse, hence the emendation, I will not
sit-i.e., at feasts-as parallel to partaking of their dainties. 5. Far
better to suffer in wise humiliation the smiting of the righteous than
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to be flattered by the wicked who anoint his head with oil at their feasts
(cp. Eccles. 9 7• 8 , Luke 7"). As pointed out in the text-critical notes,
the contents of the rest of vv. 5 and 6, 7 make it extremely improbable
that they belong to the psalm as originally written ; even the desperate
emendations suggested by some commentators do not bring them
satisfactorily into logical connexion with the context ; and the variety
of these emendations shows their uncertain character ; the text has
suffered grievous corruption. We have, therefore, been constrained
to omit these verses.
8-10. Firm in his resolution to have nothing to do with the wicked,
the penitent then proclaims his trust in Yahweh, towards whom his
eyes are directed ; and in trustful reliance he prays that Yahweh will
not puur uut his soul; a figurative expression meaning to take away
his life {cp. Isa. 53 12). In a final petition he prays that he may be
kept from the snares and gins laid for him by the workers of iniquity,
in reference, doubtless, to what is said in the latter half of v. 4. As
so often elsewhere in many of the psalms, the wish is expressed that
the wicked may fall in their own nets which they had prepared for
others (cp. Ps. 7 15, 16, 9 15 , and elsewhere), while he may altogether
escape.
Religious Teaching

The psalm sets forth the steps in the penitent's return to God.
First, the approach to God, that he will give heed to the prayer addressed
to him. Then the confession of sin, followed by the prayer for divine
help. This is followed by the resolution of amendment of life, and
of keeping out of temptation's way. Here there is the frame of mind,
the earnest sincerity, which will gladly undergo the humiliation of
rebuke from those in a position to give it. And, finally, there is the
protestation of trust in God, and the conviction that he will keep his
servant from further temptation.
This psalm must, thus, be pronounced a beautiful and helpful
way-mark for guidance in the religious life.
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title to this psalm (cp. that of Ps. 57), which occurs also in the
Septuagint, was doubtless suggested by what is said in the last verse
of the psalm; this recalled I Sam. 22 1 (David in the cave of Adullam),
though the cases are far from parallel ; the thought of David would
constantly have been in the mind of the redactors.
We have in this psalm one of the most pathetic appeals in the
THE
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Psalter ; it is uttered by an individual who is the victim of insidious
foes ; they have brought a slanderous accusation against him, and
have caused him to be imprisoned. Though no indication is given
of the cause and nature of the action taken against him, we may surmise that it was the outcome of party strife. An instructive illustration of this, though belonging to later times, is given by Josephus
(Antiq. xii. 288-296). That he should feel himself utterly forsaken
is natural enough, being kept in close confinement. In his forlorn
state his one hope is in Yahweh, upon whom he casts himself wholeheartedly. Notable is the fact that in spite of his sufferings, the
psalmist utters no vindictive cry for vengeance, an attitude not
infrequently found in other psalms.
The psalm is not a liturgical one ; it has never been used in any of
the synagogal rites.
The date to be assigned is late post-exilic. The metre is mainly
3: 3, where two beats to a line occur, the change is effective (v. 6).
The last line of a psalm, as here, often has a different metre.
Maskil.

David's, when he was in the cave. A Prayer.
with my voice to Yahweh do I make my
supplication ;
I pour out before him my complaint, my trouble before him I recount :
When my spirit within me
languished,
thou didst know my fate ;
In the way wherein I walked,
they hid a snare for me ;
Look to my right-hand, and see,
there is none that payeth heed to me;
Escape· hath vanished from me,
there is none that careth for me.
I say: Thou art my refuge,
I cry unto thee, Yahweh,
My portion in the land of the living.
Give heed to my cry,
For I am brought very low ;
Save me from my persecutors,
For they are too strong for me.
Bring my soul out of prison,
that I may praise thy name ;
0
Thy righteousness O shall encompass me,
When thou shalt have prospered me.

I (2). With my voice to Yahweh do I cry,

(3).
3 (4).

2

4 (5).
5 (6).

6 (7).

7 (8).

Text-critical Note
n:

7. Read ':;I for
righteous ones ,, .

'=ii,

a

particle of entreaty, and

"1•";1i?l~

for C'J:l''I'(~

1, 2. In these opening verses the psalmist indicates the outward
form and expression in which his supplication is made : with my
voice, meaning that he utters his words aloud ; similarly in Ps. 641
the petitioner cries : " Hear my voice, 0 God, in my complaint ",
and so often elsewhere. That this was the customary manner of
offering prayer is pointedly illustrated by what is said in I Sam. I 13 ,
where Hannah " spake in her heart ; only her lips moved, but her
voice was not heard ", in consequence of which " Eli thought she had
been drunken". The term to pour out a complaint (cp. Ps. 42', 62 8 ,
and the title of 102) is very expressive; it is mostly used of pouring
out water, or the like, so that in reference to prayer it describes the
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gushing forth of words from an overfull heart. As though to an
intimate friend to whom one can without stint detail one's worries,
so does this poor stricken one recount his trouble before Yahweh.
Then follows (3, 4) his complaint, addressed directly to Yahweh.
Particularly to be noted here is the conviction expressed that already
at the very beginning of his trouble, when his spirit within him
languished, God knew the outcome of it all : thou didst know my fate,
lit., "path"; what was to come-i.e., the course in which his life would
run; for this sense of the word cp. Ps. 119 105, Isa. 42 16 , Lam. 39 ;
this was when his foes hid a snare for him, in reference to some nefarious
means of getting him into trouble. In his despairing state of mind
he goes so far as to implore Yahweh to look on his right-hand sidenone payeth heed to me-implying that his help has been wanting ;
at the right-hand was where Yahweh was wont to stand as helper, see
Ps. 63 8, 73 23 , 121 5 ; it is the same forlorn mental condition as prompted
another psalmist to cry : " Rath God forgotten to be gracious ? "
(Ps. 779) ; he feels that there is no chance of escape, for there is none
that careth for me. But his better self soon gains the upper hand,
and his faith in Yahweh revives (5): I cry unto thee Yahweh, I say:
Thou art my refuge. Then he utters his prayer in the knowledge that
Yahweh is his portion in the land of the living (cp. Ps. 27 13); asking
that he will give heed to his cry (6) for he is brought, very low because of
his persecutors who have been too strong for him (7), and that -he will
bring him out of prison in order that he may praise his name. Being
free once more and prospered by Yahweh, he will consort with the
righteous, who shall encompass him, encircling him as a crown encircles
the head ; this is the root-meaning of the word.
Religious Teaching
The uttering of private prayer aloud, as here taught, is something
worth thinking about. The idea probably does not appeal to most ;
yet we have the example of our Lord (Matth. 24 39, 42 , 44) ; and the
fact cannot be denied that the sound of one's own voice in prayer
tends to realism and sincerity. It helps to envisage the nearness of
God, the apprehension of which must be the yearning of every true
believer. This is not the place to discourse further upon the subject,
but it is one which it would be well to ponder over.
One other thing which this beautiful little psalm teaches is the
blessedness and comfort of telling out one's troubles to God; a fearless, intimate intercourse with God is a means of union with him,
which sanctifies life and all life's activities.
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THE very grave peril, even unto death, in which the writer of this
psalm stands, fully accounts for its dithyrambic character ; the sentences
are thrown out in almost breathless haste ; in his urgent need, the
psalmist, as it were, gasps forth his petitions and plaints. What has
occasioned the precarious condition in which the writer finds himself
is not indicated ; but that his own conscience is not clear is evident
from his confession in v. 2, and by the implied resolution of amendment of life in v. 8 ; the entire absence of protestations of innocence,
so often found in the psalms, is significant, and points in the same
direction. Very appropriately, therefore, is this psalm included
among the penitential ones. It is intensely pathetic and appealing:
one who has done wrong is suffering for his sin ; but he is repentant,
and throws himself on God's mercy. The edifying character of the
psalm is somewhat marred by the bitter spirit evinced in the concluding verse; the cruel treatment he is suffering from his enemies (see
v. 3) must be pleaded in extenuation.
The date is late post-exilic ; this is indicated by the frequent points
of contact with other psalms, but especially by the comparatively
developed sense of sin.
·
The rhythm is irregular ; this may well be purposeful in order to
reflect the worry of the writer's mind and his alternating thoughts.
1,

:t.

3.

4.

5.

6.

'1·

8.

9-

Jo.
II,

A Psalm of David.
Hear my prayer
Give ear to O my supplication °,
0
Answer me in thy righteousness.
0
Bring ziot O thy servant into judgement,
for none living is righteous in thy sight.
But the enemy persecuteth my soul,
He crusheth my life to the ground,
He causeth me to dwell in dark places. 0
And my spirit fainteth within me,
my heart m the midst of i::ne is desolate.
I recall the days of old,
I meditate on all thy doing;
I muse on the work of thine hsnds.
I spread forth mine hsnds unto thee,
my soul is toward thee as a thirsty•
land. Selah.
0
Speedily answer me ,
My spirit faileth ;
Hide not thy face from me,
lest I be like them that descend to the
Pit.
Let me hear of thy lovingkindness at•
for in thee do I trust ;
mom,
Show me the way wherein I should
for to thee I lift up my soul ;
walk,
Deliver me from my foes 0 ,
Unto thee O do I flee •.
Teach me to do thy will,
for thou art my God;
O
May thy good sp!nt lead me
in the path O of uprightness ;
For thy .,name's sake O preserve me,
In thy righteousness bring forth
My soul from trouble.
0
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And of thy mercy annihilate mine
enemies,
and destroy all that trouble my soul ;
For I am thy servant.

Text-critical Notes
in each of the four instances of its occurrence it seems to interfere
with the rhythm, and may well have been a later insertion by a copyist. Read '~l!JiJJ;
for ';) .... , "my supplications". Orn. '1f:;'l;~t:;1~, "in thy faithfulness", as· it
diaturbs the rhythm ; it is an explanatocy, gloss. 2. Read, with S, !Qr;,·',I:'.' for
Hi:::2~-',~1, "and enter not". 3. Om. c:i'7'iii ,;::,~:p, "as those that have been
long dead", quoted from Lam. 31 , as it disturbs the rhythm, 7, Om, n1n'. 9. Om.
M'i1'. Read, with G, 'J:'11;:i~ for 'i'.l'tll~. " I have hidden". 10, Read, with
some MSS, n"1i-l:.i for Vll;I~. "in the land". n. Orn. n,n\
1.

Om.

n,r,, ;

1. The threefold appeal, Hear, Give ear, Answer, expresses the
intensity of' the psalmist's need. The first two clauses are taken
almost verbally from Ps. 3912• The righteousness of God has here the sense of " faithfulness ", as the explanatory gloss shows ; the word
is used as parallel to "love" (!Jesed) in Ps. 36 10, 103 17, and it often
has the force of "deliverance" in Deutero-Isaiah. 2. The consciousness of guilt is implied in the form of the prayer now offered,
that God may not bring the sufferer into condemnation, judgement,
for he seems to recognize that it is by the divine will that punishment
has come upon him ; and he utters the implied confession that. he is
not guiltless : for none living is righteous in thy sight ; with the thought
cp. Ps. 103 3 , and it may well have been in the Apostle's mind in
Rom. 3 20 • And then (3) as though the punishment he is suffering
were greater than he deserved, the psalmist goes on to describe the
terrible severity of the treatment to which he is subjected. This is
expr~d in a threefold manner again : the enemy persecuteth, crusheth,
causeth to dwell in darkplaces. We may note here the three steps in
the procedure : first, the fact of persecution ; then, its mode, and
finally, its intended result; persecuted, lit. "chased after", crushed,
lit. "trodden down", made to dwell in dark places-i.e., in Sheolthe whole picture is clearly taken from Ps. 76 ; and for the expression
"dark places", cp. Ps. 886 • In such case, small wonder that (4) his
spirit fainteth within him, and his heart is desolo.te-i.e., he is plunged
in despair. Here agaµi familiar words from other psalms were in the
mind of the forlorn sufferer (cp. Ps. 61 2 , 77 3 , 142 3). Some comfort
he finds, it is true, in recalling the many proofs of God's love and
power in the past history of his people ; and here, once more, .there
is a threefold expression of thought: I remember, meditate, muse; the
remembrance of the days of old, of God's doing in the past, and of
the work of his hands, had been the comfort of others in trouble too ;
th~ whole verse is taken from Ps. 77 6 • 11 • 12 , cp. also Ps. 441, 78 3 ; and
with living trust that that Iovingkindness will again be manifested, he
spreads forth his hands in prayer to God (cp. Ps. 28 2 , 68 81 ), likening
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himself in his yearning to a parched land in sore need of moisture ;
the simile is taken from Ps. 63 1 • The intensity of his need prompts
the impatient utterance (7): Speedily answer me (cp. Ps. 40 13, 17 , 102 3),
for he feels that his spirit is failing (cp. Ps. 84 2), and he is in danger of
death if God does not turn to him ; Hide not thy face from me, he
cries, as another psalmist had said, Ps. 27 9, lest I become like them that
descend to the Pit, a synonym for Sheol ; the words are taken from
Ps. 28 1 , cp. 886 •
In a calmer frame of mind the psalmist then continues his prayer ;
the hours of darkness, wherein the spirit is prone to fearfulness, are
past, and with the morning fresh hopes arise (8) : Let me hear of thy
lovingkindness at morn, for in thee do I trust (cp. Ps. 90 14 , 25 2); and
there is the longing to walk in the way that God wills (cp. Ps. 254, 3:2 8),
for his soul is lifted up to God (cp. Ps. :25 1 , 86 4); he has thrown himself upon God, and prays in certitude of being heard (9) : Deliver me
from my foes (cp. Ps. 31 1 5, 59 2 , 1426 ), unto thee do I flee (cp. Ps. 59 16).
Then (10, n) once more the prayer to do God's will is uttered; Teach
me to do thy will (cp. Ps. :25 4 , 27 11), followed by the protestation:
Thou art my God ; the expression thy good spirit does not occur elsewhere; but we have "thy holy spirit" in Ps. 51 11 • The plea that
deliverance may come for thy name's sake occurs also in Ps. 31 3 and
cp. 25 11• As already remarked, the psalm would be the better for
the omission of the last verse (12), with the exception of the final
words: I am thy servant, cp. Ps. n6 16 •
It will have been noticed how greatly our psalmist is indebted to
the writers of other psalms ; the point is interesting as illustrating
familiarity with the Psalter as a whole. Doubtless the same is to be
said of other psalmists, but there is certainly no other psalm which
so fully illustrates this characteristic.
Religious Teaching

So far as the earnest appeal to God for help in time of trouble is
concerned, the religious teaching of this psalm is to be paralleled by
that of many others ; but in one respect it differs from most of these
in that the teaching is implicit, or only hinted at, rather than explicitly
stated. This centres, first, in the sense of sinfulness ; for though
expressed in general terms, " none living is righteous in thy sight ",
the psalmist, in effect, confesses his sin by the prayer that God will
not bring him into judgement. And this recognition of sin calls forth
repentance ; and repentance is shown forth by amendment of life ;
hence the conviction of forgiveness. It is a spiritual process of
universal application ; and this it is which makes the psalm of such
inestimable value when its spirit is entered into, and acted upon.
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AN initial difficulty presents itself in studying this psalm, namely,
whether it is to be regarded as a unity or not. Opinions, not unnaturally, differ on the subject. Of one thing, however, there can be
no doubt : there has been some serious dislocation of the text ; this
may possibly be due to the attempt of some scribe to construct a unity
out of two originally independent psalms. In other words, we contend that the psalm is not a unity, though we fully recognize the
difficulty of indicating exactly where the division between the two is
to be sought. It is evident that two very different sets of conditions
must be postulated when it is said, on the one hand : " Rescue me
and deliver me from the hand of strangers" (v. u), and, on the other,
when a time of peaceful prosperity is described in such words as :
"Our sheep are thousands, ten thousands, in our fields" (v. 13). It
is recognized by most commentators that the psalm contains several
glosses---e.g., vv. 3, 4 break the connexion between vv. 2 and 5 ; and
that there is much borrowing from other psalms, especially from
Ps. 18, in the earlier part. In the rendering given below we have
put in square brackets what we regard as glosses. The main dislocation of the text occurs in vv. 8 and II, the repetitions show clearly
that some displacement has taken place. How this should be reconstructed is again subject to differences of opinion ; we have endeavoured
to give a logical sequence, while recognizing the element of uncertainty
as to the correctness of our reconstruction. Subjectivity can hardly
fail to assert itself in such cases.
As to date, there are again a variety of opinions, a few of which may
be mentioned. Briggs assigns it to " the troublous times at the beginning of the work of Nehemiah, when the people were called to a~
against their treacherous neighbours ". Kittel interprets the psalm
eschatologically, and regards it as one among the latest. Gunkel,
followed by Hans Schmidt, assigns it to the period of the monarchy.
Similarly Herkenne, who argues with much force that the speaker
is king Hezekiah. Barnes quotes Westcott to the effect that "the
later psalms are a softened echo of the strains of David, and
not new songs". For ourselves, we cannot doubt that, in view
of v. 10, "who giveth victory to kings, who rescueth David his servant ", the psalm, in its original form, belongs to the monarchical
period ; we hesitate to give a more exact date, though we feel that
Herkenne's contention that Hezekiah is the king in question is
attractive.
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For reasons already indicated the question of the rhythm is difficult;
all that can be said is that it is very irregular.
David't. 0
Blessed be Yahweh, my Rock,
0
Who teacheth my hands to war,
my fingers O to the battle,
0
Yahweh 0 , 0 my Rock 0 , and my
fortress,
my refuge and my deliverer,
My shield, and in him do I trust,
who subdueth O the peoples O under me.
[3. Yahweh, what is man, that thou takest
or the son of man, that thou considerest
knowledge of him ?
him?
4. Man is like unto a breath,
his days are as a shadow passing away.]
5. Yahweh,bow-thy-heavensanddescend, touch the mountains and they shall
smoke,
6. Flash forth O lightnings •, and scatter shoot out thine arrows, and confound
them,
them.
0
7. Put forth O thine hand O from above,
draw me O out of many wate1:9, 0
0
Deliver me O from the hand of
strangers,
8. whose mouth speaketh vanity,
And their right-hand is a lying right-hand.
0
9.
A new song
will I sing to thee,
With a ten-stringed harp
will I make melody to thee,
O
0
10. Who giveth victory to his king ,
who rescueth David his servant.
[n. Delivermefromthehandofstrangers,
whose mouth speaketh vanity,
And their right-hand is a lying right-hand.]
0
12.
Our sons are like plants
Well-grown in their borders O ;
Our daughters like comer-stones
Of sculptured pattern ; 0
13.
Our gamers O supplying
0
Of every kind O ;
0
Our sheep O are thousands,
Ten-thousands in our fields,
0
14.
Our oxen° well-laden; 0
No tumult in our broad-places.
15.
Happy the people
In such a case,
Happy thefeople
Whose Go is Yahweh.
I.

2.

Text-critical Notes
G adds 11po~ 1'ov ro.\,a6, a late scribe's surmise: 1. "ti'i~f-1~~ two beats.
2. Add i1'li1' for the sake of the rhythm. Read ,,70 with Ps.,18• for '':!t;lrJ,
"my mercy". Read tl'~ll' with soms, MSS SV, cp. Ps. 18 47 , for '!$'.11 "my
people". 5. Orn. vv. 3, 4 as a later insertion. 6. Read tl'i.ll:!1 with Ps. 18" for
jli,~, " lightning". 7. Read, with several MSS and G ";J1; for ';J''J~, "thy
hands". Read, following Ps. 18 11 ':;IIP~i'.f for ,~;;;;i," rescue me,;, and place
before i~~. "from the hand of . . . ;, 9. Orn. tl'ry1,_~ (cp. v. 1) for the sake of the
metre. 10. Read i~'?r.i for tl'::>71.;l, "kings". Orn., for the sake of the metre,
i1J?l ::ry:n;i, "f~om the evil sword;,, added. For v. u,.which is a doublet, see vv. 7,
8. 12. Orn. 1 Wt:-l, "who ". Read, with Duhm, CQ'l:l~i~::;l, cp. Cant. 5 13, 6 1 , for
C;;'.'T'"}~~;i~," ~ their youth". Orn. ?:;,'iJ, "temple". 1j. Orn. C'~?'?, "full".
For H'"?t::l Hr,), cp. Ecclus. 37••, Gunkel suggests 7it9·1,'!.' jil~, "sustenance on
sustenance". Read ~J~M'!a: for ~J~i~:.t. 14. Read with some MSS ~J"P7~ for ~J';;i~\;,~.
Orn., as a marginal gloss, ,iH~i' j'!:'.1'1, \"19"1'~, "no outburst and no.going forth",
the reference seems to be to untimely birth among the cattle ; see Gen. 38°,
2 Sam. 6 8, 1 Chron. 13n, and Exod.21 11 •
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1, 2. The opening ascription of praise is taken almost entirely
from Ps. 18; it does not present a very edifying conception of Yahweh,
but is in accordance with the ancient Semitic belief that the deities
played a leading part in wars ; the belief occurs even in quite late
times (cp. Zech. 913• 14, I0 4). This belief comes out in the thought
that Yahweh teacheth a man's hands to war (cp. Ps. 18 34 , 2 Sam. 22 35),
and his fingers to the battle--i.e., how to handle spear and bow; Yahweh
himself is spoken of as " mighty in battle " (Ps. 24 8}, and we recall
the expression" to consecrate", or sanctify, "war" (Mic. 3 6, Jer. 6'1,
Joel 3 (4)9), showing that war was, therefore, conceived of as a holy
act. For the significance of the title Rock applied to Yahweh see
the comment on Ps. r8 46 ; the two words used (in vv. 1, 2) are differ~nt
in Hebrew, taken, respectively, from Ps. 18 46 and 2• Who suhdU£th
the peoples beneath me refers to the surrounding peoples, hence the
emendation from Ps. 18 47 and various MSS ; the singular would imply
t,hat the king in question had subdued his own people ! As pointed
out in the text-critical notes, vv. 3, 4 come in here inappropriately
and break the connexion ; they are a marginal comment by a later
scribe, and have been inserted in the text. 5-8 are an extract from
the description of the theophany (Ps. 189, u, 16, 44, 45, cp. also 10432 ,
69 1 ', rn6 26); see .the notes on these psalms. In gratitude for the
victory that has been gained (cp. vv. 1, 2), in spite of perilous episodes (7)
the king, or some courtier in his name, utters a short offering of prai...e
and thanksgiving, which concludes this part of the psalm (9, IO). A
new song,. sung to the accompaniment of a ten-stringed harp, recalls
Ps. 33 2• 3 (cp. Ps. 40 3, 149 1). After the very marked use of older
songs which, presumably, has so far characterized ou~ psalm, the
words strike one as.significant, and we cannot but feel sympathy with
those commentators who see in what follows, the " new song " itself.
Unfortunately, this will not do; the condition of peaceful prosperity
depicted in the later portion of our psalm is not such as can be expected
to ensue immediately after a successful war ; the bringing-about of
such conditions takes time ; and those described must belong to some
subsequent period. It may well be that the " new song " of which
the singer speaks may have figured in the original form of our psalm,
but that in the vicissitudes of transmission it has been lost. At any
rate, what follows can hardly have been its purport. Here the thanksgiving centres in victory to his king, who rescueth David his servant.
That David is meant is highly improbable. The reference is either
to the general idea of victory, natural1y associated with the name of
David, who was often victorious, or else " David " is used symbolically,
and applied to one of his seed.
The abrupt way in which the last portion (12-15) begins suggests
that it is a fragment from some other psalm which a compiler thought
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an appropriate conclusion to the one before him ; a similar proceeding
occurs elsewhere in the Psalter (e.g., Pss. 19, 27). We have, first, a
charming picture of the healthy well-being of the younger members
of the community, the sons like plants in their borders (lit. " beds ",
see Cant. 513, 62); " along the brook", as Thomson tells us, "are
tall daisies, flaming gladiolus, crimson iris, variegated lilies, gay
oleanders, wild roses . . . " (The Land and the Book, i. 137 [1881]);
something of this kind may well have been in the mind of the poet.
Then, our daughters like corner-stones of sculptured pattern ; the mention of the temple in such a connexion seems out of place ; the picture
is drawn from the tall, stately corner of any conspicuous building.
Then follows an account of the prosperous state of the country, the
stress being naturally laid on the abundance of cattle-somewhat overdrawn, no doubt, but permissible enough to poetical imagination. In
times of such prosperity contentment reigns, and there is no tumult in
our broad places, the open spaces near the gates, not " streets ", which
were always very narrow. A religious note is sounded at the close,
where it is implied that all this prosperity is due to the fact that Yahweh
is the God of the people. But otherwise it must be confessed that the
religious tone of the psalm is not such as appeals to us. A special
section on the religious teaching is, therefore, not called for in the
case of this psalm.

PSALM 145
Tnrs triumphant hymn of praise, calling upon all men to glorify the
greatness and majesty of God, is one of the most inspiring in the Psalter.
Though largely composed of sayings from other psalms, these are so
harmoniously woven together that the psalm gives the impression of an
original composition. In spite of its being an acrostic psalm (it is the
last of these), there is no sign of mechanical construction, such as strikes
one in the' case, e.g., of Ps. 119. A special feature is the earnestly
expressed wish that the knowledge of Yahweh may become world-wide;
this universalistic outlook was by no means always prominent among the
Jews in post-exilic times, as witness the polemic in the book of Jonah.
In this connexion the mention of the kingdom of Yahweh is of special
importance; it connotes God's rule from and to all time, in Heaven as
on earth ; there is nothing of an eschatological nature in its use here ;
it has been in use in the Liturgy of the Synagogue from very early
times, but has never been one of the special psalms for New Year's Day.
The psalm is one of the latest in the Psalter ; this is shown by the
numerous points of affinity with psalms of early and late date, and also
by the Aramaisms which occur here and there.
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The metre is 3 : 3 ; in the earlier part of the psalm 2
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A Song of Praise. David's
I will exalt thee, my God, the King,
I will bless thy name for ever. 0
Every day will I bless thee,
And will praise thy name
For ever and ever.
Great is Yahweh,
And highly to be praised,
His greatness is unsearchable.
0
Generation to generation
Let them praise thy works,
And declare thy mighty acts. 0
Of the majesty of thy glory,
Of thy splendour O let them tell O ;
Of thy wonder-works O let them sing O ;
Of the might of thy terrible-deeds O of thy pat acts O O let them dislet them speak,
course ;
The memorial of thy O great 0 and
let them shout-for-joy because of
0
goodness let them pour forth,
thy righteousness •.
Gracious and merciful is Yahweh,
lon~uffering and of great lovingkindness;
Good is Yahweh to all,
and his mercies are over all his works.
Let all thy works, Yahweh, give
thee thanks,
and let thy godly ones bless thee ;
The glory of thy kingdom let them
declare,
and discourse of thy power,
To make0 known ° to men ° O thy and the glorious majesty O of thy
power ,
kingdom O ;
0
His kingdom O is a kingdom of all
and his rule throughout all generations.
0
~tl'ifut is Yahweh in all his
words,
and loving in all his works] 0 •
Yahweh upholdeth all that fall,
and raiseth up all that are bowed down ;
The eyes of all wait upon thee,
thou givest their food in its time ;
Thou O thyself • openest thine hand, satisfying all living with favour.
Righteous is Yahweh in all his ways, and merciful in all his works,
Nigh is Yahweh to all that call upon
to all that call upon him in truth ;
him.
The desire of them that fear him he
fulfilleth,
their cry he heareth, and helpeth them.
Yahweh preserveth all that love
him,
but all the wicked be destroyeth,
The praise of Yahweh shall my
mouth utter,
and let all flesh bless his holy name.•

Text-critical Note,
Orn. 'i~1. which overloads the half-line. 4. The rhythmic measure in the
Hebrew is difficult to reproduce in English ; literally rendered the text runs : " Let
(one) generation praise thy works to (another) generation, and let (all of) them declare
thy mighty acts".
5. Read,.following G;S, :,,~1\ for 'i.:;,.11, "and the ~o~ds
of". Read, following S, :,n,~~ for ilr;l'~l;l. " let me sing ". 6. Read 'l',?i',ii~
for 'J'("i~11t Read, with T, 1:i,!;l~~ for .il~7,eQ~," let me discourse ". 7. Read
•:::i'1 fo; •:::i"1: Two beats to "Tl'.11:l~: 12. Read c·i,~7 for cit:ti, ~~:;'?,"for the
aons of man ", for the sake of the rhythm. Read, following GS, °'Tfl''.'1'1:,:::i~ for
1~-,,~:::i~," hismigbrrpowers ". Read, following GS, "TJ'."~::l'°:ir,l for 'ili-: 13.'Read
,n:,:::,77; for °'Tf•''.'H::l?l;l "thy kingdom", in view of what follows in the verse (:I)
which. has fallen ~ut ~f the text. 13od. This half-verse has been preserved in GSV,
and can be rendered: ,,~~l;)"?~:l?, 'i'Ql?1 ,,-i,:rr1,=l:l? n,p,, 19~- 15. Orn. cr:/7.
"to them", for the sake of the rhythm. 16. Read, with G, .1;1~ for ni:,. 21. Orn•
.,111 C?i~1?, "for ever and ever", which is a later addition. Some MSS
add: 'i-l~:,1,7f:t C°7'i~ 1V1 MJ;13?~ r-1~ '!fl;~ ~:ir;t;lt!1, "and we will bless Yah
from henceforth and for ever. Hallelujah ".
1.
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1. This opening verse, which serves as a kind of text, expresses the
general content of what is to follow. I will exalt thee (cp. Pss. 99 5, 9 ,
107 82) gives the key-note, denoting in the mind of the writer the infinite
distance of the Divine Personality above men. To speak of God as
King expresses the utmost endeavour of men in those days to describe
a unique superiority over mankind in general; but it is also significant,
in view of what follows, as indicating the world-wide rulership of
Yahweh. For ever, here, has the sense of" continually ". 2, 3. Every
day is probably to be taken in a literal sense, for it may well be in accordance with traditional usage that this psalm was recited thrice daily in
the synagogue by many pious Jews; the mention of this is from a
third-century Rabbi (Elbogen, Der judische Gottesdienst . . . , p. 80
[1913]). To praise the name of Yahweh (cp., e.g., Ps. 103 1), as pointed
out elsewhere, reminds us that the name was synonymous with the
Person. The greatness of Yahweh, for which praise is due to him, is
also a frequent theme of the psalmists (48 1 , 96 4), and its unsearchahleness,
like all that appertains to the Divine Nature-i.e., the inability of man
to apprehend it-is especially emphasized in the book of Job (5 11, 9 10 ,
n', 34 2 4, 36 26}. 4-7. Very beautiful is the way in which the psalmist
earnestly expresses the desire that others should bear witness to the
power and majesty of Yahweh; the hope is expressed that every
generation should hand on the knowledge of this, one to the other
(cp. Ps. 78 4) telling of his mighty-acts {one word in Hebrew), of his
glory and-splendour, his wonder-works (one word in Hebrew), and
terror-inspiring action (cp. the theophanic description); they are all
the outcome of his great-goodness (one word in Hebrew) and righteousness. The psalmist has done his utmost to set forth the inexpressible
power and might of Yahweh; and now (8-13) he extols his God from a
different aspect, and speaks of his graciousness, mercy, longsuffering and
lO'Vingkindness to all (cp. Ps. 86 5• 1•\ 100 5 , 103 8); his mercies are over all
his works is in reference to his highest work of creation, man, as the
words which follow show : Let all thy works, Yahweh, give thee thanks
(cp. Ps. 103 22), and let all thy loved ones bless thee (cp. Ps. 132 16); and
again all men are called upon to declare the glory of his kingdom, which
is a kingdom of all ages. By kingdom is to be understood, of course, a
mle, or dominion, and thus not connoting any thought of a land or area,
the ordinary Jewish conception of the time. From the wide purview
over the unlimited expanse of Yahweh's rule the psalmist directs his
thoughts more particularly to his own people of the present time.
14-19. His care is for all who fall (cp. Ps. 37 24), and are bowed down
(cp. Ps. 146 8 )-i.e., who are in want-but they that wait upon him
(cp. Ps. 10427 ) receive their food in its time lavishly from his open hand
(cp. Ps. 104 28 }, for he is righteous and merciful, and nigh unto all that
call upon him in truth and that fear him. In fine, those who love Yahweh
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he preseroeth (cp. Ps. 97 10), but all the wicked he destroyeth: and the
psalmist himself will ever persist in the praise of Yahweh, and let all
flesh bless his holy name (cp. Ps. 1506).

Religious Teaching
As a hymn of praise to God this psalm stands out as one of the most
beautiful in the Psalter. What must particularly demand our sympathetic attention is the earnest attempt to depict the glory of God.
The psalmist's thoughts were prompted by such soul-exalting sights as
the gorgeous gold of the rising sun, and the superbly sky-decked
tints of the sun at its setting, the flashes of silver-blue lightning when
the thunder's roar made him think that it must be the very voice of
Yahweh, and the lurid glare of volcanic eruptions sent up from the
bowels of the earth-we know, it is true, that these are but the twinkling stars in a world which is no more than a dusty speck of one universe
of many ; but let us in humble gratitude acknowledge that the psalmist
did his best ; and beautiful it is, even though we are convinced that the
glories of the creative power of the inapprehensible majesty of God
transcend the most daring flights of human imagination ! Could we
do better ? It is, in any case, fitting that we should honour the spirit
which seeks to set forth the divine glory and laud the Name of him, by
whom, in loving condescension, praise is accepted, though offered by
his humblest worshippers. The religious teaching of this psalm
centres in offering praise to God, no matter how inadequate.

PSALM 146
Tms is the first of the so-called "Hallelujah psalms ", the others being
147-150, because they begin and conclude with this expression of
praise. As the offering of praise it is very fitting that it has from
early times, together with the other four, been sung daily at the morning
synagogal service ; the use may well have been handed down from
earlier days. The psalm does not, either in outward form or in its
fullness of thought, reach the inspired height of the previous one. Its
reference to princes suggests the possibility that it may have been
prompted by some inadvisable action on the part of the Jewish rulers
in their dealings with some foreign power. At any rate, the uselessness
of trusting in princes seems to be the text, as it were, of the psalmist's
warniqg and exhortation.
Other psalms have again been much drawn upon ; but, as in Ps. 145,
the psalmist utilizes his material in his own way ; quite his own, in
especial, is the impressive sixfold repetition of the name of Yahweh at the
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beginning of the sentence, to emphasize his many-sided help, as against
the feeble and unreliable efforts of man.
The date of the psalm is late, as shown both by the use of other
psalms, of which some are themselves of late date, and also by the
occurrence of Aramaisms.
The metre is, with the exception of v. 4, where the change of
subject makes the change of metre distinctly effective, almost uniformly
3 : 3 (in v. 3 it is 2 : 2: 2).
1.

2.

5.

6.

8.
9.
8•
10.

Hallelujah. 0
Praise Yahweh, my soul !
I will praise Yahweh while I live,
will sing praise to my God while I have
my being.
Trust not in princes,
in the offspring of man ;
in him is no help,
His spirit goeth forth,
he retumeth to his earth,
in that selfsame day
his purposes perish.
O
Blessed is he whose help O is the God
of Jacob,
whose hope is in Yahweh his God,
Maker
of heaven and earth,
the sea and all that in them is,
0
O
Who keepeth truth for ever,
7. who upholdeth justice for the
oppressed,
Yahweh setteth free the prisoners.
Who giveth food to the hungry,
Yahweh raiseth up those bowed down,
Yahweh giveth sight to the blind,
Yahweh preserveth strangers,
Orphan and widow he sustaineth ;
0
Yahweh loveth the righteous 0 ,
9• but the way of the wicked he
perverteth.
Yahweh reigneth for ever,
thy God, 0 Zion, to all generations.
Hallelujah.

Tat-critical NoUt
G adds A,,,,_.. KOi, Zaxap1ov. 5. ,;-,!i for ,;-,Tr:;!, "in his help". 6. Read
for .,~izll r:r, omitting the art. as in the other participles. 8°. This half-line
has clearly become misplaced ; in the Hebrew text it comes after, " • • • those bowed
down "; as it stands the logical sequence is disturbed.
1.

.,~It'·

1. With an utterance of self-encouragement, found elsewhere in the
psalms (e.g., 1031, 1041), l'Taise Yahweh, my soul, the worshipper begins
by protesting that this is his intention as long as he lives, while I have my
being, a very rare mode of expression in Hebrew (cp. Ps. 10433). 2. The
warning not to trust in princes (cp. Ps. n89), coming in the forefront of
the psalm, shows its emphasis, and must, in all probability, refer to some
specific action on the part of the Jewish rulers in relation to their
suzerain, or his representative. It is, of course, impossible to indicate
the occasion alluded to; but the detailed way in which this is deprecated
suggests that it was an occurrence of some moment ; help from such a
source, prince though he might be, was doomed to failure, for as soon
as he ceases breathing-the flight of a vapour-he returneth to his
earth (Gen. 319 , Ps. 104 29); the same thought, possibly with this verse
in mind, was expressed by Mattathias, the father of the Maccabrean
leaders, in reference to Antiochus Epiphanes ( 1 Mace. 2 68). The
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words, his purposes (or plans) perish, point again to some political
occasion.
5-9. In inexpressible contrast to any power that man, however
highly placed, may possess, and thereby give help, is that which is
accorded by the God of Jacob. It may be pointed out that the use of the
name of Jacob as applied to Judah is restricted almost without exception
to post-exilic passages (e.g., Isa. 65 9, Obad. 10, Mal. 2 12); in the psalms
the expression" the God of Jacob" occurs elsewhere in n4 7 (not 246) ;
otherwise "Jacob" refers to the northern kingdom (e.g., Am. 7 2 , 5 1
Hos. 12 13, etc.). At any rate, as the psalmist says, he whose hope is set
on Yahweh his God lives in the conviction that his help will be forthcoming when the need arises ; and the stress laid on his God expresses
the contrast between the faith of the true Jew with that of the princes
who believed in many gods. Then he particularizes : This hope is
founded on and embedded in the age-long faith in Yahweh as the
Maker of heaven and earth ; the separate mention of the sea, as though
distinct from the earth, echoes the ancient belief reflected in Gen. 1 9, 10 •
But the creative power of Yahweh, as the psalmist goes on to show,
necessarily implies care for that highest act of creation, man, and more
especially for those among men who acknowledge him as their Creator
and are his worshippers. While truth and justice stand foremost in
all his actions, his mercy and lovingkindness take thought of all. The
short sentences which follow, each beginning with Yahweh, in order to
lay stress on his loving care, are, as we have said, unique in the Psalms,
though the thoughts expressed necessarily echo those of other thinkers :
Who giveth food to the hungry (Ps. 1079 , 145 15); behind that lies, of
course, the thought of the creative power which enables the soil to
yield its fruits (Gen. 1 11, 12, Hos. 2 8). Setteth free the prisoners (68 6,
1071 ', cp. Isa. 42 7). Giveth sight to the blind; this thought does not
occur elsewhere in the Psalms, but see Isa. 42 7 , cp. also 29 18 , 35 5 •
Raiseth up those bowed down-i.e., those weighted down by adversity ;
the expression is a rare one, used in a figurative sense in the Psalms
(576, 145 14), though in Isa. 58 5 , Mic. 66 , it is used literally of bowing
down in worship. Preserveth strangers (on the dislocation of the text
here see exegetical note); the care of strangers sojourning among the
people is very often insisted upon (e.g., Lev. 1910, Deut. 10 18, 19, etc.);
in the Psalms they are mentioned only in 948 ; in 39 12, n9 19, the word
is used in a somewhat different sense ; the care of the orphan, or
fatherless, and widow is also again and again enjoined (e.g., Exod. 22 22 ,
Deut. 10 18), and in the Psalms 68 5, cp. 10 1 ', 946 ; all these are in the
care of Yahweh. Finally, the psalmist adds the oft-expressed thought
of Yahweh's love for the righteous man (see, e.g., 512 and often elsewhere in the Psalms), but the way of the wicked he perverteth, a word
used only here in this sense.
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Th_e psalm closes (10) with the triumphant cry: Yahweh reignethfor
ever! A universalistic note often sounded in the Psalms (10 18 , 47 2, a, 6- 8 ,
93 1• 2, 96 10, 97 1 ), though there is added here-thy God, 0 Zion-that
Palestine will be the centre of the divine rule (29 10, 11 , 991 , 2). In the
present case, at any rate, there i~ no thought of the Messianic kingdom;
the psalmist is proclaiming the truth of the divine rule, and as the Jews
were the one people who acknowledged and worshipped Yahweh, it
was natural to present him as reigning from Zion.

Religious Teaching
This has been sufficiently brought out in the exegetical notes.

PSALM 147
THE first word of this psalm, which repeats the title, indicates its entire
content : praise to Yahweh for his manifold works. These, it must
be allowed, are not arranged in orderly fashion, and there is but little
logical sequence in the enumeration of the different and many-sided
kinds of works of power and love for which Yahweh is praised. But the
outpouring of a heart so full of gratitude for the marks of divine solicitude manifest in all around, must endear this psalm to all who, like this
psalmist, look beneath the surface of things which happen in the world,
whether in Nature or among men, and discern in them workings,
infinitesimal as they may appear individually, of a divine plan of action.
If in some cases things are expressed in an anthropomorphic manner
not wholly to our taste, it must be remembered that modes of expression
have a good deal to do with this, though it is not, of course, denied that
at times somewhat naive and, as yet, undeveloped conceptions of God
are held.
As to the question of unity, there are in vv. 7 and 12 words which
read like the beginning of a new psalm, and according to the SeRtuagint
and the Vulgate, the psalm is really composed of two psalms, consisting of vv. 1-11 and l2-2f)- It is, of course, possible that we have
here the joining together of more than one psalm ; the unevenness and
variegated subject-matter of our psalm justify the belief that it may well
be from more than one hand.
Here again, as in the two preceding psalms, there is considerable
borrowing from other psalms, and also from the later portions of the
book of Isaiah.
The date must be pronounced as late post-exilic.
The metre is uniformly 3 : 3;
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Hallelujah.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Praise Yahweh 0 , for well it is O to
laud him 0 ,
Yahweh buildeth up Jerusalem,
He healeth the broken in heart,
He telleth the number of the stars,
Great is our Lord, and mighty of
strength,
Yahweh upholdeth the afflicted,
0

7. Sing to Yahweh with thanksgiving,
8. He covereth the heavens with clouds,
He causeth grass to grow on the
mountains,
9. 0 He giveth O to the beast its food,
10.

n.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

our God, for praise is fitting O •
the dispersed of Israel he gathereth.
and bindeth up their wounds.
he catleth them all by names.
of his understanding there is no
0
searching-out •.
he bringeth down the wicked to the
ground.
sing praise to our God with harp.
and prepareth rain for the earth ;
0
[and herb for the service of man] 0 ;
(even) to the young ravens who cry out
for it.

He delighteth not in the strength of the
horse,
nor taketh pleasure in the legs of a man.
Yahweh showeth favour to them that
fear him,
to them that hope for his love.
Praise Yahweh, 0 Jerusalem,
praise thy God, 0 Zion,
For he strengthened the bars of thy
gates,
he blessed thy sons within thee ;
He maketh thy borders peaceful,
he satisfieth thee with full-ripe wheat;
He sendeth forth his commandment
upon earth,
right swiftly runneth his word.
He giveth snow like wool,
he scattereth the hoar-frost like ashes;
He casteth forth his ice like morsels,
at his cold the waters O stand still 0 •
He sendeth out his word and melteth maketh his wind tl) blow,-waters
them,
flow.
He declareth his word to Jacob,
his statutes and judgements to Israel;
O
Not thus bath he dealt with any
nor made known to them O O his
nation,
judgements 0 •
Hallelujah.

Text-critical Note,
G again has the title Ayya&ou r<m Zaxapwu. 1. Add ;:r~·!\1,7tf, as a psalm
cannot well begin with 'if, "for". Read, with Duhm, ~"'l7fJ for ·n,7ilt, "to sing
praise", or following G, "11:?t, "praise". Orn., with G, n\N~, "comely".
5. Read "'lj'.;,::I for .,lilt;'~, "number", from the preceding verse.. 8. This·~line is added, following Duhm, from Ps. 104u, and it occurs also in G, :l!P.lt1
c111;1;;, n1:2:p;7. 9. Read 1i::,b;:i with the ~- folio~ the .other pafticiples:
17. Read, following Gunkel and, others, llitl:!,?! C~t) for 'lt:li! "?;), "who
standeth? " 20. Read, with GST, C17'~~-1,~ fo~ Cl!'i'.!7"Jt'J, " ther did not know
them". Read, with the Versions, ,,~~o/Q for C'T,0~~7;:l, "judgements".
1-6. The text of v. I is a little uncertain, but Praise applies both to
our God in the second half of the verse, as well as to Y akweh ; the
object of a verb occurs not infrequently in both halves of a verse in
Hebrew poetry. The exhortation to praise God occurs in this form also
in Ps. 33 1, where it is coupled with the thought of rejoicing, and this
emotion is felt pulsating throughout our psalm. The mention of the
building up of Jerusalem (2) recalls the time soon after the Return
from the Exile (Neh. 61 , 15 , 71 , 2), and for the thought cp. Ps. 51 18;
J02 18 ; so, too, the reference to the dispersed of Israel (cp. Isa. 56 8);
but it is not to be inferred from this that our psalm belongs to so early a
period ; it is merely the recalling of events in the past history of the
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people for which praise to God is due. In further reference, perhaps,
to those who in distant lands had sojourned with sorrowful hearts, it is
said that God hea/eth the broken in heart (cp. Ps. 3418, though in a
different connexion), and bindeth up their wounds, meant metaphorically ;
the two halves of the verse are combined from Isa. 611, cp. also Ezek.
3418 • Then an entirely different subject is dealt with, based doubtless
on Isa. 40 26 ; it is said that God telleth the number of the stars, and
ea/Leth them all by names, meaning that they obey his voice when called,
not that he gave them their names, the point being that, though regarded
as deities by th.e Gentile nations, they were subject to Yahweh, who
created them (cp. Gen. 1 16- 18, Job 99, 38 7, 31, 32, Am. 58 , and Ps.
19 1- 6); the names were given to the stars by their worshippers (cp.
Deut. 4 19). The stars are mentioned in order to lay stress on God's
creative power, and therefore as a further reason for offering him praise.
Quite unconnected with the foregoing, but as though to contrast great
things with small, the psalmist turns from contemplating the vault of
heaven to men on earth : Yahweh upholdeth the afflicted, a word often
used by those oppressed by the wicked (e.g., Ps. 769), but humbles the
wicked by bringing them to the ground (cp. Ps. 146 9).
With 7 a new section begins, in which the same variety of subjectmatter recurs. It is again introduced by an exhortation to give thanks
(cp. Pss. 95 1, 2, u9 172) and praise to Yahweh, special mention being
made of doing so with the harp (on this see further on Ps. 150). Yahweh
is then proclaimed as the God of Nature (8), who covereth the heavens
with douds and prepareth rain for the earth (cp. Job 516), so essential
for a country like Palestine, and which causeth the grass to grow an the
mountains (cp. Ps. 104 14, Job 38 37), thus (9) affording/ood for the animal
world (cp. Ps. 10414 , 27, 28 , 145 16); even the young ravens are not
forgotten (cp. Ps. 10431 , Job 0 ). But it is not physical strength (10)
whether in beast (cp. Ps. 33 17) or in man (cp. Ps. 33 16, see also Am. 2 16),
gained by benefitting from the products of the soil, that is pleasing to
Yahweh (11 )-his favour is towards them that fear him, and who hopei.e., put their trust-in his love (cp. Ps. 33 18).
With 12 a new beginning is made; the Septuagint begins a new
psalm here, again assigning its authorship to Haggai and Zechariah,
as in the title of Ps. 146. Jerusalem is now called upon to praise Yahweh,
and further reasons are given why praise is due to him. It is somewhat
striking that while hitherto all the sentences have been participial,
here (13) we have suddenly verbs in the perfect: for he strengthened the
bars of thy gates, he kept safe thy sons within thee, followed again by
participles, making peaceful thy borders . . . with a present sense.
This reads as though reference were being made to some recent attack
on Jerusalem, which had been withstood. In consequence of this,
peace and well-being reign in the land (14): He maketh thy borders
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peaceful, he satisfieth thee with full-ripe wheat, lit. " fat of wheat "
(cp. Ps. 81 16). The words which follow (15), He sendethforth his comMIJ1tli,nent upon earth . . . , may refer either to what has preceded, or to
what follows; they would be appropriate to either. At any rate, there
is once more a sudden change of subject, and in 16-18 Yahweh is again
lauded as the God of Nature, who sends S1IQW (cp. Job 376), hoar-frost,
and ice (cp. Job 38 29, 30) when he sends his cold; they all melt at his
word when the warm wind blows.
Just as the command of Yahweh in the world of Nature receives
immediate obedience, so must it be also in the higher creation-namely,
among his own people (19, 20), to whom hedeclareth his word, his statutes
and judgements ; Israel alone had been privileged to he instructed in
these divine precepts.
Religious Teaching
In this psalm, again, the nature of its contents demanded so much
reference to its religious teaching in the exegetical notes, that a special
section on this does not seem called for.

PSALM 148
IN striking contrast to the preceding psalm, the subject-matter of
this Hymn of Praise is notable for the ordered lines of thought it
contains. The whole is an exhortation to praise Yahweh : first, the
highest order of heavenly beings ; then, sun, moon, and stars, and
the lesser heavens (on these see the notes), and, lastly, the waters
beneath the heavens, though in the upper regions. All these are of
eternal duration. That concludes the first division of the psalm.
The second deals with the earth ; but here, unlike the enumeration
in the former half, the psalmist begins with the lower creation, all
parts of which are bidden to praise Yahweh. In the personification
of the waters ancient myths find their echoes, while in that of fire and
hail, etc., must be discerned the remnants of animistic conceptions.
To the singer, however, these are all probably nothing more than
poetical pictures.
There can be little doubt that The Song of the Three Holy Children,
28-68, in the Apocrypha, was inspired by this psalm.
The date of the psalm is late post-exilic ; there are several indications which point to this ; they will be referred to in the notes.
The rhythm is, with the exception of v. 8, uniformly 3 : 3.
Hallelujah.
praise him in the heights ;
r. Praise Yahweh from the heavens:
praise him, all ye his host.
a. Praise him, all ye his angels,
pp
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3. Praise him, sun and moon,
4 .. Praise him, ye heavens of heavens,
5. Let them praise the name of Yahweh,
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

praise him, all ye stars of light.
and ye waters O aoove the heavens.
for he commanded, and they were
created;
And he hath established them for ever a statute he ordained, 0 and they shall
and ever,
not transgress it 0 •
Praise Yahweh from the earth,
ye dragons and all deeps;
Fire and hail,
Snow and vapour,
Stormy wind
Fulfilling his word ;
The mountains and all hills,
fruitful trees and all cedars,
Beasts and all cattle,
ci:eeping things and winged birds.
Kings of the earth and all peoples,
princes and all judges of the earth ;
Young men, yea also maidens,
Old men together with youths.
Let them praise the name of Yahweh,
for his name alone is exalted,
His glory is above earth and heaven ;
14. and he hath lifted up the horn of his
people;
for ,the children of Israel, 0 his friends 0 ,
A praise for all his loved ones,
Hallelujah.

Text-critical Notes
Title, G agsin ascribes this psalm to Haggai and Zechari~. 4. Oi:n.
"which",
for the sake of the rhythm. 6. _Read !\i:;i}); ~?) for ii:J~! t-\?1, " and he shall

io/~,

not transgress". 14. Read ,,:;;ir'C~, "the people of those that are near him",
for 1!:J'ii7°C1' 1 " the people of his nearness",
I. In the exhortation to praise Yahweh from the heavens, the thought
is that in the (implied) innermost heavens Yahweh alone is present.
He is to be praised from the heavens-i.e., the outer heavens, which,
though in the heights, are outside the unapproachable dwelling-place of
Yahweh himself. This points to a developed doctrine of the divine
transcendence, which indicates a comparatively late date for our
psalm ; the subject will be further dealt with under v. 4.
First (2) the angels, or Yahweh's host of attendant "messengers"
(cp. Ps. 103 20, 21 ), are called upon to praise him; then (3) the sun and
moon, and all ye stars of light-i.e., shining stars; these are all conceived
of as personalities (cp. Ps. 104 4). The heavens of heavens (4) is an expression which bears out what has just been said about the belief
regarding the differences of the heavenly spheres. According to the
teaching of the Rabbis, which is the development of earlier traditional
ideas, the heavens consist of seven divisions (Mechiza, cp. 2 Cor. 12 2, 4),
arranged in seven concentric circles ; the innermost of these is the
abode of the Almighty, who sits there in unapproachable majesty on
"the throne of glory". This seventh heaven is screened from the
other heavens by a curtain of clouds (Pargod); outside of this is where
the angels dwell; they may hear the voice of the Almighty, but are
not permitted to look upon him. Ideas more or less similar to these
were doubtless in vogue by the time our psalmist wrote. Then, in
the mention of the waters above the heavens, we have the echo of the
Babylonian Creation-myth reflected in Gen. 1 7 ; they, too, are thought
of as personified beings. The words (5) for he commanded and they
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were created, are important as emphasizing that all these heavenly
beings were subordinate to Yahweh ; our psalmist was obviously well
acquainted with the fact that among the Gentiles the constellations
were worshipped as gods and goddesses. The thought of their being
but creatures of the Most High is further emphasized by the statement that (6) he hath established them far ever and ever, as those, namely,
who always obeyed his behests and carried out his will ; this was a
statute which he ordained from their creation, which they could not
transgress. 7-10. After having thus called upon all the heavenly
beings to praise Yahwehfrom the heavens, the psalmist utters a similar
exhortation to all below to praise him from the earth. That he begins
with the (to us) inanimate creation is not without significance; for ·to
him tbe various elements enumerated were all personified, and vastly
more powerful than men. He naturally, therefore, begins with them.
Of special interest is the mention of ye dragons and all deeps. Likely
enough as it may be that our psalmist was unaware of the ultimate
origin and meaning of the myth which he, like others, here re-echoed
(cp. Ps. 74 13, Isa. 271, Rev. 20 2)-namely, the Babylonian Tiamatmyth, yet he would certainly have known by traditional teaching that
the dragons and all deeps signified the embodiment of the principle of
all evil; so that fo calling upon these to praise Yahweh-i.e., to
acknowledge him and his supremacy-he is, in effect, envisaging the
conditions indicated, e.g., by such a passage as Rev. 211, where, by
the words " and the sea is no more ", the Seer implies that the element
of evil is ·eliminated ! That this is no mere flight of the imagination
is shown by what follows (8-13) in which the entire earth-creation is
thought of as praising the name of Yahweh. For his details the psalmist
is largely indebted ·to earlier singers, but this does not detract from
the beauty of and edifying way in which he constructs his poem. For
fire and hail -cp. Ps. 181 2, 105 32 ; they give out heat and cold; for
snow and vapour cp. Ps. 147 16 , Gen. 19 28 , which give out cold and
heat ; the antithesis is evidently not accidental ; for stormy wind cp.
107 25.; these all, like the angels, fulfil his word, or, as it is expressed in
Ps. 103 20, " hearken unto the voice of his word " ; for mountains and
trees cp. Isa. 44 23 ; as to beasts and all cattle, by which are meant
wild and domestic animals, and creeping things and winged birds, the
psalmist evidently has Gen. 1 20, 24, 26 in mind. u-13. Finally, the
psalmist addresses his exhortation to man, beginning with those in
high estate: kings and their peoples, princes and all judges; and then
he calls upon humanity in general, young and old, to praise the name
of Yahweh (cp. v. 5), whose glory is above earth and heaven (cp. Ps. u3 4).
There is some little difficulty about 14; Gunkel contends that
the psalm proper ends with 14•, and that the remainder of that verse
is a kind of footnote added by the psalmist to indicate the nature of
PP"
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his psalm. Against this, Herkenne makes 14b the end of the psalm,
and regards all the rest of this verse as belonging to 147 20, whence it
has been misplaced to its present position. While objections may be
raised against both of these opinions, each has something to justify
it, for the psalm certainly ends somewhat awkwardly.
His friends, lit. "the people of his near ones "-i.e., the nation
which, by acknowledging and worshipping Yahweh as their God, had
been brought close to him (cp. Deut. 4 7).

Religious Teaching
There are two subjects contained in the religious teaching of this
psalm which demand brief notice. The first is this ; however much
there may be in it which, in view of the advanced knowledge of later
ages, cannot be accepted, such as the idea of the inanimate world and
of animals praising God, we can appreciate the psalmist's conception,
even. though erroneous, of the instinct of worship as innate in the
whole of created matter. The second is more important and farreaching-namely, the fact of mortal men joining with the heavenly
hosts-traditionally called " angels "-in the worship of God. That
it is wholly impossible for us, as finite mortals, to conceive either of
the nature of heavenly beings or of the way in which they praise and
worship God, need not detract from our belief in their e~stence,
nor in the fact of their offering worship. In the former case we have,
at any rate, the belief and teaching of our Lord about the existence
and activity of beings of a higher order than mortal man (e.g., Mark 12. 35,
13 81, Luke 15 18). It may be urged, further, that, given e'ven the most
rudimentary belief in a spiritual world, belief in the existence of spiritual
beings is inevitable. We need not accept in its details the developed
angelology of the Apocalyptic Literature, which has here and there
unduly impressed itself on some of our liturgical formulas (e.g., the
mention of Cherubim and Seraphim), but to doubt the reality of the
existence of spiritual beings, who, even like ourselves, are impelled to
worship God, is, in effect, to deny the spiritual part of man's nature.
In this, then, we may feel wholly at one with the religious teaching
of our psalmist-namely, in the conviction that in our worship we are
joined by spiritual beings in other spheres, and-may we not add ?by many a dear and familiar friend.

PSALM 149
ONE cannot but be struck, on reading this psalm, by the contrast

between the call to worship in the first half, and the bellicose tone of
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the second. The somewhat unedifying spirit of the latter is, however, comprehensible if, as we hold, this psalm was written by some
poet on learning of the success of the Jewish army (see v. 4), and
that he composed it in celebration of the victory, with the intention
that it should be sung as a thanksgiving to God in the temple on
the return of the victorious warriors ; they had fought, as the reiterated
expression of" the godly ones "-i.e., God's loved ones-shows, in the
conviction that they were fighting the wars of the Lord. The psalm
was written, that is to say, for a special occasion, and was not intended
for general liturgical use. This would explain the otherwise incongruous combination of men singing praises to God with their mouth
while holding in their hands a two-edged sword (ii. 6).
A song of praise, sung while a dance-step was being performed in
honour of the Deity, accompanied by the clashing of arms, was frequent
among all peoples of antiquity (see the notes). To modem ideas
such a mode of thanksgiving does not appeal ; but in those days things
were different, and, in any case, the intention was well meant.
Our interpretation of the psalm, it is granted, differs from that of
some other commentators. Gunkel, Kittel, and Herkenne, for example,
take it to be eschatological, and there are certainly some indications
which support this view ; but we doubt, on the one hand, whether
the realistic presentation in the psalm justifies such an interpretation ;
and, in the second place, it must be insisted, eschatology usually expresses itself in a more definite and detailed manner than is offered
in this late psalm. A very different view is that held by Hans Schmidt,
who thinks that it was sung on the festival of Yahweh's ascent
upon his throne, and regards the psalm as very ancient (uralt).
With this, it must be confessed, we disagree entirely ; the
psalms sung at this festival were of a very different charac_ter (see,
e.g., 93-99); and the only passage (apart from ii. 2 1 which is quite
general in meaning) in our present psalm at all appropriate to that
occasion is obtained by a very daring emendation (" Let the pious
exult in the King of glory, let the perfect draw nigh to his dwellingplace with shouting", v. 5). With v. 6 cp. 2 Mace. 15 27 •
This psalm is assigned by many scholars to Maccabrean times, and
there is undoubtedly considerable justification for this contention :
the feeling of victory gained by Yahweh's favour (v. 41 see I Mace. 4 ao- 33),
the desire of vengeance on their enemies (vv. 71 8, see I Mace. 7'8- 49 ),
and the parallelism of thought between v. 6 and 2 Mace. 15 21 : "And
so, fighting with their hands while praying to God in their hearts,
they slew no less than thirty-five thousand men ". There is, moreover, the phrase "the assembly of the pious" (Ifasidim) occurring
also in I Mace. z'2. But see Vol. I, pp. 69 f. It is quite possible
that the psalm may have been written in reference to a victory gained
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over some neighbouring people, the account of which has not come
down to us; the records of Jewish history during most of the period
from 400 B.C. onwards leave much to be desired.
The date of the psalm is, without doubt, late post-exilic; linguistic
expressions support this (e.g., in v. 7).
The metre, with the exception of the first verse, is 3: 3.
I,

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Hallelujah.
Sing to Yahweh
A new song,
His praise in0 the assembly of the pious,
Let Israel rejoice in ° his Maker ,
let the sons-of-Zion be glad in their
King;
Let them praise his name in dance,
with drum and harp let them sing to
him.
For Yahweh 0 doth favour O his people,
he adometh the meek with victory.
Let the pious exult 0 triumphantly ,
let them shout 0 in endless joy 0 ,
High praises of God in their mouth,
and a two-edged sword in their hand,
To take ven~nce upon the nations,
and reprisals against the peoples;
To bind their kings with chains,
and their princes with fetters of iron ;
To fulfil the written decree,
glory 'tis to all his pious ones.
Hallelujah.

Text-critical Notes
Read, with GS, iW1'f1 for ,,tp~:p, "his Makers", which may, however, be
a plural of" majesty". 4. Some commentators, would read the perf. ;;:i;.,, "he
hath shown ~vour ". . 5. Lit. " in. glo17 " ii:::i;:,:p.. Read, following Isa. 35 1•,
51 11, 61•, C';i:P nr:-t~Wf' for c::,i:::iflf'~"'~• "on their beds". 9. Om. CIJ~,
" among them ", for the sake of the rhythm, and tlte general sense.
2.

1. The exhortation to praise Yahweh is addressed specifically to
the pious, or godly ones, the lfasidim, who are often mentioned in some
of the later psalms. In general, the term is applied to those who in
manner of living and steadfastness in worship sought to serve Yahweh
faithfully; but in later days, as we le:.o.m, e.g., in 1 Mace. 2 4211·, it was
used in·a narrower sense in reference to those who had formed a party,
the members of which adhered with fanatical strictness-to what they
conceived to be the demands of the Law. Whether, in this psalm,
the term is used in this party sense or not is a disputed point ; but
the threefold mention of them (vv. 1, 5, 9), and especially their warlike character (vv. 6-8 and see 2 Mace. 146), suggests the latter.
On the whole subject see Vol. I, pp. 67 ff. That it was a new song
(cp. Ps. 33 3 , 40 3, 961, 98 1 ) may be significant, for it was of a type
which was new-viz., a song of triumphant thanksgiving sung by
warriors in their armour on their return from battle. There would,
on the other hand, be nothing new in a song which dealt with the
subjects of eschatology or the divine kingship. 2, 3. These victorious
lfasidim are naturally spoken of as representatives of the nation, Israel,
and sons-of-Zion, for they had fought on behalf of their people in a
holy war as champions of Yahweh, by whose help they had been
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victorious. They are called upon, therefore, to rejoice in their Maker,
and to be glad in their King ; with the former of these two titles as
applied to Yahweh cp. Isa. 44 2 , 51 13 ; the latter occurs often in the
psalms and elsewhere ; but it is by no means necessarily in an eschatological context, nor yet in connexion with the festival of Yahweh's
ascent upon his throne. For the sacred dance in celebration of victory
cp. Exod. 15 20, 21 , Judith 15 12 , 13, and for its wide prevalence both
among the Israelites and other nations of antiquity see Oesterley,
The Sacred Dance, pp. 159 ff. (1923). The song of praise was sung
during the sacred dance, to the accompaniment of drum and harp
(on these see the notes of Ps. 1 50).
In the verses which follow, 4-6, due acknowledgement is made to
Yahweh as the Author of victory; he has shown favour to his people
(cp. Ps. 147 11); the mention of the meek, or oppressed, indicates that
the people had gone through a period of ill-treatment, an inappropriate
expression if the reference were to Maccabrean times (what is said in
1 Mace. 1 29--40 does not refer to the meek).
The expression adorneth
with victory means that the warriors are glorified, and therefore
honoured by their people for their achievement. The incongruous
combination of praising God while the weapons of war are still
being carried has been referred to above. Equally distasteful to our
ears is the spirit displayed in vv. 7, 8, where, in accordance with
the usage of the times, even the most highly-placed were subjected
to humiliating ill-treatment. 9. That, in justification of this, appeal
is made to the written decree-whether we are to understand by this a
reference to such passages as Isa. 45 14, 49 7• 23 , and others, or whether
this is what the psalmist eonceives of as the ordained divine judgement--0nly emphasizes the feeling of relief that a psalm of this nature
is very exceptional. It does not figure in the Liturgy of the Jewish
Church.
The religious teaching of the psalm centres ih the call to praise
God ; this has been already dealt with in the section on religious
teaching of a number of other psalms.
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THE appropriateness of this psalm, with its tenfold exhortation to
praise, as the conclusion to the Psalter, needs no insisting on. Its place
and composition may well have been the work of the final redactor
of the various collections of psalms which had accumulated through
the centuries.
The heavenly hosts are first called upon to praise God, as in Ps.
1481 • 2 ; thian all the worshippers, to the accompaniment of wind- and
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string-instruments, as well as with instruments of percussion. Judging
from the concluding words of the psalm, it was sung by the whole body
of worshippers, though probably " everything that hath breath "
included the animal-creation, as in Ps. 148 10• It is to be noted that
eight musical instruments are mentioned as used in worship, including
two kinds of cymbals (see exegetical notes); elsewhere in the Psalms two
others are mentioned, the ~af8frah, "trumpet" (986), and the lµdtl,
"pipe" (87 7, the verb only); and in other books three others occur as
used for religious purposes-namely, mes_iltatm, "cymbals" (often in
Chronicles), m•na'an''tm, "rattle" (mentioned only in 2 Sam. 6 6),
and qeren," horn" (Lev. 25 8, Josh. 6 5, I Chron. 25 6). These, like some
of those occurring in our psalm, were used for secular as well as for
religious purposes ; there is but one instrument of a purely secular
character, mentioned in the Old Testament, the salisim, probably some
form of the tambourine (only in 1 Sam. 186). The only others are
found in the book of Daniel, and do not concern us ; but they are worth
enumerating for completeness' sake (they all occur in chap. 36, etc.);
two of them are clearly of Semitic origin, the qarna " comet ",
lit. "horn"; the malroqitha, "flute". lit. "whistle"; three are
of Greek origin, the qithros or qithras (,d0api~), " harp " ; sabbeka
(uaµ/JvK"IJ), a triangular instrument with four strings; the pesanterin
(tfx,).rl,piov), also a stringed instrument with a sounding-board beneath
the strings, probably six in number; and finally, the sumphonia
(uvp.tf,wvla), an instrument corresponding to "bag-pipe"; whether
this was of Semitic or Greek origin is uncertain.
That none of these is mentioned in our psalm makes it extremely
likely that its date of composition was, at any rate, prior to that of the
book of Daniel (166-5 B.c.).
Of all the other instruments, including those mentioned in our
psalm, some account will be given in the exegetical notes. Our knowledge of ancient musical instruments among the Semites has been much
increased by the recent publication of Dr. Galpin's work, The Music
of the Sumerians, Babylonians, and Assyrians (1937).
The metre is 3: 3, with the exception of the last verse, which, as so
often, has a different metre ; it ends with a line of four beats. The
final " Hallelujah " is not included in the metre.
Hallelujah.
praise him in his mighty :firmament,
praise him according to the abundance
of his greatness.
Praise him with the blast of the ram'shom,
praise him with harp and lyre.
Praise him with drum and dance,
praise him with strings and flute.
Praise him with resounding cymbals,
praise him with clanging cymbala.
Let everythmg that hatlf breath praise Yah.
Hallelujah.

Praise God in his sanctuary,
z. Praise him for his acts of power,
1.

3.
4,
5.
6,
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148 1, 2,

1, 2. Though not specified, as in Ps.
the heavenly
hosts are here clearly exhorted to offer their praise to God; his sanctuary, as in Ps. 102 11\ refers to the heavenly temple (cp. Ps. u 4, 20 7),
and his mighty firmament (lit. " the firmament of his strength ") means the
heavens, as in Gen. 1 8, "And God called the firmament heaven", the
creation of which was one of his mighty acts (see Ps. 19 1), "the firmament
showeth his handywork ", while the many other acts of creation above
and below showed forth the abundance of his greatness.
In the rest of the psalm the musical instruments used in the temple
worship are enumerated. Excepting for a few incidental references in
other psalms and elsewhere, this detailed list is unique in the Old
Testament ; it will, therefore, be not inappropriate if we devote some
special attention to these different kinds of instruments.
The offering of praise to deities in song accompanied by musical
instruments is, as ever-increasing evidence shows, of great antiquity.
On the analogy of what is known of the usage among other Semitic
peoples, we are justified in concluding that among the earliest Hebrews
similar forms of worship were in vogue. Just as with the songs of praise
as we now have them, so with the musical instruments mentioned, both
represent the final stage of a long preceding history. But in the case of
the musical instruments the evidence tends to show that the process of
development was much slower; in other words, the musical instruments
mentioned in our psalm did not, in most cases, differ from what had been
in use for many centuries. Archreological research has given us a great
deal of information both as to the forms and uses of these instruments.
Coming now to our psalm; it is impossible to discern any underlying purpose in the order in which the various instruments are mentioned, whether as to their antiquity,. importance, or type ; they seem to be
enumerated quite at random. First we have the ram's-horn (§ophar).
To connect this with the Egyptian thupar is now shown to be erroneous,
for there is no such word as this latter. It is more probably the
equivalent of the Assyrian §apparu, the wild mountain-goat ; so that
" ram:• must not be understood in the strictly modem sense. There is,
however, no doubt that in already early times sophar was adapted and
used in the sense of " horn ", or " clarion ". As a rule, in the Old
Testament, the word occurs alone ; but its fuller form is sophar
ha-yobel, lit. "the horn of the ram" (Josh. 6 4) ; and sometimes yobel
stands alone in the sense of" horn " (Exod. 1913, Lev. 25 13, 2718, Num.
364), but the word means lit. ''he that leads "-viz., the flock. In the Old
Testament it is not often used in connexion with the temple worship;
it is more often a signal of alarm, as, e.g., in Judg. 3 27 , 1 Sam. 13 8, or it is
sounded to call warriors together, Isa. 18 3, or as a signal for attack,
Job 39 2 '- 26 ; in Am. 36 , Hos. 58, Jer. 61, Ezek. 33 3 , its blast gives
warning of approaching danger. According to 2 Sam. 15 10 and else-
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where we read of its being sounded in order to announce the reign of a
new king. This is of special importance in view of Ps. 81 3 : " Sound
the sophar at the new moon ", for there can be little doubt that this is in
reference to the New-Year festival, when the kingship of Yahweh was
proclaimed, just as at the Babylonian New-Year's Day festival the first
appearance of the crescent moon was hailed by trumpet-blasts. See
also Ps. 47 6 , 986 • That the sophii,r was one of the most ancient of
musical instruments is shown by Galpin, op. cit., pp. 21 ff. It is worth
noting that in our psalm no mention is made of the ~flS:Of'riih, " trumpet ", which occurs in Ps. 986 together with the sophar, and was, therefore, a different kind of wind-instrument (cp. Hos. 58 ) ; although not
occurring elsewhere in the Psalms, it is frequently mentioned in
Chronicles as a sacred instrument. No doubt it was of much later date,
since it was made of metal, brass, or silver. Josephus (Antiq. iii, 291)
says that " jn length it was little less than a cubit ; it was composed of a
narrow tube, somewhat thicker than a flute, but with so much breadth as
was sufficient for admission of the breath of a man's mouth; it ended in
the form of a bell, like common trumpets ". This is probably the trumpet ·represented on the Arch of Titus. Passing mention must also be
made of the qeren, " horn " ; its occurrence in the sense of a windinstrument is extremely rare, and it is never used in the Psalms; but
from I Chron. 25 6 it is to be gathered that it had a religious use; otherwise it is mentioned only in Josh. 6 5, where it is sounded in connexion with
the falling down of the walls of Jericho. Possibly it may be equivalent
to the Akkadian karanu, mentioned by Galpin (op. cit., pp. 23 f.),
which was evidently a trumpet used for warlike purposes, for " the
name survives in the Persian karana . . . the name is also found in
Sanskrit records ".
The next two instruments mentioned in our psalm are stringed
instruments, the harp (nebel) and the lyre (kinnor). Ancient as these are,
it need hardly be said that the use of stringed instrQments points to a
much higher stage of culture. The word nebel means 'also "wineskin" (e.g., 1 Sam. 1 24 , 10 3 and elsewhere); the musical instrument was
no doubt so called on account of its gourd, or bottle-like, sound-chest.
Excavations at Ur show that two types of harp were used for religious
purposes : a large one which rested on the ground, and a smaller one
which could be carried and played in procesi;ions. The Sumerian
names of these two are, respectivel'y, zag-sal and miritu, the latter being
the more primitive one. Both are mentioned, together with the sevenstringed lyre, in a poem in praise of the temple of Enki at Eridu (circa
2200 B.c.). According to Galpin, it is the miritu which is "evidently
related to the Hebrew nebel" (op. cit, p. 29). It is often mentioned in
the Psalms in connexion wjth worship (33 2 ,578, 71 22, 81 2,92 8 , 108 2 , and
in Chronicles). A still smaller one was that mentioned in 1 Sam. 188 ,
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the salts, its name being given in reference to its " three " strings ;
a similar instrument was in use among the Assyrians, and was called the
salastu. Mention must be made also of another kind of harp, the
nebel 'asor,-" ten(-stringed) harp", which occurs in Ps. 33 2, 1441', cp.
92 8 ; similarly in Mesopotamia, as Galpin points out (op. cit., p. 30),
there was an instrument of the harp-kind called esirtu, " ten-strings ".
As to the kinnor, "lyre'\ it must be noted, to quote Galpin again,
that it " differs entirely from the harp in having the strings stretched
over, or attached to, a bridge placed on the sound-board, instead of
passing into the sound-chest itself" (op. cit., p. 31). The kinnor was
the most popular musical instrument among the Semites generally,
and, as· the Old Testament shows, it was used in ordinary ).ife (e.g.,
Isa. 512, 24 8), as well as for religious purposes, as indicated by its
frequent mention in the Psalms. Very interesting is the representation
in one of the tombs (circa 1950 B.c.) at Beni-Hassan of a Semite playing
an elaborately shaped lyre, called by the Egyptians the kennarn-t,
clearly equivalent to the kinnor. Among the Sumerians the lyre was
called al-gar, of which there were several shapes and sizes; in the temple
ritual it had an important place ; in a hymn to Ishtar, for example,
it is said : " I will speak to thee with the al-gar, whose sound is sweet " ;
and in Enki's temple at Eridu we are told that" the holy al-gar sings in
reverence ". The Assyrian equivalent was sebitu, meaning " sevenstringed ", and corresponding to the Hebrew siva' or seba', Arabic
saba', " seven " ; in certain dialects of Aramaic it appears as seb'ka',
the sabb'ka' mentioned in Dan. 35 , 7 10• It is described, to quote
Galpin again, " as being of triangular outline, and like a boat with a
ladder joined to it. The boat-shaped lyre discovered at Ur answers in a
peculiar manner to this description, and makes it clear why a military
siege-engine, the sambuca, was named after it" (op. cit., p. 34).
The many representations of harps and lyres given on. ancient
monuments, Egyptian, Sumerian, and Assyrian, as well as on Jewish
coins, show that they differed greatly in size and shape, as well as in the
number of strings they had ; the ancient Hebrew instruments doubtless
partook of this variety, if not to the same extent. They were held in the
left hand when carried, and played with the fingers of the right hand,
though a plectrum, of wood or other substance, was also used.
The next instrument to be mentioned in our psalm (4) is one of
percussion, the toph, " drum ". This, too, was used for secular
purposes (e.g., Gen. 31 27 , Isa. 512), as well as in worship (2 Sam. 6 5,
Ps. 81 2, 149 3 , cp. 68 25). The Sumerian name for " drum" was ub,
with the determinative prefix for "skin" or "leather", su. "The
hollow log of wood or the empty gourd has been developed into an
instrument not only rhythmic, but tonal, by the addition of a stretched
skin. For, whereas to the ordinary ear the sound of the drum is
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accounted as mere noise, to the delicate appreciation of the Oriental the
' note ' of the instrument is not only a source of pleasure, but distinctly tuneable" (Galpin, op. cit., p. 2). Drums were of various sizes,
the large ones stationary, the smaller carried in procession. The ub
was a small drum ; but another type, called in Sumerian balag, Assyrian
balaggu, was of a large, as well as of a small, kind. Its use in worship is
often mentioned on the inscriptions. That drums were used by the
Israelites of all periods cannot admit of doubt ; the question arises, however, whether the t6pk was a drum as generally understood, and not rather
a " timbrel " or " tambourine " ; we have rendered it " drum " because
t8ph is the only word in the Old Testament which occurs for either
" drum " or " timbrel " ; and we know from the usage among other
Semites that the drum, in the ordinary sense, played an important part
in worship. Galpin mentions, it is true, another Sumerian name for
drum, the dub, and compares it with the Arabic dahdab, which might
suggest a connexion with t6pk from an onomatopreic point of view ;
but he compares the Hebrew t6ph rather with the Sumerian word for
" timbrel ", adap, which gave its name to the duff, or square-shaped
timbrel, credited by Arabic tradition to Jubal, the coppersmith, as its
inventor (op. cit., p. 9), because the determinative unulu, "copper",
sometimes precedes the word; see Gen. 4 11• Inscriptions show it to
have been used in temple worship.
In the yerse before us (4), the sacred dance is mentioned in close
connexion with the drum, or timbrel ; while the playing of this instrument during the dance was, no doubt, primarily for rhythmic purposes,
it may well have had the effect of arousing excitement in the performers ;
the word used, mdJ:!,61, comes from the root meaning to " whirl ", which
suggests a wild kind of dance. In the same verse which we are considering (4), mention is made of strings (minnim), and flute ('-tlgab)
(cp. Gen. 4 21, Job :21 12 , 30 31); the combination reads strangely, especially as the stringed instruments have just been referred to in the
preceding verse. The only other occurrence of minnim is in Ps. 45 8,
where the text is certainly corrupt. Now, the common name for
" flute " in Mesopotamia is ti-gi, which, as Galpin points out, is identical
with the 'ugab of the Hebrews ; but the ti-gi is also called the imin-e,
" the seven-note " ; is it possible that we have in minnim some form of a
loan-word from Mesopotamia ? " Praise him with the seven-note
flute " would give a more logical sense than " strings and flute ". However this may be, the flute, ti-gi, the simple reed-tube, held vertically,
and sounded by blowing across one of the open ends, was highly
esteemed in the temple ritual in Mesopotamia (Galpin, op. cit., p. 13).
In the next verse (5) two types of cymbals are ·mentioned, called respectively resounding cymbals and clanging cymbals, lit. " cymbals of hearing ",
i.e., which can be well heard-and " cymbals of a blast ". They are
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mentioned elsewhere only in 2 Sam.
It is probable that the reference here is to a very early type of cymbals which was retained in the
temple ritual, and a highly developed type. Galpin tells us that at Kish
and Ur " certain curiously curved blades of thin copper have been found,
generally in pairs ; at first they were considered to have been weapons of
war, but they are now recognized as ' dancing sticks ', the metal blade
having been fixed to a wooden handle. In one instance, at Ur-they
were discovered in connexion with the remains of a lyre, and on a gold
cylinder-seal also found at Ur, as well as in mother-of-pearl inlay at
Kish-their real use is shown : on the seal, which dates from about the
year 2700 B.C., a dancer to the strains of the lyre is depicted and, on
either side, attendants clapping the curved sticks together in measured
cadence" (op. cit., p. 1). Here we have, then, the earliest form of
cymbals; to these would correspond the first-mentioned cymbals in
our psalm, used presumably as an accompaniment to the sacred dance,
like the taph. It is, however, somewhat strange that the word for
cymbals, 1e~lim, should be used twice over in the same verse, when the
more common word mef,iltatm (from the same root) was available;
it occurs frequently in Chronicles, and is used only in connexion with
worship ; and, being dual in form, it obviously corresponds to the two
" dancing-sticks " mentioned above, which represent the earliest form
of cymbals. The later form, clanging cymbals, are no doubt the same
as those described by Josephus, who says that they consisted of " two
large metal plates, which were struck together" (Antiq., vii, 306).
It will thus be seen that, thanks to the labours of arcrueologists,
our knowledge of the suoject of ancient musical instruments has been
much increased.
Our main interest, however, in the present connexion, is the
evidence offered by this psalm of the use of so many musical instruments in the temple worship. The triumphant strains resounding in
this Hallelujah finale make a noble and fitting conclusion to the Psalms,
the grandest symphony of praise to God ever composed on earth.
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Magic art, the, 559
Magical spell, .226, .239
Mal;alath L•'annoth, 18
Marduk, 39,49, .254
Mashal, .265
Maski/, 15
Maso,a, n4
Masoretic text, 34 f.
- - tradition, n4
Maass, 502
Mattathias, 245
Mazda, 442
Ma:1J1oth, 505

Mercies, gratitude for past, 316, 466, 47.2
Meshech, 50.2
Mesopotamian epics, 1
Measiah, the heaventy, .255
Measianic ideas, J~ish, 97
- - interpretation, 97 f., 123, 125, 250,
336, 339, 46.2
Metaphorical language, 233
Metre, typeS of, 30
Metres in Hebrew poetry, .28 ff., 31, 53-9
Metrical texts, ~8
Midrash Tehillim, II 5 f.
Miktam, 13 f.
Minchah, 172, 562
Mi:nMr, 10
Mo'ed, 68
Monotheistic teaching, 74 ff., 140, 199,
zoo, 400, 5:1-1
Moon, a fertility deity, 542
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Moon's rays, harmfulness of, 504
Moses, 242
Mountain of God, the, 220, .263
Musical instruments in worship, 588 ff.
Mystics, Jewish, 317
Mythological traits, 93
Nabonidua Chronicle, the, 548
Name of Yahweh, 1961 .200, 28.2 f., 353,
469,574
Namtsr, 410
Nathan, 126
Natunl_personified, 312
- - , Yahweh the God of, 81, 141, 440,
444,504,538,540,580
Nebuchadre2ZU, 345
Nedabah, 282
Negeb, ,16
Nehemiah, 63, 513, 514
Net, 42, 315, 409
New Year's Day, 370
New Year Festival, 44, 48 f., 51, 53, 188,
352, 542, 543
- - , eschatological thought in connexion
with, 51, 53, 422
Night-hag, the, 409
Ninkarrag, 38
Oaths, 5, 154
'Olah, 172
" Old paths," the, i49, 535
Old Latin Version of the Psalter, 100
'Omer, counting of the, 316
Oinnipotence of God, 340
Oinnipresence of God, 555
Omniscience of God, 212, 555
Oracle, divine, 8, 125, 198, 220, 297, 462
Oral Tradition, 247
Osiris, 49

PargtJd, 582
Parallelism a help to interpretation, 28.2
- - , absence of, 170
- - of verse-members, .20 ff.
Penitence, 210, 270 f., 526 f.
Penitential psalm, Babylonian,•41
- - psalms, 8, 229
Peregrinatio Etheri«, 106, 108
Peefectum propheticum, 3R:z

Persian dualism, .2.22
--influence,.214
- - period, the, 156
Pes~, 101
Peshitta, the, 35
Pharisaism, 182
Philo, exegetical methods of, 112 f.
Phonetic basis of Hebrew rhythm, .25
Pilgrimages, 505
Poetry and religion, 1
- - , forms of Hebrew, 20 ff.
Poison, 331
Prayer during sacrifices, 13 3
- - , efficacy of, 173
- - , form of, 133
- - on the eve of battle, 171
- - uttered aloud, 564
Precative perfect, 293
Predestination, 557

INDEX
Presence of Yahweh in the sanctuary, 306
Priestly duties, 537 f.
Priests, moral decline among, 278
Procession, ceremonial, 47, 51, 185, 187,
193,261,264,430,480
Prologue to Ecclus., 70
Prophetical period, the, 71
- - writings, influence of the, 92, 254,
256 f., 263, 267
Psalms, a long history behind many, 2
- - , classification of the, s ff.
- - for the New Year Festival, 50 ff.
- - in the Christian Church, 106 ff.
- - in the Jewish Church, 99 ff.
- - in the New Testament, 94 ff.
- - , titles of, 9 ff.
- - , types of, 6 ff.
- - , use of, by St. Paul, 96 f.
Psalmus lscharioticus, 460
Purification ritual, 273
Purim, IOI

ahal, 456
eteb, 410
'nah, 28
~ orah, 3 f., 15
Ramses II, 41
--IV,42
Ras1Shamra poems, 27, 38, 374 f., 442
Raia', -im, 59 f.
Rashi, II4, II6
Recitation of psalms, efficacy of, 105
RefraiQs in psalms, 542
Religion and politics, 197
- - and the·State, 533
Renegades, 149
Retribution, the -doctrine of, 86 ff., II 9,
139, 161, 214, 277, 340,_ 4II
Revelation, progressive, 74, 167
Riddle, 266
Rigveda, 2
Ritual, earliest forms of, 1
- - fitness, 153
- - pattern, the, 48; 52
Rock, the, applied to Yahweh, 198, 351,
413,419,421,571
Ro'I," head," 498
Saadia, II4
Sabbath psalms, 4II, 420
Sacrifice, spiritual, 269
Sacrifices, accompanied by instrumental
music, 474
- - , rejection of, 2, 235, 274, 332
- - , wrong motive in offering, 269
Sacrificial worship, 78 ff.
Sages, the, u8
Saints and Sinners, 56 ff.
Salvation, uses of the word, 493,518, 533
Samaria, fall of, 241
Samaritans, the, 512, 558
Sanballat, 513
Seba, 339
Sebuth, 92, 281, 382, 384
eder Festival, 247
edim, 84
edu, 409

l

Selah, 33, 36
Selem, 331
Self-knowledge, 529
Self-revelation of God to man, 167
Sennacherib, 260
Sense of sin, 271, 525, 526, 568
Sephardim, 103
Sepher Shimmush Tehillim, 104 f., 458
Septuagint, the, 35
Shalmanezer II, 49
Shamash, hymn to, 169 f.
Sheba, 339
Sheol, conception of, 180
Shepherd of Israel, 183, 368
Shophar, 44, 46
Siggaion, 12 f.
Sin, 209, 406
- - , confession of, 135, 210
- - , doctrine of, 85 ff.
- - , original, not taught in Judaism,
274
- - , suffering because of, 135, 202, 209,
228
- - , to cover, 3u
Sir, 14 f.
Slaves, 509
Snail, 293
Solidarity of the people, 521
Sonship, divine, 126
Solannim, 16
Soul, meaning of, 490
Stanzas in Hebrew poetry, 31 f.
Stars named, 581>
- - conceived of as personalities, 212
Strife, party, 137, 148, 190, 558, 564
Strophe, 32
Sukkoth, 101, 505
Sulchan, 331
Sun, a fertility deity, 542
Supernatural beings, 81 ff.
Synagogues, 73
- - not mentioned in the psalms, 68
Synoptic Gospels, quotations from the
psalms in the, 96
Syriac Version, the, 35
Syrian yoke, the, 522
Tabernacle, 154, 196
Tabernacles, feast of, 48 f., 51, 185, 317,
379, 480, 484, 506, ·537, 543
Tammuz, the fast of, 102
Tarshish, 263, 339
Tebeth, the fast of, 102
Tehom (Tiamat), 39, 243, 248, 254, 401,
440, 526, 583
Tell-el-Amama tablets, 49, 124
Temple, desecration of the, 69
- - , re-dedication of the, 522
- - , zeal for the, 330
Tent as permanent place of habitation,
277
Terua'h, 2II
Text, additions to the, 387
- - and Versions, 34 ff.
- - , dislocations in the, 390, 569
Thanksgiving, national, 545
--psalms,8,40
Theophany, 92 f., 165 f., 199, 268 f.

INDEX

Thunder the voice of Yahweh, 199
Tiglath Pileser, 299
Titles of psalms, 9 ff.
Todah, 19, 431, 474
Trans~ion, personification of, 219
Tyconius, exegetical rules of, 1 1 J
Tyre, daughter of, 250
Universalism, 81 f., 181, 311, 315, 319,
390, 572, 578
Vengeance, prayer for, 285
Versions, the ancient, 34 ff.
Victory, prayer for, 172
Vigil service, 537
Vintage song, 13
Voice of Yahweh, the, 201
Vows, paying of, 316
Vulgate, the, 36
War, Yahweh the God of, u7, 571
Washing of hands, 193
Wedding, a royal, 250
Wisdom literature, 214, 495
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Wisdom psalms, 1:zo, 2r3, 222, 264, 341,
488, 517, 520
Witches and demons, 409
Working-over of texts, 523
Works, merit of, 275
World catastrophe, 256
Worship, a privilege, 312
- - , congregati1>nal, 402, 456
- - , instinct of, 584
- - , joy in, 401, 422, 448
- - , need of, 486
- - of God, 77 f.
- - , sacrificial, 78 ff.
- - , spiritual, 274

Yam-Suph,451,544
Yetzer, 222
Zadok, the sons of, 61, 63
Zion, the centre of national worship, 546
- - , the dwelling-place of Yahweh, 538
- - , the mother of all peoples, 390
Zoan, 362
Zoroastrian belief, 91, S57

